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PREFACE 

This hook is a lhorough revision or ils earlier eighlh cdilion. which was published in 
2009. Thal edilion has served. just as lhe earlier ones did. as a lexlhook for a one-lerm 
inlroduclOry l:ourse in lhe lheory and applil'alion of funclions of a rnmplex variable. 

This new edilion preserves lhe basic conlenl and slyle or lhe earlier ones. lhe lirsl lwo 
of which were wrinen by lhc late Ruel V. Churchill alone. 

The hook has always had lwo main ohjeclives. 

(a) The firsl is lo develop those parts of lhe lheory Lhal are prominenl in applicalions of 

lhc subject 

(b) The second objective is lo furnish an introduction lo applications of residues and 

conformal mapping. The applications of residues include their use in evaluating 
real improper integrals. finding inverse Laplace transforms. and locating zeros of 

functions. Considerable anention is paid to !he use of conformal mapping in solving 
boundary value problems Lhal arise in studies of heal conduclion and nuid now. 
Hence lhe hook may he considered as a companion volume Lo the authors' lexl 

Fourier Series and Boundary Value Pmblem.\·, where another classical method for 
solving boundary value problems in partial differential equations is developed. 

The firsl nine chapters of this hook have for many years formed the basis of a lhree
hourcourse given each Lenn al The University of Michigan. The final three chapters have 
fewer changes and are mostly intended for self-study and reference. The classes using 
the hook have consisled mainly of seniors concentrating in mathemalics. engineering. 
or one of the physical sciences. Before taking !he course. lhe sludenls have completed al 

least a lhree-lenn calculus sequence and a first course in ordinary differenlial equations. 
Ir mapping by elementary functions is desired earlier in lhe course. one can skip lo 

Chap. 8 immediately after Chap. 3 on elementary funclions and then relum lo Chap. 4 
on integrals. 

We mention here a sample of the changes in this edition. some of which were 

suggested by studellls and people teaching from the hook. A number of topics have 
been moved from where they \Vere. For example. ah hough hannonic functions arc stil I 

X\' 



X\'i PREl':\CE 

introduced in Chap. 2. hannonic conjugates have been moved lo Chap. 9. where they 
arc actually needed. Another example is the moving of the derivation of an important 
inequality needed in proving the fundamental theorem of algebra (Chap. 4) lo Chap. I. 
where related inequalities arc introduced. This has the advantage of enabling the reader 
lO conccnlralc on such inequalities when they arc grouped together and also of making 
the proof of the fundamental theorem or algebra reasonably brief and eflicienl without 

laking the reader on a <lislracling si<le-lrip. The introduction lo the corn.:epl of mapping 
in Chap. 2 is shortened somewhat in this edition. and only the mapping w = :: 1 is 
emphasized in that chapter. This was suggested by some users of the last edition. who 

fell that a detailed consideration or 11 1 = ::1 is sufficient in Chap. 2 in order lo illuslrale 
concepts needed there. Finally. since most of the series. both Taylor and Laurent. lhal are 
found and discussed in Chap. 5 rely on the reader's familiarity with just six Maclaurin 
series. those series are now grouped together so that the reader is not forced lo hunt 
around for them whenever they arc needed in finding other series expansions. Also. 

Chap. 5 now contains a separalc section. following Taylor's theorem. devoted entirely 
lo series representations involving negative powers of:: - :<i· Experience has shown Lhal 
Lhis is especially valuable in making the transformation from Taylor lo Laurent series a 

natural one. 
This edition contains many new examples. sometimes taken from the exercises 

in the last edition. Quite often the examples follow in a separate section immediately 
following a section thal develops the theory to be illuslrale<l. 

The clarity of the presenlalion has been enhance<l in other ways. Boldface leuers 

have been used to make definitions more easily identified. The book has lirteen new 
figures. as well as a number of existing ones that have been improved. Finally. when 

Lhe proofs of theorems arc unusually long. those proofs arc clearly divided into parts. 
This happens. for instance. in the proof (Sec. 49) of Lhe Lhree-pan theorem regarding 
Lhe existence and use of anli<lerivativcs. The same is Lrue of the proof (Sec. 51) of 

Lhe Cauchy-Goursal theorem. Finally. there is a Student's Solutions Manual (ISBN: 
978-0-07-352899-1: MHID: 0-07-352899-4) Lhat is availablt:. It contains solutions of 
selected exercises in Chapters I through 7. covering Lhc material through residues. 

In order lo accommodate as wide a range or readers as possible. there arc footnotes 
refcrri ng Lo other lex ls lhal give proofs and discussions of the more <lei icale results 

from calculus and advanced calculus that are occasionally needed. A bibliography of 
other books on complex variables. many of which arc more advanced. is provided in 
Appendix I. A table of conformal transfonnalions Lhal are useful in applications appears 

in Appendix 2. 
As already indicated. some of the changes in this edition have been suggested by 

users of Lhe earlier edition. Moreover. in Lhe preparation of this new edition. continual 
inleresl and support has been provided by a variety of olher people. especially Lhc staff 
al McGraw-Hill and my wife Jacqueline Read Brown. 

James Wan/ Brmrn 



CHAPTER 

1 
COMPLEX NUMBERS 

In this chapter. we survey the algebraic and geometric structure of the complex number 
system. \Ve assume various corresponding properties of real numbers to be known. 

1. SUJ\'IS AND PRODUCTS 

Complex numbers can be dchncd as ordered pairs (x. y) of real numbers that arc to 
be interpreted as points in the complex pl1111e. with rectangular coordinates .r and y. 
just as real numbers x arc thought of as points on the real Ii nc. \Vhcn real nu mbcrs 
x arc displayed as points (.r. 0) on the real axis. we '''rite .r = (.r. 0): and it is clcarthat 
the set of complex numbers includes the real numbers as a subset. Complex numbers 
of the form (0. y) correspond to points on the y axis and arc called pure imaginary 
numbers when y i= 0. The y axis is then referred to as the imaginary axis. 

It is customary to denote a complex number (x. y) by::-.. so that (sec Fig. I) 

( I ) ::-. = (.r. y). 

\' 

•:: = (.\. yl 

i = (0. I I 

0 x = (x.0) .\ FIGURE 1 

1 



2 COMPLEX Nt:MllERS CllAP. I 

The real numbers x and y arc. moreover. known as the real and illwgi11ary parts of:::. 
respectively. and v,:c write 

(2) x =Re:::. y =Im:::. 

Two complex numbers ::. 1 and:::.! arc equal whenever they have lhc same real pans and 
the same imaginary parts. Thus the statement ::: 1 = :::2 means that ::: 1 and :::2 correspond 
10 the same point in the complex. or:::. plane. 

The .mm ::: 1 +:::.!and product:: 1 ::: 2 or l,, .. o complex numbers 

::1=(.r1 . .r1l and :::2=(.r1.Y1l 

arc defined as follov,:s: 

Ol 

(4) 

Note lhal the operations defined by means of equations (3) and (4) become the usual 
operations of addition and multiplication when restricted 10 the real numbers: 

(.r1. 0) + Cr2. 0) = (.r 1 + x.!. 0). 

(.r 1. O)Cr2. 0) = (.r 1.r2. 0). 

The complex number system is. therefore. a natural exlension of the real number 
system. 

Any complex number::: = (x. y) can be wrinen:: = (x. 0) + ({). y). and il is easy 
10 sec thal (0. I )(y. 0) = ({). y). Hence 

::. = (.r. 0) + ({). I )(y. 0): 

and if we lhink of a real number as either x or (x. 0) and lel i denote lhe pure imaginary 
number (0. I). as shown in Fig. l. il is clear thaC 

(5) ::: = x + iy. 

Also. with lhe convention that :::.! = ::::: . ::·' = :::2::. clc .. \Ve have 

or 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

;.! = ( 0. I )(0. I ) = ( - I. 0). 

(1=-1. 

Because (.r. y) = x + iy. delinitions (3) and (4) become 

(.r1 + iyi) + (.r2 + i.\'2) = (.r1 + .r2) + i(y1 + y2). 

( .r I + ; y i) (.r 2 + ; Y2 ) = ( x 1 X2 - y I _\'.! ) + i ( y 1X2 + x I y 2). 

'111 ek1:1rfral engineering. the kller j is uscd in~Lead of i. 
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Observe that the right-hand sides of these equations can be obtained by fonnally 
manipulating the terms on the left as if they involved only real numbers and by replacing 
i 2 by -1 when it occurs. Also. observe hov,: equation (8) tells us that any cmnplex 
number times :.em is :.em . . More precisely. 

:. · o = (x + iy)(O + iO) = o + ;o = o 

for any:. = x + iy. 

2. BASIC ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES 

Various properties of addition and multiplication of complex numbers arc the same as 
for real numbers. \Ve list here the more basic of these algebraic properties and verify 
some of them. Most of the others arc verified in the exercises. 

The commutative lav.:s 

( I ) 

and the associative laws 

(2) 

f()IJow easily from the definitions in Sec. 1 of addition and multiplication of complex 
numbers and the fact that real numbers have corresponding properties. The same is 
true of the disllibutive law 

(3) 

EXAMPLE. If 

then 

According to the commutative lav ... for multiplication. iy = yi. Hence one can 
\Vrite:. = x + yi instead of:.-. = x + iy. Also. because of the associative lmvs. a sum 
:. 1 + :.2 +:.J or a product :. 1 :. 2 :..~ is \veil defined without parentheses. as is the case with 
real numbers. 

The additive identity 0 = (0. 0) and the multiplicative identity 1 = (I. 0) for real 
numbers ca1Ty over to the entire complex number system. That is. 

(4) :. + 0 = :. and :. · I = :. 
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for every complex number:. Furthermore. 0 and I arc lhe only complex numbers wilh 
such properties (sec Exercise 8). 

There is associalcd wilh each complex number:. = (.r. y) an addilive inverse 

(5) -: = (-.r. -y). 

smisfying lhe equation:+(-:)= 0. Moreover. there is only one additive inverse for 
any given :. si nee lhe equalion 

(.r. y) + (11. l~) = (0. 0) 

implies lhal 

11 = - x and i~ = - r. 

For any 11011-:.em complex number: = (.r. y). lherc is a number: · 1 such lhal 
•.•. · 1 = I. This mulliplicative inverse is less obvious than lhe addilive one. To find it 
we seek real numbers 11 and v. expressed in terms of .r and y. such lhm 

(.r.y)(u. v) =(I. 0). 

AccordinglO equmion (4). Sec. l. whid1 defines the producl of lwo complex numbers. 
11 and r mus! salisf y lhe pair 

.r It - \' F = I . y II + .r l' = 0 

of lincm simullaneous equations: and simple compulalion yields lhc unique solulion 

x -r 
It= r----

.r2 + y2. - .r2 + y2. 

So the mulliplicalive inverse of:= (.r. y) is 

(6) ( 
x - \' ) - ·I - . .. - ) ) . ) ) 

x- + y- x- + y-
(: i= 0). 

The inverse: 1 is nol defined when: = 0. In fact: = 0 means 1hal x 2 + y 2 = 0: and 
lhis is nol permincd in expression (6 ). 

EXERCISES 

1. Verify that 

(al ( J2 - i l - i ( I - J2il = - 2i: 
(b) (2. -3)(-2. I)= (-1. 8): 

(c) 0.1)(3. -ll(~.-1 ) = (2. IJ. 
5 IO 
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2. Show that 

(ll) Rc(i:) = - Im:: 

(bl Im U:) = Re:. 

3. Show that (I + :) 2 = I + 2: + : 2
• 

rl:RTllER ALGEllR:\IC PROPERTIES 

4. Verify that each of the two numbers:= I± i satislies the equation : 2 
- 2: + 2 = 0. 

5 

5. Prove that multiplication of complex numbers is commutative. as stated at the beginning 
of Sec. 2. 

<•. Verify 

(ll) the associative law for addition of complex numbers. stated at the beginning of 
Sec. 2: 

(/>) the distributive law (3). Sec. 2. 

7. L'se the associative law for addition and the distributive law to show that 

8. (ll) Write (x. y) + ( 11. t') = (x. y) and point out how it follows that the complex nu mbcr 
0 = ((). 0) is unique as an additive identity. 

(/>)Likewise. write (x.y)(u. v) = (.r.y) and show that the number I= (1.0) is a 
unique multiplicative identity. 

9. t: se - I = ( - I. 0) and : = ( x. y) to show that ( - I): = - :. 

10. l:sei = (0.1) andy = (y. 0) to verify that -(iy) = (-i)y. Thusshowthattheadditive 
inverse of a complex number: = x + iy can be written - : = -x - iy without ambiguity. 

11. Solve the equation : 2 +:+I = 0 for:=(.\. y) by writing 

(X. _r)(.r. r) + (X. _r) +(I. 0) =({).OJ 

and then solving a pair of simultaneous equations in x and y. 
S11ggesrio11: l,'se the fact that no real number.\· satislies the given equation to show 

that r f- 0. 

Am. : = ( + ± ~J) 

3. FURTHER ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES 

In this section. we mention a number of other algebraic propcnics of addition and 
multiplication of complex numbers that follow from the ones already described in 
Sec. 2. Inasmuch as such properties continue lo be anticipated because they also apply 
lo real numbers. the reader can easily pass lo Sec. 4 without serious disruption. 

We begin with the observation that the existence of multiplicative inverses enables 
us to show that ~{a prod11ct .::1.::2 is .::em. then so is at least one <~flhefactor.\· .::1 and 
.::2 • For suppose that .:: 1.::2 = 0 and :. 1 ¥- 0. The inverse .:: 1 

1 exists: and any complex 
number times zero is zero (Sec. 1 ). Hence 

1 ( I ) (. I ) I ( ) - I () () - - - - -) - - - - - - - - - -) - - -··2 - ··2 . - ··- •· 1 •. I - •·I •. J ··2 - •·I •. J •. _ - •·I . - · 



6 COMPLEX Nt:~mERS \llAP. I 

Thal is. if : 1 : 2 = 0. cilhcr : 1 = 0 or : 2 = O; or possibly boch of lhc numbers : 1 and 
:2 arc zero. Anolhcr way lo scale chis rcsuh is lhat (( /lrn complex 1111111/Jers :1 a11d :2 
a re 11rm :em, the11 so is tliei r product : 1 ::2. 

Sublraclion and division arc defined in lcnns of addicivc and mulliplicacivc 
111vcrscs: 

( l ) 

(2) (:2 =I= 0). 

Thus, in view of expressions (5) and (6) in Sec. 2. 

en 
and 

( 4) 

when :1 = (x1 .. ri> and :.2 = (.r2. y2>. 
Using :1 = .r1 + i.\'1 and :2 = x2 + iy2. one can \\·Tile expressions (J) and (4) 

here as 

(5) 

and 

(6) 
::1 

Although expression (6) is not easy to remember. il can be obtained by writing (sec 
Exercise 7) 

(7) 
(.r1 + (\'1 )(.r2 - (\'2) 

(.r2 + (\'2 )(.r2 - iy2) 

multiplying out lhc products in lhc numerator and dcnominalor on lhc righl. and lhcn 
using the properly 

(8) 

The motivation for slmting wilh cquacion (7) appears in Sec. 5. 

EXAl\'IPLE. The mechod is illuscratcd below: 

4+i 

2 - Ji 

(4 + i)(2 +Ji) 

(2 - Ji)( 2 + Ji) 

5+ 14i 5 14 
--- = _-_ + -i. 

13 IJ I J 
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There arc some expected properties involving 4uoricnrs char follm\,. from the 
relation 

(9) ( :2 =I= 0). 

which is equation (2) when : 1 = I. Relacion (9) enables us. for instance. co wricc 
equation (2) in the form 

(I 0) 

Also. by observing that (sec Exercise 3) 

(:1:2H:1 
1
:2

1
) = (:1:j-

1
H:2::2

1
) = 

and hence chat : j 1 
: 2 

1 = (: 1 :-.:d -1, one can use relation (9) ro show chat 

( I I ) (1)(1) I _ I_ I _ _ I 
~ ~ = •· 1 •· 2 = (•·I ··2) = ~ 
•·I •·..: •·l·-2 

Another useful property. co be derived in the exercises. is 

(I 2) ( :-.. ~ # (). :'..l =I= 0). 

Finally. we note that the hi11nmialformula involving real numbers remains valid 
with complex number.-;. That is. if ::1 and ::2 arc any two nonzero complex numbers. 
then 

(I 3) (11=1.2 .... ) 

where 

(
/kl· ) = __ 11_! -

k ! (11 - k)~ 
(k = 0. I. 2 ..... II) 

and where it is agreed that O~ = 1. The proof is left as an exercise. Because addition 
of complex numbers is commutative. the binomial ronnula can. of course. be wriucn 

( 14) (II = J. 2 .... ). 

EXERCISES 

1. Reduce each of these quant itics to a real number: 

I + 2i 2 - i 
(Ci) -.. --. + -.-: 

-' - 41 51 

I 5i 
( >) I . ., . ) ., . 

( - I)(_ - I ( -' - I) 
( c) (I - i)·I. 

Ans. (a) 
5 

(/J) ., (c) - 4. 
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2. Shmv that 

I 

I/:: 
(:: =/: 0). 

3. Cse the associatiYe and commutative laws for mul1iplication to show that 

4. Prove that if : 1 :::.:.1 = 0. then at lea.st one of the three factors is zero. 

\llAP. I 

S11ggeJtio11: Write (:: 1 ::::.):::1 = 0 and use a similar result (Sec. 3) involving two 
factors. 

5. Derive expression (6). Sec. 3. for the quotient:: 1 / ::2 hy the method descrihcdjust after it. 

6. With the aid of relations (IO) and ( 11) in Sec. 3. derive the identity 

(::_\ =t- 0. ::., t- 0). 

7. C sc the identity obtained in Exercise 6 to derive the cancellation law 

-,:: -I ' ' 

:2.: ::2 

8. L' sc mathematical induction to verify the hi nomial formula ( 13) in Sec. 3. More pre
cisely. note that the formula is true when /1 =I. Then. assuming that it is valid when 
11 = m where m denotes any positive in tegcr. show that it must hold when /1 = /11 + I. 

SuggeJtiott: \Vhen /1 = /11 + I. \\Tile 

( - ~ - )111-rl - (- ~ - )(- ~ - )''' - (- ~ - ) ~(Ill) _.(_111-.l 
'I ' ,2 - ,, ' <2 'I ' '::. - -2 ' 'I L..,, k '1'2 

.l=O 

=~(Ill) _.l_111•I-~ ~ ~ (11/)-l•l_m-.i. 
L..,, k '1'2 · L..,, k 'I '.! 
.l=(l .l=O 

and replace k hy k - 1 in the last sum here to ohtai n 

) Ill -"-I 111.0.I Liil [(Ill) ( Ill ) ] ( lll~l -.l Ill·~ I ( - ~ - . - - ' ~ -· - ~ -' I ' ,2 - • 2 i /.:. . /.:. - I 'I ' ::. . ' I . 
. l=I 

Finally. show how the right-hand side here becomes 

_m+I ~~(II/+ ')-.l-111-;-l-.l ~ _111•1 =~(Ill+ 1) _.l_111-"-l··.l 
'' 'L..,, k •1•2 '•I L..,, J.:. '1'2 · 

.l=I .l~l 

4. VECTORS AND J\'IODULI 

ll is natural to associate any nonzero complex number:: = .r +iy \Vilh the directed line 
segment. or vector. from the origin to the point (x. y) that represents:: in the complex 
plane. In fact. \VC often refer to:: as the point:: or the vector:: .. In Fig. 2 the numbers 
:: = x + iy and -2 + i arc displayed graphically as both points and radius vectors. 
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(-2. I) 

• 

- ') 

\' 

0 

:: = (X. _\') 

• 

.\ 

When :.1 = x1 + iy1 and :.1 = x1 + (\'2. the sum 

VECTORS Al\[) ~1om;u 9 

FIGURE 2 

corresponds to the point (xi+ x1. y 1 + y2). It also corresponds to a vector v ... ith those 
coordinates as ics components. Hence :.1 + :.1 may be obtained vectorially as shown 
in Fig. 3. 

\' 

0 x FIGURE 3 

Although the product of two complex numbers :. 1 and :.2 is itself a complex 
number represented by a vector. that vector lies in the same plane as the vectors for :. 1 
and :.2. Evidemly. then. chis product is ncicher the scalar nor the vector produce used 
in ordinary veccor analysis. 

The vector interprecation of complex numbers is especially helpful in extending 
the concept of absolute values of real numbers to che complex plane. The modulus. 
or absolute value. of a complex number:. = x + iy is defined as the nonnegative real 
number /x 1 + y1 and is denoted by 1:.1: that is. 

( I ) 

le follows immediately from dclinicion (I) chat the real numbers 1:.1. x =Re:.. 
and y = Im:. arc related by the equation 

) ) ) 

(2) 1:.1- =(Re:.)-+ (Im::)-. 

Thus 

(3) Re:. :::= IRe :.I :::= I:. I and Im:.:::= llm :.I :::= 1:.1. 

Geomccrically. che number 1:.1 is the distance bccv.:een the point (x. y) and the 
origin. or the length of the radius vector representing:.. It reduces to che usual absolute 
value in the real number system when y = 0. Note that while the inequality :. 1 < :.1 

is 111ea11h1g/es.\· 1111/es.\· both :.1 and :.1 are real, the statemcm l:.1 I < l:.2 I means Chae the 
point :. 1 is closer lo the origin than chc point :.2 is. 
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EXAl'\ilPLE 1. Since 1-3 + 2i I = ./Tl and I J + 4i I = JT7. we knm\1 lhal lhc 
poirll -3 + 2i is closer lo lhc 01igin lhan J + 4i is. 

The dislancc bclween l\\10 JX)inls (x1 • .r1) and (x1. _r2) is l:.1 - :.11. This is clear 
from Fig. 4. since 1:. 1 - :.:d is lhc Jcnglh of lhc vector reprcscrlling the numhcr 

and. by lrnnslaling lhc rndius vcclor :.1 - :.1. one can intcrprcl :.1 - :.1 as lhc directed 
line segment from the JX)iJll (x1 . y2 ) to lhc poinl (x 1• y1 ). Ahemmivcly. it follows from 
lhe expression 

and dcl1nilion (I) thm 

\' 

(.r,, v,) 
-~ - 1~ 

-- ~?_ - .:-:..1 __ ... _ 

0 
FIGURE 4 

The complex numbers:. corresponding lo lhc points lying on the circle with center 
:.0 and radius R thus satisfy lhc cqualion I:. - :.0 1 = R. and conversely. \Ve refer to 
lhis scl of JX)inls simply as lhe circle I:. - :.ol = R. 

EXAi'\ilPLE 2. The eq ualion I:. - J + 3i I = 2 rcprescms lhc ci rclc whose center 
is :.0 = ( J. -3) and whose radius is R = 2. 

Our final example here illustrnlcs lhc JXm1cr of geomclric reasoning in complex 
analysis when slraighlforward computation can be somcwhm ledious. 

EX.i\,\'IPLE 3. Consider the scl of all poinls:. = (x. y) salisfying the equalion 

I:. - 4il +I:.+ 4il =JO. 

Upon wriling lhis as 

I:. -4il +I:. -(-4i)I =JO. 

one can sec lhal il represents lhc scl of all points P ( x. y) in the :. = (x. y) plane the sum 
ofwhoscdislanccs from l\VO flxcdpoints F(0.4) and F'(O. -4) is lhcconslant 10. 
This is. of course. an ellipse \Vilh foci F({). 4) and F'(O. - 4). 
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5. TRIANGLE INEQUALITY 

We turn now lo the triangle i11equality. \Vhich provides an upper bound fort he modulus 
of the sum or two complex numbers :.1 and :.2: 

( I ) 

This important inequality is geometrically evident in Fig. 3 of Sec. 4 since it is merely 
a scacemelll chat the length of one side of a triangle is less than or equal lo the sum 
of the lengths of the other two sides. \Ve can also sec from Fig. 3 that inequality ( 1) 
is actually an equality when 0. :: 1• and :. 2 arc collinear. Another. strictly algebraic. 
derivation is given in Exercise I 5. Sec. 6. 

An immediate consequence of the triangle inequality is the facl that 

(2) 

To derive inequality (2). we \vrite 

\\·'hich means that 

This is inequality (2) when l:.il ~ 1::21· If 1:. 11 < l:.21. we need only interchange :. 1 

and ::2 in inequality CH to mTive at 

which is the desired result. Inequality (2) tells us. of course. that the length or one side 
of a triangle is greater than or equal lo the difference of the lengths or the other two 
sides. 

Because I- :.21 = l:.21. one can replace :.2 by -:.2 in inequalities (I) and (2) to 
write 

In actual practice. however. one need use only i neq uali1ies ( 1) and ( 2). Th is is ill ustratcd 
in the following example. 

EXAMPLE 1. If a point :. lies on the unit circle 1:.1 = I. inequalities (I) and 
(2) tell us that 

I:: -21 =I:.+ (-2)1~1:.1+1-21=1+2=3 

an<l 

I:. - 21 =I:.+ (-2)1~11:.1 -1-211 =II - 21 = I. 
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The triangle inequality (I) can be generalized by means of mathematical induction 
lo sums involving any finite number or terms: 

( 4) (11 = 2. 3 .... ). 

To give details or the induction proof here. v,:e note that when /1 = 2. inequality (4) 
is just inequality (I). Furthermore. if inequality (4) is valid when /1 = 111. il must also 
hold when 11=111 + I since by ine4uality (I). 

1(:1 +:2+··· +:111)-l-:111111:s1:1 +:2+···+:1111 +1:111111 

EX.~\ilPLE 2. Let : denote any complex number lying on the circle 1:1 = 2. 
lne4uality (4) tells us that 

Since 1:21 = 1:1 2• according lo Exercise (8). 

EXAMPLE 3. If /1 is a positive integer and if ao. a1. a2 ..... a" arc complex 
constants. \Vhere a11 =f. 0. the quantity 

(5) 
) 

P (:) = ao + a1: + a2:- + · · · + a11:" 

is a polynomial of degree 11. We shall shm, .. here that for some positive number R. the 
reciprocal I/ P(:) satisfies the inequality 

(6) 1-
1-1 < 

2 
whenever 1:1 > R. 

P(:) la,,IR 11 

Geometrically. chis tells us chat the modulus of the reciprocal I/ P (:)is bounded from 
above when: is exterior lo the circle 1::1 = R. This important property of fXllynomials 
will be used lacer on in Sec. 58 of Chap. 4. and we verify it here since it illustrates the 
use of inequalities presented in this section. as well as the identities 

I- -,1-1- 11-,1 and •. 1 •. _ - •. 1 ··- l:"I = 1:1" (II = I. 2 .... ) 

to be obtained in Exercises 8 and 9. 
We first \\Tile 

(7) 
llo <11 "2 a,, I 

UJ=-+--+--+···+--_,, _,, I -11 2 - (: =f: 0). 
.... .... ... 

so chm 

(8) P (:.) = (a,, + u:):." 
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'''hen:. =I= 0. Next. we multiply through equation (7) by :.11
: 

This tel Is us th at 

or 

laol la1I la2I la,, ii 
lu!I <-+--+--+···+--. - I:. Ill I:. I 11 . I I:. I 11 2 I:. I 

(9) 

Now that a sufficiently large positive number R can be found such that each of the 
quotients on the right in i neq ual ity (9) is less than the number la11 I/( 2n) when I:. I > R. 
am.I so 

la,,I la11I luil < n- = - whenever l:.l>R. 
211 2 

Consequently. 

and. in view of equation (8 ). 

la,, I 
>

') 
whenever 1:.1 > R: 

(I 0) P I I 1
11 Ian 1

1
_
1
,, la11 IR,, 

I II (:.) I = a II + 11 I I:. > ') ,, > ') whenever 1:.1 > R. 

Statement (6) follmvs immediately from this. 

EXERCISES 

1. Locale lhc numhers:: 1 + ::2 and ::1 - ::2 vectorially when 

(ti) :: I = 2i. :: 2 = ~ - i : 
-' 

(/>) :: 1 = ( - Ji 1). :: , = (Ji 0): 
(c) ::1 = (-3. IJ. ~, = (I. 4): .... ..:. 

(d) ::1 =X1 + i_r1. :- ~ = .\I - i _r1 . 

2. Verify inequalities 0). Sec. 4. involving Re:. Im::. and I:: 1. 

3. l:se estahlishcd properties of moduli to show that when 1::.ll f l::.il. 

Re(::1 + ::2) 

l::.l +::.ii 

4. Verify that ./21::1:::. IRe::I + IIm::I. 

< 
I:: 1 I + 1::2 I 
ll::ll - 1::.111 

Sugge.\'f io11: Reduce this inequality to (Ix I - l_r I) 2 :::_ 0. 

5. In each case. sketch the sel of poinls determined by the giYen condition: 

(t1l I:: - I +ii = I: (bl I:: + i I ~ 3: (cl I:: - 4il :::. 4. 
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6. C sing the fact that I.: 1 - .: 21 is the distance between two points.: 1 and .: 2• give a geometric 
argument that I.: - 11 = I:+ ii represents the line through the origin whose slope is -1. 

7. Show that for R sutticiently large. the polynomial /'(.:) in Example 3. Sec. 5. satisties 
the inequality 

11'(.:)I < 2la11ll:I" whenever 1:1 > R. 

Suggestion: Observe that there is a positive number R such that the modulus of 
each quotient in inequality (9 ). Sec. 5. is Jess than la,, I/ 11 when I.: I > R. 

8. Let.: 1 and .:2 denote any complex numbers 

C sc simple algebra to show that 

l<.r1 + iyi)(x2 + iy2 ll and \/(.r~ + .rf )(xi+ .ri) 
are the same ;.ind then point out hmv the identity 

follows. 

9. C sc the tlnal result in Exercise 8 and mathematical induction to show that 

I.:" I = I.: 111 (11 = I. 2 . ... ). 

where: is any complex number. Thal is. after noting that this identity is obviously true 
when 11 = 1. assume that it is true when 11 = /11 where /11 is any positive integer and then 
show that it must be true when 11 = m + I. 

6. COl\ilPLEX CONJUGATES 

The complex conJugate. or simply the conjugate. of a complex number: = x + iy is 
defined as the complex number x - iy and is denoted by::: that is. 

( I ) - . : = x - ty. 

The number=: is represented by the point (x. -y). \Vhich is the rcllcction in the real 
axis of 1he point (x. y) representing: (Fig. 5). Note that 

for all :. 

0 

'(.\. y) 

I 
I 

• (.\. -y) 

- - - and 1:.1 = 1:1 

x 

FIGURES 
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.::1 + .::2 = (.r1 + .r:d - i(_n + _r2) = (x1 - ;_,.1) + (x2 - ;_,·2). 

So lhe conjugale of che sum is che sum of lhe conjugaces: 

(2) 

In like manner. ic is easy co show lhal 

(3) 

(4) 

and 

(5) ( ~I) = ~I 
··2 ··2 

15 

The sum.::+ :.of a complex number.::= x + iy and ics conjugale:. = x - iy is 
lhe real number 2x. and lhe difference.:: - :.is 2iy. Hence 

( ()) R 
.:: +:. 

c-=--.. ') and Im.::=~-
-' 

An imponam idemicy rel ming chc conjugacc of a complex number.:: = x + iy co 
ics modulus is 

(7) --=- _2 .... = 1 •. 1 • 

where each side is equal co .r 2 + y2. ll suggcsls che mcchod for dccennining a quo
cienl .::1/.::2 chac begins wilh expression (7). Sec. 3. Thal mccho<l is, of course. based 
on mulliplying bolh lhe numeracor and lhe denominalor of .:: 1 /.:: 2 by .:: 2• so chal che 
denominalor becomes che real number l.:::d 2. 

EXAMPLE 1. As an illuscracion. 

- I + 3i ( - I + 3i) (2 + i) 
2 - i (2 - i )(2 + i) 

Sec also lhc example in Sec. 3. 

-5 + 5; 

12 - il 2 

-5 + 5; 
---=-I +i. 

5 

ldcmily (7) is especially useful in obcaining propcrcies of mo<luli from propercics 
of conjugaces noccd above. \Ve mcnlion chac (compare wich Exercise 8. Sec. 5) 

(8) 

Also. 

(9) 

Property (8) can be escablishcd by \Hiling 

I ) - -- - . - I) I) II ) - -) - - - -) - -) - - -) - -) - - - -)-) - - - -1 - - - -) -•. 1._I - L.1 •. _)( •. 1 •. _) - ( •. 1 •. _H •. 1 •. _) - L.1 •. J)L_ •. _) - l •. 1 I •. _ - (l •. 1 •. _I) 
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and recalling that a modulus is never negative. Properly (9) can be verihed in a similar 
\l,:ay. 

EXAMPLE 2. Propcny (8) tells us that 1:2 I = I: 12 and 1:-'I = 1:1-'. Hence if: is 
a point inside the circle celllered at the origin with radius 2. so that 1:1 < 1. it follo\l, .. s 
from the generalized ttiangle inequality ( 4) in Sec. 5 that 

EXERCISES 

1. t;se properties of conjugates and moduli established in Sec. 6 lO show that 
--

(ti) : + 3i =: - 3i: (/J) i:: = -i:: 

(c) (2+i)2 =3-4i: <dl 1e: ~ 5HJ2- i)I = J312: + s1. 

2. Sketch the set of points determined by the con di ti on 

(al Re(: - il = 2: (/J) 12; +ii= 4. 

3. Verify properties (3) and (4) of conjugates in Sec. 6. 

4. C se property (4) of conjugates in Sec. 6 to show that 

(ti) :1:2:_, = :1 :2:,: (/J) ::·1 = ;·1. 

5. Verify property (9) of moduli in Sec. 6. 

<>. C sc results in Sec. 6 to show that \Vhcn ::.2 and :.\ arc nonzero. 

7. Show thac 

when I: I ::: I. 

8. le is shown in Sec. 3 chat if : 1 : 2 = 0. then ac lease one of the numbers : 1 and : 2 muse be 
zero. Give an alternative prcxlf based on Che corresponding result for real numhers and 
using idencity (8). Sec. 6. 

9. By factoring : 1 
- 4: 2 ~ 3 into two quadratic factors and using inequality (2). Sec. 5. 

show chat if: lies on Che circle I: I = 2. then 

I :·I - 41:2 + 31 ::: ~-
10. Prove that 

(a) : is real if and only if:= :: 

(/J) :: is either real or pure imaginary if and only if : 2 = : 2
• 

11. C sc machematical induction co show that when /1 = 2. 3 ..... 

(a) ::1 + :2 + · · · + :,, = :!" + :1 + · · · + :,,: 
( b) : I: 2 ... :: II = : I :2 ... :,, . 
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12. Let a 0 • a 1• a2 ..... 0 11 (11 ::: I) denote real numbers. and let:: be any complex number. 
With the aid of the results in Exercise 11. show lhal 

13. Show that the equation I:: - .:ol = R of a circle. centered at ::0 with radius R. can be 
written 

1-1 2 - JJ>,<-~l ~ 1- 12 - R2 
•. - '\.\,; •. ,() ' '(I - . 

14. l.:sing expressions (6). Sec. 6. for Re.:: and Im.:. show that the hyperbola x 2 - y2 = 
can be w rillcn 

_: _._ -:;-2 - .., 
.... ' .... - -· 

15. follow the steps below lO give an algebraic derivation of the triangle inequality (Sec. 5) 

I - ~ -, I -- 1- I ~ 1- I , I · , _ ~ , I · ,:_ · 

(a) Show that 

(/J) Point out why 

(c) Cse the results in parts (ti) and(/>) lo obtain the inequality 

, , 
I- ~-1-~<1-1~1-1i-•. I • ·-2 ~ ·-1 · •· 2 • 

and note how the triangle inequality follows. 

7. EXPONENTIAL FORI\'I 

Let r and H be polar coordinates of the point (x. y) that corresponds to a 11011:.em 

complex number:.= x + iy. Since .r = rcos8 and y = rsinO. the number:. can be 
wrillen in polar form as 

( I ) :. = r(cos H + i sin 8 ). 

Ir:. = 0. the coordinate H is undefined; and so it is understood that :. =/:- 0 whenever 
polc.u- coordinates arc used. 

In complex analysis. the real number r is not allowed to be negative and is the 
length of the mdius vector for:.: that is. r = 1:.1. The real number 8 rcprcsellls the an
gle. measured in radians. that:. makes with the positive real axis when:. is interpreted 
as a radius vector (Fig. 6 ). As in calculus. e has an inlinite number of possible values. 
including negative ones. that differ by integral multiples of 2n. Those values can be 
determined from the equation tan 8 = y j.r. ,., .. here the quadram containing the point 
corresponding to:. must be specified. Each value of H is called an argument of:.. and 
the set of all such values is denoted by arg :.. The pri11cipal value of arg :.. denoted by 
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• :: = .\ + iy 

.\ 

FIGURE6 

Arg ::. is the unique value(-) such that -Jr < (-) =:: n. Evidently. then. 

(2) ·u·o - = Aro - + "'11 .... ' :=- .... e .... - "'' (/I= 0. ±1. ±2 .... ). 

Also. when:: is a negative real number. Arg:: has the value Jr. not -Jr. 

EXAMPLE 1. The complex number - I - i. which lies in the third quadrant. 
has p1incipal argument -3n /4. That is. 

3Jr 
Arg(-1 - i) = - 4 . 

It must be emphasized that because of the restriction -Jr < (-) =:: Jr of the principal 
argument(-). il is 1101 true that Arg( - I - i) = 5n /4. 

According to equation (2). 

3Jr 
arg ( - I - i) = - - + 211 Jr (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ) . 

4 

Note that the tcnn Arg:: on the right-hand side of equation (2) can be replaced hy any 
panicuhu· value of arg:: and that one can write. for instance. 

( 3) 

5JT 
arg (-I - i) = - + 2nn 

4 
(// = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 

The symhol e;11
• or cxp(iH). is defined by means of Euler:!iformu/a as 

l,ill = cos e + i sine. 

where H is to be measured in rndians. It enables us to \\·'file the polar form (I) mo~ 

compactly in expo11entitllform as 

(4) ill :: = re . 

The choice of the symhol ,,;o will be fully motivated later on in Sec. 30. Its use in 
Sec. 8 will. however. suggest that it is a natural choice. 

EXAi\lPLE 2. The number -I - i in Example I has exponential form 

(5) - I - i = J2 c xp [i ( -3
; ) l · 
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Wich che agreemefll chat c ;o = ei( 111
• chis can also be wrinen -I - i = J].e -i.~:r/4 • 

Expression (5) is. of course. only one of an infinice number of possibilicies for che 
exponenlial fonn of - I - i: 

(6) -I - i = J2exp[i (- ~7 + 2mr)] (11 = 0. ±1. ±2 .... ). 

Nocc how expression (4) v ... ich r = I cells us chac chc numbers e; 11 lie on che circle 
cencered at the origin with radius unity. as shown in Fig. 7. Values of J 11 arc, then, 
immediate from that figure. wichout reference to Euler's formula. It is. for instance. 
geometrically obvious chac 

' :) e i:r,._=-i. and e i 4:r = I. 

\' 

() x 

FIGURE 7 

Note. too. that chc equation 

(7) ( 0 ::: H ::: 2n ) 

is a parametric representation of che circle 1::1 = R. ccncered at che 01igin v.:ith radius 
R. As the parameter 8 increases from 8 = 0 to H = 2n. the point :: starts from the 
positive real axis and trnverscs chc circle once in the counccrclockwisc dircccion. J\itore 
generally. che circle I:. - :: 11 1 = R. whose cemcr is ::0 and whose radius is R. has the 
pa ram ct ric re pre sen ta ti on 

(8) R ;11 
:: = ::o + l' ( 0 :=: fJ :=: 2n ) . 

This can be seen vecto1ially (Fig. 8) by noting that a point :: trnversing the circle 
I:: - ::0 1 = R once in the counterclockwise direction corresponds to the sum of the 
fixed vector ::o and a vector of length R whose angle of inclination 8 varies from 8 = 0 
to R = 2n. 
\' 

() FIGURE 8 
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8. PRODUCTS AND POWERS IN EXPONENTIAL FORI\'I 

Simple trigonometl)' tells us that ei 11 has the familiar additive property of the expo
nential function in calculus: 

(/
11
:ei

0
: = (cos81 + i sin81 )(cos82 + i sinR2> 

= (cosR1 cosfh - sin8 1 sinfJ2) + i(sin81 cos82 + l'Os81 sinA2> 

= cos(81 + 82) + i sin !Hi + 82) = ei'
11

: 
111

:'. 

Thus. if:.1 = r1ei 11
: and :.2 = r2ei 11

:. theproduct :. 1:.2 has the exponential form 

( I ) 

Furthermore. 

:.1 r 1 (!i 111 r 1 (!ill: (! - ill: 

( 2) - -· 
:.2 r1e;11: r) eil): e ii): 

(!i (II; IJ: I r 
___ = ~e;111 1 11:1 

ei o r 1 

Note how it follows from expression (2) that the inverse of any nonzero complex 
number:. = rei 11 is 

( 3) 
)0 

I 1 1 £ I i ( () II I l ill 
- = - = -- = -e = -e 
,. re;11 r r 

Expressions (I). (2). and (3) arc. of course, easily remembered hy applying the usual 
algebraic rules for real numbers and e\. 

Another important result that can be obtained fonnally hy applying rules for real 
numbers to:.= re; 11 is 

(4) II II i11ll - = r (' (11 = 0. ±l. ±2 .... ). 

It is easily verified for positive values of 11 hy mathematical induction. To he specific. 
v.:e first note that it becomes:. = re;

11 when 11 = I. Next. we assume that it is valid 
whcn /1 = 111. where mis any positive integer. In view of expression ( l) for the product 
of two nonzero complex numbers in exponential form. it is then valid for /1 = m + l: 

111-1 l /11 /11 imll ill ( 111 ) i(mll-1-111 111-1 I i(m I 1111 :. = :. :. = r e re = r r e = r e . 

Expression (4) is thus verified whcn /1 is a positive integer. It also holds whcn /1 = 0. 
with the convention 1ha1 :. 0 = I. If /1 = - I. -2 ....• on the other hand. we dcline :. 11 

in lerms of the multiplicative inverse of:. by writing 

:.
11 = (:.· 1 )111 where m = -11 =I. 2 ..... 

Then. since equation (4) is valid for positive integers. it follows from 1he exponential 
form (3) of:. 1 that 

_11 [I il-111]

111 (1) 111 

i1111 -111 ()) 

11

£,i(-11)(-111 __ 1.11£,i1111 = -e = - e = -
r r r 

(/l=-l.-2 .... ). 

Expression (4) is now established for all integral powers. 
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Expression (4) can be useful in finding powers of complex numbers even \Vhcn 
lhcy arc given in rccrnngular form and lhc result is dcsirc<l in 1ha1 fonn. 

EXAMPLE l. In order lo pul ( - I + i) 7 in rcclangular fomt. wrilc 

(-I+ i)7 = (Jiei-':r.:4)7 = 27/2ei21:r/4 = (2\,i5:r)( 21/2ei:r/4). 

Because 

2\,i5:r = (8 )( - I> = - 8 

and 

21 i:>e; :ri4 = ,J2 (cos JT + i sin JT) = J2 (-1- + _;_) 
4 4 Ji. Ji. 

\\IC arrive al lhc desired result (-1 + i)7 = -8 (I+ i). 

(5) 

Finally. we observe lhal if r =I. cqumion (4) becomes 

(l'i/!) 11 = einll (II= 0. ±J. ±2 .... ). 

\Vhcn wriuen in chc fonn 

I+ i. 

(6) (cos61 + i sin61)11 = cosne + i sin11e (11 = 0. ±1. ±2 .... ). 

lhis is known as de Moivre ~~formula. The following example uses a special case of ic. 

or 

EXAMPLE 2. Fonnula (6) wilh /1 = 2 cells us lhal 

(cos e + i sin lf) 2 =cos 261 + i sin 2e. 

cos2 e - sin 2 e + i2sin8cose = cos2e + i sin2A. 

By equacing real pans and Chen imagimu·y pm·cs here. we have chc familianrigonometric 
identicies 

cos261=cos2 61 - sin2 8. sin 261 = 2 sin(} cose. 

(Sec also Exercises I 0 and I I. Sec. 9.) 

9. ARGUl\'IENTS OF PRODUCTS AND QUOTIENTS 

( I ) 

in Sec. 8 can be used co oblain an important identity involving argumcms: 

(2) 
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Equalion (2) is lo be illlcrprclcd as saying lhal if values of lv.:o of lhc lhrcc ( rnulliple
valucd) argumcnls arc specificd. lhcn lherc is a value of lhe lhird such lhal 1he equation 
holds. 

We stan the vcri fication of statemcn l (2) by Jelling (-) 1 and f-J2 denote any val ucs 
of arg:.1 and arg :.2. respectively. Expression (I) then tells us that 01 + fh is a value 
of m·g(:. 1:.2 ). (Sec Fig. 9.) If. on lhc olhcr hand. values of arg(:. 1:.2 ) and arg:. 1 arc 
specified. those values cotTcspond to pm·ticular choices of 11 and 11 1 in the expres
sions 

(II = 0. ± J. ±2 .... ) 

and 

(11, = 0. ±1. ±2 .... ). 

Since 

equation (2) is evidently satisfied when the value 

arg ::2 = fJ2 + 2(11 - 11 1 ):r 

is chosen. Verification when values of arg( :: 1 :: 2) and c.u·g ::2 arc specified follmvs from 
the fact lhal stalcmcnt (2) can also be ,.,.·rittcn 

\' 

0 .\ FIGURE 9 

Statement (2) is somclimcs valid when w-x is replaced everywhere by J\rg (sec 
Exercise 6). But. as lhc following example illuslmtcs. thal is 11ot a/1rnys the case. 

EXAMPLE 1. \\'hen :.1 = - I and :.2 = i. 

Jr 3:r Jr 
Aro (-1 -, ) = Aro ( -i) = - -e "· ..... _ e "') but Aro - 1 + Aro - ' = ;r _j_ - = -

C' -· C' -· - , l ') ') . - -
IL however. we take the values of arg :: 1 and arg :.2 jusl used and select the value 

Jr 
Arg (:: 1:.2) + 2:r = - -::;-- + 2:r 

of arg(:: 1:. 2 ). we hnd that equation (2) is satisfied. 

3:r 

2 
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Scatemenc (2) cells us chal 

-· o(- - 1
)-· o- +· o(- 1

)· - .\re •· I •· 2 - ,tr e •· I ,lf e •· 2 • 

and. since (Sec. 8) 

_ I = _,, ;o~ 
,,') c: 

one can sec chat 

·tro (- 1
) = -ar0 -) ' e '·2 ~ .... _. 

Hence 

(4) (::I) a ro - = aro -:- I - aro - ) e _ :::- ..... e ..... _. 
··2 

Slatcmerll (3) is. of course. co be illlerprelcd as saying thm lhc scl of all values on lhc 
le fl-hand side is chc same as lhe sec of all values on chc rig he-hand side. Scaccmcrll (4) 

is, chen. lo be i1Hcrpreled in che same way chal scaccmcnl (2) is. 

EXAMPLE 2. In order co i lluscracc slmcmerH ( 4). Ice us use il lo rind chc principal 
value of Aro - when e •. 

-- ---
-I - i 

\Ve scm1 by wricing 

Since 

arg:: = arg i - arg ( - I - i). 

. Jr 
Aro 1 = - and e ') 

. 3n 
Arg ( - I - 1 ) = - - . 

4 

one value of arg:: is 5n/4. Bue chis is nor a principlll value(~). which musl lie in lhe 
incerval -n < (--) s n. \Ve can. however. obcain lhac value by adding some imcgral 
multiple. possibly ncgacivc. of 2n: 

( 
I ) Aro 

e - I - i 

5n 3n 
- - - ?n: - --- 4 _, - 4 . 

EXERCISES 

1. Find the principal argument Arg: when 
- ., 

(/>) : = ( J3 - i) 6. (ii) -----
I+ J3 ;' 

Ans. (a) 2;r/3: (h) ;r_ 

2. Show that (a) le'" I = I: (/>) ,,;11 = e- 111
• 
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3. C se mathematical induction to show that 

jfl, j I/, ill j I// . .:..11, .._ · · · .:..// I 
t! 't! --··t! ,, ==t! .. - " (Jl = 2. 3 .... ). 

4. L;sing the fact that the modulus lei" - 11 is the distance between the poi ms ei" and I (see 
Sec. 4). give a geometric argument to flnd a value of (I in the interval 0 .::: (I < 2;r that 
satisfies the equation le;" - 11 = 2. 

A11.\. ;r. 

5. By writing the individual factors on the left in exponential form. performing the needed 
operations. and tinally changing back to rectangular coordinates. show that 

(a) i( I - J3; )( J3 + i l = 2( I + J)i): (b) 5i /(2 + i) = I + 2i: 

(c) (JJ + i)'' = - 64: 

6. Show that if Re : 1 > 0 and Re :.2 > 0. then 

where principal arguments are used. 

7. Let: be a nonzero complex number and /1 a negative integer (11 = -1. -2 .... ). Also. 
\Vrite: = re;" and m = -11 = l. 2 ..... L'sing the expressions 

and _-I = (~) c,i1-111 
~ . ,. 

verify that (:111 
)-

1 = (:- 1 )111 and hence that the definition : 11 = (:- 1 )111 in Sec. 7 could 
ha,·e been written alternatively a-; : 11 = (: 111 

)-
1

• 

8. Prove that two nonzero complex numbers: 1 and : 2 haYe the same moduli if and only if 
there are complex numbers ci and c2 such that: 1 = c1 c2 and :2 = ci c2. 

S11ggestio11: :\ote that 

exp ( i 
01 

; lh) exp(; 
01 

; 
02

) = exp( i01) 

and I sec Exercise 2(b)] 

9. Establish the identity 

I ~ - _._ - ~ J... • • • ~ ... 11 -
' .......... , '...._ -

1--
(: i= l) 

and then use it to derive lagra11ge :~ trigo11omelric identity: 

I sinl(211 +I )0/21 
l + cos() + cos 20 + ... + cos 110 = :; + -------

2 sin(O /2) 
(0 < () < 2.iT). 

Suggestion: As for the first identity. write S = I + : + : 2 + · · · + :11 and consider 
the difference S - :S. To derive the second identity. write: = e;" in the lirst one. 
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10. lJse de \-1oine·s formula (Sec. 8) to derive the following trigonometric identities: 

(a) cos 30 = cos·
1 0 - 3 cos 0 sin2 O: 

(/>) sin 30 = 3 cos2 (J sin 0 - sin-' 0. 

25 

11. (t1) Cse the binomial formula ( 14). Sec. 3. and de \-1oivre's formula (Sec. 8) to write 

cos110 + i sin110 = t ('~) cos11
-k () (i sin(J).<. 

.(.==() k 

Then detine the integer 111 by means of the equations 

Ill = {
11/2 
(11 - 1)/2 

if /1 is even. 
if II is odd 

(II = 0. I. 2 ... . ) . 

and use the above summation to show that I compare with Exercise I O(t1) I 

~ ( II ) !. 11 _ '.(. • '.(. cos 110 = !- ']).; (-1 )' cos - 0 sin- (I 

.\=0 

(II = 0. l. 2 . ... ). 

(/>) Write x = cos 0 in the llnal summation in part (ti) to show that it becomes a 
polynomial" 

Ill ( ) 
II . l II - 'l , .(. 

T,, (.\") = L 2k ( - I )' x - ( I - .C ) 
J ==() 

of degree /1 (11 = 0. I. 2 . ... ) in the variable x. 

10. ROOTS OF COl\ilPLEX NUI\1BERS 

Consider now a point : = re;11
• lying on a circle centered al the origin with radius 

r (Fig. 10). J\s () is increased. : moves around the circle in the counterclockwise 
direction. In particular, when R is increased by 2;rr. we arrive al the original point: and 
the same is true \\1hen R is decreased by 2;rr. It is. therefore. evident from Fig. I 0 that 
two 11011 :ero comph·x 1111111/Je rs 

and 

\" 

.\ 

FIGURE JO 

• 111c~ an: c<il led Cheby.\·he~· poly110111ials and an: pmm i ncnl in approx i malion theory. 
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a re eq11lll ~f ll11d 011 ly il 

where k is llll_\' in feMer ( k = 0. ± 1 . ±2 .... ) . 
This observation. 1ogcthcr with !he expression:." = r 11 e1

"
11 in Sec 8 for integral 

powers or complex numbers:. = rei11
• is useful in finding the 11th roots of any nonzero 

complex number :.0 = r~wi111 '. where 11 has one of the values /1 = 2. 3 ..... The method 
starts v,:i1h the fac1 tha1 an //lh root of :.0 is a nonzero number:. = re;11 such 1ha1 :. 11 = :.0 • 

or 

According to the statement in italics just above. then. 

r" = r0 and 11R = fi0 + 2k Jr. 

where k is any integer (k = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). Sor = ~· \vherc !his mdical denotes 
the unique positi\'£' 11th root of the positive real number ro. and 

R0 + 2k Jr R0 2k Jr 
8= =-+- (k = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 

II II II 

Consequently. the complex numbers 

[ . ( Ro 2k Jr ) l :. =~exp 1 ~ + -
1
-
1
- (k = 0. ±1. ±2 .... ) 

arc 11th roots of :.o. We arc able to sec immediately from this exponential fonn of the 
rools that they all lie on 1he circle 1:.1 = ;fFO abou1 the origin and arc equally spaced 
eVCI)' 2Jr / /1 radians. starting \Vith argument 80 / 11. Evidently. then. all of the distinct 

roots arc obtained when k = 0. I. 2 ... .. 11 - 1. and no further roots arise with other 
values of k. We let C\ (k = 0. I. 2 .. ... /1 - I) denote these dislinct rools and write 

( 1 ) [. (Ro 2kn )] 
ck= ~exp 1 ~ + -

1
-
1
-

(Sec Fig. 1 I.) 

c .\ 

\·~ .\ 

FIGURE 11 

(k = 0. 1. 2 ..... II - I). 
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The number '11-0 is the length of each of lhc radius vectors represcrlling lhe JI rools. 
The hrsl rool co has argumclll ()o/J1: and the two roOls when JI= 2 lie al !he opposite 
ends of a diameter of lhc circle I:: I = .:Ji;.. the second root being -c0 . When JI :::: 3. 
the roots lie al the vertices of a regular 1x)lygon of JI sides inscribed in lhal circle. 

We shall let :::/ 11 denote the set of nlh roots of ::0 . If. in particular. ::0 is a jX)silivc 
real number ro. the symbol r//" denotes lhc entire set of roots: and the symbol .:j/-0 
in expression (I) is reserved for the one positive rool. \Vhen the value of 80 thal is 
used in expression (I) is lhe principal value of arg ::o ( -;r < Ho ~ ;r ). lhe number 
c0 is referred lo as lhe principal root. Thus when ::0 is a jX)Silive real number r0 • ils 
principal root is ;jrO. 

Observe that if we write expression (I) for the roots or ::o as 

and al so wri tc 

(2) ( 
2n ) w,, = exp i-;;- . 

il fol lows from property (5 ). Sec. 8. of e;o that 

(3) k (. 2k;r) w,; = exp t -
1
-
1
- (k = 0. I. 2 . .... 11 - I ) 

and hence that 

(4) ck = c0 £u~ (k = 0. I . 2 . .... 11 - I ) . 

The number co here can. of course. be replaced by any particular 1tth root of ::o. since 
£v,, represents a counterclockwise rotation through 2;r /11 radians. 

Finally. a convenielll \vay lo remember expression (I) is lo \\·Tile ::0 in ils most 
general exponemia.I form (compare with Example 2 in Sec. 7) 

(5) ;111,,1'2Jc.;r1 ::o = roe . (k=0.±1.±2 .... ) 

and tofomwlly apply laws of fractional exponents involving real numbers. keeping in 
mind lhal there arc precisely 11 roots: 

[ 
;u.1-11k:r1-l/11 .. ,~ [i(8o+2k;r)l 

Ck = ro e ' - · J = ;;.t ro exp 
II [ ( 

80 2k ;r ) l ~exp i -;;- + -
1
-
1
-

(k = 0. I. 2 . .... JI - I). 

The examples in lhc nexl section serve lo illuslrale this method for hnding roots of 
complex numbers. 
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11. EXAl\ilPLES 

In each of the examples here. we start \Vilh expression (5 ). Sec. 10. and proceed in the 
man ncr described j usl after i l. 

EXAMPLE 1. Lee us find all four values of (-16) 1 i~. or all of the fourth roocs 
of the numbcr-16. One need only write 

-16 = 16cxpli(:r + 2k:r)] (k = 0. ± I. ±2 .... ) 

to sec that the desired roots arc 

( I ) 
[(

Jr k:r)] ck = 2 exp i 
4 

+ T (k = 0. I. 2. 3). 

They lie at the vertices of a square. inscribed in the circle 1::1 = 2. and arc equally 
spaced around that circle. starting with the principal root (Fig. 12) 

I (n)J ( :r :r) ( I I ) co = 2 exp 1 i - = 2 cos - + i sin - = 2 - + i-
l 4 4 4 Ji .JI. 

= J2( I+ i). 

Without any further calculations. it is then evidem that 

ci = h(-1 + i). n = h(-1 - i). and "·' = h( 1 - i). 

Nole how it follo\l,:s from expressions (2) and (4) in Sec. I 0 that these nx1ts can 
be \l,1ri lien 

\Vherc ( ~-). <t>~ =exp i , 

\' 

- .\ 

FIGURE 12 

EXAl\·IPLE 2. In order lO determine the 11lh roots of unity. we start with 

I = I expli(O + 2k:r>l (k = 0. ±I. ±2 ... ) 

and find that 

·/I [ (0 2k:r )] (2) l'J: = v 1 exp i -;; + -
1
-
1

- (
.2k:r) =exp 1-

1
-
1
- ( k = o. I. 2 ..... II - I). 

\Vhcn 11 = 2. these roots are. of course. ±I. When 11 ~ 3. the regular polygon al 
whose ve11iccs the roots lie is inscribed in chc unic circle 1::1 = I. wich one vertex 
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corresponding to the principal root:-.= (k = 0). In vic\v of expression (3). Sec. JO. 
these roots arc simply 

I 2 11 I 
• (J)IJ. (f)IJ ••••• (1)11 where ( 2Jr) 

Wn = exp i -;;- . 

Sec Fig. I 3. where the cases 11 = 3. 4. and 6 arc illustrated. Note that £rJ;; I. 

I' \' 
(I),, 

/ ' / ' / ' / ' ..... / ' ..... / ' ..... ' .... ..... / 

' ' ..... (J)~ / ' CV(, ..... / 

' ,. / I x / I .\ 
/ ' / 

' / 
.,, 

' 
/ 

/ 
/ 

.,, 
' / 

/ ' / 

' / 
' / 

' / 

' / 

I x 

I w:, 

FIGURE 13 

EXAMPLE 3. Let a denote any positive real number. In order to find the two 
square roots of a + i. we first write 

A = la + i I = /a 2 + I and ex = Arg(a + i ). 

Since 

a +i = ;\expli(ex + 2kn)J (k =0.±1.±2 .... ). 

the desired square roots arc 

(3) ck=JAcxp[i(;+kn)] (k=0.1). 

Because ci:r = - I. these t\l .. ·o values of (a + i) 1.: 2 reduce to 

(4) 

(5) 

!. ia·· 1 
co = v /\ e :-

Euler's fonnula tells us that 

and c1 = - co. 

co = JA (cos~ + i sin;) . 

Because a + i lies above the real axis. we know that 0 <ex < Jr: and so 
ex 

cos - > 0 and ., . ex 
Sill - > 0 . ., 

Hence. in vie\l ... of the trigonometric identities 

) ex 
cos- J = 

+ cosex ., . ) ex 
srn- - = . ., - cosa ., 
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expression (5) can he put in the form 

( 

1 1 +cosa . fl -cosa) 
( 6) Co = Jj\ \•/ + I \I 2 ,' 2 

But cos a= a/ J\. and so 

(7) 
/I ±cosa 

v ') 
/1 ±(a//\) 

v 2 
/A±a 
v 21\ 

\llAP. I 

Conscqucrnly. it follo\l ... S from expression (6) and (7 ). as well as the rd at ion ci = - co. 
that the t\vo square roots of a+ i(a > 0) arc (sec Fig. 14) 

(8) ± ~ ( JJ\ +a+ i J J\ - a). 

\' 

x 
c·, = -C'o 

FlGURE 14 

EXERCISES 

1. find che square roocs of (a) 2i: (b) I - J3; and express them in reccangular coordinates. 

JI-; 
Ans. (a) ± (I + i): (/J) ± .Ji. 

2. find the chree cube roots cdk = 0. I. 2) of -8i. express chem in rectangular coordinaces. 
and point out why they are as shown in Fig. 15. 

A . +J"" ' '). JI.\. - ·' - I._/. 

I 
I 

I 

I 

\' 

I 
I 

I 
' \ 
' ' ' ' ' ' 

FlGURE 15 
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3. Find (-8 - 8v1'3iJ 1.:·1• express the roots in rectangular coordinates. exhibit them as the 
vertices of a certain square. and point out which is the principal root. 

Ans. ±( J3 - i). ±(I + J3;). 

4. In each case. find all of the roots in rectangular coordinates. exhibit them as vertices of 
certain regular polygons. and identify the principal root: 

I+ ..(}.; I - J3; 
All.\. (h) ±Ji. ± ;-;; . ± ;-;; 

v2 v2 
5. According to Sec. 10. the three cube roots of a nonzero complex number : 0 can be written 

co. cow_,. c0 w_? where c0 is the principal cube root of : 0 and 

(
. 2;r ) - I + J3; 

w1 =exp 1- = . ' 3 2 

Show that if : 0 = -4J2 +-i J2;. then c0 = J2< I+ i) and the other two cube nxHs are. 
in rectangular form. the numbers 

-<J3 +I)+ <J3- l)i 

J2 
( J3 - I l - ( J3 + I) i 

J2 
(>. Find the four zeros of the polynomial :·• + 4. one of them being 

_ _ r-; ,,i:r:'·I _ I ~ 
1
• 

,() - ".:... - ' . 

Then use those zeros to factor : 2 + 4 into quadratic factors with real coellicicnts. 

Ans. (;: 2 + 2:: + 2)(: 2 
- 2: + 2). 

7. Show that if c is any 11th root of unity other than unity itself. then 

I + c ..._ c2 + · · · + c11
-

1 = 0. 

S11gges1io11: Cse the tirst identity in Exercise 9. Sec. 9. 

8. (ii) Prove that the usual formula solves the quadratic equation 

(b) 

i1:: 2 + bz. + c = 0 (ii ¥- 0) 

when the coetticients ii. b. and care complex numbers. Specifically. by completing 
the square on the left-hand side. derive the q11adraticform11/a 

-b + (b 2 - 4ac) 1..- 2 

2a 

where both square rcxHs arc to be considered when b2 - 4ac ¥- 0. 

Csc the result in part (ii) to find the roots of the equation : 2 + 2: + (I - i) = 0. 

( 
I ) i Am. (h) - I + J2 + J'f. 
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9. Let: = re'11 be a nonzero complex number and /1 a negative integer (11 = -I. -2 ... . ). 
Then define: 1.:

11 by means of the equation: 1,..,, = (:- 1
) l:'m where /11 = -11. By showing 

that the /11 values of (: 1:'m)- 1 and (:- 1 ) 1,.m arc the same. verify that :1:' 11 = (: 1,.."')- 1• 

(Compare with Exercise 7. Sec. 9.) 

12. REGIONS IN THE COI\'IPLEX PLANE 

In this section. we arc concerned with sets of complex nurnbcrs. orpoims in the:. plane. 
and their closeness to one another. Our basic tool is the concept of an:: neighborhood 

( 1 ) I- - I ,.. -•. - ··0 - ;: 

of a given point :.0 . ll consists of all poims:. lying inside hul nol on a circle cen
tered al :.o and with a specified a positive radius F: (Fig. 16). When the value of F: is 
understood or immaterial in the discussion. the sec (I) is often referred lo as just a 
ncighborl1ood. Occasionally. il is convenient to speak of a deleted lleigltborltood. or 
puncrurcd disk. 

(2) o < I:. - :.o I < F: 

consisring of all poiflls:. in an f; neighborhood of :.0 except for rhc poifll :.0 itself. 

\' 

() .\ FIGURE 16 

A poim :.0 is said lo be an illterior point of a sec S whenever there is some 
ncighborl10o<l of :.o thal contains only poinrs of S: il is called an exterior point of S 
when rhcrc exists a neighborhood of it containing no poinrs of S. If :.0 is ncirhcr of 
these. il is a boundary poillt of S. A boundary poifll is. therefore. a poi Ill all of whose 
neighborhoods contain at least one poifll in S and al least one point nor in S. The 
lolality of all boundary poinls is called the boundary of S. The circle 1:.1 = I. for 
insrancc. is rhe boundary of each of rhc secs 

(3) I:. I < 1 an d I :. I :::: 1. 

A set is open if il docs not contain any of ils boundary points. ll is left as an 
exercise to show that a set is open if and only if each of irs poinrs is an imcrior poinr. 
A set is closed if it cofllains all of its boundary points. and the closure of a set Sis the 
closed sec consisting of all poi Ills in S together \virh rhe boundary of S. Note that rhc 
lirsl of sets (3) is open and chm the second is its closure. 

Some secs arc. of course. neither open nor closed. For a set S to be not open there 
must be a boundary poim that is contained in the set. and for S lo be nor closed there 
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must be a boundary point not in it Observe that the punctured disk 0 < l.z: I -S l is 
neither open nor closed. The set of all complex numbers is, on the other hand, both 
open and dosed since it has no boundary poims. 

An open set S is co1l11ected if each pair of points z. 1 and z. 2 in it can be joined 
by a polygonal lille. consisting of a finite number or line segments. joined end to end. 
that lies entirely in S. The open set l.z:I < I is connected. The annulus I < l.z:I < 2 
is. of course open and it is also connected (sec Fig. 17). A nonempty open set that 
is connected is called a domai11. Note that any neighborhood is a domain. A domain 
together with some. none. or all of its boundary points is usually referred to as a region. 

/ 
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FIGURE 17 

A set Sis bou11ded if every poim in S lies inside some circle l.z:I = R: otherwise. 
it is unbounded. Both of the sets (3) arc bounded regions. and the half plane Re .z: '.:'.:. 0 

is unbounded. 

EXAMPLE. Let us sketch the set 

(4) Im(~) > I 

and identify a few of the properties just described. 
First of all. except \vhcn .z: = 0. 

-
,, x - ir 

- = :-: = i:-,12 = .r2 +- y2 

Inequality (4) then becomes 

or 

-\' 
--- >I. 
x2 + y2 

) ) 

.c + y- + y < 0. 

By completing the square. we arri vc at 

x- + \'- +- \' +- -) ( ) l) 
, . 4 

(.Z: =.r +iy). 

<-
4 
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So inequalily (4) represents the region imcrior lo lhc circle (Fig. 18) 

cerHercd al:: = - i /2 and wilh rndius I /2. 
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A poim ::o is said lo be an accumullltio11 point. or limit poinl. of a scl S if each 
dclelcd neighborhood of ::0 contains al lcasl one point of S. ll follows lhal if a scl Sis 
closed. then il comains each of ils accumulation poims. For if an accumulalion point 
::o were not in S, il would be a boundary poilll of S: bul lhis contradicts lhc facl lhal 
a dosed set contains all of ils boundary points. It is lcfl as an exercise lo show lhat 
the converse is. in fact true. Thus a scl is closed if and only if il conlains all of ils 
accumulalion poillls. 

Evidcmly. a poinl ::0 is 1101 an accumulation poinl of a scl S whenever lhcrc cxisls 
some dclclcd neighborhood of ::o lhal docs nol conlain al lcasl one poim in S. Note 
lhal lhc origin is lhc only accumulation poi Ill of lhe scl 

::n = - (II = I. 2 ... . ). 
II 

EXERCISES 

1. Sketch the following sets and determine which arc domains: 

(al I: - 2 +ii ::: l: (/>J 12: + 31>4: 

kl Im: > l: (c/J Im: = I: 

(e) 0 := arg.::::: ;r/4 (: f- OJ: (j) I:. - 41 ~ 1:1. 

A11.\. (I>). (c) arc domains. 

2. Which sets in Exercise I arc neither open nor closed? 

A11s. k). 

3. Which sets in Exercise I arc bounded'! 

A11.\. (al. 
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4. In each case. sketch the closure of the set 

(a) -;r < arg:: < ;r (:: ::j:. 0): 

(c) Re(~) ~ ~: 
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U>l IRe::l<l::I: 

5. Let S be the open set consisting of all points :: such that 1::1 < I or I:: - 21 < I. Stale 
\vhy Sis not connected. 

6. Show that a set Sis open if and only if each point in Sis an interior point. 

7. Determine the accumulation points of each of the following sets: 

(a) :: 11 = i11 (11 = I. 2 ... . ): (/>) ::II = i II I" (II = I. 2 . ... ) : 

(c) 0 ~ arg:: < ;r /2 (:: ::j:. 0): 
II - I 

(c/) ::,, = (-l)"(l+i) --(II= 1.2 . ... ). 
II 

A11s. (a) '.\:one: (/>) 0: (c/) ±( 1 + il. 
8. Prove that if a set contains each of its accumulation points. then it must be a closed set. 

9. Show that any poi Ill :-0 of a domain is an accu mulal ion poi nl of that domain. 

10. Prove that a linite set of points:: 1• ::2 •...• :: 11 cannot have any accumulation points. 
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CHAPTER 

2 
ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

We now consider funccionsof a complex variable and develop a theory of differentiation 
for chem. The main goal or che chapter is to introduce analytic funccions. \vhich play 
a ccntrnl role in complex analysis. 

13. FUNCTIONS AND IVIAPPINGS 

Lee S be a set or complex numbers. Afu11ctio11 f <lefined on S is a rule that assigns 
co each::. in Sa complex number u•. The number u• is called chc value or .f ac::. and is 
dcnoced by f(::.). so ch al U 1 = f(::. ). The SC( sis called che domtlill of defi11itio11 or .f.v 

ll muse be emphasized that boch a domain of definition and a rule arc needed in 
order for a function co be well defined. When chc domain ordclinicion is not mentioned. 
we agree chat chc largest possible set is co be taken. Also. ic is not always convcnienc 
to use nocacion char discinguishcs bee ween a given funccion and ics values. 

EXAMPLE 1. If f is defined on the set ::. i= 0 by means of the equation 
11.• = l/::..icmaybercfcrrcdtoonlyasthefunctionw = l/::..orsimplythefunccion I/::.. 

Suppose chat u +iv is the value of a function f ac::. = x + iy: char is. 

II + i F = f (.r + i .\'). 

·Although Lhe domain of ddinilion is often a <lomain as ddi11ed in Sec 12. it need 1101 he. 

37 
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Each of the real numbers 11 and i: depends on lhe real variables x and y. and il follows 
that /(:::)can be expressed in tcnns of a pair of real-vaJued functions of the real 
variables x and y: 

( I ) /(:::) = 11(.r. y) + iv(x. y). 

EXAMPLE 2. If/(:::)= ::: 2• then 

f 
. . ) ) ) ..... 

. (.r + 1y) = (.r + 1yt = r - y- + 1~xy. 
Hence 

) 1 

11(.r. y) = .c - \'- and l:(.r. y) = 2.ry. 

If the function v in equation (I) always has value zcm. then the value of .f is 
al\vays real. Thus .f is a real-valuedfw1clio11 of a complex variable. 

EXA..\'IPLE 3. A real-valued function that is used to illustrate some important 
concepts lalcr in lhis chapter is 

.f(:::) = 1:::1~ = .r2 + y2 + iO. 

If 11 is a positive integer and if a 0 . a 1. a2 • •••• a,, are complex constants. where 
a,, ¥= 0. the function 

P 
) II 

(;::) = a0 + a 1::: + a2:::- + · · · + a11 ::: 

is a po/y11omial of degree 11. Note that the sum here has a finite number of tcnns and that 
the domain of definition is the entire::: plane. Quotients P( :::)/ Q (:::)of polynomials arc 
called rathmalfu11cti1ms and arc defined al each point::: where Q( :::) ¥= 0. Polynomials 
and rational functions constitute elementary. bul important. classes of funclions of a 
complex variable. 

If the polar coordinales rand f} are used instead of .r and y. then 

11 + fr = f (re;11
) 

where u: = 11 + iv and ::: =rein. In thal case. we may write 

(,., 
_) / (:::) = 11 ( r. H) + iv (r. H). 

EXAMPLE 4. Consider lhe function w = :::2 '''hen ::: = re; 11
• Herc 

j 11 ) 1 · 11) 1 , ) • 
u• = (re )- = ,.-e' - = ,.- cos 2H + 11·- sm 2H. 

Hence 

11 ( r. 8) = r 2 cos 28 and l: ( r. H) = r 2 sin 2fJ. 

A generalization of the concepl of function is a rule that assigns more lhan one 
value to a point::: in the domain of definition. These multiple-valueclfunctio11s occur 
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in the theory of functions of a complex variable. just as they do in the case of a real 
variable. \Vhcn multiple-valued functions arc studied. usually just one of 1hc possible 
values assigned at each poinl is taken. in a systematic manner. and a (single-valued) 
function is constructed from the muhiple-valucd one. 

EXAMPLES. Let:. denoie any nonzero complex number. We know from Sec. I 0 
that :.li 2 has !he t\VO values 

J ·.., J- ( (-)) :. .. - = ± r exp i 
2 

. 

where r = 1:.1 and(--) (-n < (--) ~ n) is the principal value of arg :.. But. if ,,. .. c choose 
only chc posicive value of± JI- and ,, .. rite 

(3) (r > 0. -n < (--) ~ n). 

the (single-valued) funciion (3) is well dcf1ne<l on 1hc sci of nonzero numbers in chc 
:. plane. Since zero is the only square roo1 of zero. we also write .f (0) = 0. The funciion 
.f is chcn we11 defined on 1he entire plane. 

Propc11ics of a real-valued funciion of a real variable arc oflcn cxhibi1cd by 1hc 
graph of !he func1ion. Bui when u1 = f (:.). where :. and u1 arc complex. no such 
convcnicnl graphical rcprcscn1a1ion of !he funciion f is available because each of 
1hc numbers :. and w is located in a plane ralhcr 1han on a line. One can. however. 
display some informaiion abou1 1hc funccion by indicating pairs of corresponding 
points:.= (x. y) and u1 = (11. F). To do 1his. ii is gcncra11y simpler to draw 1hc:. and 
w planes scparn1cly. 

When a funciion f is thought of in this way. it is often rcterrcd to as a mappi11g. 
or 1rnnsfo1111a1ion. The image of a poi111 :. in the domain of ddin ii ion S is !he point 
u• = f ( :.). and the set of images of all points in a sci T !hat is contained in S is cal led 
the image of T. The image of !he entire domain of definition Sis called the ra11ge of 
f. The i11verse image of a point 111 is the set of all poinls:. in the domain of definition 
of .f thal have u1 as their image. The inverse image of a point may con1ain just one 
poinl. many points. or none al all. The last case occurs. of course. when w is not in 1hc 
mngc of .f. 

Terms such as lra11sll1tion. rotatio11, and refleclio11 <U-C used to convey dominant 
geomctriccharacieristics of ccrcain mappings. In such cases. it is somciimcs convenient 
to consider 1hc:. and u1 planes 10 be the same. For example. the mapping 

ll' = :. + I = (x + I) + iy. 

'''here:. = x + iy. can be 1hought of as a tmnslation of each poi111 :. one unit 10 1hc 
right. Since i = ei:r/.:?. the mapping 

u1 = i:. = r exp [ i ( fJ + ~) l · 
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where: = re;o. rotates the radius vector for each nonzero point: through a right angle 
about the origin in the counterclockwise direction: and the mapping 

Ut = ~ = X - iy 

transforms each poi Ill:: = .r + iy into ils rcncction in the real <Lxis. 
l\fore information is usually exhibited by sketching images of curves and re

gions lhan by simply indicating images of individual points. In the next section. the 
tmnsformalion w = : 2 is used to illustrate this. 

14. THE l\'IAPPING w = z2 

According lo Example 2 in Sec. 13. the mapping u: 
trnnsforn1ation 

:: 2 can he thought of as the 

( I) 
) ) 

II= .C - y-. F = 2.ry 

from lhe .ry plane into the uv plane. This form of lhe mapping is especially useful in 
hnding chc images of cenain hyperbolas. 

It is easy to show, for instance. thal each branch of a hyperbola 

(2) 
., ) 

.C - y- = <'1 

is mapped in a one to one manner omo the vertical line u = c1• To do chis, we starl by 
noting from lhc first of equations (I) thal /1 = c1 when (.r. y) is a point lying on either 
branch. When. in particular. it lies on the right-hand branch. the second of equations 
(I) tells us chat F = 2y v y2 + c1• Thus the image of the right-ham] branch can he 
expressed parnmeuically as 

11=c1. F=2yv1y2 +c1 (-oo < y < oo): 

and it is evident that the image of a point (.r. y) on chat branch moves upv.1ard along the 
cnlirc line as (x. y) traces out the branch in the upv.1ard direction (Fig. 19). Likewise. 
since the pair of equations 

(-00 < y < 00) 

furnishes a parnmetric representation for the image of the left-hand branch of the 
hyperbola. the image of a point going dmrmrard along the entire left-hand branch is 
seen to move up 1.hc entire line /1 = c1 • 

... 
' 

,. 

0 

\ 
\ 

' 1 
I 

I 
1 

' \ 
\ 

' ... 

.\ 

I' 

------- --1· = (°> > () 

0 II 

HGURE 19 
) ,,. = :-. 
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On che ocher hand. each branch of a hyperbola 

(3) 2ry = c:z (c2 > 0) 

is crnnsformcd imo che line F = c2. as indicaced in Fig. 19. To verify chis. we note from 
che second of equacions (I) chat v = c2 when (x. y) is a poim on eicher branch. Suppose 
chal (.r. y) is on chc branch lying in the firsl quadrunc. Then. since y = c2/(2.r ). che 
lirsc of equacions ( J) reveals thac che branch's image has paramelric rcpresefllalion 

Observe Lhac 

) 

' (') 
It - , . .:. - l~ = ("_) __ , -4~· 

/ .r-
(0 < x < 00). 

Jim 11 = -x and Jim 11 = oo. 
\ .11 

\·II 

Since 11 depends concinuously on x. chen. il is clear chal as (.r. y) travels dmvn the 
cncire upper branch of hyperbola (3). ils image moves co che righl along che cnlire 
horizoncal line 1~ c2. Inasmuch as lhe image of lhe lower branch has paramcuic 
representation 

and since 

) 

c; ) 
II = -- - \'- F = C2 

4\'2 . . 
(-00 < y < 0) 

Jim 11 = -oo and Jim 11 = oc. 
I o(f 

1-ll 

il follows lhal che image of a poilll moving 11plrnrd along lhc en lire lmver branch also 
travels to che right along the entire line P = n (sec Fig. 19). 

Lee us now illuslrale how the fonn ( J) of the mapping"' = ::2 can he usc<l co lind 
images of cenain regions. 

EXAMPLE 1. The domain x > 0. y > 0. xy < I consisls of all poinls lying 
on lhc upper brnnchcs of hyperbolas from the family 2xy = c. where 0 < c < 2 
(Fig. 20). \Ve have jusl seen that as a poi Ill travels downward along the clllircty of 
such a branch. ics image under the transfonnation "' = ::~ moves Lo chc right along 

\" 

A I 
I 

IJ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' ' ' '-~-----
c .\ 

I' 

[)' ') . _, 

---------- -----·----

A' B' c " 
HGURE20 . 
U' = :.-. 
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lhc cmirc line v = c. Since. for all values of c belwecn 0 and 2. chese upper tmmches 
flll out chc domain x > 0. y > 0. xy < I, lhal domain is mapped onto che horizoncal 
scrip 0 < v < 2. 

In view of equalions (I). lhe image of a point (0. y) in che :. plane is (-y 2
• 0). 

Hence as (0. y) cmvcls downv,:ard lo lhe origin along they axis. its image moves 10 lhe 
right along lhe negacivc /1 axis and reaches lhe origin in che u• plane. Then. since lhe 
image of a point (x. 0) is (x 2• 0), lhac image moves lo che righc from the origin along 
lhc /1 axis as (x. 0) moves co the righc from che origin along lhe x axis. The image 
of lhe upper branch of the hyperbola xy = I is. of course. che horizontal line v = 2. 
Evidently. cherl. che dosed region x ~ 0. y ~ 0. xy :::: 1 is mapped onco the closed 
strip 0 :::=: t~ :::=: 2. as indicaccd in Fig. 20. 

Our next example illustrates how polar coordinates can be used in analyzing 
cercain mappings. 

EX.~\'IPLE 2. The mapping u: = :. 2 becomes 

( 4) 

when:. = n,;o. Evidently. chen. chc image ui = peii!> of any nonzero point:. is found 
by squaring Che modulus r = 1::1 and doubling che value Hof arg:. that is used: 

(5) 
) 

1> = ,.- and ¢ = 2e. 

Observe chal points :. = roe;11 on a circle r = ro arc transfonned illlo points 
11: = 1;fei 211 on the circle p = r<r As a poim on the first circle moves counccrdockwisc 
from the positive real axis to the positive imaginary axis. its image on the second 
circle moves counccrdockwise from chc positive real axis to the ncgacivc real axis (sec 
Fig. 2 I). So. as all possible positive values of r 0 arc chosen. chc corresponding arcs 
in chc:. and 11 1 planes hll out the first quadranc and the upper half plane. respectively. 
The cmnsfonnation 111 = :.2 is. lhcn. a one co one mapping of lhe firsl quadrant r ~ 0. 
0 :::=: H :::=: ;r /2 in lhc:. plane onco chc upper half f> ~ 0. 0 :::=: ¢ :::=: ;r of the 11 1 plane. as 
indicaccd in Fig. 2 I. The point:. = 0 is. of course. mapped onto the point w = 0. 

This mapping of lhc firsl quadranl onto the upper half plane can also be vc1ified 
using lhc rays indicated by dashes in Fig. 21. Details of lhc vcrilication arc lefl co 
Exercise 7. 

\' I' 
I 

I 
I 

,.. I 
/ I ,.. 

I 
I 
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I 

0 .\ 0 II 
FIGURE21 ,.() 

' II'=::.-. 
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The lransfonnation 11 1 = ::2 also maps the upper half planer :::: 0. 0 :=:: H s ;r onto 
the entire ll' plane. However. in this case. the transformation is not one lo one since 
both the positive and negative real axes in the :. plane arc mapped onto the positive 
real axis in the 11 1 plane. 

When /1 is a positive integer greater than 2. various mapping properties of the 
transfonnation w = :.11

• or w = r 11 e; 11n, arc similar to those of u: = :.2 . Such a 
lransfonnation maps the entire :. plane onto the en1ire u• plane. where each nonzero 
point in the w plane is the image of /1 distinct points in the:. plane. The circler = ro 
is mapped onto the circle p = r:i: and the sector r ~ r0 • 0 :=:: H s 2;r/11 is mapped 
onto the disk p :s r/1'. hut not in a one lo one manner. 

Other. hut somewhat more involved. mappings by u1 = :.2 appear in Example I. 
Sec. 107. and Exercises I through 4 Sec. J08. 

EXERCISES 

1. For each oft he functions helow. descrihe the domain of delinition that is understood: 

I 
(a) f (:) = -,--: 

:.- + I 
(b) f(:l = Arg (~): 

-
(c) /(:) = ~: 

: +: 

Ans. (a) : f- ±i: 

I 
(d) /(:) = ---

1 - 1:12 . 

(/J) Re: =t= 0. 

2. In each case. write the function/(:) in the form/(:)= 11(.\. y) + il'(.r. yl: 

(a) f <::.l = :·1 +: + I: (bl (C:. l = :.__ (: i= OJ. 

S11ggestion: In part (b). start by multiplying the numerator <Uld denominator by:. 

Ans. (al ({:) = (.r> - 3.n 2 + x ~I)+ i(3x 2 r - rJ + r): . . . . . 

3. Suppose thal f (:) = x 2 - y2 - 2y + i(2x -2.ry ). where: = x + iy. Use the expressions 
(sec Sec. 6) 

: + :'" 
X=-

") 
and 

- -
\'=-..,. _, 

to write f (:.)in terms of:. and simplify the result. 

Ans. f (:) = : 2 + 2i:. 

4. \Vritc the function 

. I 
I<: l =:. + - (: i= 0) 
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i n the form f (:: ) = 11 ( r. 0 ) + i 11 < '" 0 ) . 

A11.\. /(:) = (r + ~) cosO + i (r- ~) sinO. 

5. By referring to the discussion in Sec. 14 related to Fig. 19 there. lind a domain in the 
: plane whose image under the transformation w = : 2 is tllC square domain in tllC rr 
plane bounded hy tllC lines 11 = I. /1 = 2. t' = I. and t' = 2. (Sec Fig. 2. Appendix 2.) 

6. Find and sketch. showing corresponding orientations. the images of the hyperholas 
, , 

r - y- = <'1 <c1 < 0) and 2.ry = c2 (<'2 < 0) 

under the transformation rr = : 2
. 

7. l.J sc rays indicated hy dashed half lines in Fig. 21 to show that the trans format ion ir = :2 

maps the first quadrant onto the upper half plane. as shown in Fig. 21. 

8. Sketch the region onto which the sector r ::: 1. 0 ~(I ::= ;r /4 is mapped hy the transfor
mation (a) rr = : 2: (/>) rr = :~: (c) u: = :·1. 

9. Oneinterprctationofafunctionir = /(::_) = 11(.r. _r)+ir 1(.r.y)isthatofai1ector.fie/din 
the domain of deli ni tion off. The function assigns a vu: tor w. with components 11( x. y) 
and t•(.r. y). to each point: at which it is dellned. Indicate graphically the vector fields 
represented hy 

(ll)u:=i:: 

15. Lll\'IITS 

-
(b) "' = ~

I: I 

Let a function f be dclined al all points: in some deleted neighborhood of a poim :o. 
The stalemclll that/(:) has a limit u10 as: approaches :o. or that 

( I ) lim /"(:) = uio. 
:. ...... ~\I • 

means that the point u: = f (:)can he made arbitrarily close lo u•o if we choose the 
point: close enough to : 0 but distinct from it. \Ve now express the definition of limit 
in a precise and usable fonn. 

Statemclll (I) means lhal for each positive number£. there is a positive number 
c5 such that 

(2) I/(:) - u 1ol < 1-~ whenever 0 < I: - :ol < 8. 

Geomet1ically. this deli nition says that for each F: neighborhood I u: - 11 10 I < F of 
wo. there is a deleted ,5 neighborhood 0 < I:. - :.o I < 8 of :.o such that every point 
: in it has an image "' lying in the F: ncighborhoo<l (Fig. 22). Note that even though 
all points in the deleted neighborhood 0 < I: - :.0 I < c5 arc to he considered. their 
images need not fill up the entire neighborlrnod lw - u1ol < 1:·. If f has the constant 
value 11 10 • for instance. the image of: is always the center of thm neighborhlxxl. Note, 
llX). that once a 8 has been found. it can be replaced by any smaller positive number. 
such as 8/2. 
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The following lhcorcm on uniqueness of lit11ils is ccmral lo much of chis chapler. 
especially lhe malerial in Sec. 21. 

Theorem. When ll limit r~f ll.fi111ctio11 f(:) exists at a point :o. it is 1111iq11e. 

To prove lhis. we suppose lhal 

Jim f (:) = LJ!o and Jim f (:) = u 1
1• 

: > ::., :: .. ::u 

Then. for each posilive numher F:. lhcrc arc posilivc numbers 80 and 81 such lhal 

If(:) - u1ol < f: whenever 0 < I: - :ol < c5o 

and 

If<:) - wtl < r-; \vhcncvcr 0 <I: - : 11 1 < 81• 

Since 

ur1 - U'o =If(:) - Wo) + (11 11 - ft:)]. 

lhc lrianglc inequality lclls us lhal 

lur1 - u1ol :::=ff(:) - wo) + (u 11 - /(:)]=If(:) - u•ol +If(:.) - w11-

So if 0 < I: - : 01 < 8 whcrcc5 is any posili vc numher smaller than c5 0 and 81• we find lhal 

But lu•1 - u•ol is a nonnegative conslanl. and F: can he chosen arhilrarily small. Hence 

u• 1 - w0 = 0. or w 1 = u10 • 

Deli nit ion (2) requires lhal f be deli ned al all poinls in some de le led ncighhorho<xl 
of :o. Such a deleted neighborhood. of course. a)v,1ays exists \\1hcn :o is an imcrior 
point of a region on which f is defined. \Ve can cxcend lhc definition of limit to lhc case 
in which : 0 is a houndal)' poim of lhc region by agreeing lhat chc firsl of inequalities 
(2) need he satisfied by only lhose po in ls : ch al lie in holh lhe region llnd lhe deleted 
nci gh borho<xl. 

(3) 

EXAMPLE 1. Let us show lhal if f(:) = i:./2 in the open disk 1:1 < I. lhcn 

I 
Jim f(:) = -. 
~ •I . 2 
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lhe poim I being on lhe boundary of lhe domain of definition of .f. Ohscrvc lhal when 
:: is in the disk 1::1 < I. 

l.r(::)- ~I= 1;; _~I= I:.; 11
· 

Hence. for any such :: and each positive number r (sec Fig. 23 ). 

If(::) - ~I < r \\:hencver 0 < I:: - 11 < 1r. 

Thus comlilion (2) is salisf1cd by points in the region 1::1 < I when,) is equal lo 2r or 
any smaller posilive number. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

/ 

' ' 

,, 

...... 

\' 

,,,,----

0 I I 1 I 

\ I / 

- --
' I ,, ,,,,:"'---,,,. ,,. 

/--: {' 
I .l .Y"-. 
I 2 e'f ./(':. ) 
' ,, 

.\ 0 II 

FIGURE 23 

If Ii mil (I) exisls. the symbol :: ~ ::11 implies lhal:: is allowed to approach ::0 

in an arbitmry manner. not just from some parlicular direction. The next example 
emphasizes this. 

EXAMPLE 2. If 

( 4) /(::) = : . .. 
lhc limit 

(5) lim /(::) 
~ '(I 

docs not exist. For. if il did cxisl. it could be found hy lcuing the poinl :: = (x. y) 

approach the origin in any manner. But '"·hen::= (x. 0) is a nonzero point on the real 
axis (Fig. 24). 

x + iO {(::) = = I: 
· x - ;o 

\' 

:. = (0. y) 

(0. 0) :.=(.\.0) .l 
FlGURE 24 
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and when::= (0. y) is a nonzero poinc on chc imaginary axis. 

. O+ir 
/(::)= . =-1. 
. 0- iy 

Thus. by lccting:: approach the origin along chc real axis. we would find that the desired 
limit is I. An approad1 along chc imaginary axis \\'ould. on chc other hand. yield the 
limit -1. Since a limit is unique. we must conclude that limit (5) docs not exist. 

\Vhilc definition (2) provides a means of testing whether a given point w0 is a 
limit. it docs noc dircccly provide a method for dctcnnining that limiL Theorems on 
limits. presented in the next section. will enable us to actually find many limits. 

16. THEOREl\tlS ON Lll\tllTS 

\Ve can expedite our treatment of limits by establishing a connection between limits 
of funccions of a complex variable and limits of real-valued functions of two real 
variables. Since limits of the latter cypc arc scudicd in calculus. we may use their 
dclinicion and properties freely. 

Theorem 1. Sttppose thllt 

.f (::) = 11 ( x. y) + i r( x. y) (:: = x + i y) 

lllld 

rr 
(I) Jim 11(.r. r) = 110 lllld Jim 1~(.r. y) = r0 . 

(X.YI >(Xo1.Yul • (X.YI >(X11.1"11I 

The" 

(2) Jim /"(::) = wo: 
:: .. ~ .. 

wul, co111·er.\·elr. ifslllll'menl (2) i.\· true, then so is slllll'llll'lll (I). 

To prove che cheorem. we first assume chac limics (I) hold and obcain limit (2). 
Li mies (I) tell us that for each positive number L there cxisc positive numbers 8 1 and 
ch such chat 

F /er - .ro )-~ + (y - Yo) 2 (3) 
'" -1101 < 

whenever 0< < c51 
') 

and 
f: I ) ) (4) Ir - rol < whenever 0< \ (.r - .ro)- + (y - Yo)- < c5). 
') 
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Lee 8 he any posicive number smaller chan 81 and 82. Since 

1(11 +ii~) - (110 + it·o)I = l(u - 11 0 ) + i(r - t'o)I:::: 111 - 1101 +Ir - r0 1 

and 

/tr - Xo) 2 + (y - Yo) 2 = l<x - .ro) + i(y - Yo)I = l<.r + iy) - (.ro + iyo)I. 

il follows from slalenlCnls (3) and (4) lhal 

whenever 

f: f,' 

l(u +ii~) - (u0 + ivo)I < - + - = f: 
2 2 

0 < l<x + iy) - (xo + iyo)I < 8. 

Thal is. limil (2) holds. 
Let us now scart v .. ·ich lhe assumplion chat limil (2) holds. \Vich chm assump

cion. v,:c know chat for each positive number F, Chere is a posicive number 8 such 
thac 

(5) 

\\.'he never 

(6) 

Bue 

and 

1(11 +ir) - (uo+ i1·o)I < f: 

0 < l(x + iy) - (xo + iyo)I < 8. 

lu - 1tol :::: l<u - 1to) + i(r - ro)I = i(u +fr) - (uo + ivo)I. 

Ir - rol :::: l(u - 110) + i(r - ro)I = 1(11 +fr) - (Ito+ it~o)I. 

l(.r + iy) - (.ru + iyo)I =I Lr - .ro) + i(y - _\'o)I = /tr - .rci)2 + (y - _rc,) 2 . 

Hence it follmvs from inequalities (5) and (6) lhal 

111 - 11 0 1 < r-: and Ir - v0 1 < £ 

whenever 

0 < /(.r - .ro)2 + (y - Yo)2 < 8. 

This escahlishes Ii mies (I). and che proof of the cheorcm is complele. 

Theorem 2. Suppose that 

(7) lim f(:.) = uio and lim F(:.) = Wo. 
::. . :.. :: - .. ::., 
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Tlu:n 

(8) lim (/(:.) + F(:.)] = ll'o + W0 . 
.. -: .,..: .. 

(9) lim [.f(:.)F(:.)] = 11 10Wo: 
- > -....... 11 

and, ~/' W(1 i= 0. 

(I 0) I
. I (:.) wo 
Jill--=-. 

; ·.:._, F(:.) Wo 

This importanl lhcorcm can be proved dircclly by using lhc dcfinilion of lhc limil 
of a funclion of a complex variable. Bui. wilh chc aid of Theorem I. il follows almosl 
immcdialcly from cheorcms on Ii mils of real-valued functions of cwo real variables. 

To verify properly (9). for example. we write 

f (:.) = 11(.r. y) + fr(x. y). F(:.) = U (.r. y) + i \! (x. y). 

Then. according lo hypolhcscs (7) and Theorem I. lhe limils as (x. y) approaches 
(x0 • y0 ) of lhc functions 11. L U. and \I cxisl and have the values 11 0 • v0 • l/0 • and \1<1• 

rcspeclively. So the real and imaginary componems of the producl 

.r (:. ) F ( :. ) = ( II u - v \! ) + i ( dl + II \I ) 

have lhc limits 11 0 U0 - v0 \10 and v0 U0 + 11 0 \1< 1• respectively. as (x. y) approaches 
(x0 . y0 ). Hence. by Theorem I again. f(:.)F(:.) has the limil 

as:. approaches :.o: and this is equal lo u10 Wo. Property (9) is thus cslablishcd. Corre
sponding vcrificalions of properties (8) and (I 0) can be given. 

le is easy to sec from dcfinicion (2). Sc<.:. 15. of limit lhat 

Jim c = c and lim :. = :-.0 . 

\vhcrc :.o and c arc any complex numbers: and. by property (9) and machcmatical 
induction. it follows that 

I. II II 
Jill :. = :.o 

--- 1>:::11 

(11 = I. 2 .... ). 

So. in view of properties (8) and (9). chc limil of a polynomial 

as:. approaches a point :.0 is the value of lhe polynomial at thnc point 

( I I ) Jim P(:-.) = P(:.o). 
;_ •::11 
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17. LIIVIITS INVOLVING THE POINT AT INFINITY 

It is sometimes convenielll lo include with lhc complex plane the poi11t at i11fi11i(l'. 
denoled by oo. and lo use limits involving it. The complex plane together with this 
point is called lhe exte11ded complex pla11e. To visualize the poim al infinily. one can 
think of the complex plane as passing through lhe equator of a unil sphere centered al 
lhe origin (Fig. 25 ). To each point:: in the plane there corresponds exactly one poi Ill 
Pon che surface of lhc sphere. The poinc P is che poim where the line through:: and 
che north pole N intersects the sphere. In like manner. co each poim P on chc surface 
of the sphere. ocher lhan chc north pole N. chcrc corresponds cxaccly one point :: in 
che plane. By lclling the poinl N or chc sphere correspond co lhc poinc al infinity. we 
obcain a one lO one correspondence bccween che points on chc sphere and che points 
in che extended complex plane. The sphere is known as che Riem111111 sphere. and chc 
corrcsporn.lcnce is called a stereographic projection. 

FIGURE 25 

Observe thm che exterior or lhc unil circle centered al the origin in the complex 
plane crnTcsponds co chc upper hemisphere v,:ich the equator and che poinl N dclcced. 
J\iloreovcr. for each small posilive number F:. chose poi nls in che complex plane exterior 
co chc circle 1::1 = I/ F: correspond lO poinls on che sphere close lo N. We chus call the 
scl 1::1 > I /r a 11eighhorhood of oo. 

Lee us agree lhal in referring co a poilll ::. v.:c mean a poinl in lhefi11ile plane. 
Hcrcafcer. when chc point al infinity is lO be considered. it will be specifically 
mentioned. 

A meaning is now readily given to chc statement 

lim f(::) = wo 
.~ ... ~ .. 

when either ::0 or u10 • or possibly each of chesc numbers. is replaced by che point 
al infinity. In the definition of limit in Sec. 15. we simply replace the appropriate 
neighborl10ods of ::o and wo by neighborhoods of oo. The proof of che following 
theorem illuscraces how chis is done. 

( I ) 

Theorem. !/":.0 ltnd u 1
0 lire points in the:: llllll u 1 plllncs. rc.\"f)(:cti\·e/y, thm 

lim r (;::) = 00 
: ·-· ::., . 

I 
Jim --=0 
: •:,.I(:: l 
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lllld 

(2) 

J\tf Ori.'()\'<! 1; 

(3) lim /(:) = x 
: .. "'.\... 

lim =0. 
: .(I .f (I/:) 

\Ve stm1 the proof with the assumption that the second of limits (I) holds. This 
means that for each positive number f:. there is a positive number 8 such that 

I 
I I --0 

f(:) 
< F, whenever 0 < I: - :ol < 8. 

Since this can be wrinen 

(4) 1/(:)1 > whenever 0 < I: - :ol < ,5. 

we arrive al the first of limits (I). 
Suppose now that the second of limits (2) holds. Thal is. 

l.r(~)-wol<f: whenever 0<1:-01<8. 

Replacing: by I/: here. \\IC have the statemem 

(5) If(:) - u 1ol < f: whenever 1:1 > -
8 

from which the first of limits (2) follows. 
Finally, the second of limits (3) means that 

I 
_I_ - 01 < f: 
/(1/:.) 

whenever 0 < I:. - 01 < 8: 

and replacement of:. by I/: in these inequalities yields the statement 

. I I.I (:.)I > - whenever 1:.1 > 
F, 8 

(6) 

This is. of course. the definition of the first of limits (3). 

and 

EXAMPLES. Observe that 
. 1 

Jim i:. + · = oo 
; > I :. + I 

,., . 
Jim _:, + 1 =.., smcc 
; '" :. + I 

smcc I. :. + I ) 
11\l = { 

·-· Ii:. +3 

"'! . ,., ' 
I. (_ :.) + { 1· - + {: -- ,., 
till----= 1111---

;- ·O (I/:.)+ I .: >O I +:. 
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Fu 11hcrmorc. 

2:·' - I 
lim 

1 
= 00 SlllCC 

~-·'-:.-+I 

lim ( 1 /:
2

) + 1 = Jim : + :·' = 0. 
~- •O ('.!/:·') - J .. ·O 2 - :-' 

18. CONTINUITY 

A function f is co11ti11uous at a point :o if all three of the follov,:ing conditions arc 
satisfied: 

( I ) lim {(:)exists. 
:: - .... ~ .. 

(2) f(:o) exists. 

( 3) lim /(:) = f (:o). 
: ;.. : .. 

Observe that statement (3) actually contains statements (I) and (2 ). since the existence 
of the quantity on each side of the equation in that statement is needed. Statement (3) 
says. of course. that for each positive number r. there is a positive number 8 such that 

(4) If(:) - /(:0 )1 < F whenever I: - : 0 1 < 8. 

A function of a complex variable is said to be continuous in a region R if it is 
continuous at each point in R. 

If two functions arc continuous at a point. their sum and product arc also contin
uous at that point: their quotient is continuous ac any such point if the denominator 
is not zero there. These observations arc di rcct consequences of Theorem 2. Sec. 16. 
Note. coo. chat a polynomial is continuous in the encirc plane because of li1rut ( 1 J) in 
Sec. 16. 

We turn now co cwo expected properties of continuous funccions whose verifica
tions arc not so immediate. Our proofs depend on definition (4) of continuity. and we 
present the results as theorems. 

Theorem 1. A co111positio11 <4. co11ti1111011s f1111ctio11s is itse({ co11ti1111011s. 

A precise statement of this theorem is contained in the proof to follov.·'. \Ve lee 
u1 = /(:)be a function that is dclincd for all: in a neighborhood I: - :ol < 15 of a 
point :o. and we let W = g(ui) be a function whose domain of definition contains the 
image (Sec. I 3)ofthat ncighborhtxxl under f. The composition W = gl/(:)] is. then. 
defined for all: in the ncighborhocxl I: - :ol < 8. Suppose now that f is continuous at 
: 0 and that g is continuous at the point /(:0 ) in the 11 1 plane. In view of the continuity 
of g at f(:o). there is. for each positive number r. a positive number y such that 

lg[f(:)] - g[f(:o)]i < ,.~ whenever If(:) - /(:oll < y. 

(Sec Fig. 26.) But the continuity off at : 0 ensures that the ncighborhocxl I: - : 0 1 < 8 
can be made small enough that the second of these inequalities holds. The continuity 
of the composition g[f(:)] is. therefore. established. 
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FIGURE 26 

Theorem 2. ff a .f1111ction f (':.) is co11tin1w11s and non:.em at a point :.0 • then 
/(:.) i= 0 tlimuglwut some neighborhood o(tlwt point. 

Assuming lhat /(:.)is. in fact continuous and nonzero al :.0 • \vecan prove Theo
rem 2 by assigning lhe posilive value l.f<:.oll/2 lo the number F: in statemelll (4). This 
lells us that there is a positive number r5 such that 

I .f < :.o l I 
1.f < ::) - f < ::o) I < J whenever I:: - ::o I < 8. 

So if lhere is a poilll:. in lhe neighborhood I:. - :.ol < ,5 al which /(::) = 0. we have 
the contmdiclion 

and 1.he theorem is proved. 
The conlinuity of a function 

(5) .{(:,) = tt{X. _\') + iF(X. _\') 

is closely related to lhe cominuily of its componenl funclions 11 (x. y) and v(.r. y). as 
the following theorem indicates. 

Theorem 3. ffllie co111ponc11tfi111ctio11s 11 and v in expression (5) are co11tin1w11s 
at a point :.o = (xo. yo). then so isf Com·ersely, Uf is contin11011s at ::o. the .wme is 
true(~{ 11 mu/ i: at that point. 

The proof follows immediately from Theorem I in Sec. 16. regarding lhe con
nection between limils off and Ii mils of 11 and F. 

The nexl theorem is cxlremcly impo11ant and \viii be used oflen in later chaplers. 
especially in applications. Before staling lhe lheorem. whose proof is based on Theo
rem 3. we recall from Sec. 12 lhat a region R is closed if it contains all of its boundary 
poinls and lhal i1. is howuled if it lies inside some circle centered at lhc origin. 
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Theorem 4. (la .fi111ctio11 f is co11ti11uo11s thro11g/1011t a region R that is both 
closed and hou11dcd. there exists a 11011negatil'e real 11u111her M .rnch that 

(6) for all points =: i JI R. 

lrliere l'lftutlity holds .fi>r at least one such =:. 

To prove lhis. \'<'e assume lhal lhe function.fin equalion (5) is concinuous an<l 
nole hmv il follows lhal che funccion 

v'lu(.r. y)j 2 + (t~(x. y)F 

is continuous 1hroughou1 Rand chus reaches a ma .. ximum value M somewhere in R.~ 
Ine4uali1y (6) ch us holds. and we say lhal f is bounded on R. 

EXERCISES 

1. Lise detlnition (2). Sec. 15. of limit lo prove that 

(ii) lim Re::= Re :o: (/J) lim: = :o: 
-~-.-1_) . --:,_. 

_, 

(c) lim ~ = 0 . 
.'.-0 .:: 

2. Let"· b. and c denote complex constants. Then use definition (2). Sec. 15. of limit to 
show that 

(a) lim (a:~ /J) = a: 0 + /J: 
.-·-.~.:. 

I I
. , , 

( ) ) - 11~1 ( :- + c) = :(i + c: 
..-.I.• 

(c) Jim l.r + i(2.r + Y)I = I + i (: = .r + iy) . 
. --1-i . 

3. Let /1 be a positive integer and let />(:)and Q(:) be polynomials. where Q(:0 ) -f:. 0. Cse 
Theorem 2 in Sec. 16. as well ao,; limits appearing in that section. to find 

. I ;--l-1 - />(:) 
(a) hm - (: 0 # 0): (/J) lim ~ (c) hm --. 

:-.'.., :" : -i : + i :-.'.,, Q(::) 

A11s. (a) I/:;:: (/J) 0: (c) P(:ol/Q<:o). 

4. C sc mathematical induction and property ( 9 ). Sec. 16. of limi ls to show that 

lim : 11 = :;; 
-~-:u 

when 11 is a positive integer (11 = I. 2 .... ). 

5. Show that the function 

has the value I al all nonzero points on the real and imaginary axes. where: = (x. 0) 
and :: = (0. y). respectively. but that it has the value - I at all nonzero points on the 
line y = .r. \vhere:: = (x . .r). Thus show that the limit off(:) as:: tends to 0 does 

•Sec. for in~Lann:. A. E. Taylor and \V. R. Mann. "Ad\'c11wcd Cairn/cu:· Ju cu .. pp. 125 -126 and p. 529. 
1983. 
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not exist. l~ote that it is not sufficient to simply consider nonzero points:: = (x. 0) and 
:: = (0. y). as it wa" in Example.:?.. Sec.15.] 

6. Prove statement (8) in Theorem 2 of Sec. 16 using 

(a) Theorem I in Sec. 16 and properties of limits of real-valued functions of two real 
variables: 

(h) detinition (2). Sec. 15. of limit. 

7. t:se definition (2). Sec. 15. of limit lO prove that 

if Jim/(::)= u~0 . then Jim 1/(::)1 = lir0 1 . 
. --.-.. :-.-.:. 

S11ggesrio11: Observe how in1.>quality (2 ). Sec. 5. enables one to write 

11 f t:') I - I u ·o 11 ~ I f (:: ) - iro I. 

8. Write il:: = :: - ::0 and show that 

Jim f<::) = u·o if and only if Jim /"(::o + il::) = rro . 
. ---;.. ~.'. -o. 

9. Show that 

Jim f (::.)g(:J = 0 if Jim ((::.) = 0 .-.-.-... :-.-,,. 

and if there exists a positive number lvl such that lg<:-: )I ::= /v/ for all:: in some neighbor
hood of ::o. 

10. Use the theorem in Sec. 17 to show that 

4-.! 
(ii) lim ~ , = 4: 

: - '- (:: - I)-
(h) Jim I , = '.XI: 

.--1 <:: - I J· 

11. With the aid of the theorem in Sec. 17. show that when 

_2 ~I 
(<") Jim-~-· - = x. 

.--" :: - I 

ii::+ b 
T(:-:) = --

c:: + d 
(ac/ - be f:. 0). 

(t1) Jim T(::) = x if c = 0: 
;--'-. 

ii 
(/J) Jim T(::) = - and Jim T(:) = x if cf:. 0. 

;-'-. c .'.--ii:'< 

12. State why limits involving the point at infinity arc unique. 

13. Show that a set Sis unbounded (Sec. 12) if and only if every neighborhood of the point 
at infinity contains at least one point in S. 

19. DERIVATIVES 

Leif be a function whose domain of definition contains a neighborhood I:: - ::0 1 <£of 

a point ::o. The derivative off al ::o is the limit 

( I ) /
., _ _ 

1
. /(::) - f <::o) 

. ( •. 0 ) - 1m . 
; ) :11 :: - ::o 

and the function f is said to be differe111iable al ::.o when .f'<::o) exists. 
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By expressing the V<uiable::: in definition (I) in tenns of the ne\v complex variable 

!:::. ::: = ::: - :::o (::: =I- :::o ) . 

one can write that definition as 

(2) 
·' 

1
. f (:::o + t::.:.) - f (:::o) 

I (:::o > = 1m . 
. ti; .(I t::.::: 

Because f is defined throughout a neighborhood of ::0 . the number f C:.0 + t::.:::) is 
always defined for I !::.:::I sufficiemly small (Fig. 27). 

I' 

0 .\' flGURE 27 

\Vhcn taking form (2) of the definition of derivative. we often drop the subscript 
on ::o and inlnxiuce the number 

t::.111 = /(::: + !:::.:::) - /(:::). 

which denotes the change in the value u: = f (:::)off corresponding lo a change t::.::: 
in the poilll al v.:hich f is evaluated. Then. if we write cl111/cl::: for.{'(::). equation (2) 

becomes 
clu1 t::.u1 

( 3) -- Jim 
cl::: ~-~ ·0 t::.::: 

EXAMPLE I. Suppose lhal /(:::) = l/:::. Al each nonzero poinl :::. 

t::. U 1 
( I I ) I - I Jim - = Jim - - - = Jim . 

~; >II t::.;:: ~; •O ;:: + t::.;:: ;:: t::.;:: ti; >II(:, -f- /:::.;::);:: 

provided these limits exist: and properties of limits in Sec. 16 tell us that 

d111 

cl::: 

I I 
- -2 . or .f (:::) = - -2 . 

when ::: =I- 0. 

EXA.MPLE 2. If f (:: > = :.. then 

( 4) 
::: + !:::.::: - ::: 

t::.::: 

--t /\ -:: - u:: - :: 
------

Ir the limit of t::.11 1/t::.::: exists. it can he found by letting the poim !:::.::: = (t::.x. t::.y) 
approach the origin (0. 0) in the t::.::: plane in any manner. In particular. as t::.::: approaches 
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(0.{)) horizomally through the points (~x. 0) on lhc real axis (Fig. 28). 

~::: = ~x + iO = .6.x - iO = .6.x + iO = .6.:::. 

In that case. expression (4) tells us that 

~ U' .6.:. 
----1 
.6.::: - .6.::: - . 
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Hence if the limil of .6. u:/ .6.::: exists. its value must be unity. Hov,:evcr. when ~::: 

approaches (0. 0) vertically through the points ({) . .6.y) on the imaginary axis. so thal 

.6.::: = 0 + i.6.y = 0- i.6.y = -(0 + i.6.y) = -~:::. 

\VC Jind from expression (4) lhat 

.6. LJl - ~:. 
-=--=-1. 
.6.::: .6.::: 

Hence the limit must be - I if ii exists. Since limits arc unique (Sec 15). it follows 
that du 1 / d::: docs not cxi st anywhere. 

6\' 

(0 .. ~yl 

((). 0) (6.r.0) 6.r 
FIGURE 28 

EXAMPLE 3. Consider the real-valued function /(:::) = I::: 12. Herc 

I:::+ ~:::1 2 
- 1:::1 2 

~::: 

(::: + .6.:::)(::: + .6.:.) - :::: 

.6.::: 

and since::: + .6.::: =: +- ~:::. this becomes 

(5) 
.6.u: - - .6.::: 
- =::: + .6.::: + :::-. 
~::: .6.::: 

Procccdi ng as in Example 2. where horizontal and vertical approaches of .6.::: toward 
the origin gave us 

respectively. v.:e have the expressions 

~U' 
~ _ = :: + .6.::: +::: ,..,·hen ~::: = (.6.x. 0) 
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and 

A1'ALYTIC fot:r-;cTK>1'S 

b..ur 
- =::; - b.:. - :. when b.:. = ( 0, b..y). 
b.:. 

CllAP. 2 

Hence if the limit of b..ur / b.:. exists as b.:. tends to zero. the uniqueness of limits, used 
in Example :2. tells us that 

:+:.=:.-:.. 

or that:. = 0. Evidently. then. dur /d:. cannot exist if:. =f:. 0. 
To show that dui/d:. docs. in fact. exist al :. = 0. we need only observe that 

expression (5) reduces to 

b.. w 
- = b,.b..:. ,, 

'''hen:.= 0. \Ve conclude. therefore. that dui/d:. exists 011/y at:.= 0. ils value there 
being 0. 

Example 3 illustrates the following three facts. the first two of which may be 
surpns1ng. 

(a) A function f (:.) = u(.r. y) + i r(.r. y) can be differentiable at a point :. = (.r. y) 

but nowhere else in any neighborhood of thm point. 

(/J) Since u(.r. y) = x 2 + y 2 and F(.r. y) = 0 when/(:.)= 1:.1 2• one can sec that 
the real and imaginal)' components of a function of a complex variable can have 
continuous partial derivatives of all on.lcrs at a point:. = (.r. y) and yet the function 
of:. may not be differentiable there. 

( c) Because the component functions 11 (x. y) = x 2 + y2 and 1· (.r. y) = 0 of the 
function /(:.) = 1:.1 2 arc continuous everywhere in the plane. it is also evident 
that the continuity of a function of a complex variable at a point docs not imply 
the existence of its derivative there. l'vlorc precisely. the components 

) ) 

11(.r.y)=.r-+y- and 1~(x.y)=O 

off (:.) = 1:.1 2 arc continuous at each nonzero point :. = (x. y) but f' (:.) docs not 
exist there. It is. however, true that the existence <~/'the derirntire <d'aji111ctio11 at 

a point implies the continuity <~(the.fi111ctio11 at that point. To sec this. we assume 
that r ( :.o) exists and write 

. . . f(:.) - f (:.o) . , 
hm If(:.) - ./ (:.o) I= Jim 11111 (:. - :.o) = f (:.o) · 0 = 0 . ... · ., ~.. ;,: , ... ~.. : - :.o ;:: > .:11 

from which il follows that 

_lin_l /(:.) = .f<:.o). 
•. > ... u 

This is the statement of continuity off at :.0 (Sec. 18). 
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Gcomcu·ic imcrprccacions of derivatives of funccions of a complex variable arc 
not as immcdiale as chcy arc for derivacives of funccions of a real variable. We defer 
the development of such interprclations until Chap. 9. 

20. RULES FOR DIFFERENTIATION 

The definition of derivative in Sec. 19 is formally the same as the dcfinicion in calculus 
when :: is suhslilulcd for x. Hence chc basic differentiation rules given below can he 
derived from lhc dcfinicion in Sec. 19 hy che same steps as the ones used in calculus. 
In scaling such rules. we shall use cilher 

d 
-I f (::) or /' (::). 
( :: 

depending on which nocacion is more convenient 
Let c he a complex constant. and let f he a function whose dcri vati vc exists at a 

point::. It is easy to shmv that 

( I ) 
d 
-c=O. 
d:: 

d 
-I :: = J. 
( :: 

d ./ 
-
1 

[cf(::))= cf (::). 
(:: 

Also. if /1 is a posicivc integer. 

(2) 
d 
--" = 11-" I 
I
-.. .. 

( "'· 
This rule remains valid '"'hen /1 is a negative integer. provided that:: =I= 0. 

If the derivatives of two functions f and g exist at a point::. then 

(3) d ' ' -
1 

[f(::) + g(::)] = f (:.) + g <:.). 
(:: 

(4) d ' ·' d:: I /(;.)g(::) 1 = /(;.)g (::) + .f (::)g(::): 

and. when g(::) =I= 0. 

(5) 
d [/(::)] 
d:: g(;.) 

g(;.)f'(;.) - /(::)g'(::) 

fg(::) F 
Let us derive rule (4 ). To do this. we write the following expression for the change 

in the product u1 = /(::)g(::): 

D.w = /(:: + D.::)g(;. +Li;.) - /(::)g(::) 

=/(::)lg(::+ D.:.) - g(::)J + 1/(:: + D.::> - /(::)Jg(::+ Li::). 

Thus 
D.u• . g(:: + D.::) - g(::) f (;.+Li::) - f(;.) 
- = .I(;.) . + g(;. + D.::): 
D.:: D.:: D.:: 

and. letting D.:: tend to zero. we arrive at the desired rule fort he derivative off (:: )g ( ::). 
Herc we have used chc fact that g is continuous at the point::, since g'(;.) exisls: 1hus 
g(;. + D.::) tends tog(:.) as D.:: tends to zero (sec Exercise 8. Sec. 18). 
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There is also a chain rule for diffcrcrlliating composite functions. Suppose that f 
has a derivative at =:o and that g has a derivative at lhc point f(=:o). Then the function 
F ( =:) = g ( .f ( =:)] has a derivative at ::0 . and 

(6) 

Irwc \Vrile l/: =/(=:)and W = g(11:). so that W =fl=:). the chain rule becomes 

dW dW dw 

dui d=: · 

EXAMPLE. To find the derivative of (I - 4::2)·\ one can write w =I - 4::2 and 
W = w·1 . Then 

d ,, ) )) 
-(J -4--)- = 3u:-(-8-) = -'">4-(1 -4--)-d=: •. - •. - •. •. . 

To stm·t the derivation of rule (6). choose a specific point ::0 at which /'(=:0 ) 

exists. Write 11 10 = /(=:o) and also assume that g'(11 10) exists. There is. then. some£ 
neighborhood j 11 1 - ur 0 1 < F: of u10 such that for all points 11 1 in that neighborhl)(xJ. we 
can define a function <I> having the values <l>(ui0 ) = 0 and 

(7) 
g( U') - g ( U'o) 

<1>(11 1 )= -g'(u•0 ) \Vhen u1 #u10 . 
U' - U'o 

Note that in view of the definition of derivative. 

( 8) Jim <l>(u•)=O. 
IJ'. > ll\1 

Hence <I> is continuous at u10. 

Now expression (7) can be put in the fonn 

(9) (ju• - u1ol < f:). 

which is valid even when u• = u1 0 : and since /'(:.0 ) exists and .f is therefore contin
uous al =:o. we can choose <l positive number 8 such that the point f (=:) lies in the £ 
ncighborholxJ ju• - u•0 1 < f: of u1 0 if=: lies in the 8 neighborhoo<l j=: - ::0 1 < 8 of ::0 . 

Thus it is legitimate to replace the variable u1 in equation (9) by f(=:) when:: is any 
point in the neighborhood I=: - ::0 1 < 8. With that substitution. and \Vith w0 = /(::0 ). 

equation (9) becomes 

(I 0) g[fC::)] - g[/(=:o)] = (g'[.((=:o)J + <l>(f(=:)]j /(=:) - f(=:o) 
=: - =:o =: - =:o 

( o < I:. - =:o I < ,5 > . 

where we must stipulate that:: # ::0 so that v •. ·e arc not dividing by zero. /\s already 
noted . .f is continuous at ::0 and <I> is continuous at the point u10 = f (:: 0 ). Hence the 
composition <l>(/(=:>l is continuous al =:o: and since <I>( u10) = 0. 

lim <1>(((=:)]=0. 
~. i.;11 • 

So equation ( J 0) becomes equation (6) in the limit as:. approaches =:o. 
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EXERCISES 

1. L:sc detinition (3). Sec. 19. to give a dirt..'Ct proof that 

du~ _ ..,_ 
cl.: - -~ 

2. L'se results in Sec. 20 to find/'(.::) when 

(a) /(':.) = 3.:: 2 -2.:: +4: 

when 
~ 

"~ = .::- . 

(b) /(.::) = (2.:: 2 + i )5 : 

(c) l (':) = .:: - I (.:: ::/= - _21 ) : 
. 2.:: +I 

( I + .::2 yi 
(d) f(.::) = (.:: f. 0). 

-2 

3. t:sing results in Sec. 20. shmv that 

(a) a polynomial 

P ( - ) - ' - ' _2 ~ ' . _11 , - llo ~lit. T ll2~ , · · · ~ll11, (C/11 ::/= 0) 

of degree 11 (11 ::: I ) is differentiable everywhere. with derivat ivc 

/ ''(-)- ~") -~ ~ _11-I. ~ - a 1 . _ll2~ , · · · , 11a11 ~ • 

(/J) the coefticients in the polynomial P(.::) in part (a) can be written 

/''((}) /'"(0) 
<10 = /'(0). "' = --. I! 

lh = --. 
- ")I 

au=---
11 ! 
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4. Suppose that f<.::ol = g(.::0 ) = 0 and that f'<.::o) and g' (.::0 ) exist. where g' (.::0 ) ::/= 0. t:se 
detinition (I). Sec. 19. of derivative to show that 

I
. f(.::) f'<.::ol 
lnl--=--. 

. :-•.:,, g(.::) g'(.::o) 

5. Derive expression (3 ). Sec. 20. for the derivative of the sum of two functions. 

6. Derive expression (2). Sec. 20. for the derivative of .:: 11 \Vhen 11 is a positive integer 
by using 

(a) mathematical induction and expression (4). Sec. 20. forthc derivative of the product 
of two functions: 

(b) dcllnition (3). Sec. 19. of derivative and the binomial formula (Sec. 3). 

7. Prove that expression (2). Sec. 20. for the derivative of .:: 11 remains valid when 11 1s a 
negative integer (11 = -1. -2 ... . ). provided that.:: ::/= 0. 

S11ggesrio11: Write m = -11 and use the rule for the derivative of a quotient of two 
functions. 

8. t:se the method in Example 2. Sec. 19. to show that f' (.::) does not exist at any point 
.:: when 

(a) I(.::) = Re.::: (h) f(.::) =Im.::. 
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9. Let f denote 1he function whose values &.1re 

when : ::f. 0. 

when : = 0. 

Show that if: = 0. then il 11:/ il: = I at each nonzero point on the real and imaginary 
axes in the il.:-. or ilx ily. plane. Then show that il1r/ il: = - I at each nonzero point 
(ilx. ilx) on the line ily = ilx in that plane (fig. 29). Conclude from these observations 
that f' (0) does not exist. ~ote that to obtain this result. it is not sufticient to consider 
only horizontal and vertical approaches to the origin in the il: plane. (Compare with 
Exercise 5. Sec. 18. as well as Example 2. Sec. 19.) 

~\' 

(0.0) (~.\. 0) ~.\ 
FIGURE 29 

10. With the aid of the binomial formula ( D) in Sec. 3. point out why each of the functions 

I tf1 , 
/>11(:) = -- --(:- - I)" 

II! 211 tf ; 11 
(II = 0. I. 2 . ... ) 

is a polynomial (Sec. 13) or degree 11•·. (We use the convention 1ha1 the derivative of 
order i'.ero of a function is the function itself.) 

21. CAUCHY-RIEl\'IANN EQUATIONS 

In this section. we obtain a pair of equations that the first-order partial derivacives of 
chc component funccions tt and v of a funccion 

( I ) f (;_) = ll(X • .\") + it~(.t. _r) 

must satisfy al a point ;.0 = (x0 • y 0 ) \\1hen the derivative off exist:-. Chere. \Ve also 
show how co express .f' ( ;.0 ) in tenns of those parcial dcrivacives. 

Starting with the assumption chat f' (;.o) exists. we write 

;.o =.to+ i_ru. ~;. = ~x + i ~y . 

.. llll''-C an: calkd Lege11dre puly1111111ial'> a1xl arc impor~ml in applied malhcmalic-.. Scc. for inslam:c. 
Chap. I 0 of thc author... hook ( 2012). listcd in Lill' Bihliography. 
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and 

ti11• = f(:o +ti:) - f (:o). 

\\'hich is the same as 

fi11: = [tt(Xo +fix. Yo+ tiy) + ir(x0 +fix. Yo+ tiy)]- [tt(.\·o. Yo)+ iv(x0 • y0 )]. 

This lasl equation enables us lO write 

,,. tiu• 11(.ro +fix. W1 +fir) - tt(Xo\'o) 
(.!) - = . . . . l~(xo +fix. \'o + ti\') - l'(Xo\'o) +I . . . . 

ti: fix -+ i tiy fix + i tiy 

Now it is important lo keep in mind that expression (2) remains valid as (fix. tiy) 
lends to (0. 0) in any manner that we may choose. 

Horiw11tlll llpproaclz 

In particular. \\-Tile tiy = 0 and let (fix. 0) tend lo((). 0) horizontally. Then. in view 
of Theorem I in Sec. 16. equation (2) tells us that 

.1 

1
. tt(xo +fix. yo) -1t(.royo) . 

1
. i:(xo +fix. w1) - t~(Xo\'o) 

I <::o)= 1m +1 1m · · . 
· ~x- .o fix ~x ·•O fix 

Thal is. 

(3) f
l • 

. (:o) = llxLro. Yo)+ IL\(Xo. Yo). 

Vertical llpproaclz 

We might have set fix = 0 in equation (2) and taken a vertical approach. In that case. 
we lind from Theorem I in Sec. 16 an<l equation (2) that 

f
l 

1
. tt(Xo. _ro + tiy) - tt(xoyo) . 

1
. v(xo. \'o +ti r) - r(Xo\'o) 

(:o) = Im + I 1111 . . . 
. ~Y-•0 ifi\' ~r •O ifi\' 

or. because I/ i = - i . 

• 1 

1
. r(xo. Yo+ tiy) - F(.royo) . 

1
. tt(Xo. yo+ tiy) - u(xo.\'o) 

.f ( :o ) = I Ill - I I Ill . 
~.\' ·O fiy ~r •O fi_r 

ll now follows that 

(4) 

where the partial derivatives of 11 and v an!. this time. with respect to y. Note that 
equation (4) can also be wrillen in the form 

(5) 

Expressions (3) and (4) not only give /'(:o) in terms of partial derivatives of the 
component functions 11 and v but in view of the uniqueness of limits (Sec. 15 ). they 
also provide necessary conditions for the existence off' (:0 ). To obtain those condi
tions. we need only equate the fl!al parts and then the imaginary parts in expressions 
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(3) and (4) to sec lhal lhe cxislencc of /'(:.0 ) requires lhal 

(6) 111 (.ro. Yo)= t'y(Xo. Yo) and urLto. Yo)= - F\(.ro, Yo). 

E<..Juations (6) arc lhc Cauc/1y-Riema1111 equalio11.'t. so named in honor of lhe French 
mmhcmmician A. L. Cauchy ( 1789-1857). who discovered and used lhcm. and in 
honor of lhc German malhcmalician G. F. B. Riemann ( 1826--1866 ). who made them 
fundamcncal in his development of lhc lhcory of functions of a complex variable. 

We summarize the above results as follows. 

Theorem. Suppose that 

/(:,) = ll(X. _\') +- iv(.r. y) 

and that/'(:.) exists at a point :.o = .ro + i yo. Then theJin·t-order partial deril'llfil·es 
<~{ 11 and r mus I exist al (.r0 . y0 ). and I hey must .m ti.~l)' the C auc/1y-Rie111w111 eq11a tions 

(7) llx = l' 1.• lly = -t\ 

there. Also. f' (:.0 ) can he HTitten 

(8) .f' ( :.o) = It.\ + i l\. 
where these partial derimtil·es are to be emluated at (.ro. yo). 

22. EXAI\'IPLES 

Before we continue our discussion of the Cauchy-Riemann c4uations. we pause here 
to illustrate their use and to motivate further discussion of them. 

EXAMPLE 1. In Exercise I, Sec. 20. we showed that the function 

I
. ) ) ' . ,... . (:,) = :,- = x- - y- + IL\"_\' 

is differentiable everywhere and that/'(:.) = 2:.. To verify that the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations arc satisfied everywhere. write 

' ' 11(x. y) = .c - y- and v(x. y) = 2.ry. 

Thus 

11.\· = 2.r =Fr. 11 1· = -2y = -F1 • 

Moreover. according to equation (8) in Sec. 21. 

.f'(:.) = 2r + i2y = 2(.r + iy) = 2:.. 

Since the Cauchy-Riemann equations arc nccessm·y conditions for the existence 
of the derivative of a function fat a point :.0 . they can often be used to locate points 
at which f docs not have a derivative. 
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EXAMPLE 2. \Vhcn f(:::) = 1:::1 2• we have 
) ) 

11(x. y) = .c + y- and v(x. y) = 0. 

If lhc Cauchy-Riemann cqualions arc lo hold at a poirll (.r. y). il follmvs chat 2.r = 0 
and 2y = 0. or that x = y = 0. Conscqucmly . .('(:::) docs not cxisl al any nonzero 
poinl. as we already know from Example 3 in Sec. 19. Note lhal lhc lhcorcm jusl 
proved docs nol ensure lhc cxislcncc of/'(()). The lhcorcm in lhc ncxl scclion will. 
however. do lhis. 

In Example 2. we considered a funclion f(:::) ,,,.·hose cornponcnl funclions 11(x. y) 

and v(.r. y) sacisfy the Cauchy-Riemann cqualions at the origin and whose dcrivalivc 
f'(O) exisls lhcrc. ll is possible. hov.:cver. lo have a funclion f(:::) whose cornponcnl 
funclions salisfy lhe Cauchy-Riemann equalions al the origin bul whose derivative 
.f'(O) docs 1101 exist. This is illustrated in our next example. 

EXAMPLE 3. If lhc function f(:::) = 11(x. y) + iv(.c y) is defined by means 
of lhc cq ualions 

when ::: =I= 0. 
when:::= 0. 

ils real and imaginary componcrlls arc I see Excn:isc 2(/J). Sec. 14] 

.r~ - 3x r 2 

11(.r.y) = 
x2 + y2 

and 

when (.r. y) =I= (0, 0). Also. 11(0. 0) = 0 and i·(O. 0) = 0. 
Because 

11 (0 + .6..r. 0) - 11 (0. 0) .6.x 
llx((). ()) = lin1 = lin1 - -

~x •O ~r ~x ·0.6.x 

and 

. v(O. 0 + .6. \') - v(O. 0) 
t\(0. 0) = hm -----· ----

. ~,. ,(I .6. ,. 

. .6. ,. 
hm -· =I. 

~\' ·0 .6.y 

\\'C find thal lhc first Cauchy-Riemann cqualion u\ = t\ is salisficd al::: = 0. Likewise. 
it is easy lo show lhal u" = 0 = -v.1 when:::= 0. Bul. as was shown in Exercise 9. 
Sec. 20. /"(())fails lo exist 

23. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR 
DIFFERENTIABILITY 

As poinlcd oul in Example 3. Sec. 22. satisfaclion of the Cauchy-Riemann equations 
al a point :::0 = (x0 • y 0 ) is nol sufllcicm lo ensure the existence of the derivative of 
a function f(:::) at lhal point. But. with certain cominuily conditions. we have chc 
following useful theorem. 
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Theorem. Let the.fi111ctio11 

((:.) = u(.r. \') + i v(.r. \') . . . 

be de.fined th m1tgl101t/ .\'tJ/11<! £ neighborhood <f ll poilll :.0 = .r0 + i y0 • and .rnppose 
I hat 

(a) the.fir.\·t-orderpllrthil derirnth·es <fthef1111ctio11s u lllld r with respect lox and y 
exist e1·e1y1rhere i11the11eighborlwod; 

(h) those parlilll derimti1·t'.\' lire c011ti111tous lll (xo. yo) lllld .mti.~fy the Ca11chy
R ie 11101111 eq11a ti 011.'i 

111 = v,.. ll 1· = -I\ 

al ( .ro. Yo). 

Th ell .f' ( :.o) ex is ts, i Is Vll /11e being 

_((:.o) = 111 + i I\ 

1rhere the right-hand side is lo be £'1'al1tllled lll (x0 . y0 ). 

To prove the theorem. we assume that condi1ions (ll) and ( b) in ils hypo1hcsis are 
smisfied and wri1c b.:. = b..x + i b.y. where 0 < lb.:.I <£.as well as 

b..u 1 = /(:.o + b..:.) - /(:.o). 

Thus 

( I ) b.. U1 = b.1t + i b. L 

where 

b.u = 11( .ro + b..x. Yo + b.y) - It ( Xo. Yo) 

and 

b..v = l'(xn + b.x. yo+ b.y) - v(.ro. yo). 

The assumption !hat the hrs1-order partial derivatives of 11 and z~ arc continuous al the 
poin l (xo. yo) enables us 10 write~ 

(2) 

and 

(3) 

•Sec. li.>r in:-Lancc. VI'. Kaplan. "Atlrnnl"l'd Ct1lrnl11.1· ... 5th ed .. pp. S6ff. 200J. 
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'''here £1. f, .. 2• f:J. and r.4 tend to zero as (~x. ~y) approaches (0. 0) in the~:. plane. 
Substitution of expressions (2) and ( 3) in to equation (I) now tel Is us that 

(4) ~"' = u,(x0 . Yo)~x + u"{.t0 • Yo)~y + £1 ~x + £2~Y 
+ i(t\(xo. yo)b..t + t\(xo. yo)~y + F.:J~X + £4~yJ. 

Because the Cauchy-Riemann equations arc assumed to be sat is lied at (x0 . y0 ). 

one can replace uJto . .ro) by - V.1 (xo. yo) and vJto, yo) by ll1 (xo. yo) in equalion (4) 

and then divide through by the quantity ~:. = ~x + i ~y 10 gel 

~11' ~x ~ ,. 
(5) A:. = 111 (.ro. Yo)+ ii\(x0 • Yo)+ (£1 + ir.1)- + U-~2 + i£4)-· . 

Ll_ ~:. ~:. 

Bue l.6..rl ~ l~:.I and l~YI ~ l~:.I. according to incquali1ics (J) in Sec. 4. and so 

Consequently. 

and 

l ~x, - <I 
~:. -

and I ~,. I _. <I. 
~:. -

and chis means that the las! two terms on !he right in equation (5) lend to zero as !he 

variable ~:. = ~x + i ~y approaches zero. The expression for f' (:.o) in the statement 
of the theorem is now established. 

EXAMPLE I. Consider the function 

.f ( :.) = £'1£';,. = e 1 cosy + i e 1 sin y. 

where :. = .r + iy and y is 10 be taken in radians when cosy and sin y arc evaluated. 
Herc 

11(.r.y)=e 1 cosy and v(.r.y)=exsiny, 

Since 11.1 = r" and 11" = - i:r cvCI)'Whcre and since lhcsc dcriva1ivcs arc everywhere 
conlinuous. the conditions in the above lhcorcm <U"C satisfied al all poinls in the complex 
plane. Thus/'(:.) cxistsevcry,vherc. and 

f' (:.) = /t .1 + i l\ = e' cosy + i e" sin y. 

NolC lhal /'(:.)=/(:.)for all:., 

EXAMPLE 2. It also follows from our 1hcorcm that !he function/(:.) = 1:.1 2. 
whose components arc 

) ) 

1t(x. y) = .c + y- and v(.r. y) = 0. 
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has a dcriva1ivc a1: = 0. In fact /'(0) = 0 + iO = 0. We saw in Example 2. 
Sec. 22. 1ha1 this funclion n1111101 have a dcrivalivc at any nonzero point since 1hc 
Cauchy-Riemann equaiions arc not sarisficd al such points. (Sec also Example 3. 
Sec. I 9.) 

EXAMPLE 3. When using 1hc 1hcorcm in 1his sccrion to find a derivative at a 
point :.o. one must be careful not to use 1hc expression for/'(:) in the s1atcmcn1 of the 
lhcorcm before the existence of/'(:) al : 0 is established. 

Consider. for insiancc. the function 

/(:.) = .\ .. ~ + i( I - y)·~. 

Herc 

11(.r. y) = .\ .. ~ and r~(.r. y) =(I - .r»'. 
and it would be a mistake to say thal /'(:.) cxisls everywhere and !hat 

(6) .f' (::.) = u, + i t\ = 3x 2• 

To sec this. we observe that the first Cauchy-Riemann equation u, = I\ can hold 
only if 

(7) 

and !hat 1hc second cquaiion 11'" = -v1 is always satisfied. Condition (7) 1hus !ells us 
1hat /'(:)can cxisl only \vhcn .r = 0 and y = I. In vicv .. · of cquarion (6). !hen. our 
lhcorem !ells us 1ha1 f' (:) exis1s 011/y when :. = i. in which case f' (i) = 0. 

24. POLAR COORDINATES 

Assuming that :.0 i=- 0. v .. ·c shall in this section use !he coordinalc transformation 

( I ) x = ,. cos (j. \' = ,. sine 

10 reslatc the theorem in Sec. 23 in polar coordinates. 
Depending on whcrhcr we write 

:. = .r + iy or j II 
:. =re (: i=- 0) 

when u1 = /(:.). the real and imaginary componcnis of u1 = 11 + il' arc expressed in 
icrms of cirher 1hc variable!-. x and y or r and H. Suppose tha1 the firsi-order panial 
derivatives of 11 and l' with respect to.randy exist cvel)·whcre in some neighborhood 
of a given nonzero point :.0 and arc coniinuous at :.0 . The first-order partial derivatives 
of 11 and v with respect 10 r and H also have those propenics. and the chain rule for 
differentiating real-valued functions of l\VO real v<u-iahlcs can be used to write them in 
1crms of 1hc ones with rcspccl to x and y. tvlorc precisely. since 

()11 i)u ()x ()11 a \' i)11 ()11 ax au i) \' 
-=--+--·. 
iJr ax <Jr a\' i)r 

-=--+--·. ae ax i)(j iJr ()8 
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one can '''rile 

(2) llr = 111 cos8 +""sin 8. 11 11 = -111 rsin8 + "" r cos8. 

Likewise. 

(3) t'r = t\ cos H + t\. sin 0. L~11 = - t~x r sin H +- t\· r cos 8. 

If lhe parlial derivatives of 11 and 1~ wilh rcspccl lo x and y also salisfy lhc 
Cauchy-Riemann cqualions 

(4) 11_1. = l\ . 11 1. = - l\ 

al : 0 • cqualions (3) become 

(5) L'r = -11 ,. cos 8 + 11_1 sin H. v11 = u,. r sin 8 + 11.1 r cos 8 

al lhat point IL is lhcn clear from equations (2) and (5) lhal 

(6) 

al :o. 
If. on lhc olhcr hand. cqualions (6) arc knov.1n lo hold al :o. il is slraighlforward 

lo shov.-· (Exercise 7) thal cqualions (4) must hold there. Ec1umions (6) arc. therefore. 
an alternative fonn of the Cauchy-Riemann equations (4). 

In view of equations (6) and the expression for I' ( :0 ) lhat is found in Exercise 8. 
we arc now able to restate the theorem in Sec. 23 using rand 8. 

Theorem. Let the /imction 

/'(:.) = 11(r. 8) + i i:(r. f1) 

be deji11£'ll thro11glw11t some F: neighborhood <d'a 11011:.em poillf ::o = ro exp(i80 ). and 
.mppose that 

(a) the.lint-order partial derin1ti1·e.\· <f thef1111ctiom· 11 and v with respect lo rand H 

exist e1·e1:.·1rhere in the neighborhood: 

(/J) those partilil derirntin'.\' are co11ti1111011s at (r0 . 80 ) and .rnti.\:fr the polarfonn 

<~(the Ca11chy-Rie111a11n equations al (ro. Ho). 

Then I' (:.0 ) exists, its rnlue heing 

{ '( ) ;11( +. ) . :.o = l' II r I Vr • 

1rhere th£' right-lwnd side is to be emliwted at (r0 . H0 ). 

EXAMPLE 1. If 

I 
/(:.) = -:1 = --

( rei 11 )2. 

i2.ll -e 
,.2 

I 
~(COS 28 - i sin 28 ). 
r"' 
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where:: =I=- 0. the component functions arc 

cos 28 

Since 

If=--)
r-

2 cos 2H 

and 
sin 28 

l' = ---)-. 
r-

2 sin 2H 
r1tr=- ) =F,,. If,,=- ) =-rFr 

r- r-

\llAP. 2 

and since the other conditions in the theorem arc satishcd at every nonzero point 
:: = re;/). the derivative of .f exists \\1hen:: =f:. 0. Moreover, according to the theorem. 

/
·'( ) ·II.I + • ") · r/I ---

. ( 2 cos 2e 2 sin 28 ) . e ; 211 2 
- =e - I =- l' --=- --~. 

· •· ,..1 ,..• - ,..1 (re;11)J , 

EXAMPLE 2. The theorem can be used to show that any branch 

/(::) = Je;ii.:2 (r > 0. ex < H <ex+ 2n) 

of the square root function:: l/.2 has a derivative everywhere in its domain of definition. 
Herc 

- H 
u(r. e) = Jr cos - and .., 

r: . e 
l~(r. 8) =yr Siil - . .., 

Inasmuch as 

Jr 8 .;;: . e 
/'II r = - COS - = F11 

2 2 
and 1111 = -- SHl - = -l'Fr .., .., 

and since the remaining conditions in the theorem arc satislicd. the derivative f' (::) 
exists at each point where/(::) is dclined. The theorem also tells us that 

, .0 ( I R . I . fJ ) .r (::) = e I .., r.: c OS ::;- + I ? r.; SI n ::;- : 
-v' - -v' -

and this reduces to 

/"(::) = JI_£' iii (cos~+ isin~) = JI. ) 
· 2 r 2 2 2 re',,,.._ 

EXERCISES 

2/(::) 

1. t;se the theorem in Sec. 11 to show that/'(::.) docs not exist at any point if 

(a) ((-:) = :=-: 

(c) f(::.) = 1x + ixy 2: 

(/J) ((::.)=::.-:: 

(c/) {(:) = e'e-i'. 

2. use the theorem in Sec. 23 to show that/'(:) and its derivative f" (::.) exist everywhere. 
and find f" (::) when 

(a) ((::.)=i::.+2: (/J) f'(::)=e··\e-i': 

(c) f(::.) = ::.·1: (c/) /(::) = cosx cosh y - i sin.r sinhy. 

A11.\. (/>) /"(:) = /(::.): (c/) /"(::.) = - f(::). 
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3. from results obtained in Secs. 21 and 23. determine \vherc f'(:) exists and find its value 
when 

(al f(':.l= 1/:: (c) f (:) =: lm :. 

Ans. (a) f'(:) = -1/: 2 (: f. 0): (b) f'(x +ix)= 2x: (C") f'(O) = 0. 

4. Csc the theorem in Sec. 24 to show that each of these functions is differentiable in the 
indicated domain of dctinition. and also to find/'(:): 

( (/ ) I (: ) = I I: ·I (: i- () ) : 
(b) /"(:)=I!_,, cos(lnr) + if!- 11 sinOnr) (r > 0. 0 < (J < 2-"T). 

\ I 
., . f <:) 

; II.\. ( J) .f (.'.'.)=I -_-. 

5. Solve equations ( 2). Sec. 24 for 11, and 11 1 to show that 

sin 0 
"·' = 11, cosO - 1111 -- • ,. 

cos() 
11 1 = 11, sinO + 1111 --. ,. 

Then use these equations and simi laroncs for 1•.1 and t\ to show that in Sec. 24 equations (4) 
arc satistled at a point : 0 if L'(JUations (6) are satisfied there. Thus complete the verification 
that equations (6). Sec. 24. arc the Cauchy-Riemann equations in polar form. 

6. Leta function f(:) = 11+il'bcdiffcrentiableatanonzeropoint:0 = roexpUOo). L.:sethe 
expressions for u, and t', found in Exercise 5. together with the polar form (6). Sec. 24. 
of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. to rewrite the expression 

f'<.::o) = u, + iL'i 

in Sec. 2.3 as 

where 11, and t', arc to be evaluated at ( ro. l~> ). 

7. (a) With the aid of the polar form (6). Sec. 24. of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. derive 
the alternative form 

-/ 
(<:o) = -(1111 + i l'11) 

.::o 

of the expression for f' < : 0 ) found in Exercise 6. 

(/J) Cse the expression for f'(:0 ) in part (a) to show that the derivative of the function 

f(:) = 1/.:: (;:: #- 0) in Exercise 3(a) is f'<:l = -1/.::2
. 

8. (a) Recall (Sec. 6) that if.:: = x + iy. then 

:: +:" 
.\=-.., and 

- -
y = -..,-.- . _, 

By .fimnally applying the chain rule in calculus to a function F(x. yl of two real 
variables. derive the expression 

a F = a F a.\ + a F ay = ~ ( a F + ,. a F ) . 
a: ih a: ay a: 2 ax ay 
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(/>) Deline the operator 

~ = ~ (_}!__ _J._ i !_) a: 2 a.r · ay · 
suggested by part (a). to show that if the first-order partial derivatives of the real and 
imaginary components ofa function f(::l = 11(.r. y) + it•(.r.y) satisfy theCauchy
Riemann equations. then 

a{ I . 
_._ = -1(11,. - t•,) +t(t•, +11,)1 =0. a= ' . . 

Thus derive the complex form af;a: = 0 of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. 

25. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

We arc now ready to introduce the concept of an analytic function. J\ function f of 
the complex variable:: is allalytic in a11 opell set S if it has a derivative everywhere in 
that sci. It is tuwlytic at a poi11t ::o if it is analytic in some neighborhood of ::o.~ 

Note how it follows that if f is analytic al a point ::0 • it must be analytic at each 
point in some neighborhood of ::o. If we should speak of a function that is analytic 
in a set S that is not open. it is to be understood that f is analytic in an open set 
containing S. 

An e11tire function is a function that is analytic al each point in the entire plane. 

EXAMPLES. The function/(::) = I/:. is analytic at each nonzero point in the 
linite plane since its derivative f' (::) = - l /:: 2 exists at such a point But the function 
/(::) = 1::1 2 is not analytic anywhere since its derivative exists only al::= 0 and not 
throughout any neighborhood. (Sec Example 3. Sec. 19.) Finally. since the derivative of 
a polynomial exists everywhere. it follows that el'cry polynomial is w1 e11tin·.fi111ction. 

J\ ncccssm)'. but by no means suflicicnl. condition for a function to be analytic 
in a domain D is dearly the con1inui1y off throughout D. (Sec the statement in 
italics near the end of Sec. 19.) Satisfaction of the Cauchy-Riemann equations is also 
necessary. but not sufficient. Sufficicm conditions for analyticity in D arc provided by 
the theorems in Secs. 23 and 24. 

Other useful sufficient conditions arc obtained from the rules for c..liffcrentiation 
in Sec. 20. The den vati ves of the sum and product or two functions exist wherever the 
functions themselves have derivatives. Thus, [{ llro.fi111ctions are wwlytic i11 ll donwin 
D. their sum wul their product an· hot'1 wwlytic in D. Similarly. their q11otie11t is 
analytic in D pm1·ided the.function in the de110111i11ator does 110t l'llnish at any point in 
D. In panicular. the quotient P(::)/ Q(::) of two polynomials is analytic in any domain 
throughout which Q (::) i= 0. 

'll1c Lenn~ regular and lwlm11m71/iic arc al!'.o U'.'>Ctl in ~le litcralun: Lo dcnotc analytil'ity. 
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From the chain rule for the dc1ivativc of a composite function. we lind that 
a composition <~{ flrn wwlytic f1111ctio11.\· is ant.dytic. More precisely, suppose that a 
function/(:.) is analytic in a domain D and that the image (Sec. 13) of D under the 
transfonnation ui =/(:.)is contained in the domain of definition of a function g(ui). 

Then the composition gf f (:.)I is analytic in D. v .. ·i1h derivative 

d . I , I 

d:. gl .I (:.)J = g I.I (:.)].f (:.). 

The following properly of analytic functions is especially useful. in addition to 
being expected. 

Theorem. ff f'(:.) = 0 el'ery1d1erc in a domain D, then f (:.) 11111.\·t he co11sft111f 

t'1m11g/1011t D. 

We start the proof by writing f (:.) = 11 (.r. y) + i 1!(.r. y ). Assuming that f' (:.) = 0 
in D. we note that "x +fr, = 0: and. in view of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. 
l\ - 111 1. = 0. Consequently. 

11,. = 11 \' = 0 and l\ = v1. = 0 

at each point in D. 
Next. \VC show that 11(.r. y) is constant along any line segment L extending rrom 

a point P to a point P' and lying entirely in D. We Jct s denote the distance along L 
from the point P and let U denote the unit vectoralong Lin the direction of increasing 
s (sec Fig. 30). We know from calculus that the directional derivative d1t/d.,· can be 
,, .. rinen as the doc product 

( I ) 
d11 . 
-=(grnd11)·U. 
d.\' '-

where grad /t is the grndicnt vector 

(2) grad II = ll, i + It \' j . 
Because u, and 1t 1. arc zero everywhere in D. grad u is evidently the zero vector at 
all points on L. Hence il follows from equation ( l) Ihm the derivative du /ds is zero 
along L: and this means chat /t is constalll on L. 

\' 
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Finally. since cherc is always a fin ice number of such line segrnenls. joined end 
lo end, connecling any cwo poinls P and Qin D (Sec. 12). che values of 11 al P and 
Q muse be lhe same. We may conclude. che1i. chac chere is a real conslanl o such lhal 
tt(.r. y) =a chroughouc D. Similarly. r(x. y) = h: and \Ve find lhal f (:.)=a +bi al 
each poim in D. Thal is. f(:.) = c where c is che consrnnc c =a+ hi. 

If a funccion f fails to be analycic al a poinl :.o bul is analytic al some point in 
every neighborhood of :.0 • ch en :.0 is called a si11gu/ar poi11t, or singularity. off. The 
point:. = 0 is evidentJy a singular point of che function /(:.) = I/:.. The function 
/(:.) = 1:.1 2• on che other hand. has no singular poincs since it is nov ... here analytic. 
Singular poinls will play an imponanl role in our developmenl of complex analysis in 
chapters lo fol low. 

26. FURTHER EXAI\'IPLES 

As poi med out in Sec. 25. it is often possible to dee ermine where a given function f (:.) 
is analytic by simply recalling vmious differenliation rules in Sec. 20. 

EXAMPLE 1. The quotienl 

:.2 + 3 
f(:.)= I' 5 (:.+ )(:.-+.) 

is cvidemlv analytic throughout che:. plane except for the singular points:. = - I and 
:. = ±JSi. The analyticity is due to che existence of familiar differentiation rules. 
which need to be applied only if an ex press ion for f' (:.) is actually wamed. 

When a function is given in terms of its component functions 11 and v. ils analyt
icity can be determined by direcl application of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. 

EXAl\'IPLE 2. If/(:.) =sin .r cosh y + i cosx sinh y. che component functions 
arc 

11(.r.y)=sin.rcoshy and v(.r.y)=cosxsinhy. 

Because 

11.\ = cos.r cosh y = l\· and 11 1. = sin.r sinh y = - v\ 

everywhere. it is clear from the theorem in Sec. 23 that f is entire. In face. according 
lo that cheorcm. 

( I ) f'(:.) = ur + irr = cos.rcosh y - i sin.r sinhy. 

It is slmightforn:ard to show lhal f' (:.) is also entire by \\-Tiling expression ( J) as 

/'(:.) = U(.r. y) + i \l(x. y) 
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'''here 

U (x. y) = cos.r cosh y and \I{.\'. y) = - sin x sinh y. 

For then 

U, = - sin .r cosh y = \I,. and U, = cos.r sinh r = - \11 • . . . 

Furthermore. 

( "(-) - { 
1 + . \/ ( . t + . . t ) /'( ) . '· - ) x I I = - Siil .\'cos l y I cos.\' Siil l y = - . =: • 

The next two examples sen:e to illustrate how the Cauchy-Riemann equations 
can be used to obtain various properties of analytic functions. 

EXAMPLE 3. Suppose that a function/(=:) = 11(.r. y) + iF(x. y) and its 
conjugate/(=:) = 11(.r. y) - i v(x. y) arc both analytic in a domain D. Let us show 
that/(=:) must. then. be constant throughout D. 

To do this. we write f(=:) = U(.r. y) + \l(.r. y) where 

(2) Cl(x. y) = 11(.r. y) and \l(x. y) = -v(x. y). 

Because of the analyticity off(=:). the Cauchy-Riemann equations 

(3) 11.1 = t:.r. II,. = - l\ 

hold in D: and the analyticity off(=:) in D tells us that 

(4) u., = \1,.. lJ \' = - \!., . 

In view of relations (2). equations (4) can also be written 

(5) llx=-l\·. 11,.=l\. 

By adding corresponding sides of the first of equations (J) and (5 ). we find that 
11_1 = 0 in D. Simihu·Jy. subtraction involving corresponding sides of the second of 
equations CH and (5) reveals that t\ = 0. According to expression (8) in Sec. 25. then. 

f'(=:) = u,. +ii·,= o + ;o = o: 

and it follows from the theorem in Sec. 25 thal /(=:)is constant throughout D. 

EXAMPLE 4. As in Example 3. '"·e consider a function f that is analytic 
throughout a given domain D. Assuming further that the modulus if(:JI is constant 
throughout D. one can prove that f (=:) must be constant there too. This result is needed 
to obtain an important result later on in Chap. 4 (Sec. 59). 

The proof is accomplished by \\·Tiling 

(6) i.f(=:)i = c for all=: in D. 
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where c is a real co11stanl. If c = 0. it follows that/(:.) = 0 everywhere in D. If 
c # 0. the property:.:.= 1:.1 2 of complex numbers tells us that 

and hence that f (:.) is never zero in D. So 

) 

c-

f(:.) = f ( :.) for all:. in D. 

and it follows from this that f(:.) is analytic everywhere in D. The main result in 
Example 3 just above thus ensures that,{(:.) is constant throughout D. 

EXERCISES 

1. Apply the theorem in Sec. 23 to verify that each of these functions is entire: 

(<1l f <:.l = 3x + y + iO,r - xl: 

(c) f(::) = e-\ sin.r - ;,,-\ cos.r: 

(b) /(:) = cosh.\cosy + i sinh.\· siny: 

( c/) f (:) = (: 2 - 2 )e - ' t' -i \ . 

2. With the aid of the theorem in Sec. 21. show that each of these functions is nowhere 
analytic: 

(a) .f<:.l = xy + ir: (/>) r (: ) = 2.n + i (.\' 2 - \'2 ) : . . . 

( (') f (: ) = (! \ t'j I • 

3. State why a composition of two entire functions is entire. Also. state why any li11e<1r 
combi11atio11 c 1 / 1 (:) + c 2.fi<:l of two entire functions. where c 1 and c2 are complex 
constants. is entire. 

4. In each case. determine the singular points of the function and state \vhy the function is 
analytic everywhere else: 

2: + I 
(a) ((:) = , : 

. :(.:--+I) 

_2 ~ I 
(c) /"(:)= ~ ,' . 

. (:+2)(:-+2.:-+2) 

Ans. (a):= 0. +i: (/>):=I. 2: (c): = -2. -I ±i. 

5. According to Example 2. Sec. 24. the function 

- ,.,, .. ., 
g(:) = ..jre · - ( r > 0. - Jr < 0 < Jr ) 

is analytic in its domain of definition. with derivative 

. I 
.c: (:) = -.,--. 

_g(:) 
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Show that the composite function G(:.:) = g(2:.: - 2 + i) is analytic in the half plane 
x > I. with derivative 

G'(:.:) = -----
g<2:.: - 2 + i) 

S11gge.Hio11: Observe that Re(2:.: - 2 + i) > 0 when.\ > I. 

6. Cse results in Sec. 24 to verify that the function 

g(:.:) = lnr + iO (r > 0. 0 < 0 < 2;r) 

is analytic in the indicated domain of delinition. with derivative g'(:) = I/:.:. Then show 
that the composite function G(:.:) =g(:.:2 + I) is analytic in the quadrant x > 0. r > 0. 
with derivative 

., -(j" :.: ) = --i2---. 
:.:- +I 

S11ggesrio11: Observe that Jm(:.: 2 + I) > 0 when x > 0. y > 0. 

7. Let a function f be analytic everywhere in a domain D. Prove that if f(:.:.) is re<~-valued 
for all :.: in D. then f (:.:.) must be rnnstant throughout D. 

27. HARl\ilONIC FUNCTIONS 

A real-valued function H of cwo real variables x and y is said co be harmo11ic in 
a given domain of che xy plane if. chroughouc char domain. ic has continuous partial 
derivacives of che lirsc and second order and satisfies the partial differential equation 

(I ) H.11 (.t. y) + Hn.(x. yl = 0. 

knov.-·n as Laplace~\' equatio11. 
Harmonic functions play an imporlalll role in applied mathematics. For 

example. che ccmpernturcs T (x. y) in thin places lying in the xy plane arc ofcen har
monic. A funccion \I (x. y) is hannonic ,, .. hen it denotes an clcccrostacic poccntial that 
varies only \vi ch x and y in the interior of a region of three-dimensional space chat is 
free of charges. 

EXAMPLE 1. It is easy co verify chat chc funccion T (x. y) = e ·,.sin x is har
monic in any domain of che xy plane and. in parlicular. in the semi-infinite vertical 
strip 0 < x < ;r. y > 0. It also assumes the values on chc edges of lhc strip chat arc 
indicaccd in Fig. 31. More precisely. ic sacislics all of chc condicions 

T1 x(x. y) + T,.rLc y) = 0. 

T(O. y) = 0. T(;r. y) = 0. 

T(x.0) =sinx. Jim T(x. \') =0. 
)' ~ '.""\,.: . 

which describe sccady ccmpcrnturcs T (x. y) in a thin homogeneous place in the xy 

plane thm has no heat sources or sinks and is insulaced except for the stated condicions 
along che edges. 
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T = 0 T 
11 

+ T)) = 0 T = 0 

0 T = sin.\ ;r x 
FIGURE 31 

The use of lhe lhcory of funclions of a complex variahle in discovering solulions. 
such as lhe one in Example I. of lempernlure and olhcr problems is described in 
considerable delail lmcr on in Chap. I 0 and in pans of chaplers follmving iL" Thal 
lhco11 is based on lhe lheorem below. which provides a source or harmonic funclions. 

Theorem. ff ll .ft111ctio11 f (:) = il(X. y) + il'(.r. y) is anlllytic in ll domain D, 
then its cm11po11c111.fimctio11s 11 llnd v lire har111011ic in D. 

To shov ... lhis. we need a rcsuh lhal is lo be proved in Chap. 4 (Sec. 57 ). Namely. 
if a function of a complex variable is analylic al a point lhen ils real and imaginary 
componems have cominuous pm·lial derivalivcs of all orders at lhal poi nl. 

Assuming lhal .f is analylic in D. we start wilh lhc ohservalion that lhc firsl
ordcr parlial de1iva1ives of ils componenl funclions must satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations lhroughoul D: 

( 2) llx = F 1·• llr = -t\. 

Diffcrcnliating bolh sides of lhese c4ua1ions wilh resp1xl lox. we have 

(3) ilxx = l\·x· ilrx = -l\·x· 

Likewise. diffcrcmialion wilh respect lo y yields 

( 4) llx1· = l\r. II 1·y = - t\ 1·• 

Now. by a lheorem in advanced calculus.'· lhc conlinuily or lhc partial dcrivalivcs of 
ii and F ensures lhm tin = il.iT and t~r.1· = l\, .. Il then follows from cqualions (3) and 
(4) lhal 

II xx + Ury = () and l'.1.1 -1- t'n = 0. 

Thal is. 11 and v arc harmonic in D. 

• Anotha important method i~ oc\'clopcd in the author..· .. Fourier Scric.1· tu1</ Bo1111dary \laluc Pm/Jlcms:· 
Xth ed .. 2012. 

: Sec. li.>r in:-tan1:c. A. E. Taylor and \V. R. Mann . .. Adrnnffd Cairn/us:· :xJ ed .. pp. 199--20 I. 198~. 
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EXAMPLE 2. The funccion .n ::) = e "sin .r - ie r cos.r is cnlirc. as is shown 
in Exercise I (c). Sec. 26. Hence ils real component which is lhe lcmperaturc funclion 
T (.r. y) = e "sin x in Example I . must be hannonic in every domain or the x y plane. 

EXAMPLE 3. Since the funclion f (::) 
point :: and si nee 

:2 _) 

-2 =2 ( - =)2 ......... 

the two functions 
) 1 

.r- - y-
u (.r. y) = ---

(.r2 -+ y2 )2 

_) 

and 

I /::2 is analyric at every nonzero 

1 1. • ..... 
(x- - y-) - 1~.ry 

(.r2 + y2)1 

2.rr 
l~ ( .r. \") = - 1 . 1 ) 

. (x- -+ y-)-

arc hannonic throughout any domain in the xy plane that docs not contain the origin. 

Further discussion of harmonic functions related to the theory of functions of a 
complex variable appears in Chaps. 9 and I 0. where they arc needed in solving physical 
problems. such as in Example I here. 

EXERCISES 

1. Let the function f(;) = 11(r. 0) + itt(r. 0) be analytic in a domain D that does not 
include the origin. L:sing the Cauchy-Riemann equations in polar coordinates (Sec. 24) 
and assuming continuity of partial derivatives. show that throughout D the function 11( r. 0) 
sati sties the partial differential equation 

' ,.-,,rr(r. 0) + r11,(r. ()} + ll1111(r.O) = 0. 

which is the polar form of Laplace ~'i eq11alio11. Show that the same is true of the function 
t 1(r.O). 

2. Let the function f(;) = 11(.\. y) + it1 (.r. y) be analytic in a domain D. and consider the 
families of level cun-es 11(.r. y) = c 1 and t'(.r. y) = c2• \Vhere c 1 and c2 are arbitrary 
real constants. Prove that these families arc orthogonal. More precisely. show that if 
: 0 = (.r0 . yo) is a point in D which is common to two particular curves 11(x. y) = c 1 

and tt(.r. y) = c2 and if f' (;::o) :j:: 0. then the lines l<.lngent to those curves at (.ro .. 'id are 
perpendicular. 

S11ggestio11: :\ote how it follows from the pair of equations 11(.r. y) = c 1 and 
l'(X.y) = 1.·2 that 

i111 <>11 dr 
- + - -·- = 0 and 
a.\· <h d.\· 

011 av dr 
-+--· =0. 
ih ar dx 

3. Show that when f<:.l = : 2• the level curves 11(.r. y) = c1 and 11(.r. y) = c2 of the 
component functions arc the hyperbola.'\ indicated in fig. 32. :\'ote the orthogonality 
of the two families. described in Exercise 2. Observe that the curves 11(.r. y) = 0 and 
t 1(x. y) = 0 intersect at the origin but are not. however. orthogonal to each other. \\lhy is 
this fact in agreement with the result in Exercise 2'.' 
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\' 

FIGURE 32 

4. Sketch the families of kvel curves of the component functions 11 and t' when 
/(':.) = I/:. and note the orthogonality described in Exercise 2. 

5. Do Exercise 4 using polar coordinates. 

<>. Sketch the families of level curves of the component functions 11 and t• when 

- - I 
/"(:) = -~ -. 
. :. +I 

and note hmv the result in Exercise 2 is ill ustratcd here. 

28. UNIQUELY DETERl\'IINED ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

We conclude lhis chapler with tv ... o sec lions dealing with hmv lhc values of an analytic 
function in a domain D arc affected by its values in a subdomain of D or on a line 
segment lying in D. While these seccions arc of considerable theorecical inccrcst. thcy 
arc not ccnlral co our dcvclopmcnc of analytic functions in lacer chapters. The reader 
may pass directly co Chap. 3 at chis time and refer back when necessary. 

Lemma. Suppo.w.> thllt 

(a) a.function f is allalytic throughout a domllill D: 

(b) f ( .::) = 0 a/ each point.:: <~la domain or line se~menl colltained ill D. 

Thell/(.::)= 0 in D: that is,/(.::) i.v identically equal to .::em thm11g/1011t D. 

To prove chis lenuna. we let f be as stated in ics hypothesis and let .::0 be any 1x>int 
of lhe subdomain or line segment where /(':.) = 0. Since D is a con11ected open sec 
(Sec. 12). therc is a polygonal line l. consisting or a finite number of line segments 
joined end to end and lying entirely in D. that extends from .::0 to any ocher point Pin 
D. We let d be the shortest distance from points on L co the boundary or D. unless D 
is the entire plane: in that case. d may be any positive number. \Ve then form a finite 
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sequence of poincs 

.::o . .:: 1 • .::2 •••• '.::,, . J • .::,, 

along l. where the poinc •. ,, coincides v .. ·irh P (Fig. 33) and where each poinl 1s 
sufllcicncly close lo adjaccrll ones lhal 

l::k - .::.(- 1 I < d (k =I. 2 ..... 11). 

Finally. we conslrucl a finile sequence of neighborhoods 

No. N1• N1 ..... N,,. 1• N,,. 

where each neighborhood Nk is ccnlcrcd al .::k and has mdius d. Nole lhal lhcsc 
neighborhoods arc all comaincd in D and dun lhc cenlcr .::k of any ncighborhotxJ N{ 
(k =I. 2 ..... 11) lies in lhc preceding neighborhood Nk 1. 

,,.- --_...--- --- .... ,., ------...... ......., ' .... , ' I\,' ' ,.y/I ' / 
1\' ,N,' ' ~ ' ' I 

I ' () ' ' I 
I 

I I I I p I 
I I I I ::,1 -

' ::, I I I '·JI I 
I 

•·O I 
-, 

I ' I I ' ' I 
I 

I 

' ' I 

' I 
/ 

/ .... 
--'~ 

/ ,,. ,., 
' ,.,.~~,....ca- - - ---- FIGURE 33 .... 

Al lhis point \\1C need lo use a resuh lhal is proved laler on in Chap. 6. Namely. 
Theorem 3 in Sec. 82 Lelis us lhal since f is analylic in No and since.{(::) = 0 in a 
domain or on a line scgrncm corllaining ::0 • lhen f ( ::) = 0 in N0 . Bul lhc poirll.:: 1 lies 
in No. Hence a second applicalion of lhc same theorem reveals rhm /(::) = 0 in N 1 : 

mu.I. by conlinuing in lhis manner. we arrive al the facl thal /(.::) = 0 in N11 • Since N,1 

is cenlcrcd al the point P and since P was arbitrarily selcclcd in D. we may conclude 
thal .{(::) = 0 in D. This complclcs lhc proof of lhc lemma. 

Suppose now lhat two funclions f and g arc analylic in lhc same domain D and 
lhat /(.::) = g(.::) al each point:: of some domain or line segment contained in D. The 
difference 

/i(::) = f(::) - g(.::) 

is also analylic in D. and h (.::) = 0 throughoul the sub<lomain or along the line segment. 
According co the lemma. then. Ii(::) = 0 lhroughoul D: lhal is./(::) = g(::) at each 
point in D. \Ve lhus arrive al lhe following important lheorem. 

Theorem. A.fi111ctio11 that is llnalytic in a domllin Dis uniquely determined m·er 
D by its 1·lll1tes in a do111ai11. or along" line seg111e11t, contained in D. 

A more general rcsuh. somclimes called the coi11cide11ce principle. is slraighc
forward lo prove. Namely. (fl1vo.fi111ctiom fllnd g are analytic in the swne do111ai11 D 
and~(/(.::)= g(.::) 011 a subset <f D thllt lws a limit point .::0 in D. then/(::)= g(.::) 

erery11·here in D."' We do not. however. have need for such a generalization. 

'Sec. for cx<unplc. pp. 56-)7 oflhc hook hy Boas. pp. I ..t2-- I ..t4 of the hook hy Si lvcrman. or pp . .'\69--3 70 
in Vol. 1 of Lhc hook hy 1'\-larkusht·vich. all of which an.· lislcc..I in Appcnc..lix I. 
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The theorem just proved is useful in studying the question of extending the donrnin 
of definition of an analytic function. tvlore precisely, given two domains D1 and D2. 
consider the intersection D1 n D2• consisting of all points that lie in both D 1 and D2• 

If Di and D2 have points in common (sec Fig. 34) and a function .f1 is analytic in D1. 
there may exist a function .fi. which is analyt.ic in D2. such that /2(:.) = fi (:.)for each 
:. in the intersection D 1 n D2• If so. ,,. .. e call Ii an a11alytic co11ti11uatio11 of .fi into the 
second domain D2. 

FIGURE 34 

\Vhencvcr that analytic continua1ion exists. ll 1s unique, according to the 
theorem just proved. That is. not more than one function can be analytic in D2 and 
assume the value /1 (:.)at each point:. of the domain Din D1 inte1ior to D2. Hmvevcr. 
if there is an analyt.ic continuation h of hf rom D2 into a domain D_, which intersects 
D1• as indicated in Fig. 34. it is not neccssmily true that .h(:.) = .f1 (:.) for each:. in 
Di n D.~. Exercise 2. Sec. 29. illustrates this. 

If h is the analytic continuation of fi from a domain D 1 into a domain D2. then 
the function F dclincd by means of the equations 

when:. is in Di. 
when :. is in D2 

is analytic in the 1111io11 Di U D2. which is the domain consisting of all points that lie 
in either D 1 or D2• The function Fis the analytic conLinuation into D 1 U D2 of either 
Ii or h: and .f1 and h arc called eleme11ts of F. 

29. REFLECTION PRINCIPLE 

The theorem in this section concems the fact that some analytic functions possess the 
property !hat/(:.)= f(;.) for all points:. in certain domains. while 01hcrs do not. We 
note. for example. that the functions :. + I and :.2 have that property when D is the 
entire finite plane: but the same is not true of:.+ i and i :.2 . The theorem here. which 
is known as the reflectio11 pri11ciple, provides a way of predicting when .f <:.) = /(~). 

Theorem. Suppose that a.f1111ctio11 f is wwlytic in some domain D 1rhich contains 

a segment <f the .r ll.ris and 1rlwse lmrer ha(( is the reflection <~(the upper lw~( 1rith 
respl'Ct to that axis. Then 

( I ) /(:.) = /(:.} 
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for et1ch point.:: in the domt1i11 {f t111d 011/y ~f .f (.r) is ret1l .for et1ch point x 011 the 
.\'l'gllll'll t. 

\Ve stm-t the proof hy assuming that f(.r) is real al each point .r on the segment. 
Once we show that the function 

(2) F (.::) = I<:.) 

is analytic in D. we shall use it 10 ohtain equation (I). To cstahlish the analyt.icity of 
F(.::). we write 

/(.::) = 11(.r. y) + iv(x. y). F(.::) = U(x. y) + i \l(x. y) 

and ohservc how it follows from equation {2) that since 

/"(;,) = tt(X. -\') -fr(X. -\'). . . . 

thccomponcmsof F(:.) and/(.::) arc related hy the equations 

(4) lJ(.r. y) = 11(.r. I) and \l(.r. y) = -v(.r. t ). 

where t = -y. Now. because f(x +it) is an analytic function of.r +it. the first-order 
partial derivatives of the functions 11(x. t) and v(.r. t) ;uc continuous throughout D 
and satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations" 

(5) lf.1· = l'1. 111 = -l'x. 

Furthcnnorc. in view of equations (4). 

dt 
"'" = -l', - = v,: 

"" and it follov.1s from these and the first of equations (5) that llx = \Ir. Similarly. 

dt 
lJ 1. = It I - = - ll 1 • \!, = - l\ : 

dr 

and the second of equations (5) tells us that U'" = - \/1 • Inasmuch as the first-order 
partial derivatives of U(.r. y) and \I (.r. y) arc now shmvn 10 satisfy the Cauchy
Ricmann equations and since those derivatives arc continuous. \VC find that the function 
F(.::) is analytic in D. Moreover. since f(.r) is real on the segment of the real axis 
lying in D. we know that v(.r. 0) = 0 on the segment: and. in view of equations (4). 
this means that 

F(x) = U (.L 0) + i \I (x. 0) = 11(.r. 0) - iv(.r. 0) = 11(.r. 0). 

That is. 

(6) F( .::) = f (.::) 

·Sec the paragraph immediately following Thcon:m I in Sec.:. 26. 
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at each poim on the segment. According to the theorem in Sec. 28. which tells us that 
an analytic function defined on a domain Dis uniquely determined by its values along 
any line segment lying in D. it follows that equacion (6) accually holds throughout D. 
Because of definition (2) of the funccion F(:). chcn. 

(7) /(~) = /(:): 

and chis is lhc same as equation (I). 
To prove lhc converse in the theorem. we assume that equation (I ) holds and note 

that in view of expression (3). the form (7) of equation (I) can be \\·Tillcn 

ll (X • -_r) - iF(X. -y) = ll(X. _\') -+ iv(.r, _\'). 

In particular. if (.r. 0) is a point on the segment of the real axis that lies in D. 

u(x. 0) - ir(.r. 0) = 11(.r. 0) + iv(x. 0): 

and. by equaling imaginary pa1ts here. we sec th al z:(.r. 0) = 0. Hence f (.r) is real on 
the segment of lhc real axis lying in D. 

EXA.MPLES. Just prior to the statement of the theorem. we noted thal 

:+l=~+I and 

for all: in the finite plane. The theorem tells us. of course. that this is true. since .r +I 
and .r2 arc real when x is real. We al so noted that:+ i and i : 2 do not have the rcllcccion 
propc1ty lhroughout lhc plane. and \\IC now know that this is because .r + i and i.r 2 arc 
1101 real when x is real. 

EXERCISES 

1. Cse the theorem in Sec. 28 to show that if f (:.) is analytic and not constant throughout a 
domain D. then it cannot be constant throughout any neighborhood lying in D. 

S11gge.Hio11: Suppose that f (;,) docs have a constant value 11·0 throughout some 
neighborhood in D. 

2. Starting with the function 

. r.: ill,, 
/i(:)=..;re - (r > 0.0 < U < .iT) 

and referring to Example 2. Sec. 24. point out why 

I. r. ill·" 
. 2(:) =..;re ·- (r > 0. ~ < 0 < 2;r) 

is an analytic continuation of f 1 across the negative real axis into the lower half plane. 
Then show that the function 

J
. r. ;11:i :-(:)=..;re ·- ( 

);r) ,. > 0 . .iT < (} < 2 

is an analytic continuation of h across the positive real axis into the tirst quadrant hut 
that fd:) = -fi(:.) there. 
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3. Stale why the function 

. r.: ifl ,. ... Ii<::.) = v re · - (r > 0. -;r < 0 < ;r) 

is the analytic continuation of the function / 1 (::.)in Exercise 2 across the positive real axis 
into the lower half plane. 

4. We know from Example I. Sec. 23. that the function 

fl::)= e·' cosy+ ie' sin y 

has a derivative everywhere in the finite plane. Point out how i l follows from the rellcclion 
principle (Sec. 29) that 

{(::.) = /"(~) . . 

for each::.. Then verify this directly. 

5. Show 1ha1 if the condition that/(.\) is real in the refleclion principle (Sec. 29) is replaced 
by the condition that f(x) is pure imaginary. then equation (I) in the slalemem of the 
principle is changed 10 

r 1::.l = - rc:.J. . . 
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CHAPTER 

3 
ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS 

We consider here various elementary functions studied in calculus and define corre
sponding functions of a complex variable. To be specific. we define analytic functions 
of a complex variable :. that reduce to rhe elementary functions in calculus when 
:. = .r + iO. \Ve start by defining the complex cxponcmial function and chcn use it to 
develop the others. 

30. THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION 

The exponential function can be deli ncd by writing 

( I ) (:: = .r + iy). 

where Euler's formula (sec Sec. 7) 

e;" = cosy + i sin y 

is used and r is to be taken in rndians. We sec from this definition that e; reduces to 
the usual cxponcmial function in calculus when y = 0: and. following the convention 
used in calculus. we often write exp:. fore:. 

Note that since the positive 11th root y/e of e is assigned to e\ \vhcn .r = J /11 
(11 = 2. 3 .... ). expression (I) tells us that the complex exponential function£"~ is also 
:Ji when:.-.= l/11 (11 = 2. 3 .... ). This is an exception to the convention (Sec. 10) 
that '''ould ordinarily require us to intcrprel e 1i 11 as the set of 11th roots of e. 

87 
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Nocc. coo. chac \vhcn definicion (l) is \1>Tillen in chc form 

- i"' e· = pe .,. where p = e 1 and <P = y. 

it becomes clear chat 

(3) I -1 \" e .. = e and arg(e:) = y + 1mr (11 = 0. ±l. ±2 .... ). 

Moreover. since e' is never zero. 

(4) for any complex number :. . 

In addition co properly (4). there arc a number of ocher propcrlics chat ca1Ty over from 
e 1 to£'":. and we mcncion a lCw of chem here. 

According co definition ( l ). e 1 e;" = e1 iii·; and chis is consistclll wich che additive 
property e11 e 1·~ = ex: 1 •

1
: of the exponential function in calculus. The cxccnsion 

(5) 

to complex analysis is easy to vc1ify. To do this. we write 

Then 

Bue .r 1 and .r2 arc both real, and we know from Sec. 8 that 

Hence 

;I ., I.I" IX'I i<Y1 l·\''I e · e'· = e· · - £' · - : 

and. since 

the right-hand side of th is last cquacion becomes e;: 1 
.:: • Properly (5) is now established. 

(6) 

Observe hmv property (5) enables us to wrice e;; ;:c:: = e: 1 • or 

(.':I 

- =e:1 .::. 
e:: 

From this and the fact chat e0 = l. it follows that l / e: = e 
There <U"C a numhcr of other importanc properties of£'; that arc expccccd. Accord

ing to Example l in Sec. 23. for instance. 

d - -
(7) - e·· = e' 

d:. 

everywhere in the:. plane. Nole chat the diffcrcmiability of e; for all:. cells us that 
e: is e11tire (Scc. 25). 
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Some properties of r: arc. on lhc olhcr hand. 1101 cxpcclcd. For example. since 

and 

we find lhal e~ is pniodic. wilh a pure imaginary period of 27Ci: 

(8) 

For anolhcr properly of e~ lhal el docs nol have. we nme lhal while ex is always 
posilivc. e~ can he ncgalivc. We recall (Sec. 6). for inslancc. lhal ei:r = - I. In facl. 

iC111 I l:r i211:r I i:r i2J1.'T i:r (I)( J) J e =e =e e = - =- (11 = 0. ±I. ±2, ... ). 

There arc. moreover. values of::: such lhal e~ is any given nonzero complex number. 
This is shown in lhc ncxl scclion. where lhc logmilhmic funclion is developed. and is 
illusln.llcd in lhe following example. 

(9) 

EXAMPLE. In order lO find numbers::: = x + iy such lhat 

£,:: = J + J3;. 
we wrilc equal.ion (9) as 

Then. in vicv ... of lhe slalemenl in ilalics al lhe beginning of Sec. J 0. regarding lhe 
equalily of lwo nonzero complex numbers in exponcnlial form. 

7C 
ex = 2 and \' = - + 2117£ . 3 (II= 0. ±J. ±2 .... ). 

Because ln(e') = x. il follows lhal 

x =In 2 and 
7C 

\' = - + 2117£ . 3 (II= 0. ±J. ±2 .... ): 

and so 

( J 0) ::: = ln2-+ (211 + ~)ni (11 = 0. ±1. ±2 .... ). 

EXERCISES 

1. Show that 
. ) "' ., . , (a exp(~± .uri) = -e-: (

2 +;ri) (b) exp 
4 

(c) exp(: +;ri) =-exp:. 

2. State why the function f (::) = 1.c2 - 3 - :e·: + e< is entire. 

3. L'se the Cauchy-Riemann equations and the theorem in Sec. 21 to show that the function 
f (::) =exp; is not analytic anywhere. 

4. Show in two ways that the function f(:) = exp(: 2
) is entire. \Vhat is its derivative'.' 

A11s. /(::) = 2:: exp(: 2
). 
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5. \Vrite lexp(2:: + i)I and lcxp(i:::.!)I in terms of x and y. Then show that 
. . ., .,, - .,\\ 

Jcxp(2::: + 1) + cxp(l::-)J::: e- + e - . 

6. Show that jexp(::: 2
) I ::: exp( I::: I.!). 

7. Prove that jcxp(-2:::)1<IifandonlyifRe:::>0. 

8. rind al I values of::: such that 

(a) e·~ = -2: ( h) e·~ = I + i: (c) cxp(2: - I) = I. 

A11.\. (a) ::: = ln2 + (211 + l);ri (11 = 0. ±1.±2 .... ): 

(b) ::: = ~In 2 + (111 + ~);r; (11 = 0. ±1. ±2 .... ): 
2 4 

I 
(<") ::: = :;- +1mi (11 = 0. ±1.±2 .... ). 

9. Show that exp(i :::) = exp(i;) if and only if::: = 11;r (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). (Compare 
with Exercise 4. Sec. 29.) 

10. (ii) Show that if e·~ is real. then Im:: = 11;r (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 

(h) If e·· is pure imaginary. what restriction is placed on:::'! 

11. Describe the behavior of e: = e•ei 1 as (a) x tends to -ex:·: (h) y tends to x. 

12. Write Re(t! 1
·':) in terms of x and y. Why is this function harmonic in every domain that 

does not contain the origin'! 

13. Let the function/(:::)= 11(.r. y) +iv(.\", y) be analytic in some domain D. Stale why 
the functions 

l/(x. y) = e'111 ·"cost'(.r.y). \l(x. y) = ,,•111
·

11 sin11(x. r) 

are harmonic in D. 

14. Establish the identity 

(II = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ) 

in the following way. 

(ll) t: se mathematical induction to show that it is valid when /1 = 0. I. 2 . ... 
(b) Verify it for negative integers /1 by first recalling from Sec. 8 that 

(111 = -II= I. 2 .... ) 

when::: :/; 0 and \\Tiling (e·~ )11 = (I /e.- )m. Then use the result in part (ll ). together 
with the property I/ e·- = e-: (Sec. 30) of the exponential function. 

31. THE LOGARITH.l\illC FUNCTION 

Our motivation for the definition of the logarithmic function is based on solving the 
equation 

( I ) 
,,. 

l' "· 
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for U'. where:: is any 11011::em complex number. To do this, we note that \Vhen :: and 
w arc written:: = reiH ( -:r < (") :=: :r) and U' = /1 + i 1:. equation (I) becomes 

11 i1· 1H 
e e =re 

According to the statement in italics at the beginning of Sec. 10 about the equality or 
t\\'O nonzero complex numbers expressed in exponential fonn. this tells us that 

e" = r and F = (") + 2n:r 

where 11 is any integer. Since the equation e" = r is the same as /1 =Jnr. it follows 
that equation (I) is satisfied if and only if ll' has one of the values 

u: = lnr + i (~) + 211:r) 

Thus. if v,:c w1i IC 

(2) log:: = In r + i((--) + 211:r) 

equation (I) tells us that 

(3) 

Inasmuch as equation (2) becomes 

logx = lnx + 211:ri 

(II= 0. ± J. ±2 .... ). 

(II= 0. ±J. ±2 .... ). 

(:: =I= 0). 

(n = 0. ±I . ±2 .... ) 

\Vhcn:: = x > 0 and since equation (3) then reduces to the familiar identity 

(X > 0) 

in calculus. equation (4) suggests thal we use expression (2) as che ddinicion of the 
(multiple-valued) logarithmicfunctio11 of a nonzero complex variable:: = re;o. 

11 should he emphasized that il is 1101 true that the left-hand side of equacion (3) 

with the order of the cxponcncial and logm·ithmic functions reversed reduces to just::. 
More precisely. since expression (2) can he wrincn 

log::= In 1::1 + i arg:: 

and since (Sec. 30) 

le;I =ex and arg(e:) = y + 211:r 

when:: = x + iy. we know chat 

(11 = 0. ±J. ±2 .... ) 

log(e;) = In le; I+ i arg(e;) = In (ex) + i(y + 211:r) = (x + iy) + 211:ri 

(II= 0. ±J. ±2 ... . ). 

That is. 

(5) log<e·~) =:: + 2n:r i (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 . ... ) . 

The principal i•a/ue of log:: is the value obtained from equation (2) when 11 = 0 
there and is denoted hy Log:: .. Thus 

(6) 
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Note that Log::: is well defined and single-valued when ::: =I= 0 and that 

(7) log::: = Log::: + 211 n i (II= 0. ±J. ±2 .... ). 

It rec.Juccs to the usual logarithm in calculus when ::: is a positive real number. To 
sec this. one need only \\1rite ::: = x (x > 0). in which case equation (6) becomes 
Log:::= lnx. 

32. EXAJ\ilPLES 

In this section we illustrate mate1ial in Sec. 31. 

EXAMPLE 1. If::: = - I - ./J;. then r = 2 and (;..) = -2n /3. Hence 

log(- I - fin =In 2 + i (-
2
; + 211n) =In 2 + 2 (11 - ~) ni 

(II = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 

EXA.i'VIPLE 2. From expression (2) in Sec. 31. we find that 

log I= In I+ i(O + 211n) = 211ni 

As anticipated. Log I = 0. 

(II= 0. ±J. ±2 .... ). 

The next example reminds us that although we were unable to find loga1ithms of 
11£Xalire real numbers in calculus. it is nmv possible. 

EX.i\J.\'IPLE 3. Observe that 

log(- I)= In J + i(n + 211n) = (211 + J )ni 

and that Log ( - 1) = 7r i. 
(11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ) 

Special care must be taken in anticipating that familiar properties of ln.r m 
calculus carry over lo be properties of log::: and Log:::. 

EXAMPLE 4. The identity 

( J ) Log[( J + i )2 ] = 2 Log( J + i) 

is valid since 

Log(( I + i) 2
] = Log C2i > = In 2 + i ~ 

and 

( J- 7r) 7r 2Log(1 + i) = 2 In 2 + i - =In 2 + i -. 
4 2 
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On chc ocher hand. 

(2) 

because 

and 

Log!(-1+i) 2J=I-2Log(-I +i) 

Log!(- I + il 2 J = Log( -2i) = In 2 - i :r 
2 

( 
~ 3:r) 3:r 2 Log( - I + i) = 2 In v 2 + i 4 = In 2 + i T. 
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While slalcmcnl (I) might he cxpcclcd. we sec that stacemcnc (2) would not be 
u·uc as an cqualily. 

(3) 

EXAMPLE 5. It is shown in Exercise 5. Sec. 33. chat 

I . I ,') I 1 ' 
00(1 ·-) = - Oil/ e -, e 

in the sense that che sec of values on chc left is lhe same as lhc sec of values on the 
righl. But 

(4) 

because 

ln(i 2) =log(- I)= (211 + 1 ):ri (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 

according to Example 3. and since 

21ogi = 2 [1n I+ i (~ + 211:r )l = (411 + l):ri (I/= 0. ±l. ±2 .... ). 

Upon comp<uing stacemcncs (3) and (4). we find lhal familim properties of loga
rithms in calculus arc somclimcs but not always lruc in complex analysis. 

33. BRANCHES AND DERIVATIVES OF LOGARITHI\'IS 

Ir:. = re;o is a nonzero complex number. the argumcnl H has any one of chc values 
H = (--) + 2mr (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). where H = Arg :.. Hence lhc <lcfinicion 

log:. = In r + i ( (~) + 211:r) (II= 0. ±1. ±2 .... ) 

of lhc multiple-valued logaiithrnic function in Sec. 31 can be written 

( I ) log:.= lnr +iH. 

If we Ice ex denote any real number and restrict the value of 8 in expression (I) so 
that ex < 8 <ex+ 2:r. the function 

(2) Joo - = In r -1_ i 8 e ,, I (r > 0. ex < R < ex + 2:r ). 

with components 

(3) 11(r. 8) = In r and P(r. ff) = 8. 
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is si11gle-l'lif 1ted and conli nuous in the staled domain (Fig. 35 ). Note thal i r the function 
(2) were to be defined on the ray 8 = ex, il would nm be cominuous there. For if-:. is 
a jX)inl on thal my, there arc poims arbitrarily close lo-:. al which lhe values of v arc 
near ex and also 1x>ints such lhal the values of i· arc ncm· ex + 2n. 

\' 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

0 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

x FIGURE35 

The function (2) is nol only cominuous but also analytic throughout the domain 
r > 0. ex < H < ex + 2n since the first-order partial derivatives of /t and L' arc 
cominuous there and satisfy the pohu· fonn (Sec. 24) 

of lhc Cauchy-Riemann equations. Furlhcnnorc, according to Sec. 24, 

lhal is. 

(4) 

In particular. 

(5) 

d ;11 ·11 (I ) -,- I og;. = (' (It r + i Fr ) = l' I - + i () 
( ;. ,. 

J 
=--· 

re;11 . 

d 
-Joo-= 
I 

e ,, <1-:.1 > 0. ex < arg;. <ex+ 2n ). 
( ;. 

d I 
- Lou-= -
d-:. e•· -:. 

( I-:. I > 0. - n < A rg ;. < n ) . 

A hrallch of a mulliple-valucd funclion f is any single-valued function F lhal 
is analy1ic in some domain al each poinl ;. of which the value F(-:.) is one of the 
values of f. The rcquiremelll of analyticity, of course, prevcms F from taking on a 
random selection of lhe values of .f. Observe lhal for each lixcd ex. lhe single-valued 
function (2) is a brnnch of lhc mulliplc-valued function (I). The funclion 

( 6) Log;.= In r + i(-) 

is called the pri11cipal bra11ch. 
Abranc/1 cut is a portion of a line or curve lhal is imroduced in order 10 define a 

branch F of a multiple-valued function f. Poinls on the branch cut for F arc singular 
points (Sec. 25) of F. and any poinl lhat is common lo all branch cues off is called a 
hra11ch point. The origin and lhe my 0 = ex make up lhe brnnch cul for lhe brnnch (2) 

of the logarithmic function. The branch cul for chc principal branch (6) consists of che 
origin and the ray H = n. The origin is cvidcnlly a branch poim for branches of the 
mulliplc-valucd logarithmic funclion. 
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\Ve smv in Example 5. Sec. 32. that the set of values of log(i 2 ) is not the set of 
values of 2 log i. The following example docs show. however. that c4uality can occur 
\\.'hen a specific branch of the logarithm is used. In that case. of course. there is only 
one value of log(i 2) that is to be taken. and the same is true of 2 logi. 

EXAMPLE. In order to show that 

(7) log(i 2
) = 2 log i 

\vhcn the branch 

log::=lnr+ie 
( 

Jr 9-:r ) r > 0. - <A< -
4 4 

is used. write 

log(i 2) = log ( - I) = In I + i-:r = n i 

and then observe that 

2 I og i = 2 (In I + i ~ ) = n i. 

It is interesting to contrast etjuality (7) with the result log(i 2 ) i= 2 log i in Exer
cise 4. where a different branch of log:: is uscu. 

In Sec. 34. we shall consider other identities involving logarithms. sometimes 
with quali ficalions as lo how they arc lo be imcrprctcd. A reader who wishes lo pass 
to Sec. 35 can simply refer to results in Sec. 34 when needed. 

EXERCISES 

1. Show that 

;r 
(al Log(-t'il =I - -::;-i: 

2. Show that 

I ;r 
U>l Log( I - i l = - In 2 - -i. 

- 2 4 

(a) loge= I+ 211;ri (11 = 0. ±1. +2 .... ): 

(bl logi = (111 + ~) ;ri (11=0. ±1. +2 .... ): 

(c) log(-1 + J};) = ln2 + 2 (11 + }) ;ri (11 = 0. +I. ±2 .... ). 

3. Show that Log(i·1 ) f- 3 Log i. 

4. Show that log (i 2 ) # 2 log i when the branch 

( 
.3;r 11 ;r) 

log:=lnr+iO r>0.-<0<--
4 4 

is used. (Compare this with the example in Sec. 3.3.) 
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5. (a) Show that the two square roots of i arc 

Then show thal 

i :r /·I e and i5.7:'·t e 

log(ei.1'/·I) = (211 + ~) ;ri (II = 0. ±I. ±2 . ... ) 

and 

log(e'-':r/·I) = [<211 + I)+~] ;ri 

Conclude that 

(11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 

(b) Show that 

I -1:' ( I) . og(t '-) = II + 4 ,7 / (II= 0. ±1. ±2 ... . ). 

I ,, I 
log(i :-) = - logi. 

") 

a-; stated in Example 5. Sec. 32. by finding the values on the right-hand side of this 
equation and then comparing them with the final result in part (a). 

6. Given that the branch log:= lnr + iO(r > O.a < 0 <a+ 2;r) of the logarith
mic function is analytic at each point : in the stated domain. obtain its derivative by 
differentiating each side of the identity (Sec. 31) 

t'ln.~ .- = : (I.:: I > 0. a < arg: < a ~ 2;r) 

and using the chain rule. 

7. Show that a branch (Sec. 33) 

log ::: = In r + iO ( r > 0. a < 0 < u + 27 ) 

of the logarithmic function can be written 

log:= - ln(r + y-) + i tan·- :_ I , , 1 ( r) 
2 x 

in rectangularcoordinates. Then. using the theorem in Sec. 23. show that the given branch 
is analytic in its domain of delinition and that 

there. 

cl 1 
-log:::= -
cl::: - ::: 

8. Find al I roots of the equation log:::. = i ;r /2. 
A11.\'. :.: = i. 

9. Suppose that the point:= x + iy lies in the horizontal strip a < y < a+ 2;r. Show that 
\Vhcn the branch log:.: = In r + i 0 (r > 0. u < 0 < a + 27) of the logarithmic function 
is used. log(<,.~) = :.: . I Compare with equation ( 5). Sec. 31.1 
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10. Show that 

(a) the function fC:.) = Log(::.. - i) is analytic everywhere except on the portion x ::: 0 
of the liner= I: 

(/>) the function 

Lo"(-~ 4 l /"I::..)= ::- - , 
. ::_2 + i 

is analytic everywhere except at the points ±(I 
x ::: -4 of the real axis. 

i) / J'f and on the port ion 

11. Show in two ways that the function ln(x 2 + y 2 ) is harmonic in every domain that docs 
not contain the origin. 

12. Show that 
I , , 

Rellog(::..- ll]= -lnl<x- n-+,·-1 - ., . (::.. t- I). 

Why must this function satisfy Laplace's equation when::.. # I'! 

34. SOJ\ilE IDENTITIES INVOLVING LOGARITHI\'IS 

If ::1 and ::2 denolc any lwo nonzero complex numbers. il is slraightforward lo show 
ch al 

(I ) 

This slaccmclll. involving a mulliplc-valucd funclion. is lo be illlcrprelcd in chc same 
way thal chc slalcmcnt 

(2) 

\Vas in Sec. 9. Thm is. if values of cwo of che ch rec logarilhms arc specified. lhcn Chere 
is a value of the lhird such lhal cqualion (I) holds. 

The vcrificalion of slatcmcnl (I) can he based on stalcmcnt (2) in lhe following 
way. Since 1:: 1::21=1:: 1 11::21 and since chcsc moduli arc all posilivc real numbers. we 
knov ... from experience with logarilhms of such numbers in calculus chm 

So it follov ... s from chis and cqualion (2) chm 

(3) ln 1:: 1::21 + i arg(:. 1::2) =<In 1:: 11 + i arg:. 1 ) +On l:.21 + i arg:.2). 

Finally, because of lhc way in which equations (I) and (2) arc lo he inccrprclcd. 
equal ion (3) is the same as cqumion (I ). 

EXAMPLE 1. To illuslrntc slalcmclll (I). wri1c ::1 = ::2 = - I and recall from 
Examples 2 and 3 in Sec. 32 lhal 

log I= 2mri and log(-1) = (211 + l)ni. 
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where 11=0.±1. ±2 ..... Noting that ::: 1 : 2 = l and using chc values 

we find that equation (I) is satisfied when the value log : 2 = -Jr i is chosen. 
IL on the other hand. principal values arc used when .::. 1 = : 2 = -1. 

L•)o(- - ) () "lll' 1 L•)O - + L··)o - - -,.,.. ,· 
' e •·I ··2 = ' u ' o •·I ' o •·2 - -" · 

Thus statement (I) is not always cruc when principal values arc used in all three cenns. 
In our next example. however. principal values can be used everywhere in equation (I) 

when certain restrictions arc placed on the nonzero numhcrs : 1 and :2. 

EX.:\.l\lPLE 2. Let : 1 and : 2 denote nonzero complex numbers lying to the right 
of the imaginal)' axis. so that 

Thus 

where 

Re ::: 1 > 0 and Re :2 > 0. 

and 
Jr 

- - < (-), < 
') ') ..... 

Nov,: it is important to nolice that -Jr < (-) 1 + (-)2 < Jr since this means chat 

Conscqucn ti y. 

That is. 

Log(: 1: 2) =In 1: 1: 21 + iArg (: 1:2) 

= I fl (,. 1r2) + i( (-)I + (-) 2 ) 

= (In r1 + i<.--) 1) + (In r2 +- i(-)2 ). 

(Compare chis result \Vilh the one in Exercise 6. Sec. 9.) 

(4) 

Verification of 1he slaccment 

log(~ 1 ) = log: 1 - log:2. 
··2 

which is 10 be inlcrprctcd in lhc same way as scatement (I ). is ldl 10 the exercises. 
We include here two 01hcr properties of log::: cha! ,., .. ill be of special irllcrcst in 

Sec. 35. If::: is a nonzero complex nurnhcr. !hen 

(5) _11 =ell lo~~ (11 = 0 ± I. ±2 .... ) 
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for any value of log.:: that is taken. \Vhen 11 = I. this reduces. of course. lo relation 
(3 ), Sec. 3 I. Equation (5) is readily veri lied by writing.:: = re; 0 and noting that each 
side becomes r'1 e;110

• 

Il is also l111e lhal \Vhen.:: i= 0. 

_l/n = cxp(~loer-) .... ' e'· 
II 

(6) (II = J. 2 ... . ). 

Thal is. the lcm1 on the 1ighl here has 11 distinct values. and those values arc the lllh 
roots of.::. To prove this. we write .:: = r exp(iC--)). where (-) is the principal value of 
arg .::. Then. in view of definition (2). Sec. 31. of log.::. 

cxp(~tog.::) =cxp[~lnr+ i(f-)~1
2 k.rr)l 

\vhcre k = 0. ±I. ±2, .... Thus 

(7) ( 
I ) [ ( (-) 2klr ) l exp ;;-log.:: = Jr exp i -; + -

1
-
1

- (k = 0. ±I. ±2 .. .. ). 

Bccauseexp(i2br /11) has distinct values only when k = 0. I ..... 11- I. the right-hand 
side of equation (7) has only 11 values. Thal right-hand side is. in fact. an expression for 
the 11th roots of.:: (Sec. I 0). and so it can be written .:: 1 .:,, . This establishes property (6 ). 
\vhich is actually val id when 11 is a negative integer too (see Exercise 4 ). 

EXERCISES 

l. Show that for any two nonzero complex numbers : 1 and ::2• 

Log(.:1 :2) = Log.: 1 + Log :2 + 2N ;r i 

where N has one of the values 0. ± 1. (Compare with Example 2 in Sec. 34.) 

2. Verify expression (4). Sec. 34. for log(: 1 /: 2 l by 

(a) using the fact that arg(.: 1/.:2 ) = arg .: 1 - arg.:2 (Sec. 9): 

(/>) showing that log( I/:) = - log: (: =I= 0). in the sense that log( 1 /.:)and - log: have 
the same set of values. and then referring to expression (I). Sec. 34. for logC: 1 : 2 ). 

3. By choosing specitic nonzero values of : 1 and :2. show that expression (4). Sec. 34. for 
log(.: 1/:2 ) is not always valid when log is replaced by Log. 

4. Show that property (6). Sec. 34. also holds when /1 is a negative integer. Do this by writing 
: 1,.·,, = (:: l:'m ,--1 (111 = -11). where /1 h~L" any one of the negative values /1 = -1. -2 .... 
(sec Exercise 9. Sec. 11 ). and using the fact that the property is already known to be valid 
for positive integers. 

5. Lee: denote any nonzero complex number. written.: = n/H (-;r < (o-) ~ ;r ). and let /1 

denote any tixed positive integer ( /1 = I . 2 . ... ) . Show that all of the values of log(: I.'" ) 
are given by the equation 

I' I (-) + 2(/HI + k)JT 
log(: ' 11

) = -lnr + i------
11 It 
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where p = 0. ±I. ±2 .... and k = 0. I. 2 . .... /1 - I. Then. after writing 

I I .0>+ 2q~ 
- log : = - In r + 1 ----
11 II II 

\llAP. 3 

where'/ = 0. ±I. ±2 ..... show that the set of values of log(: 1 in) is the same as the set 
of values of ( l/ 11) log:. Thus show that log(: 1 ... ,, ) = (I/ 11) log: where. corresponding 
to a value of log(: 1 

:'II) taken on the left. the appropriate value of log: is to he selected 
on the right. and conversely. IThe result in Exercise 5. Sec .. B. is a special case of this 
one.I 

S11ggeJfio11: L:se the fact that the remainder upon dividing m1 integer by a positive 
integer 11 is al\vays an integer between 0 and /1 - I. inclusive: that is. when a positive 
integer 11 is spccilled. any integer l/ can be written c/ = p11 + k. where p is an integer 
and k has one of the values k = 0. I. 2 . .... /1 - I. 

35. THE POWER FUNCIION 

When :. i= 0 and the exponent c is any complex number. the power funclio11 :." is 
dclincd by means of the equation 

( I ) -" = e"lo~:. (:. i= 0). 

Because of the logarithm. :."is. in general. multiple-valued. This wi 11 be illustrntcd in 
the next section. Equation (I) provides a consistelll dcfi nition of:." in lhe sense that 
il is already known to be valid (sec Sec. 32) when c = /1 (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 ... . ) and 
c = I/ /1 (11 = ±I. ±:2 .... ). Dcfinilion (I) is. in fact. suggested by those particular 
choices of c. 

We mention here two other expected properties of lhe power function :.". 
One such property follows from lhc expression I/ e~ = e .: (Sec. 30) of the 

exponclllial function. Namely. 

-<' 
----- = exp(-c log:.)=:. ". 
exp( clog:.) 

The otherpropc11y is a differentiation rule for:.". When a specific branch (Sec 33) 

log:. = In r + if) (r > 0. a < R < a + 2:r) 

of the logarithmic runclion is used. log:. is single-valued and analytic in the indicated 
domain. \Vhen that branch is used. the function (I) is single-valued and analytic in the 
same domain. The de1ivativc of such a bra11clt of:." is found by first using the chain 
rule to write 

d d (' 
_,. = ,/~. exp(<· log:.) = ;-, exp(c log:.) d:. ,, - -

and then recalling (Sec. 31) the identity :. = cxp(log:. ). That yields the result 

d exp(c log:.) 
-' = c = c expl (c - I) log:.]. 

d :. exp( log :. ) 
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or 

(2) d _,. - ('_.. I 
d:: ,, - .... 
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( I :: I > 0. a < a rg :: < ex + 2;r ) . 
Thcpri11cipal value of::,. occurs when log:: is replaced by Log:: in definition (I): 

(3) Py c cLo" -. . :. =e ~··. 

Equal.ion (3) also serves to define the pri11cipa/ hra11ch of the function::'· on the domain 
1:.1 > 0. -;r < Arg:: < ;r. 

According lo definition (I). the expo11e11ti11/ fu11ctio11 with base c. where c is any 
nonzero complex constant. is \\11iuen 

(4) - ; lo~· c c· = e. . 

Note that although e·'. is. in general. mulliplc-valued according lo definition (4). the 
usual interpretation of e~ occurs when the principal value of the logarithm is taken. 
This is because the principal value of loge is unity. 

When a value of log c is specified. (.: is an entire function of::. In fact. 

d - d - loc c : lo!!c J -c· = -e· · = e· · ogc: 
d:: d:. 

and this shows that 

(5) 
d - --c·· = c· Jog c. 
d:: 

36. EXAl\ilPLES 

The examples here arc intended lo illustrate the material in Sec. 35 .. 

EXAMPLE 1. Considcnhc pov.1cr function 

·i i lo~ i 
I = e · . 

Inasmuch as 

log i = In I + i ( ~ + 211 ;r) = ( 211 + ~) ;r i (I/ = (). ± I. ±2 .. ' . ) . 

we arc able to write 

i; =exp [;(211 +~)nil= exp [- (111 + ~) ;r] (II= 0. ±J. ±2 .... ) 

and 

' ( ;r) P.V. i' =exp -
2 

. 

Note that the values of ;i arc all real 1111111/Jers. 
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EXA..l\ilPLE 2. Because 

log(-1) =In J + i(;r + 211;r) = (211 + J);ri (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 

i l is cas y co sec char 

(-]) 
1
·"' =exp[~ log(- I>] = cxpl (211 + I )i] (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 

EXAi\ilPLE 3. The principal hrnnch of :: 2/·
1 can he wriucn 

(
2 ) ( 2 2 ) I ( 2(")) exp 3Log: =exp 3 inr + 3;c--) =#exp i -:y: . 

Thus 

)., 'G 2(~) . 'G . 2H 
P.Y. :-'· = v r"' cos - + tv r.:. sm -. 

3 3 

This funccion is analycic in chc domain r > 0. -;r < (--) < ;r. as one can sec dircccly 
from chc chcorcm in Sec. 24. 

\Vhilc familiar laws of cxponcnls used in calculus oflcn rnrry over lo complex 
analysis. Chere arc cxccpcions '''hen certain numbers arc involved. 

EXAMPLE 4. Consider chc nonzero complex numbers 

: 1 = l + i. :2 = l - i. and :-' = - I - 1. 

When principal values of lhc powers arc cakcn. 

and 

:r/4 i<ln21,'2 
(:' . 

Thus 

( I ) ( - -))i - _i _; 
•. 1 •. _ - ··1··2· 

as mighc he cxpccccd. 
On chc ocher hand. concinuing lo use principal values. we sec char 

and 

i iloc(· I ii= ,)lln v1~ ·i.b/41 = ,):r/4(:'i(ln21:'2. 
:'.J = e . < • 
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Hence 

or 

(2) ( 
_ _ ); __ ; _; l' 1:r 
··1•·.~ - ··1··.\ 

EXERCISES 

1. Show that 

. ( ;r ) ( In 2) (a) (I +i)' =exp - 4 +211;-r exp iT (11 = 0. ±1. ±2 .... ): 

I 
(/>) .. 

2
,. = cxpl(411 + I J;r I (11 = 0. :±I. ±1 ... . ). 

I 

2. find the pri ocipal v;.ilue of 

(ii) (-i)i: (/J) [i<-1 - J3°i) r·, .. : (c) (I - i).i1 . 

Ans. (il)exp(;r/2): (/>)-exp(:!;r 2 ): (c)<r'lcos(1ln2)+isin(1ln2)1. 

3 I • de ti' . . I s 3 - •. ( I.... I I ;;;; . ) ' ,· ' ' ., J;;• vSC nltlOn ( ). , CC. ). 0 :'. tO S1K)W t lat ( - + v .H .. - = 1: - -· 

4. Show that the result in Exercise 3 could have been obt;.iined by writing 

(a) (-1 + v 1Ji)>.: 2 =I (-1 + /3i) 1· 2 1·' and tirst tinding the square rcxHs of - I+ J3;: 

(h) (-1 + JJi).1.: 2 =I(- I+ JJi)> 11.: 2 and first cubing - I+ J3i. 

5. Sh<rn: that the pri11cipal 111h root of a nonzero complex number : 0 that was defined in 
Sec. 10 is the same as the principal value of :.<1

/" detined by equation (3). Sec. 35. 

(,, Show that if: :f- 0 and a is a real number. then I:'' I = exp(il In I:. I) = 1:.1". where the 
principal value of I:. I" is to be taken. 

7. Let c =ii +hi be a fixed complex number. where c :f= 0. ±I. ±1 ..... and note th;.it i' 
is multiple-valued. \Vhat additional restriction must be placed on the constant c so that 
the values of Ii' I arc all the same'.' 

Ans. c is real. 

8. Let c. c 1 • c2 . and : denote complex numbers. where: -=j. 0. Prove th;.it if all of the powers 
involved are principal values. then 

-<: 

(a) -<:-•: = :.':-<-c:: (h) ~ = :•:-<:: 
... «~ 

(c) (:')"=:'" (11=1.2 .... ). 

9. Assuming that f' (:) exists. state the formula for the derivative of c / i.~ 1• 

37. THE TRIGONOl\ilETRIC FUNCTIONS sin z AND cos z 
Euler\ fonnula (Sec. 7) telb us that 

e'x = cosx + i sin.r and e ix= cosx - i sin.r 
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for every real number x. Hence 

eix - e ix= 1i sinx and cix + c ix= 2cosx. 

Thal is. 

Siil X = 
e'x - e ix 

')' _, and COS.\' = 

\llAP. ~ 

It is. therefore. natuntl to deli nc tire sine and cosine fu11ctio11s of a complex vaiiablc::: 
as follows: 

( I ) 
ei.: - e ;

s1n.:: = ---.., . _, and cos:::=---
') 

These functions arc entire since they arc linear combinations (Exercise 3. Sec. 26) of 
the entire functions ei: and e -i;. Knowing the derivatives 

d i- . ;-
- e - = te · and d ;- . - i -~ -e ·=-te 
d::: d::: 

of those exponential functions. we llnd from equations (I) that 

( 2) d . d - s111 ::: = cos::: an 
d::: 

d . 
- COS;::= - Siil ;::. 
d::: 

ll is easy to sec from definitions (I) that the sine and cosine functions remain odd 
and even. respectively: 

( 3) sin(-::) = - sin:::. cos(-::) =cos::. 

Also. 

( 4) 
;- . . 

l' ' = COS;:: + I Siil ;::. 

This is. of course. Euler"s formula (Sec. 7) when :. is real. 
i\ variety of identities carry over from trigonometry. For i nstancc (sec Exercises 2 

and 3 ). 

(5) 

(6) 

sin(::1 + :::2) = sin:::1 cos:::2 +cos::1 sin:::2. 

cos(::: 1 +:::2) = cos::: 1cos:::2- sin::: 1sin::2. 

From these. it follmvs readily that 

(7) 

(8) 

sin2:: = 2sin::cos::. 

sin (::: + ~ ) = cos ::: . 

" ) . ) cos..!.;:: =cos-:: - sm- ::. 

( ;r) 
Siil :. - l = - COS;::. 

and I Exercise 4(a)] 

(9) . ' ' I sin-::: +cos-:::= . 
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The periodic character of sin:. and cos:. is also evident: 

(I 0) 

( 1 1 ) 

sin(:.+ 2:r) =sin:.. sin(:: +:r) =-sin:.. 

cos(:. + 2:r) = cos::. cos(:. + :r) = - cos:.. 

When y is any real number. dcfinilions ( 1) and the hyperbolic funclions 

e·'· - t' ,. 
sinhr = ----. ') 

and 
e·'· -j-e ·\' 

cosh\' = ----. ') 

from calculus can be used lo ,., .. rile 

( 1 2) sin(iy) = i sinhy and cos(iy) = coshy. 
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Also. lhe real and imaginary componems of sin:. and cos:. can be displayed in terms 

of those hyperbolic functions: 

( 1 3) 

( 14) 

sin:. = sin x cosh y + i cos.r sinh y. 

cos:.= cos.r cosh y - i sin.r sinh y. 

where:.= x + iy. To obtain expressions ( 13) and (14). we write 

:.1 = x and :.2 = 1 y 

in idcnlities (5) and (6) and then refer lo relations ( 12). Observe that once expres
sion ( 13) is obtained. relalion ( 14) also follows from the fact (Sec. 21) thal if !he 

derivative of a function 

/(:.) = 11(.r. y) + iv(x. y) 

exists at a point:. = (.r. y ). then 

( 1 5) 

( 16) 

f
l • 

(:.) = 11.J\'. \') +IV, (.L \'). . . . 

Expressions ( 13) and ( 14) can be used (Exercise 7. Sec. 38). 10 show that 

I . I' . ' . t ' Siil:. - = Siil- .\'+Sill l- _\'. 

I cos:.1 2 = cos 2 x + sinh2 y. 

Inasmuch as sinh y tends to infinity as y tends to infinity. ii is dear from these 1wo 

equations that sin:. and cos:. arc 1101 ho1111ded on the complex plane. whereas !he 
absolute values of sin .r and cos.r arc less than or equal lo unity for all values of .r. 
(Sec the definition of a bounded function at the end of Sec. 18.) 

38. ZEROS AND SINGULARITIES OF 
TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 

/\.zero of a given function .f is a number :.0 such that .f<:.0 ) = 0. II is possible chat 
a function of a real variable can have more zeros when the domain of definition is 

enlarged. 
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EXAMPLE. The function f(.r) = x 2 +I. defined on the real line. has no zeros. 
But the function f (::) = ::2 + I. defined on the complex plane. has the zeros:: = ±i. 

Consider nm\1 thc sine function/(::) =sin-:. that \\1as introduced in Sec. 37. Since 
sin:: becomes the usual sine function sin x in calculus when:: is real. we know that 
the real numbers 

:: = Jill (11 = 0. ±1. 2 .... ) 

arc zeros of sin::. One might ask if there arc other zeros in the elllirc plane. and a 
similar question can be asked regarding the cosine function. 

Theorem. The ::ems <~/'sin:: a11d cos:: i11 the co111plex pla11e are the .rnme as the 
::ems <fsin.r a11dcosx 011 the real line. That is. 

sin::= 0 if and <mlv if . . . :: = llif (/1=0. ±I. 2 .... ) 

mu/ 

cos:: = 0 ff and 011/y ff' 
if 

:: = - -t- llif (II = 0. ± J. ±2 .... ). 
I 

In order to prove this theorem. we consider first the sine function and assume that 
sin:. = 0. Since sin:: becomes the usual sine function in calculus when :. is real. we 
know chat the real numbers :: = 11-:r (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ) arc all zeros of sin::. To 
show that there are no other ::ems. we assume that sin:: = 0 and note how it follows 
from equation ( 15 ). Sec. 37. that 

. ) . I ) ) sm-.r + sm i-y = C. 

This sum of two squares reveals that 

sin x = 0 and sinh y = 0. 

Evidently. then. x = 11-:r (11 = 0. ±I. 2 .... ) and y = 0. Hence the zeros or sin:: arc 
as stated in the theorem. 

As for the cosine function. the second of relations (8) in Sec J 7 cells us that 

cos :. = - sin (:: - ~ ) : 

and it follows chat the zeros of cos:: arc also the ones in the statcmclll of the theorem. 
The other four trigonomcuic functions arc defined in tcnns of the sine and cosine 

functions hy the expected relations: 

( I ) 

(2) 

s Ill :: 
tan::= --. 

cos:: 

sec::=--. 
cos:: 

cos:: 
cot::=-.-. 

s Ill :: 

csc:: = -.-. 
s Ill :: 
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Observe lhal the 4uolienls lan::: and sec::: arc analyric cvcryv.1here except al lhc singu
la1ilics (Sec. 25) 

'Jr 
::: = -:;- + JI 'Jr (II= 0. ±J. ±2 ... . ). 

which arc lhc zeros of cos:::. Likewise. col::: and csc::: have singularilics al the zeros . ~ 

of sin:::. namely 

::: = Jl'Jf (II= 0. ±J. ±2 ... . ). 

By diffcrenliacing chc righc-hand sides of cquacions ( l) and (2). we obtain the ancici
paccd diffcrenciacion fonnulas 

(3) 

(4) 

d ) 
-can:::= sec:::. 
d::: 
d 

- sec::: = sec ::: lan :::. 
d:::. 

d ) 
- col ::: = - csc:::. 
d::: 
d 

- csc ::: = - csc ::: col:::. 
d::: 

The periodicity of each of the Lrigonomclric functions defined by equations ( l) and 
(2) follov.'s readily from equations ( 10) and ( l l) in Sec. 37. For example. 

(5) tan(::: +n) = rnn:::. 

f\fapping properties of the u·c.msfonnalion u• = sin::: arc especially important in 
chc applications later on. A reader who wishes al this cimc co learn some of those 
propc11ies is sufficiently prepared lo read Secs. 104 and 105 (Chap. 8). where lhcy arc 
discussed. 

EXERCISES 

1. Give details in the derivation of expressions (2). Sec. 37. for the derivatives of sin:: and 
cos::. 

2. (a) With the aid of expression (4 ). Sec. 37. show that 

e'> e1 ~: =cos :: 1 cos :: 2 - sin:: 1 sin :: 2 + i (sin:: 1 cos ::2 +cos:: 1 sin :: 2 ). 

Then use relations 0). Sec. 37. to show how it follows that 

-i-, -i-. . . . . .. 
<' • · e ·. = cos::: 1 cos::.:. - sm ::1 sm ::.:. - 1(sm::1 cos:.-..:. +cos :: 1 sm ::.:. ) . 

(b) l:se the results in part (ii) and the fact that 

to obtain the identity 

sin(:: 1 + ::2 ) = sin:: 1 cos::2 +cos:: 1 sin::2 

in Sec. 37. 

3. According to the flnal result in Exercise 2(/J). 

sin(::+ :: 2 ) = sin::cos:: 2 + cos::sin ::.:.. 
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By differentiating each side here with respect to : and then selling : = : 1• derive the 
expression 

cos(: 1 + .::2) =cos: 1 cos .::2 - sin .::1 sin .::2 

that was stated in Sec. 37. 

4. Verify identity (9) in Sec. 37 using 

(a) identity (6) and relations (3) in that section: 

( b) the lemma in Sec. 28 and the fact that the entire function 
. . , .., 

./(.::)=sin-.:: +cos-.:: - I 

has zero values along the.\· axis. 

5. L:se identity (9) in Sec. 37 to show that 

(a) I+ tan 2
.:: = sec2 

.::: (b) I + rnt2
.:: = csc2 

:. 

(,. Establish differentiation formulas (3) and (4) in Sec. 38. 

7. In Sec. 37. use expressions ( 13) and ( 14) to derive expressions ( 15) and ( 16) for I sin.:: 1
2 

and jcos.::12
. 

S11gge.\'fio11: Recall the identities sin 2 x + cos2 x = I and cosh 2 y - sinh2 y = I. 

8. Point out how it follows from expressions (15) and ( 16) in Sec. 37 for I sin.:: 1
2 and jcos: 12 

that 

(Cl) lsin.::I =:- lsinxl: (/>) jcos.:: I .:: jcos x I. 

9. \Vi th the aid of expressions ( 15) and ( 16) in Sec. 37 for lsin:l 2 and lcos.::1 2• show that 

(a) I sinh .rl ::: lsi n.:: I ::: cosh y: (b) lsinhyl::: lcos.::I::: coshy. 

10. (a) L'se delinitions (I). Sec. 37. of sin: and cos: to show that 

(/>) With the aid of the identity obtained in part (a). show that if cos.:: 1 =cos .::2. then at 
least one of the numbers.:: 1 + .::2 and .:: 1 - .::2 is an integral multiple of 2,'7. 

11. L: se the Cauchy-Riemann equations and the theorem in Sec. 21 lo show that neither sin: 
nor cos: is an analytic function of.:: anywhere. 

12. Csc the rellection principle (Sec. 29) to show that for all:. 

(cl) sin.::= sin:: (/J) cos: =cos:. 

13. \Vith the aid of expressions (13) and (14) in Sec. 37. give direct verifications of the 
relations obtained in Exercise 12. 

14. Show that 

(a) cos(i.::) = cos(i ;) 

(/>) si n(i.::) = sin(i ;) 

for all.::: 

if and only if .:: = mri (11=0. ±1. +2 .... ). 

15. find all roots of the equation sin.:: = cosh4 by equating the real parts and then the 
imaginary parts of sin.:: and cosh 4. 

An.\. ( ~ + 2.J1;r) ± 4i (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 
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1(,. With the aid of expression ( 14). Sec. 37. show that the roots of the equation cos :: = 2 
arc 

:: = 111;r + i cosh- 1 1 (II = (). ± I . ±2 . ... ) . 

Then express them in the form 

:: = 111;r ± i Jn(2 + J3J (II = o. ±I. ±2 . ... ). 

39. HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS 

The hyperbolic si11e a11d cosi11efu11ctiomi of a complex variable.:: arc defined as lhcy 
arc wilh a real variable: 

e·· - e·:: 
( I ) sinh.:: = --.,--

e·: + e ·
cosh.:: = ---

2 

Since £; and e ; arc cnlirc. il follov,:s from dclini1ions (I) lhal sinh.:: and cosh.:: arc 
cnlirc. Funhcnnorc. 

(2) d . t h - Siil 1,:: =COS .::. 
d.:: 

d t . I - COS 1 .:: = SI n 1 .:: . 
d.:: 

Because of lhc way in which lhe cxponcnlial function appears in dclinilions (I) 
and in lhc definitions (Sec 37) 

e' .: - e ; : 
srn.:: = --.,-.-

-' 
cos.::= 

of sin.:: and cos.::.1hc hyperbolic sine and cosine runclions arc closely rcla1cd lo lhosc 
lrigonomctric funclions: 

(3) 

(4) 

-i sinh(i.::) =sin.::. cosh(i.::) =cos.::. 

-isin(i.::) =sinh.::. cos(i.::) =cosh; .. 

Nole how il follows readily from rclalions (4) and lhc pcriodicily or sin.:: and cos.:: 
lhal sinh.:: and cosh.:: arc periodic with period 2:r i. 

Some of lhc mosl frcqucmly used idcn1i1ics involving hyperbolic sine and cosine 
runclions arc 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

sinh(-.::) = - sinh.::. cosh(-.::) = cosh.::. 

cosh2.:: - sinh2 .:: = I. 

sinh(.::1 + .::2) = sinh.::1 cosh .::2 + cosh.::1 sinh.::2. 

cosh(.::1 + .::2) = cosh.::1 cosh.::2 + sinh.::1 sinh.::2 
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and 

(9) 

(I 0) 

( 11 ) 

( 12) 
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sinh: = sinh x cosy+ i cosh x sin y. 

cosh: = cosh x cosy+ i sinh.r sin y. 

lsinh ::1 2 = sinh2 x + sin2 y. 

lcosh: 12 = sinh 2 x + cos2 \'. 

\llAP. 3 

where : = x + iy. \Vhilc lhesc idcnlitics follow dircclly from definitions (I). lhey 
arc oflcn more easily oblaincd from rclalcd lrigonomcuic idclllilies. wilh lhe aid of 
rclalions (.3) and (4). 

EXAMPLE 1. To illuslrmc lhc melhod of proof jusl suggeslcd. lel us verify 
idcnlily (6). slarting \Vilh lhe rclalion 

( 13) 
. ) ) 

sm-: +cos-: = 

in Sec. 37. Using rclalions (3) lo replace sin: and cos: in rclalion (13) here. we have 

. I ) . I ) . I - SI n 1- (/:) + COS 1- (t:) = . 

Then, replacing: by -i: in lhis last cqualion. we arrive al idenlily (6). 

EX.i\,\lPLE 2. Let us verify expression (12) using lhe second of rclalions (4). 
\Ve bcoin bv wrilino e ., e 

( 14) I cosh:.1 2 = lcos(i:)l 2 =I cos(-_\'+ i.r)l 2
. 

Now we alreadv know from rclalion ( 16) in Sec. 37 lhal 
J 

I . I) ) . I ) 
COS(.\'+ I_\') - =COS- X + Siil 1- _\'. 

and lhis lclls us that 

( 15) I cos(-y + ix )1 2 = cos2 y + sintr~ x. 

Expressions ( 14) and ( 15) now combine lo yield rclmion (12). 

We lum now to lhc zeros of sinh: and cosh ::. We prcscnl lhe resulls as a lhcorem 
in order lo emphasize their imporlancc in laler chapler..; and in order lo provide easy 
comparison with the lheorem in Sec. 38. regarding lhc zeros of sin: and cos::. In fa cl. 
the theorem here is an inuncdime consequence of relations ( 4) and that earlier theorem. 

Theorem. The :ems <~f' sinh: and cosh: in the complex plane all lie on the 
imaginary axis. To /Je specUic. 

sinh: = 0 if and <mfr if . . . : = /1 lfl (II = 0. ± J. 2 .... ) 

and 

cosh: = 0 ~la ml 011/y if (n = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 
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The llyperholic lllllf:elll of:: is defined hy means of lhc equation 

(I 6) 
sinh:: 

lanh:: = ---
cosh:: 

and is analylic in every domain in whid1 cosh:: =f:. 0. The functions colh ::. scch ::. and 
csch:: arc lhc reciprocals of tanh ::. cosh ::. and sinh ::. respectively. It is slmightforward 
lo vcri ry the following diffcrcmiation fonnulas. which arc the same as those cs lab Ii shed 
in calculus for the com.~sponding functions of a real variable: 

d ) d ) 
(I 7) - tanh :: = scd1-::. - coth:: = - csd1- ::. 

d:: d:: 

(I 8) 
d 
- scch:: = - scch:: tanh ::. 
d: 

EXERCISES 

d 
-csch:: = - csch:: cotl1 ::. 
d:. 

1. Verify that the derivatives of sinh:: and cosh:: are as stated in equations (2). Sec. 39. 

2. Prove that sin h 2:: = 2 si nh :: co sh :. by starting with 

(a) deli nitions (I). Sec. 39. of si nh :: and co sh::: 

(/>) the identity sin 2:: = 2 sin:: cos:: (Sec. 37) and using relations (3) in Sec. 39. 

3. Show how identities (6) and (8) in Sec. 39 follow from identities (9) and ( 6). respectively. 
in Sec. 37. 

4. Write sinh:. = sinh(x + iy) and cosh:. = cosh(x + iy ). and then show how expressions 
(9) and (I 0) in Sec. 39 follow from idem itics (7) ;md (8). respect ivcly. in that section. 

5. Derive expression ( I I ) in Sec. 39 for lsi nh :: 12
. 

6. Show that jsinh.\I.::: jcosh::I.::: coshx by using 

(a) identity (12). Sec. 39: 

(/J) the inequalities lsi nh .rl ::,: jcos:: I ::: cosh y. obt;,1ined in Exercise 9(/J). Sec. 38. 

7. Show that 

(a) sinh(:: +:ri) = -sinh::: 

(c) tanh<:: + ;ri) = tanh ::. 

(/>) cosh(:: +;ri) - cosh::: 

8. Give detai Is showing that the zeros of sinh:: and cosh:: arc as in the theorem in Sec. 39. 

9. llsing the results proved in Exacise 8. locate all zeros and singularities of the hyperbolic 
tangent function. 

10. Show that tanh:: = -i tan(i .:- ). 
Sugge.\·t ion: l; se idcnt itics (-t) in Sec. 39. 

11. Derive differentiation formulas ( 17 ). Sec. 39. 

12. t.:se the reflection principle (Sec. 29) to show that for all::. 

(a) sinh:: = sinh :": (/J) cosh:: = cosh :. 

13. t;se the results in Exercise 12 to show that tanh:: = tanh: at points where cosh:: # 0. 
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14. By accepting that the stated identity is valid when:.: is replaced by the real variable .r 
and using the lemma in Sec. 28. verify that 

(ti) cosh 2 :.: - sinh 2 :.: = I: (/J) sinh:.: + cosh:.: = t.r". 

I Compare with Exercise 4 (/)). Sec. 38. l 
15. Why is the function sinh(t'·~) entire'! Write its real component as a function of x and y. 

and state why that function must be harmonic everywhere. 

16. By using one of the identities (9)and (IO) in Sec. 39 and then proceeding as in Exercise 15. 
Sec. 38. Jlnd all roots of the equation 

(ti) sinh:. = i: 

Ans. (a) 

(b) :. = 

I 
(b) cosh:.: = -. 

'") 

( 211 + ~) ;ri 

( 211 ± ~) ;r i 

(11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ): 

(11 = 0. ±I. + 2 .... ). 

17. find all roots of the equation cosh:.: = -2. (Compare this exercise with Exercise 16. 
Sec. 38.) 

An.\.:.: = ± ln(2 + J3J + (211 + I );r i (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 ... . ). 

40. INVERSE TRIGONOl\ilETRIC 
AND HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS 

Inverses of che lrigonomccric and hyperbolic funccions can be described in lcnns of 
logarichms. 

In order lo define che inverse sine funclion sin 1 
::. we wrilc 

U' = Sin 

Thal is. ur = sin 1 :: when 

when :: = s111 u 1• 

,)11· _ e iw 

------
'")' _, 

Irwc puc chiscquacion in chc form 

(ei 11 ·)~ - 2i:(e;".) - I= 0. 

\\·'hich is quadracic in ei"·. and solve fore;"' (scc Exercise 8(a). Sec. I I J. we lind chal 

( I ) 
. , I , 

(,r ,,. = ,· - + ( I - - -) ,.. -.... ,, 

where (I - ::~)I,: 2 is. or course. a double-valued funclion of::. Taking logarilhms or 
each side of cquacion ( I) and recalling ch al ur = sin 1 

::. we arrive al chc expression 

(' _) 

The following example emphasizes the face chat sin 1 :: is a multiple-valued funccion. 
with inliniccly many values ac each poim ::. 
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EXAMPLE. Expression (2) cells us chm 

sin 1(-i) = -i log(I ± J2). 
Bue 

log( I + Ji) = In( I + Ji) + 2mr i (II = 0. ± J. ±2 . ... ) 

and 

Jog( I - J2) = In( .Ji. - I) + 1211 + I )n i (II= 0. ±1. ±2 ... . ). 

Since 

I 
In ( .Ji. - I ) = In .JI. = - In ( I + J2), 

I+ 2 

chcn. the numbers 

(-l)"ln(I + ./2)+11ni (11 = 0. ±I . ±2 . ... ) 

conslilulc che sec of values of log( I ± J2"). Thus. in rcccangular form. 

sin 1(-i) =11n -t-i(-1)" 11 ln(I +.Ji.) (11 = 0. ±I. ±2 . ... ). 

One can apply che ccchnique used co derive expression (2) for sin 1 
:. to show lhal 

(3) 

and lhal 

(4) 

I 'I [ .(J ))Ii)~ COS :, = -/ og :, +I - :,- '-J 

I i i+:. 
lan - = - Joo -•. ") e . -

- I - •· 

The functions cos· 1 :. and 1an -1 :. arc also mulliple-valued. \Vhen specific branches of 
che square rooc and logm·ichmic funccions arc used. all chrce inverse functions become 
single-valued and analycic because Chey arc lhen composicions of analycic functions. 

The derivaci ves of chesc chrce fun cl ions arc readily obcai ned from cheir logarichmic 
expressions. The derivacives of the firsl two depend on the values chosen for che square 
roo1s: 

(5) 
d I 

- Siil 
d:. 

d I (6) -cos 
d:. 

The derivacivc of chc last one. 

(7) 
d 

- lan 
d:. 

- -·- ( I ) I '' . - :.-) ,._ 

-I 
- -.. 

(I - :.2) J.:2 • 

----~ 
I + :.2. 

docs nol. hmvever. depend on lhe manner in which the function is made single-valued. 
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Inverse hyperbolic functions can be treated in a c01Tespon<ling manner. It turns 
out that 

( 8) 

(9) 

and 

( I 0) 

sinh 1 - =Joo[- _j_ (-
2 -1- )) 1·' 2' .... e ..... -i .... ~ • 

I [ ' I . )-
COs h · :. =log :. + (::"' - I) ,._ ~ 

I I I +:. 
tanh :. = 21og 

1 
_ :. . 

Finally. we remark 1ha1 common altemativc nolation for all of 1hese inverse func
tions is m·csin ::. etc. 

EXERCISES 

I. find all the values of 

( £/) tan- I (2j ): (c) cosh- 1 (-1): (d) tanh- 1 0. 

( I) i A11.\. (Cl) /1 + 2' ;r + 21n:1(11=0. ±1. ±2 . ... ): 

(d) 11;ri(11 = 0. ±1. +2 .... ). 

2. Solve the equation sin: = 2 for: by 

(Cl) equating real parts and then imaginary parts in that equation: 

(b) using expression (2). Sec. 40. for sin- 1 
: • 

A11.\'.: = ( 211 + ~);r ± i ln(2 + JJH11 = 0. ±I. ±2 ... . ). 

3. Solve the equation cos: = ./2 for:. 

4. Derive expression (5). Sec. 40. for the derivative of sin- 1 
:.. 

5. Derive expression (4). Sec. 40. for tan- 1 :.. 

6. Derive expression (7). Sec. 40. for the derivative of tan- 1 :.. 

7. Derive expression (9). Sec. 40. for cosh·- 1 
:. 



CHAPTER 

4 
INTEGRALS 

lnlegrnls are exlremely important in 1he sludy of func1ions of a complex variable. The 
cheory of inicgration, 10 be developed in this chapccr. is noted for ils ma1hema1ical 
elegance. The 1heorems are generally concise and pmverful. an<..1 many of che proofs 
arc short 

41. DERIVATIVES OF FUNCTIONS w(t) 

In order co introduce integrals off C:.) in a fairly simple way. we need to firs! consider 
derivalivcs of complex-valued functions ur of a real variable I. We wrice 

(I ) IJI(/) = 11 (I) -+ fr(I ). 
\Vhere the fun cl ions 11 and r arc rea/-\'ltl11ed funclions oft. The derivacive 

I d 
u.: (/).or -ur(I). 

dt 

of lhe f unclion (I ) al a po in l t is deli ned as 

(2) 

provided each of the derivacives 11' and F
1 ex is cs ai t. 

Various rules learned in calculus. such as !he ones for differentiating sums and 
products. applyjusc as !hey do for real-valued fun cl ions of a real variable t. Yeriticalions 
can of1en be based on corresponding rules in calculus. 

115 
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EXA .. l\ilPLE 1. Assuming that the functions 11(1) and F(/) in expression (I) arc 
differentiable at t. let us prove that 

d ) I 

(3) -(u•(l)j- = 2u:(l)u 1 (I). 
dt 

To do this. we begin by writing 

I I
) . ) ) ) . "' 

11 1 (/) - = (11 +tr)-= Ii"" - F- +/~Ill~. 

Then 

d ) ) ) I I 

-lu:(l)l- = (11- - v-) + i(211i·) 
dt 

= 21111
1 

- 2 v v I + i 2 (II v I + 11
1 

v) 

= 2(11 + i v)(11
1 

+iv'). 

and we arrive at expression (3). 

(4) 

EXAMPLE 2. Another expected rule li.)rdiffcrcntiation that '"'C shall often use is 

d - I - I -e''' - - e .. " dt - ··O 

where ::11 = x 0 + ;_,·0 . To verify this. \\1C write 

and refer to definition (2) to sec that 

d - I l" I I • ,. I . I 

-e·" = (e" COS\'()/) + 1(£'"' Siil \'()/). di . . 

Familiar rules from calculus and some simple algebra then lead us to the expression 

or 

d - I • 1· ( • \'I • 
-e'" = (.ro + 1 \'11 )(e·" cos \'of + t e " Slfl \'of). di . . . 

d - r ·I 
0

\' I -e·" = (xo + i \'o )e''" e' ''. 
di . 

This is. of course. the same as equation (4 ). 

\Vhile many rules in calculus earl)' over to functions of the type ( l ). not all of 
them do. The following example illustrates this. 

EXAMPLE 3. Suppose that w(I) is continuous on an interval a ::::; t ::::; h: that is. 
its component functions 11(1) and v(I) arc continuous there. Even if 11/(1) exists when 
a < t < b. the mean value theorem for derivatives no longer applies. To he precise. it 
is not necessarily true that there is a number c in the interval a < t < b such that 

(5) 
u:(/J) - u•(a) 

u:'(c) = ----
h - a 
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To sec this. consider the function 11 1(1) = e;' on the interval 0 ~ t ~ 2:r. \\!hen 
thal function is used. lu 11 (l)I = lie;' I = J (sec Example 2): and this means that the 
derivative 111'(c) on the left in equation (5) is never zero. As for the quotient on the 
right in equation (5). 

J - I 
----=--=0. 

ur(/J) - ur(a) u:( 2:r) - w( 0) 

b - a 2n - 0 2:r 2n 

So there is no number c such that equation (5) holds. 

42. DEFINITE INTEGRALS OF FUNCTIONS w(t) 

When u: (I) is a complex-valued function of a real variahle t and is written 

(I) u:(t)=11(1)+ir(I). 

\\'here 11 and r arc real-valued. the definite i11legral of u: (I) over an interval a ~ t ~ b 
is defined as 

(2) !" j'' j" w(l)dt= 11(/)dt+i r(t)dt. 
• <I ,, ,, 

provided the individual integrals on the right exist. Thus 

n) Re .l" u1(1) dt = 1" Rc(u 1 (1 )] dt and Im .l" u:(t )di = 1" lml u 1(1 )] dt. 

EXAMPLE 1. For an illustration of dclinilion (2). 

1:r,:

4 ei' dt = 1:u4 

(COS I -1- i sin/) dt = r:r.:
4 

COS tdt + i l:r/4 

sin I dt () () J, . () 

I . J:r:4 .1 ]:r'4 I ·( I i) = Siil I o' +I - COS I o' = j2 +I - j2 -t- . 

Improper integrals of u·(I) over unbounded intervals arc defined in a similar way. 
!Sec Exercise 2(d).] 

The existence of the inccgrals of 11 and i: in definition (2) is ensured if chose 
funclions arc piecewise co11ti11uous on 1hc interval a ~ t ~ b. Such a function is 
continuous everywhere in lhc stated interval cxccpl possibly for a linilc number of 
points where. allhough discontinuous. il has one-sided limits. Of course. only the 
righ1-hand limit is required al a: and only the lcl"1-hand limil is required al h. When 
bolh 11 and F arc piecewise conlinuous. lhc funclion 11 1 is said 10 have that property. 

Anticipated rules for integrating a complex constant times a funccion ur(t). for 
inccgr..Hing sums of such functions, and for inlcrchanging limils of inlcgrntion arc all 
valid. Those rules. as well as the property 

1" 11 1(/)dt = .£ .. 11•(/)dt + fh u•(l)dt. 

arc easy co verify by recalling corresponding results in calculus. 
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The fimdamental theorem o( rnlcu/11s, involving amidcrivalivcs. can. moreover. . . -
be cxlcndcd so as lo apply lo i nlcgrnls of lhc lypc (2 ). To be spcci fie. suppose th al lhc 
funclions 

11: (I) = 11 (I) + i r (I) and W (I) = U (I) + i \I (I) 

arc cominuous on the interval a SI Sb. If W'(I) = u:(I) when a :SI~ b. then 
U'(I) = 11(1) and \/'(I)= 1~(/). Hence. in view of definition (2). 

1" ui(l)dt = (U(l)J:; +i(\l(l)J~ = (U(b) +i\l(b)j -(U(a) + i\l(a)]. 
I 

Thal is. 

(4) !" ]" u:(l)dt = W(b)- W(a) = W(I) . 

" " 
\Ve now have another way to evaluate the integral of e;' in Example I. 

EXAMPLE 2. Since (sec Example 2 in Sec. 41) 

~ (l''.,') 
dt I 

Id . J . . 
= --e'' = -ie" = e". 

; dt i 

one can sec that 
:r .. ·~ 

f. e;' dt = 
Jn 

e;' l :r/~ ei:T/~ I I ( Ir Ir ) 
= -- - - = - cos - + i sin - - 1 

1 0 i ii 4 4 

=~(-1 +-i -l)=-1 +~(-1 -I). 
i .Ji. .Ji. .Ji. i .Ji. 

Then. because J / i = - i. 

e''dt=-+i --+1 . l·:r i~ . I ( I ) 

) .Ji. .Ji. 

We recall from Example 3 in Sec. 41 how lhc mean value theorem for derivatives 
in calculus docs not carry over to complex-valued functions 1n(I ). Our final example 
here shows thm the mean value theorem for integral.\· docs nol carry over cilhcr. Thus 
special care musl continue lO be used in applying rules from calculus. 

EXAi\ilPLE 3. Lel w (I) be a corllinuous complex-valued function oft defined 
on an interval a S I S b. In order to shmv lhm it is nol necessarily true that lhcrc is a 
number c in the imcrval a < t < b such that 

(5) !" u u:(/) dt = ui(c)(b - a). 
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\Ve wricc ll = 0. b = 2n and use chc same funccion LJ!(/) = e;, (0 < < 2n) as in 
Example 3. Sec. 41. le is easy co sec chac 

!h 12:r eir l .2--r 
U!(/)d/ = e;

1 dl = -
1
. <I =0. 

" 0 

But. for any number c such chat 0 < c < 2n. 

lu!(c)(/J - a)I = le'"l 2n = 2n: 

and we find chac che left-hand side 01· equation (5) is zero hue chat the right-hand side 
is not. 

EXERCISES 

1. l:se rules in calculus to establish the following rules when 

ir(f) = 11(1) + it•(f) 

is a complex-valued function of a real variable t and w'(I) exists: 

cl ' (a) -
1 

I .'.'.ou·(I )J =.'.'.oil' (I). where :o = xo + iyo is a complex cort-;tant: 
c I 

cl 
(/>) -rr(-1) = -ir'(-1) where u~'(-f)deno1es1hedcriva1ivcofrr{f) wi1hrespcc1101. 

cl I 
en~uated al -r: 

S11ggt!slio11: In pan (a). show that each side of the identity 10 be verified can be 
wriuen 

2. Evaluate the following integrals: 

(ll) f' (I + il) 2clr: (b) 
./o 
f..7/(1 

[." t'<I cit (c) t!i'21 cir: (cl) (Re:> 0). 
. (I . () 

.., I J3 I 
Ans. ( (/) - + i: (b) ---iln4: (c) -+-: (cl) -.... ") 4 4 -·' .. 

3. Show that if /11 and /1 are integers. 

l.
2

::- imH --in11 /() {() \Vhen Ill :f; II. 
t! C' ' = 

. 0 2;r when m = 11. 

4. According 10 definition (2). Sec. 42. of definite integrals of complex-valued functions of 
a real variable. 

r'! C'tl-+-ill clx = r:r t!' cosxdx + i {'' e' sinxc/x . 
.fo .fo .fo 

Evaluate the two integrals on the right here by evaluating the single integral on the left 
and then using the real and imaginary parts of the value found. 

A11s. -(I +e·'l/2. (I +e·7 )/2. 
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5. Let ir(f) = 11(1) + i1 1(f) denote a continuous complex-valued function defined on an 
interval -a ::: r ~ a. 

(a) S upposc that w ( f) is e1·e11: that is. 1d -f) = 11~ (f) for each point r in the given interval. 
Show that 

fl/ [," u~(f)dr = 1 11·(f)dr. 
' -ii '0 

( b) Show that if w(I) is an odd function. one where 1d-f l = -1r(f) for each point r in 
the given i nten·al. then 

.r:, U'(f) "' = 0. 

S11gge.\'fio11: In each part of this exercise. use the corresponding property ofintcgral s 
of real-rn/11ed functions of r. which is graphically evident. 

43. CONTOURS 

Integrals of complex-valued functions of a complex variable arc defined on curves in 
the complex plane. rather than on just intervals of the real line. Classes of curves that 
arc adequate for the study of such integrals arc intnxluccd in this section. 

A set of points:: = (x. y) in the complex plane is said to be an arc if 

( I ) x=.r(I). y=y(I) (a :SI :Sb). 

where x (I) and y(I) arc continuous functions of the real parameter t. This definition 
establishes a continuous mapping of the interval a :S t :S b into the xy. or::. plane: 
and the image points arc ordered according to increasing values oft. ll is convenient 
to describe the points of C by means of the equation 

(2) ::=::(/) (a :S I :S /J). 

'"here 

(3) ::(/) =.r(/) +iy(I). 

The arc C is a simple arc. or a Jordan arc.~ if it docs not cross it sci f: that is. C is 
simple if ::(1 1) i= ::(12 ) when t1 i= 12. \\'hen the arc C is simple except for the fact that 
::(/J) =::(a). '''e say that C is a simple closed curve. or a Jordan curve. Such a curve 
isposilivel)' orie11ted when it is in the counterclockwise direction. 

The geometric nature of a particular arc often suggests different notation for the 
parameter t in equation (2). This is. in fact, the case in the follov ... ing examples. 

'N:uncd for C. Jortlan (I l(\8--19221. pro11ou11l:cdjor-do11'. 
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EXAMPLE 1. The polygonal line (Sec. 12) dcti ncd by means of the cqua-
tions 

(4) _ = {x +ix 
-· x + i 

\vhcn 0 :::: x :::: I . 

'''hen I :::: x :::: 2 

and consisting of a line segment from 0 to I + i followed by one from I + i to 2 + i 
(Fig. 36) is a simple arc. 

\' 

0 

(5) 

l+i 1+i 

.\ 

EXAMPLE 2. The unit circle 

ill : = (! 

FIGURE 36 

about the origin is a simple dosed curve. oriented in the counterclockwise direction. 
So is the circle 

(6) 
jl) 

: = :o +Re 

centered at the point :o and with radius R (sec Sec. 7). 

The same set of points can make up different arcs. 

EXAMPLE 3. The arc 

(7) :.=e ill (0 :::: 8 :::: 2:r) 

is not the same as the arc dcsc1ibc<.l by equation (5). The set of points is the same. but 
now the circle is traversed in the dockll'i.H' <.lirection. 

(8) 

EXAMPLE 4. The points on the arc 

;211 :. = (! (0 :::: f} :::: 2:r) 

arc the same as those making up the arcs (5) and (7). The arc here differs. however. 
from each of those arcs since the circle is traversed rwice in the countcrclockv,:isc 
direction. 

The parametric representation used for any given arc C is. of course. not unique. 
It is. in fact. possible to change the interval over which the parameter ranges lo any 
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olhcr inlcrval. To be specific. suppose lhm 

(9) l=</J(T) (a :S r :S /H. 

where ¢ is a real-valued funclion mapping an imerval a :S r :::: fi onto lhc interval 
a :S t :S bin rcprcscntalion (2). (Sec Fig. 3 7.) \Ve assume lhat ¢is cominuous with a 
continuous <lcrivalivc. \Ve also assume lhal ¢'( r) > 0 for each r: lhis ensures lhal t 
increases with r. Representation (2) is then lransformcd by equation (9) into 

(I 0) :: = Z(r) (a :ST :S /j). 

where 

( I I ) Z(r) =::l</J(r)J. 

This is illustrated in Exercise 3. 

" ( /~. "' I 

ii 
I (U.ll) 
I 
I FIGURE 37 

0 (X fi r I = qJ( Tl 

Suppose now lhat the com pone Ills .r' ( t) and y' (I) of the derivative (Sec. 41) 

( 12) ::'(I)= .r'(I) + iy'(/) 

of the function (3 ). used to represent C. arc continuous on the erllirc interval a :S I :S /J. 
The arc is then called a differe11tillhle arc. and the real-valued funclion 

1::'(1)1 = v'l.r'(t)J2 + ly'(l)j2 

is integrable over the interval a :S t :S b. In fact. according to the definition of arc 
length in calculus. lhe length of C is lhe number 

(I J) 1" L= l::'(l)jdt. 
' 

The value of L is inva1ianl under cercain changes in the representation for C l.hat 
is used. as one '"·ould ex peel. More precisely. v .. ·ith the change of variable indicated in 
equation (9). expression (I 3) takes the form !sec Exercise I (b) 1 

L = 1fi l::'l</>(r)Jl</>'(r)dr. 

So. if rcpreselllation ( 10) is used for C. the derivative (Exercise 4) 

( 14) z, < r ) = :: , r <1> < r n<P, ( r ) 
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enables us to write expression ( 1.3) as 

f'>j 
L =.fa IZ'(r)I dr. 

Thus the same length of C would be obtained if representation (JO) were to be used. 
If equation (2) represellls a differentiable arc and if :.'(I) =I= 0 anyv.:herc in the 

interval a < t < b. then che unit tangent vector 

T = :::'(/) 

I::: I(/) I 
is well defined for all/ in that open illlerval. with angle of inclination arg :.'(I). Also. 
,.,,.hen T turns. it docs so continuously as the parameter t varies over the emirc imcrval 
a < I < b. This expression for T is the one learned in calculus when :.(I) is inter
preted as a radius vector. Such an arc is said to be smooth. In referring to a smooth 
arc::: =:.(I) (a ~ I ~ b). then. we agree that the derivative :.'(I) is continuous on the 
closed interval a ::::= t ::::=band nonzero throughout chc open interval a < t < b. 

A co11/our, or piecewise smooch arc, is an arc consisting of a finite number of 
smooth arcs joined end to end. Hence if equation (2) represents a concour. :. (I) is 
continuous. whereas its derivative:.'(/) is piecewise continuous. The polygonal line 
(4) is. for example. a contour. \Vhen only the initial and final values of :::(I) arc che 
same. a contour C is called a simple closed co11/our. Examples are che circles (5) and 
(6). as well as the boundary of a triangle or a rectangle taken in a specific direccion. 
The length of a comour or a simple closed contour is chc sum of che lengchs of che 
smooth arcs chat make up the concour. 

The points on any simple closed curve or simple closed contour C arc boundary 
poi ms of two distinct domains. one of which is chc imcrior of C and is bounded. The 
ocher. which is chc exterior of C. is unbounded. ll will be convenient co accept this 
scatemcnt. known as che Jorda11 curve theorem. as geometrically evident; the proof is 
not easy.~ 

EXERCISES 

1. Show that if rr(I) = 11(1) + i 1•(1) is continuous on an interval" .::: r :::. /J. then 

(a) f-"11·(-l)tlt = [,"u·(r)dr: 
• _ ,, • ti 

(/J) .l;, u'(t)c/r = .£11

u·l<f>(r)l</>'(r)dr. where </>(r) 1s the function in equation (9). 

Sec. 43. 

S11gge.\'fio11: These identities can be obtained by noting that they are valid for relll
rnlued functions of r. 

'Sec pp. I I 5·-116 or the: hook by Ncwm~lll or Sec. 1-' or ~IC: one: by ll1mn, holh or which arc cilc:d in 
Appendix I. The: ~pcci:1I ca~ in which C is a :-.implc clo~d polygon i' proved on pp. 181--18:' of Vol. I 
of lhc: work by Hille:. also citnl in Appendix I. 
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2. Let C denote the right-hand half of the circle I: I = 2. in the counterclcx:kwise direction. 
and note that two parametric representations for Care 

and 

( ;r ;r) 
--<O<., - - ., 

.;.. -

: = Z(yl = \/
1

4 - y 2 + iy 

Verify that Z(r) = :l<P<.r) I. where 

(-2 ::: y ::: 2). 

\' 
</>( \') = arctan ----;:=·== 

. \./4 - y2 ( ;r ;r) 
-

2 
< arctan I < 

2 
. 

Also. show that this function <P has a positive derivative. as required in the conditions 
following equation (9). Sec. 43. 

3. Derive the equation of the line through the points (a.a) and(/$. /J) in the rl plane that 
arc shown in Fig. 37. Then use it to tind the linear function</>( r) which can be used in 
equation (9). Sec. 43. lo transform representation (2) in that section into representation 
( 10) there. 

h - '' a fi - ba 
All.\. </J(r) = -- r + . 

fi-a fi-a 

4. Verify expression (14). Sec. 43. fort he derivative of Z (r) = :[¢( r) 1. 
S11gge.\·1io11: Write Z(r) = .rl¢ (r) l + iyj¢(r) l and apply the chain rule for real

valued functions of a real variable. 

5. Suppose that a function f(:) is analytic at a point : 0 = :(10 ) lying on a smooth arc 
: = :(T) (a~ 1 ~ b). Show that if 11.·(f) = .rl:Ull. then 

tJ-'(I) = (l:(f)l:'(f) 

when I = lo. 

S11gge.Hio11: Write f(:) = 11(.r. y) + iv(.r. _r) and :(I)= .r(t) + iy(I). so that 

rr(I) = 111.r(I). r(l)I + ivl.r(I). r(IJI. . . 

Then apply the chain rule in calculus for functions of two real variables to \\Tite 

rr' = (u,.r' + 11,y') + i(v,x' + t\ y' ). 

and use the Cauchy-Riemann equations. 

6. Let _r(.\) he a real-valued function delined on the interval 0 ::: x < I by means of the 
equations 

) {
.rJ sin(:T/.r) 

_r(.r = 0 

(a) Show that the equation 

: = .\' + iy(.r) 

when 0 < x ::: I . 
when x = 0. 

(0::: x::: I) 

represents an arc C that intersects the real axis at the points: = I/ /1 (11 = I. 2 ... . ) 
and : = 0. as shown in Fig. 38. 
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,. 

0 .\ 

FIGURE 38 

(/>) Vcri fy that the arc C in part (a) is. in fact. a .rnworh arc. 

S11ggesrio11: To estahlish the continuity of _r(.r) at.\· = 0. ohscrve that 

0 ~ I-' _l sin (:. ) I ~ .r .\ 
when.\ > 0. A similar remark applies in finding y'(O) and showing that _r'(.r) is con
tinuous al .r = 0. 

44. CONTOUR INTEGRALS 

We cum now co integrals of complex-valued functions f of che complex variable :.. 
Such an integral is defined in cenns of the values f (:.) along a given contour C. 
extending from a point:. = :. 1 co a point:. = :.2 in the complex plane. le is. therefore. 
a line irHegml: and its value depends. in general. on che concour C as well as on the 
funccion .f. le is wriuen 

the lauer notacion oflen being used when chc value of the incegral is independent of 
che choice of che concour caken hecween t\'<'O fixed end poincs. \Vhile che incegral can 
be defined direccly as che limic of a sum,· we choose co deli nc it in terms of a dcfinice 
inccgrnl of the cype incroduced in Sec. 42. 

Dclinice integrals in calculus can be interpreted as c.u-eas. and chcy have other 
in tcrpretations as wcl I. Excepc in special cases. no corresponding helpful i ncerprccation. 
geometric or physical. is available for intcgrnls in the complex plane. 

Suppose chac the equacion 

( I ) :.=:.(/) (a~t~b) 

represents a contour C. excending from a point :. 1 = :.(a) co a point :.2 = :.( h). We 
assume that .fl:.(l)j is piecewise co11ti111w11s (Sec. 42) on the interval a ~ t ~ /J and 

'Sec. for instarx.:c. pp . .245ff in Vol. I of the hook hy L\farkushcvid1 that is listctl in Appcntlix I. 
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refer 10 the function f (:.)as being piccC\\-'isc colllinuous on C. We then define the line 
i nlcgral. or co11tour i11tegral. off along C in 1cnns of !he pammclcr I: 

( 2) j. /"" .. n:.)d:. = Il:.<n1:.'u)t11. 
( • (J 

Note chm since C is a contour. :.'(I) is also piecewise concinuous on a :=:: / :=:: h: and 
so the exisccncc of inccgral (2) is ensured. 

The value of a concour imegrnl is invariant under a change in che represcmacion of 
its comour \\'hen chc change is of the cypc (l J ). Sec. 43. This can be seen by following 
chc same general procedure chm was used in Sec. 43 co show che invariance of arc 
Ieng ch. 

\Ve mcncion here some imporcanc and cxpccccd propcrlies of contour inccgrnls: 
and we begin wich chc agrcemenc lhal when a contour C is given. -C denotes the same 
sec of points on C but wich the order of those poi Ills reversed (Fig. 39). Observe char 
if C has the representation (I). a representation for - C is 

(3) :.=:.(-/) (-/J :S I :S -a). 

\' 

::1 

0 FIGURE 39 

Also. if C1 is a contour from :.1 to :.2 and C2 is a contour from :.2 co: .. •· the 
resulting contour is called a sum and we write C = C1 + C 2 (sec Fig. 40). Nocc. too. 
1ha1 the sum of contours C1 and -C2 is well dcllned when C1 and C2 have the same 
linal points. ll is denoted by C = C 1 - C2. 

,. 

0 

~1 

FIGURE 40 
r = C 1 - C~ 

In slating propercics of contour integrals. \\.'e assume that al I functions f ( :. ) and 
g(:.) arc piecewise continuous on any contour used. 

The flrsc propeny is 

(4) /,. :.of(:.)d:. = :.o ;,· f(:.)d:.. 
.(' .(' 
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'''here .::0 is any complex constant This follows from dcfinilion (2) and properties of 
integrals of complex-valued functions u~u) mentioned in Sec. 42. aml the same is true 
of lhc property 

(5) {If(.::)+ g(.:: )ld.:: = 1 /(.::)d.:: + 1 g(:.)d.::. 
Jr c c 

By using rcprescnlation (3) and referring to Exercise I (b). Sec. 42. one can sec 
that 

/(.::)d.:: = f 1.::(-1)]-l .::(-l)dt = - /1.::(-1)].::'(-l)dt j. 1-ll t 1--ll 
.(' " dt -/> 

where .:: ' ( -f) den mes the derivative of .::(f) with respect to t. evaluated al -t. Then. 
by making the substilUtion r = -t in this last integral and rcfc1Ting to Exercise I (a). 
Sec. 43. we oblain the expression 

I . f (.::) d.:: = -1" fl.:: ( r ) J.::' ( r ) d r. 
. ( " 

which is the same as 

(6) I _((.::) d.:: = - { I (.::) d.::. 
. c Jc 

Finally. consider a pach C. with rcprcscntmion (I). lhat consists of a contour C 1 

from .::1 rn .::2 followed by a contour C::! from .::2 to.::.~. the initial point of C2 being 
the final poim of C 1 (Fig. 40). There is a value c oft. where a < c < h. such that 
.::(c) = .::2. Consequently. C1 is represented by 

:. = .::(f) (a::::=:t::::=:c) 

and C2 is represented by 

.:: = .::(f) (c :::::: I :::::: b) . 

Also. by a rule for integrals of funclions zrr (I) that was noted in Sec. 42. 

!" 1·· j" .f(.::(t)).::
1

(f)dt = .f(.::(t)].::'(t)dt + .f(.::(l)J.::
1

(/)d/. 
" ,, (. 

Evidently, then. 

(7) r f(:) d.:: = 1 f (.::) d: + r /(.::) d.::. 
Jc C: .lr2 

45. SOl\'IE EXAl\'IPLES 

The purpose of chis and the next section is to illustrate hO\\-' contour integrals arc to 
be evaluated when definition (2). Sec. 44. of such inlegrals is used and to illustrate 
some of the properties of contour imcgrals that were mentioned in Sec. 44. \Ve defer 
dcvclopmefll of mllidcrivatives until Sec. 48. 
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EXA .. l\ilPLE 1. Let us evaluate the contour integral 

where C1 is the lop half 
ill :: = (' 

\llAP. 4 

of the circle 1::1 = I from::= 1 lo::= - I (sec Fig. 41 ). According lO ucl1nition (2). 
Sec. 44. 

( I ) 

\' 

-.-it,i11 d8 = i dH = n i. j. d: ;·:r I j:r 
C1 7. = · 0 £''

0 o 

.\ 

nGURE41 
C =Ci - C~ 

No\l.-' let us evaluate the integral 

r d: 

le: 
over the /Jottom half of the same circle I: I = I from ::-. = I lo::-. = -1. also shown in 
Fig. 41. To evaluate this imcgral. we use the parametric representation 

ill 
::-.=e (Jr ~ (} ~ 2n ) 

of the contour -C2. Then 

(2) !. d- ;· d- 12:r I . l.2. '' ""'· • I I) • • - = - - = - -.- I l' . dfJ = - I dfJ = -Jr I. 
- - (:'I I! 

. C: •· C: •· :r . .< 

Note that the values of imcgrals (I) and (2) arc not the same. Note. too, that if C 
is the closed curve C = C 1 - C 2• then 

(3) 1 d::-. 1 d::-. 1 d::-. ~ = ~ - ~ = ni - (-ni) = 2ni. 
c .. c, .. <: 

EXAMPLE 2. We begin here by lclling C denote an arbitrary smooth arc 
(Scc.43) 

::-. = ::-.(!) (a :S I ~ /J) 

from a lixcd point ::-. 1 to a fixed poi nl ::-.2 (Fig. 42). In order lO cval uale the in leg ml 

j. 1·" ::-.d::-. = ::-.(1)::
1

(/)d/. 

r " 
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\' 

•·I 

0 .\: FIGURE42 

we note that according to Example I. Sec. 41, 

d [:.(f)f , 
- =z.(l)z.(/). 
dt 2 

Then. because z.(a) = z.1 and z.(/J) = z.2. we have 

) " 1- __ [z.(t)l-i 
.... ti .... - ..., -

c - LJ 

[z.(h)] 2 - [z.(a)f 
,., 

Inasmuch as the value of this integral depends only on the end poincs of C and is 
ochcrwisc indcpcndcm of chc arc that is cakcn. we may write 

(4) [' :. d:. = :.l ; :.i . 
Expression (4) is also valid when C is a concour cha! is noc necessarily smooch 

since a comour consists of a finicc number of smooth arcs C.l (k = l. 2 ..... 11 ). joined 
end to end. More precisely. suppose chat each Ck cxccnds from z.k to z.k 11 . Then 

(5) l -/- = ~ { _ /- = ~ !;I. • 1 

_ f~ = ~ '".~ I I - •. ; = •. ,: I I - '·; 
•. l •. L..,, Jr .. l •. L..,, •. l •. L..,, . 

' C k cc I C~ k =I ;i. k =I 2 ,., 

where this lase summacion has telescoped and z.1 is chc initial poim of C and z.,, 11 1s 
ics final point. 

If .f(z.) is given in the fonn .f(z.) = 11(.r. _r) +iv(x.y). where z. = .r + iy.onc 
can sometimes apply deflnicion (2). Sec. 44. using one of !he variables.randy as the 
paramccer. 

EXAMPLE 3. Herc ,, .. c first Ice C 1 dcnocc chc polygonal line Oi\B shown in 
Fig. 43 and evaluate chc imcgral 

A B I . +I 

0 .\ 

FIGURE43 
C =Ci - C~ 
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(6) /1 = l f(:)d: = ;· f(:)d: + { f(:)d:. 
.f cl o.\ 1..111 

where 

/(:) = y - x - i3x2 
(: = x + iy). 

The leg 011 may be represented pc.munctrically as:= 0 + iy (0 :::= y :::= I): and. since 
x = 0 al points on that line segment. the values of I there vary with the parameter y 
according to the equation/(:)= y (0 :::= y :::= I). Consequently. 

! /(:)d: = /1 yi dy = i 11 

rdr = !._, 
o.\ lo o · · 2 

On the leg AB. the points arc : = x + i (0 :::= x :::= I): and. since ,. I on this 
segmcn t. 

{ f(:.)d: = [1(1 - x - i3x 2 ) ·I dx = /
0
.

1

( I - x)dx - 3i 11 

.r2 dx = ~ - i . 
.f..w lo le: o -

In vic\l ... of equation (6). we now sec that 

(7) 
I - i 

11=--. 
2 

Ir C2 denotes the segment OB of the line y = x in Fig. 43. with parametric 
representation: = x +ix (0 :::= x :S: I). lhc fact that y = x on OB enables us to write 

h= { f(:)d:= [1-i3x 2(1+i)dx=3(1-i) {1x 2 d.r=l-1. 
le lo lo 

Evidently. then. the integrals of /(:) along the two paths C1 and C2 have t1m<:re111 

1'lt!1teJ even though those paths have the same initial and the same hnal points. 
Observe hov ... it follows that the integral of/(:) over the simple closed contour 

01180. or C1 - C2• has the 11011:em \'lllue 

-l+i 
'1-h=---

") 

These three examples serve to illustrate the following important facts about con
tour integrals: 

(a) the value of a contour integral of a given function from one fixed poi Ill to another 
might be independent of the path taken (Example 2 ). but that is not always the 
case (Examples I and 3 ): 

(/J) contour integrals of a given function around every closed contour might all have 
value zero (Example 2). but that is not always the case (Examples J and 3). 

The question of predicting when contour integrals arc independent of path or always 
have value zero \vhen the path is closed will be taken up in Secs. 48. 50, and 52. 
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46. EXAI\'IPLES INVOLVING BRANCH CUTS 

The palh used in a com our i megral can comai n a poifll on a branch cut of the i ntegmnd 
involved. The next two examples illustrate this. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let C denole the ~micircular path 

- = 1 c; 
11 

( 0 :::: A :::: 7r ) 

from lhe point::= 3 to the point:: = -3 (Fig. 44). Allhough the branch 

/(::) =::
1
'"
2 

=exp (~log::) (1::1>0.0 < arg:: < 27r) 

of the mulliple-valued function :: 1.: 1 is not dehned at lhe inilial point :: 
contour C. the integral 

( I ) I = 1 :: 1/2 d:: 
c 

3 of lhe 

nevertheless exists. since ils intcgmnd is piecewise continuous on C. To sec lhal lhis 
is so. we first observe lhal when ::(8) = 3 e;o. 

[ 
I l r::: ·11 . 1 f(::(A)]=exp 2nn3+i8) =v3c' .. -. 

Hence lhc right-hand Ii mils of the real and imaginary componcnls of the function 

• I r::: 1/1.') • j/I r:::. i'/I.') r::: • 38 • r::: 38 
/1::(8)):: ({J) = v3e ·-31e = 3v31c · ·- = -3v3srn - + 13v3cos -. ') ') - -

(0<8::::7r) 

at 8 = 0 cxisl. lhosc limits being 0 and i 3J3. rcspcclivcly. This means thal 
f (:: (8) ]::' (8) is continuous on lhc dosed interval 0 :::: H :::: 7l' when its value al 8 = 0 
is defined as i 3 J3. Consequcmly. 

Since 

(r e'"'"i1 dfJ = 2 e; .~1/1] :r = - ;. (I + i ). 
Jo Ji 0 .Jt 

v ... e now have the value 

(2) I= -2J3(1 + i) 

of inlcgml (I). 

\' 

-J 0 J .\ FIGURE 44 
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EXA .. 1\-IPLE 2. Using chc principal branch 

f (:.) = :. 1 1 1 = exp I ( - I + i) Log:. I (I:. I > 0. - ;r < Arg :. < ;r ) 

of chc power function:. -1 11 • Ice us cvaluacc lhc inccgral 

(3) l=j':. l11d:. 
(' 

where C is chc posicivcly oricnlcd unil circle (Fig. 45) 

about chc origin. 

\' 

-I .\ 

iii :. = c 

FIGURE 45 

When :. un = e'0
• il is CHS y (0 sec lhal 

(4) fl:.(H)l:.'an = e(- 1t1101111-i1i1;e'11 = i e -11 

\llAP. 4 

Inasmuch as chc funclion (4) is piccc,visc continuous on -;r < H < ;r. imcgral (3) 

cxisls. In fact 

I ·;·:T I) /Ll . , -Ill~ • :T :T = t e < o = t - e _ ~ = t ( -e- · + e· ) . 
. -~ 

or 
c~ - e -~ 

I =i2 =i2sinh;r . .., 

EXERCISES 

ror the functions f <Uld contours C in Exercises 1 through 8. use parametric representations 
for C. or legs of C. to evaluate 

1. /(:.) = (:. + 2)/:. and C is 

rf<;)d:. . 
.le 

(a) the semicircle:.= 2e'" (0::: (I::: ;r): 

(b) the semicircle:. = 2 e'11 
(;r < O < 2;r ): 

(cl the circle; = 2 e1
" (0 < 0 < 2;r ). 

A11s. (a) -4 + 2,1i: (b) 4 + 2;ri: (c) 4;ri. 
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2. /(::_) = ::_ - I and C is the arc from::_= 0 to::_= 2 consisting of 

(a) the semicircle::_ = I + ei
11 

(;r ::: (J::: 2;r ): 

(b) the segment::_ = x (0::: x ::: 2) of the real axis. 

Ans. (a) 0: (b) 0. 

133 

3. f (::_) = ;r exp<n-:) and C is the boundary of the square with vertices at the points 0. I. 
I ~ i. and i. the orientation of C being in the counterclockwise direction. 

Ans. 4(e 7 
- I). 

4. f (::_) is de tined by means of the equations 

/(::_) = { !.r when y < 0. 
when y > 0. 

and C is the arc from::_ = - I - i to::_ = I + i along the curve y = .\-1
. 

Ans. 2 + 3i. 

5. f(::) = I and C is an arbitrary contour from any fixed point ::_ 1 to any tixed point : 2 in 
the::_ plane. 

Ans.::2-::1. 

6. /(::_)is the principal branch 

::_; = exp(iLog ::_) ( 1:1 > 0. -;r < Arg ::_ < ;r) 

of the power function ::_ 1• and C is the semicircle::_ = e,.,, (0 ::: O ::: ;r ). 

I+ e-:-: 
Ans. - (I - i ) . .., 

7. /(:_)is the principal branch 

:-l-2' = expl(-1 - 2i)Log::_] <1::1 > 0. -;r < Arg::_ < ;r) 

of the indicated power function. and C is the contour 

e·' -
Ans. i--.., 

8. /(:_)is the principal branch 

ill ::_ = e (
() < () < ;r) . - - .., 

::_''-
1 = expl (a - I )Log:] (I: I > 0. -;r < Arg:: < ;r) 

of the power function ::"- 1• where a is a nonzero real number. and C is the positively 
oriented circle of radius R about the origin. 

· 2R" · h h . . I . R . b k Ans. 1-- sma;r. w ere t e pos1t1ve va ue ot '' 1s to e la -en. 
(/ 

9. Let C denote the positively oriented unit circle I: I = l about the origin. 

(a) Show that if/(:) is the principal branch 

- 1 :.1 [ 3 ] - -· = exp - -Loo'." 
L 4 eL 

<1:.1 > 0. -;r < Arg::_ < ;r) 
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of:. -.~ ... 1• lhen 

l f (:.)ti:. = 4J2 i . 
. c 

(b) Show that ifg(:.) is the branch 

<·I [ 3 ] :.-.. ·=exp -
4

1og:. (I:. I > 0. 0 < arg: < 2;r) 

of the same power function a<; in pan (ii). then 

l g(:.)d:. = -4 +4i . 
. c 

CllAP. 4 

This exercise demonstrntes how lhe value of an integral of a power function depends 
in general on the branch thal is used. 

10. Wilh lhe aid of lhe result in Exercise 3. Sec. 42. evaluate the integral 

l :.Ill :11<1:. . 
. c 

where m and /1 arc integers and C is the unit circle I:. I = I. laken counterclockwise. 

11. Let C denote the semicircular palh shown in Fig. 46. Evaluate lhe integral of the function 
f<:l =:along C using lhc parametric representalion (see Exercise 2. Sec. 43) 

\' 

..,. _, 

0 

..,. __ , 

(ii) - - "J ,,, r" (J -. ( ;r 
~ - -t' -..,.. .::. ~ ;r)· .., . (-2 ~ y ~ 2). 

A11s. 4;r i. 

x 

HGURE 46 

12. (ii) Suppose lhal a function f (:.)is continuous on a smoolh arc C. which ha<; a parametric 
representalion:. = :.(1) (ii _:: r ::: b): lhal is. f 1:.(1) I is continuous on lhe inlerval 
'' ::: r ~ /J. Show lhal if</>( r) (a ~ r ~~)is lhe function described in Sec. 43. lhen 

[" r·s 
.• i fl:.U)l:.'(f)dr = . ..,' flZ(r)JZ°(r)t/r 

where Z( r) = :.14> (r) J. 
( b) Poinl oul how il follows lhat lhe idcntily obtained in part (ii) remains ,.al id when C 

is any contour. nol necessarily a smoolh one. and /(:.) is piecewise continuous on 
C. Thus show that the value of lhe inlegral off(:.) along C is the same when lhe 
representation:.= Z(r) (a~ r ~~)is used. instead of lhe original one. 

S11ggesrio11: In part (ii). use the result in Exercise 1(/>). Sec. 43. and then refer to 
expression ( 14) in that section. 
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13. Let C0 denote the circle centered at .:-0 with radius R. and use the parametrization 

to show that 

R ill 
:: = ::o + t! (-;r ~ (}::: ;r) 

l --- 11--1, __ {o when11=±1.±2 ..... 
<~ .o) t •. - .., . h () 

. C,, _;r I w en II = . 

135 

(Put ::0 = 0 and then compare the result with the one in Exercise 8 when the constant a 
there is a nonzero integer. l 

47. UPPER BOUNDS FOR l\ilODULI OF 
CONTOUR INTEGRALS 

We tum nmv to an inc4uality involving contour integrals that is extremely imp011arH 
in various applications. We present the ~sull as a theorem but preface it with a needed 
lemma involving functions w(I) of the type encountered in Secs. 41 and 42. 

Lemma. f{ u• (I) is a pieccirise m11 ti1111011s complex- ml 11ed f1111ct ion de.fi11ed 011 
w1 i11terrnl ti ~ I ~ b. then 

( I ) 

This inequality clearly holds when the value of the integral on the left is zero. 
Thus. in the vcri fication. we may assume that its value is a 11011~cro complex number 
and write 

(2) 

Solving for r 0 • we have 

(3) 1" ii' r 0 = c "u:(l)dt. 
j 

Now the left-hand side of this equation is a real number. and so the right-harnl side is 
coo. Thus. using the fact that the real part of a real number is the number itself. we !ind 
that 

ro = Re 1" e 11~'u:(I) dt. 

Hence. in viC\\1 of the hrsl of propc11ics (3) in Sec. 42. 

(4) 

But 
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and it follows from equation (4) that 

j
.,, 

ro:S lu:(l)ldt. 

" 
Finally. equation (2) tells us that r 0 is the same as the ldt-hand side of inequality (I). 
and the verification of the lemma is complete. 

Theorem. Lei C denote a co11to11r <fle11g1/i L. and s11ppo.\·e Iha/ a.fi111ctio11 /(:) 
is piece1vise co11ti1111011s 011 C. ~( 1\11 is a 1101111egali1·e co11s1a11/ such thal 

(5) If(:> I :::: 1\11 

for all poi11f.\·: 011Cal1rhich /(:) i.\· de.fined, !hen 

(6) IJ.r(:)d:I:::: ML. 

To obtain inequality (6). we assume that inequality (5) holds and let 

: = ;,(/) (a :'.:: I :'.:: /J) 

be a parametric representation of C. According to the lemma. 

ll .f<=l'''·I = ll' .r1:u)J:'(t) "'I ~ l. IIl=<•ll=·ui1'''· 
Inasmuch as 

I fl: (I ) I: I(/ ) I = I fl:(/ ) 11 I: I(/ ) I :::: 1\11 I: I(/ ) I 

\Vhen t1 :::: t :::: /J. excepc possibly for a finice number of points. it follows chac 

11..r<:.ld:I ~ M [' 1:'11i1c11. 
Si nee chc integml on the right here represents the length L of C (sec Sec. 43 ). inequality 
(6) is established. It is, of course. a scrict inequalicy if inequalicy (5) is strict. 

Note that since C is a contour and f is piecewise concinuous on C. a number 
1\11 such as che one appearing in inequalicy (5) v .. ·ill always exist. This is because che 
real-valued funccion 1/1:(1 lll is continuous on the closed bounded incerval a :St :S /J 
when f is concinuous on C: and such a function always reaches a maximum value M 
on chac imerval.~ Hence 1/(:)1 has a maximum value on C v ... hcn f is continuous on 
it The same is. then. u·ue when f is piece11"ise continuous on C. 

•Sec. li.>r in:-.Lancc A. E. Taylor and v..:. R. Mann. "Adrnnc<'d Calrnl11s:· ~d ed .. pp. 86··90. 198~. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let C be the arc of the circle 1:.1 = 2 from:. = 2 lo:. = 2i that 
lie~ in the first qua<lranl (Fig. 47 ). Inequality (6) can be used to sho\l ... that 

(7) 
I 
r :: - 2 I 4.n-

./c ::-4 +Id:: :S 15· 
This is done by noting first that if:. is a point on C. then 

and 
I:. - 21 =I::+ (-2ll :s 1:.1+1- 21=2+2 = 4 

1:.-4 + 11 ~ 11::1-4 - 11 = 15. 

Thus. when :. lies on C. 

I 
:. - 21 I:. - 21 4 

:.-4 + l = I ::-4 + 11 :s J5. 
By writing M = 4/ l 5 and observing that L = .:7 is the length of C. we may no\l.1 use 
inequality (6) to obtain inequality (7). 

') . _, 

() .\ FIGURE47 

EXAMPLE 2. Let CR denote the semicircle 

R ill :. = c (0 :s 8 :s .:7) 

from:.= R to:.= -R. \vhcrc R > 3 (Fig. 48). It is easy to shov.1 that 

(8) Jim 1 ) (:. + l ) .,d:. = 0 
R ''- <».- (:,- + 4)(:,- + 9) 

without actually evaluating the integral. To <lo this. we observe that if :: is a point 
Oil CR· 

and 

\' 

-R 0 JR x 

I:. + l I :S 1:.1 + l = R + l. 
1:.2 + 41 ?: 11::1 2 

- 41 = R2 
- 4. 

flGURE 48 
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This means thal if:. is on CR and f(z.) is the imcgrnnd in imegral (8). then 

I 
:. + I I I:. + 11 R + I I .f (.:: ) I = ) ) = ) ) ~ ) . ) = J\;/ R . (:.- +- 4) (:.- + 9) 1:.- + 411:.- + 91 ( R- - 4) ( R- - 9) 

where MR serves as an upper bound for If(:.) I on CR· Si nee the length or the semicircle 
is :rr R. \\.'C may refer to the theorem in this section. using 

R + J 
1\111< = , , and l = :rrR. 

(R- - 4) (R- - 9) 

to write 

(9) 

where 

:rr(R2 +R) R4 
iW R L = ( R 2 - 4) ( R 2 - 9) . -J- = 

;r (~+ ~) R- R-

R4 

This shows !hat M RL ~ 0 as R - oc. and limit (8) follows from inequalily (9). 

EXERCISES 

1. Without c,-aJ uati ng the integral. show that 

I l. : + 4 I 6:rr 
(a) -_,--d: ::_: -: 

. c ~· - I 7 I l ": I ;r ( b) -,-- ::: -
. c :- - I 3 

when C is the arc that was used in Example I . Sec. 4 7. 

2. Let C denote the line segment from: = i to: = I (fig. 49). and show that 

\' 

() 

without evaluating the integral. 
Suggestion: Observe that of all the points on the line segment. the midpoint is 

closest to the origin. that distance being d = .Ji./2. 

I x FIGURE 49 
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3. Show that if C is the boundary of the triangle with vertices at the points 0. 3i. and -4. 
oriented in the coumcrclochvise direction (see fig. 50). then 

Suggest io11: :'\ote that le·~ - ; I ::= e' + \l"x 2 + y 2 when : = x + iy. 

\' 

3i 

-4 () .\' FIGURE 50 

4. LetCRdenoletheupperhalfofthecirclel:I = R(R > 2).lakeninlhecounierclockwise 
direction. Show that 

l 2: 2 - I ;r R(2R 2 + I) 
---,--cl: < ------

. c,, :·1+5:- + 4 - (R 2 - ll(R2-4). 

Then. by dividing the numerator and denominator on the right here by R'1• show that the 
value of the integral tends to zero as R tends lo infinity. (Compare with Example 2 in 
Sec.47.l 

5. Let CR be the circle 1::1 = R (R > I). described in the counterclockwise direction. Show 
that 

' cl.. < _;r . 
I ! Log : -1 7 ( ;r + In R ) 
. <»: ::- R 

and then use I" Hospital's rule to show that the value of this integral lends 10 zero a." R 
lend" lo intinity. 

6. Let C,, denote a circle 1:1 = p (0 < p < 1 ). oriented in the counterclockwise direction. 
and suppose that f(:) is analytic in the disk 1:1 .::: 1. Show that if:- l:''2 represents any 
particular branch of that power of::. then there is a nonnegative constant,.\;/. i11clepe11de111 
of p. such lhal 

Thus show that the value of the integral here approaches 0 as p tends to 0. 
S11g~estio11: :'\ote that since/(::.) is analytic. and therefore continuous. throughout 

the disk 1:1 .::: I. il is bounded there (Sec. 18). 
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7. Apply inequalic y ( I). Sec. 4 7. co show that for all values of x in the interval - I < x < I. 
the functions~ 

/>11 (.r) = ~ [:'(x +i\/l -x2cos0)11 dO (11 =0.1.2 .... ) 
;r . (j 

satisfy the inequality //~, (x) I ~ I. 

8. Lee Cv denote the boundary of the square formed by the lines 

x = ± (v + ~) ;r and y = ±. ( N + ~) ;r. 

where N is a positive integer and the orientation of Cx is counterclod:\vise. 

(a) With the aid of the incqualicies 

/sin:/::: /sinx/ and /sin:/:::: /sinhyl. 

obtained in Exercises 8(a) and 9(C1) of Sec. 38. show that I sin:/ :::: I on the vertical 
sides of the square and that /sin:/> sinh(;r/2) on the horizontal sides. Thus show 
that there is a positive constant A. i11depe11cle111 <f N. such that /sin:. I > A for all 
points :: lying on the contour Cv. 

(b) Using the linal result in part (a). show that 

I l cl:. I 16 
.c.,:2sin:: ~(2N+l);rA 

and hence chat the value of this integral tends to zero as N tends to intinity. 

48. ANTIDERIVATIVES 

Allhough che value of a contour incegrnl of a funccion /(::)from a fixed poim ::1 co 
anochcr fixed point :.2 depends. in general. on chc pach chm is taken. Chere arc certain 
funccions whose imcgrals from :: 1 co :: 2 have values chac arc independent of path. 

Recall scaccmcncs (a) and (/J) al the end of Sec. 45. Those scatemcms also remind 
us of che face thac the values of integrals around closed pachs are somecimes. hue noc 
ahvays. zero. Our next theorem is useful in dctennining when integrncion is independent 
of path and. moreover. \Vhcn an integral around a closed palh has value zero. 

The theorem concains an extension of the fundamcncal theorem of calculus that 
simplifies the evaluation of many contour integrals. The cxccnsion involves the concept 
of an tmtiderivative of a cominuous function f (:.) on a domain D. or a function F(::) 
such chac F'(:.) = f(::) for all :: in D. Note that an antide1ivativc is. of necessity. 
an analytic function. Note. too. that w1 amidcrh·ative <fa gi1·c11 .fi111ctio11 /(:.) is 
1111iq11e t'Xceptfor t111 additire co11.\·ta111. This is because the dcrivacive of the difference 
F(::) - G(:.) of any cwo such amidcrivativcs is zero: and. according to the theorem 

•TI1csc functions an: ;u.:tually poly110111ials in .r. Tix: arc known as l...ege11dre poly110111ial.'i anti arc 

important in applied mathematics. ~c. for cxa111pk. thc authors· hook (2012) that is listed in Appendix 
I. The expression for P,,1.r) used in Excn:isc 7 is somctinx:s called 1...aplace\firsl i11legral form. 
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in Sec. 25. an analytic function is constant in a domain D when its derivative is zero 
throughout D. 

Theorem. Suppose that a.f1111ction f (:.)is c011ti111wus in a domain D. ff any one 

<f thefollmring statements is true, then so ore the others: 

(a) f(:.) /w.o; w1 ontiderirati1·e F(:.) thmug/10111 D: 

(h) the integrals <d" f(:.) along contours lying entirely in D and extending.fivm llny 
.fixed point :. 1 lo ll11y.fixed point :.2 llll hore the Slime rlll11e, namely 

.1·:., _((:.)dz.= F(:.)J:: = F(:.2)- F(:.1) 
··I ... J 

\\·here F(:.) is the antideri\'{/tin: in statement (a); 

(c) the integrals <~{ f (:.) around closed contours lying entirely in D all have 1·al11e 
:.ero. 

[[ should be emphasized that the theorem docs not claim that any of these state
ments is true for a given function f (:. ). le says only that all of them arc true or chat 
none of them is crne. The next section is devoted to the proof of che theorem and can 
be easily skipped by a reader ,., .. ho wishes co get on with other important aspects of 
integration theory. But we include here a number of examples illustrnting how the 
theorem can be used. 

EXAMPLE 1. The cominuous function f(:.) = e:r:. evidently has an antideriva
tive F(:.) = t:...,:.;n throughout the linite plane. Hence 

. ) .. ) 

f I:'- - £'':.] ' .. - I . . ) . I I 
e·...,·,1:. = - = -(e':r,._ - e':r) = -(i +))=-(I +i). 

. if; 7f 7f 7f 

EXAMPLE 2. The function f (:.) = I /:. 2• which is continuous everywhere ex
cept al the origin. has an anciderivativc F(:.) = - I/:. in the domain I:. I > O. consisting 
of the entire plane v,:ith the origin deleted. Consequemly. 

j. d:. 
-=0 

( . -2 .. 
when C is the positively oriemed unit circle:. = e;

11 
(-Jr :s 8 :s n) about the origin. 

Note that the imcgral of the function f (:.) = I/:. around the same circle nmnot 
be evaluated in a similar way. For. ahhough the derivative of any branch F(:.) of log:. 
is I/:. (Sec. 33). F(:.) is not diffcrcllliable. or even defined. along its branch cue. In 
particular. if a ray 8 =ex from the 01igin is used co form the branch cue. F'(:.) fails to 
exist at the point where that ray intersects the circle C (sec Fig. 51 ). So C docs not lie 
in any domain throughout \Vhich F' (:.) = I/:.. and one cannot make direct use of an 
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\' 

() 

-i 

FIGURE 51 

antiderivative. But Example 3. just below. i I lustmtes how acombi nation of flrn different 
antide1ivatives can be used to evaluate .f C:.) = I/:. around C. 

EX . .\J.\'IPLE 3. Let C 1 denote the right half 

j II 
:. = (! ( 

n: n:) -- < (-) < -..., - - ..., - -
of the circle C in Fig. 51. The principal branch 

Loo - = In r + iC--) e•· 

of the logarithmic function serves as an antiderivative of the function I/:. in the eval
uation of the integral of I/:. along C1 (Fig. 52): 

(. ( •. -i 1 I - I; ,_ 
. : · - . ; -:-. = Log:. J ; = Log i - Log ( -i ) 

= (In I + i;) - (In I - i ~) = n:i. 

,. 

- -------0----1~-
() 

-i 

FIGURE 52 

Next let C 2 denote the left half 

(
n: 32n: ) - <(-) < 2 - -

- = ,,ill .. ~ 

of the same circle C and consider the branch 

log:.= lnr +iH (r > 0. 0 < fJ < 2n:) 
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of lhe logarichmic funclion (Fig. 53). One can \\·Tile . /- .. ; /- i -j l ... { •. . . j - = j - =loo - =loo(-/) - loo / e'· e .:=-
('~ :. j :. j 

( 
3:r) ( ;'l') = In J + i T - In J + i 

2 
= :r i. 

\" 

--+---<~- - - - - - -
() .\ 

-/ 

FIGURE 53 

The value of lhe inlegral of I/:. around lhe enlire circle C 
ohrnined: 

1 d:. 1 d:. 1 d:. ' ---:-- = ' ---:-- + . ---:-- = ;'l' i + ;'l' i = 2:r i. 
( °'' ( I ,, ( ~ °'' 

EXAMPLE 4. Lee us use an anliderivalive lo evaluale che incegral 

( I ) l _1/2 -•. d •.. 
. (', 

where chc inlegrand is che branch 

(2) 1 .. ~ (I ) I. (- - ) = - ·· - = exp - loo -. .... .... .., e '· 
r: 111:2 = ...;1e · (,. > 0. () < f} < 2:r) 

143 

oflhe square rool funclion and where C 1 is any concour from:.= -3 lo:.= 3 thal. 
cxccpl for ils end poi Ills. lies above che x axis (Fig. 54). Ahhough lhe imegrand is 
piecewise cominuous on C 1• and the imegral therefore exists. the branch (2) of :. 1: 2 is 

\' 

.\ 

FIGURE 54 
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nol defined on lhc ray (J = 0. in panicular al lhc poilll :. = 3. Bul anolhcr branch. 

I. J- jl)/) 
.1(:.)= re·-

( 
;r 3:r) , • ...,. () - - / L1 ,,, -,.. • .., .._ fl .._ .., • 

- -"-

is defined and continuous everywhere on C 1• The values of / 1 (:.)al all poinls on C1 

cxccpl:. = 3 coincide v.1ilh lhosc of our imcgrand (2): so lhe imegrnnd can be replaced 
by / 1(:.). Since an anliderivalivc of / 1 (:.)is lhc funclion 

( 
;r 3:r) 

,. > o. - 2 < e < 2 . 

we can now wrile 

(Compare wilh Example I in Sec. 46.) 
The i mcgral 

(3) j :.1,:2 d:. 
('~ 

oflhe funclion (2) over any comour C2 lhal exlcnds from:.= -3 lo:.= 3 beloll' lhe 
real axis can be evalualcd in a similar way. In lhis case. \VC can replace lhc inlcgrand 
by lhc branch 

. J- ill .. ) ( ;r 57?' ) /) (:.) = re ,. - r > 0. - < (} < - . ·- .., .., 
- -

whose values coincide wilh lhosc of lhc inlcgrand al :. = -3 and al all points on C2 
bclmv lhc real axis. This enables us lo use an amidcri vali vc of h<:.) lO eval ume i mcgral 
(3). Dclails arc lcfl lo lhe exercises. 

49. PROOF OF THE THEOREI\il 

In order lo prove lhc lheorcm in Sec. 48. il is suflicient lo show lhal stalcmenl (a) 
implies stalcmcm (b). lhm stalcment (b) implies slmcmcnl (c). and lhal slatcmenc (d 
implies slalemenc (a). Thus. as po in led oul in Sec. 48. eilher the statements arc all true 
or none of lhcm is true. 

(a) implies (b) 

We begin v.1ilh lhe assumplion lhac stalemcnc (a) is lruc. or chat/(:.) has an anlideriva
livc F (:.) on lhc domain D. To shmv hov.1 slatemenl (b) follmvs. we need lo show chat 
integration is indcpcndcm of path in D and that the fundamental theorem of calculus 
can be extended using F(:.). If a contour C from :. 1 lo :.1 is a .\·11wo1/i arc lying in 
D. wilh panunclfic representation:.= :.(I) (a :SI :=:: b). we know from Exercise 5. 
Sec. 43. lhac 

d I I I 

-Fj:.(l)j = F [:.(!)]:.(I)= .f[:.(l)j:. (I) (a :St :Sb). 
di 
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Bcl'ause lhe fundarncnrnl lheorem of calculus can he excended so as co apply lo 
complex-valued funclions of a real variable (Sec. 42). il follows lhac 

1 !" ]" . f(:.)d:. = .fl:.(f)]:.'(l)dt = Fl:.(f)] = Fl:.(h)] - Fl:.(a)]. 
( • " Cl 

Since :.(/J) = :.2 and :.(a)= :. 1• the value of lhis conlour integral is lhen 

and thal value is evidently independcnl of lhe contour C as long as C exlends from :. 1 

lo :.2 and lies entirely in D. Thal is. 

!;~ f(:.)d:. = F(:.2) - F(:.t) = F(:.>]~: 
'l ... 1 

( I ) 

when C is smoolh. Expression ( 1) is also valid when C is any conwur. not necessarily 
a smooth one. lhal lies in D. For. if C consists of a finite nurnhcr of smooth arcs 
Cl (k = I. 2 ..... 11). each CJ; cxicnding from a point :.J; lo a poim ::J; 1 1. then 

1 f(:.)d:. = t f, f(:.)d:. = t J~A·1 f(:.)d:. = t1F(:.J;-1d -F(:.,t,)J. 
(' k=I CA k~I -A k=I 

Because the last sum here telescopes to F(:.11-i 1) - F(:.1 ). , .... c arrive m the expression 

r .r (:. ) d:. = F, :." I d - F,:., ) . le 
(Compare with Example 2. Sec. 45.) The fact lhat slalemenl (b) follows from staccmcnl 
(a) is now established. 

(b) implies (c) 

To sec lhal slatcmcm (b) implies slalcmcnt (c). we now assume 1hal inlegralion off ( :.) 
is indepcndem of path in D and show how it follows !hat the values of integrals off(:.) 
around closed paths in D arc zero. To do this. we lei :. 1 and :.2 denote two points on 
any closed con lour C lying in D and form two paths C 1 and C2. each \Vith ini1ial point 
:. 1 and linal poinl :.2• sul'h thal C = C1 - C2 (Fig. 55). Assuming that integralion is 
independent of palh in D. one can wrile 

(2) 

\' 

() 

/ 
/ 

_,. ,, 

/ D 
I 
I 
I 
\ -
' •• 1 

' 

---

/ 
/ 

' \ 

.::: ' I - I 
I 

I 
C 1 I 

I 
/ 

/ 
/ 

1 I<:.> d:. = { f(:.> d:.. 
·1 le: 

FlGURE 55 
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or 

( 3) r .r(:.)d:. + j f(-:.)d-:. = o. 
.lc1 C: 

Thal is. the integral of/(:.) around the dosed contour C = C 1 - c,,, has value zero. 

(c) implies (a) 
ll remains lo show that if imcgrals of a given function/(-:.) around closed concours 
in D always have value zero. chcn f(-:.) has an antiderivacivc on D. Assuming that 
chc values of such integrals arc in fact zero. we scan hy showing that intcgracion is 
indcpcndclll of pach in D. \Ve let C1 and C-1. dcnocc any C\vo concours. lying in D. from 
a point -:. 1 to a point -:. 2 and observe that since integrals around closed paths lying in D 
have value zero. equation (3) holds (sec Fig. 55). Thus equation (2) holds. Integration 
is. therefore. independent of path in D: and we can define the funccion 

F(:.) = J.; f(s )ds 

'" 
on D. The proof of the theorem is complccc once we show chat F'(-:.) =/(:.)every
where in D. We do this hy Jelling:.+ Ll:. he any point distinct from:. and lying in 
some neighborhood of:. that is small enough lo be contained in D. Then 

F(:. + Ll:.) - F(:.) = !..: 1 

~; f (s) ds - !..: f (s) ds = l: 1 

~; f (s) d.\·. 
..... ..u .... 

where the path of intcgrncion may be selected as a line segment (Fig. 56 ). Since 

J.-
:1~.: 

_ ds = Ll:. 

(sec Exercise 5. Sec. 46). one can write 

f (;,) = ~ ;·.:I~: f(z.) ds: 
Ll •. . : 

and it follows chm 

\' 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

F(:.-f-Ll:.)-F(:.) l 1·: 1 ~:. ---_--- - I<:. l = -_ I.I (.\") - I (:. ll ds. 
Ll.. Ll.. : 

/ 
/ 

-------

-----------

' ' \ 
I 

:. + il::: I 
I 

/ 

I 
/ 

/ 

.\ FIGURE 56 
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Bul f is corllinuous al 1hc poi Ill:. Hence. for each positive number r,. a positi vc number 
iS exists such that 

If(.\·) - /(:)I < r. whenever j.\· - :I < 8. 

Consequently. if the poilll: +~:is dose enough lo: so that lb.:I < 8. then 

------- /(:) < -£1~:1 =£: 
I
F(:+b.:)-F(':.) I I 

b.: l~:I 

lhal is. 
. F(: + ~:) - F(:) 

Jim =/(:). 
~; ,() b.: 

or F' ( : ) = f ( : ) . 

EXERCISES 

1. Use an antidcrivative lO show that for every contour C extending from a point :. 1 to a 

! -" /- = -'-(-ll·il - _,, ... ,) _,_ ,, -1 
.c 11+1 -

(11 = 0. I. 2 ... . ). 

2. By llnding an amidcrivativc. evaluate each of these integrals. where the path 1s any 
contour between the indicated limits of integration: 

(a) .lt-;-;: 2d:: (/>) .f1

+2'·cos(%)t1:: (c) .{
1

(:-2)~d: . 
., I 

Ans. (a) :.( - I + i ): (/J) t! + -: (c) 0. 
3 (! 

3. llse the theorem in Sec. 48 to show that 

l. (:_ -:."0)11-I cf:= 0 
. c ... 

(II=:.'.: I. ±2 ... . ) 

when Co is any closed contour which docs not pa.o,;s through the point :o. (Compare with 
Exercise 13. Sec. 46.) 

4. Find an anti derivative F2 (:) of the branch ./2(::-) of: 1 
.:
2 in Example 4. Sec. 48. to show 

that integral (3) there has value 2J3°( - I + i) . .:\ote that the value of the integral of the 
function (2) around the closed contour C2 - C 1 in that example is. therefore. -4J3. 

5. Show that 

!
1 . 1 + t!··.7 

:' d: = ( 1 - i l . 
. -I 2 

where the integrand denotes the principal branch 

:; = exp(i Log:) (f::-1 > 0. -;r < Arg ::- < ;r) 

of::-; and \Vhere the path of integration is any contour from: = - I to::- = I that. except 
for its endpoints. lies above the real axis. (Compare with Exercise 6. Sec. 46.) 

Sugge.Hion: Cse an antiderivative of the branch 

( 
iT 3;T) 

1-1 > O - - < aro - < -'· . ., e '· ., - -
:; = exp(i log:) 

of the same power function. 
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50. CAUCHY-GOURSAT THEOREl\'I 

In Sec. 48. we saw that when a continuous function .f has an antiderivative on a 
domain D. the integral of/(::) around any given closed contour C lying entirely in 
D has value zero. In this section. we present a theorem giving other condicions on a 
funclion f which ensure !hal the value of lhe irllegral off(::) around a simple closed 
co11tour (Sec. 43) is zero. The theorem is central to the theory of fu nee ions of a complex 
variable: and some modificalions of il. involving cenain special cypcs of domains. will 
be given in Secs. 52 and 53. 

We lei C denote a simple closed contour:: = ::(I) (l1 ~ t ~ /J). described in 
the positive se11se (counterclockwise). and \\'C assume that .f is analytic at each point 
inlerior to and on C. According to Sec. 44. 

( I ) r_ f(::)d:: = r" n::u)J::'(l)dt: }( Jo 
and if 

/(:..) = 11(.r. y) + it~(x. y) and ::(I)= .r(I) + iy(I). 

the integrand ff:: (I)]::'(!) in expression (I) is the produce of the functions 

111.rU). y(I)] + i rj.r(I). y(I)]. x'(I) + iy'(I) 

of the real variable I. Thus 

1 1" fh . f(::) d:: = (11.r' - F_\'
1

) dt + i (t'X
1 + 11y') dt. 

( " . " 
( 2) 

In lerms of line integrals of real-valued functions of two real variables. then. 

(3) j. f (::) d:: = ;· 11 dx - r dy + i f F dx + 11 dy. 
r r Jr 

Observe that expression (3) can be obtained formally by replacing/(::) and d:: on the 
left with lhe binomials 

11 + i r and dx + i dy. 

respectively. and expanding their product. Expression (3) is. of course. also valid 
when C is any contour. not necessarily a simple closed one. and when fl::(l)l is only 
piecewise conlinuous on it. 

\Ve ncxl recall a result from calculus lhal enables us lo express the line incegrnls 
on che right in cqualion (3) as double integrals. Suppose lhal cwo real-valued funclions 
P(x. y) and Q(x. y ), togclher wilh cheir first-order partial de1ivacives. arc conlinuous 
lhroughoul lhc closed region R consiscing of all points interior to and on lhc simple 
closed contour C. Green's theorem slmcs lhal 

l. Pdx + Qdy = 1·1 (Q 1 - P,.)dA. 

Now f is conlinuous on R. since il is analytic lhere. Hence lhe funclions 11 and 
v arc also corllinuous on R. Likewise. if the derivative ('of f is continuous on R. so 
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arc chc hrsc-or<lcr partial derivalivcs of 11 and F. Grcen·s chcorern chcn enables us co 
rewrile equalion (3) as 

(4) l./(:) d: = /j~(-l~x - 11,.)dJ\ +i J i(u1 - L\)dJ\. 

Bul. in view of lhe Cauchy-Riemann cquacions 

chc incegmnds of these lwo <louhk inccgmls arc zero chroughoul R. So u·he11 f is 
analytic in Rand f' is co11ti111ums there. 

(5) 1 /(:) d-:. = 0. 
(' 

This rcsull was ohcained hy Cauchy in che early pan of lhc ninetcemh cemury. 
Note that once it has been eslahlishcd thac che value of chis inlegrnl is zero. lhc 

oricmalion of C is immalcrial. Thal is. scacemcnl (5) is also lrue if C is laken in the 
clock\vise direction. since lhen 

r .r<:> d: = -J .r<:> d: = o. Jc .c 
EXAMPLE. If C is any simple closed concour. in eichcr direccion. chen 

1 sin(:2
) d: = 0. 

c 

This is because lhe composite funclion f (:) = sin(:2 ) is analylic everywhere and its 
derivalive f' (:) = 2: cos(:2 ) is continuous everywhere. 

Goursar was che fi rsl lo prove lhal the comli I ion <f rn11t i 1111i ty 011 f' rn 11 /Jc omitted. 
lls removal is imponarll and ,.,.·ill allow us lo show. for example, lhat the derivacive f' 
of an analylic funclion f is analytic \\-'ilhoul having co assume lhe cominuily off'. 
which follows as a consequence. We now scale the revised form of Cauchy"s resull. 
which is known as the Caucliy-Goursat theorem. 

Theorem. ~(a .fi111ctio11 f is analytic nl all poi11ts i11terior to and 011 a simple 
dosed co11to11r C. thc11 

j. f(:) d: = 0. 
c 

The proof is presence<l in lhe next sec lion. where. co be specific. we assume thal 
C is positively oriented. The reader who wishes to accept this theorem ,., .. ichout proof 
may pass directly to Sec. 52. 

• E. Ciour~tl ( 1858--1936). pronounced go11r-.wh'. 
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51. PROOF OF THE THEOREI\'I 

Since the proof ofthcCauchy-Goursal theorem is necessarily rather lengthy. \VC prcscnl 
that proof in three pans. The reader is encouraged lO digest each pan before conli nuing 
to another. 

A Preliminary Lemma 

\Ve begin with a lcnuna to be used in proving the theorem. In this lemma. we fortll 
subsets of the region R which consists of the points on a positively oriemed silllple 
closed contour C together \Vilh the points inte1ior to C. To do this. \Ve draw equally 
spaced lines parallel lO the real and imaginary axes such that the distance between 
adjacent vertical lines is the same as that between adjacent horizontal lines. \Ve thus . . 
form a fini tc number of dosed square su brcgions. where each point of R I ics in al least 
one such subregion and each subregion contains points of R. We refer to these square 
subregions simply as squares. always keeping in mind that by a square we mean a 
boundary together with the points intc1ior to it. If a particular square comains points 
that arc not in R. we remove those points anl.I call what remains a partial sq1u11-e. \Ve 
thus cm·er the region R \l,:ith a finite number of squares anl.I partial squares (Fig. 57). 
and our proof of the following lcnuna slarts with this covering. 

\' 

0 .\ FIGURE 57 

Lemma. Let f be analytic throughout a closed region R con.,·isting <~{the points 
interior to a po.\·itil'ely oriented simple closed co11/011r C togl'fher 1rith the points 011 C 
i t.,·e~f. For any positi1·e 1111 mber F:, the region R rnn be co\'ered with ".fini le 1111111/Jcr <d" 
.H/1tl11-es and partial sq11<11rs, indexed by j = I. 2 . .... 11 .. rnch that in each one then: 
is a .fixed point:.; for 11'11ich the inequality 

( I ) 
I
/(:.) - f (:.;) ,., _ I 
-----'-- - . ( •. ;) < f; 

:. - :.; 

is .rnti.,:fied by all points other than :.; in that sq11are or partial .H/liare. 
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To scan lhc proof. \\IC consider lhc possibilily lhal in lhc covering conslruclcdjusl 
prior lo lhc slalcmenl of lhc lemma. lhcrc is some square or partial square in which no 
poinl :.i cxisls such lhal incqualily (I) holds for all olher poinls :. in il. lflhal subregion 
is a square, we construct four smaller squares by drawing line scgmcnls joining lhc 
midpoinls of ils opposite sides (Fig. 57). If lhc subregion is a parlial s4uare. we treat 
the whole squ<U"C in the same manner and then let lhe portions that lie outside of R 
he discarded. If in any one of these smaller subregions. no point :.i exists such that 
inequality (I) holds for all other points:. in it. \\IC construct still smaller squares and 
partial squares. etc. \Vhcn this is done to each of the original subregions that rc4uircs 
il. we find that l~{lcr a.finite 1111111/Jcr <~f.\·tep.\·, the region R can he covered with a finite 
number of squares and pa11ial squares such thm the lemma is true. 

To verify this. we suppose lhal the needed points :.j do1101 exist after subdividing 
one of the original subregions a linite number of limes and reach a contradiction. \Ve 
lcl a 0 denote that subregion if it is a square: if it is a partial square, we let a 0 dcnolc 
lhc entire square of which it is a parl. After we subdivide ao. al least one of the four 
smaller squares. denoted by a 1• must contain points of R but no appropriate point 
:.i. \Ve then subdivide a 1 and continue in lhis manner. It may he lhal after a square 
ak 1 (k = I. 2 .... ) has been subdivided. more than one of the four smaller squares 
constructed from it can he chosen. To make a specific choice. we take a/.: to be the one 
lmvcst and then furthest to the left 

In vic\l ... of lhc manner in which the nested infinite sequence 

of squares is constructed. it is easily shmvn (Exercise 9. Sec. 53) lhat there is a poinl :.o 
common to each a/.:: also. each of these squares contains points of R olhcr than possibly 
:.o. Recall how the sizes of the squares in the sequence arc decreasing. and note thal 
any 8 neighborhood I: - ::ol < 8 of :.o contains such squares \Vhen their diagonals 
have lengths less than 8. Every ,5 neighborhood I:: - :.0 1 < 8 lhcrcforc conlains points 
of R dislinct from :.o. and lhis means thal ::o is an accumulation point of R. Since the 
region Risa closed scl. it follows that ::0 is a point in R. (Sec Sec. 12.) 

Nm\: the fun cl ion Ii s analytic throughout Rand.in particular. al :.o. Conscqucmly . 
.f' ( ::o) exists. According to the dclinition of derivative (Sec. 19). there is. for each 
positive number 1-~. a 8 neighborhood I:: - ::0 1 < 8 such that the inequality 

I
f(:.) - f(:.o) .1 _ I .,.,. 
----- - ./ Lo) - f: 

:: - ::o 

is satisfied by all points dislincl from ::o in that neighborhood. But lhe neighborhood 
1:.-:.0 1 < ,5 contains a square al\ when the integer K is large enough that the length of 
a diagonal of that square is less lhan 8 (Fig. 58). Consequently. :.n serves as the point ::i 
in inequality (I) fort he subregion consisting of the square a I\ or a part of a 1..·. Contrary 
to the way in which the sequence 0) was fonncd. then. it is not necessary lo subdivide 
al\. We thus arrive at a contradiction. and the proof of lhe lemma is complete. 
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An Upper Bound for the l\ilodulus of an Integral 

Continuing \Vilh a funclion f which is analylic lhroughoul a region R consisling of a 
posilivcly 01icnlcd simple closed conlour C and poinls illlerior lo il. we arc now ready 
10 prove lhe Cauchy-Goursm lheorcm. namely lhal 

(3) J f(:.)d:. = 0. 
(' 

Given an arbilrmy posilivc number r.. we consider 1hc covering of R in lhc slale
mcnl oflhc lemma. \Ve lhen dclinc on lhe jlh square or panial square a funclion ,5 1(:.) 

,,,.hose values arc c5 1(::: 1) = 0. where:. / is 1hc lixcd poinl in i ncq ualily (I). and 

( 4) 
/(:.) - f(:.1) I 

81(:.) = ___ . - f (:. 1) \vhen:. =I= :. 1• 
,, I 

According lo inequalily (I). 

(5) 181(:.)I < r-

at all poinls :. in lhe subregion on which 81(:.) is defined. Also. lhe funclion 15 1(:.) is 
colllinuous lhroughoul lhc subregion since /(:.)is conlinuous lhcrc and 

Jim 81(:.) = .f'(:.1> - f'<:.1) = 0 . 
• ~ >:} 

Next v.:c lcl c1 (j = I. 2 ..... 11) dcnolc lhc posilivcly oriented boundmics of 
the above squares or panial squares covering R. In view of our deli nit ion of ,5 j(.::). the 
value off at a poilll:. on any particular C1 can be wrillen 

/(:.) = f(:.1) - :.1/'(:.1) + /'(:.1 ):. + (:. - :.1 ),51(:.): 

and lhis means lhal 

< 6 > J. .r ( :. > d:. = Ln :. 1 ) - :. 1 .r, (:. 1 n 1: d:. + .r ( :. 1 ) [ :. d:. 
( ,' ( .' . ( ,' 

+ j' ( :. - :. I )1) I (:.) d :.. 
c. 
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l d:. = 0 an<l 
le.~! 

PROOI: OF Tl IE Tl IEOREM 

r :. d:. = o 
le,. 
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since the funclions I an<l :. possess anliderivalives everywhere in the finile plane. So 
equation (6) reduces lo 

(7) (j = I. 2 .... . 11). 

The sum of all /1 i nlegrals on lhe lefl in equalions (7) can he \\Tillen 

II l l L }, I(:.) d:. = it I(:.) d:. 
i=I C, C 

since lhe lwo integrals along lhecommon boundary ofcvery pair of adjacenl subregions 
cancel each olher. the inlegral being taken in one sense along lhal line segmcnl in one 
suhrcgion an<l in lhc opposite sense in lhc olher (Fig. 59). Only lhc inlegrals along the 
arcs lhal arc pans of C remain. Thus. in view of equal ions ( 7). 

1 II j' .r(:.) d:. = L (:. - :.;)c5;(:.) d:.= 
(' . (', 

/=I . 

and so 

(8) 
I r f(:.) d:.I ::: t r (:. - :.; )c5;(:.) d:. 
.fc ;~i lc1 

\' 

s 

0 .\ 

FIGURE59 
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Concl~~ion 

\Ve now use the theorem in Sec. 47 to find an upper bound for each modulus on the 
right in inequality (8). To do this. we first recall that each Ci coincides either entirely 
or panially with the boundary of a square. In either case. we let -'"i denote Lhe length 
of a side of the square. Since. in the jth imegrnl. both the variable z. and the poilll z.i 
1 ic in that sq uarc. 

J
-- - < '). 1 .. - .. il- -·\j· 

In view of inequality (5), then. we know that each integrand on the right in inequality 
(8) satisfies the condition 

(9) I (- - - . ) c . (-)I - 1- - - ·I I~ . (-)I .-- r::; .. . L' •. '·I u 1 •. - •. •. 1 o 1 •. ~ vL. 1c. 

As for the length of the path Ci· it i~ 4s1 if Ci is the boundary of a square. In that case. 
we let /\ i denote the area of the square and observe lhal 

(I 0) l (---. ) c. (-) ,,_ .-- r::;, .. C'4· \'' - 4· r::;/\. <' 
'· "I u I •· •· ~ y .!.,, I c, • I - y .!, I c, • 

. ·, 

If Ci is the boundal)' of a panial square. its length docs not exceed 4.\'i + Li. where 
Li is the length of that pan of Ci which is also a pan of C. Again letting /\ i denote 
the area of the full square. \i.:e lind that 

( I I ) { ( :: - z. ; ) 8 ; ( z. ) d:: < Jf.\· i F: ( 4 s i + L ; ) < 4 J2 /\ i F: + J2s L i F:. 
lr,. 

'"''here S is the length of a side of some square that encloses the entire contour C as 
well as all of the squares originally used in covering R (Fig. 59). Note that the sum of 
all the /\ / ·s docs not exceed S2• 

If L denotes the length of C. it now follows from inequalities (8). ( 10). and (I I) 
thac 

Since the value of the positive number F: is arbitrary. we can choose it so that the right
hand side of this last inequality is as small as we please. The left-hand side. which 
is independent of,:;. must therefore be equal lo zero: and stacemenl (3) follows. This 
compleces the proof of the Cauchy-Goursac theorem. 

52. Sll\tlPLY CONNECTED DOl\tlAINS 

J\ simply co1111ected domain Dis a domain such that every simple closedcolllour within 
it encloses only poincs of D. The set of points interior to a simple closed contour is an 
example. The annular domain between cwo concentric circles is. however. 1101 simply 
connected. Domains that arc not simply connected arc discussed in chc next scccion. 
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The dosed comour in lhe Cauchy-Goursal lheorem (Sec. 50) need nol be simple 
when che theorem is adaplcd lo simply connecccd domains. More precisely. lhe contour 
can aclually cross ilsclf. The following lheorem allmvs for lhis possibilily. 

th l!ll 

( I ) 

Theorem. ~fa .fi111ction f is analytic thmuglwut a simply co1111ccted domain D. 

1/(-:.)d-:.=0 
c 

for e\'el)' dosed contour C lying in D. 

The proof is easy if C is a simple closed comour or if il is a closed comour lime 
incersccls ilsclf a.finite number of limes. For if C is simple and lies in D. lhc funccion 
.f is analylic al each poinl inlerior lo and on C: and chc Cauchy-Goursal lheorem 
ensures lhal equalion (I) holds. Furthennore. if C is closed bur inlerseccs ilself a hnile 
number of limes. ic consisls of a finile number of simple closed colllours. and lhe 
Cauchy-Goursal theorem can again be applied. This is illuslrnled in Fig. 60. where 
lwo simple closed contours C1 and C:z, make up C. Since lhe values of the illlegrals 
around C1 and C2 arc zero. regardless <~(their orie11tatio11s. 

r f (-:.) d-:. = r .r (-:.> d-:. + j f(-:.> d-:. = o. Jc .Ir, c: 

\' 

() .r FIGURE 60 

Subrlclics arise if che closed contour has an il~fi11itc number of self-incersection 
points. One mcchod thal can somelimcs he used to show lhal che theorem slill applies 
is illustraled in Exercise 5. Sec. 53.~ 

EXAMPLE. If C denotes any closed conlour lying in lhe open disk 1-:.1 < 2 
(Fig. 61 ). then 

j. sin.:: 
) - d-:. = 0. 

c (.::- + 9)) 

'For a pruor or the ~1con:m involving more gcrx:rnl paths or finite length. )>Cc. for exam pk. Secs. 6.1· 65 
in Vol. I or the hook hy l\larkushcvich that is citcJ in Appcrx.lix I. 
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This is because the disk is a simply connected domain and the l\vo singularities~ = ±3i 
of the integrand arc exterior to the disk. 

Corollary I. A.fimction f that is analytic thm11gho11t a simply cm111ccted domain 
D 11111st hal'e llll cmtiderimtil'e crernrhere in D. 

\Ve begin the proof of this corollary with the observation that a function f is 
continuous on a domain D when it is analytic there. Consequently. since equation (I) 

holds for the function in the hypothesis of chis corollary and for each closed contour 
C in D. f has an antiderivacive throughout D. according lO the theorem in Sec. 48. 

Corollary 2. £111 ire .fimction s alway.\· possess an tidcri\·at i\ ·es. 

This corollary is an immediate consequence of Corollm·y I and the face that the 
hnite plane is simply connecced. 

53. l\'IULTIPLY CONNECTED DOl\ilAINS 

A domain Lhac is not simply connecced (Sec. 52) is said Lo be multiply co11nected. 
The following theorem is an adaptacion of the Cauchy-Goursat cheorcm to multiply 
connected domains. \Vhile the scatcmenc of che theorem involves 11 comours labeled 
Ck(k = I. 2 ..... /1 ). we shall be guided in the proof by Fig. 62. '"·here /1 = 2. 

Theorem. Suppose that 

(a) C is a simple closed con/mu: described in the co1t11terclochrise directio11; 

(b) C" (k = I. 2 ..... 11) are simple closed co11to11rs interior to C, all described in 
the clocklrise direction. that are di.\:joint and lrlwse interiors have 110 points in 
common (Fig. 62). 
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((af11neti011 .f is mw ly tic 011 a II <ft hese co11 to11rsandthm11gh out them ult i ply connected 
domain co11sisti11g <f the points inside C and exterior to each C1;. then 

( I l j..r<:l d: + t, l. /<:ld: = 0. 

\' 

() .\ FIGURE 62 

Nole lhal in equal ion (I). lhe <lircclion of each palh of imcgrnlion is such lhal lhe 
mulliply conncclcd domain lies lo lhc hft of lhal path. 

To prove lhe lheorem. we inlroduce a polygonal palh L1. consiscing of a finile 
number of line segmcnls joined end lo end. lo connccl lhe ouccr conlour Clo lhe inner 
con lour C1. We inlroduce anolher polygonal palh L1 which connccls C1 co C1 ; and we 
conlinue in lhis manner. wilh L1111 conncccing C,, lo C. As in<licaled by lhe single
harbcd arrows in Fig. 62. l\\10 simple closed con lours r 1 and f 1 can be formed. each 
consiscing of polygonal palhs L1; or -L1; and pieces of C and C1; and each described in 
such a direclion lhal lhe poims enclosed by lhem lie lo lhe lcfl. The Cauchy-Goursal 
lhcorem can now be applied lo .f on f 1andr1• and lhe sum of che values of lhe inlegrals 
over chose conlours is found lO be zero. Since lhe imegrals in opposile direccions along 
each palh LJ.; cancel. only che inlcgrals along C and lhc Ck remain; and we arrive al 
slalemen l ( I ) . 

Corollt1ry•. Let Ci a11d C1 denote posith·ely oriented simple closed co11/011rs, 
lrhere Ci is interior to C1 (Fig. 63 ). ~{a .f1111ctio11 .f is analytic i11 the closed region 
co11si.\·ti11g <f those col/fours and all poi Ills betwee11 the111, then 

(2) 

This corollary is known as Che pri11cip/e of deformt1tio11 of pt1ths since il lells us 
ch al if C 1 is continuously deformed in co C 1• always passing lhmugh poinls al which 
I is analycic. lhen lhe value of .f over C1 never changes. To verify lhis corollary. we 
need only observe how il follows from lhe lheorcm lhill 

1 f(:.)d:.+f f(:.)d:. = 0. 
C~ · · C1 

Bul lhis chc same as equacion (2). 
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c. ______ __ 

() x FlGURE 63 

EXAMPLE. When C is any positively oriented simple closed contour surround
ing the origin. the corollary can be used to show that 

j . d:. 
~ = 2:ri. 

-· .... 

This is done by constructing a positively oriented circle Co with center at the origin 
and radius so small that C0 lies entirely inside C (Fig. 64). Since (sec Exercise 13. 
Sec. 46) 

j. d:. ') . 
- =_:rt 

c~., : 

and since I/:. is analytic everywhere except at:. = 0. the desired result follows. 
Note that the radius of C0 could equally well have been so large that C lies entirely 

inside Co. 

\' 

x 

FIGURE 64 
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EXERCISES 

1. Apply the Cauchy~.Joursar theorem to show that 

{f(::)tl::=O 
.fc 

when the contour C is the unit circle I: I = I. in either direction. and when 
~ I 

( (/) f(::) ' (b) ((::) - ( (') f(:) = = -- =: (! 
... 

.::+3 :2 + 2:: + 2 

(t/) /"(:) = sech ::: (e) /"(:) =tan::: (j) l<::) =Log(::+ 2). 

159 

2. Let C1 denote the positively oriented boundary of the square whose sides lie along the 
lines x =±I. y = ±I and let C2 be the positively oriented circle I: I = 4 (Fig. 65 ). With 
the aid of the corollary in Sec. 53. point out why 

r f(::Jd:: = r f(::>d:: 
.fe: .f c: 

when 

-
(a) /"('::) = ---

3::2 + 1 • 

- ....... ., 
(b) /"(:) = ' ' - (c) ((::) = ---. 

. I - e: · sin(.::/2) 

\' 

x 

FIGURE65 

3. If C0 denotes a positively oriented circle I: - : 0 1 = R. then 

[ 
11-1 

/ 
{() when /1 = ±1. ±2 .. ... 

(:: - .::o) ' : = ., · when /1 = 0. ' c.. _;r/ 

according to Exercise 13. Sec. 46. Use that result and the corollary in Sec. 53 to show 
that if C is the boundary of the rectangle 0 ~ x ::= 3. 0 ~ y ::= 2. described in the positive 
sense. then 

l(-_ 1 _ ')11-I /- = {() 
' - I t ' 1 . 

' . _;r, 

\vhen 11 = ±I. ±2 . .... 
when 11 = 0. 

4. Use the following method to derive the integration formula 

l '- . Jr . 
e- i · cos 2bx tlx = -

7
-e_,,. 

• (I -

(/J > 0) . 
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(a) Show that the sum of the i megrals of e- ~- along the lower and upper horizontal legs 
of the rect:mgular path in Fig. 66 can be written 

2 ftl e-.t'dx - 2e"1 {tie-·· cos2b.r dx 
.f o .fo 

and that the sum of the integrals along the vertical legs on the right and left can be 
written 

' , -a-
l (' l

/> 

' () 

\:. -i'J..tl\d . -ti: 
(' l' \'-/l' l" \ ~ i2JI\ 

l' l' cly. 
. () 

Thus. with the aid of the Cauchy-Goursat theorem. show that 

\' 

-(/+bi (/+bi 

-(I 0 ti .\ 
flGURE 66 

(/J) By accepting the fact that" 

and obscrvi ng that 

I.£'' <'
1

: sin2a_rd_rl 2 .£
11 

e
11

dy. 

obtain the desired integration formula by letting ll tend to infinity in the equation at 
the end of part (£1). 

5. According to Exercise 6. Sec. 43. the path C 1 from the origin to the point: = I along 
the graph of 1he function deli ned by means of the equations 

r(.r) = {.r~ sin (;r/.r) 
. () 

when 0 < .r.::: 1. 
when .r = 0 

is a smooth arc thal intersects the real axis an infinite number of times. Let C, denote 
1he line segment along the real axis from : = 1 back to the origin. and let C.\ denote 
any smooth arc from the origin to : = I that does not intersect itself and has only its 
end points in common with the arcs C 1 and C2 (fig. 67). Apply the Cauchy-Goursat 

'l11c U\ual way to evaluate thi~ intL-gral i~ hy writing ih \4U4Lre a\ 

I., 1'" /""' [,'" ,,-'~dx e_'":dy = e· 1 ·':,.,~.dxdy 
. 0 0 '0 . () 

and then c\'aluating thi\ iterated integral hy changing to polar nmrdinate~. Detaib. arc gi\'cn in. for 
example. A. E. Taylor and V\:. R. Mann. "'Advanced Cakulu),_ .. .:i.c.J ed .. pp. (180--681. 1983. 
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theorem lo show that if a function f is entire. then 

l f(:) d: = l .f<:l d: and 
. C; • c. 

r I<:1 c1: = - f f(:) "=· .I c, . c. 

Conclude that even though the dosed contour C = C1 + C:! intersects itself an infinite 
number of times. 

.l f (:) d: = 0. 

6. Let C denote the positively oriented boundary of the half disk 0 ::= r ::= I. 0 ::: 0 ::= ::r. 
and let f (:l be a continuous function defined on that half disk by writing f(O) = 0 and 
using the branch 

. r:: ill,, 
/(:l=vre ·- ( ;r 3;r) 

,. > 0· - 2 < 0 < T 

of the mu lei pie-valued function : i.·:!. Show that 

l ff:) cl:= 0 
.c 

by evaluating separately the integrals off(:) over the semicircle and the two radii which 
make up C. \\lhy does the Cauchy-Goursat theorem not apply here? 

7. Show that if C is a positively oriented simple closed contour. then the area of the region 
enclosed by C can be written 

~f:c1:. 
"2.i . c 

S11gge.\·1io11: :'\ote that expression (4). Sec. 50. can be used here even though the 
function/(:)= :is notanalyticanywherelsce Example2. Sec.191. 

8. Ne.,·1ed /111errnl.L An infinite sequence of closed intervals a,, _::: x ::= b,, (11 = 0. I. 2 .... ) 
is formed in the following way. The interval a 1 ::: x ::= b 1 is either the left-hand or 
right-hand half of the first interval a0 ::: .r ::= b0 • and the interval a 2 ::= .r ::= b:! is then 
one of the two halves ofa 1 ::= x::: b 1• etc. Prove that there is a point.r0 which belongs 
to every one of the closed intervals a,, ::= .r ::: b,,. 

S11gge.Hio11: :\'ole that the left-hand end points a,, represent a bounded nondecreasing 
sequence of numbers. since a 0 ::= a,, ::= """' 1 < b0 : hence they have a limit A as 11 tends 
to inlinity. Show that the end points b11 also have a limit B. Then show that A = B. and 
write .ro = A = B. 
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9. NeJred St11wre.\. A square a 0 : a0 ~ x ~ b0 • c0 ~ y ~ d0 is divided inlo four equal 
squares hy line segmellls parallel co che coordinate axes. One of those four smaller squares 
ai : ai .2 x 2 bi. ci ~ y ~di is selected according lo some rule. It. in turn. is divided 
into four equal squares one of which. called a2. is selected. etc. (see Sec. 49). Prove 
that there is a point (.\ 0 • _,(,l which belongs co each of the closed regions of the infinite 
sequence ao. ai. a2 .... . 

S11ggeJfio11: Apply the resuh in Exercise 8 to each of Che sequences of dosed 
intervals lln ~ .\" 2 bn and C11 2 y 2 dn (11 = 0. I. 2 .... ). 

54. CAUCHY INTEGRAL FORI\tlULA 

Another fundamental result will now be established. 

Theorem. Let I hl' analytic l'l'l'ry1rliere inside and OJI a simple closed coJ1tour 
C. taken in tlil' posifil'(! Sl'JISl'. fl :.o is any point interior to C. then 

( l ) f
. _ _ I ;· f I:.) d:. 

. (,,()) - ~ 
_'J'( I (" :. - :.o 

Expression (I) is called the Cauchy i11tegra/formula. ll tclls us that if a function 
f is to be analytic within and on a simple dosed contour C. then the values of f 
interior to C arc completely determined by the values or f 011 C. 

We begin the proof of the theorem by !cuing C
1
, denote a positively oriented circle 

I:. - :.ol = p. where pis small enough lhal C1, is illlcrior to C (sec Fig. 68). Since the 
quotient f(:.l/(:. - :.o) is analytic between and on the comours C 1, and C. it follows 
from the principle of deformation of paths (Sec. 53) that 

f ( :.) d:. 

This enables us to wricc 

(2) 1. f (:.) d:. - 1· d:. 1 --- - /L.o) -- = 
C :. - :.o . C, :. - :.o C, 

But I sec Exercise l 3. Sec. 461 

\' 

() 

1 d:. ') . --- =_:rt. 
C,. :. - :.o 

.\ FIGURE 68 

/(:.) - .f<:.o) d:.. 

:. - :.o 
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and so equation (2) becomes 

(3) i. f_(_:.) _d:. _ 1 . _ - l f(:) - f(:o) _ 
_Jrtf Lo) - . _ _ d •.. 

... ..o . ( ' ,, - ,,(I 

Now the fact that f is analytic. and therefore continuous. at : 0 ensures that 
corresponding to each positive number F:. however small. there is a positive number 8 
such that 

(4) If(:) - f(:oll < F: whenever I: - : 0 1 < 8. 

Let the radius p of the circle C1, be smaller than the number 8 in the second of these 
inequalities. Since I: - :o I = p < 8 when :. is on cp. it follows that the .first of 
inequalities (4) holds when:. is such a point: and the theorem in Sec. 4 7, giving upper 
bounds for the moduli of contour integmls. cells us chac 

1 f ( :. ) - f ( :o) / -
----- l ..... < 

c :. - :o 

f,' 
- 2;rr /> = 2;rr f:. 
p 

In viev .. · of equacion (3). chen. 

1

1: -~( :) ~/: 
le .. - di 

') ·1·-)1,,.-') - _Jr t. ( •. (I - _Jr F:. 

Since che left-hand side of chis inequality is a nonnegative constant chac is less chan an 
arbitnuily small posicive number. it follows thac 

!. I ':. ) d : _ ., . 1. < _ ) = () 
_Jr t. ..(I • 

. (' :. - :o 

Hence equacion (I) is valid. and che theorem is proved. 
When Che Cauchy inccgral fonnula is \vrinen as 

(5) 1 f(:.) d:. - ') . ,. -
- - - -lTl. ( •. ()). 

(' • - ··O 

ic can be used co evaluate certain incegmls along simple closed contours. 

EXAMPLE. Let C be the positively oriented circle 1:1 = I about the origin. 
Since che function 

cos: 
f(:)=) 9 :- + 

is analycic inside and on C and since the origin : 0 = 0 is inccrior to C. equacion (5) 
cells us chac 

j. cos:: --j'(cos:)/(::2 +9) __ 
1 

.. _2ni 
) d .. - d •. - _;rr t .f ( ()) - . 

(' :( :- + 9) (' : - () 9 
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55. AN EXTENSION OF THE CAUCHY 
INTEGRAL FORI\'IULA 

\llAP. 4 

The Cauchy inlegral fonnula in lhc lheorem in Sec. 50 can be exlcnded so as 10 provide 
an imegral rcprcsclllalion for derivatives /'111

(:.0 ) of .f al :.0 . 

Theorem. Let f /Je analytic inside llnd 011 a simple closed co11fo11r C. taken in 
the positfre sense. rl:.o is llny point interior to c. thl'll 

/
·(111 - ) = ~1· /(:.) d:. 

· ( •. (I ') • - - 11 I I 
- iT I (' {., - •. (I) 

( I ) (11 = 0. I. 2 ... . ). 

Wilh lhe agrcemcnl lhal 

/(
01

(::0 ) = /(:: 0 ) and O! = I. 

lhis 1heorem includes lhc Cauchy inlegral fonnula 

(2) I
. _ _ I ! f(:.)d:: 

. ( .. ()) - ~ . - - . 
- iT I . C ,, - ··O 

Yeriflcalion of expression (I) will be laken up in Sec. 56. 
\Vhcn wriuen in lhe form 

(3) 1 f (:.) d:. 2;r i . (111 ----=-I ('."'o) 
C ( :_ - ::o )" I I n ~ . ,, 

(11 = 0. I. 2 . ... ). 

expression (I) can be useful in evalualing certain inlegrals when .f is analylic inside 
and on a simple closed conlour C. lakcn in lhc posilivc sense. and ::0 is any poinl 
inlcrior lo C. h has already been illuslntled in Sec. 50 when n = 0. 

EX.~\'IPLE 1. If C is lhc posilivcly orienlcd unil circle 1::1 = I and 

/(:.) = cxp(2::). 

lhen 

1 cxp{2:.)d:. 1· f(:.)d:. 2;ri ,,, 8;ri 
. ----_.-- = (- _ ()).\ 1 I = -3-1 f ({)) = -,.,-. 

( ,, (' " • _J 

EXAMPLE 2. Lel :.o be any poinl inlerior lo a posilively oricrned simple closed 
conlour C. \\'hen f (:.) = I. expression (3) shov,:s lhal 

j. d:. "' . 
--=.!.iTI 

c :: - ::o 

and 

!. d:: = 0 
( - - )II I I . (' ,, - ··0 

(11=1.2 .... ). 

(Compare wilh Exercise 13. Sec. 46.) 
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Expression (I) can also be useful in sligtnly dillcrcnl norntion. Namely. ifs 
denotes poinh on C and if:: is a poi Ill inlcrior co C. chen 

<111 11! l f(s)d.\· 
(4) f (::)=- (11=0.1.2 .... ). 

. 2ni C (.\" - ::)1111 

\\'here _r< 01
(::) = /(::) and. of course. O! = I. Our nexl example illuslrates lhe use of 

expression (4) in lhc fonn 

(5) 1 f(s)ds '2.ni ·( 111 ---=-I (::l 
C ( .\" - ::. )" I I II ! . 

(11=0.1.2 .... ). 

which includes chc special case 

(6) 1. /"( .\·) ds 
· = '2.n i f ( :: ) . 

.(' s-:: . 

EXAMPLE 3. Ir /1 is a non negacivc inccger and f (::) = ( ::1 - I )11
• expression 

(4 ). becomes 

(7) -<-1 
- I)" = -· (11 = 0. I. 2 . ... ). 

d" II I ;· ( .\' 
1 

- I )11 d .\' 
d:, 11 •. 2ni C (.\' - :,)11 I I 

where C is any simple dosed conwur surrounding::. In view of equacion (7). one can 
w1ile che Legendre polynomial~ 

(8) 

as 

(9) 

Because 

I d" 1 

P11 (::) = -,,.,. -
1
-(::- - I)" (11 = 0. J. 2 ... . ) 

II . .!. " ( ::" 

I 1· (s
1 

- I )"ds 
Pl/(::)= I I 

2" I Ir i C ( .\' - :: )" I 

(s1 - I)" 

(.\' - I )" I I 

(s - I )11 (s + I)" 
(s _ J )" 11 

(11 =0.1.2 .... ). 

(s + I)" 
s - I . 

expression (9) reveals chat 

P11(l)= I { 
'J." I I Ir i .J (' 

(s + I )11 ds 

s - I 
(II =0. J.'2. .... ): 

and by wriling f<s) = (.\· + I)" and:: = I in equation (6). we <UTive al che values 

I 
P,, ( I ) = '2.n i ( I + I )11 = I ( /1 = 0. I. '2 .. .. ) . 

• ')11 t I · - Ir/ 

The values P11 (-1) = (-I )11 (11 = 0. I. '2. . ... ) can be foun<l (Exercise 8. Sec. 57) in a 
similar way. 

•Sec Exercise I 0. Sec. 20. and the footnote with il. 
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Finally. we nolc how expression (4) is suggcslcd. Ifs dcnoles poi Ills on C and:. 
is a point interior to C. the Cauchy imegrnl fonnula is 

(I 0) 
I 1 f(s) ds {(:.) = - _. --

. 2ili (' .\·-:. 

By diffcrentiacing fonnally under chis imcgra.l sign. \Vilhoul rigorousjuslilication. we 
llnd that 

/"(:,) = - f(.'i)-(.\' - Z.) ·Id.\'. I 1· a 
. 2ili.c' a:. 

or 

,, _ _ _1_ 1 I<.\·) d., . 
.I ( •. ) - ') ' ' - :? • -il I ( (.\ - ,, ) 

Likewise. 

II - - ( 2) ( 1 ) 1 I ( .'i) d ,\' 
f ( .. )- ') · )II 
· _nt c (s - :.)-

and 

_,,, __ (3)(2)(1)1 f(s)ds 
f ( .. ) - . ~ . 

2ill ( (,\' - :,)· 11 

These Lhrce special cases suggest lhal expression (4 ). which is 10 be verified in Sec. 56. 
may be valid. A reader ,.,.·ho wishes to accept expression (4) without verification can 
easily pass lo Sec. 57. 

56. VERIFICATION OF THE EXTENSION 

\Ve cum now to the vcrillcation of chc extended Cauchy imcgral formula chat was 
introduced in Sec. 55. Specifically. we consider a function f chat is analytic inside and 
on a simple closed comour C. rnkcn in chc posicivc sense. and we Ice:. be any poim 
interior lO C. \Ve begin wilh slalemcnl ( 10). Sec. 55. of che Cauchy inlcgrnl fonnula: 

f
. _ _ I J I <s) d.,. 

. ( .. ) - ~ . - . 
-il I (' .\ - •· 

( I ) 

In order to verify that/'(:.) exists and Lhat the expression 

., _ _ I ;· /(.\·) d.,. 
f ( .. ) - ~ . - :? 

_il I C ( .\ - •· ) 
(2) 

in Sec. 55 is valid. we lcl d denote the smallcsl distance from:. to points s on C and 
assume 1hal 0 < l~:.I < d (sec Fig. 69). I! then follov.1s from expression (l) that 

f(:. + ~:.) - /(:.) =_I_ 1 ( I - _I_) /(.\·) ds. 
~.. 2il i (' .\' - :. - ~.. ,\' - :. ~ .. 
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\' 

() x FIGURE 69 

Evidcnlly. lhcn. 

f (:: + ~:: ~ - f (::) = ~ / . _ f (s) ~Is . _ . 
~-. _lft Jc (.\ - .. - ~ .. ) (.\ - .. ) 

Bul 

I ~:: 

(.\' - :: - ~::) (s - ::) 
~~~) -~ ) . 
(.\' - :.)- (s - :: - ~::) (.\' - ::>-

and lhis means lhm 

f(:. + ~:.~ - /(:.) - ~ ;· .1:(.\')~'·: = ~1 . _~:f(.~)d:\' - 2· 

~-. -lfl (' (.\ - •. ) _lf/ c (.\ - .. - ~ .. )(.\ - .. ) 

Ncxl. \\IC lcl M denole lhc maximum value of l.f(s ll on C and observe lhal since 
Is - ::I ::'." d and l~::I < d. 

Is - :. - ~:.I= l(s - :.> - ~:.I ::'." lls - :.I - 1~::11 ::'." d - 1~::1 > o. 

Thus 

11 
~:: {(s) d.,. I l~::IM 

. ) ~ ) L. 
c <s - :. - ~:: H.,. - ::>- (d - 1~:.I >d-

where Lis lhe lcnglh of C. Upon Jelling~:: lend lo zero, we find from lhis inequalily 
lhal lhe righl-hand side of equalion (3) also lends lO zero. ConsequerHly. 

I . I ( :. + ~:. > - I ( :: > I 1 I ( s > ds () 
llll - - ) = : 

~; .() ~:. 1lri c (.\' - ::)-

and lhe desired expression for/'(:.) is cslablished. 
The same lcchniquc can be used lo verify lhc expression 

(4) 
·" ___ I 1· /(.\·) d.,. .I ( •. ) - . ~. 

lrl c (.\' - ::)· 
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The dccails. which arc outlined in Exercise 9. Sec. 57. arc lcfc 10 che reader. 1vlache
malical induccion can. moreover. be used 10 obtain the formula 

(5) ·(111 11~ 1 f(s)ds .f ( .:-.) = -. 
') -.r I . ( \" _ - )" I I _,, ( . ,, 

(11 = I. 2 .... ). 

The vc1ification is considerablv more involved lhan for just /1 = I and 11 = 2. and . . 
we refer lhc in le reseed reader lo ocher lcxls for il. • J\s already poinlcd oul in Sec. 55. 
expression (5) is also valid when /1 = 0. in which case il is simply the Cauchy imcgral 
fornlUla. 

57. SOI\'IE CONSEQUENCES OF THE EXTENSION 

We tum now lO some importam consequences of lhe extension of lhe Cauchy irllegral 
formula in Sec. 55. 

Theorem I. ({a .fi111ctio11 f is analytic at a gh·e11 point, t'1e11 its dnfratii·cs <~{ 
a II orders a re a11a I\' tic the rr: too. 

To prove chis remarkable lhcorcm. we assume chat a funclion f is analylic al a 
poinl :.0 . There musl. chen. be a neighborhood I:. - :.0 I < £of :.0 throughoul which f is 
analylic (sec Sec. 25). Consequemly. lhere is a posilivcly oricnled circle Co. cenlered 
al :.o and wilh radius £/2. such lhal I is analytic inside and on Co (Fig. 70). From 
expression (4 ). Sec. 55. we know llrnl 

,, __ I l' f(s)ds .r (,,) - -. ' 
lr/. c .. (.'i - :.)· 

al each poim:. inlc1ior lo Co. and che existence off"(:.) lhroughout lhe neighborhood 
I:. - :.0 1 < £/2 means lhal f' is analycic at :.0 . One can apply the same argumenl lo 
lhe analylic function f' lo conclude lhal ics derivalive .f" is analylic. ccc. Theorem I 
is now eslablished. 

\' 

• 

0 .\ flGURE 70 

•Sec. li.>r cxamp~. pp. 299--30 I in Vol. I of Lhc hook hy Markushcvich. cited in Appendix I. 
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As a consequence. \\'hen a funccion 

/(:.) = 11(.r. _\') + il'(.r. _r) 

is analytic al a poinc:. = (.r. y). che differcnciability off' ensures the continuity off' 
there (Sec. 19). Then. since (Sec. 21) 

( ' . . . (:,) = llx + ll'x = l\ -111.1 .• 

we may conclude thac chc firsc-ordcr partial dcrivacives of 11 and 1· arc continuous ac 
thac point. Furchcrmorc. since/" is analytic and continuous at:. and since 

( " . . 
. (:,)=Hu + ll~.u = l\.1. - 111\'.\" 

etc .. \\IC an-ive at a corollary chat was amicipated in Sec. 27. where harmonic funccions 
were introduced. 

Corollary. ff ti .ftt11ctio11 /(:.) = 11(.r. y) +it'(.\". y) is analytic at a point 
- = (.r. y). tlie11 the co111po11e11t .ftmction.'i /I lllld t~ lim·e co11ti11ll<>llS partial dcrim
tin:.\· <~(oil orders lit lhllt point. 

The proof or che nexc chcorem. due (0 E. Morera ( 185~1909). depends Oil the 
face that che dcrivacive of an analycic function is icself analytic. as staled in Theorem l. 

Theorem 2. Let f be cm1ti11llo11.\· 011 a domain D. ff 

( I ) f /(:.) d:. = () 
Jc 

for e1·e1y closed co11to/lr C i11 D. then .f is anlllytic 1/mmg/10111 D. 

In particular. when D is simply connected. we have for che class of continuous 
functions defined on D the converse of che cheorem in Sec. 52, which is the adapcation 
of the Cauchy-Goursat theorem co such domains. 

To prove Theorem 2. we observe chac when iis hypochesis is satisfied. the cheorem 
in Sec. 48 ensures chac .f has an an1ideriva1ive in D: chat is. cherc exists an analy1ic 
funclion F such chat F'(:.) =/(:.)at each point in D. Since .f is che derivacive of F. 
ic then follows from Theorem I that f is analycic in D. 

Our final theorem here will be esselllial in the next seccion. 

Theorem 3. Sllppose thlll ll .fi111ction f i.\· wuilytic inside lllld 011 a positin,ly 
oriented circle CR. centered lit :.o and lrith radi11s R (Fig. 7 I). ff MR denotes the 

\' 

() .\' FIGURE 71 
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111axi11111111 m/11e <l 1/(:.)1011 CR. then 

(2) 
11' \1 

I •(11) - I - .I R I ( .. o) :::: --. R,, 

\llAP. 4 

(11 = I. 2 .... ). 

Inequality (2) is called Cauchy~" inequality and is an immediate consequence of 
the expression 

/
·(Ill - - ~ l' f(:.)d:. 

( •. o) - "' . I 
· '71: I (' ( - - -< )11 I 

-J • ·S..' .... .... ) 

(11=1.2 .... ). 

in the theorem in Sec. 55when11 is a positive integer. \Ve need only apply the theorem 
in Sec. 4 7. v.1hich gives upper bounds for the modu Ii of the val ucs of contour i ntcgrnls. 
to sec that 

II! 1\t/ R 
l/ 111 (:.o)I < -.--2"JTR (11 = 1. 2 .... ). 

- 2rr R111 1 

where MR is as in the statement of Theorem 3. This inequality is. of course. the same 
as inequality (2). 

EXERCISES 

1. Let C denote the positively oriented boundary of the square whose sides lie along the 
lines x = + 2 and y = ± 2. Evaluate each of these integrals: 

(Cl) 
! ('--:cl: 
. c: - (;ri /2). 

(/>) l cos: 
~ cl:: .. :(::- + 8) 

(c) l ::_cl: 
. c2: + 1 • 

(c/) ! cosh ::_ -· / tan(::./2) 
(-2 < Xo < 2). .---.1-tL. ( (') , d::_ 

. ( ~ . C (::_ - Xo)-

A11s. (a) 21: (b) ;rj /4: (c) -;ri/2: (d) O: (e) i:r sec2 (.r0 /2). 

2. Find the value of 1he integral of g(:) around the circle I: - i I = 2 in the positive sense 
when 

I 
(ti) g(:) = -.--: (/>) g(:) = ---::_.:. + 4 (:2+4)2' 

A11.\. (a) :r/2: (b) :r/16. 

3. Let C be the circle I: I = 3. described in the positive sense. Show thal if 

g(:) = l 2s2 - s - 2 els 
. c .\' - : 

( 1::.1 t- 3 ) . 

then g(2) = 8;ri. \Vhat is the value of g(:) when 1:1 > 3'! 

4. Let C be any simple closed con1our. described in the positive sense in the: plane. and 
write 

l ,\''\ + 2.\' 
g(::_) = . - _\ c/.L 

. c (.\ - ~l 

Show that g(:) = 6rri: when: is inside C and that g(::_) = 0 when::_ is outside. 
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5. Show that if f is analytic within and on a simple closed contour C and ::0 is not on C. 
then 

l ((':)cl: 
, . 

' c (:: - ::o )-

6. Let f denote a function that is rn11ti111w11.\· on a simple closed contour C. following the 
prcx:edure used in Sec. 56. prove that the function 

I l ((.\)tis 
11(-) = - _. --.... ' ") . 

_;rt ' (" s - :: 

is analytic at each point:: interior to C and that 

I l ((.\)tis 
g'(.:) = -. . • 

2,--rt . (" (.\' - ;)-' 

at such a point. 

7. Let Che the unit circle:= ei
11 (-;r :::.= 0 :::.= ;r). First show that for any real constant a. 

I .. (!~; ti: = 2,1 i . 
. ( ' 

Then write this integral in terms of fJ to derive the integration formula 

r' e"'0
"' cos(a sinO)clO = ;r . 

./o 
8. Show that /~1 (-1) = ( - I )11 (11 = 0. I. 2 ... . ). where />11 (.:) arc the Legendre polynomials 

in Example 3. Sec. 55. 
Suggest io11: '.'\otc that 

(s2 - I)" 

(,\' + I )'1+ I 

(.\· - I)" 

.\" + 1 

9. Follow the steps bclO\v to verify the expression 

in Sec. 56. 

I l ( (.\· l cl.\· 
("(::) = - . . 
· ;ri.c(s-::Y 

(a) Use expression (2) in Sec. 56 for/'(::) to show that 

f'(: + il::) - f'<:l 
tl'.' 

I l f(s)ds I l .~(,\· -.:lil:: - 2(il:l2 . 
-. 1 = --. , I./ (.\·) cJs. 
;r1 . c (s - :)" '2;r1 . c (.\· - : - il:)-(.\· - ::)-

(b) Let D and d denote the largest and smallest distances. respectively. from:: to points 
on C. Also. let M be the maximum val uc of If C\' l I on C and L the length of C. With 
the aid of the triangle inequality and by referring to the derivation of expression ('2) 

in Sec. 56 for f' (:: ). show that when 0 < I il: I < d. the value of the integral on the 
right-hand side in part (a) is bounded from above by 

ODlil::I + 21il::l 2
)1\4 

, L. 
(d - lil::ll-d 1 

(c) Use the results in parts (a) and (b) to obtain the desired expression for/"(::). 
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10. Let f be an entire function such that If(:: ll :::= A 1::1 for all ::. where A is a fixed positive 
number. Show that/(::) = a 1::. where a 1 is a complex constant. 

Suggestion: Cse Cauchy's inequality (Sec. 57) to show that the second derivative 
.r" (:: l is zero everywhere in the plane. Note that the constant /'vi R in Cauchy's inequality 
is less than or equal to;\( 1::0 1 + R). 

58. LIOUVILLE'S THEOREl\'I AND THE FUNDAIVIENTAL 
THEOREI\tl OF ALGEBRA 

Cauchy\ inequality in Theorem 3 of Sec. 57 can be used 10 shov ... chal no enlire fun cl ion 
excepl a conscanl is bounded in lhc complex plane. Our lirsl lheorem here. which is 
known as Liouville ~~theorem. slales chis result in a slighcly difkrenl v.:ay. 

Theorem 1. ({ll.fi111ction .f is entire a11d hounded i111/ie rnmplex plane, then f(:.) 
is constant thm11glw111 the plane. 

To start the proof. we assume chat f is as slated and nole thal since f is entire. 
Theorem 3 in Sec. 57 can be applied with any dwice of :.o and R. In particular. 
Cauchy\ inequality (2) in that theorem tells us that when /1 = I. 

( I ) 
I MR 

1.f ( :.o l I ~ R. 
Moreover. che boundedness condition on ( cells us chal a nonnegative constalll M 

. -
exists such thal lf(:.ll ~ 1\tl for.di :.: and. because lhe conscant i\I/ R in inequality (I) 
is always less than or equal to M. it follows chm 

where R can be arbilrarily large. Now che number M in inequality (2) is independclll 
of che value of R that is taken. Hence cha! incqualily holds for arbitrarily large values 
of R only if /'!:..o) = 0. Since lhe choice of :.o was arbilrnry. lhis means lhal f '(':.) = 0 
everywhere in the complex plane. Conscqucncly. f is a conscanl function. according 
to lhe theorem in Sec. 25. 

The following lheorem is called thefu11damental theorem of algebra and follows 
readily from Liouvillc's theorem. 

Theorem 2. Any poly110111ial 

P ) IJ 
(:.) = llO + lll:. +a?.:.- + · · · + ll11:. (an # 0) 

<~{dt:~ree 11 (11 ~ I) lwsllt least 011c :.em. Thal is, there exists at least one point :.o such 
that P ( :.0 ) = 0. 

The proof here is by concradiction. Suppose chat P (:.)is 1101 zero for any value of 
:.. Then chc quotient J / P(:.) is clearly entire. ll is also bounded in chc complex plane. 
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To sec Iha! it is bounded. we first recall slalcment (6) in Sec. 5. Namely. there is a 
positive number R such that 

I 
I I 2 

P( ::) < Ian IR" 
whenever 1::1 > R. 

So I/ P( ::) is bounded in the region exterior to the disk I:: I ~ R. Bue I/ P( ::) 
is continuous on that closed disk. and this means that I/ P(::) is bounded there too 
(Sec. 18). Hence I/ P(::) is bounded in the entire plane. 

ll now follows from Liouvillc"s theorem that I/ P(::). and consequcmly P(::). is 
constant. But P( ::) is not cons tam. and \Ve have reached a contradiction.~ 

The fundamental theorem tells us that any polynomial P(::) of degree 11 (11 ::::: I) 
can be expressed as a product of linear factors: 

(3) 

where c and ::k (k = I. 2 ..... 11) arc complex constants. More precisely. the theorem 
ensures that P(::) has a zero :: 1• Then. according to Exercise 8. Sec. 59, 

where Q1 (::)is a polynomial of degree 11 - I. The same argument. applied to Q1(::). 

reveals that there is a number ::2 such that 

\Vhere Q2(::) is a polynomial of degree 11 - 2. Continuing in this v,:ay. we arrive at 
expression (3). Some of the constants ::kin expression (3) may. of course. appear more 
than once. but it is clear that P(::) can have no more than 11 disti11ct zeros. 

59. l\tlAXIlVIUl\tl l\tlODULUS PRINCIPLE 

In this section. we de1ive an important result involving maximum values of the moduli 
of analycic functions. We begin with a needed lemma. 

Lemma. Suppose that 1/(::)1 ~ l.f<::o)l at each poi111:: i11s0111e11eighborhood 
I:: - ::0 1 < f: i11 which .f is a11alytic. Thrn f (::)has the co11sta111 l'lllue /(:: 0 ) tlmmglumt 
that neighborhood. 

To prove this. we assume that f satisfies the slated conditions and let ::1 be any 
point other than ::0 in the given neighborhood. We then let p he the distance between 
::1 and ::o. If C,, denotes the positively oriented circle I:: - ::ol = p, centered at ::o and 

•For an irllen:\ling prmf of the fundamental theorem of al~hra U\i11g the Caud1y-Gour..al theorem, 
\CCR. P. Boa~. Jr..Ama Math Mmulifr. Vol. 71. i'\o. 2. p. 180. 1964. 
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passing chrough :: 1 (Fig. 72). chc Cauchy inccgral fonnula cells us chac 

I 1 {(::) d:: 
( I ) I <::o) = :;---:-

.,.:Jr I C, :: - ::o 

and chc paramct1il: rcprescntacion 

_J ii! :: = :.o T /)£' 

for Cl' enables us co write equation (I) as 

1 12~ . f ( ::o) = ? f ( ::11 + pe' 
11 

) dR. 
_;r 0 

(2) 

\llAP. 4 

We nocc from expression ( 2) chat when a funccion is analytic within and on a given 
circle, its value at the cenccr is the arithmetic mean of ics values on chc circle. This 
result is called <iauss:'i mean value theorem. 

\' 

0 x FIGURE 72 

From cquacion (2). we obcain chc inequality 

J 12~ . 
(3) l.f<::o)I ::= ~ l.f(::o + pc'0 )1 dfJ. 

_;r 0 

On che ocher hand. since 

(4) ( 0 ::: R ::: 2;r ) . 

we find chac 

(~ lf<::o + pe; 0 )1 dR ::= j 2

:r lf(::o)I de= 2n lf(::o)I. Jo o 
Thus 

(5) 

ll is now evident from inequalities (3) and (5) that 

or 

1 12~ . 
lf<::o)I = 1 l.f<:.o + pc' 11 )I dfJ. 

_;r 0 
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The inccgrand in chis last inccgral is concinuous in che variable (J: and. in view of 
condition (4). ic is grcacer chan or equal co zero on che entire incerval 0 ::: fJ ::: 2.rr. 
Because chc value of chc imcgrnl is zero. chert chc inccgrnnd muse be identically equal 
co zero. Thal is. 

(6) (0 ::: (J ::: 2.rr ). 

This shows chat I .f (:)I = I .f (:o) I for a II points :. 011 the circle I: - :o I = />. 
Finally. since :: 1 is any poinc in c.hc deleted neighborhood 0 < I: - ::0 1 < F:. we 

sec thac chc equation If(:.) I = I .f <::ci>I is. in face. sacisficd by all poincs: lying on any 
circle I: - ::ol = p. \vhere 0 < p < F:. Conscqucncly. 1/(:.)1 = lf(:oll cvcry\l ... hcrc in 
the neighborhood I: - ::0 1 < F:. Bue we know from Example 4. Sec. 26. that when the 
modulus of an analycic funccion is constanc in a domain. lhe function itself is constant 
chcre. Thus f<:.) = /(:. 0 ) for each poilll:: in chc neighborhood. and the proof of chc 
lemma is complcce. 

This lemma can be used to prove che following theorem. which is known as chc 
m{Lrimum modulus pri11ciple. 

Theorem. !f af1111ctio11 f is a11alytic and 1w1 co11stt111/ i11 a gii·e11 do111ai11 D. then 
lf(::)I has 110 11wxi1111m1 rn/11e i11 D. That is. there is 110 poi11t : 0 in the do111ai11 such 
that lf<:ll::: 1.f<:ollfora// points:. i11 it. 

Given chac f is analycic in D. we shall prove c.he cheorcm by assuming chat I /(::)I 
does have a lll<Lximum value al some point :o in D and chen showing Chae f (:) muse 
be conslalll chmughoul D. 

The general approach here is similar co chac taken in chc proof of the lemma in 
Sec. 28. We draw a polygonal line L lying in D and excending from : 0 co any ocher 
poi Ill P in D. Also. d rcprescncs che shor1esl distance from poincs on L co the boundary 
of D. \\'hen D is the entire plane. d may have any positive value. Nexc. we observe 
thac there is a finite sequence of poincs 

:.o. :.1. :.2. · · · · ::11- I· :.11 

along L such chac ::11 coincides wich che poim P and 

(k=l.2 ..... 11). 

In fonning a finicc sequence of neighborhoods (Fig. 73) 

---<..---:::--- ..... , 
,,, ....... , ' /\' ' 

/ I\,' ,N,' ~ ' 
/ ' 0 \ \ 

I I I 1 

I - I ; , I ) 
1 •-0 •-I I -, I 
\ I I I 
\ I I / ' / / / 

' .... - - - -~ - - ..,c. - - -

No. Ni. N1 ..... N11 1. N11 

----:,. ....... -
/\' 

II 

p 

.. 
' ' \ 

I 
I 

I I •-11 - I - I 
I •·11 I 

', \ I 

' ' I ..... __ ,.__ // 

---- FIGURE 73 
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where each N1; has ccmcr :.1; and radius d. we sec that .f is analytic in each of these 
neighborhoods. which arc all contained in D, and that the center of each neighborhood 
N1; (k = I. 2 ..... 11) lies in the neighborhood Nk 1• 

Since If (:.)I was assumed to have a maximum value in D at :..o· it also has a 
maximum value in No at that point. Hence. according to the preceding lemma. f(:.) 
has the constant value f(:.0 ) throughout N0 . In particular. f(:. 1) = f(:.0 ). This means 
that l.f(:.)I :::_: jf(:.1 )j for each point:. in N1: and the lemma can be applied again. this 
time telling us that 

when:. is in N1. Since :.2 is in N1. then. /( :.2) = f ( :.o). Hence I/(:.) I :S If ( ::2) I when 
:. is in N 2: and the lemma is once again applicable. showing that 

when:. is in N1. Continuing in this manner. \VC eventually reach the neighborhood Nn 
and arrive at the fact that f(:. 11 ) = f(:. 0 ). 

Recalling that :.,, coincides with the point P, which is any poim other than ::o in 
D. we may conclude that/(::)= /(:.0 ) for ercry point:. in D. Inasmuch as/(::) has 
now been shown lo be constant throughout D. the theorem is proved. 

If a function f that is analytic at each poim in the interior of a closed bounded 
region R is also cominuous throughout R. then the modulus 1/(:.)1 has a maximum 
value somewhere in R (Sec. 18). That is. there exists a nonnegative constant 1\t/ such 
that jf(:.)j :S M for all points:. in R. and equality holds for at least one such point. 
If f is a constant function. then lf(::)j = kl for all:. in R. If. however. f(:.) is not 
constant. then. according to the theorem just prove<l. If(:. )I i= 1\11 for any point :. in 
the imcrior of R. \Ve thus arrive al an important corollary. 

Corollary. Suppose that a .fi111ctio11 f is continuous 011 a closed bounded region 
Rand tlwt it is analytic and not constant in the interior <f R. Then the maximum l'lllue 
<~flf(:.)j in R. which is alirnys reached, occurs .\·0111eu·hcrc 011 the lw111ulary <f Rand 
nert:r in the interim: 

\Vhen the function.fin the corollary is wriucn .((:.) = u(x. y) + iv(x, y). the 
co1111w11ent .fi111ctio11 u(.r. y) also lws a 111axi11111111 rn/11c in R 1rliich is as.w111ed 011 
the bo1111£il1ry <f Rand 11e1·cr i11 the interior. where it is hannonic (Sec. 27). This is 
because the composite function g(:.) = exp( f(:.)j is cominuous in R and analytic 
and not constant in the imc1ior. Hence its modulus jg(:.)I = cxplu(x. y)J. which is 
continuous in R. must assume its maximum value in Ron the boundary. In view of 
the increasing nature of the cxponcmial function. it follO\vs that the maximum value 
of 11(.r. y) also occurs on the boundary. 

Properties of mi11i11111111 values of If (:.)I and 11(.r. y) are similar and treated in the 
exercises. 
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EXAMPLE. Consider lhe funclion f C:.) 
lriangu tar region R wilh vertices al the poinls 

(:: + I )2 defined on the dosed 

:: = 0. - = ") and :: = 1. 

A simple geomelric argumenl can be used lo locale poinls in R al v,:hich lhe modulus 
lf(::)I has ils maximum and minimum values. The argumcnl is based on the imerprc
lalion of 1/(::)1 as lhe square of lhc dislancc d hcl\vecn - I and any poim:: in R: 

) ) 

d- = I .f (::)I = I:: - < - I ) 1-. 

As one can sec in Fig. 74. lhc maximum and minimum values of d. and lhcrdorc 
1/(::)1. ocrnr al boundary poinls. namely::= 2 and::= 0. respectively. 

\' 

-l 0 .\ FIGURE 74 

EXERCISES 

1. Suppose that/(:) is entire and that the harmonic function 11(.r. _r) =Relf(:)] has an 
upper hound 110 : chat is. 11(.\. y) ::: 11 0 for all points (x. y) in the x y plane. Show that 
11 (.r. y) must be constant throughout the plane. 

Suggt!sTio11: Apply Liouvilk's theorem (Sec. 58) lo the function g(:) = explf (:JI. 

2. Let a function f be continuous on a closed hounded region R. and let it he analytic and 
not constant throughout the interior of R. Assuming that/(:) :f- 0 anywhere in R. prove 
that If (:)I has a mini 11111111 rnl 1tt! m in R which occurs on the boundary of R and never in 
che interior. Do this by applying the corresponding result for maximum values (Sec. 59) 
to the function g(:) = I /f (: ). 

3. t;se the function f<:) = : co show that in Exercise 2 the condition f (:.) # 0 anywhere 
in R is necessary in order to obtain the resu It of that exercise. That is. show that If (:)I 
c<111 reach its minimum value at an interior point when the minimum value is zero. 

4. Let R region 0 ::: x ::: ;r, 0 ::: y ::: 1 (Fig. 75). Show that the modulus of the entire 
function f(:) =sin: has a maximum value in Rat the boundary point:= (;r/2) + i. 

\' 

0 

S11gge.\·1io11: Write 1/(:)1 2 = sin 2 x + sinh2 y (see Sec. 37) and locate points in R 
al which sin2 .rand sinh 2 y are the largesl. 

-
(7r/2. I) 

x FIGURE 75 
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5. Let f <::) = 11 (x. _r) +i v(.r. y) be a function that is continuous on a closed bounded region 
R and analytic and not constant throughout the interior of R. Prove that the component 
function /1 (X. y) has a minimum value in R which occurs on the boundary of Rand never 
in the interior. (Sec Exercise 2.) 

6. Let f be the function/(':.)= e·· and R the rectangular region 0 ::= x ::= I. 0 ::= y ::= ;r. 

Illustrate results in Sec. 59 and Exercise 5 by 11nding points in R where the component 
function 11(.r. y) =Relf<::)] reaches its maximum and minimum rnlues. 

A11.\. :: = I . :: = I + ;r i. 

7. Let the function /(::) = 11(.r. _r) + it•(.r.y) be continuous on a closed bounded 
region R. and suppose that it is analytic and not constant in the interior of R. Show 
that the rnmponent function 11(.r. y) has maximum and minimum values in R \Vhich are 
reached on the boundary of Rand never in the interior. where it is harmonic. 

Suggestion: Apply results in Sec. 59 and Exercise 5 to the function g(::) = -if<::). 

8. Let :: 0 be a zero of the polynomial 

/ ) (- - ....... . - . . _:! . ..L -" _) - ao . a,._ -t- ":!·- -t- .... "11· 
of degree /1 (11 :::_ I). Show in the following way that 

/>(-) = (- - - JQ(-) •. • •-0 • 

where Q (::) is a polynomial of degree /1 - L 

(a) Verify that 

j, -~-(- -)(_J-1..L_.l-2_ ...._ ..L--J--2..L_.t-I) 
• - •() - - - '(I • • • ,(I • . . . • • •() • •() 

(/J) l:se the factori1.ation in part (a) to shO\v that 

/>(::) - />(::o) = (;:: - :o) Q(::) 

(k = 2 . . l ... ). 

where Q(::) is a polynomial of degree /1 - I. and deduce the desired result from this. 



CHAPTER 

5 
SERIES 

This chapter is devoted mainly to series representations of analytic functions. We 
present theorems that guarantee the existence of such representations. and we develop 
some facility in manipulating series. 

60. CONVERGENCE OF SEQUENCES 

An infinite sequence .::1 . .::2 ....• .::11 •••• of complex numbers has a limit.:: if. for each 
positive number F:. there exists a positive integer 11 0 such that 

( 1 ) I- -1 .... f:' ..... 11 - ..... - " whenever /1 > 110. 

Geometrically. this means that for suflicicntly lm·gc values of 11. the points .::,, lie in 
any given F: neighborhood of.:: (Fig. 76). Since we can choose F: as small as we please. 
il follows that the points .::11 become arbilrarily close to.:: as rheir subscripts increase. 
Nore lhal rhe value of 110 chat is needed will, in general. depend on the value of F:. 

A sequence can have at most one limit. Thal is. a limit.:: is unique if il exists 
(Exercise 5. Sec. 61 ). \Vhcn the limit.:: exists. the sequence is said to converge to.::. 
and we \\·'file 

(2) Jill\ .::11 =.::. 
II >X. 

If a sequence has no limit. it diverges. 

179 
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Theorem. Suppose that : 11 = x,, + iy,, (11 = I. 2 .... ) and: = x + iy. Then 

(J) Jim :.,, = :. 
II • "-' 

~rand 011/y ~r 

( 4) lim x 11 = x a11d Jim r,, = \'. 
II > """ /1 > ""\.: • • 

To prove chis theorem. \\IC lirsc assume thac condicions (4) hold and obcain condi
cion (3) from ic. According co condicions (4). chere exisl. for each positive number r. 
posicive incegers 111 and 112 such Chae 

Jx,, - x I < whenever 11 > 111 
') 

and 
f; 

Ir - \'I < - whenever 11 > "'· . II . 
2 

Hence if 110 is che larger of che cwo inccgcrs 111 and 112, 

Since 

chen. 

f; f; 

lxn - x I < and IY11 - yl < v .. ·henever 11 > 110. 2 ') 

l(x11 + i_\'11) - (x + iy)I = j(x11 - x) + i(.\'11 - .r>I ~ lx11 - xi+ 1.r,, - yl. 

1:11 - :.I 
f; f 

<--1--=F; 
2 2 

whenever II > II(). 

Condition (3) chus holds. 
Conversely. if \\IC scm·c wich condicion (3). we know chac for each posicive number 

F:. Chere exiscs a positive incegcr 11 0 such Uu\l 

j(x11 + iy,,) - (x + iy)I < F: whenever 11 > 110. 

But 

lx11 - xi < l(.r11 - .r) + i(y,, - y>I = l<.r,, + iy11) - (x + iy)I 
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and 

I y,, - y I :'S I Lr11 - x ) + i ( y,, - y ) I = I (.r 11 + i Y11 ) - ( x + i y) I : 

and this means that 

lx11 - x I < F: and ly,, - y I < F:: whenever /1 > 110. 

That is. conditions (4) <u-e satisfied. 
Note how the theorem enables us to write 

Jim (X11 + ir11) = Jim X11 + i lim y,, 
JI ~ "'.'\... • JI > "X.. II ) "' 

whenever we know that both limits on the right exist or that the one on the left exists. 

EXAMPLE 1. The sequence 

. (- J )II 
:,, = -J +I ., (11=1.2 .... ) 

11-

converges to - I since 

[ 

(- J )II] 
Jim - I + i ) 

/l·>X II-

(- J )II 
= Jim (-1) + i Jim ) = - J + i · 0 = - J. 11 ''-' II ''-' II-

Definition ( J) can also be used to obtain this result. rvtorc precisely. 

I
. (-1 )II I J I ::11 - ( - J ) I = I ) = -) < F: 

11- 11-
whenever 

I 
1l > ~· 

v r. 

One must be careful when adapting our theorem to polar coordinates. as the 
following example shmvs. 

EXAMPLE 2. Consider now the same sequence 

(- J )" 
-J + i ) .... ,, - (II= J.2 .... ) 

11-

as in Example J. If we use the polar coordinates 

r 11 = 1::11 I and (·)11 = Arg ::11 (11 = I. 2 .. .. ) 

\\··here Arg :: 11 denotes pri11cipal arguments ( - Jr < (-)11 :S ;r ). we find that 

but that 

Jim (-) 21, = n and lim <->2,, 1 = -Jr (II = I. 2 . ... ). 
II ''-' II "'-' 

Evidcn tly. then. the Ii mi t of (-)11 docs not exist as 11 tends to intin icy. (Sec also Excrc isc 2. 
Sec. 61.) 
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61. CONVERGENCE OF SERIES 

An inlinitc series 
'-

( I ) ~ - - - I + -) + ... _L - _._ ••• ~ .... ,,-.... ...._ I .... JI I 

11=1 

of complex numbers co11verges to the sum S if the sequence 
,v 

(2) S,v = L :.11 = :: I + ::1 + ... + ::,v ( N = I. 2 .... ) 
ll-'--1 

of partial sums converges to S: we then write 

11=1 

Note that since a sequence can have al most one limit. a series can have at most one 
sum. \Vhcn a series docs not converge. we say that it diverges. 

Theorem. Suppose that ::11 = .r11 + iy,1 (11 = I. 2 .... ) and S = X + i Y. Tl1t!11 

( 3) 
11'"'"1 

~r """ 0111.r ~r 

L x11 = X and L y11 = Y. 
II= I 11=1 

This theorem tells us. of course. that one can write 
"'\,.; x. "'\,.; 

L(X11 + iy11) = l:.r11 + i L Yn 
II= I 11=- I 11=1 

whenever it is known that the two sc1ics on the right converge or that the one on the 
left docs. 

To prove the theorem. we first '':rite the partial sums (2) as 

(5) S,v=X,v+iY,v. 

where 
N N 

X,v = L .r11 and Y,v = LY11· 
ll'-'-1 11=1 

Now statement (3) is true if and only if 

(6) Jim S,v = S: 
N ''-' 
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an<l. in view of relation (5) and chc chcorem on sequences in Sec. 60. limil (6) holds if 
and only if 

(7) lim X,v = X and lim Yx = Y. 
:V •x N •x 

Limits (7) lhcrcfore imply slatcmerll (3). an<l conversely. Since X,v and YN arc lhe 
partial sums of the series (4). lhe theorem here is proved. 

This theorem can be useful in showing that a number of familiar propc11ies of 
series in calculus carry over lo series whose lcnns arc complex numbers. To illusu·ate 
hov ... chis is done. we include here two such propc11ics and present chem as corolhu·ies. 

Corollary 1. ((a series <f complex 1111111/Jer.\· com•erges, the 11th term com·erges 
to :em as 11 te11ds to i11.fi11ity. 

Assuming chat series (I ) converges. we know from lhc theorem that if 

:11=X11+i_\'11 (II= J.2 .... ). 

lhen each of the series 

(8) 2=x11 and LY11 
11:..ol 11~1 

converges. \Ve knmv. moreover. from calculus thal the nlh lenn of a convergent series 
of real numbers approaches zero as 11 tends lo inlinily. Thus. by che cheorcm in Sec. 60. 

Jim :,, = lim X11 + i Jim r,, = 0 + 0 · i = 0: 
JI ,. '."'.'\,,. /J • :X. II > '."...: • 

and the proof of Corollary I is complelc. 
It follows from this corollary urnl the lerrns of convergent series arc bounded. Thal 

is. when series (I) converges. Chere exists a posilivc constant M such that 1:11 I ::::= M 
foreach positive intcger11. (See Exercise 9.) 

For anolher importalll property of se1ies of complex numbers chat follov ... s from 
a corresponding property in calculus. series (I) is said to he absolutely co11verge11t if 
lhe se1ies 

"" "" L 1:,,1 = L v1x,~ + Y,~ (:11 = X11 + iy11 ) 
11=1 11=1 

. I I.,.,, I } ) ol rca numi~rs v' x,~ + .\',~ converges. 

Corollttf)' 2. The absolute com·e1:~e11ce <~(a series <f complex 1111111ln.·rs implies 
the com·e1:i:e11ce <~ft/wt series. 

To prove Corolhuy 2. ,..,.c assume thal series (I) converges absolutely. Since 

I ) ") .... Ix I < / x- + \'- anu II - \1 11 · 11 I . I< I -2 + .2 
.\II - \/.\II .\/J' 
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we know fmm lhe comparison lcsl in calculus lhal lhe lwo series 

11=1 11=1 

musl converge. Moreover. since lhc absolule convergence of a series of real numbers 
implies lhc convergence of lhc series ilsclL il follows lhal lhe series (8) both converge. 
In view of lhc lhcorcm in chis scclion. lhcn. series (I) converges. This finishes lhc 
proof of Corollary 2. 

In cslablishing lhc facl lhal lhc sum of a series is a given number S. it is often 
convcnienl to define lhc remainder PN aflcr N lcrms. using lhc partial sums (2): 

(9) PN = S- S,v. 

Thus S = S,v + p,v: and. since IS,v - SI = IPN - 01. we sec chat ll series cmwerges 
toll 1111111/Jer S {f ll11d 011/y {{the scq11c11ce <f ll'111ai11ders tends to :.em. We shall make 
considerable use of chis obscrvalion in our lrcauncnt of power series. They ;uc series 
of lhc form 

x 

L: "" <-~: - .::o >
11 

= ''o + (/ t1.:: - .::o > + a.:d.:: - .::o > 
1 + ... + "" (.:: - .::o >" + .... 

11'-'0 

where .::o and lhc cocfficienls "" arc complex conslanls and .:: may be any point in 
a slmcd region containing .::0 . In such series. involving a variable .::. we shall dcnolc 
sums. partial sums. and remainders by S( .::). S,v (.::).and p,v (.::). rcspcclivcly. 

EX.;\,\'IPLE. \Vilh lhc aid of remainders. il is easy to verify lhal 

"- I L :." = 
1 

_.:: whenever 1.::1 < 1. 
11=0 

(I 0) 

We need only recall lhc idcrHity (Exercise 9. Sec. 9) 

_11 1 I 

I + .:: + :.1 + ... + :.11 = ---

lo \\·Tile 1he panial sums 

as 

If 

N I 

(' (-) ~ _,, I+ - L _2 + + _N I .. ) J,.. .... = ~ ..... = .... -, .... . . . .... 
IJc.d) 

SN(.::)= ---

1 
S(.::) = --. 

I -

(.:: =I= J) 

(:. # I ) 
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then. 

Thus 

_N 

t>,vC:.) = S(:) - S,v(:) = 
1 
'~ _ 

1:1"' 
lp,v!:>I = ll - :I 
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(:#-I). 

and it is clear from this that the remainders f>,v(:) tend to zero when 1:1 <I but not 
when 1:1 ~ J. Summation formula (I 0) is. therefore. established. 

EXERCISES 

l. lise detini1ion (I). Sec. 60. of Ii mils of sequences 10 show that 

lim (~ + ;) = i. 
1/-•X JI-

2. Lei <-> 11 (11 = I. 2 ... . ) denote the principal argumenls of the numbers 

--.n -

and poi nl out why 

(-I )11 
I+ i--,-

11-
(II = I. 1 . ... ). 

Jim <->11 = 0. 

(Compare with Example 2. Sec. 60.) 

3. lise 1heincquali1y(see Sec. 5) 11:: 11 1- 1::11 ~I::,, - ::I to show that 

if lim ::11 = :: . 1hcn lim I::,, I = I:: I. 
11-x 11-x 

4. Write::= n/11
• where 0 < r < I. in the summation formula ( 10). Sec. 61. Then. with 

the aid of the theorem in Sec. 61. show that 

'X ,. cos() - r 2 

' r11 cos 110 = and 
L · I - 1r cosO + r 2 
11=1 

'- r sin 0 'r11 sin 110 = ------
L I -1rcos0+r2 

when 0 < r < I. (~ote that these formulas are also valid when r = 0.) 

5. Show that a limit of a convergem sequence of complex numbers is unique by appealing 
lo the corresponding result for a sequence of real nu mbcrs. 

6. Show that 

if L :: 11 = S. then L ::11 = S. 
11=1 11=1 

7. Lei c denote any complex number and show that 

" '-
if L ::11 = S. then L c::11 = cS. 

11=1 11=1 
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8. By recalling the corresponding result for series of real numbers and referring to the 
theorem in Sec. 61. show that 

'- '.\.. '.X 

if L ::11 = S and L lr11 = T. then L(::.11 + 1r11) = S + T. 
11=1 11=1 11=1 

9. Let a sequence ::.11 (11 = I. 2 ... . ) converge to a number ::... Show that there exists a 
positive number i'vl such that the inequality l::.11 I ::: lvl holds for all 11. Do this in each of 
the following ways. 

(a) :\ote that there is a posi tivc integer 110 such that 

I::. II I = I::. + ( ::.,, - ::. ) I < I.:: I + I 

whenever /1 > 110 . 

(h) \Vrite : 11 = .r11 + iy,, and recall from the theory of sequences of real numbers that 
thcconvergenccofx11 and y,, (11=I.2 .... )implies that lx11 I::: i'v/ 1 and l.1;1 1::: M~ 
(11 = I. 2 ... . ) for some positive numbers lvf 1 and 1'vl2. 

62. TAYLOR SERIES 

\Ve tum now lo Taylor~fi theorem, which is one of the mosl imporlanl results of the 
chapter. 

Theorem. Suppose that a.fimction f is analytic throughout a disk I:: - ::o I < Ro. 
centered at ::0 and 1rith radius Ro (Fig. 77 ). Then .{(::)has the power series represen
tation 

'.".\.. 

( l ) f (:.) = L ll11 (:. - ::ol'1 ( I ::.. - ::o I < R 0) . 

11=0 

1rhere 

(2) a,, = 
/

·(111 ( - ) . ..o 
II ~ 

(II= 0. l. 2 .... ). 

That i.-.. series (I) com·erges lo f (::) 1d1e11:. lies in the slated open disk. 

,. 
,,..----- ...... ,, .... 

/ ' / ' / • 

/,\ I -.. 
I 

I 
I 
I - I 
I •O I 
I I 
\ I 

\ I 

0 ' / x 
' / .... - ,., -- __ ,,, FIGURE 77 

This is the expansion of/(:.) into a Taylor series about the point :: 0 . ll is the 
familiar Taylor series from calculus. adapted lo functions of a complex variable. With 
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lhc agrccmclll chm 

/
·<01 r . (.::o) =. (.::o) and ()~ = I. 

se1ics (I ) can. of course. he \\·Tillcn 

(3) 
. . /'(.::o) f"(.::o) ) 

.f ( .:: ) = .f ( .::o) + I ~ I .:: - .::o) + ,, , (.:: - .::o )- + · · · ( I.:: - .::o I < Ro >. 

Any funccion which is analycic al a poinl .::o muse have a Taylor series ahouc .::o. 
For. if .f is analytic al .::o. it is analytic chroughoul some neighborhood I.:: - .::o I < F:: of 
ch al poinl (Sec. 25): and F: may serve as the value of R0 in che slalemcnl of Taylor's 
chcorcm. Also. if .f is entire. Ro can he chosen arbitmrily large: and the condicion of 
validicy becomes I.:: - .::0 1 < oo. The series chcn converges co/(.::) ac each poilll.:: in 
the linite plane. 

When iL is known Lim! f is analycic everywhere inside a circle centered al .::o. 
convergence of ics Taylor series ahouc .::0 10 /(.::) for each poinL.:: wiLhin chm circle is 
ensured: no ccsl for the convergence of chc series is even required. In fact according 10 

Taylor"s chcorem. the series converges to/(.::) wichin the circle about .::0 whose rndius 
is the distance from .::0 10 the nearest poilll :. 1 at which ffail.no he analycic. In Sec. 71. 
we shall find that this is actually the largest circle cclllcrcd al .::n such thac chc series 
converges to/(.::) for all .:: inccrior co ic. 

In chc 1<.>llowing scccion. we shall firsL prove Taylor\ theorem when .::o = 0. in 
which case f is assumed 10 he analyti<.: throughout a disk 1.::1 < R0 . Series (I) then 
becomes a Maclauri11 series: 

(4) 
. '- rlll ({)) II 

.I(.::) = L , .:: (1.::1 < Ro). 
II. 

11=0 

The proof when .::11 is nonzero will follow as an immediate consequence. A reader 
who wishes lo acccpl chc proof of Taylor's theorem can easily skip co the examples in 
Sec. 64. 

63. PROOF OF TAYLOR'S THEOREl\'I 

As indicated m chc end of Sec. 62. the proof falls naturally into cwo pans. 

The case zu = 0 

To begin che derivacion of rcprcscncacion (4) in Sec. 62, we \\Tile 1.::1 = r and Ice Co 
denote chc posicivcly oriented circle I.:: I = r0 where r < '°'' < R0 (sec Fig. 78). Since 
f is analytic inside and on the circle Co and sin<.:c the poim .:: is interior co Co. the 
Cauchy imegra.1 fonnula 

( I ) 
. ___ 1_ ;· fls) d.\· 

.f ( •. ) - ? . 
_if I ('" .'i - .:: 

applies. 
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\' 

FlGURE 78 

Now the factor J /(.\' - :: ) in the integrand here can be put in the form 

( 2) --=-·----
,\' - :: .'i I - (:: /s) 

and we know from the example in Sec. 56 that 

J N I _N 
~II •· 

--=~- +--
I - :: <' •. J - :: 

11~, 

(3) 

when:. is any complex number other than unity. Replacing:: by :./sin expression (3). 
then. \\1C can rewrite equation (2) as 

(4) 

N I 
_1_ - L _1 __ 11 _N I - .. + .. . 
.\· - :: s"' I (.\· - :: )s'" 

11"-'0 

tvlulliplying through this equation by /(s) and then integrating each side with respect 
to.\· around Co. we find that 

i.. f(s) ds ,Lv 
1 1 f(s) ds v 1c· f(s) ds . = . _II+-' _. __ _ 

, s-- , .\'1111 •.•. , (.\·--)sN' 
• ·II •· 11'-"0 (\I 0 (,, •• 

In vie\v of expression ( J ) and the fact that (Sec. 55) 

_1_1 f(s)ds 

2;rr i (',, .\' 11 t I 
(II= 0. J. 2 .... ). 

this reduces. aflerwe multiply through by l/(2;rri). to 

(5) 

where 

(6) 

N I fi111({)) 
/(:.) = L . I :.II + f),v(:.). 

JI. 
11~0 

_N / f(s) ds 
PN(:.) = ;~i .le, (s - ::).\·N. 
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Reprcscnlation ( 4) in Sec. 62 now follows once it is shown that 

(7) Jim p,v(.::) = 0. 
N '"-

To accomplish this. \\IC recall that 1.::1 = r and that C0 has radius r 0 • where r 0 > r. 
Then. ifs is a point on C0 • we can sec that 

Is - .:: I ~ lls I - I.:: II = ro - r. 

Consequently. if 1\1/ denotes the maximum value of lf(s)I on C0 • 

r N M M ro ( 

1

1.

1

•

1 

) ,v 
lp,v(.::)I :S: - · .v 2.rrro = --

2.rr ( r0 - r )r(1 ro - r 

Inasmuch as (r/ r0 ) < J. limit (7) dc<u·Jy holds. 

The case z0 F 0 

In order 10 verify the theorem when the disk of radius Ro is ccmcrcd at an arbitrary 
point .:: 0 • we suppose that f is analytic when I.:: - .::0 I < R0 and note that the composite 
function/(.::+ .::o) must be analytic when I(.::+ .::o) - .::ol < Ro. This last inequality 
is. of course. just 1.::1 < R0 : and. if we write g(.::) = /(.:: + .::0 ). the analyticity of gin 
the disk 1.::1 < R0 ensures the existence of a Maclaurin series representation: 

"'\;,;<:\Ill(()) (-) 2=. _IJ g •. = .. 
11 ~ 

II =;(I 

( 1.::1 < Ro). 

That is. 

" f''d ) """' .. (.::o " f(.::+.::o)=L..,, , .:: 
11. 

(1.::1 < Ro). 
IJ "'(I 

Afccr replacing.:: by.:: - .::0 in this equation and its condition of validity. we have the 
desired Taylor series expansion ( J) in Sec. 62. 

64. EXAI\'IPLES 

In Sec. 72. we shall sec that any Taylor series representing a function /(.::) about a 
given point .::o is unique. More precisely. we \Viii shov.· that if 

"-

I. """' II . ( .:: ) = L.,, ll11 ( .:: - .::o) 

for all points .:: interior to some circle ccncered al .:: 0 • then chc power series here 
must be the Taylor series for .f about .::0 • regardless of how chose constanls arise. 
This observation often allows us lo find lhc coefficients a11 in Taylor series in more 
enicierll ways than by appealing direc1ly lo the formulaa11 = /( 111

(.::0 )/11 ~in Taylor's 
lhcorem. 
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This section is devoted lo finding chc follov ... ing six Maclaurin series expansions. 
'"'here :o = 0, and to illustrate how they can be used to find related expansions: 

I :x; 

- = L ~JI = I + - + _2 + ... I - : (I.. •. •. 
II= 

( I ) (1:1 < I). 

(2) (1:1 < 00). 

(3) (1:1<00). 

( 4) ( 1:1 < 00). 

(5) (1:1 < 00). 

(6) (1:1 < 00). 

We I isl these rcsu lls together in order to have them for ready reference later on. Since 
the expansions arc familiar ones from calculus with: instead of x. the reader should. 
hov ... cvcr. find chem easy to remember. 

In addition to collecting expansions (I) through (6) together. we nm\1 present their 
derivations as Examples I chrough 6. along v.1ilh some other series that arc immediate 
consequences. The reader should always keep in mind that 

(a) the regions of convergence <.:an be determined before the actual series arc found: 

(b) there may be several reasonable ways co find the desired series. 

EX.i\i\ilPLE 1. Representation (I) was. of course. obtained earlier in Sec. 61. 
where Taylor's theorem was not used. In order to sec how Taylor's theorem can be 
used. we first note that the point: = I is the only singuhuity of the function 

I 
/(:) = --

1 - : 

in the finite plane. So the desired tvlaclaurin series converges to f(:) when 1:1 < I. 
The dcri vati vcs of { (:) arc 

II! 
((Ill(:)= ----
. (I - :)" 11 

(11 = I. 2 . ... ). 

Hence if we agree chat p 01
(:) = f(:) and O! =I. we find chat P" 1(0) = 11! when 

11 = 0. I. 2 .... : and upon writing 

'" r'I '(O) , 
I (:) = L . I :'

1 = L :". 
II. 

110..00 11'-"0 

we arrive al the series representation (I). 
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If we subscicucc - .:: for.:: in cquacion ( l) and ics condicion of validicy. and nocc 
Chae 1.::1 < l when I - .:: I < I, we sec thac 

l :x; 

--= 2::<-1)//.::11 
I+.:: 

11=tl 

<I.:: I < I). 

If. on che other hand. we replace the variable.:: in equation (I) by I - .::. we have 
the Taylor series rcprcscncacion 

I " 
=-- = L ( - I )11 (.:: - I )'1 (I.:: - 11 < l ). 

11=..cO 

This condition of validity follows from chc one associaccd with expansion (I) since 
I I - .:: I < I is chc same as I.:: - 11 < I. 

For another applicacion of expansion (I). we now seek a Taylor series reprcsen
lation of the funccion 

l 
/(.::) = --

1 - .:: 

abouc che poi Ill .:: 0 = i. Since che discancc betv.:ecn .::0 and the singularity.:: = l is 
11 - i I = Ji.. the condition of validicy is I.:: - i I < Ji.. (See Fig. 79.) To flnd chc 
sc1ics. which involves pov .. ·ers of.:: - i. we first wricc 

-- - ------- = -- . -----
(1-i)-(.::-i) l - ; 

1 - (~=~)· 
Because 

when I.:: - i I < JI.. expansion ( l) now cells us chat 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

' 

/ 
I 

,,. ,,. 

' ' ..... 

\' 

- - .... 
.... 

0 

' ' \ 
\ 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

FIGURE 79 
I: - i! < ..f5. 

r-
(j.:: - ;1 < v2>: 
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and we arrive al lhc Taylor series expansion 

I I "" (-- ·)n "" (:.-i)n 
~=~I:~-~ =I:(l-i)llll 

11"-'0 n"'O 

(I:: - ii< h). 

EXA.\'IPLE 2. Since chc function/(:.)= e; is enlire. it has a Maclaurin series 
representation thac is vali<l for all:.. Hen! .r<n 1

(:.) = e: (11 = 0. I. 2 .... ): and because 
/<111 (0) = I (11 = 0. I. 2 .... ). expansion (2) follows. Note 1ha1 if:: = x + iO. the 
expansion becomes 

.1· I:'- x" 
t! = -

II ! 
11.=0 

(-OO<X<OO). 

The enlirc function :. 3e2: is also rcprcsenlCd by a .Maclaurin series. The simples! 
way lo show chis is to replace:. by 2-:. in expression (2) an<l chen multiply through the 
result by :.·': 

x ')/J 

_.\e2: = ~ :__n I J 
.. L 11! •. 

IJ'-'0 

Finally. if we replace JI by JI - 3 here. '''C have 

"'.\:., ')II _\ 

-\); = I: _-___ IJ 

•. /J'-0.I (JI -3)!" 

( 1:.1 < 00). 

(1::1 <00). 

EXA.MPLE 3. One can use expansion (2) and the definition (Sec. 37> 

t!i; - t! j -

sin:.=---'> . _, 
10 find the rvtaclaurin series for the entire function/(:.) =sin:.. To give the details. 
we n:!fcr 10 expansion ( J ) and wrilc 

I [ '- ( . - )n x ( - . - )n l I '- . . n _n . L I.. L I.. L [ J I /J . I •. Siil:. = - -- - = - - ( - ) I --
2; II ! II ! 2i - JI ! 

n=O n=U ll-"'0 
(1:.1 < 00). 

Bue I - ( - I )n = 0 when /1 is even. and so we can n:!place /1 by 2J1 + I in this last 
series: 

J x ;2nl 1::2nl I 
. ~ [I - ( - I )211 11 J-Slll :. = -:;-:- L ----

_, 11~0 (2J1 + I)! 
(1::1 < 00). 

Inasmuch as 

I - (-1)2n 11 = 2 and i2" 11 = (i 2 )11 i = (-l)ni. 

chis reduces co expansion (3 ). 
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EXAMPLE 4. Using term hy tcnn differentiation. whid1 \l ... ill he justified in 
Sec. 7 J. we di lfrrcntiatc each side of equation (3) and \vritc 

" ( - I )11 d ) 
COS _ = ' ___ 11 I I 

" ') + I " -~1 
' -11 ) ' •. = L.._.,( - I)" -;-11 = L.._.,(- J )11 --,, L....., ') 1 ' /- •. 

11~0 (_/1 + ). ( '· 11=0 ( 211 + J )! . 11=0 (2n)! 

(1:1 < CXJ). 

Expansion (4) is now verified. 

EXAMPLE 5. Because sinh: = -i sin(i:). as poi med out in Sec. 39. we need 
only recall expansion (3) for sin: and write 

which hccomcs 

" (i _ ) 211 I· I 

sinh: = -i ' ( - I )11 --·· __ 
L....., (211 + I)! 
11 =0 

" _211 I I 

sinh: = 2:-'-· --
11~0 (211 +I)! 

(1:1 < oo). 

( 1:1 < 00). 

EXAMPLE 6. Since cosh: = cos(i:). according lo Sec. 39. the Maclaurin 
sc1ics (4) for cos: reveals that 

" (i-)211 
cosh:. = '(-l )11

-··_ 

L....., (211) ! 
II =0 

(1:1 < oo). 

and we arrive al the Maclaurin series representation 

" _211 

cosh: = L (;II)! 
11=0 

(1:1 < oo). 

Ohscrvc that the Taylor series for cosh: ahou l the point :o = -2n i. for example. 
is obtained hy replacing the variable: on each side of thi~ last equation by : + 2ni 
and then recalling (Sec. 39) that cosh(: + 2ni) = cosh: for all:: .... 

x ') . ~I 

L (:+-lrt) 
cosh: = 

( 211) ! 
11ccO 

( 1:1 < 00). 

65. NEGATIVE PO\VERS OF (z - zo) 

If a function f fails lo he analytic al a point :o. one cannot apply Taylor's theorem 
there. It is often possible. however. to lind a series representation for/(:) involving 
hoth positive and negative pov ... crs of(: - : 0 ). Such series arc extremely important 
and arc taken up in the next section. They arc often ohtaincd hy using one or more of 
the six Maclaurin series listed al the beginning of Sec. 64. In order that the reader he 
accustomed to series involving negative powers of(: - : 0 ). we pause here with several 
examples hcforc exploring their general theory. 
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EXA .. l\ilPLE I. Using lhc familiar Maclaurin series 

- ) -·' -~ 
e~ = 1 + ~ + .::..._ + ::...._ + ::...._ + · · · 

I~ 2~ 3~ 4! 
(!::I < oo). 

v.:e can sec chal 

c : I ( :: ::2 
:: ' ::~ ) I I I :: :: 2 

::2. = ::2 I - ~ + 1 ! - ~ + 4 ! - . . . = :: 2 - 7. + 1 ! - 3 ! + 4 ! - ... 

when 0 < 1::1 < oo. 

EXA.MPLE 2. From che Maclaurin series 
x _211 

cosh:: = L -·-·_ 
/J'-"0 (111)! 

(1::1 < 00) 

il follows chm when 0 < 1::1 < oo. 

\Ve nole lhal 111 - 3 < 0 when 11 is 0 or I hue lhac 111 - 3 > 0 when 11 ~ 2. Hence chis 
lase series can be rcwriuen so chal 

' (I) ' :: L" I ::· cosh - = ::· + - + , , 
- ") (111)'--ll . 
... - 11=..:! - ..... 

(0 < 1::1 < 00). 

Anlicipaling a scandard fonn for such an expansion in che ncxc seccion. v.:e can replace 
11 hy 11 + I in chis series co mTive al 

_3 ' . ( I ) - :: - ·' L-x; I I ,, \:OS - - - + .. + · - 1--

:: 1 11=1 (111+1)! ::-11 l 
(0 < 1::1 < 00). 

EX . .\J.\-IPLE 3. For our nexl example, let us expand che function 

I + 2:: 2 I 1 (I + ::2
) - I I ( I ) 

(( -)- --. -- ") __ _ 
. ,, - ' " - ' ) - ' - ) ::· + ::· ::· I + ::- ::· J + ::-

into a series involving powers of::. We cannoc lind a .Maclaurin series since/(::) is 
noL analytic at :: = 0. Bue we do know chat 

I ' ' ~ I - :: = I + :: + ::- + ::· +:: + ... (1::1 < I): 

and. a fl er rcplaci ng :: by -::2 on each side here. we have 

--=I __ 2...l_-~ __ 6_L_s_ ..• (1-1..- I) I + :: 2 '· I •. '· ,- ,, ,, - • 

So when 0 < I:: I < I . 

I 2 ~ " s I I J _:-; + f (::) = --' (2 - I +:: - :: +:: - :: + · · ·) = ~ + - - :: +:: - .. · · ·. 
"· 
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\Ve call such lc1111s as I/::·' and I/:: 11egatii·e powers of:: since lhcy can be wrincn:: 3 

and:: 1• respcccivcly. As already noccd al lhc beginning of chis seccion. che cheory of 
expansions involving negacive pov .. ·crs of(:: - ::o) \vii I be di scu sscd in che nexl scclion. 

The reader will notice lhat in the series oblained in Examples I and 3 the negacivc 
pmvcrs appear hrsc buc thal che posicivc pov.1crs appear firsc in Example 1. Whechcr che 
positive or negative powers come hrsc is usually immacerial in lhe applicalions lacer 
on. Also. these chrec examples involve powers of (:: - ::0 ) \Vhcn ::0 = 0. Our final 
example here docs. hmvever. involve a nonzero ::0 . 

EXAMPLE 4. \Ve propose here co expand che funclion 
-

e~ 

(:.+ J)2 

in powers of(:.+ I). V..'c start wilh the Maclaurin series 

(1:.1 < 00) 

and replace:. by(::+ I): 

e~' I = ~ (:. + I)" 
L__ II~ (I:.+ 11 < oo). 

11 =.oO 

Dividing chrough chis cqualion by l'(:: + I )2 reveals thac 

e·· x; (:: + 1)11 2 

(:. + ))2 = 2= "~e 
11=0 

So we have 

--,=- ,+-+'---
e·: I [ I I x; (:. + I )11 

· 
2 l 

(:.+!).:. e (::+I)- ::+I ~ 11~ 
(0 < I:.+ I I < 00). 

which is lhe same as 

e: I [ '" (:. + I )11 

I I l 
--=- 2= +-+--
(:.+1)2 e (11+1)~ :.+I <:.+1)2 

/jo..o() 

(0 < I:.+ I I < 00). 

EXERCISES• 

1. Obtain the Mad aurin series rcprcsencation 

~ ~·111-"-I 

, '~ :: cosh(::·) = L- --
11=<, (211) ! 

(1::1 < X). 

'In Lhese an<l suhseijuenl cxen: ises on ~rics expansions. il is recommcn<le<l Lhal lhc n:aJcr u~. when 
possihlc. n:prl·~nlaliom. (I) through (6) in Sec. 64. 
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2. Obtain the Taylor series 

- '- (: - I)" 
e·=eL , 

11=<1 II. 

<I: - 11 < X) 

for the function f «:.) = e·~ by 

(a) using / 1111
( I) (11 = 0. I. 2 ... . ): (h) writing e: = e:-I e. 

3. Find the .\1aclaurin series expansion of the function 

- - I 
l<:l = -~- =.:.. ---
• :·1 +4 4 I +(:•1/4) 

'- (-1 )" 
A11s. /·(:-) =' --:-·111 .. -1 <I-I< 0) · - L ")2'1-..:2 - ~ · v .t. · 

11=0 '"" 

4. \Vi th the aid of the identity (see Sec. 37) 

cos: = - sin (:: - ~ ) . 

expand cos:: into a Taylor series about the point : 0 = ;r /2. 

CllAP. 5 

5. L:se the identity sinhC: + ;ri) = -sinh:. ,·eritied in Exercise 7(a). Sec. 39. and the fact 
that sinh:. is peri<xlic with pcri<xl 2,1i to find the Taylor series for sinh: about the point 
:o=;ri. 

'- (: _ ;ri)2'1-;.I 

All.\. - L <I: - ;ril < X'). 
<211 + I l~ 

11=0 

(,, \\!hat is the largest circle within which the Maclaurin series for the function tanh:: 
converges to tanh ::_'! Write the lirst two nonzero terms of that series. 

7. Show that if f (::) = sin::. then 

/""2111 ({)) = 0 and f'2'1-~11 (0) = (-1 )" (// = 0. I. 2 .. .. ). 

Thus give an alternative derivation of the ~taclaurin series (3) for sin:: in Sec. 64. 

8. Rederive the Maclaurin series (4) in Sec. 64 for the function f (':.) = cos: by 

(a) using the definition 

cos:=--..,--

in Sec. 37 and appealing to the .\1aclau rin series (2) for e~ in Sec. 64 : 

( /J) showing that 

/""2111(0) = (-1 )" and /'"211...-11(0) = 0 (II =0.1.2 .... ). 

9. L'.se representation (3). Sec. 64. for sin: to write the ~taclaurin series for the function 

and point out how it follows that 

t·llll(O) = 0 and r(.:!i1-;l1(0) = 0 (// = 0. I. 2 .. .. ). 
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10. Derive chc expansions 

sinh:: 1 '- .:: 21'-'- 1 

(Cl) ' ' (0 < 1::1 < :x;): 
-2 ~ 7 L (211 + 3)! 

11=<l 

' ' ' -+---+··· 
3! 5! 7! 

(() < l:f <'.XI). 

11. Show thac when 0 < I:: I < 4. 

I ~ ::_" 
-4---_-_-2 = 4:: 7 2= -4,-, ""--2 • 

11=<1 

66. LAURENT SERIES 
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We lum now lo a slalemenl of Lt1Urent's theorem. which enables us lo expand a 
funclion /(:.) inlo a series involving positive and negative powers of(:. - :.0 ) when 
lhe funclion fails lo be analytic al :. 0 . 

Theorem. Suppose thllt a.f1111ction .f is wwlytic thm11g/10111 w1 w11wlar domain 
R1 < I:. - :.0 1 < R1. cmtcred at :.0 • and let C denote any posifi\·ely oriented simple 
closed co11to11r llmwul :.0 and lying in that domain (Fig. 80). Then. al each point in 
the domain. f (:.) has the series reprl'sl'nlation 

(I ) 

1rhere 

(2) 

llnd 

,. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

' I 
I 
\ 

' 
0 

'.'.\,. x b 
/(:.) = L ll11(:. - :.o)" -+ L II 

(:. - :.0)11 
(R1 < I:. - :.ol < R2 ). 

,,,, ,... ,... 
/ 

/ 
/ 

' ' ' ', 

11=0 110:. I 

I J {(:.)d:. 
ll11 = --

2iri c (:. - :.0)1111 

/J = -- __ . ----I l ((:.)d:. 
11 .., ' • (- - ) II 11 

------

_if I c ,, - ,,(I 

,... 
/ ,... 

/ 

I 
I 

\ 

' I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

(11 = 0. I. 2 .... ) 

(n =I. 2 .... ). 

~------ -- FIGURE 80 
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No cc hmv replacing JI by -JI in chc second series in rcprcscmacion ( 1) enables us 
co \\·Tile chal series as 

where 

I 1 1 f(:.)d:. ) = --
II ") • - - 11 11 _rr ' r. L. - •. o ) 

(JI= -1. -2 ... . ). 

Thus 
I ' 

/(::) = I: b ( - - )11 I ' ( - - )" 11 •• - •. o - - La" .. - .. o 

If 

chis becomes 

(4) 

where 

(5) 

11=0 

{
/J 11 

Cn = 
{/II 

when JI .:S - 1. 
when JI~ 0. 

. II 
c,,(:. - ::o) 

1 1 f(:.)d:. c,,= -
2rr i C (:. - ::o )"·I I 

(JI= 0. ±1. ±2 .... ). 

In cicher one of che fonns (I) am.I (4). the rcprcscntacion of/(::) is called a Laure11t 
series. 

Observe chac che inccgrand in expression (3) can be wriucn /(::)(::- ::o)" 1
• Thus 

ic is clear chac when f is accually analycic chroughouc chc disk I:: - ::0 1 < R2• chis 
inccgrand is coo. Hence all of chc coefficients b,, arc zero: and. because (Sec . .55) 

_1 __ { /(::) d:. = /(111(::0) 

2rr' lr (:: - ::(J)IJ I I ll ~ 
(II = 0. J. 2 ... . ). 

expansion (I) reduces co a Taylor series abouc ::o. 
IL however. f fails co be analycic al ::0 buc is ocherwisc analycic in chc disk 

I:: - ::ol < R1. chc radius R1 can be chosen arbilrarily small. Rcprcsencation ( 1) is 
chen valid in chc punctured disk 0 < I:: - ::0 1 < R2• Similarly. if f is analycil: ac each 
poinc in chc finice plane cxccrior to chc circle I:: - ::ol = R1. che condicion of validicy 
is R1 < I:: - ::ol < oo. Nole thac if .f is analycic e1·ery1rhere in chc finice plane cxccpl 
at ::0 • series ( 1) is valid ac each poinc of analycicicy. or when 0 < I:: - ::0 1 < oo. 

We shall prove Laurene's chcorcm lirsc when ::o = 0. which means chac chc annulus 
is ccnccrcd al chc origin. The vc1ificacion of Che chcorcm when ::0 is arbilr..ll)' will follmv 
readily: and. as ,,..·as chc case wich Taylor's cheorcm. a reader can skip chc cncirc proof 
wichouc diflicuhy. 
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67. PROOF OF LAURENT'S THEOREI\'I 

As was the case \'<'ith the proof of Taylor\ theorem. we divide the proof here into two 
parts. the llrsl when ::o = 0 and 1.he second when ::o is any nonzero point in the finite 
plane. 

The case zo = 0 

We start the proof by frmning a closed annular region r 1 :::= 1:.1 :::= r2 thai. is contained in 
the domain R1 < 1::1 < R1 and \vhose interior contains both the point:: and the contour 
C (Fig. 8 I). We let C 1 and C2 denote the cirdes 1::1 = r 1 and 1::1 = r2 , respectively. 
and \\'C assign each of them a positive orientation. Observe that .f is analytic on C 1 

and C1. as well as in the annular domain between them. 
Next. we cons1.ruct a positively oriented circle y with centerat:: and small enough 

to he contained in the interior of the annular region r1 :::= 1:.1 :::= r2. as shown in Fig. 81. 
ll then follows from the adaptation of the Cauchy-Goursat theorem to integrals of 
analytic functions around oricn led boundaries of multi ply connected domains (Sec. 53) 
that 

But. according to the Cauchy intcgml fonnula (Sec. 54), 1.he value of the third intcgrnl 
here is 2:r i ((:. ). Hence 

( I ) I 1 f(.\·) ds _L _1_ ;· f(.\') ds 

'

'(:,) = T 
'). ,., .... ,· - \' 
.;..;'ff C· .\' - :. _,, C: •· - · 

Now the factor I /(s - :.) in the hrsl of these integrals is the same as in expres
sion (I). Sec. 63. where Taylor's theorem was pmvcd: and we shall need here the 

I 
I 
I 

' \ 
' ' ' ' ' .... 

\' 

FIGURE 81 
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expansion 

(2) 
I N I I . I 

-- = ~ -- _11 + _,\- ---
.'i _ :. L s" 1 1 •· •· (s _ :. )s N • 

11:..00 

\llAP. 5 

which was used in lhal earlier sec lion. As fonhe faclor I/(:. - s) in lhc second inlcgral. 
an imcrchangc of s and :. in cqualion (2) reveals lhal 

I N I J I I .\·"' 
-=~-.-+-·-- - v L ,. II -11·1 I .,.:V - - \". 
•· • II =0 . '' '' •· . 

If we replace lhe index of summation /1 here by /1 - I. lhis expansion lakes lhe form 

I "' I I J .\· ,v 

-- \'=I:~·~+-"'·~· 
.... ~ '' =- I . .... .... .... ~ 

(J) 

which is lo be used in \\·'h<H follows. 
Mulliplying lhrough cqualions (2) and (J) by f(s)/(2JTi) and lhcn inlegraling 

each side of lhc resuhing cquacions wich rcspccc lO s around C 2 and C 1 • rcspcclivcly. 
we find from expression (I) lhm 

( 4) 

,v I :V /J 
I. L II L II (:.)= a11:. +t>N(:.)-t- -+aN(:.). 

• -11 

II ~(I 11~1 -· 

where lhc numbers a,, (11 = 0. J. 2 . .... N - I) and b11 (11 = I. 2 ..... N) arc given 
by lhc cquacions 

(5) 
I 1 /(s) d.\· 

a,,=--. . 
') .... I - \·11-1 I _,. ( 2 • 

/(.\') ds 

(.\' - :. ).\' N • 

b,. = -- _. ---
I 1 f(s) d.,. 

2JT i C1 .\' ·II t 1 

. _ _ I l s"'f(s)ds 
a"'( •. ) - 'J . -·\' - . . 

_JT I •. . . c I •. - .\ 

As N lends to oo. expression (4) cvidemly lakes che proper fonn of a Laurent 
series in lhe domain R 1 < I:. I < R2• provided lhal 

(6) Jim p,,d:.) = 0 and Jim a,v ( :..) = 0. 
N ·~ N ·~ 

These Ii mils arc readily cslablishcd by a melh(xl already used in lhc proof of Taylor's 
lhcorcm in Sec. 63. \Ve write 1:..1 = r. so lhat r1 < r < r2. and lcl M denole lhc 
maximum value of l/(s)I on C 1 and C2. \Ve also noce lhal if.\· is a poim on C2• chcn 
Is - :. I ~ r2 - r: and ifs is on C 1• we have I:. - sl ~ r - r1• This enables us lo wricc 

and 

Si nee ( r/ r2 ) < I and ( r1 / r) < I. ic is now clear th al bolh PN (:..) and a,v (:..) lend lo 
zero as N lends lo infinity. 
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Finally. we need only recall the corollary in Sec. 53 lo sec chat the comours used 
in imcgrals (5) here may be replaced by chc contour C. This completes the proof of 
Laurent's theorem ,,,.hen ::0 = 0 since. if :: is used instead of s as the variable of 
inlcgracion. expressions (5) for the coefficients a,1 and b11 arc the same as expressions 
(2) and (3) in Sec. 66 when ::o = 0 there. 

The case zo ~ 0 

To extend lhc proof lo the general case in which ::o is an arbitrary point in lhc finile 
plane. we let I be a function satisfying the conditions in lhe theorem: and. just as 
we did in lhc proof of Taylor·s theorem, we write g(::) = /(:: + ::o). Since/(::) is 
analytic in the annulus R1 < I:: - ::ol < R"!.. the fun cl ion f (:: + ::o) is analytic when 
R1 < I<::+ ::0 ) - :: 01 < R2. Thal is. g is analytic in the annulus R1 < 1::1 < R2. 
which is centered al che origin. Now chc simple closed contour C in chc statement of 
the theorem has some paramct1ic representation::=::(!) (a:::: I:::: b). where 

(7) 

for all / in the interval a :S: I :S: b. Hence if f denotes the path 

(8) ::=::(f)-::o (ll:S:/:S:b). 

r is nol only a simple closed contour but, in vie\v of inequalities (7). it lies in the 
domain R1 < 1::1 < R2 . Consequently. g(::) has a Laurent series representation 

(9) 

where 

(I 0) 

(I I) 

'" '- I 
g(::) = '(111::11 +' ~ L- L- _,, 

"'"'(I II= I •. 

I 1 g(:.) d:: 
(I = --

II ') • -11 ·I I 
-lr I r '· 

b,, =--I ii' g(::) d:: 
2:r i (' :, II l I 

(II = 0. J. 2 .... ). 

(II = I. 2 . ... ). 

Reprcsenlalion (I) in Sec. 66 is obtained if we write /(:: + ::o) inscead of g(::) 

in equalion (9) and then replace:: by:: - ::0 in the resulting equation. as well as in 
the condition of validity R1 < 1::1 < R"!.. Expression (JO) for the cocfflcicnls a11 is. 
moreover. the same as expression (2). Sec. 66. since 

J,. g(:.) d:: = j'" fl::U)]::'(I) dt = ;· /(::) d:: . 
-II ·I I 1-( / ) - )" I I ( - - ) /1 I I r ,, a •. - •. 0 (' •. - •. () 

Similarly. the cocflicicnls b,1 in expression ( 11) arc the same as those in expression (3 ). 
Sec. 66. 
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68. EXAJ\'IPLES 

The coefficients in a Laurene series arc generally found by means ocher chan appealing 
dircccly co chc incegral represelllalions in Laurent's theorem (Sec. 66). This has already 
been illuscraccd in Sec. 65. where chc series found were accually Laurene series. The 
reader is encouraged co go back co Sec. 65. as v.:cll as co Exercises JO and I I of thal 
scccion. in order co sec how in each case the punccurcd plane or disk in which chc series 
is valid cc.111 now be predicted by Laure m's chcorem. Also. we shall always assume chm 
che l\1ladaurin series expansions (I) through (6) in Sec. 64 arc \veil known. since we 
shall need chem so often in finding Laurene series. J\s was chc case \Vith Taylor series. 
wc defer che proof of uniqueness of Laurene series till Sec 72. 

EXAMPLE 1. The funccion 

f(:.)= ) ) 
:.(!+:.-) +--

has singularicies al the poincs :. = 0 and :. = ±i. Lee us find che Laurent sc1ies 
rcpresentacion off(:.) chat is valid in chc punccurcd disk 0 < 1:.1 < I (sec Fig. 82). 

,. 

... -- ---... ' / ' / ' / ' I \ 
I ' I I 

' I 

I () ,I x 
I I 

' I 

' / 

' / 

' / 

' / 

' ... 
-/ 

FIGURE82 

Since I - :. 21 < I \Vhcn 1:.1 < I. we may subscicucc -:.2 for:. in chc Maclaurin 
. . 

series expansion 

( I) 
I '-

- = 2:: -'' 
I - :. 11=0 •. 

(1:.1 < I). 

The rcsuh is 

" 
---= ~(-1 )":.2" 
I + :.2 L-

(1:.1 <I). 

and so 

I " '-
f (:.) = :- 2::(-1 )" :.211 = 2::(-J )":.2" ·I (0 < 1:.1 < 1 ) . 

•. 11~0 
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Thal is. 

I '-
/(::) = :-+ 2.:(-))"::211 ·I 

11~1 

Replacing /1 by /1 + I. we arrive al 

I -x: 

f(::) =-=- + 2=<-1 )1111::2111 I 

11~0 

In slandrn·d fomt. then. 

(2) 
'- I 

I (::) = L ( - I )/I I I:: 2'1 I I + :-
11 '-=0 

(Sec also Exercise 3.) 

EXAMPLE 2. The function 

:: + I 
{(::) = --. 
. :: - I 

EXAM PU .. :.s 

(0 < 1::1 <I). 

<O < I:: I < J ). 

(0 < I:: I < I). 

which has the singular poinl:: = I, is analytic in the domains (Fig. 83) 

D 1 : I:: I < I and D2 : I < I:: I < oo. 

203 

In these domains f (::) has sc1ies representations in pO\vers of::. Both series can be 
found by making appropriate replacements for:: in the same expansion (I) th al was 
used in Example I. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

/ 
I 

/ 

,, ,, - --

I {) 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

' ' ... --

,1 x 

' I 
I 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

FIGURE83 

We consider first the domain D 1 and note lhal the series asked for is a rvlaclaurin 
series. In order lo use series (I). we write 

. I I I 
/( -) - -(-+ ))-- - ----- --. .. - .. I - :: - .. I - :: I - :: . 
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Then 

:x. "' '-" "X; 

/(:.) = -: L :'· - L :.II = - L :11 ' I - L :II (I: I < 1 ). 
11~0 

Replacing 11by11 - 1 in the lirsl of lhe two series on lhe far right here yields che desired 
Maclaurin series: 

" :x. :x. 

(3) r (-) = - ~ _,. - ~ _11 = - 1 - 2 ~ :II . ,, L, ... L, ... L, Cl:I < I). 

11'-"I 11~1 

The representation of/(:) in che unbounded domain D2 is a Laurenl series. and 
chc fact that I 1 /:I < 1 when : is a point in D2 suggests that we use series ( 1) co write 

1 
I+-

{(:) = -- ( 1 +~)-
•. 1 

( 
1) " 1 "X; I -x. I 

I+- -= -+ -- L -11 L -11 L -11 I I 
•. 11=0 •. 11=-0 •. 11=0 •. 

( 1 < 1:1 < oo ). 

Substituting 11 - I for 11 in the last of these series reveals that 

(1 < 1:1 < oo). 

and \Ve arrive at the Laurent series 

( 4) 
x.. I 

{(:) = 1+2 ~ -L, -11 

II'-' I •. 

(l<l:l<OO). 

EX . .\.i\lPLE 3. Replacing: by I/: in che Maclaurin series expansion 

"'- _11 - ) _J 

e~ = L :__ = I + ~ + :__ + :__ + · · · 
0 11~ I~ 2~ .V 

II= 

( 1:1 < 00). 

we have the Laurent series representation 

t:- Lx.. 1 1 I I 
e ·' = -- = 1 + - + - + - + ... 

II ~ : 11 1 ~:. 2 ~ :. '!. 3 ~:. ·' 
JI =(I 

(0 < 1:1 < 00). 

Note that no positive powers of: appear here. since the coefficients of the posicivc 
pmvcrs arc zero. Nole. too. that the cocflicicnt of I/: is unity: and. according to 
Laurent ·s theorem in Sec. 66. 1hat coeflicient is the number 
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'''here C is any posicivcly orienced simple dosed colllour c.u-ound 1hc origin. Since 
/J1 = I. chcn. 

{ e'i: d:. =2:ri. 
le 

This mcchod of cvaluming ccnain inlcgrnls around simple closed colllours ,..,·ill be 
developed in considcrnble dccail in Chap. 6 and chcn used exlcnsivcly in Chap. 7. 

EXAMPLE4. Thcfunclion.f(:.) = l/(:.-i)2 isalrcadyinlhcformofaLaurcnl 
series. where :.0 = i. Thal is. 

I x 

---. -, = """""" ('// (:. - i)I/ 
(:, - I)- L.,, 

({)< 1:.-il <00) 

/JOO '.'.\_; 

where c 2 = I and all of lhe ocher coefficicnls arc zero. From expression (5). Sec. 66. 
for lhe cocfticicms in a Laurclll series. we know lhal 

I 1· d:. (' -
II - ~ ( - • )" I -' 

(I/ = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ) 
_if I . (' •. - I 

where C is. for inscance. any posilivcly oricmcd circle I:. - i I 
:.o = i. Thus I compare wilh Exercise 13. Sec. 461 

when 11 -=I - 2. { d:. {() 
le(:. - i)" 1 ·' 1.:ri when /1 = -2. 

EXERCISES 

1. find the Laurent series thal represents the funclion 

in the domain 0 < 1:1 < x.i. 

'- (-1 )" 
Ans. I + ' ----L (.., ~I)'. ::i;· 

II= I _n ' . 

2. Find a representation for the function 

I I I 
/'(':) = -- = - . --
. I+: : l+<l/:l 

in negative powers of: that is valid when I 
'- (-1 )11-'-I 

Ans.'---

< 1:1 < X·. 

L _,, 
11=1 

= R ahoul che poin l 

3. Find the Laurent series that represents the function f (:) in Example I. Sec. 68. when 
I< 1:1 < x. 

'- ( - I)//~ I 
Ans.'--L -211-'-I 

11=1 
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4. Give two Laurent series expansions in powers of:.: for the function 

I 
((:.:l = , I . . :.:-( - :.:) 

and specify the regions in which those expansions are valid. 
'- I I '- I 

Ans. L :.:11 +-:- + _2 (0 < 1:.:1 <I): - L ~ (I< 1:.:1 < :'.X)). 

II=.' ' 

5. The function 
-I 

l<:.:l = - -- -
. (:.:-1)(:.:-2) :.:-1 __ ,, 

which has the two singular points:.: = I and: = 2. is analytic in the domains ffig. 84) 

Di : 1:.:1 < I. D2 : I < I: I < 2. D.1 : 2 < I:.: I < ::x;. 

Find the series representation in powers of:.: for I (:.:) in each of those domains. 

Ans. 
'- '- :.:" :'.\.. I 
'e-11

-
1 

- ll:.:" in D1: '--+' - 111 L L ,,,, .... 1 L _,, 
11~0 11=0 II= I ' 11=1 

\' 

I \ () 11 ,2 .\ 
I 

' 
I I 

I ' 
/ I 

\ ..... / - _,,. I 

' / 

' / 

' / ..... / .......... ,,. -- __ ,,. 

FIGURE 84 

6. Show that when 0 < I:.: - 11 < 2. 

- '- (:.: - I )11 I 
------ = -12:: - ---
(:.: - I J (:.: - 3) . 211 ~2 2 (:.: - I l 

11=0 . 

7. (ii) Let a denote a real number. where - I < ii < I. and derive the Laurent series 
representation 

(!al < 1:.:1 < X). 

(/J) After writing:.: = e'" in the equation obtained in part (ii). equate real parts and then 
imaginary parts on each side of the result to derive the summation formulas 

'- ii cos (I - a 2 

'll'' cos 110 = and 
L I - 2ll cos o + ll 2 
11=1 

:'\.. 

'ii" sin 110 = 
L I - 1,, cos 0 + ii 2 • 

"sin O 

11=1 

where - I < a < I. (Compare with Exercise 4. Sec. 61.) 
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8. Suppose that a series 

'" z::= x111 k:-" 
II=-"\;. 

converges to an analytic function X (:) in some annulus R 1 < I: I < R"2.. That sum X <:) 
is cal led the z-tra11sform of .r In I (11 = 0. ± 1. ±2 .... ). , Cse expression (5 ). Sec. 66. for 
the coefllcients in a Laurent series to show that if the annulus contains the unit circle 
1::1 = I. then the i11rt'l".H' ::-transform of X(::) can be written 

(II= 0. ±1. ±2 .... ). 

9. (a) Let:: be any complex number. and let C denote the unit circle 

(-.iT ~ </>::: ;T) 

in the u~ plane. Then use that contour in expression (5 ). Sec. 66. for the coefflcients 
in a Laurent series. adapted lo such series about the origin in the w plane. to show 
that 

'" L J11 (::)rr
11 (0 < I tr I < x l 

//=--"\;. 

where 

111 (::) = 2~ .f~ cxpl -i (11</> - : sin</> ll d<J> (II = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 

(/>) \\lith the aid of Exercise 5. Sec. 42. regarding certain detinite integrals of even and 
odd complex-valued functions of a real variable. show that the coefticients in part 
(a) here can be wriucn 1 

I [·
7 

111 (::) = - COS(ll</> - :: sin</>) d</> 
.iT . 0 

(11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ) . 

10. (ct) Let f ( :) denote a function which is analytic in some annular domain aboutthe origin 
that includes the unit circle :: = e•~·· ( - ;T ~ </> ::: .iT). By taking that circle as the path 
of integration in expressions t2l and U ). Sec. 66. for the coefficients a 11 and1>11 in a 
Laurent series in powers of:. shmv that 

I r I '- (' [( - ) 
11 

( it;> ) 
11

] /(::) = 7 1_ f(e'~·')d</> + 7 z::::: 1_ f(e'<'i ~-~· + ~ 
_;r ' --7 _;r 11=1. -:'I ( ~ 

d<J> 

when: is any point in the annular domain. 

'll1c :.-1r.111sfom1 arises in sluLlics of tlisnclc-limc linear systems. Sec. for inslam.:c. the hook hy 
Oppenheim. Schafer. <ml.I Bu1.:k that is listctl in Appendix I. 

"These 1:oefli1.:icn1s ./
11

(:.l an: calk:LI Bessel ji111l'lio11s of the lir..l kintl. They play a prominent rnlc in 
1.:cri.1in an: as of appl ictl mat Ix: ni;11i1:s. Sec. for example. the authors· "Fo111icr Scric.1· <md Boundary \laluc 
PmMc1m ... 8th cl.I .. Chap. 9. 2012. 
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(/J) Write 11(0) = Relf(e,. 11 )1 and show how it follows from the expansion in part (t1) 

that 

I .7 I " .7 

II(()) = 2,T .l.7 II(</>) ti</> + ;r ~ .l:T II(</>) cos! II(() - </> ll ti</>. 

This is one form of the Fourier series expansion of the real-valued function 11(0) on 
the interval -;r ~ (I ~ ;r. The restriction on 11(0) is more severe than is necessary 
in order for it to be represented by a Fourier series: 

69. ABSOLUTE AND UNIFORIVI CONVERGENCE 
OF PO\VER SERIES 

This seclion and lhe lhree follmving il m·e devoted mainly lo various properties of 
power series. A reader who v.1ishes lo simply accept lhe theorems and lhe corolhu·y in 
lhcse sections can easily skip the proofs in order lo reach Sec. 73 more quickly. 

\Ve recall from Sec. 61 th al a series of complex numbers converges ah.rnlutcly 
if the se1ies of absolute values of those numbers converges. The following theorem 
concerns lhe absolule convergence of power series. 

Theorem 1. ((a power series 

x 

( I) L: all ( ::: - :::o t 
ll-"-0 

cmll'erges 1rhen::: = ::: 1 (::: 1 # :::0 ). then it is a/Jsollltely cm11·t•rgcnl £1f each point::: in 

the open disk I::: - :::ol < R1 where R1 = 1:::1 - :::ol (Fig. 85). 

\' ----... .... 
/ ' 

/ •:: ' 
I \ 

( ~:~' 
I ·~) I 
\ I 

\ I 
' / ' ... "' ..... ___ _ 

0 .\ FIGURE85 

\Ve start the proof by assuming thal the series 

"' ~ (- - )// L (Ill •·I - ··O 

11=0 

converges. The terms 011(:::1 - :::0)
11 arc thus bounded: thal is. 

la,, (::: 1 - :::o )11 I ~ M ( /1 = 0. I. 2 . ... ) 

'ror other sufficient mm.Ii lion'.'.. M:c Secs. 12 and I> of the hook cited in the footnote to E:xcrci~ 9. 
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for some posilivc conslarll M (sec Sec. 61 ). If I:: - ::0 1 < R1 and if we \\·Tile 

I:: - ::o I 

we can sec that 

p = ---
'::I - ::o i 

la,,(:: - ::o)"I = la,,(::1 - ::o)"I ( 1 ~:: - :-~di)" ::=Mp" (11 = 0. I. 2 .... ). 
··I - •. () 

Now the series 

" L Mp" 
11~0 

209 

is a gcomclric series. which converges since p < I. Hence. by the comparison tesl for 
series of real numbers. 

x 

I: 1a,, (:: - ::o )11 1 
11=0 

converges in lhe open disk I:: - ::o I < R1. This completes lhe proof. 
The lhcorem tells us that lhc sel of all poims inside some circle centered at ::0 

is a region of convergence for lhc power series (I ), provided it converges al some 
poinl olher lhan ::o. The greales! circle centered a! ::o such 1ha1 series (I) converges al 
each poin! inside is called !he circle of co11verge11ce of series (I). The series cannot 
converge al any poim ::2 outside that circle. according to lhc 1hcorcm: for if ii did. it 
would converge everywhere inside !he circle centered al :: 0 and passing !hrough ::2 . 

The first circle could not then. be the circle of convergence. 
Our ncx! !hcorcm involves terminology that we must lirst define. Suppose that 

the power series (I) has circle of convergence I:: - ::0 1 = R. and let S(::) and S\ .. (::) 
rcpreserl! the sum and partial sums. respectively. of that series: 

"'- N ·I 

S (::)=Lan(:: - ::o)". SN (::) = L a,, (:: - ::o )" <I:: - ::o I < R ) . 
11=0 11=0 

Then write the remainder function (sec Sec. 61) 

(2) ti :: - ::o I < R ) . 

Since the power series converges for any lixed value of:: when I:: - ::0 1 < R. we know 
that the remainder p,v (::)approaches zero for any such:: as N tends to infinity. Accord
ing to delinition (I), Sec. 60. of the limit of a sequence. this means that corresponding 
to each positive number F:. there is a positive integer N.. such that 

(3) lp,v(::)I < £ whenever N > N. .. 

When lhe choice of N.. depends only on the value of£ and is indepcndem of the point 
:: taken in a specified region within the circle of convergence. the convergence is said 
to be u11iform in that region. 
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Theorem 2. (( :.1 is a point inside the circle <f com·erge11ce I:. - :.ol 
pmrer series 

'"' 
(4) ~ (- - )II L a,1 •. - •. o . 

11~0 

\llAP. 5 

R <~(a 

thm that series 11111st /Je 1111{for111/y cml\'e1-ge11t in the closed disk I:. - :.ol :S R1. when! 
R1 = l:.1 - :.ol (Fig. 86). 

\' 

-----.... ... ... / 
/ ' / ' / ' I •:. \ 

I \ 

I \ 

I I 

I I 
I I 
\ I 
\ I 
\ I 

' ' 
0 ' / .\' FIGURE 86 ..... _____ ,,,. 

Our proof of lhis theorem depends on Theorem I. Given lhal:. 1 is a poinl lying 
inside lhc circle of convergence of series (4 ). we nole lhal lhcre arc points inside llrnl 
circle and farlher from :.o than :. 1 for which lhc series converges. So. according to 
Theorem I. 

" 
(5) L la,,(:. 1 - :.0)

11 I 
11"-'0 

converges. Lening /11 and N denote positive integers. where 111 > N. one can wrile lhe 
remainders of series (4) and (5) as 

(6) 

and 

(7) 

respccliveJy. 

Ill 

p,v(:.)= Jim ~a,1(:.-:.0)11 

,,,.i.'"' L 
n=N 

Ill 

a,v = Jim ~ 1<111(:.1 - :.0)
11 1. 

Ill 1'"X; L 
11=,'11' 

Now. in viev .. · of Exercise 3. Sec. 61. 
111 

lp,v(:.)1= Jim 
II/·>'-

~ (- - )" L a11 •. - •. o 

and. when I:. - :.nl :=: l:.1 - :.ol. 
Ill Ill Ill 

La,,(:. - :.o)'' 
n~N 

Ill 
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Consequently. 

(8) 

Since a,v arc the remainders of a convergent series. they tend to zero as N lends to 
infinity. That is. for each positive number r,. an irlleger N, exists such lhal 

(9) aN < f: \vhcncvcr N > N_, .. 

Because of conditions (8) and (9). then. con<lition (3) holds for all points :: in the 
disk I.::. - .::0 I ~ R 1: and the value of N, is independent of the choice of.::. Hence the 
convergence of series (4) is uniform in that disk. 

70. CONTINUITY OF SUI\'IS OF PO\VER SERIES 

Our next theorem is an imporlalll consequence of unifonn convergence. discussed in 
the Sec. 69. 

Theorem. ;\ pmrer series 

" 
( I ) La,,(.:: - .::0)11 

II ~(I 

represn1ts a co111i11uous.fu11ctio11 S(.::) al each point inside its circle <f co111·ergence 
I:: - .::ol = R. 

Another way to slate this theorem is to say that if S(.::) denotes the sum of series 
(I) within its circle of convergence I.::. - .::0 1 = Rand if ::1 is a point inside that circle. 
then for each positive number r, there is a positive number 8 such that 

(2) 

(Sec definition (4). Sec. 18. ofconlinuily.J The numbcr15 here is small enough so that 
.:: lies in the domain of definition I:: - .::ol < R of S(.::) (Fig. 87). 

\' 
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To prove lhc lhcorcm. v.:c kl S11 (.::) dcnolc lhc sum of lhc fir.a N lcrms of series 
(I) and wrilc lhc remainder funclion 

(1.::-.::ol<R). 

Then. because 

S(.::) = S,v(.::) +/JN(.::) ( I.:: - .::o I < R). 

one can sec lhal 

or 

( 3) IS(.::) - S(.::1 >I~ IS,v(.::) - S,vt.::i>I + lt>,v(.::>1 + lp,v(.::dl. 

If.:: is any poinl lying in some closed disk I.:: - :-.o I ~ Ro \Vhosc radius Ro is grcalcr 
limn I.:: 1 - .::01 bul less lhan lhc mdius R of lhe circle of convergence of sc1ics (I) (sec 
Fig. 87). lhe uniform convergence slalcd in Theorem 2. Sec. 69. ensures lhm lhcrc is 
a posilive imcger N_, such lhal 

f; 
( 4) lt>N (.::)I < 3 '"'he never N > N_, .. 

In particular. condilion (4) holds for each point.:: in some neighborhood I.:: - .::1 I < ,5 
of.:: 1 thal is small enough lO be conlained in !he disk I.:: - .::ol ~ Ro. 

Now lhc panial sum SN(.::) is a polynomial and is. lhcrcforc. conlinuous al .:: 1 

for each value of N. In panicular. when N = N .. + I. we can choose our J so small 
lhal 

F 
(5) whenever <-

3 

By wriling N = N + I in incqualily (3) and using 1he facl lhal slalcnlCnls (4) and (5) 

arc lruc \\:hen N = N, + I. we now find lhal 

t~ t~ t~ 

IS(.::) - S(.:: 1 >I < - + - + - whenever I.:: - .:: 11 < 8. 
3 3 3 

This is slalcmenl (2). and lhc lheorem is now cslablished. 
By wriling w = I/(.:: - :-.o). one can modify lhe lwo lhcorcms in lhc previous 

scc1ion and lhc 1hcorem here so as lo apply lo series of lhc lypc 

(6) ~ "" . L- (- - )" 
IJ = I •. - ,,(I 

IL for inslancc. series (6) converges al a poinl .::1(.::1 # .::o). Lhc series 

~ 

L""u:" 
II=- I 
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must converge absolutely to a cominuous function when 

(7) 
I 

lu 1I < · 
I:: I - ::o I 

Thus. since inequality (7) is the same as I:: - ::ol > 1::1 - ::ol. series (6) must converge 
absolutely to a continuous function in the domain exterior to the circle I:: - ::0 1 = R1• 

where R1 = 1::1 - ::o 1- Also. we know thm if a Laurent series representation 

'" 'X b 
I. L II L II . (::) = (f II (:: - ::(I) + 

( - - )" 
0 I 

•. - •. (l 
II= II= 

is valid in an annulus R1 < I:: - ::01 < R2. !hen both of the series on the right converge 
unifonnly in any dosed annulus which is concentric to and interior to that region of 
validity. 

71. INTEGRATION AND DIFFERENTIATION 
OF PO\VER SERIES 

We have jusl seen lhal a power series 

'" 
( I ) S ( :: ) = L a11 (:: - ::0 ) 

11 

11=0 

represcms a continuous func1ion m each poinl interior to its circle of convergence. In 
this section. we prove that lhc sum S(::) is ac1ually analytic \Vithin that cirdc. Our 
proof depends on the following cheorem. \i.-·hich is of imerest in itself. 

Theorem I. Let C denote any co111011r interior to the circle <d co111·erge11et· <~/' 

the pmrn series (I), and let g(::) be a11y.fimctio11 tha1 is co111i111w11s 011 C. The series 
fo1111ed by 111ultiplyi11g each tenn <f the pmn:r snies by g(::) rnn be integrated tcm1 
by lenn m·er C; that is. 

(2) l g(::)S(::) d:: = t ll11 lg(::)(:: - :.0)11 d::. 
. c 11.o.cll . c 

To prove this theorem. we note that since both g(::) and the sum S(:.) of the power 
series arc continuous on C. lhe imegral over C of the product 

,v I 

g ( :: ) S (:: ) = L ll 11 g (:: )( :: - ::o ) II + g ( :: ) p N ( :. ) • 

11=0 

where p,v (::) is the remainder of the given series after N terms. exiscs. The tcnns of 
the finite sum hen: arc also continuous on the comour C. and so their intcgmls over 
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C ex isl. Consequently. the integral of the quantity g( :)p,v (:) must exist: and we may 
'''rice 

·V I 

CJ> f g(:)S(:> t1:: =.La,, f g(:H: - ::o)" t1: + f g(:)p,v(:J t1:: . 
.Jc 

11
-' 0 le le 

Now let M be the maximum value of lg(: )I on C. and let L denote the length of 
C. In view of the uniform convergence of the given power series (Sec. 69). we know 
that for each positive number F: there exists a positive integer N, such that. for all 
poinls: on C. 

I PN (:)I < F: whenever N > N_, .. 

Since N_, is independent of::. we find that 

11.g(::)p,v(::)d::I <1V/F:L whenever N > N,.: 

Iha! is. 

,\!i~l~ .£ g(::)/):V(:) d: = 0. 

It follows. chcrefore. from equation (3) that 

N I 

1 g(:)S(::) d: = Jim "°""' a11 Jg(:)(: - :ot d:. 
, ,,. '" L . 

( IJ -"(I ( 

This is the same as equacion (2). and Theorem I is proved. 
If lg(:)I = 1 for each value of: in the open uisk hounded by the circle of 

convergence of power series (1 ). the face that(: - : 0 )
11 is entire when /1 = 0. I. 2 .... 

ensures chat 

r g(:)(: - :o)11 d: = j' (: - :0)
11 d: = () 

.Ir c 
(11 = 0. I. 2 .... ) 

for every closed contour C lying in that domain. According to equation (2). !hen. 

{ S(:) d: = 0 
le 

for every sud1 contour: anu. hy l'vlorcra·s cheorcm (Sec. 57). the function S(:) 1s 
analytic throughout the domain. \Ve slate chis result as a corollary. 

Corollary. The sum S(::) <f pmrer series ( J) is analytic at each point: interior 
to the cin·/c <~(com·erge11ce <f tlwt series. 

This corollary is often helpful in establishing the analyticity of functions and in 
evaluating limics. 
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EXAMPLE 1. To illusu·ate. let us show that the function dehned by means of 
the equations 

\vhen :: -=j: 0. 
,, .. hen:: = 0 

is emirc. Since the Maclau1in series represenlation 
:x; _ 211 I I 

(4) sin::= 2:::(-1)11
-"'-· --

11 A• ( 211 + I ) ~ 
is valid for every value of::. I.he series 

(5) 

:x; _211 

~(-l )"-'-' -
L (211 + I)~ 
/J "'(I 

) _4 

I-:::_+~- ... 
3 ~ 5 ~ . 

obtained by dividing each side of equation (4) by ::. converges lo f(::) when :: # 0. 
Also. series (5)cle<u-ly converges lo/(::) when::= 0. Hence f(::) is represented by 
the convergent series (5) for all::: and.f is. therefore. an entire function. 

Note that since (sin::)/::= f(::) when:: =f: 0 andf iscominuous al::= 0. 

Siil:: 
lim -- = Jim f(::) = _((()) = l. 
~ ·O :: ~ •O 

This is a result known beforehand because the limit here is the definition of the ueriva
tive of sin:: al:: = 0. That is. 

sin:: sin::-sinO 
Jim -- =Jim = cosO = J. 
: •O ~ ·O :: - () 

We observed in Sec. 62 that the Taylor series for a function f about a point ::0 

converges lo /(::) al each point :: imerior lo the circle centered m ::o and passing 
through the nearest poinl ::1 where I fails lo be analytic. In view of our corollary lo 
Theorem I. we nmv know thm there is 110 lw:~er circle about :: 0 such that al each point 
:: inle1ior to it the Taylor series converges lo/(::). For if there \Vere such a circle. f 
,, .. ould be analytic al :: 1: but f is not analytic al :: 1• 

\Ve now present a companion to Theorem I. 

Theorem 2. Tiu: power .verie.\· (I) rn11 be dWere11tiated term by ten11. That is, at 
each point:: interior to the cildc <f c011\'erge11cc <~f' tlwt series. 

:x; 

(6) S'(::) = L 11a11(:: - ::0)
11 1

. 

11=1 

To prove this. let:: denote any poim interior lo the circle of convergence of series 
( J ). Then let C be some positively oriemed simple closed contour surrounding:: and 
inle1ior to thal circle. Also. define the function 

(7) 
J J 

g(s) = --. . ) 
2n1 (s-::)-
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at each points on C. Since g(s) is continuous on C. Theorem J tells us that 

(8) j. '- j' 
g(s)S(s) ds = L lln g(s)(s - ::0)

11 ds. 
c 11=-ll c 

Nmv S(::) is analytic inside and on C. and this enables us to write 

j. I ;· S(s)ds , 
_g(s)S(s) ds = ::;-:- . . _ 2 = S (::) 

C _JT I C ( .\ - •· ) 

with the aid of the incegra.I representation for derivatives in Sec. 55. Furthennore. 

l I ;· ( .\· - ::o )11 d 
g(s)(.\' - ::0 )" d.\' = ~ . d.\' = -(:: - ::11 )

11 
(11 = 0. I. 2 .... ) . 

. c -..JTI ( (s - ::) 2 d:: 

Thus equation (8) reduces lo 

which is the same as equation (6). This completes the proof. 

EXAMPLE 2. In Example I. Sec. 64. we saw chat 

I '-
: = L ( - I )11 

(:: - I )11 <I:: - 11 < I). 
110.00 

Differentiation of each side of chis equation reveals chm 

I '-
- -2 = L ( - I )1111 (:: - I )'1 I <I:: - 11 < I>. 

11-"I 

or 

I '-
_2 = L ( - I )11 

(II + I)(:: - I )/J (I:: - 11 < I). 
11-"0 

72. UNIQUENESS OF SERIES REPRESENTATIONS 

The uniqueness of Taylor and Laurene series represcmmions. anticipated in Secs. 64 
and 68. respectively. follows readily from Theorem I in Sec. 71. We consider first the 
uniqueness of Taylor series representations. 

Theorem 1. ff ll series 

'-

( I ) L ll/J <:: - ::o >11 

11-"0 

cmwc1:~es Io f (:: ) at all poi 11/s i 111 erio rt o some ci rde I:: - ::0 I = R. t hcn it i.\· the Tay/ or 
series exp<111sio11 for f in fJOll'l'I:\· ,4·:: - ::o. 
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To stan the proof. we write the sc1ies representation 

" 
(2) .r(:) = 2: ll11(: - :.o)" (I: - :ol < R) 

11...=0 

in the hy pot hes is of the theorem using the in<lcx of summation 111: 
x 

r ( -) - ~ (- - )/// . .. - L am •. - •. o ( I: - :o I < R ) . 
Ill =0 

Then. by appealing to Theorem I in Sec. 71. we may write 

(3) / g(:.)f(:.) d: = ~ a111 Jg(:)(:. - :0)
111 d:. Jc L c 

. Ill =0 

\vhcre g(:) is any one of the functions 

(4) 
I I 

g(:,) = ~. I l 
_'Jrt (: - :.o)" 

(11 = 0. I. 2 .... ) 

and C is some circle centered al :o and with radius less than R. 
In view of the extension (3). Sec. 55. of the Cauchy integral formula (sec also the 

corollal)' in Sec. 71 ). we lind that 

(5) j. . I I f ((:)d: 
g(;_).f (;.) l ;_ = -2 · -· - 111 I 

(' 7r I . C ( •· - ··O) 

f'\111 ( - ') . ..o 

ll ~ 

and. since (sec Exercise I 3. Sec. 46) 

(6) f 111 I ;· d: g(:.)(: - :.o) dz.=~ ------
1 . c .!.'Jr I c (:. - :o) II Ill I {~ '''hen 111 i= 11. 

when /11 = 11 • 

it is clear that 

(7) 
x 

L llm 1 g(:. )(: - :o )111 d: = ll11· 

c 111-'0 

Because of equations (5) and (7). equation (3) no'>'1 reduces to 

/
'(111 ( - ) 

. ..(I --- =a,,. 
II ~ 

This shm,1s that series (2) is. in fact. the Taylor se1ics for f about the point :.o. 
Note how it follows from Theorem I that if series (I )converges lo zero throughout 

some neighborhood of :o. then the coefficients a,, must all be zero. 
Our second theorem here concerns the uniqueness of Laurent series 

representations. 

Theorem 2. ff a series 

(8) 

x x x h 

L "2= "2=" C11(:.-:.o) = ll11(z.-:.o) + 
(- - )" 

II= '-' 11=0 11'-'-l •· - ,,(J 
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com·erges lo/(.::) llf llll poi111s i11.rn111e w1111tlllr domllin about :.o. then it is thl' UlllH.'111 
seric.\· expwHion for I i11 po1rers <f:. - .::o for thllt domain. 

The mechod of proof here is similar co che one used in proving Theorem I. The 
hypothesis of chis theorem 1clls us tlrnt chcrc is an annular domain about :.0 such that 

/. ( - ) - ~ (. ( - - )" . '' - L...., II •· - •·0 

for each point:. in it. Lee g(:.) be as defined by equacion (4). bul now allow /1 co be 
a negative integer coo. Also. Ice C be any circle around che annulus. centered al .::0 

and caken in chc positive sense. Then. using che index of summation /11 and adapcing 
Theorem I in Sec. 7 I lo series involving both nonnegative and negative powers of 
.:: - .::o (Exercise I 0). wrice 

"'-.; 

l }i(C)f (:.) d:. = "'~~ c,,, lg(:.)(:. -Co)"' ti:.. 

or 

(9) 
"'-.; 

I 1· f(.::)d.:: ~ 1· 
-., -. • - - - II I I - I/IL....,~-- ---. C,,, (, g ( :'.) ( :'. - :'.() )"' d :'.. 
_JTI ( (,, ... o) -~ 

Since equacions (6) arc also valid ,,.fo:n che integers 111and11 arc allowed to be 
negacive. cquacion (9) reduces co 

_1_ 1· f (.::) d:. = c 
., . ( - - )" I I II _'JT I C •. - •. o 

(II= 0. ±J. ±2 .... ), 

which is expression (5). Sec. 66. for che coefficients c11 in chc Laurene series for I in 
the annulus. 

EXERCISES 

1. By differentiating the '.\ttaclaurin series representation 

l ~II 
1-:::=L..::: 

11=0 

(1:::1 < )). 

obtain the expansions 

'-

--- = '<11 +I) ::: 11 

(1-:::)2 L.,, 
<1.:-1 < I) 

11=0 

and 
'-

--- = '(11 +I )(11 + 2) :" 
(I - ::: ) :1 L.,, 

( 1:1 < I). 
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2. By subslituting I/( I - ::) for:: in the expansion 

I ~ 

--_~2 = L'" +I):" 
(I - .) 11=0 

<I: I < I l. 

found in Exercise I. derive the Laurent series representation 

~ = ~ (-1 )11(11 - 1) 

;:2 L (: - 1 )II 
n=2 

(Compare with Example 2. Sec. 71.) 

3. Find the Taylor series for the function 

2+(:::-2) 

<I < I:: - 11 < :xi). 

.., 1 + (:: - 2)/2 

about the point :o = 2. Then. by differentiating that series term by term. show that 

1 I " (-_'J)" II .... -
,- = - ' ( - I l (11 + 1) ---- 4 L .., 
~ 11=0 -

<I: - 21 < 2). 

4. Show that the function dcti ncd by means of the equations 

. {(I - cos-)/- 2 

./(:) = 1/2 . • 
\Vhcn ;: =f- 0 . 
when::= 0 

is entire. (Sec Example I. Sec. 71.) 

5. Prove that if 

{ 

cos:: 

. - - ::2 - (;r/2)2 
./( . .)- I 

;r 

when:: i ±;r /2 . 

when:: = ±;r /2. 

then f is an entire function. 

6. In the 11· plane. integrate the Taylor series expansion (see Example I. Sec. 64) 

I " 
- = ' ( - I )11 

( rr - 1 )'1 
"' L 11=0 

(ju·-1/<l) 

219 

along a contour interior to its circle of convergence from u· = I torr =:: to obtain the 
representation 

".\.. (-1 )11..,.1 

Log::.= L (::: - l )11 

II= I II 

(/;: - 11 < l ). 

7. t;se the result in Exercise 6 to show that if 

. Loo::: 
j(::)=~ 

: - l 
when:: t-

and f ( l) = I. then f is analytic throughout the domain 

0 < 1:1 <Xi. -;r < Arg: < :r. 
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8. Prove that if f is analytic al :o and f(:o) = ((:o) 
function g defined by means of the cq uali ons 

.{'
11

" (::.0 ) = 0. then the 

g(:) = 

f(:.) 

p111-"-l1(::.o) 

(111 + 1 )! 

\Vhen ::. f- ::.o. 

when.::= ::.o 

is analytic al ::. 0 . 

9. Suppose that a function /(:) has a power series representation 

'-

f (::.) = L: all(: - ::.o)" 
11=0 

inside some circle I::. - : 0 1 = R. t:sc Theorem 2 in Sec. 71. regarding term by term 
differentiation of such a series. and mathematical induction to show that 

·1111 ~ (II + kJ! ,( 
./ (.::) = L k! ll11-r.\ (::. - :oJ 

k=O 

(II = 0. I. 2 .... ) 

when I: - :ol < R.Then.bysening: = :o.showthatthecoellicicms t111 (11=0.I.2 .... ) 
arc the coefficients in the Taylor series for f about :o. Thus give an alternative proof of 
Theorem I in Sec. 72. 

10. Consider two series 

'-

s"::. i = L: "" (: - ::.o i" 
11=0 

'-. 2= b" and .\,(:) = . 
- (- - )II 

n=I '· - ~o 

which converge in some annular domain centered al : 0 . Lei C denote any contour lying 
in that annulus. and kt g(::. l be a function which is continuous on C. Ytodify the proof 
of Theorem I. Sec. 71. which tells us that 

lo prove that 

f g(:)Si(:) ti::.= t a11 lg(::_)(.:: - :0)11 ti: . 
. C n=O , C 

f g(::. lS2(: l ti::. = ~ b" l -g_(:_) - ti::.. 
L (- - )II .c 11 =1 .c ~-~o 

Conclude from these results that if 

'- '- '- I 

L L L >11 
·-- ·- _11_ - _11~ S(~) - l11( •. - ~ol - t/11(. - •. o) , . 

. (: - :o )" 
II=-'- 11=0 11=1 
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then 

f g(::)S(::) d:: = t C11 lg(::)(:: - .:-0)11 ti:. 
• C II=-'- • C 

11. Show that the function 

I 
(1(::) = -
. - ::2 +I 

(:::j:±i) 

is the analytic continuation (Sec. 28) of the function 

'-

Ii (::) = L ( - 1 )II:: 2'1 <l.:-1 < I l 
11=0 

into the domain consisting of al 1 points in the :: plane except:: = ± i. 

221 

12. ShO\v that the function _h(:::) = 1/::2 (.:-_ t- 0) is the analytic continuation (Sec. 28) of 
the function 

'.\,. 

/1(::) = L(ll +I)(::+ 1 )11 <I::+ 11 < I l 
11=0 

into the domain consisting of al I points in the :: plane except:: = 0. 

73. l\'IULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION 
OF PO\VER SERIES 

Suppose that each of the power series 

( I l 
".\,. ' (- - )" ~an •. - •. o 

Jl-"'0 

".\,. 

and 2=",,(::-::nt 
JI =0 

converges within some circle I:: - ::0 1 = R. Their sums/(::) and g(::), respectively. 
arc then analytic functions in the disk I:: - ::0 1 < R (Sec. 71 ). and the product of those 
sums has a Taylor series expansion which is valid there: 

(2) /(::)g(::) =Le,,(:: - ::0)
11 (I:: - ::o I < R). 

II =0 

According to Theorem I in Sec. 72, the series (I) arc themselves Taylor series. 
Hence the first three coefficients in series (2) arc given by the equations 

and 

co = f(::o)g(::o) = aoho. 

I. " ,., ,., ' /'" 
. ( ::0 lg (:: o) + _. I ::o lg I ::o ) + . I ::o lg ( ::o ) I I 

c) = ----------------- = "o J2 + "1 J1 + a2/Jo. ,.,, 
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The general expression for any cocfficiclll c11 is casi I y obtained by rcfcrri ng loleihniz.~11 
rule (Exercise 7) 

(J) (II = I. 2 .... ). 

where 

(II) II~ 
k -k~(11-k)~ 

(k = 0. I. 2 ..... 11). 

for the 11lh dcriva1ivc of lhe pnxlucl of two dilTcrcllliablc functions. J\s usual. 
_fl0 'C:.) =/(:.)and O~ = I. Evidently. 

II 1·(k I (- ) 

L . ..o 
('II = 

k~ 

,,(!J··kl(- ) IJ 
... ..(I L: ---- = akb,, k: 
(// - k)~ 

k=O k~O 

and so expansion (2) can he wriucn 

ti:. - :.ol < R). 

Series (4) is lhe same as the series obtained by fonnally mull.iplying the two sc1ics 
(I) term by lcnn and collecting the rcsulling lcnns in like powers of:. - ::o: it is called 
lhc Cauchy product of the l\VO given series. 

EXAMPLE 1. The function 

sinh:: 
.f(::) = -, -_ + .. 

has a singular poinl al :: = -1. and so its l\ilaclaurin series rcprcscnlalion is valid in 
lhe open disk 1::1 < I. The lirsl four nonzero lcnns arc easily found by writing 

and mulliplying these 1wo series rcnn by rcnn. To he precise. we may muhiply each 
term in the first series by I. lhcn each lcm1 in the firs! series by -:: . ere. The following 
systematic approach is suggested. where like pov .. ·crs of:. arc assembled vertically so 
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lhal lhcir cocfficicncs can be readily added: 

I ' + --· 6 ,, 

- ·' 
6 

I -+--:'!+··· 120 ,, 

- _l __ h 

120 ,, 

I _:; 
+ 6 

J + __ 6 
6 ,, 

The desired rcsulc. involving four nonzero lcrms. is found lo be 

sinh:. ~ 7 , 7 ~ 
~ =:. - :.- + c;:.· - c;:. + ... 

-I ,, 
(.5) ( 1:1 < I). 
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Continuing lo let f(:) and g(:) dcnole che sum..; of series (I). suppose chac 
g(:) :f. 0 \vhcn I: - :nl < R. Since lhe quolicnl f(:)/g(:) is analycic lhroughouc 
lhc disk I: - : 0 1 < R. il has a Taylor series rcpresenlalion 

(6) 
f(:) ~ I ,, 
--. = ~l ,,(: - :o) 
g(:) 11.o.ofl 

(I: - :ol < R). 

where chc cocfficicms d,, can be found by diffcrcncialing f(:)/g(:) successively and 
cvaluacing che dcrivmives al: = : 0 . The resuhs arc chc same as chose found by formally 
carrying out lhe division of lhe firsl of sc1ics ( J) by che second. Since it is usually only 
chc lirsl rev .. · lcrms that arc needed in pntclicc. chis method is nol difficult. 

EXAMPLE 2. J\s pointed oul in Sec. 39. che zeros of the entire funclion sinh: 
arc: = nlfi (11 = 0. ± J. ±2 ... . ). So the reciprocal 

sinh: .... .... 

::+ 3~ + 5~ +··· 
which can be wrictcn 

-- = ~ ( _2 I -~ ) sinh: , , , 
. 1+...:_+...:_+··· 

3 ~ .5 ~ 

(7) 

has a Laurene series rcprcscnlation in the punclured disk 0 < 1:1 < lf. J\ pm\'Cr series 
representation of the funccion in parcmheses here can be found by dividing lhc series 
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in lhe denominalor illlo unily as follov.1s: 

J ) J 4 

I - _.!.___2_L [-1- - _.!.__l _4 + ... 
.., ' •. ' 1' 2 5' .. • 1. (_ . ) . 

I+ --- + -- + ... 3 ~.. 5 ! ,. 

Th is shows ch ac 

I ' 
3 ~ •. 
I -i --

I 4 + -:. + ... 
5! 

l 4 - s;-:. + ... 

I 4 ---
(3~)2'' 

[
_l - _.!.__] :.4 + ... 
(3~) 2 5~ 

[
_l ) - _.!.__] :.4 + ... 
(3!)- 5~ 

\llAP. 5 

, _4 
l , [ I l l 4 

I - 3 ~ :.- + (3 ~ )2 - 5 ~ :: + ... (1:.1 < ;r ). 

or 

l+~+~+··· 
3~ 5~ 

( 8) ) _4 

I , 7 4 - --- + -- + ... 6 •. 360 •. <l:.l<7r). 
I+~+~+··· 

3~ 5~ 

In view of equation (7). lhcn. 

(9) _1 _ = ~ - ~ - + 2- -.~ + ... 
si nh:. :. 6 '· 36() '· 

(0 < 1:.1 < ;r). 

Allhough we have given only lhe firsl three nonzero tenns of this Laurcnl series. any 
number of lenns can, of course. be found by continuing lhe division. 

EXERCISES 

1. use multiplication of series to show that 

,_,.: I I 5 , 
--- = - + I - -- - --- ~ ... 
.::(.:: 2 +1) : 2' 6' . 

(0 < 1.::1 < I). 

2. By multiplying two Maclaurin series term by term. show thal 

- . , I ' (a) e·sm.:: =: + .::- + ~.::- + ··· <1:1 < '.Xi): 

·' 
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, 
e-

( b) --=I 
I+:. 

I , I , 
..... - -- - --· _._ ... ' ')' 3' ' (1:1 < IJ . 

3. By writing csc:: = I/ sin:: and then using division. show that 

csc - = ~ + ~ - ..... [-1
- - _!_] _, ........ . , :: .V , . (3 ! )2 5 ! - . ({) < 1::1 < ;r). 

4. Cse division to obtain the Laurent series representation 

I I I I I , 
~ = : - 2 + 12:: - 720 ::· + ... (0 < 1::1<2;r). 

5. :'\ote hmv the expansion 

7 
--- = - - - . - _._ -- _._ ... 
:: 2 sinh:: ::.l 6 :: ' 360' ' 

(0<1:1<;r) 
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is an immediate consequence of the Laurent series (8) in Sec. 73. Then use the method 
ii lust rated in Example 4. Sec. 68. to show that 

l d:: ;rj 

. c : 2 sinh:: = - 3 
when C is the positively oriented unitcirde 1::1 =I. 

6. Follow these steps. \Vhich illustrate an alternative to straightforward division. to obtain 
equation (8) in Example 2. Sec. TJ. 

(a) \\1rite 

- I ..._ I - ..._ I - 2 _._ I - ·' ..._ I -·1 ..._ • • • ---,---1---- - ( 0 ' ( i •. ' ( 2 •. ' (_<, ' l.j, ' • 
I +:.-/3!+::·/5!+··· 

\vhere the coellicients in the power series on the right arc to he determined hy 
multiplying the two series in the equation 

I = (I + &:: 2 + ~::· 1 + · · ·) (d0 +di::+ tf:!.: 2 + d_.:-' + d.1:."
1 + · · ·). 

. . ). 

Perform this multiplication to show that 

(do - I)+ di::+ (th+ ~!<41):. 2 + (1_. + ;!d1 )::' 

when 1::1 < ;r. 

+ ("-1 + _!_d, + _!_do) :·1 + · · · = 0 
3 ! - 5 ~ 

(/>) By setting the coefficients in the la.'il series in part (a) equal to zero. tind the values 
of do. d 1• <'2. d_.. and d.1• With these values. the ti rst equation in part (a) becomes 
equation (8). Sec. 73. 

7. t;se mathematical induction to establish Leibniz's rule (Sec. 73) 

(/.td/11 = t (~) f1.\1g111-.\1 

.\=() 

(11 = I. 2 ... . ) 

for the 11th derivative of the product of two differentiable functions f (:) and g(:). 
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S11gges1io11: :'\ote that the rule is valid when /1 = 1. Then. assuming that it is valid 
when /1 = /11 where mis any positive integer. show that 

(/°<nllll-•·11 =(/'')"Ill+ (,_.>)I/Ill .. . g .. ~ 

t. 1111+11 ~ [("') ( Ill )] /·1.t1 11111 ... l-.t1 ~. /·1111 .... 11 . 
=.g +L.... k + k-1 .. ~ . g 

.\=I 

Finally. with the aid of the identify 

( "') + ( "' ) k k - I ("':I) 
that \vas used in Exercise 8. Sec. 3. show that 

(fg)1111+l1 = fg1111+l1 + f (111; I) f1.t1g1111~l-k1 + .t'"•l1g 

.\=I 

111+ I =, ("' + 1) r·~1i:1111+l--'1. L.... k . . 
.<:.=<I 

8. Let f (:) he an entire function that is represented by a series of the form 

(I.:: I < ::ivl. 

(ti) By differentiating the composite function g(: l = flf ( :l I successive) y. ti nd the tirst 
three nonzero terms in the ~laclaurin series for g(:) and thus show that 

/-1 1· ( - l I - - . ") - 2 . ") ( 2 ~ l - _1 , . . ' -,~-ll2, ~- "2 'l/:1, ~··· (I.:: I < ::iv) . 

(b) Obtain the result in part (ti) in afomwl manner by writing 

replacing f(:) on the right-hand side here by its series representation. and then 
collecting terms in like powers of:. 

(c) By applying the result in part (a) to the function/(.::)= sin.::. show that 

. . I l 
Slll(Slll:) = .:'. - :;-:· + · · · (1:1 < X). 

·' 
9. TheE11/er1111111bersarethe numbers £ 11 (11 = 0. 1.2 .... ) in the:Vlaclaurin series repre

sentation 

I '" E ___ ,_11_11 

cosh - - L.... /1 ' ' 
. ' 11=0 . 

( 1.::1 <Jr /2). 

Point out why this representation is valid in the indicated disk and why 

£21,...1 = 0 (II = 0. I. 2 . ... ) . 

Then show that 

Eo = I. E2 = -1. E.1 = 5. and E<• = -61. 



CHAPTER 

6 
RESIDUES AND POLES 

The Cauchy-Goursat theorem (Sec. 50) states that if a function is analytic at all 1x)ints 
interior to and on a simple dosed contour C. then the value of an integral of the 
function around that contour is zero. If. hmvever. lhc function fails to he analytic at a 
finilc number of points interior to C. there is. as '''C shal I sec in lhis chapter. a spcci lie 
number. called a residue. which each of those JX)ifHs cont1ihu1cs 10 the value of the 
integral. \Ve develop here lhc lheory of residues: and. in Chap. 7. we shall illustrate 
their use in certain areas of applied malhcmatics. 

74. ISOLATED SINGULAR POINTS 

\Ve saw in Sec. 15 chat a function/is analytic al a poirll :o if il has a derivative al each 
point in some neighborhood of : 0 . If. on the other hand.f fails lo he analycic at : 0 hut 
is analytic al some (X)int in every neighborhood of it. we also saw in Sec. 25 lhal :.0 is 
a singular poim off 

The lhcory of residues in this chapter ccnlers around a special type of singu
lar poinl. Namely, a singular JX)int :o is said to be isolated if lherc is a dcle1ed r 
neighborhood 0 <I:. - : 0 1 < f.: of : 0 throughout which/is analycic. 

EXAMPLE l. The function 

227 
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has che three isolaced singular poinls: = 0 and:= ±3i. In fact chc singuhu poims of 
a rncional funclion, or quocienl of cwo polynomials. arc always isolmed. This because 
lhc zeros of lhc polynomial in lhc dcnominalor arc Jinilc in number (Sec. 58 ). 

EXAi\lPLE 2. The origin : = 0 is a singuhu· poim of che principal branch 
(Sec. 33) 

F(:) =Log:= lnr + iH (,. > 0. - Jr < (-) < Jr ) 

of the logarilhmic function. ll is 1101, however, an isolaced singular poinl since every 
delcled F: neighborhood or il comains poinls on lhe negacive real axis (sec Fig. 88) 
and lhe branch is nol even de lined cherc. Similar remarks can be made regarding any 
branch 

f(:) =log::= In:: +ie (r > 0. a < H < a + 2;r) 

of che logarithmic funclion. 

,, 
/ 

/ 

\' 

- -- .... 
' ' 

/ \ 
I I 

----~-----~~~~',.....--~-
x \ {) I 

\ I 
\ I 
' / ' / .......... _ _,,.,,,. 

EX.i\i\ilPLE 3. The funclion 

FIGURE 88 

I 
/(::.) = . I 

Sln(Jr ::.) 

clearly docs nol have a derivacive al the origin::.= 0: and because sin(;r/::) = 0 when 
Jr/::. = 11Jr (11 = ±I. ±2 .... ). che dcrivacive of/ also fails to exisl al each or che 
points:= I /11 (11 =±I. ±2 .... ). Inasmuch as the derivative of/docs exisl at cvel)' 
point that is not on the real axis. it follows that f is analytic at some poim in every 
neighborhood of each of the points 

( I) ::.=0 and ::.=l/11 (11=±1.±2 .... ). 

Hence each of the poi ms (I) is a singula1ity or/ 
The singularity::. = 0 is 1101 isolated because evel)' deleted F: neighborhood of it 

contains other singuhu- points. More precisely. when a positive number F: is specified 
and 111 is any positive integer such that /11 > I /F-:. the fact that 0 < I/ /11 < F: means 
that the singularity: = I/ 111 lies in the deleted F: neighborhood 0 < 1::.1 < F:. 
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The ~maining poincs:: = I /11 (11 = ±I. ±2 .... ) are in fact. isolaccd. In order 
co sec chis. let 111 dcnocc any fixed posicive integer and observe that.f is analytic in the 
dclcccd neighborhood of:. = I/ m whose radius is 

t·=-----
111 111 + I 111(111+1) 

(Sec Fig. 89.) J\ similar observation can be made \vhcn 111 is a negative integer. 

\' 

/ ----, 
' / ' / 

I \ 
I I 
I I 

() 
I .\ 

111 + I 
I I 

\ Ill I 

' / 

' / .... ---- ,.,. FIGURE 89 

In this chapccr. it will be important lo keep in mind lhac if a function is analytic 
evcryv,:hcrc inside a simple closed contour C except for a.finite number of singular 
points :. 1• :. 2 •••.• :.11 • those points must all be isolaccd and the deleted neighborhoods 
about them can be made small enough lo lie entirely inside C. To sec thac this is so. 
consider <my one of the points ::k. The radius F: of chc needed deleted neighborhood can 
be any positive number chat is smaller than the distances to the ocher singular points 
and also smaller than chc discancc from :.k to the closest point on C. 

Finally. we mention that it is sometimes convenient lo consider the point 
ac infinity (Sec. 17) as an isolated singular point. To be specific. if there is a 
posicivc number R1 such chac f is analytic for R1 < 1::1 < oo. then f is said lo 
have an isolated si11gular poi11t at zo = oo. Such a singular point will be used in 
Sec. 77. 

75. RESIDUES 

\Vhcn :.o is an isolated singular point of a funccion f. there is a posicivc number R2 
such lhal I is analytic al each point:. for which 0 < I:. - ::0 1 < R2• Consequently. 
f(:.) has a Lau~nt series representation 

where the coefficients a,, and b11 have cc11ain integral representations (Sec. 66). In 
particular, 

I ;· /( ::> d:: 
h11 = --

..,.,..,. , ( ~ _ - ) · II I l 
-" ( •· •·II 

(II = I. 2 .... ) 
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where C is any positively oriented simple closed comour around :.0 that lies in the 
punctured disk 0 < I: - :ol < R2 (Fig. 90). \Vhen /1 = L this expression for b,, 
becomes 

or 

\' 

0 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 

/ 
/ 

I 

\ 

' ' 

,.. 
/ 

-----

------

.... 
' 

,.. ,.. 

b1 = -
1
-. j .r(:) d: 

2;r I C 

£ .r(:.)d: = 2nib1. 

' ' ' \ 
\ 

/ 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

.r 

FIGURE 90 

The complex nu mbcr b1• which is the cocflicicnl of I/ (: - : 0 ) in expansion (I). 
is called the residue of .f al the isolated singular point :o. and we shall often write 

b1 = Res f (:). 
.: =-=.::o 

Equation (2) then becomes 

( 3) { f(:)d: = 2;ri ~':Sf(:.). 
.fr .-... 

Sometimes we simply use B to denote the residue when the function f and the point 
: 0 arc clearly indicated. 

Equation (J) provides a powerful method for evaluating ccnain in1egmls around 
simple closed contours. 

EXAMPLE 1. Consider the integral 

( 4) j. £"' -

c -4 

I 
d: 

where C is the positively oricmcd unit circle I: I = I (Fig. 9 I). Since the integrand 
is analytic everywhere in the finite plane except at : = 0. it has a Laurent se1ies 
reprcsemmion that is valid \\'hen 0 < 1:1 < x. Thus. according to equation (3). the 
value of integral (4) is 2ni times the residue of ics imegrand al:= 0. 
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To determine that residue. '"·e recall (Sec. 64) the Maclaurin series representation 

" _,, 
l':=L:~;~ (l:.l<OO) 

ll'-'0 

and use it to write 

I " _,, " _,. .s 
""""' ' . """"' ' . 

=:..sL-~=L-7 (0 < 1:.1 < 00). 

11=1 11=1 

The coefficient of I/:. in this last series occurs when 11 - 5 = -1. or when /1 4. 
Hence 

and so 

\' 

0 

l': - J 
Res _ 
;'"'(I :.:-> 

=-=-
4~ 24 

FIGURE 91 

EXAMPLE 2. Let us show that 

(5) J~ cosh(:.
1
2 ) d:. = 0 

where C is the same positively oriented unit circle 1:.1 = I as in Example I. The 
composite function cosh( 1/:.2 ) is analytic everywhere except at the origin since the 
same is true of 1/:.2 and since cosh:. is entire. The isola1ed singular poinl:. = 0 is 
interior to C. and Fig. 91 in Example I can be used here as well. \Vith the help or 1he 
l\faclaurin series expansion (Sec. 64) 

) _4 _6 

cosh:. = I + .::..__ + .::..__ + .::..__ + · · · ( 1:.1 < oo). 
2~ 4~ 6~ 

one can write the Laurent series expansion 

I I 1 I I I 
=l+-·--1--·-+-·-··· 

2~ :.2 4~ z.4 6~ :.6 
(0 < 1:.1 < 00). 
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The residue of the integrand al its isolated singular poilll :. = 0 is. therefore. zero 
(/J1 = 0), and the value of integral (5) is establishe<l. 

\Ve arc reminded in this example lhal although the analyticity of a function within 
and on a simple closed comour C is a sufficient condition for the value of lhc integral 
amund C lo be zero. il is nm a ncccs.rnn· condition. 

EXAi\'IPLE 3. A residue can be used lo evaluate the integral 

i. d:. 

-<- .., >" . r ,, ,. - - . 
(6) 

where C is the positively oriented circle I:. - 21 = I (Fig. 92). Since the inlegrnnd is 
analytic everywhere in the finilc plane excepl al the points :. = 0 and :. = 2. it has 
a Laurenl series rcprcscnlalion that is valid in the punclurcd disk 0 < 1:-. - 21 < 2. 
\Vhich is shown in Fig. 92. Thus. according lo cqualion (3). lhc value of integral (6) is 
2Jri limes the residue of ils imegrnnd al:. = 2. The nature of lhal imegrnnd suggcscs 
that we mighl use the geometric series (Sec 64) 

_1 __ = f :." 
I - '· <1 

"""' 
( 1:.1 < I l 

to detcnninc the residue. We write 

(:. - 2)5 2 + (:. - 2) 2(:. - 2)5 1-(-:.;2)· 
and chcn use chc geometric series: 

(0 < 1.:: - 21 < 2>. 

In this Laurent series. which could be wrictcn in the form (I), the cocfficiefll of I/(:. -2) 
is the desired residue. namely I /32. Consequently. 

! d:. _ .., . ( I ) _ Jri ----- - _Jr( - - - . 
. c.::(.::-2f' 32 16 

\' 

----
/ .... 

/ ' / ' I \ 
I \ 

I I 
I 

() 
I .\' 

\ I 

' I 

' I 

' / 

' ' ..... ___ .,. 

FIGURE 92 
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76. CAUCHY'S RESIDUE THEOREl\tl 

If. exccpl for a.fi11ite number of singular poinls. a funclion f is analytic inside a simple 
dosed contour C. lhosc singular ()()inls musl all be isolaled (Sec. 74). The following 
theorem. which is known as Cauchy's residue theorem, is a precise statement of the 
fact that if f is also analytic on C and if C is positively oricnlcd. then the value of lhe 
integral off around C is 2;rri times the sum of the residues off at the singular points 
inside C. 

Theorem. Let C be a simple closed co11to111; described in the positii·e sense. ff 
a.fimctio11 f is a11alytic i11side and 011 C except for a.finite 11wnbert~fsi11g11/ar poi11ts 
:.k (k = I. 2 ..... 11) inside C (Fig. 93 ). then 

( I ) f f(::.) d:, = 'l;rri t ~-':S /(":.). 
. C k=I ,-.. A 

() x FIGURE93 

To prove the theorem. let the poinls :.k (k = I. 2 . .... n) be cenlers of positively 
oriented circles Ck which arc inlcrior to C and arc so small lhal no lwo of lhcm have 
points in common. The circles CJ.;. logclher wilh lhe simple dosed contour C. fonn 
lhe boundm·y of a closed region lhroughout \\·-hich f is analytic and whose interior is a 
mulliply connected domain consisling of lhc poinls inside C and exterior lo each Ck. 
Hence. according to lhc adaplalion of lhe Cauchy-Goursal lhcorem to such domains 
(Sec. 53). 

1 II j' .r(:.) d:. - 2= .r(:.> d: = o. 
c k:..cl CA 

This reduces lo equalion (I) because (Sec. 75) 

j. f ( Z. ) d:. = 'l;r i ~-': S f ( :, ) ( k = f. 2. . . . . II ) . 
C1 .-.i. 

and the proof is complcle. 
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(2) 

RESIDl:Es AND POI.ES 

EXA.l\ilPLE. Let us use 1hc 1hcorcm 10 cvalua1c 1hc imcgral 

I 4:. 5 I ---{:. 
.c:.(:.-1) 

\llAP. 6 

where C is !he cirdc 1:.1 = 2. described in the coumerclockwise direction (Fig. 94). 
The incegmnd has the l\\'O isolated singularities:. = 0 and :. = 1. both of which arc 
interior to C. The corresponding residues 81 at:. = 0 and 82 at:. = I arc readily 
found with the aid of 1he Maclaurin series represcnrncion (Sec. 64) 

I ) 
I _ :. = l +:. + :.- + · · · ( 1:.1 < I). 

We observe first chat when 0 < 1:.1 < I. 

4:. - 5 4:. - 5 - I ( 5) ) _ _ = _ · --- = 4 - :- (-I - :. - :.- - · · · ): 
.. ( .. - I ) .. I - .. .. 

and by idcncifying the coefficient of I/:. in chc produce on the right here. we find that 

(.J) 

Also. since 

4:. - 5 

:.(:. - I) 

4(:. - I) - l 

:. - I I + (:. - I ) 

= (4 - ~) [I - (:. - l) + (:. - I )2 
- •.• J 

.. l 

when 0 < I:. - 11 < l. ic follows chat 

(4) 

Thus 

(5) 

82 = -1. 

.. - - - ") . - . 1 4- s 
- - - d .. - _Jrt ( 8 I + 8 2) - 8 ;r I. 

r .. (,, I ) 

\' 

.,,,,.- - ...... <--- ...... 
/ / ' ', 

/ / \ \ 
/ I \ \ 

I 0 
\ 

\ 

' ' 

x 

FIGURE 94 
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In lhis example. il is aclUally easier lo slan by \\·Tiling lhc imcgrand in imegral 
(2) as lhe sum of ils parlial fraclions: 

4::: - 5 5 - I 
-----+--
::: (::: - I ) - ::: ::: - I . 

Then. since 5/::: is already a Laurclll series when 0 < 1:::1 < I and since -1/(::: - I) is 
a Laurcnl series when 0 < I::: - 11 < I. it follows chal srncemcm (5) is true. 

77. RESIDUE AT INFINITY 

Suppose lhac a funccion f is analytic chroughouc che finile plane excepl for a 11nilc 
number of singular poinls illlerior co a positively orienced simple closed comour C. 
Next lel R1 t.knolc a posilive number which is large enough char C I ics inside che circle 
1:::1 = R1 (sec Fig. 95 ). The runccion f is cvidcmly analytic chroughouc chc domain 
R1 < 1:::1 < oo and. as already mcnlioned al lhe end of Sec. 74, lhe poinl ac infinicy is 
lhen said lo be an isolaled singular poi Ill off. 

\' 

Ro .\ 

FIGURE 95 

Now lcl C0 denole a circle 1:::1 = R0 • oricmed in lhe clockl1·isc dircclion. where 
Ro > R 1. The residue off at illji11ity is defined by means or lhe cqualion 

(I ) J.,, f(:::) d::: = 2n i ~~ /(:::). 

Noce llml che circle Co keeps che poinl al inlinily on che lcfl, jusc as lhc singular poinl 
in lhc finilc plane is on lhc lcfl in equation (3). Sec. 75. Since f is analylic lhmughoul 
lhc closed region bounded by C and Co. lhe principle of defonnation of pmhs (Sec. 53) 
lclls us lhal 

'" /(:::) d::: = J ' f (;::) d::: = - l_ /(:::) d:::. J( <" Jc,, 
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So, in view of definition (I). 

(2) f. f (:.) d:. = -?..Jr i ~e~ f ( :.). 
To find this residue. write the Laurent series (sec Sec. 66) 

x 

(3) .r (:.) = L ('II :." ( RI < I:. I < 00). 

where 

(4) I/ C11 = --
1.Jr i C,, -11·1 I 

(II = 0. ±I.±?.. .... ). 

Replacing:. by I/:. in equation (3) and then multiplying through the result by I /::2
• we 

sec that 

I (I) x 'X 

2= 
Cn 

2= 
Cn 2 

-2 .r :- -11·1 2 -
-11 ... .... 

JI'-. 'X 
.. 

II co···"'-' 
.. (() < 1:.1 <~I) 

and 

C I = ~5c~ [ :.)2 f ( ~) l 
Pulling /1 = - I in expression (4). we nm\' have 

c I = ~ I /(:.) d:.. 
_Jr I . C "' 

or 

(5) l_ f(:.)d:. = -2Jri~5c~ [_12.r(~)] · le 11 ""• '• 

Note how it follows from this and definition (I) that 

(6) 

With equmions (2) and (6). the following theorem is now established. This theorem 
is sometimes more cnicient to use than Cauchy's residue theorem in Sec. 76 since it 
involves only one residue. 

Theorem. ~(a .fi111ctio11 f is analytic every1rhere in the .finite plane except ./(Jr a 

.finite 1111mln:r '~(singular points interior to a positil·ely oriented simple closed contmtr 
C. 1/ie11 

(7) j. /(::) d:. =?..Jr i Res [ _
1
, f (~) l · 

r - '-'n -' '- .... .... 
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EXAMPLE. It is easy to sec that the singularities of the function 

: 3 ( I - 3:.) 
./'(:) = ') ~· 

( 1 + : )( I + _:, ) 

1.37 

all lie inside the positively oriented circle C centered al the origin with radius 3. In 
on.kr to use the theorem in this section. we \\1ri1e 

(8) I (I) 
-2 .r -=-... ... 

: - .3 
=-·------{:. + I ){:~ + 2). 

Inasmuch as the quoticlll 

: - .3 

(: + I)(:~ + 2) 

is analytic at the origin. it has a Maclaurin series representation whose firs! term is the 
nonzero number -3/2. Hence. in view of expression (8). 

:12 .r(~) = ~ (-~+ll1:+a2:2 
+ll.1:·

1
+ · ·) = -~ · ~+l/1 +t12:+ll.1:

2
+ 

for all : in some punctured disk 0 < 1:1 < R0 . It is nmv dear that 

Res [~.r (~)] = - ~-
-~=o :- : 2 

and so 

(9) 1 :-'(I -3:) /- _ 1 ·(-~) 
~ l •. - _;r I 

1 (1+:){1+2:) 2 
= -3ni. 

EXERCISES 

1. find the residue al ::: = 0 of the funclion 

:::. - sm: cot:::. sinh: (/>):::cos(~): (a) --,. (c) (cl) 
-·1 

( t') 
:::·1 {I - :::.!) : + :::- -'· 

Am. (a) I: (b) -1/2: (c) 0: (d) -1/45: (el 7 /6. 

2. Cse Cauchy's residue theorem (Sec. 76) to evaluate the integral of each of these functions 
around the circle 1:::1 = 3 in the positive sense: 

exp(-:::. l exp(- :::l :::.:.exp(~): (cl) 
:::+I 

{a) 
-2 

{b) 
I::: - 1 )2 • 

(cl -2 - .,_ 
' 

Ans. { l/) 
., .. 

-_Jr/. (h) -1;ri /e: (c) ;rij3: {d) 2.,7 i. 

3. In the example in Sec. 76. two residues \Vere used lo evaluate the integral 

l 4: - 5 
---cl::. 

.. :::.(::: - ll 

where C is the positively oriented circle \:::I = 1. Evaluate this integral once again by 
using the theorem in Sec. 77 and tinding only one residue. 
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4. Cse the theorem in Sec. 77. involving a single residue. to evaluate the integral of each 
of these functions around the circle 1::1 = 2 in the positive sense: 

-~ 
(ti) --

1 - .::·\· 
(/>) --1 _.._ -2. 

(c) 

A1n. (a) -2;r i: (/J) 0: (c) 2;ri. 

5. Let C denote the circle I.:: I = I. taken counterclock\vise. and use the following steps to 
show that 

( I) ~ I l exp : + - d.:: = 2;ri L . 
. c .:: 11=0 II! (II + 1 ) ! 

(a) By using the ~1aclaurin series fore·~ and referring to Theorem 1 in Sec. 71. \Vhich 
justifies the term by term integration that is to be used. write the above integral as 

(/>) Apply the theorem in Sec. 76 to evaluate the integrals appearing in part (a) to arrive 
at the desired result. 

6. Suppose that a function f is analytic throughout the tinite plane except fora tinite number 
of singular points .:: 1 • .::2 ••••• : 11 . Show that 

Res f(::) +Res f(.::) + · · · + Rcsf(::) +Res fl.::)= 0. 
·=·· -~=:: ~=-~., :='-

7. Let the degrees of the polynomials 

/ ) ( -) - ~ - ~ _2 ~ • . . ~ -" ~ - cto . a1 •.. t12.. . . ""·· (ll11 -::/= 0) 

and 

Q - - I ~I - · I - 2 · · I -111 
<~l - >o . >1 ~ -t- >2~ -t- · · · -t- >,,,~ 

be such that m ~ 11 + 2. lJse the theorem in Sec. 77 to show that if all of the zeros of 
Q<.::) arc interior to a simple closed contour C. then 

!Compare with Exercise 4(/>).I 

l />(.::) 
--cl:: =0 . 

. c Q(.::) 

78. THE THREE TYPES OF ISOLATED 
SINGULAR POINTS 

We smv in Sec. 75 lhal lhe theory of residues is based on lhc facl lhal if f has an 
isolated singular poinl al .::0 • lhcn /(.::)has a Laurent series rcpresencalion 

( I ) 
"' ~ bi "' b,, /(.::)=L-a,,(.::-.::0) 11 + __ + - ,+···+ +··· 

•. - •. o (.:: - .::o)- (.:: - .::0)11 

11~0 
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in a punclured disk 0 < I:: - ::0 I < R2. The portion 

(2) 
h1 h2 ~} 

+ ( - - ) 2 + . . . + ( - - )" + ... :. - ::o •. - •. (I •. - •. () 

of lhe series. involving neg alive powers of:. - ::0 • is called lhc principal part off at 
::o. We now use the principal part to identify the isolated singular point ::o as one of 
three special lypes. This classification will aid us in the devclopmelll of residue lhcory 
that appears in following sections. 

There arc two extremes. lhc case in which every coeflicicnt in lhc principal parl 
(2) is zero and lhe case in which an infinite number of lhcm arc nonzero. 

(a) Removable Singular Points 

\Vhen every h11 is zero. so that 

~ 

(3) f(::) = L aJI(:. - ::0)
11 = ao + a1 (:: - ::o) + a2(;. - ::o)

2 + · · · 
11=.oO 

::0 is known as a removable singular poi11t. Nole lhal lhe residue al a removable singu
lar point is always zero. If we define. or possibly redefine . .f al ::o so lhal f(::o) =ao. 
expansion (3) becomes valid throughout lhe cm ire disk 1::- ::o I < R2. Since a power se
ries always rcprcsc11ls an analylic function imc1iorlo ils circle of convergence (Sec. 7 l ). 
il follows lhal .f is analylic al ::o when il is assigned lhe value <10 lhcrc. The singularily 
::0 is. therefore. remol'ed. 

(b) Essential Singular Point~; 

If an inf'inile number of the cocflicicms h,, in the principal part (2) arc nonzero. ::o is 
said to be an essential singulllr point or f. 

(c) Poles of Order 111 

Ir the principal part of .f al ::0 contains al lcasl one nonzero tenn bul lhe number of 
such terms is only finite. then there exists a posilive integer 111 (111 '.:::: l) such that 

hm # () and hm I I = hm I 2 = · · · = 0. 

Thal is. expansion ( l) lakes the fonn 

(4) 

'"\;; 

' J! h, b) hJ/I 
f(::) = L...,, lln(:. - ::o) + _ _ + - ) + · · · + ----

•. - ,,() ( :. - ::o) - (:. - ::o )J/I 
Jl~O 
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where h,,, i= 0. In lhis case. lhe isohned singular poinl :o is called a pole of order m.~ 
A pole of order /11 = J is usually referred lo as a simple pole. 

In the nexl sec lion. we shall give examples of lhese lhree types of isolaled singular 
poinls: and in lhe remaining sec lions of lhe chaplcr. we shall examine in grealer deplh 
lhc lheory of lhe lhree ly pcs of i so la led singular poi nls just described. The emphasis wi II 
be on useful and dficiem methods for idemifying poles and finding lhe corresponding 
residues. 

The final seclion (Sec. 84) of the chapler includes lhrce lheorems lhal point oul 
fundamental differences in the behavior of runclions at lhe three types of isolated 
singuhu· points. 

79. EXAJ\'IPLES 

The examples in 1his section illustrate the three types of isolated singularilies described 
in Sec. 78. 

EXAMPLE 1. The poim : 0 = 0 is a removable singular poinl of lhc funclion 

( I ) 

because 

. I [ .f (:) = :2 I 

- cosh: 
.((:.) = --

-2 .. 

1+:_+:_+:_+··· 
( 

_2 _-I _6 )] 

2~ 4~ 6~ 
..,, 

When the value f (O) = - I /2 is assigned . .f becomes entire. 

({) < 1:1 < OC). 

EXAMPLE 2. We recall from Example 3 in Sec. 68 thm 

" 1 1 1 J 1 I 
e 1 i-~ = L:::- · - =I+ - · - + - · - + .. · 

II~ :" 1 ~ : 2 ~ :.2 
11'-"0 

(2) (0 < 1::1 < OC). 

and it follows that e 11 ~ has an essential singularily at : 0 = 0, where the residue h 1 is 
unity. 

This example can be used to illuslralc an important result known as Picard~(i 
theorem. It concerns the behavior of a function near an essential singular poim and 
stales that in each 11eighhorhood <f a11 esse11tial singular poi111. a .fu11ctio11 ass11111es 
eFeryJi11ite \'ll/1te, with one possible l'Xet'/Jfio11. a11 i11fi11ite number <~/'limes.~· 

'llic n:a~on for the tcnninology poll' i!'- pointcJ oul 011 pp. 348·-."W9 of the hook (2005) hy A. D. \Vun~ch 
a~ well a!'> Oil p. 62 of the one eolO) hy R. P. Boa!'>. hoth of which an: li~tcJ in AppcnJix I. Also. Lhc 
reason will he LouchcJ on in Sec. 84. 

t for a pruof of Pic1rJ·~ thcon:m. !'>Cc Sec. 51 in Vol. Ill of the hook hy :'vlarku!->hcvich. citcJ in 
AppcnJix I. 
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It is easy to sec. for instance. that e1
.:: assumes the value - I an infinite number 

of limes in each neighborhood of the origin .. More precisely. since e: = - J when 

:. = (211 + I ):r i (II= 0. ±J. ±2 ... . ). 

(sec Sec. 30). it follov ... s that e1
.'; = - I when 

------·-=----- (ll = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 
(211 + J):r i (211 + I ):r 

So if /1 is large enough. an i nfinitc number of such points lie in any given ... ~ neighborhood 
of the origin. Zero is evidently the exceptional value when Picard"s theorem is applied 
to e1i; at the origin. 

EXAMPLE 3. From lhe representation 

J J } ' 4 
f(:.)=} =_2(1+:.+:.-+:.·+:: +···) 

:.-(I - ::) •. 
(3) 

I J } 
= ~ + - + I +:. + :.- + · · · (0 < 1::1 < I). 

one can sec that f has a pole of order /11 = 2 at the origin and that 

Res /"(::) = I. 
: '"'(I . 

From the limit 

Jim -.-
1
- = limj::2

( I - ::)] = 0 . 
. :··Of(:,) :•O 

it follows that (sec Sec .. 17) 

(4) Jim/(::)= oo. 
: • (I 

Such a limit always occurs at poles. as will be shown in Sec. 84. 

EXAMPLE 4. Finally. we observe that the function 

: 1 + :. - 2 :: (:. + I ) - 2 2 2 
/(::)=. _ I -----=:.---=-1+(::+1)---.. + ::+I ::+I ::+I 

((}<I::+ 11 < oo) 

has a simple pole at ::0 = - I. The residue there is -2. Moreover. since 

I
. I 

1
. :: + I 0 

Jill -- = 1111 } = - = 0 . 
. : • I _f (:,) ; • I :,- + :, - 2 - .., 

\\'C lind that 

(5) Jim f (:.) = oo. 
.: • I 

[Compare with limit (4) in Example 3.] 
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In the remaining sections of this chapter. ""·e shall develop in greater depth the 
theory of the three types of isolated singular points just illus1ra1ed. The emphasis will 
be on useful and efficielll mclhods for identifying poles and finding !he corresponding 
residues. 

EXERCISES 

1. In each case. write the principal part of the function al its isolated singular point and 
determine \vhethcr that point is a removahle singular point. an essential singular point. 
or a pole: 

(a) : exp ( ~): (/>) 
I+:. 

(c) 
sin: cos: 

(d) --: ( t') (2 - :)'. 

2. Show that the singular point of each of the following functions is a pole. De term inc the 
order /11 of that pole and the corresponding residue B. 

(a) 
1 - cosh: 1 - exp(2:) 

(h) __ , 
. exp(2:) 
(c) ~. 

(: - 1 )-

A11.\·. (a) /11 = I. B = -1/2: (h) /11 = 3. B = -4/3: (c) /11 = 2. B = 2e:!. 

3. Suppose that a function f is analytic at : 0 • and write gl:) = f (:)/(: - : 0 ). Show that 

(a) if f (:o) :j:. 0. then :o is a simple pole of g. with residue f (:0 ): 

(/J) if /<:0 ) = 0. then :o is a removable singular point of g. 

Suggestion: As poinced out in Sec. 62. there is a Taylor series for /<:) ahout : 0 

si nee f is analytic there. Start each part of this exercise hy writing out a few terms of 
that series. 

4. Write the function 

as 
</>(:) 

/(:.) = --
(: - ai) 1 

(ll > 0) 

Point out why</>(:) has a Taylor series representation ahout: = ai. and then use it to 
show that the principal part off at that point is 

</>"((li)/2 <t>'<ai) </>(ai) i/2 
~ ~-------

(/ /2 
: - (Ii ' (: - ai) 2 ' (: - ai)·' : - ai (: - ail'. 

80. RESIDUES AT POLES 

\Vhen a function .f has an isolaled singularily at a point : 0 • lhe basic method for 
idenlifying :o as a pole and finding !he residue !here is 10 write lhe appropriale Laurelli 
series and to note the coefficient of I/(:: - : 0 ). The following theorem provides an 
alternative charncterizalion of poles and a way of finding residues al poles that is often 
more convenient. 
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Theorem. Let ::o be w1 isolated si11g11/ar point <fa.fi111ctio11 .f. T/1efollmri11g t1ro 
statements are cq11i\'lile11t: 

(a) ::o i.\· <I /HJ/ e <~(order 111 ( 111 = I. 2 . ... ) <?( f: 

(b) /(::) rn11he1rritte11 i11 thefo1111 

I
. </> (;,) 
(;::) = ---

. (:: - ::o )Ill 

11·/iere </>(::)is analytic and 11011:.ero at ::o. 

1\!loreore1: if statements (a) and ( b) are true. 

(111 = I. 2 ... . ). 

Res/(::)= </>(::0 ) 1rhe11111 = I 
::..;..:.::-11 

lllld 

</>(111 ''(::o) 
Res {(::) = when 111 = 2. 3 ..... 
~<". ( 111 - I)! 

Observe that these two expressions for residues need not have been written sep
arately since. with the conventions that ¢(01

(:: 0 ) = </>(::o) and O! = I. the second 
expression reduces to the first when 111 = I. 

To prove the theorem. we first assume that statement (a) is true. That is. /(::) has 
a Laurent se1ies representation 

'"' I In b,,, 1 b,,, 
I
. ~ . ,, }J -

. (::) = ~a,, (:: - ::o) + _ _ + , + · · · + +----
•. - ··O (;, - ::o )- (;:: - ::o )'" I (;:: - ::o )111 

(b,,, i= 0). 

which is valid in a punctured disk 0 < I:: - ::0 1 < R 2. Now a function</>(::) defined by 
means of the equations 

</> (::) = { (:: - ::o )"' .f (::) 
bl/I 

evidemly has the pov. .. er series representation 

when ;, # :: 0 . 

when :: = :: 0 

</>(::) = /Jm + bm 1 (:: - ::o) + · · · + b2(:: - ::0)
111 

·
2 +bi(;:: - ;.0)

111 
·I 

"' 
+ ~ I ( - - )111 1·11 ~,,, •. - •. (I 

throughout the entire disk I:: - ::0 1 < R2• Consequently.</>(::) is analytic in that disk 
(Sec. 71) and. in particular. at ::0 . Inasmuch as</> ( ::0 ) = b111 i= 0. the expression for 
/(::)in statement (b) follows. 
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Suppose. on the other hand. chat we know only chat/(:) has the fom\ in siatc
rnenc (b) and recall (Sec. 62) chat since¢(:) is analytic at :o. it has a Taylor se1ics 
rcpreselllal ion 

¢'(:.o) ¢"(:.o) ) ¢<111 11 (:0) ,,, 1 
¢(:) = </J(:o) + (: - :o) + (: - :o)- + · · · + (z. - Z.o) 

I! 2~ (m-1)! 

L
-x; ¢(111 (Z.o) - - II 

+ ( .. - -.o) 
II! 

11=111 

in some neighborhood lz. - z.o I < r, of z.o. The quoticlll in scacemcm (/J) then cells us chat 

r( </J(Z.o) ¢'(z.o)/I ~ ¢"(z.o)/2! ¢<111 11 (Z.o)/(m - 1 )! 
-)= + . + +···+------. •. ( z. - z.o )111 ( z. - z.o )111 I (z. - z.o ),,, 2 z. - Z.o 

"'\;.: ,/,\111 ( - ) 
' '+' ··O - - . II Ill + L ' ( .. - .. o) 

II. 
11=111 

when 0 < lz. - z.ol < £.This Laurelll series rcpresemacion. together v,:ich the face chat 
</J(z.0 ) =I= 0. reveals chat z.0 is. indeed. a pole of order /11 off (z.). The coefficient of 
1 /(z. - z.o) tells us. of course. chat the residue of f(z.) al z.o is as stated in the theorem. 
whose proof is now complete. 

81. EXAl\ilPLES 

The following examples serve lO illustrate the use of the theorem in Sec. 80. 

EX.AMPLE 1. The function 

z. + 4 
f (z.) = ) I 

z.- + 
has an isolated singular point at z. = i and can be wriuen 

r 
</J(z.) 

. (z.) = -. 
Z. - I 

where 
z. + 4 

</J(z.) = --.. 
:. +t 

Since¢(:) is analytic at z. = i and <jJ(i) =I= 0. that poilll is a simple pole of .f: and the 
residue there is 

i + 4 i - I + 4i I 
81 = ¢(i) = -,-.-. 7 = -' = :;- 2i. 

_f I - -

The point:.= -i is also a simple pole off. with residue 

I 

EXAMPLE 2. If 

B, = - +- 2i. 
- ? 

z.·' + 2z. 
f(z.) = -(: - i )-' . 
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lhen 

. </>(::) ' .f (::) = . , where </J(::) = :: + 2::. 
(::-1)· 

The function</>(::) is enlire. and </J{i) = i =I- 0. Hence f has a pole of order 3 al::= i. 
wich residue 

¢"(i) 6i . 
B=--=-=31. 

2~ 2~ 

The cheorcm can. of course. be used when branches of muhiple-valued funccions 
arc involved. 

EXAMPLE 3. Suppose chal 

where che branch 

(Joo-)-' 
f (::) = ) e ,, 1 

::- + 

Joo - =In r -1_ ifJ e '· -, (r > 0. 0 < fJ < 2:r) 

of che logmilhmic funclion is lo be used. To find lhc residue of .f al che singularicy 
:. = i. we wrile 

r 
</J(::) 

(::) = -
. :: - i 

where 
(log::)-' 

</J(::) = .... 
:: + I 

The funccion </J(::) is clearly analycic al::= i: and. since 

(loo i )-' (In I + i:r/2)·' :r ·' 
</J(i)= ~· =--=f.O. _, 2i 16 . 

.f has a simple pole Chere. The residue is 
. :r·' 

B =</J(t) = --. 
16 

\Vhile lhe theorem in Sec. 80 can be extremely useful. che idemificalion of an 
isolated singular point as a pole of a ce11ain order is sometimes done most efficiently 
by appealing directly co a Lau rem series. 

EXAMPLE 4. IL for inslance. the residue of the funccion 

I - cos -
/(::) = --' . ,, 

is needed al the singularity :: = 0. il would be incorrecl lo write 

/
·(- = </J(::) 

. ,, ) -·' where ¢(::) = I - cos:: 

and to auempl an application of the theorem in Sec. 80 with 111 = 3. For it is necessary 
thal </J(O) =I- 0 if the theorem is to be used here. In this case. lhe simplcsl way lo obtain 
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the desired residue is lo write out a few lem1s in the Laurclll series 

I ( _2 --' _6 ) .... .... .... 
= ~ :;I - 4' + -6, - ... 

.... -· . . 
{(:::) = ~ [1 - (I - :::2 + :::°' - :::" + .. ·) l 
. :::-' 2 ~ 4~ 6~ 

I I --' ::: -· =-·---+--··· 
2~ ::: 4~ 6~ 

({} < 1:::1 < OC). 

This shows lhal f (:::) has a simple pole al ::: = 0. not a pole of order 3. the residue al 
:. = 0 being B = 1/2. 

EXA1\-IPLE 5. Since :::2 sinh::: is entire and ics zeros arc (Sec. 39) 

:::=n:rt (/I= 0. ±I. ±2 ... . ). 

the point ::: = 0 is clearly an isolated singularity of the function 

I 
/(:::) = ) . . 

:. - s1nh::: 

Herc il would be a mistake lo write 

f
. - - ¢(:.) 

. L) - ~ ,._ .. here 
I 

¢(:::) = -.
smh::: 

and try lo use the theorem in Sec. 80 with m = 2. This is because the function¢(:::) 
is not even defined at::: = 0. The needed residue. namely B = - I /6. follows al once 
from the Laurent series 

I I I I 7 
) = - - - . - +- -::: + ... 

:::- sinh::: :::·~ 6 ::: 360 
(0<1:.l<:r) 

lhal was obtained in Exercise 5. Scc.73. The singularity at::: = 0 is. of course. a pole 
of the third order. not the second order. 

EXERCISES 

1. In each case. show that any singular point of the function is a pole. Determine the order 
111 of each pole. and find the corresponding residue B. 

::. + I _2 ~.., 

(a)::2+9· (b)~~~: (c) (2:: ~. Y: 
3 ± i 

Ans. (a) m = 1. H = --: (/J) /11 = 1. B = 3: 
6. 

I 
(c/) m = 1. B = ± -. 

2;r 

2. Show that 
::.li·I I-+- i 

(a) Res -- = -- <1:1>0.0 < arg::. < 2;r): 
.'.=-1::.+l J2 

Log::. ;r + '2i 
(/J) Res , , 

.'.=• (::.- -+- 1 )- 8 
I - i 

(c) Res ~ , 
.·=i (::.- + 1)- 8J2 

(1::.1>0.0 < arg::. < 2,1). 

(d) 
:2 + ;r2' 

3 
(c) m = 3. B = - -: 

16 
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3. In each ca.se. li nd the order m oft he pole and the corresponding residue Ball he singularity 
:: = 0: 

(ti) 
sinh:: 

-·I 
(/J) 

::(e·'. - I) 

I 
Am. (ii) m = 3. B = -: 

6 
4. Find the value of the integral 

(/>) "' = 2. /J = 

. ~ . - I l 
1-1-!.-., 

. c (:: - 1)(::2 +9) l ::. 

taken counterclockwise around the circle (t1) I:: - 21 = 2: (/>) I:: I = 4. 
Am. (ii) ni: (b) 6ni. 

5. Find the value of the integral 

l ti:: 

. c ::·' (:: + 4 ) . 

taken counterclockwise around the circle (ii) 1::1 = 2: (/>)I::+ 21=3. 
Ans. (a) ;ri/32: (h) 0. 

6. Evaluate the integral 

l cosh ;r;: 
~ . ti:: 

. c ::(::- -t-- I l 

when C is the circle 1::1 = 2. described in the positive sense. 
Ans. 4;ri. 

7. Use the theorem in Sec. 77. involving a single residue. lo evaluate the integral off(;:) 
around the positively oriented circle I:: I = 3 when 

(3:: + 2) 2 

(a)/(::)=-----
::(:: - 1)(2:: + 5) 

Ans. (a) 9;r i: (/>) 2;r i. 

-\,1.': 
(/J) {(::) = -~--. 

. I +::·1 

8. Let ::0 be an isolated singular point of a function f and suppose that 

I
.( t/J(::) 
-)- ---. ~ - (- - - )'" •. ~o 

where m is a positive integer and t/J(::) is analytic and non1.cro al ::0 . By applying 
the extended form (3 ). Sec. 55. of the Cauchy integral formula lo the function t/J(:: ). 
show that 

¢1111- I •(::o) 
Res {(::) = ----
.'.=.'.•.•. (m - I)! 

as stated in the theorem of Sec. 80. 
Sugge.\'f ion: Since there is a neighborhood I: - :: 0 1 < F throughout which t/J (::) is 

analytic (sec Sec. 25 ). the contour used in the extended Cauchy integral formula can be 
the positively oriented circle I:: - ::0 1 = F. /1. 
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82. ZEROS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

Zeros and poles of functions arc closely related. In fact. \\'C shall sec in the next 
section how zeros can be a source of poles. We need. however. some prclimimtl)' 
results regarding zeros of analytic functions. 

Suppose chat a function f is analytic at a point :.o. We know from Sec. 57 chat 
all of the derivatives /<111

(:.) (11 = I. 2 .... ) exist at :.o. If _f(:.o) = 0 and if there is a 
positive integer m such that 

( I) f. ,., ,.,, (1111 11 () 
( :.o) = ( :.o) = ( :.o) = . . . = ( :.o) = . . . . and /

1111 
(:,0) # {), 

where m is a positive integer. f is said to have a zero of order m al :.0 . V..'c agree. of 
course. that frn 1 (:.o) = f(:. 0 ) when m = I. Our first theorem here provides a useful 
alternative dchn it ion of zeros or order 111. 

Theorem 1. Let f de110/e a.fimctirm that is a11alytic at" poi111 :. 0. Thefol/01ri11g 
111·0 state111e11/s lift' eq1tir{l/e11/: 

(a) f has a :.em <f order 111 al :.o: 

(h) there is a .fimctio11 g. 1rhich is lllllllytic a11d 11011:.em {I/ :. 0 • such that 

f' ( -) - ( - - - )111 
II ( - ) . .. - .. ..(} ,., ... 

Our proof of chis theorem has two parts. First. we need co show that the truth of 
statement (a) implies the truth of statement (/J). Once that is accomplished. we need 
to show that if statement (/J) is true. then so is statement (a). Boch parts use the fact 
(Sec. 62) that if a given function is analytic at a point :.0 • then it must have a Taylor 
series representation in powers of (:. - :.0 ) that is valid throughout some neighborhood 
I:. - :.o I < t of :.o. 

(a) implies (b) 

We start the first pan of the proof by assuming that/has a zero of order 111 at :.o and 
showing how statement (b) follows. The analyticity offal :.o and conditions (I) tell us 
that in some neighborhood I:. - :.0 I < E there is a Taylor series representation 

f. ( 1111 ( - ) ,. ( 111 I 11 ( - ) ,. (111 I· .2 I ( - ) 
· •· 0 _ _ 111 • •·O _ _ 111 I I · •·O _ _ 111 I .2 

f(:. ) = ' ( .. - .. o) + I ' L - .. o ) + " ' ( .. - .. o ) + . . . 
111. (111 + ). (m +-). 

[ 
'

'(1111(- ) 1·11111· II 1- ) ((1111 .21( _ ) l 
Ill . ..() . ..(} . ··0 ) 

=(:.-:.o) + (:.-:.ol+ 
1 

(:.-:.o)-+··· · 
111~ (m+I)~ (111+_)~ 

Consequently, /(:.) has the form shown in statement (/J). where 

'

·(111) ( ~.O) ((Ill 111 (- ) 1·(111 1-.21 ( _ ) 
• • _j_ • ··O . •·O 1 

g(:.)= i (:.-:.o)+ (:.-:.o)-+··· 
111~ (m-t-1)~ (111+2)~ 

(I:. - :.ol < n. 
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The convergence of this last series \vhen I:: - ::0 I < E ensures that g is analytic in that 
neighborhood and. in panicular. al ::o (Sec. 7 l ). Moreover. 

{ (Ill)(.,. ) .. () 
g(::o) = · =I= 0. 

Ill ~ 

This completes the proof of the first pan of the theorem. 

(b) implies (a) 

Herc \\IC assume that the expression for/(::) in part (b) holds: and we note that since 
the function g(::) is analytic al ::11 • it has a Taylor series representation 

g'(::u) g"(::o) ) 
g(::) = g(::o) + -1 -~ -(:: - ::o) + 2 ~ (:: - ::o)- + · · · 

in some ncighborl10od I:: - ::ol < E of ::o. The expression for/(::) in pm·t (b) thus 
takes the fonn 

· 111 g 
1 

( ::o ) 111 I· I g " ( ::o) 111 I ) .I (:: ) = g ( ::o )( :: - ::o) + -1 -~ -(:: - ::o ) + "') I (:: - ::o) - + ... 

\vhcn I:: - ::ol < r-. Since this is actually a Taylor series expansion for/(::). according 
lo Theorem l in Sec. 72. conditions ( 1) hold: in particular, 

/(
1111 (::0) = 111 ~g(::o) =I= 0. 

Hence ::o is a zcm of order 111 of .f. The proof is now complete. 

EXAMPLE. The polynomial /(::) = ::J - l has a zero of order 111 = l al ::o = I 
Since 

f (::) = (:: - l )g( ::). 

where g(::) = ::~ +:: + I. and because .f and g arc cm ire and g( l) = 3 =/: 0. Note how 
the fact that ::0 = l is a zero of order m = l of { also follows from the observations 
that 

.f ( l ) = O and f' ( l ) = 3 =f: o. 

Our next theorem is a precise statcmerll of the fact that an analytic function/(::) 
has only isolllted zeros when is not identically equal to zero. This means that if ::0 is 
a zero of such a function/(::). there is a deleted neighborhood 0 < I:: - ::ol < ,.~of 

::0 in which/(::) is nonzero. (Compare v.:ith the definition of an isolated singularity in 
Sec. 74.) 

Theorem 2. Gi\·en afu11ctio11 f and a point ::o . . rnppo.\·e that 

(a) .f is analytic at ::o : 

(b) f(::o) = 0 but/(::) is not identirnlly equal to :.em in any neighborhood<~{ ::o. 

Then f (::) =I= 0 tlmmglumt some deleted neighborhood 0 < I:: - ::o I < F <~{ ::o. 
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To prove chis. let f be as slated and observe that not all of the dcri vali ves off at ::0 

arc zero. If chcy were. all oft he coefficicms in chc Taylor series for f about ::o would be 
zero: and thac would mean that/(::) is identically equal co zero in some neighborhood 
of ::0 . Soil is c lcar from the dehn it ion of zeros of order /11 al the beginning of this section 
that f must have a zero of some finite order /11 al ::o. According to Theorem J. lhcn. 

(2) t. Ill 
. (::) = (:: - ::o) g(::.) 

where g(::) is analytic anu nonzero al ::o. 
Now g is continuous. in addition co being nonzero. al :: 0 because it is analytic 

there. Hence there is some neighborhood I: - ::ol < F: in which equation (2) holds and 
in \vhich g <::) =I= 0 (sec Sec. J 8 ). Con seq ucml y. f (::) =I= 0 in the deleted neighborhood 
0 < I: - ::ol < F:: and chc proof is complete. 

Our final theorem here concerns functions with zeros thm arc not all isolaccd. It 
\\-·as referred to earlier in Sec. 28 and makes an illlcrcsting contrast to Theorem 2 jusl 
above. 

Theorem 3. Giren a.f1111ctio11 .f and a point ::0 • s11ppo.H' that 

(a) .f is analytic tlmmg/1011t a 11eighborhood No '?( ::o; 

(/J) f(::) = 0 al each point:: '?(ll domain Dor line segment L co11tai11ing ::.0 (Fig. 96). 

Then/(::)= 0 in N0 : that is. /(::)is identically eq11al to :em thm11glumt N0 . 

\' 

0 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
/ 

/ 
/ 

------ -
' ' ' ----- \ 

I/" /) \ \ 

/ .----:-- ': 
L~ ,'° I 

I I I I 
\ 
\ 

\ 

' ' 

', I I ____ ..,,. 

,\'() / 
.\ 

FIGURE96 

\Ve begin the proof with the observation chal undcrthe statc<l conditions./(::) = 0 
in some neighborhood N of ::o. For. otherwise. ch ere wou Id be a <lclctc<l neighborhood 
of ::0 throughout which f (::) =I= O. accor<ling lo Theorem 2: an<l that woul<l be in
consistelll with the condition that /(::) = 0 everywhere in a domain D or on a line 
segment L comaining ::o. Since/(::)= 0 in the neighborhood N. lhcn. it follows thal 
all of chc coefficients 

ll,, = 
(

(II I (- ) . ,,() 

(11 = 0. I. 2 ... . ) 
II ~ 

in the Taylor series for I ( ::) abouc ::0 must be zero. Thus f ( ::) = 0 in the neighborhood 
No. since the Taylor sc1ies also rcprcscllls f (::)in No. This complclcs the proof. 
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83. ZEROS AND POLES 

The folkm1ing theorem establishes a connection between zeros of order /11 and poles 
or order 111. 

Theorem 1. S11ppose that 

(a) t1ro.fi111ctions p and q are analytic at a point :.0 : 

(/J) p(:.0 ) =f: 0 and q has a -:.em <~{order 111 at -:.0 . 

Then the q11otient p(:.)/q(:.) has a pole <~l order 111 at -:.0 • 

The proof is easy. Let p and q be as in the statement of the theorem. Si nee q has 
a zero of order 111 at :.o. we knmv from Theorem 2 in Sec. 82 that there is a deleted 
neighborhood of-:.o throughout which q(:.) =f: 0: and so -:.0 is an isolated singular point 
of the quotient p(:.)/q(-:.). Theorem I in Sec. 82 tells us. moreover. that 

( - ) ( - - )Ill ( - ) l/ •. = .. - .. (I g •. . 

\Vhere g(:.) is analytic and nonzero at :.0 . Consequently. 

( I ) 
p(:.) = </>(:.) 
l/ (:.) (:. - :.o )Ill 

1 " (-:.) 
W 1ere </>(-:.) = --. 

g (:.) 

Since</>(:.) is analytic and nonzero at :.o. it now follov .. ·s from the theorem in Sec. 80 
that :.0 is a pole of order 111 of p(:.)/q(:.). 

EXAMPLE 1. The two functions 

p(-:.)=I and q(:.)=1-cos:. 

arc en lire. and we know from Exercise 2 that q( :.) has a zero of order /11 = 2 at the 
point -:.0 = 0. Hence it follows from Theorem I that the quotient 

p(-:.) 

q(:.) I -cos:. 

has a pole of order /11 = 2 at that point. 

Theorem I leads us to another method for identifying simple poles and finding the 
corresponding residues. This method. stated just bclov.1 as Theorem 2. is sometimes 
easier to use than the theorem in Sec. 80. 

Theorem 2. Let flro .fi111ctio11.'i p and q be analytic at a point -:.o. (l 

p(:.o)#O. q(:.o)=O. and l/(:.o)#O. 

then -:.0 is a simple pole <~{the q11otient p(:.)/q(:.) and 

Resp(-;,) = p(:.o). 
.~'-=~" q(-:.) q'(:.o) 

(2) 
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To show chis. we assume chat p and l/ arc as scared and observe char because of 
lhc con die ions on q. lhe point .::o is a zero of order 111 = I of that function. According 
to Theorem I in Sec. 82. chcrl. 

q(.::) = (.:: - .::o)g(:..) 

where g(.::) is analytic and nonzero at .::o. Funhcrmorc. Theorem I in chis section cells 
us chat .::n is a simple pole of p( :.)/ q( .::): and expression (I) for p(.::)/ q (.::) in chc proof 
of that theorem becomes 

p(.::) </>(.::) 
-----
l/ ( :: ) :: - .::o 

where 
p(.::) 

</>(.::) = -. 
g (::) 

Since this</>(::) is analytic and nonzero al ::o. we know from the theorem in Sec. 80 chat 

( 4) 
p(.::) p(.::o) 

Res--=--. 
:=: .. q(:.) g(.::o) 

Bue g(::o) = q'(::o). as is seen hy diffcrentiacing each side of equal.ion (3) and chen 
selling.:: = :: 0 . Expression (4) chus takes che fonn (2). 

EXAl\'IPLE 2. Consider chc function 
cos.:: n-) = col - = --. '· '· sin.::· 

which is a quocicm of che em ire functions p(.::) = cos.:: and q( ::) = sin.::. Its singular
i tics occur at the zeros of q. or at the po in ls 

:. = lllf (II= 0. ±J. ±2, ... ). 

Since 
p(11n) = (-1)" =I= 0. q(11n) = 0. and q

1

(11n) = (-1)" =I= 0. 

Theorem 2 cells us thac each singular JX)int.:: = 11n off is a simple pole. wich residue 
p(lm) ( - I )" 

B,, = =I. 
l/ I ( /1 lf) ( - I )" 

EXAMPLE 3. The residue of the function 

. .::-sinh:: 
.I(.::)=-,-. -

::- smh.:: 

at the zero:.= ni of sinh:: (sec Sec. 39) is readily found hy \Hieing 
. t d 1 

. t p(::) = :: - srn 1:. an q (:.) = ::- srn 1 ::. 

Because 
p(ni) = ni =f:. 0. q(ni) = 0. and q'(ni) = n 2 =I= 0. 

Theorem 2 cells us thal:: = ni is a simple pole off and char lhc residue there is 

p(ni) lft 

B = q'(ni) = n2 = 7f 
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EXAMPLE 4. Since lhe poinl 

::o = J2,) :r/4 = l + i 

is a zero or lhc polynomial :: 4 + 4 (sec Exercise 6, Sec. I l ). il is also an isolaccd 
singularily of lhe funclion 

((::) = 4 ,, . . :: + 4 

\Vriling p(::) =::and q(::) = : 4 + 4. '""c !ind lhal 

p(:o) = : 0 =f: 0. q(:0 ) = 0. and q'(:0 ) = 4:;~ =f: 0. 

Theorem 2 lhen reveals lhal : 0 is a simple pole off. The residue lhere is. moreover. 

p(:o) :o l l i 
Bo=-,--= -1 = -) = ~ = --. 

q (:o) 4:(1 4:0 81 8 

Allhough chis residue can also be found hy che mclhod in Sec. 80. chc compurnlion is 
somcwhal more involved. 

There arc expressions similar lo expression (2) for residues al poles of higher 
order. hul lhey arc lenglhicr and. in general. nol praclical. 

EXERCISES 

1. Show that the point::: = 0 is a simple pole of the function 

. 1 
.I (:::) = csc ::: = -.

Sin::: 

and that the residue there is unity by appealing to Theorem 2 in Sec. 83. (Compare with 
Exercise 3. Sec. 73. \Vhere this result is evident from a Laurent series. l 

2. L'se conditions ( 1) in Sec. 82 to show that the function 

q(:::J = 1 - cos:: 

has a zero of order 111 = 2 at the point :::0 = 0. 

3. Show that 
sinh::: 

(a) Res 
. -=:ri:'2 ::2 cosh::: 

4 
--, . 

;r-

exp(:::T) exp(:::T) 
(/>) Res --- ~ Res = -2cos(;rr ). 

:=.71 sinh::: :=-.7i sinh::: 
4. Show that 

. I Jr 
(a) Res(:: sec:::) = (-1 )11

-.- : 11 \Vhere :::11 = - + 11;r (11 = 0. +I. ±2 ... . ): 
.:=.-., 2 

(/>) ~~;(lanh:::) = I where ::: 11 = ( ~ + llJr); (11 = 0. ±1. ±2 ... . ). 
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5. Let C denote the positively oriented circle 1:1 = 2 and evaluate the integral 

(Cl) f tan:J:: 
.le 

A11.\·. (a) -4;ri: 

{ d:: 
(/J) .fc sinh2: · 

(b) -;r i. 

6. Let C\' denote the positively oriented boundary of the square whose edges lie along 
the lines 

.r = ± (N + ~);r and .r = ± (N + i);r. 
where N is a positive integer. Show that 

[ 
cl: [ I ;\' ( - I ) II l ----,'OT,· -~ ,, __ 

_ 2 .· _ - _,,, · - L 2 2 · 
. e"' , Sin, 6 n=I II ;r 

Then. using the fact that the value of this integral tends to zero as N tends to infinity 
(Exercise 8. Sec. 4 7). point out how it follows that 

'."\.. (-1 )""""' 

2= 11 2 
11=1 

, 
.iT -

12 

7. Show that 

{ , d::, = ~ . 
.fe (:- - I)-+ 3 2h 

where C is the positively oriented boundary of the rectangle whose sides lie along the 
lines .r = ±2. r = 0. and r = I. 

S11gge.\·ri01;: By obsen:·i ng that the four zeros of the polynomial q (::) = (: 2 - I )2 + 3 
arc the square roots of the numbers I± v1i. show that the reciprocal l/q(:l is analytic 
inside and on C except at the points 

:o = 
v1 +i 

JI. 
Then apply Theorem 2 in Sec. 83. 

8. Consider the function 

and - ::o = 

. I 
j(:)= , 

l</(:Jl-

-v1 + i 
JI. 

wherc q is analytic at :o. q(:ol = 0. and <1'<:0) # 0. Show that :o is a pole of order 
111 = 2 of the function f. with residue 

8 - - q"(:o) 
0 

- l</'(:oll-'. 

S11ggesrio11: :\ote that : 0 is a zero of order /11 = 1 of the function q. so that 

,, ( .'.'.) = (: - :o) g ( .'.'.) 

\V here g(:) is analytic and nonzero at :o. Then write 

/(:) = </J(:) , 
(: - .'.'.o)-

where 
I 

</J(:)= ,. 
I g(: ll-
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The desired form of the residue 8 0 = </) ( : 0 ) can be obtained by showing that 

t/(:o) = g(:ol and q"(:ol = 2g'<:o). 

9. Csc the result in Exercise 7 to find the residue at: = 0 of the function 

(a) f (:) = csc 2 
: : 

I 
(b) ((:) = , ,. 

. (:+:-)-

A II.\'. ( (/) () : (/J) -2. 

10. Let p and '/ denote functions that are analytic at a point : 0 • where p(: 0 ) =I= 0 and 
q<:ol = 0. Show that if the quotient p(:l/t/(:l has a pole of order /11 at : 0 • then : 0 is a 
zero of order /11 oft/. (Compare with Theorem I in Sec. 83.) 

Suggt!.Hio11: ~ote that the theorem in Sec. 80 enables one to write 

p(:) </>(:) 

l/(:) (:-:ol"' 

\Vhere </> (:) is analytic and nonzero at : 0 . Then solve fort/ (:). 

11. Recall (Sec. 12) that a point : 0 is an accumulation point of a set S if each deleted ncighbor
h<xJd of : 0 contains at least one point of S. One form of the Bob11w--Wei asrrass rheore111 

can be stated as follows:"" i1!fi11ire ser <~(poi111.\· /yi11g in a clowtl bo11ntletl region R has 
at lt!ll.\'f one acc111mtla1io11 point in R." t: sc that theorem and Theorem 2 in Sec. 82 to 
show that if a function f is analytic in the region R consisting of all points inside and 
on a simple closed contour C. except possibly for poles i nsidc C. and if all the zeros of 
fin Rare interior to C and arc of finite order. then those zeros must be finite in number. 

12. Let R denote the region consisting of all points inside and on a simple closed contour 
C. L'se the Bolzan~Weierstrass theorem (see Exercise 11) and the fact that poles are 
isolated singular points to show that if f is analytic in the region R except for poles 
interior to C. then those poles must be finite in number. 

84. BEHAVIOR OF FUNCTIONS NEAR ISOLATED 
SINGULAR POINTS 

The behavior of a function I near an isolated singular point ::0 varies. depending on 
\vhether :.o is a removable singular poinl. an essential singular point or a pole of some 
order 111. In this section. we describe some of thac behavior. Since che results prcsenccd 
here wi 11 not he used cl sew herein the hook. che reader who wishes to reach applications 
of residue cheory more quickly may pass directly to Chap. 7 v.1ichout disruption. 

(a) Removable Singular Points 

We stm1 with two cheorems ahouc removable singular poincs. 

•Sec. for example. A. E. Taylor <lilt! '1\1
• R. Mann. ··At1n1111"1'd Colrnft1s :· 3<.J cJ .. pp. 517 and 521. 198.'. 
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Theorem I. rr:.o isa H.'1110\'ab/e singular point r~f aftmction f, the11 I is bou11ded 
mu/ analytic in some deleted neighborhood 0 < I: - :I < £ r~f :o. 

The proof is easy and is based on the fact that the function .f here is analytic in a 
disk I.:: - .::0 1 < R2 when f(.:: 0 ) is properly defined: .f is then continuous in any closed 
disk I.:: - .::0 1 ~ 1-~ where F:: < R2. Consequenlly. f is bounded in that disk. according 
to Theorem 4 in Sec. 18: and this means that, in addition to being analytic. f must be 
bounded in the deleted neighbortHxxl 0 < I.:: - .::0 1 < £. 

The next theorem is known as Rie111t11m~'i theorem and is closely related to 
Theorem I. 

Theorem 2. Suppose that a .f11nctio11 f is bou11ded and analytic in some deleted 

neighlmrlwod o < 1.:: - .::I < f: rf .::o. rr.r is 1101 wwlytic at .::0 • t'1e11 it has a remomble 

singularity there. 

To prove this. we assume that .f is not analytic m .::0 . As a consequence. the point 
.::o must be an isolated singularity of .f: and /(.::) is rcprcsenlcd by a Laurenl series 

( I ) 
" -x; b 

I• ' II ' II . (,::) = L,_ ll11 (.:: - .::o) + L- _ _ _ II 

""'o ""d L •.o) 

throughoul the deleted neighborhood 0 < I.:: - .::ol < £. If C denoles a positively 
orienled circle I.:: - .:: 0 1 = p. where p < £ (Fig. 97). we know from Sec. 66 that the 
cocfficiems "" in expansion (I) can be \\1rillen 

b = _1_ ;· f(:.) d.:: 
II ") • ( - - ) II I· I _;r I (' •. - •. o 

(2) (II= J. 2 .... ). 

Now the boundedness condilion on f lells us that there is a posilive conslanl 1\;/ such 
lhat I .f (.::)I ~ 1\;/ whenever 0 < I.:: - .::0 1 < E:. Hence it follows from ex press ion ( 2) th al 

\' 

() 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

/ 

\ 

' \ 
' 

I ,\;/ 
lb11 I ~ ~ . I 2:r p = Mp" 

.!.:7 fJ 11 I 
(11 = I. 2 .... ) . 

.... 
/ 

/ 

' .... ..... _____ .,... / .\ 
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Si nee chc cocfhcicnts b11 arc conscancs and since p can be chosen arbitrarily small. 
we may cone Jude char h11 = 0 (11 = I. 2 . ... ) in che Laurene series (I). This tells us 
chat ::0 is a removable singularicy of .f. and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 

(b) Essential Singular Poi11b,· 

We knov.1 from Example 2 in Sec. 79 chat the behavior of a funccion near an essen
tial singular poinc can be quice ill'egular. The nexc cheorcm. regarding such behavior. 
is related co Picm·d \ cheorcm in th al earlier example and is usually referred lo as 
the Casorati-lVeierstrass theorem. It stales that in each deleted neighborhood of an 
essential singular point. a funccion assumes values arbitrarily close to any given 
number. 

Theorem 3. S11ppo.\·e that ::0 is w1 essentilll si11g11/arity <~( ll .function f. llnd let 
wo be llny complex 1111111be1: The11, for llny positi1·c 1w111bcr f;. the i11eq11lllity 

(3) 

is .mti.~/ied llf some point :: in el/ch deleted neighborhood 0 < I:: - ::0 I < 8 <~{ ::0 

(Fig. 98). 

\' I~ 

-----;' 

' ;' 

' / • ' / /!:)/' I 

" 
,--- ..... I 

f' \ / ' I ' I 

~\ 
I I 

I 
I "'o I I 

I I I 

I • - I I - ~o I \ I 
\ ,, 

I ' I 
\ I ' / 

' ;' ' ' ..... "' -----
0 .\' 0 " FIGURE 98 

The proof is by contradiccion. Since ::o is an isolated singularicy off. chere is 
a deleted neighborhood 0 < I:: - ::0 1 < ,5 throughout which f is analytic: and we 
assume that condition (3) is 1101 satisfied for any point:: there. Thus If(::) - U!ol '.:': r 
when 0 < I:: - ::o I < 8: and so the funccion 

(4) 
1 

~(-) = ---' ,, f (::) - U'o 
( o < I:: - ::o I < 8 ) 

is bounded and analytic in its domain of dclinicion. Hence. according to Theorem 2. 
::0 is a removable singularity of g: and we let g be ddincd al ::0 so thac it is analytic 
there. 

(5) 

Ifg(::0 ) =f. O. the funccion /(::).which can be \\·TilCen 

1 
/(::) = -- + uio 

g (::) 
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when 0 < I: - ::0 1 < 8. becomes analytic al ::0 when il is <lcfinc<l lhcrc as 

I 
f (::o) = -- + U'o· 

g (::o) 

\llAP. 6 

Bue this means that ::0 is a removable singularicy of .f. nol an csscmial one. an<l we 
have a contra<liccion. 

If g(:: 0 ) = 0. the funccion g must have a zero of some finite order 111 (Sec. 82) at 
::0 because g(::) is not identically equal to zero in lhc neighborhood I: - ::0 1 < 8. In 
view of equation (5). then . .f has a pole of order /11 al ::o (see Theorem I in Sec. 83). 
So. once again. we have a concradiclion: and Theorem 3 here is proved. 

(c) Pole.\' of Order m 

Our next lheorcm shows how the behavior of funclions near poles is fundamcmally 
differclll from their behavior near removable and cssemial singularilics.~ 

Theorem 4. ({ :: 0 is ll pole <~fa .f1111ctio11 f. then 

(6) Jim I(::) = x. 
=:-I>:: .. 

To vc1ify limit (6). we assume chat .f has a pole of order /11 al ::o and use the 
theorem in Sec. 80. h cells us chat 

c/J(::) 
/(::) = --

( :: - ::o )Ill 

where</>(::) is analytic and nonzero al ::o. Since 

I ( - - )"' Jim -- =Jim '· - ,.o 
lim (:: - ::ol1'' 

> ::u 

~ >.'.11 f ( :: ) ; . ;., <P (::) Jim c/J(::) 
:_ . . -~·-' 

() 
--=0. 
</>(::o) 

then. limit (6) holds. according to the theorem in Sec. 17 rcoardino limits involvino - e e e 
the poim at infinity. 

•As pointed oul in the Lwo hooks rdcrred Lo in Lhe footnote in Sec 7X. Lhe Lheon:m here Lelis us Lhal Lhe 
modulus : fl::): incn:ases wilhoul hound as:: Lends Lo ::0 and thus suggests the existence or a pole in Lhe 
nonmalhcmalical sc 11sc. 



CHAPTER 

7 
APPLICATIONS OF RESIDUES 

We turn nm.,.· to some important applications of the theory of residues. '''hi ch was de
veloped in Chap. 6. The applications include evaluation ofce1tain types of definite and 
improper integrals occurring in 1l'al analysis and applied mathematics. Considerable 
attention is also given to a method. hascd on residues. for locating zeros of functions 
and co finding inverse Laplace transforms hy sununing residues. 

85. EVALUATION OF 11\ilPROPER INTEGRALS 

In calculus. the improper incegra.1 of a continuous function f(x) over the semi-infinite 
inccrval 0 _:::: x < oo is defined hy means of chc cquacion 

(I ) 1'- 1R ftr)d.r = Jim f(x)d.r. 
0 R ''-' 0 

\Vhen the limit on chc right exists. chc improper inccgral is said co co11verge co chat 
limic. If f (.r) is continuous for all .r. its improper integral over che infinite inccrval 
-oo < x < oo is defined hy wricing 

el ;·'- f(.r)d.r = Jim Jo f(.r)d.r + lim f'R· fLt)d.r: 
"- Ri ''- R, R~ ''-lo 

and when hoth of !he Ii mies here cxisc. we say thac incegral (2) converges to their sum. 
Another value chac is assigned to integral (2) is ofccn useful. Namely. chc Cauchy 

259 
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pri11cipal value (P.Y.) of inlcgraJ (2) is lhc number 

J"\.; ;·R 
P.V. . f(.r)d.r = Ji1.n f(.r)d.r. 

'"\.; R·x R 

provi<led lhis single limil cxisls. 
If inlcgraJ (2) converges. i1s Cauchy ptincipal value (3) exis1s: an<l llrnl value is 

lhe number 10 \Vhich inlegraJ (2) converges. This is because 

Jim JR f(x)d.r = Jim [J0 

f(.r)dx + {R f(.r)dx] 
R ''- . R R ''- R lo 

= Jim ;·O f(.,·)dx + Jim {R f(x)d.r 
R ''- R . H ''-lo . 

and lhcse lasl 1wo limils arc lhc same as lhc Jimils on 1he 1igh1 in cqualion (2). 

II is not. however. always true lhal i nlegmJ (2) converges when ils Cauchy principal 
value exiscs. as lhc following example shov ... s. 

EX.i\;.\'IPLE. Observe lhat 

( 4) J
'- JR [.\'2] H P.Y. .r dx = Jim x dx = Jim -

R •x R •-x ? '- H - R 
= Jim 0= 0. 

R· •" 

On 1hc 01her hand. 

(5) J:x; JO f R, 
.r d.r = Jim .rd.,. + Jim .r d.r 

'-' R, ·•:'.\. ·R1 R:·•'-.11 

[ 
)]II [ )JR' = Jim x- + lim r -

R •X ? R' >X ? 
I . - . R1 . . - II 

R"!. R"!. 
J. J J' ) 1111 - + I Ill --: 

R, • -x; 2 R: • '- 2 

and since lhcse Jasl 1wo Jimics do 1101 exisL we find 1ha11hc improper inlegraJ (5) fails 
lo ex isl. 

Bui suppose lhal f (.r) (-:x::i < .r < oc) is an n·e11 funclion. one whe~ 

f(-.r) = f(.r) for all.,·. 

and as.rnme t'1at t'1e Ca11c'1y prindpal m/11e (3) exists. The symmclry or 1he graph or 
y = /(.r) wilh ~spccl lo 1he y axis lells us ll1at 

;
.o J JR, 

f(.r)d.r = - f(.r)d.r . ? . 
R, - ·R, 

and 

1R: J JR: 
.f(.r)d.r = :;- f(.r)dx. 

o - R: 
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Thus 

/
() 1R~ I IR, I JR~ f (.r) d.r + f (.r) dx = ~ .f <x) d.r + ::;- .f Lr) dx. R, 0 - · -- R, - -R~ 

If we Ice R1 and R2 ccnd co oo on each side here. che face chac chc limics on chc righl 
cxisl means chat the limits on the lefl do coo. In fact. 

(6) 1: f(.r) dx = P.Y. ./: .f(.r) dx. 

Moreover. since 

1R I JR 
f(x)d.r = ~ f(.r)d.r. 

- - R 

ic is also cruc chm 

(7) (\;; .f<x>dx = ~ [r.v.j" f<.\·)d.r]. 
Jo - ·'-

We now describe a method involving sums of residues. to be illustraced in chc 
nexc scccion. that is often used to evaluate improper intcgrnls of rational .fu11clio11s 
f(.r) = p(x)/q(.r). where p(.r) and q(x) arc polynomials with real codficicncs and 
no factors in common. We agree that q (:) has no real zeros but has at least one zero 
ahm·c chc real axis. 

The method begins wich the idcncification of all the distinct zcrosofchc polynomial 
q(:) Chae lie above chc real axis. They arc. of course. llnitc in number (sec Sec. 58) and 
may he labeled :1. :2 ..... :,,. \\:here /1 is less ch an or e4ual co lhc degree of q(:). \Ve 
chcn incegracc chc 4uoticnL 

(8) r p(:) 
(:)=

. l/ (:) 

around chc posicively oriencc<l boundary of che semicircular region shown in Fig. 99. 
Thal simple closed concour consiscs of chc segment of chc real axis from: = -R lO 

: = Rand chc top half of chc circle 1:1 = R. described counccrclockwise and denoted 
by CR· le is undcrscood chat the posicivc number R is large enough so that the points 
: 1. :2 ..... :,, all lie inside the closed path. 

,. 

• • 

-R () R 
FIGURE99 
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The parametric rcprcsemation :. = .r ( - R s .r s R) of Lhe segment of lhe real 
axis jusl merHioned and Cauchy's residue lheorem in Sec. 76 can be used lo \Vtile 

R II 

J .r(x)dx+ r .r(:)d:=2;riL::~~s.r(:). 
R lc11 k~I ,-,A 

or 

(9) j
·R 11 

1 .r(x)dx = 2;ri L::~~s.rc:-:) - . .r(:)d:. 
R k=.d .. - .. A (Ii 

If 

lim f /(:) d: = 0. 
R '"- .lc11 

il Lhen follows lhal 

(I 0) !
"- II 

P.V. , /(x)d.r = 2;ri L ~=~~/(:): 
- k=I 

and if/ (.t) is e1·e11. equalions (6) and (7) lell us lhal 

( I I ) 

and 

( 12) f" /Ct) d.r = ;r it ~_c_s/(:). lo ·--·A 
k'-'I 

86. EXAl\ilPLE 

We lurn now 10 an illuslnllion of lhe melhod described in Sec. 85 for evaluming 
improper integrals. In order lo cvalualc lhe inlegral 

{" dx 

.fo .r 6 + I. 
v.:c slarl wilh lhe ohscrvation lhal lhe funclion 

/(:) = --
:,6 + I 

has isolaled singularilies at the zeros of : 6 + I. which arc Lhe sixlh roots of - I. and is 
analylic everywhere else. The mclhod in Sec. JO for finding rools of complex numbers 
reveals lhal lhe sixth roots of - I arc 

[ ( 
]'( 2k ]'( ) l 

ck = exp i 6 + -
6

- (k=0.1.2 ..... 5). 
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and it is clear that none of them lies on the real axis. The hrst chree roots. 

lie in the upper half plane (Fig. I 00) and the other three lie in the lower one. \Vhen 
R > I. che poincs ck (k = 0. I. 2) lie in che interior ofche semicircuhu· region bounded 
by the segment:. = x (-R s x s R) of the real axis and che upper half CR of the 
circle 1:.1 = R from:.= R to:.= -R. Integrating/(:.) counccrdockwise around the 
boundary of this semicircular region. v .. ·e sec that 

( I ) JR f(.r)dx + r /(:.) d:. = 2ni(Bo +Bi+ 82). 
R lrH 

where BJ.. is the residue of/"(:.) at q (k = 0. I. 2). 

-R () R x 
FIGURE 100 

Theorem 2 in Sec. 83 tells us that chc points n, are simple poles off and that 

I I ck ck ck 
B~ = Res - -. · - = -<i - - - (k = 0. I. 2). 

· ~~n. :.6 + 6ci Ck 6c/ 6 

Thus 

(2) 

If we think of the root c2 = ei):r/(l as a point on the unit circle I: I = I. it is geometrically 
evident that c2 can also be written c2 = -e i:r/6

. Also. the definition of sin:. in Sec. 37 
tells us that 

' ' 7r 
•:r/ll = 2i sin - = i. 

6 

These two observations and equation (2) enable us to write 

I ' ( ' ( I 
Bo+ 81 + B~ = --(l'•:r/' + i - e •:r/

1
) = - -. 

- 6 3 

Equation (I ) then becomes 

j ·R 'J 1· _'Jr 
f(.r)d.r = 3 - , f(:)d:. 

R • ( H 

(3) 

which is valid for all values of R greater than unity. 
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Next. we show rhat the imcgral on the right in equation (.3) tends to 0 as R tends 
to oo. To do this. we observe that when R > I. 

1::6 + I I ~ 11::1 6 
- I I = R" - I. 

So. if:: is any point on CR. 
I 

l.f(::>I = I::')+ I I ~ MR 

and this means that 

(4) 

where MR= --R(i -

;r R being the length of the semicircle CR· (Sec Sec. 47.) Since the number 
;r R 

MR:rR = -(--
RI -

is a quotient of polynomials in Rand since the degree of the numerator is less than 
the degree of the denominator. that q uoticlll must tend lo zero as R tends lo oo. l'vlorc 
precisely. if we divide both numerator and denominator by R6 and write 

R:; 
i\!IR;r R =_.;;..;;___I_ 

~ 

it is evident that M R;r R tends to zero. Consequently. in vie\\' of inequality (4), 

ji1,n~ f-
1

, I<::> d:: = o. 

Il now follov .. ·s from equation (3) that 

JR dx 2;r 
Jim ----

R ·~ R .r6 + I 3 
or 

j·R dx 
P.V. ----

R .r6 + I 3 

Since the imcgrnnd here is even. we know from equation (7) in Sec. 85 that 

(5) /~ dx -:. 
} 0 x 0 + I .1 

EXERCISES 

Cse residues to derive the integration formulas in Exercises I through 6. 

1. { '- _d_.,_· - ;r 

.f o .r 2 + I .., 

l. '- dx 
2. , , 

. o Cr+ I)-
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['" dx 
3

· .fo x·1 + 2J2. 

[.
'- x 2 cl.\· ;r 

4 . 
. 0 x 11 + I 6 

[.
..,__ x 2 clx 

5 . 
. 0 (.r 2 + I) (x 2 + 4) 6 

200 

ljse residues lo tlnd !he Cauchy principal values of !he integrals in Exercises 7 and 8. 

!'- cl.\' 
7. 1 • 

. _ '- x- + 2x + 2 
{'- x cl.r 

S . ./_"- (x 2 + I )(x2 + 2x + 2) · 

Ans. -;r /5. 

9. l:se a residue and 1he conlour shown in fig. I 01. where R > I .10 est ab Ii sh !he inlegralion 
formula 

['" clx 
.fo .\ :i. _._ I 

\' 

Re' :!.Tl~ 

() R .\ 
FIGURE 101 

10. Lei /11 and /1 be integers. \vhere 0 .:::_ /11 < 11. follmv the s!eps belmv to derive the 
inlegration formula 

l '.\,; .r
21

" ;r ( 2111 + I ) , clx = - csc ;r . 
. 0 .r- 11 + I 211 211 

(ll) Show tha! !he zeros of !he polynomial : 211 + I lying above lhe real axis arc 

[
. (2k + l);r] 

q =exp / 
211 

and that there arc none on !hat axis. 

(/.: = 0. I. 2 ..... II - I) 

(/>) With the aid of Theorem 2 in Sec. 83. show that 

-~" I 
)it2.( •I 1u Res -,-~-- = - -t 

.~ =< ~ : :JI + I 211 
(/.: = 0. I. 2 ..... II - I ) 
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where c.l arc the zeros found in part (ti) and 

2111 + I 
a= ;r. 

211 

Then use the summation formula 

(:: f. I) 

(see Exercise 9, Sec. 9) to obtain the expression 

11-I _:!111 

L '· ;r 
2;ri Res , = . 

:=<1. -- 11 ~ I II S
0

lll"' .<.=0 '· ' . ... 

(c) L'se the tinal result in part (b) to complete the derivation of the integration formula. 

11. The integration formula 

('" dx ;r , r:-- r;----

.fo l(.r 2 - a) 2 + 11 2 
r;; 1(2.tr + 3)vA +t1 +av A -t1I . 

8v ~A-' 

where t1 is any positive number and A = Ja 2 + I. arises in the theory of ca.sc-hardening 
of steel by means of radio-frequency heating!' follmv the steps below to derive i l. 

(a) Point out why the four zeros of the polynomial 

C/(:.:) = (:.:2 
- a)

2 +I 

arc the square roots of the numbers <I ± i. Then. using the fact that the numbers 

and -:.:0 arc the square roots of t1 + i (see Example 3 in Sec. 11 ). verify that ± ::o 
are the square roots of t1 - i and hence that :.:0 and -:.: 0 are the only zeros oft/ (:.:) in 
the upper half plane Im:: ::: 0. 

(h) Lsing the method derived in Exercise 8. Sec. 83. and keeping in mind that:.:~ =cl+ i 
for purposes of simplilication, show that the point ::0 in part (ti) is a pole of order 2 
of the function/(:.:)= l/lt/(::)1 2 and that the residue 8 1 at :.:0 can be wriuen 

B - - q"(::ol 
1 

- lt((::oW 

{/ - i (2.t1
2 + 3) 

16A 2::o 

After observing that c/ (-:) = - c/ (:.:) and c( ( -:) = q "(::). use the same method 
to show that the point -:: 0 in part (ti) is also a pole of order 2 of the function f (::). 
with residue 

•Sec pp. 359· 364 of Lhc hook hy Brown. Hoylcr. and Bic1wirth ~ial is li~tcJ in AppcnJix I. 
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Then obtain the expression 

B B _ I I [-" + i ( 2a
2 

+ 3 l l ,+,---m 
- 8A 2i .::o 

for the sum of these residues. 

(c) Refcrto part (a) and show that It/<.:: l I ::: ( R-1.::ol r1 if 1.:: I = R. where R > l.::ol. Then. 
with the aid of the final result in part (b). complete the derivation of the integration 
formula. 

87. 11\ilPROPER INTEGRALS FROI\'1 FOURIER ANALYSIS 

Residue lhcory can be useful in cvaluming convcrgenl improper inlegrals of lhe form 

( I ) 1: f (x) sin ax dx or 1: f (x) cos ax dx. 

'''here <1 dcnolcs a posilive conslanl. As in Sec. 85. we assume lhal f (.r) = p(x )/q (x) 
where p(x) and q(.r) arc polynomials wilh real cocfhciems and no faclors in common. 
Also. q (.r) has no zeros on che real axis and al leasl one zero above il. lnlcgrnls of 
lype (I) occur in the lheory and applicalion of lhe Fourier irllcgml.~ 

The melhod described in Sec. 85 and used in Sec. 86 cannol he applied dircccly 
here since (sec Sec. 39) 

. I) . ) . I ) jsmllz: - = sm-llx +sm1-ay 

and 

I 
~ , . I ) cosaz:I.:. = cos-t1x + srn r ll_\'. 

More precisely. since 

ell\' - (' II\' 

sinha\' = ---
'> 

the moduli I sin az:I and jcosaz: I increase like c"'· as y lends lo infinily. The modificalion 
illuslrnled in chc example below is suggested by chc fact lhal 

j·R f(x) cos ax dx + i ;·R f(x) sin ax dx =JR f(.r kiax dx. 
R ·R · R 

togclher wilh lhc facl lhal lhe modulus 

is bounded in lhe upper half plane y ::::: 0. 

•Sec the author..' Fourier Saics and Bm11ulary \Muc Pmhlcms. 8th c<l .. Chap. 6. 2012. 
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EXA .. 1\-IPLE. Let us show that 

(2) 1" cos 2x . _ 5Jr 
) ' d.\ - 4. 

(.r- + 4)-' 32e 

We introduce the fu ncl ion 

I 
{C:.) = ) 4 ) . (:.- + )-

CllAP. 7 

and observe char che produce f(:.ki 2; is analycic evc1)'where on and above che real 
axis excepl at che poinl:. = 2i. This singularicy lies in che interior of lhe semicircular 
region whose boundary consists of lhc segment - R :=:: x :=:: R of che real axis and 
che upper half CR of che circle 1:.1 = R ( R > 2) from :. = R co :. = -R (Fig. I 02). 
Integralion of f(:.)£'; 2z around chat oriemed boundary yields the equation 

( 4) 

where 

-R 

Since 

I R £'i2x l 
. 2 ' 2 d .r = 2Jr i B - I (:. )l'j > d:. 

. R (.\ + 4) · C11 

\' 

0 

')' _, 

f(:.) = 

B =Res lfl:.)ei 2z]. 
; "- 2J 

R .\" 

l·'IGURE 102 

¢ (:.) 
") e' .. ; 

(:. - 2i )2 
where ¢(:.) = (:. + 2i)2. 

che poirH:. = 2i is evidemly a pole of order 111 = 2 of che produce f(:.)£'; 2;: and it is 
straighcfonvard lo shov. .. char 

f 5 
B=¢(2i)=--. 

32e4 i 

By equaling the real pans on each side of equation (4). then. v .. ·c find that 

l·R COS 2x 5Jr ;· ;). 
(5) ) , )d.r=---Re f(:.)e-·d:.. 

. ll (X- + 4)- 16£~ c
11 

Finally. we observe char when:. is a poinl on CR· 

I 
where 1\t/R = R) 

4
) 

( - - ' )-
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and that lei.2.~ I = e 21· ::: I for such a point. Consequently. in viev.1 of the property 
!Re :.I ::: 1::1 of complex numbers. 

(6) IRe J.K /(;::)£';2~ d:.I::: IJ.K f(:.)l';2~ d::I::: MRirR. 

Since the quantity 

( 
4 )2 l-

R2 

tends to 0 as R tends lo oo and because of inequalities (6), we need only let R tend lo 
infinity in equation (5) to arrive al the equation 

i x cos 2x 5ir 
P.V. ) 1 dx = --, . 

~ (x- + 4)- I 6c .. 

which is just another form of equation (2) since the integrand is even. 

88. JORDAN'S LEIVIIVIA 

In the evaluation of integrnls of the type treated in Sec. 87. it is sometimes necessal)' 
lo use Jorda11~" lemma.~ which is stated just below as a theorem. 

Theorem. Sttppose that 

(a) a .fi111ctio11 /(;::)is analytic at llll points i11 the upper lw(f plane y ~ 0 that are 
exterior toll circle 1:.1 = Ro: 

(b) CR denotes a semicircle:.= Rein(():::(}::: if). lr/iere R > Ro (Fig. 103): 

(c) for all points:. 011 CR. there is ti posith·e co11.'itllnl J\!I R sttch tlwt 

Jim MR= 0. 
ll ) '.'\.; 

,. 

R 
FIGURE 103 

'Sec the lir..t footnote in Sec 4.l. 
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The11, for ere1y positire c011sta11t ll, 

Jim l .n:>ei'j~ d:. = o. 
R ''-Jr;: 

The proof is hascd on]orda11:fi inequality: 

j ·:r 7r 
e· H.,i1111 dfJ < :.__ 

o R 
( 1 ) (R > 0). 

To verify inequality (I). we first note from the graphs (Fig. 104) of the functions 

that 

28 
y = sin 8 and ,. = -

2 fJ 
sin 8 > when 

;r 
() < 8 < -. - - .., 

Consequently. since R > 0. 

and so 

Hence 

(2) 

r"T/2 e 

./o 

;r 
when 0 ~ 8 ~ 

2 

e R ,j n11 d H < _, -1
:r,:2 7r 

- 2R 
( R > 0). 

( R > 0) . 

But this is just another form of inequality (I). since the graph of y =sin 8 is symmetric 
\l .. ·ith respect to the vertical line fJ = :r/2 on the interval 0 ~ H ~ :r. 

\' 

0 (i 

flGURE 104 

Turning now lo the proof of the theorem and kecpi ng in mind statements (ll )-(h) 
of its hypothesis. we '''rite 

1 1
:r 

· i a· ill · ii! · ill ./(:.k · d: = f(Re )cxp(wRc )Ru· dH. 
lN 0 
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Since 

lf(Re; 11 )I ~MR and jexp(iaRe;11 )j ~ (' aR.,illll 

and in view of Jordan ·s inequalicy (I). ic follmvs thal 

11-f (:: kia~ d::I ~ MR R r:T e all ,jnll dH < 
c 11 Jo 

M H.n 

{/ 

The final limit in che theorem is now evident since 1\;/ R ~ 0 as R ~ oo. 

EXAMPLE. Let us evaluace che improper integral 

(3) 1'-' x sin 2x 
) dx. 

x- + 3 

As usual. lhe exiscence of the incegrnl will be cscablished by accually finding ils value. 
\Ve concinue to use a dosed semicircular pach (Fig. I 05) similar to che one in Sec. 87. 

,. 

-R 0 R .\ 

FIGURE 105 

\Ve wricc 
... 

(:: - J3;)<:: +fin 
and assume chat R > J3 in Fig. I 05. This ensures ch al che singularity :: = J3; is 
interior co the dosed palh. ll is. moreover. a simple pole of the function 

. j)- </>(::) I l::k -·. = --. :: - JJ; where 
:: exp (i 2::) 

</>(::) = - J .. .. + 31 

since </J(::) is analycic al::= ft; and 

I 
</J(./3i) = -exp(-2h) ¥ 0. 

') 

The only ocher singularicy:: = - J3; is. of course. oucside of che palh. 
The residue al:: = j3; is 

B = </J( v':. i) = ~ exp(-2J3°). 
2 

According co Cauchy·s residue theorem. then. 

(4) 
/

·R \'l'i2.1 _ 1· . 
:) 

3 
dx =in exp(-2J3) - /(::k' 2

·: d::. 
. R .\- + - <'11 
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where CH is the dosed semicircular path shown in Fig. J05. By equating imaginary 
parts on each side of equation ( 4 ). we an-ive at 

(5) JH .r sin 2r . _ ~ . _.., '1 _ f _ ,i 1: _ 
_ 
1 

d.\ - if exp( _...; 5) Im /( •. )£ d •.. 
H .\ + 3 · C11 

Now the properly llm: I ::=: 1:1 of complex numbers tells us that 

( 6) 

and we note that when: is a point on CH· 

where 
R 

i\!IH = --
R2 - 3 

and that lc;2: I = c 2r :::: I for such a point. 
By proceeding as we did in Sec. 87. v.:e ca111101 conclude that the right-hand side 

of inequality (6) lends to 0 as R tends 10 oo. This is because the quantity 

if R1 
if 

1\!I Hif R = ---
R2 - 3 3 

R1 

docs not tend to zero. 
The theorem at the beginning of this section docs. however. provide the desired 

I imi t: 

This is because 

MH= R ~o 
3 

R1 

as R -> oc. 

So it docs, indeed. follow from inequality (6) that the left-hand side there tends to 
zero as R tends to inhnity. Consequently. since the integrand on the left in equation (5) 

is even. we arrive at the rcsuh 

j ·:x: x sin 2r 
_
2 

__ dx =if exp(-2fi). 
, ·' I 3 

or 

l·'-' .r sin 2.r if 
_
2 1 

d.r = ~ exp(-2fi>. 
I .\ + - -
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EXERCISES 

L'.se residues to derive the integration formulas in Exercises I through 5. 

!'- cos .r dx ;r ( t!I_>;. _ t!,-,") 
1. .i , .i ~ , ' , 

. ·'- (.\-+a-)(.\- . b-) a.:. - b-
(a > h > 0) . 

[.

'- CC,)S ti.\· ;r _
11 2. dx = -t! 

. o .r- + I ., 
(ti > 0) . 

[.

'.\.. COS tlX ;r 
3. , , , t.lx =-(I+ ab)t!-"" 

. () (.r- + b- )- 4b·' 
(ti > 0. b > 0) . 

4. dx = -t!-" sin a .!.'-'- x sin a.\· ;r 
.r·I +4 .., 

(ti > 0) . 

.!'-'-. x :<sin ax 
5. 

1 
t!x = ;re-·"cosa 

. \· + 4 
(ti > 0) . 

L'se residues lo evaluate the integrals in Exercises 6 and 7. 

6. . {-~. __ ._r_s_in_._r _d_.r __ 
/_ .~ (.r2 + l)(.r2 + 4). 

[.
'- x·' sin .r cl.\ 

7. . 
.(J (.r2+1)(.\2+9) 

273 

Lse residues lo 11nd the Cauchy prim:ipal values of the improper integrals in Exercises 8 
through 11. 

!'- sin.rd.r 

S ... '- x 2 + 4.r + 5 · 

;r 
Ans. - - sin .2. 

t' 

['" .\·sin .r tlx 
9
· ./_'- x 2 + 2x + 2 

;r 
Am. -(sin I +cos I). 

t! 

! '- (.\ + I l cos x 
10. , _ clx . 

. _ '- .r- + 4x + :> 
;r 

Am. -(sin 2 - cos.2). 
t! 

! '- cos x clx 
11. ' , 

. _'- (.r +a).:. +Ir 
(h > 0) . 

12. follow the steps below to evaluate the Fresnel integrals. which are i mportanl in di ffrac
tion theory: 

['" cos(.r 2 ) d.r 
./o 

'- ~ 

[. 

. , I ;;r 
sin(r) d.r = 2'\i 

2 
. 

•(I 
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((I) By integrating the function exp(i ::. 2 ) around the positively oriented boundary of the 
sector 0 ::: r ::: R. 0 ::: 0 ::: ;r /4 (fig. 106) and appealing to the Cauchy-Goursat 
theorem. show that 

[R , I lR , : I l ,_: I cos(.r-) dx = ---= e- 'r - Re e · '::. 
. 0 J2. 0 . CF. 

and 

R I R . . 
{ sin(.r 2) dx = - { e-r- dr - Im l e'·-- ti:. . 

.fo .Ji. .fo . c,,: 

where CR is the arc::.= Re,.11 (0 :::= (J::: ;r /4). 

\' 

Re'·"lt.1 

() R 
FIGURE 106 

(b) Shmv that the value of the integral along the arc CR in part (a) tends lo zero as R 
tends 10 infinity by obtaining the inequality 

and then referring 10 the form (2 ). Sec. 88. of Jordan "s inequality. 

(c) Cse the results in parts (a) and(/>). together with the known integration formula" 

[.
" .: fi 

e- • d.\· = -..,- . 
. (I -

lo complete the exercise. 

89. AN INDENTED PATH 

In lhis and lhc follmving seccion we illuscracc che use of i11de11ted paths. \Ve begin '''ith 
an imporcant limic thm will he used in chis section. 

Theorem. Suppose th"t 

(a) a.fimc ti 011 f (:.) has a s imp/ l' pole at a poi 111 :. = .ro m1 I he real axis, 1rit h a Lau re 111 
series n•prese11/atio11 i11 a p1111cl11red disk 0 < I:. - .r0 1 < R2 (Fig. 107) and 1rith 
resid11e Bo: 

•sec 1hc foolnolc with ExcR:iM: 4. Sec. 5~. 
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(b) C1)dmotcsthe11ppcrhll({<fllcirde 1::-.rol = p. when:p < R2a11dtlieclock1rise 
di rec lion is taken. 

Then 

\' 

0 

.......... ___ .,,.. 

Jim f f(:.) d:: = -Boni. 
/! >(I le, 

.\ 

HGURE 107 

Assuming lhal the conditions in parts (a) and (b) arc sali stied. we start lhe proof 
of lhc theorem by wriling lhe Laurcm sc1ies in part (a) as 

Bo 
f(::) = g(::) + (0 < I:: - .rol < R2) 

:: - Xo 

where 
'.'\;; 

g(::) = L::a,,(z. - Xo)
11 (I:: - .rol < R!.). 

11=0 

Thus 

( I ) f .f (:: ) d:: = f g (::) d:: + Bo f d:: 
le. le. le. :: - .ro 

Now lhc function g(::) isconlinuous when 1::-.rol < R1. according lo lhe lheon!m 
in Sec. 70. Hence if we choose a number po such lhat p <po < R1 (sec Fig. I 07). il 
must be hounded on lhe closed disk lz. - .r0 I :S p0 • according lo Sec. 18. Thal is. lherc 
is a nonnegalive conslalll M such lhal 

jg(::)I :SM whenever 1::-.rol :S: f>o: 

and si nee lhc lcnglh L of lhe pmh C 1) is L = n p. il follows lhal 

Consequently. 

(2) 

f g(::) d:: :s ML= Mnp. 
le, 

lim I g(::) d:: = o. 
1• -olc. 
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Inasmuch as chc scmicirdc -C1, has parametric representation 
jl} :. = .ro + pe (0 ~ 8 ~ Jr). 

the second integrnl on the right in equation (I) has the value 

CllAP. 7 

J~. :. :;~ro = - .le, :. :;~ro = - 1:r />:;11 pie;11 dH = -i 1::r dH = -i;r. 

Thus 

( 3) j d:. 
Jim --- = -i;r. 
I' '0 C, :, - X 0 

The limit in the conclusion of the theorem now follows hy lcuing p tend lo zero 
on each side of equation (I) and referring to limits (2) and (3). 

(4) 

EXAMPLE. We shall evaluate here Dirichlet~'> i11tegrat 

1
~ sinx ;r 

--dx = -
( .r 2 

hy intcgrali ng ei.: /;.around the simple dosed concou r shown in Fig. I 08. In that figure. 
p and R denote positive real numbers. where p < R: and L 1 and L2 represent the 
imervalsp ~ .r ~ Rand-R ~.r ~ -p.respcctively.on1herealaxis.Thesemicircles 
C,, and CR arc as shown in the figure. The semicircle C,, is introduced here in order 
10 avoid passing through the singuhuity of the quoiielll £,i; /:.. 

-R -(> 0 R .\ FIGURE 108 

The Cauchy-Goursal theorem tells us lhal 

r e~: d:. + r, ('~: d:. + J e~: d:. + r_ ei.: d:. = 0. 
J1., •. ./cs:.. I.:.. Jc. 

or 

(5) J ei: f £,i: 1 ei: - 1 ei: -
~ d:. + ~ d:. = - - d' - - d ... 

J., · I.: •· C,. ;. Cs: -

•TI1i:-. integrnl i:-. impor~111t in applied 111atl1ematic~ and. in particular. tl1c: theory of Fourier integral!'>. 
Sec Ilic authors' Fourier Serie.1· cu1d Bowulan· \!alue Problem.I'. Xth ed .. pp. 163· 165. 2012. where it i~ 

evaluated in a rnmplctcly different way. 
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Moreover. since the legs L 1 and -L2 have parametric represelllalions 

(6) : = re;o = r (p :::=- r :::=- R) and : = n,i:r = -r (p :::=- r :::=- R). 

respectively. the left-hand side or equation (5) can be wrillen 

j e': I e;~ 1R eir ;·Re ir 1H eir - e ;,. 
-d: - -d: = -dr - --dr = dr 

. , •· · I.~ : ti r I' r I' r 

!.
H cir - e ;,- !.H sin,. 

= 2i dr = 2i ·--dr. 
")' fJ _,,. /! ,. 

Consequently. equation (5) reduces lo 

!.
H sin r 1 e;·~ ;· e;: 

2i --dr = - -- d: - ~d:. ,. . ri C. ,, •. C>1 

(7) 

No~1• from the Laurem se1ies represelllalion 

ei: l [ (i:) (i:)2 (i:.)·' l I i i 2 i·' , 
-=-I+-+--+--+··· =-;-.+-I,_+,.,_,_:+_,.,,_:-+··· : : I ~ 2 ~ 3 ~ _ .1 

({) < 1:1 < Xl). 

it is dear that ci: /: has a simple pole al the origin. with residue unity. So. according 
to the theorem al the beginning of this section. 

f 
('i.~ 

Jim - d: = -ni. 
ti •O. C, ;, 

Also. since 

when: is a poim on CR, \\1C know from Jordan·s lemma in Sec. 88 that 

j. ei.~ Jim -d: =0. 
R • '- C1; -

Thus. hy lening p tend to 0 in equation (7) and then letting R tend to oo. we aiTivc at 
the result 

[.
" sin r 

2i -- dr = ni. . ,. 
which is. in facl. the same as equation (4). 

90. AN INDENTATION AROUND A BRANCH POINT 

An indented path such as the one used in Sec. 89 can often be used to avoid a branch 
point (Sec. 33). as well as an isolated singularity. 
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EXA .. l\ilPLE. Let us derive the integration formula 

( I ) 1-x. x" ( I - a );r 
, , dx = -----

0 (x- + I)- 4 cos(a;r /2) 
(-l<a<3) 

where a is a real number with the indicated restriction and x" 
x > 0. To do this. \\IC shall use the function 

exp( a In x) when 

. :'j cxp(a log:.) 
f(-) = = ---
.•. (:.2+J)2 (:2+J)2 ( 

;r 3;r) I: I > 0. - 2 < a rg : < T 

whose branch cul is the origin and the negative imaginary axis. The path of integration 
is shown in Fig. I 09. where p < I < R aml the branch cul is indicated v.:ith a hollow 
dot and dashes. 

-R 

\' 

-P 01 
I 
I 
I 

x 

Starting with Cauchy"s residue theorem. we write 

( 2) l f (:) d: + / f ( : ) d: = 2;r i ~.sf ( : ) - l f (:.) d:. - l_ .f ( :. ) d:.. J,_, },_~ . Jr. }, Ii 

If we use the parametric equations 

11 . 
:. =re' = r (p s r s R) and :. =re'·' = -r (p s r s R) 

for L 1 and -L2. respectively. we can write the left-hand side of equation (2) as 

1 _ --/ _ --f,Rcxpla(lnr+iO)]. /Rcxp(a(lnr+i;r)]. 
/( •. ) d.. /(..) d •. - ' ") d1 + ' ' d1 

., ·L~ ,, (r-+1)- . 1• (r-+l)-

1R ,-o . JR ru 
- ---..,-,--~, d,. + ('"' :r ' ' d,.. 
- 1, (r- + I)- " (r"" + I)-

Thus 

( 3) i. /(:.) d::. + ;· f(:.)d:. =(I +e'°:r);·R ,r
0 

, dr. 
(r"" + I)-,_, I.~ '' 
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Also. 

(4) 

Al' ll'DENTATIOl'\ AROl'l\D .·\ 13RAl'\Cll POINT 

Re sf(:.) = </>' (i) 
;~1 

\vhcre </J(:) = -
(:. + i)2 

279 

since there is a pole of order 111 = 2 al the poilll:. = i. Slraightforward differentiation 
reveals lhal 

</>
' (o lllo!!.·[(ll-2):.+llil (:.) = {' ' . . 

(:.+t)·' 

and. therefore. 

(5) Res/(:.)= -ie"':r/_ -- . . .,(l-ll) 
~~· 4 

Upon substituting expressions (3) m1d (5) into equation (2). we have 

; l'T ;·R r" I ;r( l - l/) ia:r:2 1 1 (6) (l+e") , ,<r= e · - f(:.)d:.- f(:)d:: 
( r- + I )- 2 (' ,.._ ,. p ., \n 

and once \\IC have shown that 

(7) Jim;· f (:.) d:. = 0 and 
fl .() C', 

limj. /(:.) d:. = 0. 
,, •O C, 

the desired imegration fonnula (1 ). \\1ilh a diffcrcnl variable of integration. follows 
from equation (6): 

l
:-x: r" ;r ( I - ll ) 
---- dr = ----

. (r2+J)2 .., 
;r(I -ll) 

4 

l + e'":r e io:r ,:2 

.., (I - ");r 

eio:r/2 + e '"·•:'2 4cos(a;r/2). 

The limits (7) arc found by first observing lhal I:." I = ,-a when:. = re111 is any 
poi Ill on the closed comour in Fig. l 09. Also. 

1:. 2 + 11 ~ 11:.1 2 
- 11 = I - p

2 

when:. is a poilll on C,,: and 

1:. 2 + 11 ~ 11:1 2 
- 11 = R2 

- l 

when:. is on CR· So the first of Ii mils (7) is ohlained by wriling 

1 -" p" Jl' p" I I 
) .. ) d:. < ' ) Jl' p = -1--,-, 

c ( :.- + l )- ( I - pc.)- ( - p- )-
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and noting that ptl 1 1 --> 0 asp --> 0 since a + I > 0. As for the second of limits (7). 

lj. -" I ',, ) d::: 
Ci: ( ;::-'- + I)-

R" 7r ~ 11 R~ 
< ( R2 _ 1)2 n R = ( R2 _ I )2 . -1- = 

R~ 

7r--
, R-' " . 

(1 - ~,)" 
and \\IC sec that I/ R-' ·ti --> 0 as R --> oo since 3 - a > 0. 

91. INTEGRATION ALONG A BRANCH CUT 

Cauchy\ residue theorem can be useful in evaluating improper integrals from real 
analysis when part of the path of integration of the function /(:::)to \vhich the theorem 
is applied lies along a brnnch cut of that function. 

EXAMPLE. Let .r ··ti. where x > 0 and 0 < a < I. denote chc principal value 
of the indicated power of x: that is. x ti is Che positive real number exp(-a In x ). We 
shall evaluacc here the improper real integral 

( I) r\. ~dx 
Jo x +I 

(0 < a < I). 

which is importanc in the study of the gamma fu11ctio11 .x Note chat integral (I) is 
i mpropcr noc only because of its upper limit of i ntegrncion but also because ics imegrnnd 
has an infinite discontinuity al x = 0. The integral converges when 0 < a < I since 
the integrand behaves like x ti near x = 0 and like x ti 

1 as x tends to infinity. We 
do not. however. need to cscablish convergence separately: for that will be contained 
in our evaluation of the integrnl. 

We begin by letting C,, and CH denote the circles 1:::1 = p and 1:::1 = R. respectively. 
where p < I < R: and \\IC assign them the orientations shown in Fig. I I 0. \Ve then 
i ntcgrnte the brnnch 

- u 
/(:::) = _-·_ 

:::+I 
( 1:::1 > 0. 0 < arg::: < 2n) 

of the multiple-valued function::: ti/(:::+ I). \Vith branch cut arg::: = 0. around the 
simple closed contour indicated in Fig. 110. Thal contour is trnccd out by a point 
moving from p to R along the top of chc branch cut for f (::: ). next around CH and back 
to R. then along the bottom of the cul top. and finally <u-ound C,, back to p. 

Now e = 0 and e = 2n along the upper and lmver ··edges ... respectively. of the 
cul annulus that is formed. Since 

cxp(-a log:::) 
/(:::) = I :::+ 

cxpl-a(lnr + if})l 

rein+ I 

'Sec. li.>r cxamp~. p. 4 of the nook hy Lchcdcv cited in Appendix I. 
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\' 

R x 

FIGURE 110 

where:.= re111
• il follows lhal 

. . expl-ll(lnr + iO)] r a 

.I (:. > = I - --1 r+ r+ 

on lhe upper edge. \vherc:. = rc 10
, and lhal 

') 

. ex pl - a (In r + i 2n ) ] r <le '_,n 
/(:.) = = ---
. r+I r+I 

') 

on the lower edge. where:.= re'-'. The residue lheorem lhus suggests that 

(3) f. R r ··a l JR r a(! i2a:r 1 
-. -dr + f(:.) d:. - . dr + /(:.) d:. 

. ,, I + I . C.: I' I + I c. 
= 2n i Res f (:.). 

;= I 

Our derivation of equation (3) is. of course. only fonnlll since/(:.) is nol analylic. 
or even defined. on lhe hmnch cul involved. ll is. nevertheless, valid and can he fully 
juslifled by an argumelll such as the one in Exercise 6 of this section. 

The residue in equation (3) can he found by noting lhal the function 

</>(:.) =:. "= exp(-ll log:.)= expl-a(lnr + it9)J ( r > 0. 0 < (} < 2n ) 

is analytic al :. = - I and that 

</J(-1) = cxpl-a(ln I+ in)J = e ia.i =I= 0. 

This shows that lhe poi Ill:. = - I is a simple pole of the function (2) and that 

R /.( ) ia.1 cs . :. = e 
;=- I 

Equation (3) can. therefore. he wrillen as 

(4) (I - e 12":r) {R ~ dr = 2nie ia:r 
} 1, r + I 

{ I<:.> d:. -1 f (:.> d:.. .le. C.: 
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According lo dcfinilion (2) off(:). 

l f (:) d: 
C, 

p " 2n 
< --2Jr{J =--pl· II 

I - t> I - t> 

and 

R " 2n R 
--- 2n R = ---
R - I R - I 

Since 0 < a < I. lhc values of lhcsc lwo integrals evidently lend lo 0 as p and R 
lend lo 0 and oo. rcspcclivcly. Hence. if \\IC lcl p lend lo 0 and then R tend lo oo in 
equation (4), v,:c arrive al the rcsull 

or 

(I - e i 2u:r) /~ ~dr = 2nie 
Jo r + I 

; <l:T 

?' _[ 

1
~ ,. lJ e ia:r ('io:r 

--dr = 2ni .1 • -.- = n-----
r +· J I - e· 1.:.Ll:T e"':T l,ia:r - e io:T 

Using lhc variable of inlcgralion x here. inslcad of r. as well as the expression 

,,,.c arrive al lhcdcsircd rcsuh: 

eiu:r - e ·iu:r 

SIJlllJr = -----
?' _[ 

(5) rx; ~dx = Jr 

Jo x + I sm an 
(0 < a < I ). 

EXERCISES 

1. Cse the function fC:.) = (eia.· - eil•.~ )/:: 2 and the indented contour in Fig. 108 (Sec. 89) 
to derive the integration formula 

l '- COS(CIX) - cos(b.r) ;r 
----,---d.\ = -(/J- Cl) 

• (I x- 2 
(a :::. 0. b :::. 0 ). 

Then. with the aid of the lrigonomctric identity I - cos( 2.r) = 2 sin2 x. point out how it 
fol lows that 

l '- sin 2 x . _ ;r 
, d.\ - . 

'(I .r- 2 

2. Derive the integralion formula 

{x dx 
.f o -./\--.,-. (.-,. 2_+_1_) 

hy integrating the function 

- -I;':! t,1-1.: 2.111,~:. 

/"(::) = -·,-- = ---
. :- + I : 2 + I ( ;r 3;r) 

I: I > O. -
2 

< arg :: < T 

over the indented contour appearing in Fig. I09 (Sec. 90). 
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3. Derive the integration formula obtained in Exercise 2 by integrating the branch 

--1.:2 t-'1-1.:2110.~.'. 

(<::.) = -~-- = ---
. ::.2 + I ::.2 + I 

(I::. I > 0. 0 < arg::. < 2.,T) 

of the multiple-valued function ::.- 1: .. !)<::. 2 + I) over the closed contour in I-lg. 110 
(Sec. 91 ). 

4. Derive the integration formula 

[.
"'- JX 2.,T 
------dx= 

. 0 (x +a)(.\·+ b) J3 
;/ii - J/; 

a - b 
((I > I> > 0) 

using the function 

- I;.\ t'1l(\1lo;:; 
/'(::) = __ ._· -
. (:+a)(::+/J) (::. +ti)(::.+ b) 

(1::.1>0.0 < arg: < 2;r) 

and a closed contour similar to the one in hg. 110 (Sec. 91 ). but where 

p < b <ii < R. 

5. The beta ft111clio11 is this function of two real variables: 

s < p. ,, ) = r I , ,, - I ( i - n ,, - I "' 
.fo (p > 0. q > 0) . 

.\fake the substitution 1 = I/(.\·+ I) and use the resulc obtained in the example in Sec. 91 
to show thac 

;r 
8(p. I - pl=-.--

sm (p;r) 
(O<p<I). 

6. Consider the two simple closed contours shown in Fig. 111 and obtained by dividing 
into two pieces the annul us formed by the circles C,, and CR in Fig. 110 (Sec. 91 ). The 
legs L and -L of those contours arc directed Ii ne segments along any ray arg::. = l.~1. 

where ;r < Oo < 3;r /2. Also. r,, and )',-, arc the indicated portions of C,,. while r R and 

YR make up CR. 

\' \' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I R 

R .\ .\ 

FIGURE Ill 

(ii) Show how it follows from Cauchy's residue theorem that when the branch 

--" 
/1(::.) = -~

::.+I ( 
;r 3;r) I::. I > 0. -
2 

< arg::. < 2 
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of the multiple-valued function:-"/(::.+ I) is integrated around the closed contour 
on the left in Fig. I 11. 

!R .r~" c/r + ~ fi(::.) c/::. + r fi(::_) d::. + ~ f1 (::_) d::. = 2;ri __ l~~s1 fi(::.) . 
. , / . I .Ir i; ./ L .fr .. 

(h) Apply the Cauchy-Goursat theorem to the branch 
.... -ii 

( 
;r 5;r) 

1::.1 > 0. 
2 

< arg::. < 2 
'
;(::_) = -~-

' - ::. +I 

of::.-"/ (::. + I). integrated around the closL'CI contour on the right in Fig. 11 I. to show 
that 

_ !R ,.-ot'·-i"2.t.1.7 f, ! f 
---dr + .12<::.) ti::. - ./°:(::.) d::. + ./i(:) ti::. = 0 . 

• I' /' + I . >. . I. . Y>: 

(c) Point out why. in the last lines in parts (a) and (h). the branches / 1 (::.)and _h(':.) of 
::. -a/ (::. + I ) can he replaced hy the branch 

_-a 

((::.) = -~-
. ::. +I 

(1::.1 > o.o < arg: < 2;r). 

Then. by adding corresponding sides of those two Ii ncs. derive equation (~). Sec. l) I. 
which was obtained only formally there. 

92. DEFINITE INTEGRALS INVOLVING 
SINES AND COSINES 

The method of residues is also useful in evaluating cercain definite integrals of the type 
2. 

( I ) 1. F (sin 8. cos 8 ) d 8. 

The fact that 8 varies from 0 to 2;r leads us to consider & as an argument of a point ::.. 
on a positively oriented circle C centered at the origin. Taking the radius to be unity. 
we use the parametric representation 

( T _) ill 
:. = e ( 0 S: fJ S: 2n ) 

lo describe C (Fig. I 12). \Ve then refer to the differentation formula (4). Sec. 41. to 
\\·Tile 

and recall (Sec. 37) that 
£)11 _ e. ill 

sin8= ---? . _, 

d:. . ill 
- = fl' = 1:. 
d& 

and 
ei11 + e ill 

cosfJ = ---
? 

These relations suggest that we make the substitutions 

(3) 
- I 

sinH = -·· __ _ 
') . 
_[ 

::.. + :. 
cosH = ---

d:. 
dH =-. 

I::._ 
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\' 

.\ 

FIGURE 112 

which crnnsform integral ( J) into the concour integral 

(4) j. (- -I -+ - I) d-F .. . .. . .. •. _ •. 
.., . .., ' -

<' _/ - I•· 

of a funccion or: around the circle C. The original incegral (I) is. of course. simply 
a paramclric fonu of inccgral ( 4). in accordance \vich expression (2). Sec. 44. \Vhcn 
chc inccgrand in imcgral (4) reduces co a racional funccion of:. \ve can cvaluacc thac 
inccgral by means of Cauchy's residue cheorcm once chc zeros in chc denominator have 
been localed and provided thac none lie on C. 

EXAMPLE l. Lee us show chat 

(5) 
(·:T d8 2.:r 

Jo l + a sin (1 JI - a2 
(- J < (/ < J ). 

This inccgration fonuula is clearly valid when a = O. and we exclude 1.hat case in our 
derivation. With substitucions (3). the integral takes the fonu 

(6) 1 2/a 
~ . d :.. 

c :- + r21 I a): - 1 

where C is the positively oricmcd circle 1:1 = I. The quadratic formula reveals thac 
the denominalOr of the integrand here has the pure imaginary zeros 

- - (- J + JI - a2) . 
•. 1 - I. 

a 
:2 = (---1 ---:-/---(-'} 

So if f(:) denoces the integrand in integral (6). then 

2/a 
((:)=----
. (: - ;,i)(;,- :1) 
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Note that because la I < l. 

l-)l=l+JJ-a2 
··- la I > I. 

Also. since l:.1:.21 = l. it follows that l:.1 I < I. Hence there arc no singular points on 
C. and the only one interior lo it is the point :. 1• The corresponding residue 8 1 is found 
by w1iting 

r </>(-:.) 
(-:.) = --

. -:. - :.1 
where 

2/ ll 
</>(-:.) = --

This shows that -:. 1 is a simple pole and that 

Consequently. 

2/ ll 
81 = </>(:.1) = ---

j. 2/a 
-------d:. = 2:ri81 

c:. 2 +(2i/a):.- I JI - a2 

and integration fonnula (5) follows. 

The mellHx.l just illustrated applies equally well when the arguments of the sine 
and cosine arc integral muhiplcs of H. One can use equation (2) to write. for example . 

(7) 
. )/) . )11 ·11 ) ·11 ) ) ) 

e'- + e '- (e' )- + (e' ) - :.- + :. -
cos 28 = -----

2 2 

EX.i\l\:IPLE 2. Our goal here is to shmv that 

i·:T cos 2Hd8 a2:r 
( 8) l - I < a < I). 

0 I - 2o cos 8 + a 2 I - a 2 

Just as we did in Example l. we exclude the possibility that a = 0. in which case 
equation (8) is obviously true. \Ve begin with the observation that because 

cos(2:r - H) = cosH and cos2(2:r - 8) = cos2H. 

the graph of the integrand is symmetric with respect to the vertical line 8 = :r. This 
observation. together with equations (3) and (7). enables us lo write 

f':T cos 28 d8 I (:T cos 2fJ d8 i ;· :.-l + I 
Jo I - 2o cos8 + a 2 = 2 Jo I - 2a cos H + a 2 = 4 c (-:. - a)(a-:. - I )-:. 2 d:.. 

where C is the positively oriented circle in Fig. I I 2. Evidently. then. 

(9) j :T cos2fJdH i..,. 
-------) = --ifl (81 + 8)), 

0 I - '2<1cos8 + a- 4 -

where 8 1 and 8 2 denote the residues of the f u nclion 

:.4 + I 
fl:.) = ----

(:. -a)(a:. - 1):.2 
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at a and 0. respectively. The singularity::.= I/a is. of course. extetior to the circle C 

si nee I a I < 1. 
Inasmuch as 

::.4 + I 
I
. </>(::.) 
(::.) = -

. ::. - (/ 
where </> (::.) = I '. 

(a::. - )::.-

it is easy to sec that 

(I 0) 
a4 +I 

81=</J(a)= , )" 
(a- - I )a-

The residue 82 can be foun<l by writing 

:.4 + I . </>(:.) 
./(::.) = ~ where </>(::.) = ----

(::. - a)(a::. - I) 

and strnightforward difkrcntiation reveals that 

(I I ) 
I a 2 + I 

82 = </> (0) = ) 
a-

Finally. by substituting the residues ( 10) and (I I) into expression (9). v ... e arrive 
at the integration fonnula (8). 

EXERCISES 

l;se residues to establish the following integration formulas: 

(:-r JO 2.iT 

1. .f o 5 + 4 sin (I - 3 

2. ;·~ 
• -.7 

dO 
---, - = J1. .iT. 
I + sin- (I 

J. (·7 
cos

2 
30 c/O = 3.iT . 

./o 5 - 4 cos 20 8 

,f,2.7 t/(J 2.iT 
4. 

I +a cos 0 Ji - a2 (-l<a<l). 

.l;"! c/(J (f.iT 
5. (a > I). 

(a +cos0) 2 ( Ja2 - I):-

l :r (211) ! 
6 . 211 J I . sm f c fl = , , .iT 

.() 2~1 (11!)-
(//=I. 2 .. .. ). 

93. ARG UIVIENT PRINCIPLE 

A function f is said to he meromorphic in a domain D if it is analytic throughout 
D except for poles. Suppose now that f is meromorphic in the domain interior to a 
positively oricntc<l simple dosed contour C and that it is analytic and nonzero on C. 
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The image r of C under chc cransformacion w = f <-:.)is a closed concour. nol necessar-
~ . 

ily simple, in the ur plane (Fig. 113). As a poim: cmverses C in the posilive direction. 
ics image 11 1 traverses r in a parlicular direction chat decennines Che orientation of r. 
Note chm since f has no zeros on C. the contour r docs nol pass chrough the 01igin in 
the u1 plane. 

\' ... 

II 

FIGURE 113 

Lee 11:0 and u• he points on r. where wo is lixcd and </Ji..1 is a value of arg 1110. Then 
let m·g ur vary continuously. starting with the value </Jo. as the point 111 begins at the point 
11 10 and traverses r once in che direction of oricncation assigned to it by the mapping 
u: = f (:). \Vhcn ur returns co the point u:o. where it started. arg 11 1 assumes a particular 
value of <u·g ui0 • which we denote by ¢ 1• Thus the change in arg 11 1 as w describes r 
once in ics direction of orientacion is ¢1 - </Jo. This change is. of course. independent 
of the point uio chat is chosen to determine il. Since u: = /(:).the number ¢1 - </Ji..1 is. 
in fact the change in m·gumenl off(:) as: describes C once in the posicivc direction. 
slarting wich a point :o; and v,:e write 

f).c arg f C:.) = ¢1 - <Po. 

The value of b.c arg f (:)is evidemly an integral multiple of '2:r. and the inccgcr 

l 
1 f).c arg .f ( :) 
_Jr 

represencs 1he number of times che poim 11 1 winds around the origin in the u: plane. For 
lhal reason. this inceger is somccimes called the wi11di11g 11umber of r with rcspecl co 
the origin u• = 0. ll is posicive if r '"·inds around che origin in the coumerclockwisc 
direccion and negative if ic winds clock\l ... ise around that point The winding number 
is always zero when r docs not enclose the origin. The verification of this fact for a 
special case is left lo the reader (Exercise .3. Sec. 94 ). 

The winding number can he delcnnincd from the number of zeros and poles of 
f interior to C. The number of poles is necessaiily linite. according to Exercise l '2. 
Sec. 83. Likewise. with the understanding that f (:) is not idemically equal to zero 
every,i.:here else inside C. ic is easily shown (Exercise 4. Sec. 94) that the zeros off 
arc finite in number and arc all of linitc order. Suppose now that f has Z zeros and P 
poles in the domain interior to C. We agree that f has 111 0 zeros al a point :0 if it has a 
zero of order mo there: and if f has a pole of order 111 1, at :o. chat pole is lo he counted 
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111,. limes. The following theorem. \Vhich is known as lhc aq:ume11t pri11ciple. slalcs 
lhal lhc winding number is simply lhc difference Z - P. 

Theorem. Let C denote a positi1·ely oriented simple closed cont ow; am/ suppose 
that 

(a) a.fi111ctio11 /(:)is 111em11101phic in the domllin interior to C; 

(b) /(:)is analytic and no11:em 011 C: 

( c) cm111ti11g11111 ltiplici ties, Z is the numbe r<~f :em.\· llnd P the number rfpoles <~ff (:) 
inside C. 

Then 

I . 
-6.carg /(:) = Z - P . .., . -. _;r 

To prove lhis. v..-c cvaluale lhc inlcgral off'(:)//(:) around C in lwo diffcrcnl 
\Vays. Firsl. we lcl : = :(I) (ll ~ t ~ b) be a paramclric reprcsclllalion for C. 
so lhal 

( 1 ) i {, 1·" /"I l ' ~ /- = . : (I) : U) I 
l ,. < t . 

• (' /(:) ii fl:(f)j 

Since. under !he lmnsformalion u: = /(:). lhc image r of C never passes lhrough 
lhc origin in lhc w plane. lhc image of any poim : = :(I) on C can be expressed in 
cxponcrllial fonn as 11.1 = p(I) cxpli </>(I)]. Thus 

(2) f I: (I)] = p (f)e'4>U' (a~t~/J): 

and. along each of lhc smoolh arcs making up lhe coniour r. il follows lhal (see 
Exercise 5. Sec. 43) 

(3) ['[:(l)j:'(/) = ~{[:(!)] = ~l1>(1)ei4>(t1] = p'(l)ei¢(/I + ip(t)ei¢(11¢'(/). 
. dt. dt 

Inasmuch as p'(I) and<//(/) arc picccv.1isc conlinuous on lhc inlcrval ll ~ t ~ b. we 
can now use expressions (2) and (3) lo wrilc inlcgral (I) as follows: 

Bul 

Hence 

(4) 

l {' (: ) l" p' ( /) j" l " l " -· .-d:= --dt+i </>'U)dt=lnp(I) -t-i</>U) . 
. cf(:.) ·" p(t) " .u ·" 

p ( b) = p (a) and </> ( b) - </> (a) = 6. c arg .f (:). 

j. /'(:) . . 
-
1
. _ d: = 16.c arg .I(:). 

(' . ( '·) 

Anolhcr way lo cvalualc inlcgral (4) is lO use Cauchy\ residue lhcorcm. To be 

specific. we observe lhal lhe inlcgrand /'(:)//(:)is analylic inside and on C cxccpl 
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at the points inside C at which the zeros and poles of I occur. If I has a zero of order 
mo al :o. then (Sec. 82) 

(5) (( -) - (- - - )111"0(-) 
...... - .... ....(~ ,., ..... ! 

where g(:) is analytic and nonzero at ::o. Hence 

f'(:o) =mo(: - :0) 111" · 1g(:) + (:: - :0) 111"g'(:). 

or 

(6) 
('(:) mo g'(:) 
-----+--. 
/"( :: ) : - ::o g ( : ) 

Since g' (:)jg(::) is analytic at :o. it has a Taylor series representation about that point; 
and so equation (6) tells us that/'(::)//(::.) has a simple pole at ::0 • with residue mo. 
If. on the other hand, f has a pole of order m 1, at : 0 , \\IC know from the theorem in 
Sec. 80 that 

( 7) r ( -) ( - - ) ·Ill",/, ( - ) . .. = -· - -.o ' 'f' -· . 

where</>(:) is analytic and nonzero at :.o. Because expression (7) has the same form 
as expression (5). ,, .. ith the positive integer mo in equation (5) replaced by -m 1,. il is 
dear from equation (6) that /'(::)//(::) has a simple pole al : 0 • \Vith residue -111 1,. 

Applying the residue theorem. then. we find that 

(8) j. ('(:) -· .- d: = 2:ri(Z - P). 
(' ./(:) 

The conclusion in the theorem now follmvs by equaling the right-hand sides of 
equations (4) and (8). 

EX . .\J.\-IPLE. The only zeros of the function 

. ::-' + 2 ) 2 
j(:) = - = ::- +-=-

arc exterior lo the circle I: I = I. since they arc the cube roots of -2: and the only 
singularity in the finite plane is a simple pole at the origin. Hence. if C denotes the 
circle 1:1 = 1 in lhc positive direction, our theorem tells us lhal 

~ c <ug I ( :: > = 2n ( o - 1 > = - 2 n. 

Thal is. the image r of C under lhc transfonnation u: = f (:.)winds around the origin 
u1 = 0 once in the clockwise direction. 

94. ROUCHE'S THEORElVI 

The main resull in this section is known as Rouclie:~ theorem and is a consequence of 
the argument principle. just developed in Sec. 93. It can be useful in locating regions 
of the complex plane in which a given analytic function has zeros. 
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Theorem. Let C dmote a simple closed con tow; and s1tp/m\·e that 

(a) t1rof1111ctio11s f (:.) and g(:.) arc analytic inside and 011 C: 

(h) lf<:.>1 > lg(:.)j at each poillf 011 C. 

291 

Then/(:.) and f(:.) + g(:.) hare the swne 1111111hcr <f :.ems, co1mti11g 11111/tiplicities, 
inside C. 

The oricncalion of C in lhc slalenlClll of lhc lheorem is cvidenlly immalcrial. Thus. 
in lhc pnx>f here. we may assume lhal lhe oriclllalion is posilivc. or coulllerclockwisc. 
We begin wilh lhc observalion lhal neilher lhc funclion f(:.) nor lhc sum/(:.)+ g(:.) 
has a zero on C. since 

l.f<:.>1 > jg(:.>I:.:::: o and If<:.>+ g(:.)I:.:::: 11/<:.>I - lg<:.>11 > O 

\vhcn :. is on C. 
If Z,. and Zr 1 g dcnole lhc number of zeros. counting muhiplicilies. off(:.) and 

/(:.) + g(:.). rcspeclivcly. inside C. we know from lhc lhcorem in Sec. 93 lhal 

J 
Zr = :;-Lie arg f ( :.) and 

_if 

J 
Zt1g = 1Lieargl/(:.) +g(:.)]. 

-lT 

Consequcmly. since 

{ [ g(:.)]} 
Lie mgl/(:.) +- g(:.)] =Lie arg /(:.) I + f(:.) 

il is clear lhat 

( J ) 

\\:here 

Bul 

A ,. A [ J g (:_) l = ur arg. (:.) + uc arg + -.- . 
I (::. > 

J 
Zt 11: = z,. +-Lie arg F(:.). . . 27r -

J 
g(:.) 

F(:.) = +-. 
f (:.) 

IF<:.>- II= jg(:.>I < J; 
1/(:.)1 

and lhis means lhal under lhe lransfonnation II' = F(:.). lhe image of C lies in lhe 
open disk lu• - 11 < J. Thal image docs not. lhen. enclose the origin ur = 0. Hence 
fir arg F (:.) = 0 and. since equation ( J) reduces to Z,. 1 g = Z,.. Rouchc's lhcorcm is 
proved. 

EXAMPLE I. In ordcrto determine the number of roots. couming multiplicities. 
of the equation 

(2) ~ 3 ' :. + :.· +6=0 
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inside the circle 1:.1 = 2. write 

/(:.) = 3:.-' and g(:.) = :.4 + 6. 

Then observe that when 1:.1 = 2. 

lf(:.)I = 31:.1·' = 24 and lg(:.)I :=: 1:.1 4 + 6 = 22. 

The conditions in Rouchc"s theorem arc thus satisfied. Consequently. since f ( :.) has 
three zeros. counting multiplicities. inside the circle 1:.1 = 2. so docs/(:.)+ g(:.). 
That is. equation (2) has three roots there. counting muhiplicicies. 

EXAMPLE 2. Rouchc"s theorem can be used to give another proof of the 
fundamental theorem of algebra (Theorem 2. Sec. 58). To give the dctals here. we 
consider a polynomial 

(3) P 
) II 

(:.) = llo + ll1:. + a2:.- +···+an:. (a,, =I 0) 

of degree /1 (11 ~ I) and show that it has /1 zeros. couming multiplicities. We write 

I
. II (:.) =a,,:. . ) II l 

g(:.) = llo + ll1:. + <12:.- + · · · +ll,, 1:. 

and let:. be any point on a circle 1:.1 = R. where R > I. \Vhen such a point is taken. 
we sec that 

1/(:.)1 = l",,IR11
• 

Also. 

lg(:.)I::: laol + la1 IR+ la2IR2 +···+la,, 1 IR11 1 

Consequently. since R > I. 

lg(:.)I :=: laolR11 1 + lll1 IR 11 1 + la.:dR11 1 +···+la,, 1 IR 11 1 · 

and it follov,:s that 

lg (:.)I 

If!:.) I 

laol + 1<11 I+ lll2I + · · · + la11 1 I < ~~~~~~~~~~~~ < 
la,, IR 

if. in addition lo being greater than unity. 

R > lao I + Ill 1 I + la 2 I + · · · + Ill,, 1 I 
la,, I 

( 4) 

ThaLis. l/!:.)I > lg(:.)I '"'hen R >I andinequality(4)issatisfied.Rouchc"sthcorcm 
then tells us thac f (:.)and f (:.) + g (:.) have the same number of zeros. namely 11. i nsidc 
C. Hence we may conclude that P (:.)has precisely /1 zeros. counting multiplicities. in 
the plane. 

Note how Liouvillc "s theorem in Sec. 58 only ensured the existence of al least 
one zero of a polynomial: hut Rouchc"s theorem actually ensures the existence of /1 

zeros. counting multiplicities. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Let C denote the unit circle I: I = 1. described in the positive sense. Use the theorem in 
Sec. 93 to determine the value of ~c arg f(:) when 
(a)/(:)=::: (b) f(:) = 1/:2: (c) /(:.) = (2: - 1)7/:.·'. 

Ans. (a) 4;r: (/J) -4;r: (c) 8;r. 

2. Let f he a function which is analytic inside and on a positively oriented simple closed 
contour C. and suppose that f (:.) is never zero on C. Let the image of C under the 
transformation 11· = f(:.) he the closed contour r shown in Fig. 114. Determine the 
value of ~c arg /(:.) from that figure: and. with the aid of the theorem in Sec. 93. 
determine the number of zeros. counting multiplicities. off interior to C. 

Ans. 6;r: 3. 
1.• 

II 

FIGURE 114 

3. L:sing the notation in Sec. 93. suppose that r does not enclose the origin u· = 0 and that 
there is a ray from that point which does not intersect r. By observing that the absolute 
value of ~c arg f (::) must he less than 2;r \Vhen a point:. makes one cycle around C 
and rec a Iii ng that ~c arg f (::) is an integral multiple of 2;r. point out why the winding 
number of r with respect to the origin 11· = 0 must he zero. 

4. Suppose that a function f is meromorphic in the domain D interior lo a simple closed 
contour Con which f is analytic and nonzero. and let Do denote the domain consisting 
of all points in D except for poles. Point out how it follows from the lemma in Sec. 28 
and Exercise 11. St..'C. 83. that if f (:) is not identically equal to zero in Do. then the 
zeros off in D arc al I of ti ni tc order and that they are ti nitc in number. 

Suggesr imr: :'\ote that if a point : 0 in D is a zero of .f that is not of ti ni te order. then 
there must be a neighborhood of : 0 throughout \Vhich f (:.) is identically equal to zero. 

5. Suppose that a function f is analytic inside and on a positively oriented simple closed 
contour C <md that it has no zeros on C. Show that if f ha" /1 zeros :.1.. (/.: = I. 2 . .... 11) 

inside C. where each :.1.. is of multiplicity 11/f.:.. then 

[ 

:_('(:_) II 

-·-. - d:. = 2;ri L: "'"=·'· 
.(' ./(:.) l..=I 

!Compare with equation (8). Sec. 93. when P = 0 there.I 

6. Determine the number of zeros.counting multiplicities. of the polynomial 

(a) :'' - 5:·1 + :> - 2:: (b) 2:·1 - 2::1 ~ 2:.2 - 2:: + 9: (c) : 7 - 4::' +: - I. 

inside the circle 1:.1 = 1. 

A11s. (a) 4: (h) 0: (c) 3. 
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7. Determine the number of zeros. counting multiplicities. of the polynomial 

(a) ::·' -2::~ +9:: 2 +:: - I: 

inside the ci rclc I:: I = 2. 

All.\. (a) 2: (/>) S. 

(/>) ::5 + 3::·' + :: 2 + 1 

8. Determine the number of roots. counting multiplicities. of the equation 

., _ 5 - I'.)_:! -l.. - -l.. 1 = () -.... ".... ' .... ' 

in the annulus 1 ::: 1::1 < 2. 

A11.L 3. 

9. Show that if c is a complex number such that lei > e. then the equation c~' = e·~ has 11 

roots. counting mu lei pl icities. inside the circle I:: I = 1. 

10. Let two functions f and g he as in the statement of Rouchc's theorem in Sec. 94. and let 
the orientation of the contour C there he positive. Then define the function 

I l /"(::.) + rg'(::.) 
<t>(f) = - . tl-

2;r i. c f(::) + fg(::.) ~ 
<O:::r_:::I) 

and follow these steps below to give another proof of Rouche's theorem. 

(a) Point out why the denominator in the integrand of the integral dcti ni ng <I> (f) is never 
zero on C. This ensures the existence of the integral. 

(/>) Let rand r0 he any two points in the interval 0::: r ::: 1 and show that 

It - to I I l r~' - r ~ I l<l>(f) - <l>(Toll = . ' . ' I 
2.1 . c (f + r g )( f + fog) ' :: . 

Then. after pointing out why 

I 
fg' - f'g I lfg' - f'gl 

(f + Tg)(f +tog) ::: <lfl - l.~1) 2 
at points on C. show that there is a positive constant A. which is independent of T 

and To. such that 

I <l>(f) - <I> Uo) I .::: A It - To I. 

Conclude from this inequality that <l>(f) is continuous on the interval 0 .::: r ::: I. 

(l') By referring to equation (8). Sec. 93. state why the value of the function <I> is. for 
each value oft in the interval 0 .::: t ::: I. an integer representing the numhcr of 
zeros off(::)+ tg(::) inside C. Then conclude from the fact that <I> is continuous. 
as shown in part(/>). that f (::) and/(::) + g(::) have the same number of zeros. 
counting multiplicities. inside C. 

95. INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORl\'IS 

Suppose that a function F of the complex variables is analytic throughout the finites 
plane except for a linite number of isolated singularities. Then let L «denote a vc11ical 
line segmelll from s = y - i R to s = y + i R. where the constam y is positive and 
large enough that the singularities of Fall lie lO the left of that scgmelll (Fig. 115). A 
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\' 

y + iR 

• 
0 y 

• 

y-il< 

flGURE 115 

new function f of the real vm·iablc t is dehned for positive values of I by means of lhe 
equation 

( I ) 1 . ;· " f(I) = -. hm e· F(.\·)ds 
1.,..., R ·•'- I _,. ·" 

(I > 0). 

provided lhis limil exisls. Expression (I) is usually \vrincn 

I /,)'I;" 
( (!) = - P.V e'' F(.\')ds . ') . . 

_;r I . l' ''° 
(2) (I > 0) 

[compare wilh equacion (3). Sec. 85]. and such an inccgrnl is somelimes referred co as 
a Bromwich i11tegral. 

ll can be shown lhal \vhen fairly general conditions an~ imposed on lhe funccions 
involved. the funccion f U) in equacion (2) is the inverse Laplace transform of che 
funccion 

(3) F(s) = {'X., e "'fU) dt. 
Jo 

which is che familiar Laplace transform off (I). Thar is. if F (s) is the Laplace lransfonn 
off U ). chcn fU) is recrieved by means of equalion (2) ... This is done wich che aid of 
Cauchy"s residue cheorem. which cells us chac 

(4) 

N J e° F(.\') d.\· = '1.ni L ~~c,s (e° F(.\')] - 1. e° F(s) ds. 
/.i; Jlc.d " (i; 

'h>r a JctailcJ justili1:ation of the material in 1hi!\ !\Cdion. !\CC, for example. Chap. 6 of lhc book 

Oprrationaf Mathematil'J. 3rd cJ .. 1972. hy R. V Churchill. Also. an exceptionally 1:kar lrl'alnx.·nt of 
llx: material appear.. in Chap. 7 of the hook Complex \lariahfe.1· 1ri1h Appfirntio11.1·. 3rd ct.I .. 2005. hy A. 
D. Wun!\Ch. Both hoob arc fotcJ in lhc Bihliogmphy. 
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where CR is lhc semicircle shm, .. n in Fig. 115. Then. if we assume lhal 

(5) lim { e° F(s )ds = 0. 
R •x Jc;: 

il follows from cqumion ( 1) lhal 

(6) 

:\' 

fU) = L~cs[c° F(s)] 
.\-.\,,. 

11=1 

(I > 0). 

CllAP. 7 

In many applicalions of Laplace lrnnsfonns. such as lhc solulion of pm1ial diffcr
cnlial cqualions arising in slUdics of heal conduclion and mechanical vihralions. lhc 
funclion F(s) is analylic for all values of sin lhc tinilc plane cxccpl for an i1!fi11ite set 
of isola1cd singular poillls s11 (11 = 1. 2 .... ) lhal lie to lhc left of some vertical line 
Res = y. Often lhc mclho<l jusl described for finding f U) can then he modified in 
such a way lhal lhc linilc sum (6) is replaced by an i1!fi11ite series of residues: 

" 
(7) fU) = L~=~~je·'' F(s)] 

11=1 .... 
(/ > 0). 

Our purpose here is 10 draw lhc reader's allenlion lo lhc use of residues and. in 
panicular. expression (6) in linding inverse Laplace lransforms. Our discussion is b1icf 
and docs nol include verification lhal cqualion ( 1) aclually gives lhe inverse lransform 
f U) or desc1ihc condilions on F(s) lhal allow limit (5) lo exisl. As in lhe example 
jusl below. only a formal lrcauncnl is CXJ>Cclcd in lhe exercises lo follow. 

EXA..'VIPLE. The funclion 
.\' 

F (.\·) = -)-
s- + 4 (.\' + 2;) (.'i - 2i ) 

has isolalcd singularities al lhe poinls .\· = ±2i. According 10 expression (6). lhcn. 

((I)= Res[ e''.\· ] + Res [ e''s l. 
· "~2; (.\' + 2i)(.\' - 2i) .1= 2; (s + 2i)(s - 2i)j 

Both singularilies arc simple poles: and if we wrilc 

where 

we find lhal 

. [ </> i(s) l [ </>) (s) l .f (I) = Res . + Res - . 
J=2i .\' - 21 .I= !_j .'i + 21 

e·' 1 s 
</>1 {.\') = -.\' + 2i 

and </>2(.'i) = --
,,. - 2i 

e:y_;, (2i) 
.r (I) = </>1 (2i) + </>::. ( - 2i) = 4. 

I I 

)' 

e -'' (-2i) 
+---

- 4i 

e;21 + c ;2, 

---- = cos 21. 
') 
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EXERCISES 

In each of the Exercises I through 3. use residues to tind the inverse Laplace transform fU) 
corresponding to the given function F(s ). Do this in a formal way. without full justification. 

2s-' 
l. F(s) = -

1
--. 

x· -4 

Am. ((f) = cosh ./21 +cos ./21. 
2.\· - 2 

2. F(s) = ------
(s + I )(J 2 + 2s + 5) 

Ans. f(I) = e- 1 (cos21 + sin21 - I). 

12 
3. F(s) = -.--. 

s' + 8 

S11gges1io11: After finding the three cube roots -2 and I± ../3 i of -8. it is helpful 
to notice that the property:.: + :' = 2 Re z. of complex numbers enables one to write 

Ans. ((I)= e-!l + e1 (JJsin ../31 - cos /3n. 
4. follow the steps below to find f(T) when 

I 
F(s) = ~ - -.-

s~ s stnh s 

Stan with the observation that the isolated singularities of F(J) arc 

Jo= 0. s11 = 11;ri. s11 = -11;ri (II = I. 2 ... . ). 

(a) use the Laurent series found in Exercise 5. Sec. 73. to show that the function e'1 F(.'l) 
ha-; a removable singularity at.\ = J 0 • \Vith residue 0. 

(/>) L'.sc Theorem 2 in Sec. 83 to show that 

[ 
,, _ . (-1 )11 i expfi11;rl) 

Res e f (s) = -------
·' =.>" ' II ;r 

and 

I)//. . ) 

I [
,,_, -(- 1exp(-111;r1 

{es e f (s). = . 
.1=:C ' 11;r 

(c) Show how it follows from pans (a) and(/>). together with series (7 ). Sec. 95. that 

~ { . . . . } 2 " ( - I ) 11 ~ I 
fU) = L ~es[e' 1 

F(s), + Re~[e' 1 
F<.\'), = -2:: sin11;rr. 

,\ -.\,, ,\ =.\,.. ;r JI 
n=I n=I 
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CHAPTER 

8 
MAPPING BY ELEMENTARY 

FUNCTIONS 

The gcomelric interpretation of a function of a complex variable as a mapping. or 
lransfonnation. was introduced in Secs. 13 and 14 (Chap. 2). We saw there how the 
nature of such a function can be displayed grnphically. lo some cxlent. by the manner 
in which it maps certain curves and regions. 

In this chapter. we shall sec f urthcr examples 01· hmv various curves and regions 
arc mapped by elemental)' analytic functions. Applications of such results to physical 
problems arc illustrated in Chaps. I 0 and I I. 

96. LINEAR TRANSFORI\'IATIONS 

To study the mapping 

( I ) LJI = J\Z,. 

where J\ is a nonzero complex conslant and z. #- 0. we write J\ and z. in exix>nential 
fonn: 

J\ =a cxp(ia). z. = r cxp(ifl). 

Then 

(2) u1 = (ar)cxpli(a +H)]. 

2')9 
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and we sec from equalion (2) lhal lransfonnmion (I) expands or comracls che radius 
veclor rep re sen ling::: hy lhe face or a and rotales il chrough the angle a ahoul lhe origin. 
The image (Sec. 13) of a given region is. therefore. geometrically similarto that region. 

The mapping 

(3) w=:::+B. 

where Bis any complex constant. is a translation hy means of the vector representing 
B. Thal is. if 

11• = 11 + ii·. ::: = .r + i y. and B = bi + i b2, 

then the image of any point (.r. y) in the::: plane is the poinl 

(4) ( 11. e) = (.r + b 1. y + b2) 

in lhe ui plane. Since each point in any given region of chc::: plane is mapped inlo chc 
u: plane in chis manner. the image region is geometrically congruent to lhe 01iginal 
one. 

The general ( nonconslant) linear tra11sformatio11 

(5) w =A:.+ B (A =f. 0) 

is a composicion of che lmnsformalions 

Z =A::: (A i= 0) and "' = Z + B. 

\Vhen::: i= 0. il is evidcnlly an expansion or contraclion and a rolmion. followed by a 
lmnslalion. 

EX.~\'IPLE. The mapping 

(6) 11 1 = ( I + i );:: + 2 

lrnnsforms the reccangular region in the::: = (.r. y) plane of Fig. I I 6 in lo the rectan
gular region shown in che u• = (11. L') plane chere. This is seen by expressing il as a 
composition of lhc lrnnsformmions 

(7) Z = (I + i )::: and 11 1 = Z + 2. 

\Vrilino 
~ 

I +i = J2cxp(;:) and ::: =rexp(iH). 

one can pul the first of transfonnalions (7) in the form 

Z = ( J2,.) exp[; ( H + : ) l · 
This firsl transfonnation lhus expands the radius vector for a nonzero point::: by the 
faccor .J2 and rornces it councerclock wise Jr /4 radians about the origin. The second of 
lrnnsformalions (7) is. of course. a translation two unils lo the right 
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,. I' 

-I +Ji I + Ji 

I+ 2i 
B....._-.. B' B" 

A' A" 

() A .\ x 0 II 

FIGURE 116 
U' = (I - d;:--'- 2. 

EXERCISES 

1. Stale why the lransformation rr = i::: is a rolation in lhe ::: plane through the angle ;r /2. 
Then ti nd lhe image of lhc in Ii nilc sl rip 0 < x < I. 

Am. 0 < t' < I. 

2. Show th al the transformation rr = i: + i maps lhe half plane x > 0 onto lhe half plane 
l' > I. 

3. Findalineartransformalion that maps lhe stripx > 0. 0 < y < 2 onto theslrip-1 < 11 < I. 
t' > 0. as shown in Fig. 117. 

A 11s. u.· = i::: ~ 1. 

\' 1.• 

~ 

1 
')' 

_, ____ _ 
I 
\. 

0 .\ -I 0 " FIGURE 117 

4. Find and sketch the region onlo \Vhich the half plane y > 0 is mapped by lhe transfor
mation 11· = (I + i):::. 

A11.L t' > 11. 

5. Find lhe image of the half plane y > 1 under lhc transformation 11· = ( 1 - i );::. 

6. Give a geometric description of lhc transformalion 11~ = A(:::+ 8). where A and 8 are 
complex conslants and A t- 0. 

97. THE TRANSFORl\'IATION w = 1/z 

The equation 

( I ) LJ.1 = -
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establishes a one to one correspondence between the nonzero poims of the:. and the 
u: planes. Since I:. I~ = :.::=-. the mapping can he described by means of the successive 
transformations 

(2) Z=~. u:=Z. 
I:. I-

The hrst of these transformations is an inversion with respect to the unit circle 
I:. I = I. That is. the image of a nonzero point:. is the point Z v •. ·ith the properties 

I 
IZI = - and 

I:. I 
'lro Z = a1·0 -' C' C' ,, • 

Thus the points in the finite plane that ;.u-e exterior to the circle arc mapped onto the 
nonzero poi ms imerior to it (Fig. I 18): and. conversely. the nonzero points inte1ior to 
the circle arc mapped onto the exterior points in the finite plane. Each poilll on this 
circle is mapped onto itself. The second of transformations (2) is simply a rcllcction 
in the real axis. 

(3) 

\' 

I 

II'. 

FIGURE 118 

If \VC write transformation (I) as 

I 
T(:.) = - (:.#0). 

we can define Tat the origin and al the point al infinity so as to be continuous on the 
extended complex plane. To do this. we need only refer lo Sec. 17 lo sec that 

I 
(4) Jim T(:.) = oo s111<:e Jim -- =Jim:.= 0 

.: .(j .: >OT(:.) ; ·0 

and 

(5) Jim T (:,) = 0 smcc Jim T (~) = Jim:. = 0. 
: •O :, : •O 

In order to make T concinuous on the extended plane. then. we wrice 

I 
(6) T(O) = oo. T(oc) = 0. and T(:.) = -

for the remaining values of:.. tvtorc precisely, limits (4) and (5) reveal that 

(7) 1 i m T(:.) = T ( :.o) 
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for each point in the extended::: plane. including :::0 = 0 and :::0 = oo. The fact chac T 
is continuous everywhere in chc extended::: plane is now a consequence of limit (7). 
(Sec Sec. 18.) Because of chis continuity. we tacitly assume that T (;::)is intended \vhen 
che function I/::: is rdc1Ted co and the point at infinity is involved. 

98. l\'IAPPINGS BY 1/z 

When a poilll ur = 11 +iv is the image of a nonzero point::: = .r + iy in the finite 
plane under the lrnnsfonnation 1J! = I/:::. w1iting 

reveals that 

( I ) 

Also. since 

one can sec thac 

.... .;,., 

U! = -=;: = - 2 
•.•. 1 .. I 

.r -r 
11= ) ). 

.r- + y-
v = ) ) . 

.r- + y-

::=-=--=--
WW I 111 12 • 

II 
.\' = -)--). 

11- + v-

-F 
\'= ---

112 + i~2. 
The follmving argument, based on these relations between coordinate~. shows 

that the 111appi11g w = I/::: tran~for111s circles and lines into ci11:lcs and lines. \Vhen 
i\. B. C. and D arc all real numbers satisfying the condition 

) ) 

(3) B-+C->41\D. 

the equation 

(4) 
) ) . 

i\ (.c + y-) +Bx+ Cy+ D = 0 

represents an arbitrary circle or line. where i\ i= 0 for a circle and i\ = 0 for a line. 
The need for condition (3) when i\ i= 0 is evident if. by the mcttHxl of completing the 
squares. we rC\\·'filc equation (4) as 

( 
B )

2 
( C )

2 
(JB2 +c2 -4i\D)

2 
.r + - + \' +- = 

2/\ . 2/\ 2/\ 

When i\ = 0. condition (3) becomes 8 2 + C2 > 0. which means that B and C arc 
not both zero. Returning to the verification of the statement in italics just above. we 
observe that if .r and y satisfy equation (4). we can use relations (2) to substitute for 
those variables. After some simplifications. we find that u and v satisfy the equation 
(sec also Exercise 14) 

(5) 
) ) 

D(u- + l~-) + 811 - CF+;\ = 0. 
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which also rcpresems a circle or line. Conversely. if 11 and v satisfy equation (5 ). it 
follows from relations (I) that x and y satisfy cquacion (4). 

It is now clear from equations (4) and (5) that 

(a) a circle (/\ =/; 0) not passing through the origin (D =/; 0) in the : plane is 
transformed into a circle not passing through the origin in the u: plane: 

(b) a circle (/\ =/; 0) through the origin ( D = 0) in the: plane is trnnsfonned into a 
line that docs not pass through the origin in the u.: plane; 

(c) a Ii nc (A = 0) not passing through the origin ( D =/; 0) in the:. plane is transfonncd 
into a circle through the origin in the u: plane: 

(d) a line(/\= 0) through the origin (D = 0) in the: plane is transformed into a line 
through the origin in the 11 1 plane. 

EXAMPLE I. According to equations (4) and (5). a vertical line x =Ct 
(ct i= 0) is transformed hy w =I/: into the circle -ci(11 2 +r2 )+11 = 0. or 

(6) ( 
J )2 ) ( I )2 

II - - + l'- = -
2c t 2c t 

which is centered on the 11 axis and tangent to the v axis. The image of a typical point 
(c 1• y) on the line is. hy equations (I). 

( 

Ct - \' ) 
( II . l') = ) ) . ) . ) . 

c- + r- c- + r-t • t • 

If c 1 > 0. the circle (6) is cvi<lently to the right of the i· axis. As the point (c 1• y) 

moves up the entire line. its image traverses the circle once in the clockwise direction. 
the point at infinity in the extended: plane corresponding to the origin in the 11 1 plane. 
This is illustrated in Fig. I 19 when ct = I /3. Note that v > 0 if y < 0: and as y 
increases through negative values to 0. one can sec that 11 increases from 0 to l/c 1• 

Then. as y increases through positive values. i~ is negative and 11 <lecreascs to 0. 
If. on the other hand. c1 < 0. the circle lies to the left of the v axis. As the point 

(c 1• y) moves upward. its image still makes one cycle. hut in the counterclockwise 
direction. Sec Fig. 119. \Vhere the case ct = - I /2 is also shown. 

\' 

---- - ----c~=~ 

---~ -

FIGURE 119 
U' = l /:. 

I x ,. _ I 
----C'~=-') I--') 

l' 

(. - I 
~ - -.,, 
... 
' 

II 
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EXAMPLE 2. A horizomal line y = c 2 (c2 i= 0) is mapped by w = I/:. onto 
the circle 

(7) ) ( I )
2 

( I )
2 

11- + l' + - = -
le) le) - -

which is centered on the v axis and tangent to the u axis. Two special cases arc shov,:n in 
Fig. 119. where corresponding orientations of the lines and circles arc also indicated. 

EXAMPLE 3. When w = I/::. the half plane x '.:: c 1 (c1 > 0) is mapped onto 
the disk 

(8) 

For. according to Example I. any line x = c (c::: c1) is transfonned into the circle 

(9) ( 
I )

2 
) ( I )

2 

II - - + r- = -
le le 

Furthermore. as c increases through all values greater than c 1• 1hc I ines x = c move to 
the right and the image circles (9) stuink in size. (Sec Fig. 110.) Since the lines x = c 
pass through all points in the half plane x ::: c 1 and the circles (9) pass through all 
points in the disk (8). 1he mapping is established. 

\' I' 

0 .\ 0 II 

FIGURE 120 
.\"=C'1 .\=C' 

II'= I/;. 

EXERCISES 

I. In Sec. 98. point out hmv it follows from the tirst of equations (2) that when w = I/:.. 
the inequality x ::: c 1 (c 1 > 0) is satisfied if and only if inequality (8) holds. Thus give 
an alternative verification of che mapping established in Example 3. Sec. 98. 

2. Show that when c1 < 0. the image of the half plane x < c 1 under the transformation 
u· = I/: is the interior of a circle. What is the image when c 1 = O'! 

3. Show that the image of the half plane y > c:! under the transformation u· = I/.:: is the 
interior of a circle \Vhen C:! > 0. find the image when C:! < 0 and when C:! = 0. 
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4. Find the image of the infinite strip 0 < r < I/ ( 2c) under the transformation u· = I/::. 
Sketch the st rip and its image. 

Ans. 11
2 + (t• + c) 2 > c2

• v < 0. 

5. Find the image of the region x > I. y > 0 under the transformation u- = I/::. 

Ans. ( 
I )2 , ( I )2 

II - 2 + t•- < 2 . l' < 0. 

(>. Verify the mapping. where w = I/::. of the regions and parts of the boundaries indicated 
in (a) fig. 4. Appendix 2: (/>) Fig. 5. Appendix 2. 

7. Describe geometrically the transformation u~ = I/(:: - I). 

8. Describe geometrically the transformation w = i /::. State why it transforms circles and 
I ines into circles and lines. 

9. Find the image of the semi-infinite strip.\ > 0. 0 < y < I when tr = i /::.Sketch the 
strip and its image. 

( 
I )2 , ( I )2 Ans. 11 - 2 + ,,- > 2 . 11 > 0. t' > 0. 

10. By writing tr= pexp(i</>). show that the mapping u: = I/:: transforms the hyperbola 
x 2 

- y 2 = I into the lemniscate p 2 = cos2</>. (l'.sc Exercise 14. Sec. 6.) 

11. Let the circle I:: I = I have a positive. or counterclockwise. orientation. Determine the 
orientation of its image under the transformation tr = I/::. 

12. Show that when a circle is transformed into a circle under the transformation u· = I/;:. 
the center of the original circle is 11erer mapped onto the center of the image circle. 

13. Csing the exponential form:: = re;" of;:. show that the transformation 

I 
II' = ;: + -. 

\Vhich is the sum of the identity transformation and the transformation discussed in 

Secs. 97 and 98. maps circles r = r0 onto ellipses with parametric representations 

11 = (ro + ~) cosO. t' = (ro - ~)sin 0 (0 ~ 0 _::= 2,;r) 
lo lo 

and foci at the points u: = ±2. Then show how it follows that this transformation maps 
the entire circle j;: I = I onto the segment -2 < u < 2 of the 11 axis and the domain 
outside that circle onto the rest of the w plane. 

14. (a) Write equation (4). Sec. 98. in the form 

2A::: + (B - Ci)::+ (B +Ci):+ 2D = 0. 

\Vhcre:: = x + iy. 

(b) Show that when w = I/;:. the result in part (a) becomes 

2Du·u· + (8-"- Ci)tr + <B - Ci)II' + 2A = 0. 

Then show that if rr = 11 +it'. this equation is the same as equation (5 ). Sec. 98. 
S11gge.\'fio11: In part (a). use the relations (see Sec. 6) 

:: +: 
x=-.., and r= ') . 

-' 
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99. LINEAR FRACTIONAL TRANSFORI\'IATIONS 

The lrnnsfonnation 

( I ) 
a::+ b 

(ad - be =I= 0). If!= ---
c:: +d 

'''here ll. b. c. andd arc complex conslants, is called a litiear fractin11a/ tra11sf onnatio11. 
or rvliibius lransformation. Observe thal cqualion ( 1) can be wrillen in lhe form 

(2) A::u•+B::+Cw+D=O (AD - BC =I= 0): 

and. conversely. any equalion of type (2) can be put in lhe fonn (I). Since this altemacive 
li.mn is linear in:. and line;u in w. anolher name for a linear fraccional transfonnation 
is bili11ellr tram:for111atio11. 

When c = 0, the condition ad - be =I= 0 wilh equation (I) becomes lid =I= 0: and 
we sec that chc transfomialion reduces lo a nonconslanl linear funclion. When c =I= 0. 
cqualion (I ) can be wriuen 

ll be - lid 
lJ!=-+---

(' (' c:: + d 
(lid - be =I= 0). 

So. once again. the condilion lid - be =I= 0 ensures chat \VC do not have a constanl 
function. The transformation u• = If:: is evidently a special case of u-.msfonnalion 
(I) when e =I= 0. 

Equation (3) reveals lhal \vhcn e =I= 0. a linear frnclional transfonnalion is a 
composilion of the mappings. 

z = e:: + d. 
. I w =-. z 

LJ I = ~ + be - ll d w (ad - be =I= 0). 
(' (' 

It chus follows thal, regardless of whcchcr c is zero or nonzero. llll." li11rnrfmctional 
trall.\fomwtion fra11.\:f(J1111s circles and Ii nes into ci rel es llnd Ii nes bee ausc lhesc special 
linear fractional transformations do. (Sec Secs. 96 and 98.) 

Solving cqualion (I ) for::. we find th al 

(4) 
-du:+ b 

:- ---- (ml - be =I= 0). 
CW - ll 

When a given poirH u• is the image of some point:: under transformalion (I). the poinl 
:. is rclricvcd by means of equation (4). If e = 0. so thal ll and d ;uc both nonzero. 
each point in lhe u: plane is evidently lhc image or one and only one poinl in the :: 
plane. The same is crue if c =I= 0, except when 11 1 = life since lhe dcnominalor in 
equation (4) vanishes if u• has that value. \Ve can. hov ... ever. enlarge the domain of 
deli nil ion of lmnsformation (I) in order lo deli ne a Ii near frnccional U«msfonnation T 
on the extended:: plane such that the poim u: = llf c is lhc image of:: = oo when 
c =I= 0. We first write 

(5) 
a:: + h 

T(::) = -
c:: + d 

(ad - he =I= 0). 
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\Ve lhen \Vrile 

(6) T(x,) = oo if (' = 0 

and 

(' 
and T ( - ~) = oo if (' i= 0. (7) T(oo) = 

ll 

In viev.1 of Exercise I I. Sec. 18, lhis makes T conlinuous on lhc cxlcndcd:. plane. 
ll also agrees wilh lhc way in which we enlarged lhc domain of dcfinilion of lhc 
transformalion u1 = I/:. in Sec. 97. 

\Vhen ils domain of dclinilion is enlarged in lhis v .. ·ay. lhe linear fraclional lram.
formalion (5) is a one to one mapping of lhc exlended:. plane onto lhc cxlcnded u1 

plane. Thal is. T(:. 1 ) i= T(:. 2 ) \vhenever :. 1 i= :.2 : and, for each poinl u: in lhc second 
plane. lhcre is a poinl:. in lhe first one such thal T(:.) = 11 1 • Hence. associaled wilh 
lhe transfi.>nnalion T. lherc is an inverse tran.~fo1111atio11 T 1

• which is de lined on lhc 
cxlcndcd w plane as follO\vs: 

T 1(w)=:. ifandonlyif T(:.)=w. 

From equation (4). we sec lhal 

(8) 
-du:+ b 

T 1(u:)=----
CU' - ll 

(lid - be i= 0). 

Evidemly. T I is ilself a linear rrnclional transfonnalion. where 

(9) 

and 

(I 0) 

T 1
(oc)=OO if (' = 0 

T 
1 

( ~) = oc and 
I d 

T (oc) = -
c 

if (' i= 0. 

If T and S arc lwo linear fraclional trans formal ions. lhcn so is lhe composition SIT(::) J. 
This can he verified by combining expressions of the lype (5). Nole that in parlicular. 
T 1 !T(:.)J =:.for each point:. in lhe cxlern..lcd plane. 

There is always a linear fraclional transfonnalion lhal maps three given dislincl 
poinls :.1. :.2, and :..1 omo lhrcc specified dislincl points u:1. 11 12. and w_,. respectively. 
Veriticalion of this will appear in Sec. I 00. where the image 11' of a point :. under 
such a lransfonnation is given implicilly in terms of:.. We illuslrale here a more direcl 
approach lO finding lhe desired transformation. 

EX.;\,\ilPLE I. Lel us find lhe special case of lhe general linear fractional lrans
formation 

lhat maps the points 

ll:'. + b 
!/! = ---

c:. + d 
(ad - be i= 0) 

:.1=2. :.2=1. and :..1=-2 
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omo che poillls 

11: 1 = I. u•1 = i. and u 1_, = - I. 

Since I is lo be chc image of 2 and - I is lo be lhe image of -2. we require chac 

2c + d = 2ll + b and 2c - d = -2ll + b. 

Adding corresponding sides of chcsc cwo equacions reveals chm b 
equacion lhcn becomes d = 2ll. and we have 

2c. The first 

( I I ) 
<I:: -t- 2c 

u:= ---
c:: + 2a 

Because i is lO be transformed into i. equal.ion (I I) cells us chal c = (ai )/3. Hence 

2a i 
a::+ -

u•= --~3_ 
{I/ 
-:: + 2a 
3 

and we can cancel oul chc nonzero faccor a lo wrilc 
.., 

which is the same as 

(I 2) 

:: + ~; 
u: = -..,-------'--

11: = 

/ -:: + 2 
3 

3:: + 2i 

i:: + 6 

EXAMPLE 2. Suppose thm the poims 

(l/ =I- 0): 

:: 1 = I. ::1 = 0. and ::-' = - I 

arc co be mapped omo 

Since u•2 = oo corresponds lo ::2 = 0. we know from equations (6) and (7) chac c =f: 0 
and d = 0 in equation (I ). Hence 

(I 3) 
a:: + h 

(be =I- 0). u•= ---

Then. because I is to be mapped onto i and - I onto I. we have the relations 

; (' = {/ + ,, . - (' = - (/ + b: 

and it fol lmvs that 

2a = ( I + i )c. 2b = (i - I )c. 
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Finally. if we multiply numerator and denominator in the 4uoticnt ( 13) hy 2. make 
these substitutions for 2a and 2/J. and then cancel out the nonzero number c, we arrive at 

( 14) 
U + I):. -1- (i - I ) 

..,_ 

100. AN 11\'IPLICIT FORJ\'I 

The equation 

(U' - W1)(u 12 - 11 1.d (: - :., H:.2 -:.J) 

(U' - u:_d(U'2 - U'1) (;:: - ;::J)(:.2 -:.1) 
( I ) 

dclincs (implicitly) a linear fractional lransfonnation that maps distinct points :. 1• :.2. 
and :.J in the finite :. plane onto distinct points u: 1. LJ12• and U'J• respectively, in the 
linile u1 plane.~ To verify this. we write equation (I) as 

(2) (:.- :..d<w-u11)(:.2 - :.1H11 12 - u:J) = (:. - :.1)(u: - 11:.d(:.2 - :.J)(u:2-w1). 

If:. = :. 1• the right-hand side of equation (2) is zero; and it follmvs that u: = u11• 

Similarly. if:. = :.J. the left-hand side is zero and. consc4uently. 11 1 = w_,. Ir:. = :. 2 • 

we have the linc<.u- equation 

(UI - U'l )(u 12 - U'_\) = (u: - 11 1J)(U 12 - ll 1 1). 

whose un iq uc solution is u: = 11.12. One can sec that the mapping dchncd hy equation ( I ) 
is actually a linear fractional tnrnsfonnation hy expanding the products in equation (2) 
and writing the result in the fonn (Sec. 99) 

(3) A:.u' + B:. + C111 + D = 0. 

The condition AD - BC i= 0. v • .-hich is needed with equation (3 ). is clearly satisfied 
since. as just demonstrated. equation (I) docs not define a constant function. It is left 
to the reader (Exercise I 0) to show that equation ( 1) dclines the 011/y linear fractional 
transformation mapping the points :.1. :.2. and:._, onto LJ11. u12. and u:.\. respectively. 

EXAMPLE 1. The transfonnation found in Example I. Sec. 99. required that 

and 

Using equation (I) lo write 

(w-l)(i+I) 

( u: + I ) (i - I ) 

ll'1 = I. W2 = I. U'.\ = -1. 

(:. -2)(i +2) 

(:.+2)(i-2) 

'll1c two sides of c4uation (I) arc ao.u ralio.~. which play an imJXirlanl role in mon: nlcnsivc dnd
opmcnl' of linear fractional 1r.111sfom1alion., than in this hook. Sec. for ilt\lam:c. R. P. Boas. Jm·irarion 
10 Complex A nalys i.~ . .:!d ed .. pp. 171··1 76. 20 I 0 or J. B. Conway. Fw1crion.1· 11( 011e Complex \!oriahle. 
2d ctl .. 6~1 printing. pp. 48--55, 1997. 
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and then solving for u: in terms of:::. we arrive at the tmnsfonnation 

3::: + 2i 
u.1=---

i::. + 6 

found earlier. 

311 

If equation (I) is mo<lificd properly. it can also be used when the poir11 at infinity 
is one of the prescribed points in either the (extended) ::: or 11 1 plane. Suppose. for 
instance. that ::: 1 = oo. Since any linear fractional transformation is cominuous on the 
extended plane. we need only replace :::1 on the right-hand side or equation (I) hy J /::.1. 
clear fmctions. and let :::1 tend to zero: 

I
. (::.-l/:::1)(:::2-:::.d ::.1 1· (:::1:::-1)(:::2-:::.d 
1111 . - = llll 

.:1 .o (::: - :::_d(:::2 - l/:::1) ::.1 .:i .o (::: - :::JH:::1:::2 - I) 

The desired modification of equation (I) is. then. 

( U 1 - l/ 1 I )( U. 12 - 1Jl_d 

(u: - w_,)(u. 12 - Wt) 

Note that this modi fie at ion is obtained fonnally hy simply <le le ting the foe tors in vol vi ng 
::.1 in equation (I). It is easy to check that the same formal approach applies when any 
of the other prescribed points is oo. 

EXAMPLE 2. In Example 2. Sec. 99. the prescribed points were 

and ui1 = t. u12 = oo. ui_, =I. 

In this case. we use the nHH.litication 

w - 11 1, 

w - u::1 

(::: - :::1 )(:::2 - :::_,) 

(::: - ;::3 )( :::2 - ::. i) 

of equation (I). which tells us that 

w - i 

u: - I 

(:::-J)(O+l) 

(:::+1)(0-1) 

Solving here for u:. we have the transfonnmion obtained earlier: 

(i-f-J):::+(i-1) 
U'= ------~ ,.,_ 

EXERCISES 

1. find the linear fractional transformation that maps the points:: 1 = -1. ;: 2 = 0. ::~ = I 
onto the points u: 1 = -i. w2 = I. 11:_, = i. 

Suggt!stio11: The most efficient way to lind this transformation is to use equation (I) 
in Sec. 100. 

i - ;: 
Ans. rr = --. 

I.~ -. ~ 
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2. Find the linear fractional transformation that maps the points .: 1 = -i . .: 2 = 0. ::_, = i 
onto the points rr 1 = -1. 11: 2 = i. 11·_, = 1. Into what curve is the imaginary axis x = 0 
transformed'! 

3. Hnd the bilinear transformation that maps the points:: 1 = x. :: 2 = i. :_, = 0 onto the 
points 11·1 = 0. 11:2 = i. 11·i. = x. 

Ans. w = -1/.:. 

4. Find the bilinear transformation that maps distinct points ::1. ::2. ::1 onto the points 
11·1 = 0. tr2 = I. 11.·_, = x.. 

(:: - :1)(:2 - ::i,) 
Ans. tr = . 

(: - :1,)(:2 - .:1) 

5. Show that a composition of two linear fractional transformations is again a linear frac
tional transformation. as stated in Sec. 99. To do this. consider two such transformations 

a 1.:+h 1 
T(:) = (a1d1 - h1c1 =f. 0) 

(' 1.: + di 

and 

Then show that the composition SIT(:::)J has the form 

{'IT - I - "-'::: + b, .> <~) - . 
":1.: + "-' 

where 

c(1</i. - b,q = (a1cl1 - h1c1 )(a2d2 - b:.c:.) =f. 0. 

<>. Ajfred p(}illl of a transformation 11· = f (:::)is a point : 0 such that /(:: 0 ) = .:0 . Show that 
every linear fractional transformation. with the exception of the identity transformation 
11: =:.has at most two fixed points in the extended plane. 

7. Find the tixcd points (see Exercise 6) of the transformation 

: - I 6::: - 9 
(a) u· - --· (b) ri: = ---. - :: +I. -

Ans. (a) :: = ±i: (/J) :: = .l 

8. Modify equation (I). Sec. I 00. fort he rnse in which both::::. and W:! arc the point at inti nity. 
Then show that any linear fractional transformation must be of the form 11· =a: (a =ft 0) 
when its tixed points (Exercise 6) arc 0 and '.X). 

9. Prove that if the origin is a tixcd point (Exercise 6) of a linear fractional transformation. 
then the transformation can be written in the form 

tr = 
c·: + d 

(cl f 0). 

10. Show that there is only one linear fractional transformation which maps three given 
distinct points .: 1• :::2. and :::-' in the extended:: plane onto three spccitied distinct points 
ir 1• 11:2 • and 11:1 in the extended w plane. 

Suggestion: Let T and S be two such linear fractional transformations. Then. after 
pointing out why s- 11 T<:.d I = :::.t (k = I. 2. 3). use the results in Exerci scs 5 and (> to 
show that s- 1 IT(:)J =:.for all:. Thus show that T(;:l = S(;:) for <~I:. 
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11. With the aid of equation (I ). Sec. I 00. prove that if a I incar fractional transformation 
maps the points of the x axis onto points of the 11 axis. then the cocfticients in the 
transformation arc all rcaJ. except possibly for a common complex factor. The converse 
statement is evident. 

12. Let 

a::.+ b 
T(::.)=--

c::. +" (ad - be =/: 0) 

be any linear fractional transformation other than T(::) =:.Show that 

T- 1 = T if and only if d = -a. 

S11ggest io11: Write the cq uat ion T- 1 (::) = T(:) as 

(a+ d)lc::~ + (d - a): - bl= 0. 

101. l\ilAPPINGS OF THE UPPER HALF PLANE 

This section is devoted to the construction of the most gcnernl linear fractional lrans
fonnation having the following property: 

((/) it maps the upper half plane Im: > 0 onto the open disk I u: I < I and the boundary 
Im:= 0 of the half plane omo the boundary I wl = I of the disk (Fig. I 21 ). 

\Ve will show that any such linear frnctional lransfonnation must be of the follow
ing type. and conversely: 

(b) it must be of the fonn 

u: = r./u (~ - ~) 
•. - .. o 

where a is any real number. 

\' 

-
'() 

I 
I 
I 

I X 
I 

•·O 

I' 

(Im : 0 > 0) . 

I II 

FIGURE 121 
1U (:: - ::o) 

r1 1 =•· ~ 
: - ::o 

(Im ::o > Ol. 

In order to show that statements (a) and (b) arc equivalent. we first assume that 
statement ((/) is true and obtain statement (b). Once that is done. we assume that 
statement ( b) is lruc and ohtai n state me Ill ((/). 
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(a) implies (b) 

Keeping in mind that points on the line Im:.= 0 arc lo be transfonncd into points on 
the circle lu:I = I, we start by selecting the points:.= 0.:. = I. and:.= oo on the 
line and dctcnnining conditions on a linear frnctional lransfonnation 

a:.+b 
( I ) II'= ---

c:. + d 
(ad - he =f:. 0) 

which arc necessary in order for the images of those points to have unit modulus. 
We note from equation (I) that if lwl = I when:.= 0. lhcn lh/dl = I: that is. 

(2) lbl = ldl =I- 0. 

Furthermore. statements ( 6) and ( 7) in Sec. 99 tell us that the i magc of the po in l:. = oo 
is a.finite number only if c -=/: 0. that finite number being 11 1 = a/c. So the requirement 
that I w I = I when :. = oo means that la/ c I = I. or 

(3) la I = lcl -=/: 0: 

and the fact that a and c arc nonzero enables us to rc\vritc equation (I) as 

a :.+<b/a) 
w=-·----

c :.+<d/c) 
(4) 

Then. since la/cl= I and 

l~I = l~I =I- 0
· 

according to relations (2) and (3). equation (4) can be put in the form 

iu ( :. - :.o) 
U' = e 

:. - :.1 
(5) (I :.1 I = I :.o I =I- O>. 

where a is a ~al constant and :.0 and :. 1 arc (nonzero) complex constants. 
Next. v.1c impose on lrnnsfonnation (5) the condition that I w I = J when :. = J. 

This tells us that 

I I - :. ii = 11 - :.o I. 

or 

( I - :. I )( I - :. I ) = ( J - :.o )( J - :.o). 

But :.1:.1 = :.o:.o since l:.il = l:.ol. and the above relation reduces lo 

:.1 +:.1 =:.o+:.o: 

that is. Re :. 1 = Re :.0 . ll folkm1s that either 

again since 1:. 1 I = l:.0 1. If :. 1 = :.0 • transfonnation (5) becomes the constant function 
w = exp(icx): hence :.1 = :.o. 
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Trnnsfonnalion (5). wilh :: 1 = ::0 • maps chc point ::0 onto chc origin w =0: and. 
since poincs inccrior co chc circle lwl = I arc lo be lhc images of poi ms abm·e lhc real 
axis in lhc:: plane. we may conclude chal Im ::0 > 0. Any linear fraclional lransforma
tion having property (a) musl. lhercfore. have lhe form (b ). 

(b) implies (a) 

ll remains lo show lhac, conversely. any linear frnclional lransformacion of chc fonn 
(b) has lhc mapping property (a). This is easily done by laking lhe modulus of each 
side of che equacion in scatemcrll (b) and interpreting lhe rcsulling equation. 

1::-::ol 
iu'i= - · I:: - ::o I 

geometrically. If a poim :: lies above the real axis. bolh il and lhe point ::o lie on lhe 
same side of lhm axis. v,:hich is lhc perpendicular bisector of the line segment joining 
::0 and ::0 . ll follmvs chal the dislancc I:: - ::01 is less lhan lhe distance I:: -::0 1 (Fig. 121 ): 
thal is. iu 1i < I. Likewise. if:: lies below chc real axis. the dislance I:: - ::ol is greater 
than the distance I:: - ::0 1: and so iu 1i > I. Finally. if:. is on the real axis. iu 1 i = I 
because then I:: - ::ol = I:: - ::ol. Since any lincm· fractional transfom1mion is a one to 
one mapping of the exccndcd :: plane onto the exccndcd 11.1 plane. chis shov,:s that the 
tran~for111atio11 i11 statement (b) lllllfJ.\' the '1a(fpla11e Im:: > 0 01110 the disk iu•i < I 
and the bowulary <~f the lw(f plane onto the ho1111dary <~f the disk. 

102. EXAl\ilPLES 

Our first example here illustrates the linear fractional transformation obtained in the 
preceding section. namely 

( I ) (lm::0 > 0). 

\Vhcre ex is any real number. 

EXAMPLE 1. The transformation 

can be put in the form 

I - :: 
11•=--

i +:: 

i:r (:: - i) u: = e --- . 
:: - I 

which is a special case of transfonnmion (I). Inasmuch as transfonnation (I) is simply 
a rcstatcmcm of the cnrnsfonnation thm is of the form (h) in Sec. JOI. it folhm:s chat 
this special case also has property (a) in Sec. 101. (Sec Exercise I. Sec. 100. as well as 
Fig. I 3 in Appendix 2. where corresponding poims in che:: and u1 planes arc indicated.) 

Images of che upper half plane Im:: ~ 0 under other types of linear fractional 
transfonnations arc often fairly easy to dctennine by examining the particular u·ans
fonnation in question. as is done in lhe nexl example. 
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EXA .. l\ilPLE 2. By wriling:. = .r + iy and u1 = 11 +it\ we can readily show thal 
the transfomunion 

:. - I 
LJI=--

:. + I 
(2) 

maps lhe half plane y > 0 onlo the half plane v > 0 and lhc .r axis onto lhe 11 axis. We 
firsl nolc that when lhe number:. is real. so is lhc number u:. Consequently. since the 
image of the real axis y = 0 is either a circle or a line. it must be the real axis F = 0. 
Furthermore. for any point u• in lhc finile u• plane. 

(:.-I)(:':+ I) 
v =Im u1 =Im---==~ 

(:.-1-1)(:.+l) 

2 \' 
(:. i= - I). 

I:.+ 112 

The numbers ,. and i: lhus have lhe same sign. and this means thal poinl!'> above the 
.r axis correspond to poinls above lhc 11 axis and points hclow lhe x axis correspond 
lo points below the 11 axis. Finally. since points on the x axis correspond to poinls 
on the u axis and since a linear fractional transfnnnalion is a one lo one mapping of 
the extended plane onto the extended plane (Sc<.:. 99). lhc staled mapping properly of 
lransformation (2) iscslablished. 

Our final example involves acomposilc function and uses lhe mapping discussed 
in Example 2. 

( 3) 

EXAl\'IPLE 3. The transfonnation 

:. - l 
w =Log--. 

:. + l 
where lhe principal brarn.:h of the logarithmic function is used. is a composition of lhc 
functions 

( 4) 
:. - I 

Z = -- and 11 1 = Log Z. 
:. + I 

According lo Example 2, the firsl of transformations (4) maps the upper half 
plane y > 0 onto the upper half plane Y > 0. where:. = .r + iy and Z = X + i Y. 
Furthermore. it is easy lo sec from Fig. 122 that the second or transfonnalions ( 4) maps 
the half plane Y > 0 olllo lhe strip 0 < v < iC. where 11 1 = 11 + i r. More precisely. hy 
wriling Z = Rcxp(i{-)) and 

Log Z = ln R + i{-) ( R > 0. - il < (-) < .rr ) . 

we sec thal as a point Z = R cxpUHo) (0 < (-)o < .rr) moves oulward from the origin 
along the my(-) = (-)1i. its image is the point whose recta11g11lar coordinates in the 11: 

plane arc (ln R. (-)o). Thal image evidently moves to the righl along lhc entire length 
of lhc horizontal line 1~ = (-) 0 . Since lhesc lines fi II the strip 0 < t! < .rr as lhc choice 
of (-)0 varies between (-) 0 = 0 lo (-)0 = .rr. lhe mapping of lhc half plane Y > 0 onto 
the strip is. in face. one to one. 
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FIGURE 122 
11· = Log /.. 

y 

() x 
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l' 

.'Ti 

0 II 

This shows thac the composition (3) of the mappings (4) transforms lhc plane 
y > 0 onto lhc strip 0 < z: < ;r. Corresponding boundary points arc shown in Fig. 19 
of Appendix 2. 

EXERCISES 

1. Recall from Example I in Sec. 102 that the transformation 

i - : 
rr= --

; +: 
maps the half pl<Ule 1 m: > 0 onto the disk I w I < I and the boundary of the half plane 
onto the boundary of the disk. Show that a point:= xis mapped onto the point 

1 - x 2 2.r 
11' = ~ + i , . 

l+.r..: l+x-

and then complete the verification of the mapping illustrated in Hg. 13. Appendix 2. by 
showing that segments of the x axis arc mapped as indicated there. 

2. Verify the mapping shown in Fig. 12. Appendix 2. where 

:-1 
rr = --. 

:+I 
Suggestion: Write the given transformation as a composition of the mappings 

z = i:. 
i - z 

W=-- w=-\V. ; + z· 
Then refer to the mapping whose verification was completed in Exercise I. 

3. (a) By finding the inverse of the transformation 

i - : 
11' = -. -

,~-

and appealing to rig. 13. Appendix 2. whose verification was completed in Exercise I. 
show that the transformation 

I - : 
11' = /--

1 +: 
maps the disk I: I ::: I onto the half plane Im ir ~ 0 . 
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(/>) Show that the linear fractional lransformation 

can be wri lien 

Z=:-1. 

- - ., 
11: = --

1-Z 
W=i-

l+z· 
u: = i\V. 

Then. with the aid of the result in part (a). verify that it maps the disk I: - 11 ::.= I 
on lo the left half plane Re fl' .::: 0. 

4. Transformation (I). Sec. I 02. maps the point: = X· onto the point rr = exp( ia ). which 
lies on the boundary of the disk frrf ::.= I. Show that ifO <a< 2.rr and the points:.= 0 
and: = l are to be mapped onto the poinls w = I and "'= exp(ia/2). respectively. the 
transformation can be \Vritten 

.. [: +exp(-ia/2)] 
Ir = t>'" . 

:. + exp(ia/2) 

5. ;\ote that when a = ;r /2. the transformation in Exercise 4 bl."Comes 

i: + exp(i ;r /4) 
rr = . 

: + exp(i .iT /4) 

Verify that this special case maps points on the x axis as indicated in Fig. 123. 

-I ·1 I 
I I 

A B c /) Ex 

... 
A' E' 

C' 
I II 

FIGURE 123 
i: ~ cxp(i.'I' /~I 

u·= 
; - .:xp(i rr/~ I 

6. Show th al if Im : 0 < 0. lransformation (I). Sec. I 02. maps the lower half plane 1111: .::: 0 
onto the unit disk ju·j ::: l. 

7. The equation u· =log(: - l) can be wriuen 

Z = : - I . u· = log Z. 

Find a branch of log Z such that the cut :. plane consisting of all points except those on the 
segment.\ ::: I of the real axis is mapped by fl' = log(: - I) onto the slrip 0 < v < 2;r 
in the rr plane. 

103. J\'IAPPINGS BY THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION 

The object of this section is to provide the reader with some examples of mappings 
by che exponencial function e·: that was introduced in Chap. 3 (Sec. 30). Our examples 
arc reasonably simple. and we begin here by examining the images of vertical and 
ho1izontal lines. 
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EXAMPLE 1. We knm"· from Sec. 30 lhat lhe transformalion 

( I ) 

can be \vrinen u1 = exei'". where:::= x + iy. Thus. if 11 1 = pe14>. 

(2) x ,/, p = e . 'Y = y. 

The image of a lypical point ::: = (c 1• y) on a vertical line x = c 1 has polar 
coordinates p = exp c 1 and¢ = yin the 11 1 plane. Thal image moves counterclockwise 
around the circle shown in Fig. 124 as ::: moves up the line. The image of lhe line is 
evidently lhe clllire circle: and each poilll on the circle is lhe image of an infinile 
number of points. spaced 2n units aparl. along the line. 

A horizontal line y = c:~ is mapped in a one to one manner onto the ray¢= c2. To 
sec thal this is so. we note that the image of a point::: = (x. c2) has JX)lar coordinates 
p = e' and¢ = c2. Consequemly. as lhal point::: moves along lhc entire line from left 
lo right its image moves outwru·d along the entire my¢ = c2, as indicated in Fig. 124. 

\' I' 

---- - -- y = c, 

() .\ 

I 
I 

I 

FIGURE 124 
U' = ~Xp ;:. 

Vertie al and horizontal line s~~mellfs arc mapped onto portions of circles and rays. 
respectively. and images of various regions arc readily obtained from ohscrvalions 
made in Example I. This is illustrated in lhe following example. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let us show that lhc transformation 111 = e~ maps the reclangular 
region a ~ x ~ /J. c ~ y :=: d omo lhe region £;.i :=: p ~ £;'. c :=: ¢ :=: d. The 
m:o regions and corresJX)nding pans of lheir boundaries arc indicated in Fig. 125. 

\' I' 

" 
/) c 

c 
A B 

() 
" 

() II 

FIGURE 125 
u· = ~xp : .. 
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The vertical line segmclll /\ D is mapped omo 1he arc p = £1'. c ~ </> ~ d. which 
is labeled ;\' D'. The images of vertical line scgmcnls 10 1he 1igh1 of i\D and joining 
1he horizontal parts of the boundal)' arc larger arcs: eventually. the image of the line 
segment BC is the arc p = e''. c ~ </> ~ d. labeled B' C'. The mapping is one to one 
if d - c < 2:r. In particular. if c = 0 and d = :r. then 0 ~ </> ~ :r: and the rectangular 
region is mapped onto half of a circular ring. as shown in Fig. 8. Appendix 2. 

Our final example here uses the images of l10ri:.011tal lines to find the image of a 
horizontal st1ip. 

EX.i\i\'IPLE 3. When 11 1 = e:. the image of the inlinitc strip 0 ~ y ~ :r is the 
upper half r :=: 0 of the u: plane (Fig. 126). This is seen by recalling from Example I 
how a horizontal line y = c is transformed into a ray </> = c from the origin. As the 
real number c increases from c = 0 to c = :r. the y intercepts of the lines increase 
from 0 to :r and the angles of inclination of the rays increase from </> = 0 to</> = :r. 

This mapping is also shown in Fig. 6 of Appendix 2. '"'here corresponding points on 
the bound:.u-ics of the two regions arc indicated. 

I.' 
I 

I 
I 

iTI 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

ci ----------- ----~-----

I 
I 

I </> = (" I 
I 

() .\ () II 

FIGURE 126 
11• =exp:: .. 

104. l\'IAPPING VERTICAL LINE SEGl\ilENTS BY w = sinz 

Since (Sec. 37) sin:.= sinx cosh y + i cosx sinh y. where:. = x + iy. the transfor
mation u: = sin:.. where u: = 11 + i L can be written 

( I ) 11 = sin x cosh y. r = cosx sinh y. 

One method that is often useful in finding images of regions under this transfor
mation is to examine images of vertical lines x = c1• Ir 0 < c1 < :r /2. points on the 
line x = ci arc transfonned into points on the curve 

11 =sin c1 cosh y. i~ = cosc 1 sinh y 

which is the right-hand brnnch of the hyperbola 

( 3) . ) 

sin- c 1 

(-00 < y < 00). 
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v ... ith foci al the points 

± /. ) ) ±I 
11 1 = V sm- c1 +cos- c1 = . 

The second of equations (2) shO\\'S that as a poi nl (c 1 • y) moves upw:.u·d along the entire 
length of the line. its image moves upward along the cm ire length of the hyperbola's 
branch. Such a line and its i magc are shown in Fig. I 27, where corrcspondi ng points are 
labeled. Note lhal. in particular. there is a one lo one mapping of the top half ( y > 0) 

of the line omo the lop half ( r > 0) of the hyperbola's branch. If -11 /2 < c1 < 0. 
the line .r = c 1 is mapped olllo I.he left-hand brnnch of the same hyperbola. As before. 
corresponding points arc indicated in Fig. 127. 

The line x = 0. or the y axis. needs to be considered separately. According to 
equations (I). the image of each point (0. y) is (0. sinh _r). Hence they axis is mapped 
onto the r axis in a one to one manner. the positive y axis co1Tesponding to the positive 
l' aXIS. 

\' I.' 

F C C' 

E lJ £' IJ' 
jT 0 jT x 0 II -.,, '5 

/) A A' 
FIGURE 127 
w =sin:. 

We now illustrate how these observations can be used to establish the images of 
cc11ain regions. 

EXAMPLE. Herc we show that the Lransfonnation 11 1 = sin:. is a one to one 
mapping of the semi-infinite strip -n/2 :::; .r:::; n/2. y ~ 0 in the:: plane onto the 
upper half 1~ ~ 0 of the u1 plane. 

To do this. we llrst show that the boundary of the strip is mapped in a one to one 
manner onto the real axis in the 11: plane. as indicated in Fig. 128. The image of the 
line segment BA there is found by writing x = 11/2 in equations ( 1) and restricting 
y to be nonnegative. Since 11 = cosh y and r = 0 when .r = 11 /2. a typical point 
(11 /2. y) on 81\ is mapped olllo the point (cosh y. 0) in the w plane: and that image 
must move to the right from B' along the 11 axis as (11 /2. y) moves upward from B. 
Points (x. 0) on the horizontal segment DB have images (sin .r. 0). which move to the 
right from D' to B' as.r increases from x = -n/2 to.r = 11 /2. or as (.r. 0) goes from 
D to B. Finally. as poims (-n/2. _r) on the line scgmelll DE move upward from D. 
their images (-coshy, 0) move left from D'. 
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\' (.' 

E ;\ 
M L 

[) c B E' C' B' A' 

;r 0 ;r .\: 
--; 2 

II 
HG URE 128 
11• =sin:. 

Now each point in the interior -Jr /2 < x < JT /2. y > 0 of the strip lies on 
one of the vertical half lines x = c 1• y > 0 (-Jr /2 < c 1 < JT /2) that arc shmvn in 
Fig. 128. Also. it is important to nolicc that the images of those half lines arc distinct 
and constitute the entire half plane r > 0. l'vlore precisely. if the upper half L of a 

line x = c1 (0 < c1 < JT /2) is thought of as moving to the left toward the positive 
y axis, the right-hand branch of the hyperbola containing its image L' is opening up 
wider and its vertex (sin c 1 • 0) is tending toward the origin u: = 0. Hence L' tends to 

become the positive 1· axis. which we smv just prior lO this example is the i magc of the 
positive y axis. On the olher hand. as L approaches the segment BA of the boundary 
of the strip. the branch of the hyperbola doses down around the segment B' J\' of the /1 

axis and its vertex (sin c 1• 0) tends toward the point w = I. Similar statemcnls can be 
made regarding the half line Mand its image M' in Fig. 128. \Ve may conclude that 

the image of each poim in the interior of the strip lies in the upper hal r plane v > 0 
and. furthcnnore. that each point in the half plane is the image of exactly one point in 
the imcrior of the s11ip. 

This completes our demonstration that the transformation 11: = sin:: is a one to 
one mapping of the strip -Jr /2 ::::: x ::::: JT /2. y 2'.: 0 onto the half plane I' 2'.: 0. The 
linal result is shov.1n in Fig. 9. Appendix 2. The right-hand hair of the strip is evidently 
mapped onto the first 4uadrnnt of the u• plane. as shown in Fig. JO. Appendix 2. 

105. l\'IAPPING HORIZONTAL LINE 
SEGl\ilENTS BY w =sin z 

Another convenient way to find the images of certain regions when u• sin:: is to 

consider the images of lwri:.011tal Ii ne segments y = c2 (-JT ::::: x ::::: JT ). \vhere c2 > 0. 
According to equalions (I) in Sec. 104. the image of such a line segment is the curve 

'"'ilh parametric representation 

( I ) 11 =sin x cosh c2. r = cosx sinh c2 (-Jr ::::: x ::::: Jr). 

That curve is readily seen to be the ellipse 
) ) 

,,- 1~-

( 2) ) -+ . t ) cosh- c2 sm l- c2 
I. 

whose foci lie al the points 

u• = ±v1 cosh2 c2 - sinh2 c:~ =±I. 
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The image of a point (.r. c2 ) moving lo the right from point ;\ co point E in Fig. 129 
makes one circuic around chc ellipse in the clockwise direction. Note chac \vhcn smaller 
values of chc posici vc number c 2 arc cakcn. the ellipse becomes smaller buc retains the 
same foci (±1. 0). In the limiting case c2 = 0. equacions ( J) become 

It = Siil X • F = 0 (-:r::: .r::: :r): 

and we find thac the interval -:r :s x :s n of the .r axis is mapped onto the inccrval 
-J :S" :SI oflhc1taxis.Themappingisnot.ho\l .. ·cver.onccoonc.asitis\l.1henc2 > 0. 

\' I.' 

A IJ c /) E 
\·=c·~>O 

C' 

[)' 

-Jr jT 0 ;r JT x II -..,, "') 

A' E' 

FIGURE 129 
u· =sin:. 

EXAMPLE. The rectangular region -:r /2 :S .r :s :r /2. 0 :s y :S bis mapped 
by II' = sin:: in a one to one manner onco che semi-dlipcical region chac is shown in 
Fig. 130. where corresponding boundary points arc also indicated. For if Lis a line 
scgmclll y = c2 (-:r/2 :S .r :S n /2). where 0 < c2 :S b. its image L' is the top 
hair of the ellipse (2). As c2 decreases. L moves downv.1ard toward the .r axis and the 
semi-ellipse L' also moves dowmvard and tends to become che line segmcnc £' F' ;\' 
from u: = - I lo u: = I. In fact. when c2 = 0. equations (I) become 

It = Siil X. 

\' 

[) bi c 
L 

E F 
jT 0 -·., 

HGURE 130 
11• =sin:. 

l~ = () 

B 

A 
;r .\ 
") 

( 

'Jf 
--<.r< .., - -

[.' 

C' 

B' 

rnsh /, /1 
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and lhis is clci.u·ly a one lo one mapping of lhe scgmclll EFll olllo £' F'll '.Inasmuch 
as any poilll in lhc scmi-clliplical region in lhe u1 plane lies on one and only one of 
lhc semi-ellipses. or on lhe limiling case£' F'A'. lhal poim is lhc image of cxaclly 
one poinl in lhe rccrnngular region in the:. plane. The desired mapping. which is also 
shown in Fig. I I of Appendix 2. is now cslablishcd. 

106. SOl\ilE RELATED l\ilAPPINGS 

l'vlappings by various olher functions doscly related to the sine function arc easily 
obtained once mappings by the sine function arc known. 

EXAMPLE 1. One ncc<.I only rccall lhe identity (Sec. 37) 

. ( 7f) sin :. + 
2 

= cos :: 

to sec that lhe transfonnation 11: =cos:. can be \vrillcn successively as 
7f 

Z - -+ U' = s.·1·11Z. - .. "J· 

Hence the cosine transformation is the same as the sine transfonnation preceded by a 
translation to the tight through n /2 units. 

EXAi\'IPLE 2. According to Sec. 39. the transformation u: = sinh:: can be 
\\·Tillcn u1 = -i sin(i::). or 

Z=i:.. W=sinZ. u•=-i\\l. 

It is. therefore. a combination of the sine transfonnation and rotations through tight 
angles. The trunsformation 1r = cosh :: is. likcv.1i sc. essentially a cosi nc transformation 
since cosh:. = cos(i :.). 

EXA.MPLE 3. With the aid of the identities 

sin (:. + ; ) = cos:: and cos( i:.) = co sh:: 

that were use<.I in the two examples just above. one can write the transformation 
u• = cosh:. as 

7f 
( 1 ) Z=i:.+-::;-. u•=sinZ. 

Let us now use transfonnations (I) to lin<.1 the image of the horizontal semi-in llnite 
strip 

x '.:': (). () :::: .\' :::: 7f /2 

under the transformation u: = cosh ::. 
The Ii rst of lran sfonnations ( 1 ) is a rolation of lhe gi vcn strip lh rough a tighl angle 

in the posilive <.lirection followed by a lranslmion n /2 units lo lhe right as shown in 
Fig. 131. The lransformat.ion w = sin Z lhcn maps lhe resulting slrip onto the firsl 
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,. y I' 

/)' A' D" ![. c [) 
-::;' 

C' IJ' 
B A x Tr x C" B" A" II f."fGURE 131 

') 
11• = cosh :. 

quadmm of 1he u1 plane. as poi need ou1 m the end of Sec. 104 and shov ... n in Fig. J 0. 
Appendix 2. his lcf1 to !he reader to verify corresponding boundary points of the gi vcn 
strip and the flrst quadrant that arc labeled in Fig. J 31. 

EXERCISES 

1. Show that the lines ay = x (ti i= 0) are mapped onto the spirals p = exp(a<f>) underthe 
transformation rr =exp:. where u· = pexp(i<f>). 

2. By considering the images of lwri:omal line segments. verify that the image of the 
rectangular region a .::: .\ .::: b. c .::: y ::= d under the transformation rr = exp: is the 
region e" ::: p ::= e1'. c ::= <I> ::= ti. as shown in Fig. 125 (Sec. I 03 ). 

3. Verify the mapping of the region and boundary shown in fig. 7 of Appendix 2. where 
the transformation is rr = exp:: .. 

4. Find the image of the semi-intinite strip x .:::_ 0. 0 .::: y .::: ::r under the transformation 
u~ =exp::. and label corresponding portions of the boundaries. 

5. Show that the transformation 11' = sin:: maps the top half (y > 0) of the vertical line 
x = c 1 ( -::r /2 < c 1 < 0) in a one to one manner onto the top half (1.1 > 0) of the 
left-hand branch of hyperbola (3 ). Sec. 104. as indicated in Fig. 128 of thal section. 

(1. Show that under the transformation 11· =sin::. a line x = c 1 (-;r /2 < c 1 < ::r) is mapped 
onto the right-hand br;mch of hyperbola (3). Sec. I04. '.'ote that the mapping is one to 
one and that the upper and lower halves of the line are mapped onto the lower and upper 
halves. respectively. of the branch. 

7. Vertical half lines were used in the example in Sec. 104 to show that the transformation 
rr = sin:: is a one to one mapping of the open region --:r / 2 < x < ::r /2. y > 0 onto 
the half plane L' > 0. Verify that result by using. instead. the /rorbmra/ linc segments 
y = c2 (-::r/2 < x < ::r/2). wherec2 > 0. 

8. (a) Show that under the transformation u~ = sin:. the images of the line segments 
forming the boundary of the rectangular region 0 ::: x ::= ::r /2. 0 .::: y .::: I are the 
line segments and the arc [)' E' shown in Fig. 132. The arc [)' E' is a quarter of the 

,. I) 

E D /:.'' 
F c F' 

-:r/2 FIGURE 132 
A lJ .\ A' B' C' IJ' II u· =sin:. 
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ellipse , 
' u- v-

-----,..-- T -----,-, - = 1. 
cosh2 I sinh- 1 

( b) Complete the mapping indicated in Fig. 132 by using images of horizontal line 
segments to prove that the transformation w = sin:.: establishes a one to one corre
spondence between the interior points of the regions ABDE and A' B' D' £'. 

9. Verify that the interior of a rectangular region -;r .::: x .::: ;r, a .::: y .::: b lying above 
the x axis is mapped by 11· = sin.:: onto the interior of an elliptical ring which has a cut 

F 

A 

I 

-jT 

along the segment -sinh h.::: 11 .::: -sinha of the negative imaginary axis. a-; indicated 
in Fig. 133. ~ote that while the mapping of the interior of the rectangular region is one 
to one. the mapping of its boundary is 1101. 

,. 
E [) 

l' 

E' 

B c 
I 

n x II 

FIGURE 133 
F' D' u· =sin~. 

10. Observe that the transformation u~ = cosh:.: can be expressed as a composition of the 
mappings 

z = <'.-. 
I 

\V = Z + -. z 
I 

u· = -\V. ., 
Then. by referring to figs. 7 and 16 in Appendix 2. show that when rr = cosh :.:. the 
semi-infinite strip x ::: 0. 0::: y .::: ;r in the:.: plane is mapped onto the lower half t' ::: 0 
of the u· plane. Indicate corresponding parts of the boundaries. 

11. (a) Verify that the equation 11· = sin:.: can be written 

Z = i (:.: + ~). W = cosh Z, u· = - \V. 

(/J) t:sc the result in part (a) here and the one in Exercise 10 lo show that the transfor
mali on rr = sin :.: maps the semi-infinite strip - ;r /2 .::: .r .::: ;r / 2. y ::: 0 onto the 
half plane t' ::: 0. as shown in Fig. 9. Appendix 2. (This mapping was veritied in a 
different way in the example in Sec. I 04 and in Exen.:isc 7.) 

107. l\ilAPPINGS BY z2 

In Chap 2 (Sec. 14). we considered some fairly simple mappings under the tmnsfor
mation 11 1 = =:~. v ... rillen in the fonn 

( I ) 

We curn now co a less elememary example and then (Sec. 108) examine related map
pings w = : 1 i~. where specific branches of the square root function arc taken. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let us use equations (I ) to shmv that the image of the vertical 
strip 0 :=: x :=: I. y =::: 0. shown in Fig. 134. is the closed scmiparabolic region in<licmcd 
there. 

\' ,. 
D A 

A' 

L~ 

L' I 

c B B' FIGURE 134 
.\ [)' C' II ' U' = :--. 

When 0 < .r1 < J. the point (x1. y) moves up a vertical hair line. labeled l 1 

in Fig. 134. as y increases from y = 0. The image traced out in the m~ plane has. 
according to equations (I). the parametric representation 

(2) 
) ) 

It = Xj' - y-. V = 2.x I .\' (0::: y < 00). 

Using the second of these equations co substitucc for yin chc first one, we sec chat the 
image points (11. v) must lie on the parabola 

(3) 

\vith vertex at (xr 0) and focus at the origin. Since v increases with y from r = 0. 
according co the second of equations (2). we also sec that as the poinc (.r 1• y) moves 
up l 1 from the x axis. its image moves up the top half l'1 of the parabola from the 
11 axis. Furthermore. \vhcn a number x 2 larger than .r 1 but less than I is taken. the 
corresponding half line l2 has an image l; that is a half parabola to the righc of L'1• 

as indicated in Fig. 134. We note. in fact. chat the image of the half line BA in that 
figure is the lop ha) f of the parabola l~ 2 = -4(u - l ). labeled BI A'. 

The image of chc half line CD is found by observing from equations ( l) that a 
typical poi Ill (0. y ). where y =::: 0. on CD is transfon11cd into the point (-y2 . 0) in the 
tff plane. So, as a poirll moves up from chc origin along CD. ics image moves left from 
the origin along the 11 axis. Evidently. then. as chc vertical half lines in the xy plane 
move to the left. the half parabolas that arc chcir images in chc 11e plane shrink dmvn 
to become the half line C' D'. 

It is nm\1 clear that the images of all the halflincs between and including CD and 
BA fill up the closed semi parabolic region bounded by A' B'C' D'. Also. each point in 
that region is the image of only one poi Ill in the closed strip bounded by ABCD. Hence 
we may conclude that the semi parabolic region is the image of the strip and 1ha1 rhcre 
is a one to one correspondence between points in those closed regions. (Compare with 
Fig. 3 in Appendix 2. where the strip has arbitrary width.) 
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Mappings that arc composi1ions of ::1 and 01hcr elementary func1ions arc often 
interesting and useful. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let us show that the transfonnation w = sin 2
:: maps the scmi

i nfin itc vertical strip 0 ::: x ::: n /2. y ::::_ 0 onto the upper half plane i: ::::_ 0. \Ve do th is 
bv writino • e 

( 4) Z =sin::. 
) 

l/I = z-

and noting that the first or these transformations maps the given region in the:: plane 
into the Z plane as shown in Fig. I 35. (Sec the last paragraph in Sec. 104 and also 
Fig. JO in Appendix 2.) The second of transformations (4) then maps the llrst 4uadrnnt 
in the Z plane onto the upper half of the 11.1 plane. This second mapping is evident from 
the discussion of the transfonnation u: = :: 2 in Sec. 14 (Chap. 2). 

\' y 
1.• 

/) A [)' 

c lJ 
Tr .\: C' B' A' X D" C' £1' A" " FIGURE 135 
') 

' ' u· =sin-:. 

108. JVIAPPINGS BY BRANCHES OF z1
'
2 

\Ve rum n<W.' 10 mappings by branches of the square root function and recall from 
Sec. JO in Chap. I hov .. · the square roots of :: 1i 2 were defined when:: =I= 0. According 
to that section. if JX)lar coordinates arc used and 

then 

( I) 

(r > 0. -Jr < (--) ::: 7r ). 

1 ,.) r:: i ((M) + 2kn) 
:: · - = v r exp ----

? 
(k = 0. I). 

the principal root occurring when k = 0. In Sec. 34. we saw that :: 112 can also he 
written 

(2) -
1
:'

2 = CXI)(~ loo-) •· ' r 1 e •· (::=I= 0). 

The pri11cipal bra11ch Fid::) of the doubk-value<l function :: 1/ 2 is !hen obtained by 
taking the principal branch of log:: and writing (sec Sec. 35) 

Since 

fj1( ::) =exp (~Log::) ( 1::1 > 0. -Jr < Arg:: < 7r ). 

I I i(M) 
- Loo - = - (I n r + i (--)) = In r,: + -") e '' ") YI ") - - -
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'''hen:. = r exp(i(")). chis becomes 

(3) 
i (-) 

Fo(:.) = JI- exp--::;-
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(,. > 0. - 'Jr < (-) < 'Jr ) . 

The righc-hand side or chis c4uacion is. of course. chc same as the right-hand side or 
equation (I) when k = 0 and -n < (") < n there. The origin and the my(")= n fonn 
the branch cut for Fo. and chc origin is the branch point. 

Images of curves and regions under the transfonnacion u 1 = F0 (:.) may be 
obtained hy writing ur = pcxp(i</>). where p = Jr and</>= (-)/2. Arguments 
arc evidently halved by this transfonnation. and il is understood that u 1 = 0 when 
:. = 0. 

EXAMPLE. It is easy lo verify that w = f(i(:.) is a one to one mapping of the 
quarter disk 0 ::: r ::: 2. 0 ::: A ::: n /2 onto chc sector 0 ::: p ::: Ji.. 0 _:::: </> ::: n / 4 in 
the 11 1 plane (Fig. 136 ). To do this. we observe that as a point :. = r exp(i H1) moves 
outward from the origin along a radius R1 of length 2 and with angle of inclination 81 
(0 ::: 81 ::: n /2 ). its image u: = Jr cxp(iA1 /2) moves outward from lhc origin in the 
w plane along a radius R; whose lcngch is ./2. and angle of inclinalion is A1/2. Sec 
Fig. 136. where anolher radius R1 and ics image R2 arc also shown. It is now clear from 
the figure that if che region in chc:. plane is chought of as being swept oul by a rndius. 
starting with DJ\ and ending wich DC. chen the region in lhc u: plane is swept out by 
the corresponding radius. starting with D'J\' and ending with D'C'. This establishes a 
one to one correspondence between points in the two regions. 

\' I.' 

c 

FIGURE 136 
D A .l [)' A I II II'= fo(::.l. 

When -n < (-) < n and the brnnch 

log:.= lnr +i((-) + 2n) 

of the logarithmic function is used. equation (2) yields the branch 

(4) 
- i ((-) + 2n) 

F 1(:.) =Jr exp---.., (,. > 0. - 'Jr < (-) < 'Jr) 

or:. 1,.. 1. whichcorrespondstok =I ine4uation (l).Sinccexp(in) =-I.it follows 
chat F 1(:.) = -F0 (:.). The values ±f(i(:.) chus rcprescnl lhe tolality of values of :. 1 i'!. 
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at all points in the domain r > 0. -;rr < (--) < ;rr. If. by means of expression (3). 
,, .. c extend the domain of delinition of Fo to include the ray (") = ;rr and if we wrilc 
F0 (0) = 0. then the values ±f(1(:.) represent the totality of values of :: 1,.. 2 in the entire 
:. plane. 

Other branches of.:: 1 /.2 arc obtained by using other branches of log.:: in expression 
(2). A branch where the ray 8 = ex is used to fonn the branch cut is given by the 
equal ion 

(5) (r > 0. ex <A <ex + 2;r ). 

Observe that when ex = -;rr. we have the branch f(1(.::) and that when ex = ;rr. we 
have the branch F1 (.::).Just as in the case of Fo. the domain of dclinition of fa can 
be cxlcnded to the entire complex plane by using expression (5) to define .f~ at the 
nonzero JX)inls on the branch cut and by writing .f~(O) = 0. Such extensions arc. 
however. never continuous on the entire complex plane. 

Finally. sup(X)Se that /1 is any (X)silive i nicger. where /1 :;:: 2. The values of.:: 1 i 11 arc 
the 11th roots of.:: when:: i= 0: and, according to Sec. 34. chc multiple-valued function 
.:: 1,..,, can be w1inen 

(6) :: 1 
.. " =exp -log.:: = 1/-cxp-----

.. ( I ) i ( (--) + 2k;rr ) 
(k = 0. l. 2 ... .. JI - 1). 

JI II 

where r = 1::1 and H = J\rg .::. Thecasc11 = 2 has just been considered. In the general 
case. each of chc /1 functions 

(7) 
i ( (--) + 2k ;rr ) 

Fk (::) = .JI-exp ----
11 

( k = 0. l. 2 ..... JI - I ) 

isabranchof.:: 1· .. 11 .dclincdonthcdomainr > 0. -;rr < H < ;rr. \Vhcn 11: = pe14',the 
lransformation u1 = Fk (.::)is a one to one mapping of thal domain onto the domain 

/) > 0. 
(2k - I );rr (2k + l );rr 
---- < ¢ < ----. 

II II 

These /1 branches of:: 1 
:'

11 y ic Id the /1 dis ti net 11th roots of:: at any point.:: in the domain 
r > 0. -;rr < (-) < ;rr. The principal branch occurs when k = 0. and further branches 
of the cype (5) arc readily conslniclcd. 

EXERCISES 

1. Show. indicating corresponding orientations. that the mapping rr = ::2 transforms hori
zontal lines y = y 1 (_r 1 > 0) into parabolas t• 2 = 4_rr(11 ~ .rr ). all with foci at the origin 
11· = 0. (Compare with Example I. Sec. 107.) 

2. Cse the result in Exercise 1 to shmv that the transformation rr = :.2 is a one to one 
mapping of a horizontal strip a ::: y ::: b above the x axis onto the closed region between 
the two parabol <LS 
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3. Point out how it follows from the discussion in Example I. Sec. I 07. that the transfor
mation 1.r = :: 2 maps a vertical strip 0 ::: x ::: c. y :::_ 0 of arhitrary width onto a closed 
semiparabolic region. as shown in Fig. 3. Appendix 2. 

4. :Vtodify the discussion in Example I. Sec. I07. to show that \Vhen 11· = : 2• the image 
of the closed triangular region formed by the lines y = ± x and x = I is the closed 
parabolic region bounded on the left by the segment -2 ::: v ::: 2 of the t' axis and on 
the right by a port ion of the parabola t•2 = -4(u - I). Verify the corresponding points 
on the two boundaries shmvn in Fig. 137 . 

\' ... 
') 
-

[) 

A 
c 

A' 
C' 

.\· II 

IJ 

_., 
FIGURE 137 

' ,,. = :- . 

5. Write the transformation rr = f<1(sin .::) as 

/) 

c 

Z =sin.::. rr = F0 (Z) <IZI > 0. -:r < Arg:: < ;r). 

With the understanding that f(J(O) = 0. show that"'= f(>(sin::) maps the vertical semi
intinite strip 0 :::_ x :::_ ;r /2. y :::_ 0 onto the octant in the rr plane that is shown on the far 
right in Fig. 138. (Compare this exercise with Example 2 in Sec. I 07.) 

S11gge.\'f io11: See the last sentence in Sec. I 04. 

y ,. 

A /)' 

;r 
~ FIGURE 138 

/J .\ C' JJ' A' x C" B" A" II u· = F0 <sin ::1. 

(,, L'se Fig. 9. Appendix 2. to show that if 11: = (sin::),,..., and the principal branch of the 
fractional power is taken. then the semi-infinite strip -;r /2 < x < ;r /2. y > 0 is mapped 
onto the part of the first quadrant lying between the line t• = 11 and the 11 axis. Lahcl 
corresponding parts of the boundaries. 

7. According to Example 2. Sec. 102. the Ii near fractional transformation 

: - I 
Z=-

::+I 
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maps the x axis onto the X axis and the half planes y > 0 and y < 0 onto the half 
planes Y > 0 and Y < 0. respectively. Show that in parlicular. ii maps 1hc segment 
- I ::: x ::: I of the x axis onto !he segment X ::: 0 of lhe X axis. Then show lhal when 
!he principal branch of !he square rool is used. the composite function 

- .', ..... 

(
- - I )I:':! 

"' = z1._ = -
:: +I 

maps the :: plane. except for !he segmenl - I ::: x ::: I of 1he .\· axis. onlo the righl half 
plane 11 > 0. 

8. Determine 1he image of the domain r > 0. -;r < H < ;r in the:: plane under each of 
!he lransformations w = F.d::) (k. = 0. I. 2. 3). where F.{ (::) arc lhe four branches of 
: 1.:·1 given hy equalion (7). Sec. 108. when 11=4. L"se these branches 1ode1ermine 1he 
fourth roots of i. 

109. SQUARE ROOTS OF POLYNOl\'IIALS 

The remaining chrec seccions of chis chapter deal \Vith aspects of multiple-valued 
functions that will not be used to any extent in che chapters that follow. and the rca<ler 
may skip to Chap. 9 without serious disruption. 

EX.\MPLE 1. Branches or the double-valued function (.:: - .::o) I/.°! can be ob
cained by nocing that it is a composition of the translacion Z = .:: - .::o and che doubk
valucd function Z 1.:2• Each branch of Z 1i 2 yields a branch of(.:: -.::0 ) 'i2• More precisely. 
when Z = Rc,.11

• brunches of z1.: 2 arc 

I., r;: ie 
Z ' - = v Rex p ~ (R > 0. a < H < a + 2;r ). 

according to cquacion (5) in Sec. I 08. Hence if we write 

R = I.:: - .::ol. (~) = Arg(.:: - .::o). and 8 = arg(.:: - .::o). 

c wo branches of (.:: - .::0 ) 1 .:..'! arc 

( I ) 

and 

i (-) 
Go(.::)= JR exp~ 

J- i8 
g0 (.::) = Rexp-:;- (R > 0.0 < O < 2n). 

The branch or z 1.: 2 chat was used in writing G 0 (.::) is defined at all points in che 
Z plane except for the origin and points on the ray Arg Z = Jr. The cransformation 
11: = G0 (.::) is. cherefore. a one co one mapping of che domain 

I.:: - .::ol > 0. -;r < Arg (.:: - .::o) < Jr 
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omo che right half Re ur > 0 of the ur plane (Fig. 139). The transformation ur = g0 (:) 

maps the domain 

I: - :ol > 0. 0 < arg(: - :o) < 2Jr 

in a one lo one manner onto the upper half plane Im u: > 0. 

\' y 

•·O 

x x 

HGURE 139 
u· = Go(: 1. 

I' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~II' 

~:'1 
I II 
I 

EXAMPLE 2. For an instructive but less clcmcnlal)' example, v,:e nmv consider 
the double-valued function (: 2 - I )1:' 2• Using established properties of logarithms. 
one can write 

) 1 :) [ I ) l [ l I l (:- -1) ,._=exp 21og(:- - I) =exp 21og(: -1)+ 21og(:+ I). 

or 

(3) <:#±I). 

Consequcmly. if f1(:) is a bmnch of(: - I )1,.. 2 defined on a domain D1 and _h(:) is 
a branch of(:+ 1) 1

/
2 defined on a domain D2. the product/(:)= /1(:)_h(:) is a 

branch of (: 2 - I )1/ 2 defined al all poinls lying in both D 1 and D2• 

In order lO obtain a specific branch of (:2 - I )1i 2• we use the branch of 
(: - I )1:' 2 and the branch of(:+ I )1:' 2 given by cquacion en Ir WC write 

r 1 = I: - I I and (} 1 = arg (: - I ) . 

that branch of(: - I )1,.' 2 is 

The branch of(:+ I )1/ 2 given by equation (2) is 

( r2 > 0. 0 < H2 < 2Jr ) . 
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where 

n = I.:: + 11 and A2 = arg(.:: + I). 
The product of these t\vo branches is. therefore. the branch f of (.:: 2 - I )1.: 2 defined 
by means of the equation 

( 4) 

where 

r1. > 0. 0 < 8k < 2Jr (k = I. 2). 

As illustrated in Fig. 140. the branch f is defined evcryv ... hcrc in the.:: plane except on 
the ray r2 '.:'.: 0. 82 = 0. which is the portion x '.:'.: - I of the x axis. 

\' 

x 
FIGURE 140 

(5) 

The brnnch f of (.:: 2 - I )1/2 given in equation (4) can be extended to a function 

i '81 + 82) 
F(.::) =~exp .., . 

where 

rt. > 0. 0 ::: 81. < 2Jr (k = I . 2) and 

As \\IC shall now sec. this runction is analytic everywhere in its domain of dcf"inition. 
which is the entire.:: plane except for the segmclll - I ::= x ::= I of the x axis. 

Since F(.::) = f(.::) for all.:: in the domain of definition of F except on the ray 
r 1 > 0. H1 = 0. \\1C need only show that Fis analytic on that ray. To do this, we form 
the product of the branches of(.:: - I) 1 i2 and (.::+I ) 1 i 2 which arc given by equation (I). 
That is. we consider the function 

where 

r 1 =I.:: - II. r2 =I:.+ 11. H1 = Arg (.:: - I). <-->2 = Arg (.::+I) 

and where 

rk > 0. -IT < (-)k < TC (k = I. 2). 

Observe that G is analytic in the entire .:: plane except for the ray r 1 '.:'.: 0. (-) 1 = Jr. 
Now F(.::) = G(.::) when the poilll.:: lies above or on the my r 1 > 0. (-) 1 = 0: for 
then 8k = (--)k (k = I. 2). When.:: lies below that ray. 8k = (-)k + 2Jr (k = I. 2). 
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Consequently. exp(iHk/2) = -exp(iC-)k/2): and this means lhal 

i(H1 +H2) ( iR1) ( iH2) i((~)I + (·)2) 
exp ") = exp --::;- exp --::;- = exp ") . 

- - - -
So again. F(:.) = G(:.). Since F(:.) and G(:.) arc lhc same in a domain containing lhc 
my ri > 0. (·)1 = 0 and since G is analycic in lhal domain. Fis analycic lhere. Hence 
Fis analytic e1·ery1d1erl' except 011 the line seg111e111 P2P1 in Fig. 140. 

The funclion F defined by equacion (5) cannol ilsclf be excended lo a funccion 
which is analylic al poi Ills on lhe line segmenl P2P1. This is because lhe value on 
lhc righl in equation (5)jumps from ijflG. lO numbers near -iJrlrlas lhe poinl 
:. moves downward across lhal line segmenl. and the exlension would not even be 
conlinuous there. 

The lransfonnalion 111 = F(:.) is. as ,..,.e shall sec. a one lo one mapping of lhe 
domain D; consisling of all points in the:. plane except those on lhc line segmenl 
P2 P1 onlo the domain DIJ' consisling of lhe entire ui plane v ... ith lhe exceplion of lhe 
segment - I :S v :S I of the F axis (Fig. 141 ). 

l' 
11· 

D,. 

-I () .\ II 

flGURE 141 
U' = f'(.~l. 

Before verifying this. we note that if:.= iy (y > 0). then 

hence the positive y axis is mapped by ui = F( :.) onlo lhal part of the v axis for which 
i~ > I. The negative y axis is. moreover, mapped onto thal part of the F axis for which 
v < -1. Each point in the upper half y > 0 of lhc domain D: is mapped inlo the 
upper half z) > 0 of the 11 1 plane. and each point in the lower half y < 0 of the domain 
D; is mapped into the lower half z) < 0 of the 11 1 plane. Also. the ray r1 > 0. H1 = 0 
is mapped onto the positive real axis in the u• plane. and lhe ray r2 > 0. th = -:r is 
mapped onto lhe negative real axis there. 

To shmv lhat lhc lransformation ui = F (:) is one to one. we observe that if 
F(:. 1) = F(:.2). then :f - I=:.~ - I. From lhis, it follmvs rhal :. 1 = :.2 or :. 1 = -:.2. 
Hmvever. because of the manner in which F maps the upper and lm\1er halves of the 
domain D.'.· as well as the portions of the real axis lying in D;. lhe case :. 1 = -:.2 is 
impossible. Thus. if F(:. 1) = F(:. 2). then :. 1 = :.2 : and Fis one to one. 

\Ve can shov ... th al F maps the domain D: 01110 the domain D 11 • by llnding a function 
H mapping D,,. into D.'. wilh the property that if::= H(w). then u• = F(:). This will 
show that for any point u• in Du·· there exisls a point: in D: such that FC:.) = u:: that 
is, the mapping Fis olllo. The mapping H will be lhe inverse of F. 
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To Ii nd H. we first note that if u• is a value of ( ::2 - I ) 1 
... 
2 for a specific ::. then 

w 2 = :: 2 - I: and :: is. therefore. a value of ( w2 + I) 1 i 2 for that u•. The function H 
will be a brnnch of the double-valued function 

( U' =/= ±i). 

Following our procedure l()robtaining the function F(::). we write 11' - i = p 1 exp(i¢ 1 ) 

and 11 1 + i = p2cxpU¢2). (Sec Fig. 141.) With the restrictions 

Jr 3Jr 
Pk > 0. - 'J :S ¢k < ,, (k = I. 2) - and />1 + P2 > 2. 

we then write 

(6) 
i(</>1 + ¢1) 

H ( u•) = J p 1 p2 exp ., - . 

the domain of definition being D,,.. The transformation:: = H( ui) maps points of Du. 
lying above or below the 11 <Lxis onto points above or bclmv the x axis. respectively. It 
maps the positive 11 axis into that part of the x axis where x > I and the negative 11 axis 
into that pan of the negative x axis where x < -1. If::= H(ui). then :: 2 = u• 2 +I: 
and so u•2 = :: 2 - I. Since :: is in D.~ and since F(::) and -F(::) are the two values 
of (:: 2 - J )li2 for a point in D:. we sec that w = F(::) or u• = -F(:: ). But it is 
evident from the manner in which F and H map the upper and lower halves of their 
domains of definition. including the portions of the n:al axes lying in those domains. 
thatu•=F(::). 

Mappings by brnnchcs of double-valued functions 

( 7) 1 
_ (-2 \- B 10 _ [ ___ 2 __ 2:1.:2 

U - •. + I •. + ) - ( •· .. (I) •· I j 

v.1hcrc i\ = -2::0 and B = ::~ = ::f. can be treated with the aid of the results found for 
the function F in Example 2 just above and the successive transfomrntions 

(8) Z 
:: - ::o 

=---

EXERCISES 

1. The branch F of ( .:::! - I) I,::! in Example 2. Sec. I 09. Wil'i de tined in terms of the coordi
nates r 1• r:!. 0 1• O:!. Explain geometrically why the conditions r 1 > 0. 0 < 0 1 + 0-:. < ;r 

describe the first quadrant .\ > 0. y > 0 of the : plane. Then show that u: = F(.::) 

maps that quadrant onto the first quadrant 11 > 0. v > 0 of the rr plane. 
S11ggc>stio11: To show that the quadrant x > 0. y > 0 in the: plane is described. note 

that 01 + ()-:. = ;r at each point on the positive y axis and that 0 1 + fh. decreases as a point 
.:: moves to the right along a ray 0:. = 1· (0 < c < ;r /2). 
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2. for the mapping u· =Ff::.) of the first quadrant in the:: plane onto the tirstquadrant in 
the u· plane in Exercise I. show that 

I : , , 
u = J- \i r1 ,., + x- - r-' - I ., - . and 

I / , , 
t' = M \:' r1 ,., - x- + y- + I . 

v 2 - . 

where 

and that the image of the portion of the hyperbola.\.:. - y:. = I in the first quadrant is the 
ray t' = 11 (11 > 0). 

3. Show that in Exercise 2 the domain lJ that lies under the hyperbola and in the ti rst 
quadrant of the :: plane is described by the conditions ri > 0. 0 < 0 1 + (~ < ;r /2. 
Then show that the image of D is the octant 0 < 11 < 11. Sketch the domain D and its 
1 mage. 

4. Let F he the branch of (::2 
- I )1

.:
2 that was defined in Example 2. Sec. I09. and let 

::.o = ro exp(iOo) he a fixed complex number. where ro > 0 and 0 ~ Uo < 2:rr. Show that 
a branch F0 of (:: 2 - ::~) 1:· 2 whose branch cut is the line segment between the points ::0 

and - ::.o can he written fid::.) = ::o F( Z). \Vhere Z = :: /::.o. 

5. Write:: - I = r 1 exp(i01 land::+ I = '":. exp(i(-)2 ). where 

0 < 0 1 < 2.,1 and - ;r < (-)2 < :rr. 

to define a branch of the function 

(al (:: 2 - I )1 .: 2: 

(/J) ( ~)1'2 ::.+I 
In each case. the branch cut should consist of the two rays0 1 =0 and <->2 = ;r. 

6. Lsing the notation in Sec. 109. show that the function 

(
::. - I )1:' 2 ,:fl i(01 - 02l 

1r = -- = · - exp 
:: + I \: r2 ., 

is a hranch with the same domain of definition D.~ and the same hranch cut as the function 
II' = F(::. l in that section. Show that this transformation maps D.- onto the right half plane 
p > 0. -;r /2 < </> < ;r /2. where the point w = I is the image of the point:: = x. Also. 
show that the inverse transformation is 

I + 11:
2 

I - 11: 2 
(Re u· > 0). -----

(Compare with Exercise 7. Sec. I08.) 

7. Show that the transformation in Exercise 6 maps the region outside the unit circle I:: I = 
in the upper half of the:: plane onto the region in the first quadrant of the"' plane between 
the line t• = 11 and the 11 axis. Sketch the two regions. 

8. Write::= rcxp(i(-)).::. - I= r 1 exp(i<-) 1). and::+ I= r2 exp(i<-)2 ). where the values 
of all three arguments lie between -;r <md ;r. Then define a hranch of the function 
I ::(: 2 

- I ) 11
.:
2 whose branch cut consists of the two segments x :::= - I and 0 :::= x < I of 

the x axis. 
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110. RIEJ\tlANN SURFACES 

This and the rollov .. ·ing section constitute a brief introduction to the concept of a 
mapping defined on a Riema1111 surface. which is a generalization of the complex 
plane consisting of more than one sheet. The theory rests on the fact that at each point 
on such a su11"ace only one value of a given multiple-valued function is assigned. 

Once a Riemann surface is devised for a given function. 1hc funclion is singlc
valucd on the surface and the theory of single-valued fulll.:tions applies there. Complex
ities arising because the function is multiple-valued arc thus relieved by a geometric 
device. Hmvcvcr. the description of those surfaces and the arrangement of proper con
nections between the sheets can become quite involved. We limit our attention to fairly 
simple examples and begin with a surface for log:.. 

EXAMPLE 1. Corresponding to each nonzero number :.. the multiple-valued 
function 

( 1 ) I l)O - = I n ,. _l_ i e e ,. -, 

has infinitely many values. To describe log:. as a single-valued function. we replace 1he 
:. plane. with the origin deleted. by a surface on which a new point is )()Catc<l \vhcnevcr 
the argument of the number:. is increased or decreased by 2:r. or an integral multiple 
of 2n. 

We treat the:. plane. \Vith the origin deleted. as a thin sheet Ro which is cut along 
the positive half of the real axis. On that sheet. let 8 range from 0 to 2:r. Let a second 
sheet R1 he cut in the same way and placed in front of the sheet Ro. The lov,:cr edge 
of the slit in Ro is then joined to the upper edge of the slit in R1• On R1. lhc angle 
(} ranges from 27l' to 4:r: so. when :. is represented by a point on R 1 • the imaginary 
component of log:. ranges from 2:r to 4:r. 

A sheet R 2 is then cut in lhc same way and placed in front of R1• The lower edge 
of the slit in R 1 is joined to the upper edge of lhc slit in this new sheet. and similarly 
for sheets R_,. R~ . .... A sheet R 1 on which 8 varies from 0 to -27l' is cut and placed 
behind R0 • with the lower edge of its slit connected lO the upper edge of the slit in 
Ro: the sheets R. 2. R ·' .... arc constructed in like manner. The coordinates r and 8 
of a point on any shcel can he considered as polar coordinates of the projection of 1he 
point onto the original :. plane. the angular coordinate 8 being restricted to a definite 
range of 27r radians on each sheet. 

Consider any continuous curve on this connected surface of in finitely many sheets. 
As a point:. describes that curve. the values of log:. vary continuously since 8. in 
addition tor. varies continuously: and log:. now assumes just one value corresponding 
to each point on the curve. For example. as the point makes a complete cycle around 
the origin on the sheet Ro over the path indicated in Fig. 142. the angle changes from 
0 to 2:r. As it moves across the ray 8 = 2:r. the point passes to the sheet R 1 of the 
surface. As the point completes a cycle in R 1• the angle 8 varies from 2;rr to 4;r: and 
as it crosses the my e = 4:r. the point passes to the sheet RJ.. 
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FIGURE 142 

The surface described here is a Riemann surface for log:::. ll is a con necced surface 
of inllnitcly many sheers. arranged so tlmt log::: is a single-valued funccion of points 
on il. 

The transformation ur = log::: maps the \\1holc Riemann surface in a one to one 
manner onto the entire u: plane. The image of the sheet R0 is the strip 0 ::: F ::: 27l' 
(sec Example 3. Sec. 102). As a point::: moves onco the sheet R 1 over the arc shown in 
Fig. I 43. its image 11 1 moves upward across the line i~ = 27l'. as indicated in that ligure. 

h 
I' 

2Jri 
()I I .\ • '-L/R I 

I 0 0 II 
I FIGURE 143 

Note that log:::. defined on the sheet R1• represents the analytic continuation 
(Sec. 28) of the single-valued analytic function 

f (:::) = In r + iA (0 < (J < 2n) 

upward across the positive real axis. In this sense. Jog::: is not only a single-valued 
function of all points::: on the Riemann surface hut also an analytic function at all 
points there. 

The sheets could. of course. be cut along che negmive real axis or along any other 
ray from the 01igin. and properly joined along the slits. to form other Riemann surfaces 
for log:::. 

EXAMPLE 2. Corresponding co each point in chc::: plane ocher chan che origin. 
the square rooc function 

(2) l :'2 J- illi2 ::: · = re · 

has two values. A Riemann surface for ::: 1 
,..
2 is obtained hy replacing chc::: plane with 

a surface made up of cwo sheets Ro and R1• each cue along che positive real axis and 
wich R1 placed in frolll of R0 . The lower edge of the slit in R0 is joined to the upper 
edge of the slit in R1• and the lower edge of the slic in R 1 is joined co the upper edge 
of the slit in Ro. 
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As a poi Ill:: scarts from the upper edge of the slit in R0 and describes a continuous 
circuit around the origin in Lhe counten:lockwise direction (Fig. 144). the angle fJ 
increases from 0 to 1:r. The point then passes from the sheet R0 to the sheet R 1• where 
f-J increases from 2;r lo 4:r. As Lhe point moves still funher. it passes hack to the shcec 
Ro. where che values of 8 can vary from 4:r co 6;r or from 0 co 2:r. a choice thac docs 
not affccl lhe value of :: 1i 2• etc. Note chac the value of :: 1i 2 at a point where the circuit 
passes from the sheet Ro to the sheet R1 is different from the value of :: 1i 2 at a point 
where the circuit passes from the sheet R 1 to the sheet R0 . 

\Ve have thus constructed a Riemann surface on which ::. 1i 2 is single-valued for 
each nonzero ::. . In that construction. the edges of the sheets Ro and R 1 arc joined in 
pairs in such a \\lay that the resulting surface is closed and connected. The poi Ills where 
l\\-'O of chc edges are joined arc distinct from the points where the other two edges arc 
joined. Thus it is physically impossible to build a model of that Riemann surface. In 
visualizing a Riemann surface. it is important to understand how \\IC arc lO proceed 
when we arrive at an edge of a slit. 

The origin is a special poilll on this Riemann surface. It is common to both sheets. 
and a curve around the origin on the surface must wind around it twice in order to be 
a closed curve. A point of this kind on a Riemann surface is called a branch point. 

The image of the sheet R0 under the transformation u: = ::. 1.: 2 is the upper half 
of thew plane since the argumem of w is 8/2 on R0 • where 0 ~ 8/2 ~ :r. Likewise. 
the image of the sheet R1 is the lower half of the w plane. As dclined on either sheet. 
the function is the analytic continuation. across the cut. of the function defined on the 
ocher shecl. In this respect. the single-valued function ::. 1 /:! of points on the Riemann 
surface is analytic al all points except the origin. 

EXERCISES 

1. Describe lhe Riemann surface for log: obtained by cutting lhe: plane along the negalive 
real axis. Compare lhis Riemann surface with the one obtain<.'<.! in Example I. Sec. 110. 

2. Determine the image under the transformation rr =log: of the sheet R11 • where /1 is an 
arbitrary integer. of the Riemann surface for log: given in Example I. Sec. 110. 

3. Verify that under the transformation ir = : 112
• the sheel R1 of the Riemann surface for 

: 1 ,. 2 given in Example 2. Sec. I I 0. is mapped onto the lower half of thew plane. 
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4. Describe the curve. on a Riemann surface for:: 1.:
2

• whose image is the entire circle 
lrrl =I underthc transformation u· = :: 1

,.. 2 • 

5. Let C denote the positively oriented circle I: - 21 = I on the Riemann surface described 
in Example 2. Sec. 110. for:: 1 

.. 
2• where the upper half of that circle lies on the sheet Ro 

and the lower half on R1 • '.'\ote that for each point:: on C. one can write 

I ,, ;-::- '11•, 
:: I - = y /' e' : - where 

;r ;r 
4;r - - < () < 4;r + - . 

1 1 - -
Stale why it follows that 

l 1:, 
:: . - ti:: = 0 . 

. c 

Generalize this result to tit the case of the other simple closed curves that cross from one 
sheet to another without enclosing the branch points. Genera] ize to other functions. thus 
extending the Cauchy-Goursal theorem to integrals of multiple-valued functions. 

111. SURFACES FOR RELATED FUNCTIONS 

\Ve consider here Riemann surfaces for l\\10 composile funclions involving simple 
polynomials and lhe square root function. 

EXAMPLE I. Let usdesc1ibc a Riemann surface for lhedoublc-valued funclion 

(I ) 
) ,., i(81+fh) 

f(:.) = (:- - I) ,_ = ~exp _, - . 

where : - = r 1expU81) and : + I = r2 exp(i82 ). A branch of lhis function, wilh 
lhe line segment P2 P1 belween lhe branch points :. = ±I serving as a branch cut 
(Fig. 145). was described in Example 1. Sec. 109. That branch is as written above. 
with the resu·iclions rJ.. > 0. 0 ::=: 8/.. < 1n- (k = I. 1) and r 1 + r2 > 1. The branch is 
not delined on lhe segment P2P1• 

\' 

-I 0 .\ 
FIGURE 145 

A Riemann surface for lhe double-valued function (I) musl consist of two sheets 
Ro and R1. Let both sheets be cul along lhe segmenl P2P1. The lower edge of lhe slil 
in R0 is then joined to the upper edge of lhe slit in R1• and lhe lower edge in R1 is 
joined to the upper edge in Ro. 

On the sheet R0 , let lhc angles fJ 1 and 82 range from 0 to 1n-. If a poinl 
on the sheet R0 describes a simple closed curve that encloses the segment P2 P1 once in 
lhe counlerclockwise direction. then both 81 and 82 change by lhe amoum 1n- upon the 
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relUm of the poim lo its original position. The change in (fJ1 +H2)/2 is also 2:r. and the 
value of .f is unchanged. If a point starling on the sheet Ro describes a path that passes 
twice around just the branch poim :: = I. it crosses from the sheet R0 onto the sheet 
R1 and then hack onlo the sheet Ro before it returns lo its original position. In this 
case. the value of H1 changes hy the amount 4:r. while the value of A2 docs not change 
at all. Similarly. for a circuit l\vice around the point:. = -1. the value of H2 changes 
hy 4:r. while the value of H1 remains unchanged. Again. the change in (H1 + A2 J/2 is 
2:r: and the value off is unchanged. Thus. on the sheet R0 • the range of the angles H1 

and A2 may be extended hy changing both A1 and A2 hy che same integral multiple of 
2:r or hy changing just one of the angles hy a multiple of 4:r. In either case. the total 
change in both angles is an even integral multiple of 2:r. 

To obtain the range of values for 81 and 62 on the sheet R 1. we note that if a poi Ill 
starts on the sheet Ro and describes a path around just one of the branch poi ms once, it 
crosses onto the sheet R1 and docs not return to the sheet R0 . In this case. the value of 
one of che angles is changed hy 2:r. while the value of the other remains unchanged. 
Hence. on the sheet R1• one angle can range from 2:r to 4:r. \vhilc the other ranges 
from 0 lo 2:r. Their sum then ranges from 2:r lo 4:r. and the value of (A1 + H2J/2. 
which is the m·gumerll off(::). ranges from :r to 2:r. Again. the range of the angles is 
extended hy changing the value ofjusl one of the angles hy an integral multiple of 4:r 
or hy changing the value of hoch angles hy che same integral multiple of 2:r. 

The double-valued function (I) may now be considered as a single-valued function 
of the points on the Riemann surface just constructed. The transfonnation u: = f (::) 
maps each or the sheets used in the construction ofthal surface onto the encirc ui plane. 

EXAMPLE 2. Consider the double-valued function 

) I') -- i (fJ + A1 +A)) 
/·(-) = [-<-- - I)],_= Jrr n exp -. ,. ,. ,. I - , ') (2) 

(Fig. 146). The poi ms:. = 0. ±I arc branch points of this funct.ion. \Ve note chat if the 
point:. describes a circuit chac includes al I three of those poi ms. the argumem or f (::) 
changes hy the angle 3:r and the value of the function thus changes. Consequently. a 
branch cul muse run from one of those hrarn:h points lo the point at infinity in order 
to describe a single-valued brunch of .f. Hence the point al infinity is also a branch 
point as one can show hy noting that the function/( I/::) has a branch point at:: = 0. 

Let two sheets be cul along che line segment L 2 from::= - I co:: = 0 and along 
the pan L 1 of the real axis lo che right of the poilll :. = I. We specify that each of 

\' 

FIGURE 146 
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lhc three angles e. e 1• and H2 may range from 0 lo 2:rr on lhc sheet R0 and from 2:rr lo 
4:rr on the sheet R 1. We also specify lhal lhe angles corresponding to a point on either 
sheet may be changed by integral multiples of 2:rr in such a way that the sum of the 
three angles changes by an integral multiple of 4:rr. The value of the function f is. 
therefore. unaltered. 

A Riemann surl'ace for the double-valued function (2) is obtained by joining the 
lower edges in Ro of the slits along L 1 and L2 lo the upper edges in R1 of the slits 
along L 1 and L2• respectively. The lower edges in R 1 of the slits along L 1 and L2 arc 
then joined lo the upper edges in R0 of the slits along L 1 an<l L 2• respectively. ll is 
readily verified with the aid of Fig. 146 that one branch of the function is represcnte<l 
by its values at points on R0 and the other branch al points on R1. 

EXERCISES 

1. Describe a Riemann surface for the triple-valued function 11: = (: - l) li-
1

• and point out 
which third of the u· plane represents the image of each sheet of that surface. 

2. Corresponding to each point on che Riemann surface described in Example 2. Sec. 111. 
for Che function 11: = f (:) in that example. Chere is jusc one value of u:. Show chat 
corresponding to each value of rr. there are. in general. three poincs on the surface. 

3. Describe a Riemann surface for the multiple-valued funccion 

(
--1)1.:::: 

/(:) = ~ 

4. Note chac the Riemann surface described in Example I. Sec. 111. for (: 2 - I) 1'
2 is also 

a Riemann surface for the function 

, I ., 
o(-) = - ~ (-- - () :-. ,, .... ..... . .... 

Let /(>denote che branch of (: 2 - I )1 .: 2 delincd on the sheet R0 • and show chacthe branches 
g0 and g 1 of g on che two sheets arc given by che equations 

I 
go(:)= -- =: + .t<iC:l. 

g i(::) 

5. In Exercise 4. lhe branch .fo of (: 2 
- I )1 ,.·:::can be described by means of the equation 

. -( i01)( j(),) ./o(:l=Jr1r2 expT exp 
2
- . 

\Vhere 01 and 02 range from 0 co 2'7 and 

~O(C Chae 
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and shmv that the branch g(I of the function g(:) = :. + (:: 2 - I) 1 ... 2 can be written in the 
form 

I( i01 ilh) 2 

go<:l=2 JrlexpT+j/-2exp 
2

-

find go(::)go(::) and note that r1 +r2 :::_ 2 and 1.:osl(01 -(J::l/21::: 0 for all::. to prove that 
jg0 (: ll ::: I. Then show that the transformation "' = : + <.::2 - I) Ii:! maps the sheet R0 

of the Riemann surface onto the region jrrl::: I. the sheet R1 onto the region jwj .::: I. 
and the branch cut between the points:: = ±I onto the circle Irr I = I. :-..:ote that the 
transformation used here is an inverse of the transformation 

~ (11· + _.!.._). 
2 "~ 



CHAPTER 

9 
CONFORMAL MAPPING 

In lhis chapter. we irllroducc and develop the concept of a confonnal mapping. wilh 
emphasis on connections bel'"·cen such mappings and hannonic funclions (Sec. 27 ). 
Applications lo physical problems will follow in Chap. I 0. 

112. PRESERVATION OF ANGLES AND SCALE FACTORS 

Lcl C be a smoolh arc (Sec. 43). reprcscllled by the equation 

:: = ::(t) (a ~I ~ /J). 

and lcl f(::) be a function defined al all points:: on C. The cqualion 

11' = fl ::(I) l (ll ~ I ~ /J) 

is a parameuic rcpresenlalion of lhc image r of C under lhe lrnnsformalion u• = .f (:: ). 
Suppose lhal C passes through a point ::o =::(lo) (a< lo< /J) al \Vhich f is analytic 

and lhal /'(::0 ) =I= 0. According to lhc chain rule. verified in Exercise 5. Sec. 43. if 
11 1(/) = fl::(!)]. lhcn 

( I ) u:'(/o) = f'l::Uo>l::'(lo): 

and ch is means l hal (sec Sec. 9) 

(2) ' f' ' arg 11 1 (/o) = arg. [::(lo)]+ arg:: Uo). 

345 
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Scalcmclll (2) is useful in rclaling lhe directions of C and r al lhc poims .::0 and 
uio = f (.::o ). rcspcclivcly. 

To be spcci lie. lcl R0 dcnolc a value of arg .::' (10 ) and lel ¢ 0 be a value of arg w' (10 ). 

According lo lhc discussion of unil langcnt vcclors T ncm· lhe end of Sec. 43. lhc 
number R.1 is lhc angle of inclination of a dircclcd line langcnl lo C al .::o and <Po is 
the angle of incl in mi on of a direclcd line langcm lo r al lhc poim u 10 = f C:.0 ). (Sec 
Fig. 147.) In view of srntcmcnl (2). lhcn: is a value 1/lo of ;.u-g .f'[.::(10 )] such lhat 

( 3) 

Thus ¢ 0 - H0 = 1/10 • and we lind thal lhc angles ¢0 and H0 differ by lhc a11gle ofrotalio11 

(4) 1/lo = arg .f' ( .::o). 

\' ... 

r 

HGURE 147 
() .\ " ¢1> = I/lo ' f1o. 

Now lcl C1 and C 2 be l\\'O smoolh arcs passing lhrough .::0 • and lcl 81 and H2 be 
angles of inclination of dirccled lines tangcm to C1 and C2. respectively, at :o. We 
know from lhe prccc<.ling paragraph lhat lhc quantilics 

arc angles Of incJinaliOJl Of directed Jines tangenl to lhC image CUrVCS f I and f 2. 

respectively. at the poinl wo = .f<:.o). Thus </>2 - </>1 = fJ2 - R1: lhal is. the angle 
</>"J. - ¢ 1 from r 1 tor 2 is the same in 11u1g11it11de and sense as lhc angle fJ2 - 81 from 
C 1 to C2. Those angles arc <.le noted by a in Fig. 148 . 

\' .... 

() () " FIGURE 148 

Because of lhis angle-preserving propc11y. a lrnnsformation u1 = /(:.)is said lo 
be co11fomwl al a point .::0 if f is analylic there and f' (:.0 ) #- 0. Such a transformation 
is actually confomrnl at each poinl in some ncighborhoo<.l of :.o. For it must be analytic 
in a neighborhood of :. 0 (Sec. 25): an<.l since its derivalivc .f' is cominuous in lhat 
neighborhood (Sec. 57). Theorem 2 in Sec. 18 tells us lhal there is also a neighborhood 
of :.o lhroughoul which/'(:.) =f. 0. 
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A transformmion U' = {(:.).defined on a domain D. is referred to as aconfonnal 
transfonnation. or a co11formt1/ m11ppi11g, \vhcn it is confonnal al each point in D. 
Thal is. the mapping is confonnal in D if f is analytic in D and its derivative f' has 
no zeros there. Each of the elementary functions studied in Chap. 3 can he used lO 

dclinc a transfonnation that is conformal in some domain. 

EXAMPLE 1. The mapping u1 = e~ is confonnal throughout the entire:. plane 
since (e;)' = e; i=- 0 for each:.. Consider any two lines .r =Ct and y = c1 in the 
:. plane. the first directed upv ... ard and the second directed to the 1ight. According to 
Example J in Sec. J 03. their images u1H.lcr che mapping w = e; arc a positively oriented 
circle centered at the origin and a my from the origin. respectively. As illustrated in 
Fig. J 24 (Sec. 103). the angle between the lines m their point of intersection is a right 
angle in the negative direction. and the same is true of the angle hctv .. ·een the circle and 
the ray at the corresponding point in the w plane. The con formality of the mapping 
w = ~ is also illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8 of Appendix 2. 

EXAl\'IPLE 2. Consider l\\'O smooth arcs which arc level curves 11(.r. y) = c 1 

and r(x. y) = c1 of the real and imaginary components. respectively. of a function 

f(:,) =II (.r. _r) + fr(.r. _\' ). 

and suppose that they intersect al a point :.o where f is analytic and .f' (:.o) i= 0. The 
transfonnation w = f (:.)is confonnal at :.0 and maps these arcs into the lines 11 =Ct 
and v = c.·1. which arc orthogonal at the point u10 = f(:.o). According lo our theory. 
then. the arcs must be orthogonal al :.o. This has alrcauy been vcrific<l and illustrated 
in Exercises 2 through 6 of Sec. 27. 

A mapping that preserves the magnitude of the angle bet\vccn two smooth arcs 
but not necessarily the sense is called an isog01wl mt1ppi11g. 

EXAMPLE 3. The transformation 11.1 =:..which is a reflection in the real axis. 
is isogonal but not conformal. Ir il is followed by a conformal transfonnation. the 
resulting transfonnation u1 = f C:> is also isogonal but not confonnal. 

Suppose that f is not a conslalll function and is analytic al a point :.0 . IL in 
addition. /'(:.o) = 0. then :.o is called a critical poi11t of the tmnsfonnation 11 1 = /(:.). 

EXAMPLE 4. The point :.0 = 0 is a critical point of the transformation 
1 

U' = J +:.-. 

\Vhich is a composition of the mappings 
1 

Z = - - and w = I + Z. 

A ray R = ex from the point :.0 = 0 is evidently mapped onto the my from the point 
w0 = I whose angle of inclination is 'lex. and the angle between any two rays drawn 
from :.0 = 0 is do11blcd by the lmnsformalion. 
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More generally. it can be shown that if ::0 is a critical poim of a transformation 
u: = /(::).there is an integer /11 (111 ~ 2) such that the angle between any two smooth 
arcs passing through ::0 is multiplied by /11 under that lransfonnation. The integer 111 is 
the smallest positive integer such that f' 1111

(::0 ) =I= 0. Verification of these facts is left 
lo the exercises. 

Another property of a transfonnation 11 1 = /(::) that is conformal al a point ::0 is 
obtained by considering the modulus of f'(::o). From the definition of derivative and a 
property of limits involving moduli that was derived in Exercise 7. Sec. 18. \\IC kno\\' 
that 

(5) . (::o) = Jill = Jill Ir
' I Ii· f(::)-f(:.o)I 1. lf(::)-f(::o)I 

: • ~... :: - ::o : · ~... I:: - ::o I 
Now I:: - :: 0 1 is the length of a Ii ne segmcrll joining ::0 and :: . and If (::) - f ( ::0 ) I is the 
length of the I inc segment joining the poi nls f (::o) and f (::) in the u: plane. Ev idcntly. 
then. if:: is near the poim ::o. the ratio 

I I ' :: ) - I ( ::o > I 
1::-::nl 

of the two lengths is approximately the number l.f'(::0 )1. Note that 1/'(::0 )1 represents 
an expansion if it is greater than unity and a contraction if it is less than unity. 

Although the angle of rotation arg /'(::)and the scale factor lf'(::o)I vary, in 
general. from point lo point. it follows from the continuity off' (sec Sec. 57) that 
their values arc approximately argf'(::o) and lf'<::o>I at points:: near ::o. Hence the 
image of a s ma II rcgi on in a nci gh borhood of ::0 conforms 10 I he original rcgi on in 
the sense that it has approximately the same shape. A large region may. however. be 
trnnsformed into a region that bears no resemblance to the original one. 

113. FURTHER EXAI\'IPLES 

The two examples that follow arc closely related: and. in addition to illustrating the 
material in the preceding section. they emphasize hmv the preservation of angles and 
scale ractors can change from point to point in the:: plane. 

EXAMPLE I. The function 

r ) ) ) . ...,, . (::) = ::- = .C - y- + f .!X y 

is entire. and its derivative/'(::) = 2:: is zero only at the origin. Hence the transfor
mation U' = /(::) is confonnal at the point ::o = I + i. where the half lines 

( I ) y = x (x ~ 0) and x = I (y ~ 0) 

intersect. \Ve denote those half lines by C 1 and C 2. rcspecti vely. as shown in Fig. 149. 
and we agree that their positive sense is upward. Observe that the angle from C 1 to C2 

is n /4 al their point of intcn.ection. 
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Since lhc image of a poinl:. = (x. y) is a point in lhc u• plane \\'hose reclangular 
coordinalcs arc 

(2) 
) ) 

II = .C - \'- and l' = 2X\', 

lhc half line C1 is lrnnsformcd into lhc curve r 1 wilh parametric rcprc~lllation 

(3) II= 0. 
) 

F = 2.C (():::: x < 00). 

Thus r I is lhe upper hal rt~ ~ 0 of lhc r axis. The half line C2 is lransformcd i lllO lhc 
curve r 2 rcprcscmcd by lhc cqualions 

(4) 
) 

II = J - y-. V = 2 \' (0 :::: y < 00). 

By climinaling lhc variable yin c4ualions (3). we find that f 2 is lhc upper half of lhe 
parabola r 2 = -4(11 - 1 ). Nole thm in each case. the posilive sense of the image curve 
is upward. 

If 11 and v arc lhc variables in reprcscnrnlion (4) for lhe image curve f2. then 

dv 

du 

dv/dy 

du/dy -2y l' 

In particular. dr/d11 = -1 when r = 2. Conscqucmly. lhe angle from lhc image 
curve f1 lo lhc image curve f2 al lhc poirll u 1 =/(I + i) = 2i is -;r /4. as required by 
lhc confornutlily of lhe mapping al:. = I + i. The angle of rolalion -;r /4 al lhe poilll 
:. = I + i is. of course. a value of 

'Jr 
arg/'(I +i)=arg[2(1 +i)l= 

4 
+211-;r 

The scale faclor at lhal poirll is lhc number 

(II= 0. ±1. ±2 .... ). 

lf'(J +i)I = 12(1 +i)I =2v'2. 

EXAMPLE 2. Turning now lo Fig. 150, we consider lhc same hair line C2 used 
in Example I and lhc new one C.\ lhal is shown in lhe figure. Those half lines inlcrsccl 
al lhe poinl ::0 = I. and lhcir posilivc dircclions arc as shown. 

We also use lhe same transformalion w = :..2 as in Example I. Thus the image of 
C2 remains the same as in Example I. In view of equacions (2). and since y = 0 on 
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\" 1.· 

1t 
2 

0 x 

tt = x 2• v = 0 

r1 

" 

(0::: .r < 00). 

FIGURE 150 
' ll' = :.- . 

\llAP. 9 

This lells us lhal lhe righl angle belween C2 and c.~ in lhe: plane is preserved in lhe 
u: plane. 

Finally. we observe lhal lhc scale factor at the point of interseclion :o = I of lhe 
curves C 2 and C-' in Fig. 150 is If'< I )I= 2. 

114. LOCAL INVERSES 

A lransfonnalion u: = /( :) lhal is confonnal al a poinl : 0 has a local inverse there. 
Thal is.if u10 = f ( :o). lhen lhere exisls a unique lransformalion: = g( 11 1 ). which is dc
lined and analylic in a neighborhood N of u10 • such thm g( 11 10 ) = : 0 and fig( w) I = u• 
for all poinls "'in N. The derivalivc of g(ui) is. moreover. 

( I ) 
I I 

i: (ui) = --. 
' ('(:) 

We nole from ex press ion (I ) lhal the lransfonnalion : = g ( 11 1 ) is ilsc If con formal 
al u•o. 

Assuming lhal w = I(<.) is. in fact confonnal al : 0 • lcl us ve1ify lhc ex isle nee 
of such an inverse. which is adireclconsequcnceofresulls in advanced calculus.~ As 
noted in Sec. I 12. lhe confonnalily oflhc lransfonnalion u• =/(:)al : 0 implies lhal 
lhere is some neighborhood of : 0 lhroughoul v.·'hich f is analylic. Hence if we wri1e 

: = x + iy. :o = xo + iyo. and /(:) = tt(x. y) + ii:(.r. y). 

we know lhal there is a neighborhood of lhc poinl (.r0 • y0 ) lhroughoul which the 
funclions tt(x. y) and v(.r. y). along wilh !heir partial derivalives of all orders. arc 
continuous (sec Sec. 57) . 

.. Ill<.: fi:).UIL). hum ac.ham:cd G1kulu). Lo he UM:d bcrc ap~ar in. for in).~llH:c. A. E. Tayk>r and V{ R. 
Mann. Adrnnl"<'d Ct1ln1l11s. 3d ed .. pp. 241··24 7. 1983. 
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Nmv the pair of equations 

(2) II= II(.\". y). r = F(.\'. y) 

reprcsellls a lrnnsfonnation from the neighborhood jusl mentioned into the 11r~ plane. 
Moreover. lhe delerminalll 

J 
l
u 1 11,.1 = = 11 1. r,. - l\11, .. 
l\ Fr . . · 

\l,··hich is knm\.'n as IJ.1e}acobia11 of the transfonnalion. is nonzero al lhe poinl (.r0 . y0 ). 

For. in view of lhe Cauchy-Riemann equations 11., = Fy and u,. = - i\. one can write 
J as 

and .f'(:.0 ) i= 0 since lhe lransfonnalion ui = f (:)is confonnal al : 0 . The above con
linuily condicions on the funclions 11(.r. y) and v(.r. y) and lhcir derivalivcs. logelher 
with IJ.1is condilion on lhe Jacobian. are sufficient lo ensure lhe existence of a local 
inverse of lransfonnalion (2) at (.r0. y0 ). Thal is. if 

(3) 11 0 = 11 (x0 . Yo) and v0 = v(.r0 . y0 ). 

lhen lherc is a unique cominuous lransformation 

(4) .r = x(11. v). y = y(11. v). 

deli ned on a neighborhood N of lhe poinl (110. vo) and mapping lhal point onlo (.ro. yo). 
such thal equalions (2) hold when equations (4) hold. Also. in addilion co being con
tinuous. the runclions (4) have conlinuous firsl-order partial derivalives salisfying lhe 
equal ions 

(5) Xu= -t\., .\'1· =--Uy. \'11 = - -l\. .\'1· = -11, 
J J . J . J 

lhroughout N. 
If we wrile u 1 = 11 + ir and 11 10 = 11 0 + i v11 • as \\.'ell as 

(6) g(ur) =.\'(II. F) + iy(1t. l~). 

lhe lransformal ion: = g ( 11:) is evident I y the local inverse of IJ.1e original lran sfonnalion 
11 1 = f (:)al .:: 0 . Transformalions (2) and (4) can he \\.'riuen 

11 +iv= u(x. y) + fr(.r. y) and .r + iy = .r(u. r) + iy(11. r): 

and IJ.1esc lasl lv,:o cqualions arc lhe same as 

w = .f(:) and : = g( u:). 

where g has che desired propcrcies. Equalions (5) can be used lo show chat g is an
alytic in N. Details are lcfl to the exercises. where expression (I) for g'(ur) is also 
derived. 
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EXA .. l\ilPLE. We know from Example l in Sec. 112. chm if .f (:.) = £,.~. che 
cransformation u: = f (:.)is conformal everywhere in che:. plane and. in particular. al 
chc point :.0 = 2;ri. The image of chis choice of : 0 is che poinc w0 = l. When poincs 
in che u1 plane arc expressed in che fonn u: = pexp(i</>). che local inverse al :.o can be 
obcained by w1icing g(u1) =log w. where log w denoces che branch 

log w = In p + i</> (p > 0. ;r < R < 3;r) 

of the logaiichmic function. restricccd co any neighborhood of wo chac docs noc concain 
chc origin. Observe thac 

g ( I ) = In I + i 2;r = 2;r i 

and chat when u: is in chc neighborhood . 

.f[g(u1)] = exp(log u1) = u1. 

Also 

I " i: ( u:) = - Joo U' = 
' cJ 11' e U 1 exp:. 

in accordance \Vith equacion (I). 
Note chat if the point :.o = 0 is chosen, one can use the principal branch 

Log "' = In p + i </> (p > 0. -;r < </> < ;r) 

of che logarichmic function to <le fine g. In this case. g( J) = 0. 

EXERCISES 

1. Determine the angle of rotation at the point : 0 = 2 + i when 11· = : 2
• and illustrate it for 

some particular curve. Show that the scale factor at that point is 2.J5. 
2. What angle of rotation is produced by the transformation rr = l/: at the point 

(al :o =I: (b) .::o = i'! 

A11.\·. (a) ;r: (bl 0. 

3. Show that under the transformation 11· = I/:. the images of the lines r = .r - I and 
y = 0 are the ci rclc 11 2 + t• 2 - 11 - t' = 0 and the I inc 11 = 0. respectively. Sketch al I four 
curves. determine corresponding directions along them. and verify the conformality of 
the mapping at the point :o = I. 

4. Show that the angle of rotation at a nonzero point : 0 = r 0 exp( i 00 ) under the transforma
tion u· = :11 (11 = I. 2 . ... ) is (11 - I )00 . Determine the scale factor of the transformation 
at that point. 

1:-I 
A11s. 11 r 0 . 

5. Shmv that the transformation tr= sin: is conformal at all points except 

(11 = 0. ±I. ±2 .... ). 
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~occ chat chis is in agreement wich che mapping of directed line segments shown in 
Figs. 9. 10. and 11 of Appendix 2. 

6. Find che lcx:al inverse of che transformation rr = .: 2 al che point 
(ll) .:o = 2: (b) :o = -2: (c) :o = -i. 

Ans. (a) u· 1/ 2 = foe'~·,:'2 (p > 0. -;r < </> < ;r): 

1·1 r;:; ·,., 
(c) rr ·- = ..;Pt!' 9 :- ( p > 0. 2::r < <I> < 4;r ) . 

7. In Sec. 114. it \va.s pointed out chat Che components x(11. I') and y(u. t') of the inverse 
function g( 11·) de tined by equation (6) there are continuous and have continuous lirst
ordcr partial derh·atives in a neighborh()(xJ N. L'se equations (5). Sec. 114. to show that 
the Cauchy-Riemann equations x" = y, .. x,. = -y" hold in N. Then conclude that g( rr) 
is analytic in that neighborhood. 

8. Shmv that if.:= g(rr) is the local inverse of a conformal transformation u· = f(:) at a 
point .:0 • then 

I 
g'(rr) = 

l' (:) 
al points 11· in a neighborhood N where g is analytic (Exercise 7). 

S11gge.Hio11: Start with the fact that flg(rrll = ""and apply the chain rule for 
differentiating composite functions. 

9. Let C be a smooth arc lying in a domain D throughout which a transformation u· = f (:) 
is conformal. and let r denote the image of C under that transformation. Show that r is 
also a smooth arc. 

10. Suppose that a function f is analytic at .: 0 and that 

/'(.:ol = f"(:o) = · · · = f 111
-

1'(.:ol = 0. / 11111
(:0) i= 0 

for some positive integer /11 (111 ::: I). Also. write 11·0 = f (.:o). 

(a) Cse the Taylor series for f about the point .:0 to show that there is a neighborhood 
of :o in which the difference f (.:) - rr0 can be written 

. /""'"(:ol 
I (.:l - 11·0 = <.: - .:0)

111
• 11 + g(.:) I. 

. Ill ! 

where g(:) is continuous at :o and g(.:0 ) = 0. 

(b) Let r be che image of a smooth arc C under the transformation u· = f (.: ). a.s shown 
in Fig. 147 (Sec. 112). and note that the angles of inclination 00 and <A> in that figure 
are limits of arg(.: - : 0 ) and argl /(.:) - w0 I. respecti,·cly. as: approaches .:0 along 
the arc C. Then use the result in part (tt) to show that 00 and <l>o are related by the 
equation 

(c) Let a denote the angle between l\VO smooth arcs C 1 and C2 pa.ssing through .:0 • 

as shown on the left in Fig. 148 (Sec. 112). Show how it follows from the relation 
obtained in part (/>) that the corresponding angle bet,veen the image curves r 1 and 
r 2 at the point rro = f ( .:o) is ma. ( ~01e that the transformation is conformal at :o 
when /11 = I and that .:0 is a critical point when 111 :::::: 2.) 
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115. HARI\'IONIC CONJUGATES 

\Ve saw in Sec. 27 chat if a funclion 

((:) = 11(.r. \') + iF(x. \') . . . 

is analytic in a domain D. lhen lhe real-valued funccions 11 and v arc harmonic in lhal 
domain. Thal is. they have corllinuous panial derivatives of the first and second order 
in D and salisfy Laplace's equation lherc: 

( I ) Uu + lln = 0. l\x + l\·r = 0. 

Suppose now lhal lwo given funclions 11(.r. y) and r(.r. y) arc harmonic in a 
domain D and lhal their llrst-order partial derivatives salisfy lhe Cauchy-Riemann 
equal ions 

(2) llx = Vr. llr = - l\ 

lhroughoul D. Then i: is said to be a harmo11ic co11jugale of 11. The meaning of chc 
word conjugate here is. of course. diffcrerll from lhal in Sec. 6. \\1here:. is defined. 

The lheorcmjusl bclmv connccls lhc concepts of analytic funclions and hannonic 
conjugates. 

Theorem. J\.fi111ctio11 f(:) = 11(.r. y) + it~(.r. y) i.\· wwlytic in a domain D {( 
a11d 011/y {(Fis a har111011ic c01~j11gate <~(11. 

The proof is easy. If vis a hannonic conjugalc of 11 in D. the Cauchy-Riemann 
cqualions (2) musl be salishcd. According lo lhc theorem in Sec. 23. lhcrl. f is analycic 
in D. Conversely. if f is analytic in D. we know from lhe firsl pc.u·agraph in this scclion 
lhal 11 and r arc harmonic in D: furthcnnore. in view of lhe lheorcm in Sec. 21. lhe 
Cauchy-Riemann equalions (2) arc salisfled in D. 

The following example shows thal if 1· is a harmonic conjugale of 11 in some 
domain. il is 1101. in general. lruc lhat 11 is a harmonic conjugate of 1~ there. (Sec also 
Exercises 3 and 4.) 

EX.;\,\ilPLE I. Suppose lhal 

' ) 11(.r. y) = .c - \'- and r(.r. y) = 2xy. 

Since these arc the real and imaginary componenls. respcclively. of lhc cm ire fun cl ion 
f(:) = : 2, we know lhal vis a hannonic conjugacc of 11 throughout lhe plane. But 11 
cannot be a harmonic conjugate of i: since. as verified in Exercise 2(/J). Sec. 26. the 
funclion 2ry + i(x2 - y 2) is not analytic anywhere. 

\Ve now illustralc one mclhod for linding a harmonic conjugace of a given 
hannonic function. 

EX.i\;.\ilPLE 2. The funclion 

( 3) II ( .r . y ) = 2.r ( I - y) = 2.r - 2.r y 
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is readily seen co be hanuonic chroughoul che cncire xy plane. Since a harmonic 
conjugace v(x. y) is rclaced co 11 (x. y) by means ofchc Cauchy-Riemann equacions (2 ). 
lhe firsl of chose equacions. namely "x = v, .. cells us thal 2 - 2y = t\. Thal is. 

l\·(X. _\') = 2 - 2y. 

Holding .r lixed and inccgrncing each side here wich rcspccl coy. we hnd thal 

(4) l'(X. _r) = 2y - y-" -f- g(.r). 

where g is. al prescnc. an arbitrary differenciable funccion of x. 
Tu ming now co che relation 11 r = - i~_ 1 • which is the second of equations (2), we 

sec thac -2x = -g'(x). or g'(.r) . 2x. Consequently. g(x) = x 2 + C. when: C is an 
arbitrary real number. According to expression ( 4 ). then. che fu nccion 

(5) 
) ) 

v(.r. y) = 2y - y- + .r- + C 

is a harmonic conjugate of 11(x. y). 
The com~sponding analycic funccion is 

(6) f(:.) = 2x( I - y) + i (2y - y2 + .r 2 + C). 

The fonn f (:.) = 2:. + i (:.2 + C) of this funccion is easily verified and is suggcsced by 
nocing chal when y = 0. expression (6) becomes f (.r) = 2.r + i (.r 2 + C ). Inasmuch 
as i:(.r. y) is unique cxccpl for an arbitrary conslalll (sec Exercise 5). il is cusconutry 
co write C = 0. so lhal f (:.) = 2:. + i:.2 . 

The following theorem ensures the cxistcm:c of a hanuonic conjugalc of any gi vcn 
harmonic funclion 11(.r. y) lhal is defined on a simply co1111ected do111ai11 (Sec. 52). 
Thus. in such domains. every harmonic funccion is the real pare of an analycic f unclion 
I<:.). 

Theorem. ff"a lwmum ic.fimct io1111 (x. y) is de.fined 011 a simply cm111ected donwi 11 

D. it allrnys ha.\· a harmonic co11j11gate i~(x. y) in D. 

In order lO prove chis chcorcm. we lirsl recall some imporcanc faces abouc line 
integrals arising in advanced calculus.~ Suppose chat P(x. y) and Q(.r. y) have con
cinuous firsc-on.lcr partial derivatives in a simply connected domain D of the x y plane. 
and let (.r0 . y0 ) and (.r. y) be any l\\'O points in D. Ir P,. = Q1 everywhere in D. lhen 
chc line inteoml e 

J P (s. I) d.\· + Q(s. I) dt 

from (xo. yo) lO (.r. y) is independent of che contour C that is taken as long as the 
concour lies entirely in D. Furchcnnorc. when chc point (.r0 • y0 ) is kept fixed and (.r. y) 

•Sec. for cxampll:. \V. Kaplan. Adrnnt"<'d .Watlle111atic.1'.fi1r E11gi11t'e1:1-. pp. 546-550. 1992. 
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is allowed co vary throughout D. the inccgrnl rcprcscncs a single-valued function 

(7) 
/

(.\'.\'I 

F(.r. y) = .. P(s. I) ds + Q(s. I) dt 
C\1·1. \,JI 

or .r and y whose first-order partial derivatives arc given by chc equations 

(8) F 1 (.r. y) = P(x. y). F"(.r. y) = Q(.r. y). 

Note chm the value or Fis changed by an additive constant when a differclll scm·cing 
po in l (x0 , y0 ) is taken. 

Returning lo the given harmonic function 11(.r. y). observe hov .. · it follows from 
Laplace\ equation u 1 x + llrr = 0 chat 

(-11 1.)" = (tt,)x 

everywhere in D. Also. the second-order partial derivatives of 11 arc continuous in D: 
and chis means chat the first-order partial derivatives of -11" and u 1 arc colllinuous 
there. Thus. if (.r0 . y0 ) is a llxcd point in D. the function 

(9) j
'(X.\'I 

l'(X. y) = -11i(s. l)d.\' +II~(.\'. l)dt 
(Xu . .\'111 

is well defined for all (.r. y) in D: and. according co equations (8). 

( I 0) l\(X. y) = -11y(.\". y). l\·(X. _\') = U 1 (X. y). 

These arc the Cauchy-Riemann equations. Since the first-order partial derivatives of 
11 are continuous. it is evident from equations (I 0) that chose derivatives of F arc also 
concinuous. Hence (Sec. 23) 11 (.r. y) + i v(x. y) is an analytic function in D: and i~ is. 
therefore, a harmonic conjugate of 11. 

The function i~ defined by equation (9) is. of course. not the only hannonic 
conjugate of 11, since the more general function v(.r. y) + C. where C is any real 
conscanl. is also one. Bue. just as \\IC did in Example 2. we may \Hile C = 0. 

EXAMPLE 3. Consider the hannonic function 

11(.r. y) = 2x - 2xy. 

whose hannonic conjugate has already been found 111 Example " According co 
expression (9 ). che function 

/
•(.\'.\') 

r(x. y) = 2.,·ds + (2 - 2t)dt 
• ((Ul1 

is a hannonic conjugace or 11(x. y) throughout the encirc xy plane. The integral here is 
readily evaluated by inspection. le can also he evaluated lirst along chc ho1izomal path 
fmm the origin (0. 0) co the poilll (.r. 0) and then along the vertical pach from (.r. 0) 
co the point (.r. y) The rcsull is 

) ) ) ) 

F(X. _\') = .C + (2y - _\'-) = 2y - y- + .C. 

which, along with an arbitrary constant. was obcained in Example 2. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Show that 11 (x. y) is harmonic in some domain and fol lo\v the steps usL'<.I in Example 2. 
Sec. 115. to lind a harmonic conjugate v(x. y) when 

(ii) 11(x.y)=2x-.rJ+3.ry2: (/J) u(x.yl=sinh.rsiny: 

A11s. (ii) t•(x. y) = 2y - 3x 2y + y:;: 

(b) t•(.r. y) = -coshxcosy: 

(c) t•(.c y) = , , . 
x- + y-

r 
(c) 11(.r. y) = --

x2 + r2. 

2. In each case. show that the function "(.\. y) is harmonic throughout the xy plane. Then. 
using expression (9). Sec. 115. lind its harmonic conjugate. Also. wri le the corresponding 
function 

/(:) = 11(.r. y) + it•(x. _r) 

in terms of :: 

(ii) ll(X. _\') = .ry: (/J) ll(X. _\') = _\'~ - 3.r\. 
I , , . , 

Am·. (ti) t.•(.r. r) = -"(x- - r-). /"(:) = -~:-: 
. - . . -

(/J) 1.1(.\. y) = -3xy2 + x~. /(:) = i::>. 

3. Suppose that t' is a harmonic conjugate of" in a domain D and also that" is a harmonic 
conjugate or L' in D. Show how it follows that both 11 (.\ . y) and 1.1 (x. y) must be constant 
throughout D. 

4. L'se the theorem in Sec. 115 to show that t' is a harmonic conjugate of" in a domain D 
if and only if -u is a harmonic conjugate of 1• in D. (Compare with the result obtained 
in Exercise 3.) 

Suggestion: Observe that the function/(:)= u(x. y) +iv(.\. y) is analytic in[) 
if and only if -if(::) is analytic there. 

5. Show that if t' and \I are harmonic conjugates of 11(x. y) in a domain D. then 11(.r. y) 
and \I (.r. y) can differ at most by an additive constant. 

6. Verify that the function u(r. 0) = In r is harmonic in the domain r > 0. 0 < U < 2.,1 

by showing that it satisfies the polar form of Laplace's equation. obtained in Exercise I. 
Sec. 27. Then use the technique in Example 2. Sec. 115. but involving the Cauchy
Riemann equations in polar form (Sec. 24 ). to derive the harmonic conjugate l'(r. 0) = 0. 
(Compare with Exercise 6. Sec. 26.) 

7. Let 11(.r. y) be harmonic in a simply connected domain D. By appealing to results in 
Secs. 115 and 57. show that its panial derivatives of all orders are continuous throughout 
that domain. 

116. TRANSFORI\'IATIONS OF HARI\'IONIC FUNCTIONS 

The problem of hr1ding a function that is hannonic in a specified domain and sat
isfies prescribed conditions on the boundary or the domain is prominent in applied 
mathematics. If the values or the function are prescribed along the boundary. the prob
lem is known as a boundary value problem of the first kind, or u Dirichlet problem. 
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If the values of the nonnal derivative of the function arc prescribed on the bound
ary. the boundal)' value problem is one of the second kind. or a Newntm11 problem. 
tvlodifications and combinations of those types of boundary conditions also arise. 

The domains most frequently encountered in the applications arc simply con
nected: and. since a function lhal is harmonic in a simply connected domain always 
has a harmonic conjugate (Sec. 115 ). solutions of boundary value problems for such 
domains arc lhe real or imaginary components of analytic functions. 

EXAMPLE 1. In Example I. Sec. 27. \\IC saw that the function 

T(x.y)=e ''sinx 

satisfies a cc11ain Dirichlet problem for I.he strip 0 < x < n. y > 0 and noted chat it 
represents a solution of a temperature problem. The function T (x. y), which is actually 
hannonic throughout lhc x y plane. is the real component of the entire function 

-i l,i: = e· _,. sin .r - i e · ,. cos x. 

his also the imaginm·y component of the entire function ei:_ 

Sometimes a solution of a given boundal)' value problem can be discovered by 
identifying it as the real or imaginary component of an analytic function. Bue the 
success of that procedure depends on the simplicity of the problem and on one's 
familimicy ,., .. ilh the real and imaginary components of a variety of analytic functions. 
The following theorem is an important aid. 

Theorem. Suppose that 

(ll) w1 wwlvt ic {l11wt ion 

U' = {(:,) = ll(X. \') + fr(.r. \') . . . 

maps a domain D: in the:. plane 01110 a domain D,,. in the u: plllne: 

(/J) /i(u. i:) is ll lwrmo11ic.fi111ction de.finnl 011 Dw. 

It follmrs that the fi111c1ion . . 

H(x. y) = hlu<x. y). v(.r. y)j 

is hllmumic in D:. 

We first prove the theorem for the case in which the domain D,,. is simply con
nected. According to Sec. 104. that property of D,1 . ensures that the given hannonic 
function h(11. v) has a hannonic conjugate g(u. v). Hence the function 

( I ) <1>(111) = /i(u. v) + ig(u. v) 

is analytic in D,, .. Since the function f(:.) is analytic in D:. the composite function 
<l>I f (:. )j is also analytic in D:. Conse4uemly. the real part h I 11 (.r. y ). v (x. y) I of this 
composition is hannonic in D:. 
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If D 11 • is 1101 simply connected. we observe that each point u:0 in D 11 • has a 
neighborhood lu1 - uiul < E lying entirely in DI/'. Since that neighbo1t10m.l is simply 
connected. a function of the type (I) is analytic in it. Furthcnnorc. since f is continuous 
al a point ::0 in D: whose image is w0 • lhcrc is a neighborhood 1::-::01 < 8 whose image 
is rnlllaincd in the neighborhood lu• - uiol < f:. Hence il follmvs that lhe composition 
<I>[/ ( ::) ] is analytic in the ncighbo1t10od I:: - ::0 1 < 8. and \\'e may conclude that 
'1[11(x. y ). z·(x. y)] is harmonic there. Finally. since ui0 was arbitrarily chosen in D11 • 

and since each point in D: is mapped onto such a point under the transfonnation 
w =/(::).the function '1[11(.r. y). z·(x. y)l must be harmonic throughout D~. 

The proof of the theorem for the general case in which D.,. is not necessarily 
simply connected can also be accomplished directly by means of the chain rule for 
partial derivatives. The compurntions arc. however. somewhat involved (sec Exercise 8. 
Sec. I I 7). 

EXAMPLE 2. The transformation 

w = e: = t/ cosy + it/ sin y 

maps the ho1izontal strip 0 < y < n onto the upper half plane v > 0. as we saw in 
Example 3 in Sec. I 03. Also. since 11: 2 is analytic in that half plane. the function 

'1(11. F) = Re(u 12 ) = 11 2 - v2 

is harmonic there. According to our theorem. then. the folkw .. ·ing function is harmonic 
throughout the strip 0 < y < n: 

H \' ' ~ . ' ")l ' • ' (.r. y) = (e' cosy)- - (e' Siil y)- = e- (cos- y - srn- y): 

and this simplifies to 

EXAMPLE 3. For another example. consider the transfonnation 

ui = Log: = In r + i (--) (r > 0. 'J"( 'J"(2) . - - < (-) < 
") 

In rectangular coordinates. it takes the form 

' ( \') 11: = Log: = In Jx 2 + y 2 + i arctan ~ . 

where -n/2 < arctan / < n/2. This transfonnation maps the right half plane onto 
the horizontal strip -n /2 < F < n /2 (sec Exercise 3. Sec. I I 7). Finally. since the 
function 

" ( II . v ) = I Ill LJ.I = l~ 

is hannonic in that strip. our theorem tells us that the function 

H (x. y ) = arctan ( ~) 
is hannonic in the half plane x > 0. 
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117. TRANSFORl\ilA TIONS OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The conditions lhal a function or ils normal derivalive have presc1ibcd values along 
the boundary of a domain in which it is hannonic arc the most common. although nol 
the only. imporlant types of boundary conditions. In this section. we show that cerlain 
of these condi1ions remain unallercd under the change of variables associated with a 
confonnal transformation. These results v.:ilJ be used in Chap. I 0 to solve boundary 
value problems. The basic technique there is to transform a given boundary value 
problem in the xy plane imo a simpler one in the ill' plane and then 10 use 1hc 1heorcms 
oflhis and Sec. 116 to write the solution of the original problem in tenns of the solution 
obtained for the simpler one. 

Theorem. Suppose that 

( a ) a I rn m:f i >1111atio11 

u: = /"(:.) = u(x. \') + iv(.c \') . . . 

is cm!fi>nnal at each point <fa smooth arc C and that r is the image <f C under 
that t m mforma ti 011: 

(/J) /i(11. v) is a.fi111ctio11 that .rnti.~/ie.\· one <f the conditions 

Ii = ho and 
dh 
-=0 
dn 

a/ poillfS Oil f, 11'/iere ho is ll rea/ COnSfllllf lllllf d hjtf 11 denotes dirccfiona/ derirn
fi\'l'S <f h n0171/ll/ lo f. 

ltfollmrs that the.fi111ction 

H(x. y) = h[11(x. y). t'(X. y)] 

.rnti.~fies tht.• correspo11di11g condition 

H = h 0 or 
dH 
-=0 
dN 

at points 011 C. 1rhere d H /d N denotes directio11al derirntil·es <f H nomwl to C. 

It should be emphasized that in 1he applications. C may he the entire boundary 
of a domain or just pan of it. 

To show that the condition h = ho on r implies that H =ho on C. we note from 
the expression for H (x. y) in the statement of the theorem I hat the value of H at any 
point (x. y) on C is the same as the value of hat 1he image (11. r) of (.r. y) under the 
transformation u: = /(:.). Since the image poilll (II. l~) lies on rand since h =ho 
along that curve. il follov.1s that H = '10 along C. 

Suppose. on the 01her hand. lhaldh/d11=0 on r. From calculus. we knmv that 

d,, 
(I) - = (grnd h) · n. 

dn 

where grad h deno1es the gmdienl of h al a poinl ( 11. t') on r and n is a unit vector 
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normal coral (11. ii). Since dh/c/11 = 0 al (11. F). equation (I) tells us chat grad his 
orthogonal lo n at (11. r). That is. grad Ii is tangent to f there (Fig. 15 I). But grndicnts 
arc orthogonal to level curves: and. because grad h is tangent lo r. we sec that r is 
orthogonal co a level curvc/i(11. F) = c passing through (11. F). 

Nmv. according to the expression for H(.r. y) in the theorem. the level curve 
H (.r. y) = c in the::. plane can be wriuen 

'1111(.r. _\'). l'(X. y)j = C. 

Hence it is transformed into the level curve '1(11. r) = c under the trnnsfonnation 
U1 = I(::). Furlhcnnorc. since c is trnnsformed into r and since r is orthogonal lO 
rhc level curve '1(11. i~) = c. as demonstrated in the preceding paragraph. it follows 
from the conformaliry of rhe lransfonnation u.1 = /(::) that C is orthogonal co the 
level curve H(.r. y) =cal the point (.r. y) corresponding to (tt. F). Because gmdicnrs 
arc orthogonal to level curves. this means that grad H is tangent co C at (.r. y) (sec 
Fig. I 5 I). Consequently. if N denotes a unit vector normal to C at (.r. y). grad H is 
orthogonal to N. Thal is. 

(2) (grad H) · N = 0. 

Finally. si nee 

dH d H lllt..' - =(gm ) . .:.~. 
dN -

\\IC may conclude from equation (2) chat d H /d N = 0 al poinrs on C. 

\' t' 

c 
grad Ii 

r 

grad// 
0 .\ 0 It FIGURE 151 

In this discussion. we have lacitly assumed that grad h i= 0. If grad h = 0, it 
follmvs from rhc identiry 

!grad H(.r. y)j =!grad /i(11. i:)li/'(::)j. 

derived in Exercise IO(a) of chis section. that grad H = 0: hence dh/d11 and the 
corresponding normal derivative d 11 /d N iu-c borh zero. We have also assumed that 

(a) grad Ii and grad H always exist 

(/J) the level curve H(.r. y) = c is smooth when gmd h ¥- 0 al (11. v). 

Condition (h) ensures chat angles bet\vccn arcs arc preserved by the trnnsfonna
rion u: = /(::)in the theorem when it is confonnal. In all of our applicarions, both 
conditions (a) and (h) \\1ill be satisfied. 
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EXA .. l\ilPLE. Consider, for inslance, lhe funclion /i(u. i:) = v +2. The lmnsfor
malion 

. ) . . ) "' . ) ) 

U 1 = 1:,- = /(X + /_\')- = -.!X_\' + /(.\""" - y-) 

is conformal \Vhen :. i= 0. ll maps lhc half line y = .r (.r > 0) olllo lhe negmivc 11 

axis. \vhere h = 2. and lhe posilivc .r axis ofllo lhe posilive v axis. where the normal 
derivative '1 11 is 0 (Fig. 152). According lo the above theorem. the function 

) ) 

H (.r. y) = x- - y- + 2 

must satisfy lhc condition H = 2 along lhe half line y = x (.r > 0) and H'" = 0 along 
chc positive .r axis. as one can verify directly. 

\' I.' 

C' 
A 

h,, = () 

lJ II,= 0 C .\ A' " = 2 B' II FIGURE 152 

A boundary condilion th al is not of one of the l\VO types me1Hioned in lhe theorem 
may be transfonncd into a condilion lhal is subslantially different from the original 
one (sec Exercise 6). New boundary condicions for lhc lfansfonned problem can be 
obtained for a particular transformation in any case. ll is inlcresting to note that under 
a confonnal lransformacion. lhc ratio of a directional derivalive of H along a smooch 
arc C in the:. plane co the directional dcrivmive of Ii along the image curve r at the 
co1Tesponding point in lhe w plane is lf'<:.)I: usually. chis ratio is nol conslant along 
a given <ll'<:. (Sec Exercise 10.) 

EXERCISES 

1. In Example 2. Sec. 116. we used the theorem in that section to show that the function 

H(.r. y) = £'
2

' cos2y 

is harmonic in the horizontal strip 0 < y < ;r of the: plane. Verify this result directly. 

2. The function '1(11. t•) = t'_,. sin11 is harmonic throughout the entire 111• plane and. in 
particular. in the upper half plane 

D,,: t• > O 

(see Example I in Sec. 116). t:sing the theorem in Sec. 116. together with the fact that 
the function tJ' = : 2 maps the quadrant 

D.-: .r > 0. y > 0 

onto that half plane (see Example 2. Sec. 14 ). point out how it follO\vs that the function 

H(.r. y) = t'-211 sin(.\.2 -y2) 

is harmonic in the quadrant D.-. 
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3. Example 3. Sec. 116. used the fact that the transformation w = Log:: maps the right 
half plane onto the horizontal strip -;r /2 < v < ;r /2. Verify this fact with the aid of 
fig. 153. 

,. 

.\ 

I" 

rr . 
2' 
8i 

() II 

FlGURE 153 
w = Log;. 

4. Cnder the transformation rr =exp::. the image of the segment 0 ::: _r :::; ;r of they axis 
is the semicircle 11 2 + t• 2 = I. t'::: 0 (SL"e Sec. 103). Also. the function 

( 
1 ) /1 h (11. t') = Re 2 - u· + - = 2 - /1 + 

0 
. , 

IJ.' 11- + 1•-

is harmonic everywhere in the rr plane except for the origin: and it assumes the value 
h = 2 on the semicircle. Write an explicit expression for the function H(.r. y) in the 
theorem of Sec. 117. Then illustrate the theorem by showing directly that H = 2 along 
the segment 0 ~ y::: ;r of they axis. 

5. The transformation 11· = :: 2 maps the positive x and y axes and the origin in the:: plane 
onto the /1 axis in the 11.: plane. Consider the harmonic function 

h(11. t•) = Re(e-") ='-'-"cos L'. 

and observe that its normal derivative h" along the /1 axis is zero. Then illustrate the 
theorem in Sec. 117 when f<::J = :: 2 by showing directly that the normal derivative of 
the function H(.r.y) defined in that theorem is zero along both positive axes in the:: 
plane. (~ote that the transformation rr = :: 2 is not conformal at the origin.) 

<>. Replace the function /i(11. t') in Exercise 5 by the harmonic function 

11(11. v) = Re(-2iir + c'_,,) = 2v +'-'-"cost'. 

Then show that h,. = 2 along the 11 axis but that H, = 4.r along the positive x axis and 
H, = 4y along the positive y axis. This illustrates how a con<lition of the type 

dh 
- = ho t- 0 
d11 

is""' lll'ct's.wrily transformed into a condi Lion of the type cl H /cl N = h0 . 

7. Show that if a function H(.\. _r) is a solution of a :\eumann problem (Sec. 116). then 
H(x. _r) +A. where A is any real constant. is also a solution of that problem. 

8. Suppose that an analytic function rr = f(:) = 11(.r. y) + itt(.r. y) maps a domain D_. in 
the:: plane onto a domain D 1, in the u· plane: and let a function Ii (11. v ). with continuous 
partial derivatives of the first and second order. be defined on D,,. Cse the chain rule for 
partial derivatives to show that if H (x. y) = hi 11(.r. _r ). t•(x. _r) I. then 

H,,(.1:. _r) + H,,(x.y) = lh,111 (11. v) + h,. 1.(11. I')] if'<::Ji2
. 
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Conclude 1ha1 the function H(.r. y) is harmonic in D: when /r(11. t•) is harmonic in /) 11 • 

This is an alternative proof of the theorem in Sec. 116. even when the domain D,, is 
multiply connected. 

Suggestion: In the simplifications. ii is important to note that since .f is analytic. 
the Cauchy-Riemann equations 11, = t\ .11, = - t', hold and that the functions 11 and l' 

both satisfy Laplace's equation. Also. the continuity conditions on the derivatives of Ii 

ensure that Ii 1.·u = ""t" 

9. Let p(11. t•) be a function that has continuous partial derivatives of the first and second 
order and satislies Poisson~~ equation 

/} 1111 (11. l') + pl'l'(ll. l') = <l>(tt. l') 

in a domain D,, of the 11· plane. where <I> is a prescribed function. Show how ii follO\vs 
from the identity obtained in Exercise 8 that if an analytic function 

w = I(:) = ll(X. y) + i l 1
(.\. y) 

maps a domain D,. onto the domain D,, .1he111he function 

/'(.r. yl = pl11(x. _r). t•(.r. ylJ 

satisfies the Poisson equation 

Pu(x.y) + P,Jr.yl = <1>111(.r. y). t•(x . .rll lf'(:JI:! 

in D .. 

10. Suppose that "~ = f ('::_ l = /1 (.r. y) + it'( x. y l is a con formal mapping of a smooth arc C 
onto a smooth arc r in the u· plane. Lei the function '1(11. l') be detine<l on r. an<l write 

H(x. r) = hl11(x. r). v(.r. r)J. . . . 

(a) from calculus. we know that the x and y components of grad H are the partial 
derivatives H.1 and H,. respectively: likewise. grad h has components '1 11 and '1 1 •• 

By applying the chain rule for partial derivatives and using the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations. show that if(.\. y l is a point on C and ( 11. t') is its image on r. then 

!grad H(x. y)j = jgrad '1(11. t•lli/'(:JI. 

(/>) Show that the angle from the arc C to gra<l Hat a point (x. y) on C is equal to the 
angle from r to grad Ji at the image (II. l') of the point (X. y ). 

(<') Let s and a denote distance along the arcs C and r. respectively: and let t and ?' 

denote unit tangent vectors at a point (X. y) on C and its image ( 11. 11 ). in the direction 
of increa"iing distance. \Vith the aid of the results in parts (a) and (h) and using the 
fact that 

dH 
- = (grad H) · t and 
ds 

d" - = (orad h) · ?'. 
da :::-

show that the directional derivative along the arc r is transformed as follows: 

dH dh .. 
- = -1./ (:ll-
,/,\- da 



CHAPTER 

10 
APPLICATIONS OF 

CONFORMAL MAPPING 

We now use confonnal mapping to solve a number of physical problems involving 
Laplace·s equation in two independent variables. Problems in heat conduction. elec
trostatic potential. and nuid Ihm: \Viii be u·eatcd. Since these problems arc intended (0 

illustrate methods. they ,, .. ill be kepi on a fairly clcmcnt<u·y level. 

118. STEADY TEI\'IPERATURES 

In the theory of heat conduction, the flux across a surface within a solid body al a 
point on !hat surt'ace is the quantity of heat nowing in a speci lied direction nonnal 10 

the surface per unit lime per unit area al the point. Flux is. therefore. measured in such 
units as calorics per second per square centimeter. It is denoted here by <I>. and it varies 
with the normal derivative of the temperature T at the point on the surface: 

( I ) 
dT 

<l>=-K
dN 

(K > 0). 

Relation (I) is known as Fourier~11 law and the constam K is called Che thennal 
collductivity of the material of the solid. \vhich is assumed 10 be homogeneous.~ 

'll1e law is named for the Fn.:1x:h lll<llhemalic:al physic:iq Joseph Fourier ( 1768--18>0>. His hook. c:iled 
in Appc1xJix I. is a dassic: in the theory of heat rnndul"lion. 

365 
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The points in the solid can be assigned rectangular coordinates in thrcc
dimcnsional space. and we restrict our attention to those cases in which the tem
perature T varies with only the .r and y coordinates. Since T does not vary v ... ith the 
coordinate along the axis perpendicular to the .ry plane. the How of heat is. then. two
dimensional and parallel to that plane. We agree. moreover. that the How is in a steady 
state: that is. T does not vary with time. 

It is assumed that no rhennal energy is created or destroyed within the solid. 
Thal is. no heat sources or sinks arc present there. Also. the temperature function 
T(.r. y) and its panial derivatives of the lirst and second order arc continuous at each 
point interior to the solid. This statement and expression (I) for the nux of heat arc 
postulates in the mathematical theory of heat conduction. postulates that also apply at 
points within a solid containing a continuous distribution of sources or sinks. 

Consider now an clement of volume that is i ntcrior to the sol id and has the shape 
of a rectangular prism of unit height perpendicular to the .ry plane. with base ~.r by 
~Y in the plane (Fig. I 54 ). The time mtc of now of heat tow<.u-d the right across the 
left-hand face is -K T1 (x. y) ~y: and tmvard the right across the tight-hand face. it 
is -K TJ\· + ~.r. y)~y. Subtracting the first mtc from the second. we obtain the net 
rate of heat loss from the clement through those l\VO faces. This resultant rate can be 
written 

-K [
TJr + ~.r. y) - T,.(.r, y)l 

~x 
6-r ~ , .. 

or 

(2) -K Tu(x. y)~.r ~y 

if ~.r is very small. Expression (2) is. of course. an approximation whose accuracy 
i ncrcascs as ~.r and ~ ,. <U"C made smaller. 

\' 

.\ 

FIGURE 154 

In like manner. the resultant rate of heat loss through the other two faces perpen
dicular to the .ry plane is found to be 

( 3) -KT,.'"(x. y)6..r~y. 

Heat enters or leaves the clement only through these four faces. and the tcmpcrnturcs 
within the clement arc steady. Hence the sum of expressions (2) and (3) is zero: that is. 

( 4) Tu Cr. y) + Tn.(X. y) = 0. 
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The ccmpcracurc fun cl ion chus sac is fies Laplace's cqumion at each imcrior po inc of chc 
soli<l. 

In vic\l,.' of cquacion (4) and chc concinuicy of lhc lcmpcmlurc funclion and ils 
panial dcrivacivcs. Tis ll lwr111011ic.f1111ctio11 <~f'.i.: and yin the domain represcncing lhe 
incerior of lhe soli<l body. 

The surfaces T (.r. y) = c 1• where c1 is any real conslanl. arc lhe isotherms wilhin 
the solid. They can also be considered as curves in the .ry plane: then T(.r. y) can be 
interpreted as che temperature at a poi Ill (.r. y) in a thin shccl of material in chac plane. 
with chc faces of the shecc lhcnnally insulated. The isothenns arc the level curves of 
lhc function T. 

The gmdiclll of T is perpendicular to an ismhcrm al each point on ii. and the 
maximum flux at such a poi Ill is in the <lircction of the gradient there. If T (x. y) 

denotes temperatures in a thin sheet and if Sis a harmonic conjugate of the function 
T. then a curve S(x. y) = c2 has the gradient of T as a cangcnt vcccor ac each poinl 
where the analycic fun cc ion T (.r. y) + i S(x. y) is confonnal (sec Exercise 2. Sec. 27 ). 
The curves S(.r. y) = c2 arc called li11es of flow. 

If the normal derivative dT / d N is zero along any part of the boundary of the shcel. 
then chc llux of hem across chat pan is zero. Thal is. chc part is chcrmally insulatc<l and 
is. therefore. a line of llow. 

The function T may also denote che concentrnlion of a subscance chat is diffusing 
through a solid. In lhal case, K is the diffusion constant. The above discussion and chc 
dcrivalion of equalion (4) apply as well to steady-slale diffusion. 

119. STEADY TEl\'IPERATURES IN A HALF PLANE 

Lcl us find an expression for lhc slcady lcmpcraturcs T (x. y) in a lhin semi-infinilc 
plate y :::: 0 whose faces arc insulated and whose edge y = 0 is kcpl al temperalurc zero 
excepl for lhe segmem - I < x < I. where il is kept al lcmpcrnlure unity (Fig. l 55 ). 
The function T(.r. y) is lo be bounded: this condition is natural if we consider lhc 
given plate as lhe limiting case of lhc plalc 0 ::: y ~ yo \vhose upper c<lge is kepi al 
a fixed lcmpcraturc as y0 is increased. In facl. it would be physically reasonable 10 

slipulacc chat T<x. y) approach zero as y lends to infinity. 

\' f.' 

C' T=I B' 

C'( '.~; \B' l>:A. 
;\ T=O IJ T=I T= 0 /) .\ T=O II 

FIGURE 155 

u· =log_: -_I (~ .:· 0. - :'.:.. < U1 - lh -:: >:r) 
~ : - I r~ 2 - 1 . 
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( I) 

(2) 

APPLICATIO!\S OF CONl"<)Rl\IAL MAPPli\G 

The boundary val uc problem to be sol vcd can be written 

Tu (x. y) + T,.Jt. y) = 0 

T (.r. 0) = { (l) 

(-00 < x < 00. y > 0). 

when lxl < J. 

when Ix I > I : 

Cll.'\P. 10 

also, IT(x. y) I < M \\-'here J\t/ is some positive constant. This is a Dirichlet problem 
(Scc.116Horthcuppcrhalfplancy '.:'.'.: O.Ourmcthodofsolu1ion\villbctoobtainancw 
Dirichlet problem for a region in the 1tF plane. Thal region \Viii be the image of !he half 
plane under a transformation w = f (:.)chat is analycic in the domain y > 0 and con
formal along !he bound:.u-y y = Oexcept at the points(± I. 0). where f (:.)is undefined. 
It will be a simple mancr to discover a bounded hannonic function satisfying 1he new 
problem. The cwo theorems in Chap. 9 will then be applied to transform the solution 
of the problem in the 11 v plane into a solucion of the original problem in the x y plane. 
Specifically. a harmonic function of 11 and v will be transfonned into a hannonic func
cion of x and y. and the boundary condicions in the 11 t~ plane will be preserved on corre
sponding portions of !he bound;u·y in the xy plane. There should be no confusion if we 
use the same symbol T to denote the di ffcrent cempernturc funciions in the cwo planes. 

Let us write 

J = r 1 cxp(i01 ) and :. +I = r2 cxpU02). 

where 0 ~ fh_ ~ ;rr (k = J. 2). The trnnsfonnacion 

(3) 

is defined on the upper half plane y ::::: 0. except for chc cwo points:. = ±I. since 
0 ~ 81 - 02 ~ ;rr when y '.:'.'.: 0. (See Fig. 155.) Now the value of the logarichm is the 
p1incipal value when 0 ~ H1 - H2 ~ ;rr. and we recall from Example 3 in Sec. J 02 that 
the upper half plane y > 0 is chen mapped onto the horizontal strip 0 < r < n in the 
u: plane. As already noted in that example. 1he mapping is shov.,.n \Vilh corresponding 
boundary points in Fig. 19 of Appendix 2. Indeed. it was that figure which suggested 
lrnnsformation (3) here. The segment of the x axis beiween:. = - I and:.= I. where 
111 -02 = ;rr, is mapped onto 1he upper edge of the strip: and the res! of the x axis. where 
01 - 112 = 0. is mapped onto the lower edge. The required analyticity and confonnality 
conditions arc evidently satisfied by transfonnation (3). 

A bounded hannonic function of 11 and v that is zero on the edge v = 0 of the 
strip and unity on the edge v = ;rr is clearly 

( 4) 
I 

T = -r: 
;rr 

it is harmonic since ii is the imaginary componen1 of 1hc entire function (I /;rr )w. 

Changing to x and y coordinates by means of the equation 

(5) 1
:.-11 (:.-J) u 1 =In -_-- + i arg -_-- . .. + l .. +I 
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\\'C find lhal 

[
(::-1)(;.+I>] [x 2 +y2 -l+i2yl 

l' - aro - aro 
. - ' ::: (:. +- I)(::+- I) - ' ::: (.r + I )2 + r2 . 

or 

r = an::lan ( ) 2.y) ) . 
x- + y- - I 

The range of lhc arclangcnl runclion here is from 0 lo if since 

arg -- = H1 - A2 (::-1) 
:. + I 

and 0 :S 81 - 82 :S if. Expression (4) now takes lhc fonn 

(6) I ( 2r ) T = - arclan ) · ) 
1 if x- + y- -

(0 :S arclan t :s if). 

Since the function (4) is harmonic in lhc slripO < L~ < if and since transfonnalion 
(3)isanalylicinlhchalfplancy > 0.wcmayapplylhclhcorcminScc.116loconcludc 
lhal lhe function (6) is harmonic in lhal hair plane. The boundary conditions for the 
two harmonic runclions are the same on corresponding parts of lhc bound<u-ics because 
they arc of lhc lypc h = '1 0 • treated in the theorem of Sec. 117. The bounded function 
(6) is. therefore. lhc dcsi red solution of the original problem. One can. of cou rsc. vcri fy 
directly lhal lhc function (6) salisfies Laplace\ equation and has the values lending lo 
those indicalcd on the lcfl in Fig. 155 as lhc poinl (.r. y) approaches lhc x axis from 
above. 

The isolhcrms T(.r. y) = c1 ({) < c 1 < I) arc arcs of lhe circles 
) ) ) 

.C -t- ( .\' - CO( if C 1 )- = CSC if Ct • 

passing lhrough lhe points (±1. 0) and with ccnlers on they axis. 
Finally. we nolc lhal since lhc product of a harmonic function by a conslanl is 

also harmonic. lhc function 

T = To arclan ( 
1 

2·'~ ) 
if x- + y- - I 

( 0 :S arclan t :S if) 

represents steady lcmpcrnlurcs in lhc given half plane when the temperature T = I 
along lhc segment - I < x < I of lhc x axis is replaced by any constant lempcralure 
T =To. 

120. A RELATED PROBLEI\tl 

Consider a semi-inlinilc slab in the three-dimensional space bounded by the planes 
x = ±if/2 and y = 0 \vhen lhe flrsl two surfaces arc kcpl al lempcrnlure zero and 
lhc third al tempera lure unity. \Ve wish lo lind a formula for the lempcrnlurc T (x. y) 

al any interior poinl of the slab. The problem is also lhal of finding lempcrnLUres in a 
lhin plme having lhc fonn of a semi-infinite strip -if /2 :S x :S n/2. y :=::: 0 when lhe 
faces of the plate arc perfectly insulated (Fig. 156). 
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\' 

;\ --r----J) 

T=O T=O 

fj c 
-~ T= I ;r x 

2 FIGURE 156 

The boundary value problem here is 

( 1 ) T1 x(.r. y) + Tn.(X. y) = 0 

(2) 

(3) T(.r.0) = 1 

when: T(.r. y) is hounded. 

if ) -. \' > () . 
") . 

( y > 0). 

( 
if if) --...-r...--2 '. ' 2 . 

CllAP. 10 

In view of the example in Sec. I 04. as well as Fig. 9 of Appendix 2. 1.he mapping 

(4) u~ =sin:: 

transforms this boundary value problem into the one posed in Sec. 
Hence. according LO solution (6) in that section. 

J 19 (Fig. 155). 

(5) T = - arctan 
1 

- ) 
I ( "i· ) 
if 11- + v- - I 

( 0 ~ arc tan t ~ if ) . 

The change of variables indicated in equation (4) can he \\·Titlen (sec Sec. 37) 

11 = sinx cosh y. r = cosx sinh r: 

and the harmonic function (5) becomes 

I ( 2 cos x sinh \' 
T = - arclan . 1 1 , · . 1 

if sm- x cosh- y + cos- x smh- y -

Since the denominator here reduces to sintr2 y - cos2 x. the quotient can be put in the 
form 

2cosx sinh y 
. t ) ) 

Siil 1- \' - cos- X 

2(cos.r/ sinh y) 
---------,-- = tan 2a. 

- (cosx / sinh _r) 2 

where tan a = cos.r / sinh y. Hence T = (2/if )a: that is. 

(6) T = - arctan -.--2 (COS.\") 
if srnh \' ( if_ .... ). 0 ~ arclan t ~ , 

This arctangent function has the range 0 to if /2 because its argument is nonnegative. 
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Since sin:: is entire and che funccion (5) is harmonic in che half planer > 0. chc 
funccion (6) is harmonic in chc scrip -;r/2 < .r < ;r /2. y > 0. Also. che funccion 
(5) sacisfics chc boundary condicion T = 1 when 111 I < 1 and v = 0. as well as the 
condition T = 0 when 1111 > I and r = 0. The funccion (6) chus sacisfics boundary 
conditions (2) and C:n Moreover. IT(x. y)I ~ I throughout che sc1ip. Expression (6) 
is. chcreforc. chc ccmpcmlure formula chac is soughc. 

The isochcrn1s T<x. y) = c1 (0 < c1 < 1) ;uc chc porcions of the surfaces 

cos x = can ( ;r;· 1 ) sinh y 

within chc slab. each su11"ace passing chrough che poincs (±;r /2. 0) in chc xy plane. Ir 
K is che chcnnal conduccivicy, the Hux of heal in co che slab chrough chc surface lying 
in che plane y = 0 is 

-KTJt. 0) = ---
2K 

( Jr Jr) --/\"/-") ~. ~ ") . 
- -Jr cos .r 

The nux oucward chrough the surface lying in the plane x = ;r /2 is 

(
n ) 2K -KT1 -. r = ---

. 2 · ;r sinh r 
(y > 0). 

The boundary value problem posed in this section can also be solved hy the 
method <~{separation <f rnriables. That method is more direct. hut it gives the solution 
in chc fonn of an infinite series: 

121. TEl\'IPERATURES IN A QUADRANT 

Let us hml the sleady cempcmturcs in a thin place having che form of a quadmnt if a 
segment al chc end of one edge is insulated. if the rest of that edge is kept at a fixed 
temperature. and if the second edge is kept at another fixed temperature. The surfaces 
arc insulated. and so the problem is two-dimensional. 

The temperature scale and the unit of length can be chosen so that the boundary 
value problem for che tcmpcnuure function T becomes 

( I ) 

(2) 

(3) 

T11 (X. y) + Tn.(X. _r) = 0 (.r > 0. _\' > 0). 

{
T"(X. 0) = 0 

T(x. OJ= I 

\vhcn 0 < x < I . 

,...-hen x > I. 

T(O,y)=O (y > 0). 

where T (.r. y) is hounded in the quadmnt. The plate and its boundary conditions 
arc shmvn on the lcfc in Fig. I 57. Conditions (2) prescribe che values of the normal 

·A similar pmblc:m is lrealed in the authors· Fourier Series 011d Bo1111dary \.'tilt"' P111/Jlc111s. Xth ed .. 
pp. 13.~ ·I~- 2012. Also. a short Ji.scus-.ion of the uniquenes-. of solutions lo boundary value problc:m-. 
can be found in Chap. I I of lhal book. 
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I' 

D' 
A' 

T=O T=I 

C' JJ' 
T=I x JT II .,, FIGURE 157 

derivative of lhe funclion T over a part of a boundary line and lhe values oflhe funclion 
ilsclf over anolher part of lhal line. The scparalion of variables method mcnlioned al 
lhe end of Sec. 120 is nol adapled lo such problems wilh di fferenl cypes of conditions 
along lhe same boundary I inc. 

As indicaled in Fig. JO of Appendix 2. lhc lrnnsfonnation 

( 4) :: = Siil U' 

is a one lo one mapping of lhe semi-infinile scrip 0 ~ 11 ~ n /2. i~ ::: 0 onlo the 
quadrant x ::: 0. y::: 0. Observe lhal che exislence of an inverse is ensured by lhc face 
thal lhe given transfonnation is bolh one lo one and omo. Since lransfonnalion (4) 
is confonnal lhroughoul the scrip excepl al lhc poim u: = n /1. lhe inverse lrnnsfor
malion musl be confonnal lhroughoul lhe quadmrll excepl al lhe poinl :: = I. Thal 
inverse cmnsfonnalion maps lhc scgmem 0 < x < I of lhe x axis on lo lhc base of che 
scrip and lhc resl of lhc boundary onlo lhc sides of the strip as shov.:n in Fig. 157. 

Since lhe inverse of cransformalion ( 4) is confonnal in lhe quadranl. excepl when 
:: = I. lhc solulion lo lhe given problem can be obcained by finding a funclion lhal 
is hannonic in lhe strip and smisfies the boundary conditions shown on the right 
in Fig. 157. Observe that these boundary conditions are of the lypes Ii = ho and 
dh/dn = 0 in the theorem of Sec. 117. 

The required temperature function T for the ne\i.-· boundary value problem is 
clearly 

') 

(5) T = ~u. 
Ir 

the function (1/n )11 being the real component of the entire function ('2/n )u.:. We must 
now express T in terms of x and y. 

lb obtain 11 in lem1s of x and y. we first note that according to equation (4) and 
Sec. 37. 

(6) x = sin 11 cosh I~. r = cos 11 sinh v. 

When 0 < 11 < 7r /2. both sin 11 and cos 11 m-c nonzero: and, consequencly. 

(7) 
... ) 

x"' y-
-- - --- =I. . ) ) 

sm- 11 cos- 11 
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Now it is convenient to observe that for each fixed 11. hyperbola (7) has foci at the 
points 

:. = ±Vsin2 11+cos2 11 =±I 

and that the length of the transverse axis. which is the line segment joining the l\VO 

vertices{± sin 11. 0). is 2sin11. Thus the absolute value of the difference of the distances 
between the foci and a poi nl (.r. y) lying on the part of the hyperbola in the first quadmrll 
IS 

J<x + ))2 + y2 - \./(x - 1)2 + y2 = 2sin11. 

It follows directly from equations (6) that this relation also holds when 11 0 or 
11 = ;r /2. In viev ... of equation (5 ). then. the required temperature function is 

(8) T = - arcsm 
2 . [ v'(.r + I )2 + y2 - j(.r _ I )2 + y2] 

Jr 2 

where. since 0 :::= 11 :::= ;r /2. the arcsine function has the range 0 lo ;r/2. 
If \Ve wish lo verifv that this function satisfies boundary conditions (2). we must 

remember chat v' (.r - I )2 denotes x - I when .r > I an<l I - x ,, .. hen 0 < x < I. 
the square roots being positive. Note, too. that the temperature at any point along the 
insulated pan of the lower edge of the plate is 

.., 
T (.r. 0) = ~ arcs in x (0 < .r < I). 

It can be seen from equation (5) that the isotherms T(.r. y) = c1 (() < c1 < I) 
arc the pans of the confocal hyperbolas (7). where /1 = nci/2. which lie in the first 
quadrant. Since the function (2/;r) v is a harmonic conjugate of the function (5 ). the 
lines of !low arc quarters of the confocal ellipses obtained by holding v constant in 
equations ( 6). 

EXERCISES 

1. L"se the function Log:. to find an expression forthc bounded steady temperatures in a plate 
having the form of a quadrant x ::: 0. y ::: 0 (fig. 158) if its faces are perfectly insulated 
and its edges have temperatures T(.r. 0) = 0 and T(O. _r) = I. Find the isotherms and 
lines of flow. ;rnd draw some of them. 

2 ( \') Am·. T = - arctan :_ . 
;r x 

\' 

T=I 

FIGURE 158 
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2. Solve the following Dirichlet problem for a semi-inlinitc strip (Fig. 159): 

H,,(.r.y) +H11 (x.y) =0 ({) < x < ;r /2. y > 0). 

H(.r.0)=0 (0<x<n/2). 

H(O. yl =I. H(n/1.y) = 0 (y > 0). 

where 0::: H(.r. y)::: I. 
Suggestion: This problem can be transformed into the one in Exercise I. 

2 (tanhr) Ans. H = - arctan --· . 
;r tan.\· 

\' 

11=1 11=0 

11=0 ;r x 
'5 FIGURE 159 

Cll.'\P. 10 

3. Derive an expression for temperatures T (r. 0) in a semicircular plater ::: I. 0 ::: 0 ::: ;r 

with insulated faces if T = I along the radial edge fl = 0 (0 < r < I) and T = 0 on the 
rest of the boundary. 

Suggestion: This problem can he transformed into the one in Exercise 2. 

All.\'. T = 
1 

arc tan (~cot ~). 
;r I +r 2 

4. Find the steady temperatures in a solid whose shape is that of a long cylindrical wedge 
if its boundary planes(} = 0 and 0 = Oo (0 < r < ro) are kept at constant temperatures 
zero and T0 • respectively. and if its surfacer = r0 ({) < (I < (~,)is perfectly insulated 
(Fig. 160). 

7i1 ( r ) All.\'. T = - arctan :_ . 
flo x 

\' 

ro ·' FIGURE 160 

5. Find the hounded steady temperatures T(.r. y) in the semi-inlinite solid y :::_ 0 if T = 0 
on the part x < - I (y = 0) of the boundary. if T = I on the part x > I (y = 0). and if 
the strip-I< x <I (y = 0) of the boundary is insulated (fig. 161). 

T=O T= I x FIGURE 161 
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I I ['/(x+l) 2 +r2 -,/(x-1)2 +y2
] 

Ans. T = - + - arcsin ------·--------
2 7T 1 

(-;r/2::: arcsinr::: :;r/2). 

6. The portions x < 0 (y = 0) and.\· < 0 (y = ;r) of the edges of an intinite horizontal 
plate 0 ::: y ::: ;r arc thermally insulated. as arc the faces of the plate. Al so. the conditions 
T(.\·. 0) = I and T(.r. ;r) = 0 arc maintained when x > 0 !Fig. 162). rind the steady 
temperatures in the plate. 

S11gge.wio11: This prohlcm can be transformed into the one in Exercise :5. 

\' l 
_[ ____ -<~ ai T = 0 j 

T= I flGlJRE 162 

7. Find the hounded steady temperatures in the sol id x .:::. 0. y .:::. 0 when the boundary 
surfaces arc kept at fixed temperatures except for insulated strips of equal width at the 
corner. as shown in Fig. 163. 

S11ggesrim1: This problem can he transformed into the one in Exercise 5. 

Ans. T = - + - arcsm \ · · v · · I I . [ /(x 2 - r 2 +I )2 + (2.n) 2 - /<.r 2 - r 2 - I )2 + (2.n) 2 ] 

2 ;r 2 

(-:;r/2 _:=: arctanr::: :r/2). 

\' 

T=O 

I T= I x FIGURE 163 

8. Solve the boundary value problem for the plate x .:::. 0. y .:::. 0 in the :_ plane when the 
faces are insulated and the boundary conditions are those indicated in Fig. 164. 

S11gges1 ion: L.:se the mapping 

;: 
W= 

to transform this pro hi em into the one posed in Sec. 121 (Fig. 157). 

\' 

T=I 

FIGURE 164 
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9. In the problem of the semi-infinite plate shown on the left in fig. 155 (Sec. 119). obtain 
a harmonic conjugate of the temperature function T (x. yl from equation (5 ). Sec. 119. 
and find the I ines of ttow of heat. Show that those Ii ncs of flow consist of the upper half 
of the y ax is and the upper halves of certain circles on either side oft hat axis. the centers 
of the circles I yi ng on the segment A 8 or CD of the .r axis. 

10. Show that if the function T in Sec. 119 is not required to be txrnnded. the harmonic 
function (4) in that section can be replaced by the harmonic function 

T =Im(~".+ Acosh fl')= _!_t' + Asinhusin L'. 
;r ;r 

where A is an arbitrary real constant. Conclude that the solution of the Dirichlet problem 
for the strip in the 111· plane (fig. 155) would not. then. be unique. 

11. Suppose that the condition that T be bounded is omi ned from the problem for temper
atures in the semi-intinitc slab of Sec. 120 (fig. 156). Show that an infinite number of 
solutions are then possible by noting the effect of adding to the solution found there the 
imaginary part of the function A sin ::_. where A is an arbitrary real constant. 

12. Consider a thin plate. with insulated faces. whose shape is the upper half of the region 
enclosed by an ellipse with foci (±I. 0). The temperature on the elliptical part of its 
boundary is T = I. The temperature along the segment - I < .r < I of the .\ axis is 
T = 0. and the rest of the boundary along the .r axis is insulated. With the aid of fig. 11 
in Appendix 2. tind the Ii nes of t1ow of heat. 

13. According to Sec. 59 and Exercise 5 of that section. if f(::_) = 11(.r. yl + i1•(.r. yl is 
continuous on a closed txrnndcd region Rand analytic and not constant in the interior of 
R. then the function 11 (.r. y) reaches its maximum and minimum values on the boundary 
of R. and never in the interior. By interpreting 11(.r. y) as a steady temperature. state a 
physical reason why that property of maximum and minimum values should hold true. 

122. ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL 

In an electrostatic force field. thejie/d inlemity at a point is a vector representing the 
force exerted on a unit positive charge placed at that point The electrostatic pole111ial 
is a scalar function of the space coordinates such t.hat, at each point. its directional 
derivative in any direction is the negative of the component of the field intensity in 
that direction. 

For two stationary charged pa11icles. the magnitude of the force of attraction or 
repulsion exerted by one particle on the other is directly proportional to the product 
of the charges and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between those 
pm1icles. From this inverse-square lnw. it can be shown that the potential at a point 
due to a single particle in space is inversely proportional to the distance between the 
point and the particle. In any region free of charges. the potential due to a distribution 
of charges outside that region can be shown to satisfy Laplace·s equation for threc
dimensional space. 

If conditions arc such that the potential \I is the same in all planes parallel to 
the .ry plane. then in regions free of charges \I is a hannonic function of just the two 
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variables x and r: 

\In (X. y) + \/rJL y) = 0. 

The field inlcnsily vecrnr al each point is parallel co lhc xy plane. wich .r and y 
componcncs -\/((.r. y) and -\1"(.r. y). rcspcccivcly. Thal vcclor is. lhcrcforc. chc 
negative of the gradicnl of \I (x. y). 

A surface along which \/(.r. y) is constant is an equipotential surface. The lan
gcncial component of chc field imcnsily vector at a point on a conducting surface is 
zero in lhc static case since charges arc free co move on such a surface. Hence \/(.r. y) 

is constanl along lhc surface of a conduclor. and thal surface is an equipote11tit1/. 
If U is a hannonic conjugate of \I, chc curves U (x. y) = q in the .ry plane arc 

callcdjlux li11es. When such a curve intersects an equipoccntial curve \/(.r. y) = c1 at 
a poim where chc dcrivacivc of che analycic funclion \/(.r. y) + ilJ(x. y) is nol zero. 
the l\\'O curves arc orthogonal at that point and the field imcnsity is tangent to the nux 
line chcrc. 

Boundary value problems for che potential \I arc the same mathematical problems 
as those for slcady lcmpcrnlurcs T: and. as in the case of steady lcmpcraturcs. the 
methods of complex variables arc limited to two-dimensional problems. The problem 
posed in Sec. J 20 (sec Fig. 156). for instance. can be interpreted as that of finding the 
two-dimensional clcctrostalic potential in the empty space 

'J'C lT 
-- < x < -. \' > 0 

") ") . - -
bounded by the conducting plancs.r = ±n /2 and y = 0. i nsulatcd all heir intersections. 
when lhe firsl lwo surfaces arc kcpl al potential zero and the third at potential unily. 

The 1rntcntial in the stcadv flmi.: of elcclricitv in a conduccino sheel !vino in a 
"' "' e "' e 

plane is also a hannonic function al poincs free from sources and sinks. Gravilational 
potential is a furchcr example of a harmoni<: function in physics. 

123. EXAl\ilPLES 

The cwocxamplcs here illustmtc how confonnal mappings can often be used in solving 
potential problems. 

EXAMPLE I. J\ long hollow circular cylinder is made out of a chin shecl of 
conducting material. and lhc cylinder is split lengthwise lo form two equal parts. 
Those pans arc scparnced by slender strips of insulating malcrial and arc used as 
clcclrodes. one of which is grounded at pmcnlial zero and the ocher kept at a different 
hxcd potcnlial. We take lhe coordinate axes and uni ls of knglh and polcntial difference 
as indicalcd on lhc left in Fig. 165. \Ve then imcrprct lhcclcctroslatic potential \l(x. y) 

over any cross sec lion of the enclosed space that is distanl from the ends of chc cylinder 
as a harmonic function inside lhc circle .r 2 + y 2 = I in the .ry plane. Note thal \I = 0 
on lhc upper half of lhc circle and lhal \I = I on lhc lower half. 
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... 

V=I 

l'IGURE 165 
1-: 

u·=i--
1 - • 

CllAP. 10 

A linem· f rnclional transfonnation that maps the upper half plane onto the interior 
of the unit circle centered al the origin. the positive real axis onto the upper half of 
the circle. and the negative real axis onto the lower half of the circle is verified in 
Exercise I. Sec. 102. The result is given in Fig. 13 of Appendix 2: interchanging:. and 
u 1 there. v .. ·e find that the inverse of the lrnnsfonm.Hion 

( I ) 
I - U' 

---.. -
i + U' 

gives us a nev ... problem for \I in a half plane. indicated on the right in Fig. J 65. 
Now the imaginary component of 

(2) 
1 I I 
-Log ur = - In p + i -</J (p > 0. {) ~ </J ~ Jr) 
Jr Jr Jr 

is a bounded function of 11 and l' that assumes the required constant values on the two 
pmts </J = 0 and </J =Jr of the 11 axis. Hence the desired harmonic function for the half 
plane is 

(3) I ( t') \I = - arctan - . 
Jr II 

where the values of the arctangent function rnnge from 0 lo Jr. 
The inverse of tmnsformation (I ) is 

(4) 
I - :. 

U' =t--. 
I +:. 

from which 11 and r can be expressed in terms of .r and y. Equation (3) then becomes 

(5) I (I - .r2 - \'2) 
\I = - arctan · 

Jr 2y 
(0 ~ arctan/ ~Jr). 

The function (5) is the potential function for the space enclosed by the cylindrical 
electrodes since it is hannonic inside the circle and assumes the required values on the 
semicircles. If we \\.'ish to verify this solution. we must note that 

limarctan/=0 and limarctan/=Jr . 
.'.\I 

.' ·ll .'-11 
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The equipoccncial curves \! (.r. y) = c1 (0 < c 1 < I) in chc circular region arc 
arcs of the circles 

.., ., .., 
.c + (y +tanned-= sec- nc1. 

with each circle passing through the poims ( ±1. 0). Also. the segment of chc x axis 
between chose points is chc cquipotemial \!(x. y) = I /2. A hannonic conjugate U 
of \I is -(1/n)lnp. or chc imaginary pan ofche funccion -(i/n)Logu1 • In view of 
equacion (4 ). U may be \vrincn 

I I I - :. I l/=--ln--. 
n I+:. 

From this equation. ic can be seen chac chc flux lines U(x. y) = c2 arc <U'l:s of circles 
with centers on chc x axis. The segment of chc ,. axis between chc electrodes is also a .... . 
flux line. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let ro denote any real number greater than unity. The Dirichlec 
problem shown on the left in Fig. 166 can be solved using che solution of che one on 
the right in chat figure. The following series solucion of the one on che righc can be 
found by the method of separncion of variables. mclllioned in Sec. I 20:-

(6) 

where 

(7) 

-"I 
\I = () 

\/=I \/=0 .\ 

x.; . . 
4'"""" srnh(a,,r) sm(a,,u) 

\l=-L ·---
n sinh(a11 n) 211 - I 

I' 

11c=I 

( 211 - I )n 

In ro 

V=I rri u-------u 

l/=0 

(II = I. 2 . ... ). 

FIGURE 166 

( 

.7 3.7) 
II' - lo" - /' -. () - - ··· II •· -- ~- .• . ., ·- ·- ') . 

- -\I= 0 In ro " 

In order co solve Che first boundary value problem in Fig. I 66. v .. ·e nm\1 intnxluce 
the branch 

(8) log .:: = In r + i 8 ( 
Jr 3n) 

,. > O. - 2 < (} < 2 

of che logarichmic function. By examining the images of appropriate portions of rays 
from the origin in the:. plane. one can readily sec chat transformacion (8) is a one to 

•Sec the author.-· Fourier Series mu/ Bowulmy \M111' Pmhlems. 8th cJ .. pp. 131--133. 2012. 
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one mapping of the semicircular region in Fig. 166 onto the rectangular region there. 
Also. corresponding points on the two boundmies arc as indicated. 

The theorems in Secs. 116 and 117 now tell us that since the real and imaginary 
pm1s 11 and t' of the function (8) arc hannonic in the rectangle in the w plane. 

4 ~ sinh(a11 H) sin(a11 In r) 
\!(I·. H) = - L,.; ,· h . -..,--1-

;r Siil ( 0'11 7r) _/l -
11=1 

(9) 

where the numbers cx 11 <u-c defined by equation (7 ). 

EXERCISES 

1. The harmonic function D) of Sec. 1:23 is bounded in the half plane t' ::_- 0 and satisfies 
the boundary conditions indicated on the right in fig. 165. Show that if the imaginary 
component of Ae". where A is any real constant. is added to that function. then the 
resulting function satisfies all the requirements except for the boundedness condition. 

2. Show that transformation ( 4) of Sec. 123 maps the upper half of the circular reg ion shown 
on the left in Fig. 165 onto the first quadrant of the tr plane and the diameter CE onto 
the positive 11 axis. Then find the electrostatic potential V in the space enclosed by the 
half cylinder .r 2 + y 2 = l. y ::: 0 and the plane y = 0 when \1 = 0 on the cylindrical 
surface and V = I on the planar surface (Fig. 16 7). 

Al/s. V = - arctan · . 2 ( l - .r
2 

- r
2

) 

·'·I 

_6__ 
-I \'=I x 

;r 2r 

FIGURE 167 

3. Find the electrostatic JXHential V (r. 0) in the space 0 < r < I. 0 < (} < ;r /4. bounded 
by the half planes 0 = 0 and 0 = ;r /4 and the portion 0 ~ (I ~ ;r/4 of the cylindrical 
surface r = I. when V = I on the planar surfaces and V = 0 on the cylindrical one. 
(See Exercise 2.) Verify that the function obtained satisfies the boundary conditions. 

4. :'\ote that all branches of log:: have the same real comJXment. which is harmonic 
everywhere except at the origin. Then write an expression for the electrostatic potential 
V(.r. y) in the space between two coaxial conducting cylindrical surfaces .r2 + y2 = l 
and .r 2 + y 2 = r<; (ro ¥:- I) when V = 0 on the first surface and \I = l on the second. 

ln(.r2 + \'2) 
AHs. V = · 

2 In ro 

5. Find the bounded electrostatic potential V(.r. yl in the spacey > 0 bounded by an 
infinite conducting plane y = 0 one strip ( -ll < .\· < a. y = {)) of which is i nsu latcd 
from the rest of the plane and kept at potential V = l. while V = 0 on the rest (Fig. 168 ). 
Verify that the function obtained satisfies the stated boundary conditions. 
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A11s. \I = _.!._ arctan ( , 
2 "~'" , ) (0::: arctan r ::: ;r). 

;r x- + y- - a-

\' 

V=O V= I \I=() .\ FIGURE 168 

<>. Derive an expression for the electrostatic potential in a semi-infinite space that is hounded 
hytwohalfplancsandahalfcylinder.asshowninFig.169.\vhen V = 1 on the cylindrical 
surface and \1 = 0 on the planar surfaces. Draw some of the equipotential curves in the 
xy plane. 

2 ( 2r ) A11s. V = - arctan , ·, . 
;r x- + y- - 1 

\' 

V=I 

V=O v = () .\ FIGURE 169 

7. Find the potential Vin the space between the planes y = 0 and y = ;r when \I = 0 on 
the parts of those planes where .\· > 0 and V = 1 on the parts where x < 0 (Fig. 170). 
Verify that the resu It sati sties the boundary conditions. 

A11s. \I = ~ arctan ( sin y ) (() ::: arc tan r ::: ;r). 
;r sinh .\ 

\' 

V= I V= 0 
;ri 

V=I V=O .\ FIGURE 170 

8. Derive an expression for the electrostatic potential \/ in the space interior to a long 
cylinder r = I when V = 0 on the first quadrant (r = I. 0 < (I < ;r /2) of the 
cylindrical surface and V = I on the rest (r = I. ;r /2 < 0 < 2..1) of that surface. (Sec 
Exercise 5. Sec. 102. and Fig. 123 there.) Show that V = 3/ 4 on the axis of the cylinder. 
Verify that the result satisfies the boundary conditions. 

9. t:sing Fig. 20 of Appendix 2. find a temperature function T(x. y) that is harmonic in the 
shaded domain of the xy plane shmvn there and assumes the values T = 0 along the arc 
ABC and T = 1 along the line segment DEF. Verify that the function obtained satislies 
the required boundary conditions. (See Exercise 2.) 
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10. The solution of the Dirichlet problem on the right in Fig. 171 is' 

4 ~ sinhmu 
\I= - L Sin/Ill' 

;r /11 sinh(m In r0 ) 
11=1 

\Vhcre 111 = 211 - I. By using the branch 

log = In r ~ i 0 (r > 0. 
;r 3:r) --<{/<., , 
- -

of the logarithmic function. derive the following solution of the Dirichlet problem on the 
lefl in Fig. 171: 

where 111 = 211 - I. 

v = () v = () .\ 

\l(r. 0) = - """ 111 

4 "'- ( ,.111 - ,. _,,, ) sin mO 

:r L ,.111 _ ,. - /11 11=1 () (I 

I.' 

\/ = 0 rri------o 

V= 0 V=O 
FlGURE 171 

V=O lnr0 /1 ( 

.7 17) 
u • = log : ,. > 0. - T < II < T . 

124. T\VO-Dll\'IENSIONAL FLUID FLOW 

Hannonic funccions play an importanc role in hy<lnxlynamics and acnxlynamics. 
Again. we consider only the l\vo-dimcnsional sccady-scate type of problem. Thal is. 
the motion of the lluid is assumed to he the same in all planes pm111lcl lo the xy plane. 
the velocity being p;m1llcl to chat plane and indcpcndem of time. It is. chen. sufficient 
to consider the motion of a sheet of fluid in the .r y plane. 

We let the vector representing the complex number 

\l=p+iq 

denote che velocity of a particle of the fluid al any point (.r. y): hence the .r and 
y components of the velocity vector m·e p(x. y) and q(.r. y). respect.ively. Al points 
imcrior to a region of llov.1 in which no sources or sinks of the fluid occur. the real-valued 
funccions p(.r. y) and q (.r. y) and their first-order partial derivacives arc assumed to 
he continuous. 

The circulalion of the n uid along any contour C is defined as the line integral 
with respect to arc length a of the cangemial componem \Ir (.r. y) of the velocicy vector 

•Sec lhc rdcn:11<.:c lo the author.-· hook in Ll1c footnote wilh Exam pk 2. Sec. 12>. 
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along C: 

( I ) 1 \lr(x. y)da. . 

The ratio of the circulation along C to the length of C is. therefore. a mean speed of 
the lluid along that contour. It is shown in advanced calculus that such an integral can 
he \\1 1ittcn~ 

(2) 1 \lr(x. y)da = r p(x.y)dx +q(.r. y)dy. c le 
\\'hen C is a positively oriented simple closed contour lying in a simply connected 
domain of llow containing no sources or sinks. Green\ theorem (sec Sec. 50) enables 
us to write 

l_ p(.r. y) dx + q(x. y) dy = j' f lqJr. y) - p,.(x. y)] di\ . 
. ( .J H 

where R is the closc<.I region consisting of points interior to and on C. Thus 

(3) 

for such a contour 
A physical interpretation of the integrand on the right in expression (3) for the 

circulation along the simple closed contour C is readily given. We let C denote a circle 
of ra<.li us r v.·'hich is centered at a poi Ill ( x0 • y0 ) and taken counterclock wi sc. The mean 
spee<.I along C is then found by dividing the circulation by the circumference 2:rr. 
and the corresponding mean angular speed of the lluid about the center of the circle is 
obtaine<.1 by dividing that mean speed by r: 

~Jr ~lqx(.r. y) - p,.(x. y)]d1\. 
Tri- ./H-

Nmvthis is also an expression for the mean value of the function 

I 
(4) ltJ(X. _\') = :;-ICf1(X. _\') - pJr. _r)j 

over the circular region R bounded by C. Its limit as r tends to zero is the value of 
lu at the point (.ro. yo). Hence the function £u(.r. y). calle<.I the rotatio11 of the lluid. 
represents the limiting angular speed of a circular clement of the fluid as the circle 
shrinks to its center (.r. y). the point at which w is evaluated. 

If w(.r. y) = 0 at each poinc in some simply connected domain. the llow is 
irrotatio11a/ in that domain. We consider only irrocational Hows here. and we also 
assume that the lluid is i11compressible andfreefrom viscosity. Under our assumption 
of steady irrotational flow of lluids \vith unifonn density p. it can be shown that the 

• Propcrtic~ of line imcgral~ in aJvaoccJ l:ak:ulu~ Lhal art' u~J in L.hi~ anJ Lhc following ~cl:lion arc lo 
be found in. for in~Lanl:c. V\1• Kaplan. Adm11ced Matht'11wtil'.l'.f(11· l:.i1gi11ccr.1-. Chap. I 0. 1992. 
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nu id pressure P (.r. y) satisfies the following special case of Bernoulli ~fi equation: 

p I ' 
- +-I \II"' = c. 
p 2 

\\'here c is a constanc. Note that the pressure is grcaccsl where chc speed I\/ I is lease. 
Lee D be a simply connected domain in '"hich che flow is irrolalional. According 

co cquacion (4). p,. = l/x lhroughouc D. This rclacion bccwccn panial dcrivacivcs 
implies chm chc line imcgral 

l. p(s. t) ds + q(s. I) dt 

along a con lour C lying entirely in D and joining any cwo poi ms (.ro. yo) and (x. y) 

in Dis aclually indcpendelll of palh. Thus. if (.r0 . y0 ) is fixed. chc funccion 

</J(.r. y) = lei.rt p(s. I) ds + q(s. I) dt 
• (Xoo..\\' I 

(5) 

is \\'CJI dd1ned on D: and. by caking partial dcrivacivcs on each side of chis equacion. 
we find that 

(6) </J1 (.r. _\') = p(X. _\'). </Jy(.r. _\') = lf(X. _\'). 

From cquacions (6). we sec chat the vclocicy vcccor \I = p + iq is the gradient 
of¢: and lhc directional derivative of </Jin any direclion rcprescms chc componcm of 
chc velocity of Jlov .. · in chm direccion. 

The function </>(.r. y) is called chc velocity potential. From cquacion (5). it is 
evident that </>(.r. y) changes hy an additive constant ,, .. hen the reference point (.ro. yo) 
is changed. The level curves </>Lr. y) = c1 arc called equipotenlials. Because it is the 
grndicnt of </J(.r. y). the velocity vcccor \I is normal to an equipotential al any point 
where \I is not the zero vcclor. 

Just as in chc case of chc How of heat. chc condicion lhal the incompressible fluid 
cmcr or leave an clement of volume only hy flowing chrough the boundary of lhal 
clement requires thal </J(.r. y) muse satisfy Laplace's equation 

</Jx.1 (.r · Y) +</Jn (.r · y) = 0 

in a domain where che fluid is free from sources or sinh. In view of cqualions (6) 
and lhc concinuicy of chc funccions p and q and lhcir lirsl-ordcr partial dcrivacivcs. il 
follows chal chc pmtial dcrivacivcs of che first and second order of</> arc continuous in 
such a domain. Hence che vclocicy poccncial </J is a hannonic funccion in lhal domain. 

125. THE STREAl\'I FUNCTION 

According to Sec. 124. the velocity vcccor 

( I ) \I = p ( X • .\') + i lJ (X , y) 
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for a simply connccrcd domain in which the now is irrolational can be \\·Tinen 

(2) \I = </J.Jr. y) + i</Jr(.L y) =grad </J(.r. y). 

\vhere </J is the vclociry JX>lenrial. When the velocity vector is 1101 lhe zero vector. il 
is normal to an equipotefllial passing through rhc poim (.r. y). IL moreover. 1/t(.r. y) 
denores a hannonic conjugate of </J(.r. y) (sec Sec. I 15). the velocity vector is tangent 
10 a curve 1/t(x. y) = c2. The curves 1/t(.r. y) = c2 :.u-e called the streamlines of the 
now. and the function 1/t is the stream/ u11clio11. In particular. a boundary across which 
fluid cannot flow is a stremnline. 

The analytic funcrion 

F(:.) =¢tr. y) + il/t(x. y) 

is called rhe complex potential of the flow. Note thal 

F' (:.) = </Jx (x • Y) + i 1/t 1 ( .r. y) 

and. in view of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. 

F
1

(:.) = </J1(X, y) - i</JJr. y). 

Expression (2) for the velocity rhus becomes 

(3) \I= F'(:.). 

The speed. or magnitude of lhe velocity. is obtained by writing 

WI= IF'<:.)I. 

According lo equation (9 ). Sec. I 15. if ¢ is hannonic m a simply connected 
domain D. a hannonic conjugmc of </J there can be wriuen 

1/t(x. y) = j'(X.\'I -</J,(s. I) d.\' + ¢_,(.\'. /) dt. 
\Xu. \'11f 

where the imcgration is indepcnderH of path. With the aid of equations (6). Sec. I 24. 
we can. rhcrcforc. write 

(4) 1/t(.r. y) = / -q(.'i. I) ds + p(s. I) dt. 
Jc 

where C is any contour in D from (.r0 . y0 ) lo (.r. y). 

Now il is shown in advanced calculus that the 1igh1-hand side of equation (4) 
represents the imegral with respect to :.u-c length a along C of the normal component 
\l,v (x. y) of the vector whose.\· and y components arc p(x. y) and q(.r. y). respectively. 
So expression (4) can be wrinen 

(5) 1/t(.r. y) = J. Vv<s. l)da. 

Physically. then. 1/t(.r. y) represents rhe time rate of flow of lhe fluid across C. More 
precisely. 1/t(.r. y) denotes the rate of flow. by volume. across a surface of unit height 
standing perpendicular to the xy plane on the curve C. 
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EXA .. l\ilPLE. \Vhcn !he complex polclllial is lhc funclion 

(6) F(:) =A:.. 

where ;\ is a posilivc real conslanl. 

(7) </J(.r. y) = Ax and l/J(.r. y) = i\y. 

The slrcamlincs 1/t(x. _r) = C:! arc lhe horizonlal lines y = c:!f i\. and lhe vclocily al 
any point is 

\I= F'(:) =A. 

Herc a poinl (xo. yo) al which 1/t(.r. y) = 0 is any poinl on lhc .r axis. If lhe poinl 
(x0 . y0 ) is lakcn as lhc origin. lhcn l/J(.r. y) is lhc nllc of flow across any conlour dniwn 
from lhe origin lo lhc poi Ill (.r. y) (Fig. I T2). The flow is uniform and to the right. It can 
be imcrprc1ed as lhc uniform flow in 1hc upper half plane bounded by lhe .r axis. which 
is a slrcamlinc. or as the uniform flow between 1v,:o parallel lines y = y1 and y = Y:!· 

\' I 
I 

FIGURE 172 

The stream function 1/t characlcrizcs a definite lhw.1 in a region. The question of 
\vhclhcrjusl one such funclion cxisls corresponding lo a given region. excepl possibly 
for a consrnnl factor or an addilive conslanl. is nol examined here. Somclimcs. when 
!he vclocily is uniform far from the obstruction or when sources and sinks arc involved 
(Chap. J I). !he physical situation indicales lhat 1he How is uniquely dclcnnined by 1he 
conditions given in lhc problem. 

A harmonic function is nol always uniquely determined. even up lo a conslalll 
factor. by simply presc1ibing ils values on the boundary of a region. In lhe example 
above. the funclion 1/t(.r. y) = i\y is hannonic in lhc half plane y > 0 and has 
zero values on !he boundary The funclion 1/11 (x, y) = Bc'siny also salisfies those 
conditions. However. lhe streamline 1/11 (.r. y) = 0 consisls nol only of lhe line y = 0 
bul also of !he lines y = mr (11 = I. :2 .... ). Herc lhc function F 1(:.) =Be; is !he 
complex po1cn1iaJ for lhc llov ... in !he strip bcl\veen !he lines y = 0 and y = 'Jr. bolh 
lines making up lhe streamline 1/t(x. y) = O; if B > 0. 1he fluid flows 10 1he righl 
along the lower Ii nc and lo the lcfl along the upper one. 

126. FLO\VS AROUND A CORNER 
AND AROUND A CYLINDER 

In analyzing a flow in lhe x y. or:.. plane. il is often simpler 10 consider a con-esponding 
llow in !he ur. or u1• plane. Then. ii.¢ is a vcloci1y pOlential and 1/t a slrcam function 
for lhc fhw.1 in !he 1ff plane. rcsulls in Secs. I 16 and 117 can be applied lo these 
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harmonic functions. Thal is. \vhen the domain of llov •. · D 11 • in the 11 i~ plane is che image 
of a domain D~ under a transfonnation 

u• = f(:.) = 11(.r. y) + iv(x. y). 

where f is analytic. the functions 

</>[11(.r. y). v(.r. y)] and i/tlu(.r. y). r(.r. y) I 
arc hannonic in D.~· These ne\v functions may he interpreted as velocity potential and 
stream fun cc ion in the xy plane. A streamline or natural boundary 1/1 ( 11. r) = c2 in the 
1tF plane con-esponds lo a streamline or natural boundary i/tlu(.r. y). v(.r. y)] = c2 in 
the .ry plane. 

In using this technique. i l is often mosc efficient to fi rsl '''lite the complex potential 
function for the region in thew plane and then obtain from that the velocicy potential 
and stream function for the corresponding region in the .ry plane. J'vlore precisely. if 
the potential function in the 11r plane is 

F(11') = </>(11. r) + iijt(11. v). 

the composite function 

F[f(:.)] = </>[11(.r. y). t~(.L y)] + ii,/tl11(.r. y). v(.r. y)J 

is the desired complex potential in the .ry plane. 
In order to avoid an excess of no1acion. we use the same symbols F. </>.and i/t for 

the complex potential. etc .. in both the .ry and the 11v planes. 

EXAMPLE 1. Consider a now in the first quadrant .r > 0. y > 0 that comes 
in downward parallel 10 the y axis but is forced lO tum a corner near the origin. as 
shown in Fig. 173. To determine the now. we recall (Example 2. Sec. 14) that the 
lrnn sf onn a Li on 

) ) ) ...... 
u• = :.- = .r- - y- + 1~.ry 

maps the firsc quadrant onto chc upper half or the 11 v plane and Lhc boundary of the 
quadrant onto the entire 11 axis. 

\' 

0 .\' l'IGURE 173 

From the example in Sec. 125. we know that the complex polcrllial for a unifonn 
flow to che righc in the upper hair of the 11 1 plane is F =A 11 1• \Vhere A is a positive real 
constant. The potential in 1hc quadmnl is. therefore. 

I F \ ') \ ') ) .,.,. A () =1:.-=1(.C-y-)+t~/iXy: 

and it follows that the stream function for the llow 1hcre is 

i/t = 2J\xy. 
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This su-cam funclion is. of course. harmonic in lhc flrsl quadranl. and il vanishes on 
lhc boundary. 

The streamlines arc branches of lhc rcclangular hyperbolas 

2Axy = q. 

According lo cqualion (3). Sec. 125. lhc vclocily of lhc lluid is 

\I = 2J\:. = 2J\(x - iy). 

Observe lhal lhc speed 
: ") ) 

1\/1=2J\y'.r- + y-

of a particle is dircclly proponional lo ils dislancc from lhc 01igin. The value of lhc 
slrcam funclion (2) al a poinl (.r. y) can he imcrprelcd as lhc rate of llov ... across a line 
segmcnl extending from lhc origin lo lhat JX)inl. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let a long circular cylinder of unit radius be placed in a large blxly 
of fluid flowing \Vi th a uni fonn vclocily. the axis of the cyli ndcr heing perpendicular to 
the dircclion of flmv. To determine the steady flm,..· around the cylinder. we represent 
the cylinder by the circle .r 2 + y2 = I and let the flow distant from it he parallel to the 
x axis and to lhc right (Fig. I 74). Synunclry sho\l ... s that points on the x axis exlcrior 
to the circle may be treated as boundary points. and so we need to consider only lhe 
upper pai1 of the figure as the region of flow. 

_\'I 

FIGURE 174 

The boundary of this region of now. consisting of lhe upper semicircle and the parts 
of the .r axis exterior lo the circle. is mapped onto the entire 11 axis by the transformation 

I 
"' =:. + -. 

The region itself is mapped onto the upper half plane v ::::: 0. as indicated in Fig. I 7. 
Appendix 2. The complex polcntial for the corresponding unifonn llow in thm half 
plane is F = J\ u•. where J\ is a positive real constanl. Hence the complex potential 
for the region exterior to lhc circle and above the x axis is 

(3) 

The velocity 

(4) 
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approaches 1\ as I:. I increases. Thus the flm\1 is nearly unifonn and parallel to the 
.r axis at points distant from r.hc circle. as one would expect. From expression (4). we 
sec that\/(:'.")= \/(:.):hence thac expression also rcprcscnr.s velocities of How in the 
lower region. the lower semicircle hcing a streamline. 

According to equation (3). the sr.rcam function for the given problem is. in polar 
coordi natcs. 

(5) 

The streamlines 

J\ (· - ~) sin H = c2 

arc symmetric to they axis and have asymptotes parallel to the x axis. Note that when 
c2 = 0. the streamline consists of the circle r = I and the parts of the x axis exterior 
to the circle. 

EXERCISES 

1. State \vhy the components of vcloci ty can be obtained from the stream function by means 
of the equations 

J>(X. _Y) = t/JJ\. _r). q(.\. _Y) = -1/JJc _Y). 

2. At an interior point of a region of flow and under the conditions that we have a.ssu med. 
the fluid pressure cannot be less than the pressure at all other points in a neighborhood 
of that point.Justify this statement with the aid of statements in Secs. 124. 125. and 59. 

3. For the flow around a corner described in Example I. Sec. 126. at what point of the 
region x ::: 0. y ::: 0 is the tluid pressure greatest'! 

4. Show thatthe speed of the fluid at points on the cylindrical surface in Example 2. Sec. 126. 
is 2A I sin (JI and also that the ll ui d pressure on the cylinder is greatest at the points::: = ±I 
and least at the points ::: = ±i. 

5. Write the complex potential for the llow around a cylinder r = r(I when the velocity \I 
at a point::: approaches a real constant A as the point recedes from the cylinder. 

6. Obtain the stream function t/J = A1"1sin40 for a flow in the angular region 

\' 

;r 
,. > 0. () < () < -- - - 4 

that is shown in fig. 175. Sketch a few of the streamlines in the interior of that region. 

.\ FIGURE 175 
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7. Obtain the complex potential F =A sin.:: fora llow inside the sem.i-inlinite region 
;r ;r 

- - < x < -. r > 0 .,- -., .-- -
that is shown in Fig. 176. Write the equations of the streamlines. 

:r --; 

\' 

FIGURE 176 

8. Show that if the velocity potential is</>= A lnr (A > 0) for llow in the region r::: ro. 
then the streamlines are the half Ii nes 0 = c ( r ::: r0 ) and the rate of flow out\vard through 
each complete circle about the origin is 2;rA. corresponding to a source of that strength 
at the origin. 

9. Obtain the complex potential 

for a flow in the region r :::_ I. 0 2 0 2 ;r /2. Write expressions for V and Vi. ;\ote how 
the speed IV I varies along the boundary of the region. and verify that V!(.r. y) = 0 on 
the boundary. 

10. Suppose that the tlow at an inllnite distance from the cylinder ofunit radius in Example 2. 
Sec. 126. is uniform in a direction making an angle a with the x axis: that is. 

Jim V = A/u 
i.-1-x 

(A > 0). 

find the complex potential. 

( 
. I . ) An.\·. F = A .::e-10 + ~ e'u . 

11. Write 

and 

, I ., ( 01 + (h) <:- - 4) ,_ = Jrl/-2 exp i 
2 

- . 

where 

0 2 01 < 2;r and 0 ~ (h_ < 2;r. 

The function(.::.?. - 4) 1
.:
2 is then single-valued and analytic everywhere except on the 

branch cut consisting of the segment of the x axisjoining the points.:: = ±2. We know. 
moreover. from Exercise 13. Sec. 98. that the transformation 

.:: =II.'+ 
IA• 
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maps the circle lwl = I onto the line segment from:: = -1 to:: = 1 and that it maps the 
domain outside the circle onto the rest of the:: plane. C sc all of the observations above 
to shmv that the inverse transformation. \Vhere lwl > I forever)' point not on the branch 
cut. can be written 

I , , I ( i 01 i o, ):! 
11· = 2 1:: + ( :.- - 4) 1 

· -1 = 4" Fi exp T + J/-2 exp 
2

-

The transformation and this inverse establish a one to one correspondence between points 
in the two domains. 

12. With the aid of the results found in Exercises 10 and 11. derive the expression 

F = Al::cosa - i<:: 2 
- 4) 1 

... 
2 sin al 

for the complex potential of the steady now around a long plate whose width is 4 and 
whose cross section is the line segment joining the two points :: = ±1 in Fig. 177. 
assuming that the velocity of the Huid at an infinite distance from the plate is A exp(ia) 
where A > 0. The branch of(:::! - 4) 1.: 2 that is used is the one described in Exercise 11. 

\' I 
. I 

I 
\hr_ 

FIGURE 177 

13. Show that if sin a# 0 in Exercise 12. then the speed of the fluid along the line segment 
joining the points::= ±1 is infinite at the ends and is equal to Al cos a I at the midpoint. 

14. For the sake of simplicity. suppose that 0 < a ::: ;r / 1 in Exercise 12. Then show that 
the velocity of the Huid along the upper side of the line segment representing the plate 
in Vig. 177 is zero at the point.\· = 1 cos a and that the velocity along the lower side of 
the segment is zero at the point x = -1 cos a. 

15. A circle with its center at a point xo (0 < xo < I) on the.\ axis and passing through the 
point;: = - I is subjected to the transformation 

I 
II.'=:+-. 

Individual nonzero points - can be mapped geometrically by adding the vectors 
representing 

ill -ill ;: = re and - = -e 
- r 

Indicate by mapping some points that the image of the circle is a profile of the type 
shown in Fig. 178 and that points exterior to the circle map onto points exterior to the 
profile. This is a special C<l'\e of the profile of a}oukowski airfoil. (See also Exercises 16 
and 17 below.) 
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I·' 

.., II 

FIGURE 178 

16. (a) Show that the mapping of the circle in Exercise 15 is conformal except at: = -1. 

(b) Let the complex numbers 

il: 
r = lim 

.o'i.~-o I il:: I 
and r = lim 

.o'i11 -o lilrrl 

represent unit vectors tangent to a smooth directed arc at : 
image. respectively. under the transformation 

rr =: + -. 

- I and that arc· s 

Show that r = -r 2 and hence that the Joukowski prolile in Fig. 178 has a cusp at 
the point u· = -2. the angle between the tangents al the cusp being zero. 

17. find the complex potential for the flow around the airfoil in Exercise 15 when the velocity 
\I of the fluid at an infinite distance from the origin is a real constant A. Recall that the 
i nvcrse of the transformation 

I 
u: =:: + -

used in Exercise 15 is given. with: and rr interchanged. in Exercise 11. 

18. ~Ole that under the transformation rr = c/ + ::. both halves. where.\ .::: 0 and.\' ::= 0. 
of the line y = ;r arc mapped onto the half line t' = ;r (11 ::: - I). Similarly. the line 
y = -;r is mapped onto the half line t' = -;r (11 ::= - I): and the strip -;r ::= y ::= ;r is 
mapped onto the u· plane. Also. note that the change of directions. arg(</rr/tl:). under 
this transformation approaches zero as x tends to -x. Show that the streamlines of a 
fluid flowing through the open channel formed by the half lines in the u· plane (Fig. 179) 
arc the images of the lines y = c2 in the strip. These streamlines also represent the 
equipotential curves of the electrostatic lield near the edge of a parallel-plate capacitor. 

II 

FIGURE 179 



CHAPTER 

11 
THE SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL 

TRANSFORMATION 

In lhis drnplcr. we conslrucl a 1ransfonna1ion. known as lhe Sctl\varz-ChrislOffel 
1ransfonna1ion. which maps lhc x axis and 1he upper half of lhe: plane onlo a given 
simple closed polygon and ils in1e1ior in 1he u1 plane. J\pplicalions arc made 10 1hc 
solu1ion of problems in Jluid llow and clcclrns1a1ic po1cn1ial 1hcory. 

127. l\'IAPPING THE REAL AXIS ONTO A POLYGON 

\Ve rcprcsem 1he unil vec1or which is rnngem 10 a smoolh arc C at a poim : 0 by 1he 
complex number t. and we lei the number r dcno1e lhc unil vcclor tan gem 10 the image 
r of Cal lhc corresponding point u 10 under a 1ransfonnation 11: =/(:).\Ve assume 
lluH f is analy1ic al : 0 and lhal /'(: 0 ) :f: 0. According lo Sec. 112. 

( I ) argr = arg_((:o) + argt. 

In particular. if C is a scgmclll of the x axis with positive sense lO the right. thcn t = 
and arg t = 0 al each point : 0 = x on C. In lhal case. equation (I) becomes 

(2) arg r = arg _((.r ). 

Ir f' (:) has a constant argumem along that segment. it follows lhal arg r is constant. 
Hence the image r of C is also a segment of a straight line. 

393 
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Let us now construct a transformation ui = .f (:)that maps the whole .r axis onto 
a polygon of 11 sides. whcrc.r,. x2 •.••• X11- 1. and oo arc the points on that axis whose 
images arc to be the vertices of the polygon and where 

XI < .\'2 < .. ' < X,, - I· 

The vertices arc the /1 points U'i = f(xi) (j = 1. 2 ..... 11 - I) and 11 1
11 = .f(oo). The 

function f should be such that arg f' (:)jumps from one constant value to another at 
the points: = x j as the point:. traces out the x axis (Fig. I 80). 

\' 

I 

FIGURE 180 

. r .\,, I . 

l' 

"'1 

II 

If the function I is chosen such that 

.f'(:)=J\(:-.r1) /.;!(:-.r2) k:···(:-.r11. J) /.:.. .. '. 

where J\ is a complex constant and each k i is a real constant. then the argument of 
f' (:) changes in the prescribed manner as : describes the real axis. This is seen by 
writing the argument of the derivative n) as 

( 4) arg /' (: ) = arg J\ - k 1 arg (: - .r 1 ) 

- k2 arg(: - .r2 ) - • • • -k,, .1 arg(: - x,, . 1). 

\Vhcn: = x andx < .r1. 

a ro ( - r ) - ·uo ( - r ) - - ·1 rr> ( - r ' e ... - . t - ' e .... - . 2: - . • • - ' e ..... - . " J) = :r. 

When .r 1 < x < .r2 • the argument mg(: - .r 1) is 0 and each of the other arguments is 
;r. According to equation (4). then. arg .('(:)increases ahruptJy hy the angle k1;r as: 
moves lo the right through the point: = .r 1. It again jumps in value. hy the amount 
k2:r. as: passes through the point .r2, etc. 

In view of equation (2). the unit vector r is constant in direction as: moves from 
xi 1 to .r;: the point w thus moves in that fixed direction along a straight line. The 
direction of r changes ahmptly. hy the angle k;n. at the image point w; of x;. as 
shown in Fig. 180. Those angles k;n arc the extc1ior angles of the polygon described 
by the point u•. 

The exterior angles can be limited to angles between -;r and :r. in which case 
- I < k 1 < I. Vole assume that the sides of the polygon never cross one another and 
that the polygon is given a positive. or counterclockwise. orientation. The sum of the 
cxtc1ior angles of a dosed polygon is. then. 2-:r: and the exterior angle at the vertex w 11 • 
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'''hich is the image of the point:: = oo. can be wrillen 

Thus the numbers k i must necessarily satisfy the conditions 

(5) k I -f- k1 + · · · -1- k11 - I -1- kn = 2. - I < ki < I U=l.2 ..... 11). 

Note that k" = 0 if 

(6) k I + k :!. + · · · + k11 _ J = 2. 

This means that the direction of r docs not change at the point 11 1
11 • So 11 111 is not a 

vertex. and the polygon has /1 - I sides. 
The existence of a mapping function .f whose derivative is given by equation (3) 

\viii be established in the next section. 

128. SCH\VARZ-CHRISTOFFEL TRANSFORI\'IATION 

In our expression (Sec. 127) 

( I ) ('(::) = /\(::-.r1) J.:. 1 (::-.r2) J.:.~···(::-X11-J) k" i 

for the derivative of a function that is to map the x axis onto a polygon. let the factors 
(:: -.rif k: (j =I. 2 .... . 11 - I) represent branches of power functions \Vith brnnch 
cuts extending bclov ... that axis. To be specific. write 

and then 

(2) (::-.ri) k, =1::-.ril J.:,cxp(-ik;Hi) 

where8i = arg(:: -xi )and j =I. 2 .... . 11 - I. Thismakcsf'(::) analytic everywhere 
in the half plane y ~ 0 except at the 11 - I branch points xi. 

If ::0 is a point in that region of analyticity. denoted here hy R. then the function 

is single-valued and analytic throughout the same region. where the path of integration 
from ::0 to:: is any contour lying within R. Moreover. F'(::) =/'(::)(sec Sec. 48). 

To define the function Fat the poilll:: = .r1 so that it is continuous there. we note 
that(:: - .r 1) k! is the only factor in expression (I) that is not analytic at .r 1. Hence if 
</>(::)denotes the product of the rest of the factors in that expression.</>(::) is analytic 
at the poim .r1 and is represented throughout an open disk I:: - .r1 I < R1 by its Taylor 
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series about .r 1 • So we can \vrile 

or 

( 4) 
I k l k I(:.)= </>(x1 )(:. - xi) '+ (:. - xi) '1/1(:.). 

where i/J is analytic and therefore continuous throughout the entire open disk. Since 
J - k1 > 0. the last term on the righ1 in equation (4) thus represents a continuous 
function of:. throughout the upper half of the disk. where Im:. :::: 0. if we assign il 1he 
value zero al:. = .r1 • h follows that lhe in1egrnl 

j I k (.\' - Xt) '1/t(.\') ds 
7. j 

of lhal las! lenn along a contour from Z 1 10:.. where Z 1 and 1he contour lie in the half 
disk. is a continuous function of:. at:.= .r 1• The in1egrnl 

along the same path also represents a continuous funclion of:. at .r 1 if \Ve dcline the 
value of the integral there as its Ii mil as:. approaches xi in the half disk. The integral 
of the function (4) along the staled path from Z 1 10:. is. then. continuous at:. = .r1: 

and the same is true of integral (3) since it can be written as an integral along a contour 
in R from :.o lo Z1 plus the imegral from Z1 10:.. 

The above argument applies at each of the 11 - J points .r; 10 make F continuous 
lhroughoul the reoion \' > 0. - e . -

From equalion (I). ,.,..e can show that for a sufficiently large positive number R. 
a positive constalll 1\!I exists such thal if Im:. ~ 0. then 

(5) ·' J\1 
I/ (:.)I < I :.12 -k,, \vhenever 1:.1 > R. 

Since 2 - k,, > I. this order property of the in1egrand in equation (3) ensures the 
existem:e of 1hc limil of the integral there as:. lends 10 infinity: thal is. a number W,, 
exisls such that 

(6) Jim F(:.) = W,, (Im:. ~ 0). 
.~ ·•'-

Delails of the argument are left lo Exercises I and 2. 
Our mapping function. ,,.·hose derivative is given by equation ( 1 ). can be wrinen 

f (:.) = F(:.) + B. where B is a complex conslanl. The resulling lrnnsformalion. 

(7) w = 1\1 (s -.r1) k'(.\· -x2) k: ··· (.\· -.r,, 1) k,.,: d.\· + B. 
<ll 
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is lhe Schwarz-Chrislojfel lra11sformatio11. named in honor of lhe lwo German malh
ematicians H. A. Schwarz (I 843- I 92 I ) and E. B. Chrisloffcl (I 829- I 9()()) who dis
covered il indepcndcmly. 

Tmnsfonnalion (7) is conlinuous throughout lhc half plane y '.:'.: 0 and is con
fonnal lhcre except for lhe points .r;. We have assume<l lhal lhe numbers k; salisfy 
conditions (5 ). Sec. 127. In a<ld ilion. \VC su pposc lhal lhe constants .r; and k; arc such 
lhal lhc sides of lhe polygon do not cross. so lhat it is a simple closed comour. Then. 
according lo Sec. 127. as lhe poilll:. describes lhe .r axis in lhc posilivc dircclion. ils 
image ui describes che polygon P in chc positive sense: and cherc is a one lo one cor
respondence belwecn J)()inls on thal axis and poinls on P. According lo condition (6 ). 
lhe image w11 of lhe point:.= x exists and LJ!11 = W11 + B. 

If:. is an inlcrior point of che upper half plane y '.:'.: 0 and .ro is any poinl on lhe 
.r <Lxis ocher chan one or che .r;. chcn lhe angle rrom chc vcclor t al x0 up lo che line 
segment joining .r0 and -:. is positive and less Chan n (Fig. 180). Ac chc image w0 of 
.ro. lhc corresponding angle from lhc vcccor T lo the image of the line scgmcnl joining 
x0 and :. has thal same value. Thus lhe images of inlerior points in the half plane 
lie lo the left of the sides of chc polygon. taken counlerclockv .. ·ise. A proof that the 
transfonnalion establishes a one to one correspondence bee ween the interior poinls of 
the half plane and lhe points within lhe polygon is left co the reader (Exercise 3 ). 

Given a specific polygon P. let us examine the number of conslants in che 
Schwa1-L-Chriscoffcl cransfonnation thac must be <ktcnnined in order lo map lhe .r 
axis onlo P. For this purpose. we may wrile :.o = 0. A = I. and B = 0 and simply 
require thal lhe x axis he mapped onto some polygon P' similar to P. The size and 
posilion of P' can chen be adjusted to match chose of Phy introducing the appropriace 
conscants A and B. 

The numbers k; arc all determinc<l from chc cxlcrior angles al the vertices of P. 
The 11 - I constants .r; remain to be chosen. The image of the x axis is some polygon 
P' chal has che same angles as P. Bul if P' is lo be similar co P. then 11 - 2 connected 
sides must have a common ralio lo lhc con-esponding sides of P: chis condilion is 
expressed hy means of /1 - 3 equal ions in lhe 11 - I real unknowns .r;. Thus t1ro <f the 
1111111/Jers .r i· or t1rn relatio11s bet1ree11 them, ca11 be clw.H'll arbitrarily, provi<lcd lhose 
11 - 3 equations in che remaining /1 - 3 unknowns have real-valued solutions. 

\\-'hen a finilc poirll:. = X11 on chc x axis. insccad ofche point at infinity. rcprcscnls 
chc point whose image is the vertex ui". ic follows from Sec. 127 lhal lhc Schwm·z
Chriscoffcl transformation takes the fonn 

(8) u: =A j"\\. - .r1) k, (s - .r2) k~ · • · (.\· - X11) k, .. ds + B. 
•.U 

where k. 1 + k2 + · · · + k11 = 2. The exponents k; arc dclcnnincd from the exterior 
angles of lhc polygon. Bul. in chis case. there arc /1 real con slants .r; chac musl satisfy 
lhc /1 - 3 equations noled above. Thus three<~{ the 1111111/Jers x;. or three rn11ditio11s 011 
those 11 1111111/Jers. ca11 be chosc11 arbitrarily when lrnnsformation (8) is used lo map 
lhc .r <Lxis onto a given polygon. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Obtain inequality (5). Sec. 128. 
Sugge.\·tio11: Let R he larger than the numbers 1.ri I (j = I. 2 ..... /1 - I). ~ote that 

if R is suniciently large. the inequalities I: 1/2 < I: - .\·i I < 21:1 hold for each xi when 
I:: I > R. Then use expression ( I). Sl>c. 128. along with conditions (5 ). Sec. 127. 

2. L' sc condition (5). Sec. 128. and sufllcient conditions for the existence of improper 
integrals of real-valued functions to show that F(x) has some limit W11 as x tends to 
intinity. where F(:) is delined by equation (3) in that section. Also. show that the integral 
off' L::) over each arc of a semicircle I: I = R (Im: ::: 0) approaches 0 as R tends to X·. 

Then deduce that 

lim F(:.) = lV" (Im: :::. 0) . . --"'.\.. 

as stated in equation (6) of Sec. 128. 

3. According to Sec. 93. the expression 

I ;,· g'(:) 
N = -- --cl: 

2;ri . c g(:) 

can he used to determine the number ( N) of zeros of a function g interior to a positively 
oriented simple closed contour C when g(::) i= 0 on C and when C I ies in a simply 
connected domain D throughout which g is analytic and ,1((:) is never zero. In that 
expression. write g(:) = /(:) - w0 • where f(:) is the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping 
function (7). Sec. 128. and the point u·o is either interior to or exterior to the polygon P 
that is the image of the.\ axis: thus f(:) i= u·0 . Let the contour C consist of the upper 
half of a circle I: I = Rand a segment -R < .\· < R of the x axis that contains all /1 - I 
points xi. except that a small segment about each point xi is replaced by the upper half 
of a ~.-ircle I:. - xi I = Pi with that segment as its diameter. Then the number of points: 
interior to C such that f(::) = 11·0 is 

I l f(:.l Ne=--. . . ti:.. 
2;r1. (' ,/(:) - U'o 

~ote that f (:.) - iro approaches the nonzero point l.\'"11 - ll'o when 1:1 = Rand R tends 
to x. and recall the order property (5 ). Sec. 128. for If'(:.) j. Let the Pi tend to zero. and 
prove that the number of poinrs in the upper half of the:: plane at which f<:.) = w0 is 

Deduce that since 

I !R ((x) 
1\1 = -- lim · clx. 

2;r i H- '-. - R ( (.\') - tro 

{ ""' 
./,, 11' - U'o 

. !R f'(.\) 
= l1m c/.r. 

R-'-. -R f(.r) - "'o 

N = I if u·0 is interior to P and that N = 0 if w0 is exterior to P. Thus show that the 
mapping of the half plane Im: > 0 onto the interior of Pis one to one. 
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129. TRIANGLES AND RECTANGLES 

The Sdm .. arz-Christoffcl trnnsfonnation is written in tcnns of the points x; and not 
in tcm1s of their images. which arc the vertices of the polygon. No more than three of 
those points can be chosen arbitrarily: so. when the given polygon has more than three 
sides. some of the points x; must be determined in order to make the given polygon. 
or any polygon similar to it be the image of the .r axis. The selection of conditions 
for the determination of those constants that arc convenient to use often requires 
ingenuity. 

Another limitation in using the transformation is due to the integration that is 
involved. Often the integral cannot be evaluated in terms of a fi nitc number of elemen
tary functions. In such cases. the solution of problems by means of the transfonnation 
can become quite involved. 

If the polygon is a u·ianglc with vertices at the points ui1. wz. and w' (Fig. 181 ). 
the transformation can be wriucn 

u:=Aj\s-.r 1rk!(s-.r2 ) k:(s-x_d kids+B. 
,_., 

( 1 ) 

\vhcrc k 1 + k2 + k_, = 2. In terms of the interior angles fJ i· 

I 
k;=l--H; 

Jr 
(j = 1.2.3). 

Herc \VC have taken all three points .r; as finite points on the .r axis. Arbitrm·y values 
can be assigned to each of them. The complex constants A and B. v ... hich ;ue associated 
with the size and position of the triangle. can be determined so that the upper half plane 
is mapped onto the given triangular region. 

\' , . 

Xi . \ 

If we take the vertex ur_, as the image of the point at infinity. the transfonnation 
becomes 

(2) u 1 = ;\ ;·.: (.\· - .r 1) k ! (s - .r2) · k: ds + B. 

'" 
where arbitrary real values can be assigned to x 1 and .r2. 

The integrals in equations (I) and (2) do not represent elementary functions un
less the triangle is degenerate v ... ith one or two of its vertices at infinity. The integral in 
equation (2) becomes an elliptic intl'gral when the triangle is equilateral or when it is 
a right triangle with one of its angles equal to ei thcr ;r /3 or ;r / 4. 
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EXA .. l\ilPLE 1. For an equilateral triangle. k 1 = k2 = k_, = 2/3. It is convenient 
to write .r1 = -1. .r2 = I, and .r_, = oo and 10 use equation (2). \vith :.o = I. A = J. 
and B = 0. The transformation then becomes 

(3) u.' = 1=(s +I) 2:'-'(s - I) 2i-' ds. 

The image of the point:.= I is clearly w = 0: lhal is. 1J12 = 0. If:. = -I in this 
integral. one can writes = .r. ,., .. here -J < .r < I. Then 

.r + I > 0 and arg(.r + I) = 0. 

while 

l.r - 11 = J - .r and arg(.r - I ) = if. 

Hence 

(4) 
l , . ' , , , -if I I ( ") , ) 

u 1 =Ji (.r +I) -1- (1 - .r) -:. exp _ 3 d.r 

(ifi)f,' 2d.r =exp - , ,., 
3 . (I ( J - .r- )-; . 

when:. = -1. With the substitution x = JI. the lase integral here reduces to a special 
case of the one used in delining the beta function (Exercise 5. Sec. 91 ). Leth denote 
its value. which is positive: 

(5) 

(6) 

/

·I 2d.r 11 1·' ,,, (J I) h= 11.,= I '~(l-1)-1-dt=B :;-·:;-. 
• (I ( l - .r - ) -: . (I - .'l 

The vertex 11 11 is. therefore. the point (Fig. 182) 

if i 
ui1 = b exp-. 

3 

The vertex w_, is on the positive 11 axis because 

j'" ) ., . ,,.., f" w_, = 
1 

(.r + 1r-'· (.r - J) - .. dx = --,--
1
- .. -, • 

. 1 (x- - I)-,. . 

d.r 

\' ... 
II' I 

II 
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Bul lhe value of U'J is also reprcscmcd by inlegrnl (3) \i.:hen: lends lo inlinily along 
lhe negalive .r axis: lhal is, 

,,, -..Jrt 11 ( ") ') ur, = 
1 

(l.r + 111.r - 11) _,._exp -
3 

d.r 

j. ·'- ,,, ( 4ni) + 
1 

(l.r + 111.r - Ii) _,._exp - 3 d.r. 

In view of che firsl of expressions (4) for u: 1• lhen, 

u·_, = 11•1 +exp (-
4;i) ./ 

1
" (Ix+ 111.r - 11) '!.i\Jx 

= bexp ni +exp(- ni) j" , d.r ),,. 
3 3 I (.r- - I)-·. 

or 

. ( .) Jr/ Jr/ 
U1

.\ = b exp 3 + w.exp -3 . 

Solving for U'J. we find chal 

(7) U'J = /J. 

We have lhus vcrilied that the image of lhc x axis is the equila!eral triangle of side b 
shown in Fig. 182. We can also sec lhal 

b Jr i 
ur = - exp - when : = 0. 

2 3 

When lhe polygon is a rcclanglc. each k,; = I /2. If we choose± I and ±a as lhe 
poincs x 1 whose images arc the vcniccs and wrile 

(8) g ( :. ) = (: + (f) I/'!. (: + 1 ) I/'!. (: - I ) I ... '!. (: - ll) I/'!.. 

where 0 :S arg(:. - .r 1) S Jr. lhc Schwarz-ChrislOffcl lransfonnalion becomes 

(9) w = -1·'. g(s) ds. 

except for a trnnsfonnation iv = Au 1 + B to adjusl the size and posilion of lhc 
rectangle. Integral (9) is a conslant times lhc elliptic incegral 

but the fom1 (8) of the imegrand indicales more clearly the appropriate branches of 
the power funclions involved. 
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EXA .. l\ilPLE 2. Let us locale the vertices of the rectangle \vhen a > I. As shown 

in Fig. 183. x1 = -a. X:2 = - I .. q = I. and_,-~ = a. All four vertices can be described 
in terms of two positive numbers band c lhi.ll depend on lhc value of o in lhc following 
manner: 

(I 0) b = /1 lg(x)I dx = ;·• dx 
lo o V( I - x:2 )(a:2 - .r:2) 

( I J ) c= /"lg(.r)ldx= /" dx 
11 ./1 y(x2 - I )(a 2 - x:2) 

If - I < x < 0. lhen 

c.u-g(.r +a)= arg(x +I)= 0 and m·g(.r - I)= arg(.r - a) = n: 

hence 

g(x) = [cxr(- ~i) r lg(xll = -lgC.tll. 

Ir -a < x < - I. then 

g(x) = [exp(- ~i) r lg(x >I = il.~lx >I 

Thus 

u:1 = - ;· "g(X) d.r = - r I g(X) d.r -1· 11 

g(X) d.r 
0 lo . I 

= { - i lg(.r)I dx - i ;· 
11 

lg(.r)I dx = -b + ic. 
lo - I 

h is le fl lo lhe exercises lo show lhal 

(I 2) u1, = -b. lJI~ = /J + ic. 

The position and dimensions of the rcclangle arc shown in Fig. 183. 

' ! 
II' I 

G:1 ~ -b 
I 

1-' 

x, x, 0 x~ .\.1 .\ 
II' ' 

130. DEGENERATE POLYGONS 

/(' 

0 

ll' ·I 

" FIGURE 183 

We now apply the Schwarz-Cl11istoffcl lrnnsformalion lo some degenernce polygons 
whose imegrnls reprcsenc elementary functions. For purposes of illuscralion. the ex
amples here result in lransfonnalions lhal \Ve have already seen in Chap. 8. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let us map the half plane y :::: 0 omo the scmi-inlinitc su·ip 
Jr Jr 

- - <ti < -. l~ >_ 0. 
') - - ') 

403 

We consider the suip as the limiting form of a triangle \Vith vertices u: 1• 11 1
2 • and 11'J 

(Fig. 184) as the imaginary part of U'J tends to infinity. 

\' 

-I 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

"'1 / 11.•, 

_;r 
2 

11'.i 

7T II 
i FIGURE 184 

The limiting values of the exterior angles arc 
Jr 

k1Jr = k):;r = -- ') 
and 

We choose the poi ms x 1 = - I. x2 = I. and .q = oo as the points whose images arc 
the vertices. Then the derivative of the mapping function can be wriucn 

du1 I') I') ) I ) 
-,- = ;\ (:. + I ) .. -(:. - I ) .. - = ;\I ( I - :.- ) ... - . 
( :. 

Hence u1 = J\' sin -1
:. + B. If we \Vrite ;\' = I /ll and B = b/a. it follows that 

:, = Sill(llU 1 - /-J). 

This transfonnation from the u: to the :. plane satisfies the conditions :. = - I 
\\'hen w = -n/2 an<l :. = I when w = ::r /2 if" = I and b = 0. The resulting 
transfonnalion is 

:. = Siil l/I. 

which we have already verified (Sec. I 04). with the :. and u1 planes interchanged. as 
one tlrnt maps the su·ip onto the half plane. 

EXAMPLE 2. Consider the strip 0 < F < ::r as the limiting fonn of a rhomhus 
with vertices al the poi nls 11: 1 = ;r i, u12. w' = 0. and 11 14 as the points u:2 and 11:4 

arc moved infinitely far to the left and right. respectively (Fig. I 85). In the limit. the 

\' I' 

"' 1 ;rj 

.\ II' _1 

-.:. 

,,.. --"' -- ·I 

II 
FlGURE 185 
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exterior angles become 

k 1:r = 0. kJ.:T = :r. kJ:T = 0. k~:r = :r. 

We leave x 1 lo he delennined and choose the values XJ. = 0. XJ = l. and x~ = oo. The 
derivative of the Sdl\\larz-Christoffel mapping function then becomes 

du: ti 1 11 A 
A( ) ( I) = -·. -,- = :. - .r1 :. :. -

' :. 
thus 

111 =A Log:.+ B. 

Nov.1 B = 0 because u: = 0 when :. = l. The constant 1\ must be real because 
the point u1 lies on the real axis when:. = .r and x > 0. The point w = :r i is the image 
of the poi Ill:.= .r 1• where x 1 is a negative number: conscquemly. 

:ri =A Log .r1 =A In l.,·1I+1\ :ri. 

By identifying real and imaginary pares here. ,, .. c sec chat l.r 1 1 = I and A = l. Hence 
the transfonnation becomes 

u~ =Log:.: 

also, .r 1 = - J. \Ve already knm"· from Example 3 in Sec. 102 chat this transformation 
maps the half plane onto the strip. 

The procedure used in these two examples is not rigorous because limiting values 
of angles and coordinates \\1e1-c not illlmduced in an orderly way. Li mi ting values we1-c 
used whenever it seemed expedielll lo do so. Bue if \\IC verify the mapping obtained. 
il is not essential lhal we justify the steps in our derivation of the mapping function. 
The fonnal method used here is shorter and less tedious than rigorous methods. 

EXERCISES 

1. In transformation (I). Sec. 129. write : 0 = 0. B = 0. and 
.. . 
."17r I 

A =exp-. 
4 

3 
k, = -. 

4 

.b =0. 

l 
k, = -. - ., 

10 map the x axis onto an i.w.\cdes rig hr rria11gle. Show that the vertices of that triangle 
are the points 

lr1 =bi. and tr_, = I>. 

\Vhcre bis the positive constant 

[.

I ., . ' ., 
I>= (I - x-)'"':·1x·· 1:- dx . 

'ti 
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Also. show that 

2b = s(~. ~). 
4 4 

where B is the beta function that was deti ned in Exercise 5. Sec. 91. 

2. Obtain expressions ( 12) in Sec. 129 for the rest of the vertices of the rectangle shmvn in 
fig. 183. 

3. Show that \vhen 0 < <1 < I in expression (8). Sec. 129. the vertices of the rectangle are 
those shown in fig. 183. where band c nmv have the values 

l
l/ 

b = lg(xll dx. 
' () 

c = f 1 lg(x)I dx. 
• I/ 

4. Show that the special case 

11~=1r(J+1i-1.:2(s-1r-1.:2_\_-1,:2".\' 
./o 

of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation ( 7). Sec. 118. maps the x axis onto the square 
with vertices 

U:1 =bi. w., = b + ib. 

where the ( posi live) number b is related to the beta function. used in Exercise I: 

2b = B(l· ~)· 
5. l,'.se the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation to arrive at the transformation 

I' 

11· = ::."' (0 < m < I). 

which maps the half plane y :::: 0 onto the wedge Itri :::: 0. 0 ::: arg IA~ ~ nm and 
transforms the point::. = I into the point u· = I. Consider the wedge as the limiting case 
of the triangular region shown in Fig. 186 a.-; the angle a there tends to 0. 

II FlGURE 186 

6. Refer lo fig. 26 in Appendix 2. As a point::. moves to the right along the negative real 
axis. its image point u· is to move lo the right along the entire 11 axis. As::. describes the 
segment 0 :=: x ::: 1 of the real a.xis. its image point 11· is to move to the left along the 
half line t' = ;ri (11 ::: I): and. as :: moves lo the right along that pan of the positive 
real axis where x :::: I. its image point 1r is to move to the right along the same half Ii ne 
1• = ;ri (11:::: I). :'\ote the changes in direction of the motion of rr at the images of the 
points::. = 0 •ind::. = I. These changes suggest that the derivative of a mapping function 
should be 

f (::.)=A(::. - 0)- 1
(::. - I). 
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\vhcre A is some constant: thus obtain formally the mapping function 

u· = ;r i +:: - Log::. 

which can be verified as one that maps the half plane Re:: > 0 as indicated in the figure. 

7. As a point:: moves to the right along that pan of the negative real axis where x ::: -1. 
its image point is to move lo the right along the negati,·e real axis in the ir plane. As 
:. moves on the real axis to the right along the segment - I ::: x ::: 0 and then along the 
segment 0 ~ x ~ I. its image point 1r is to move in the direction of increasing t' along 
the segment 0 ::: 11 .::: I of the t' axis and then in the direction of decrea'\ing 11 along the 
same segment. Finally. as : moves to the right along that pan of the positive real axis 
where x ::_- I. its image point is to move to the right along the positive real axis in the 
11· plane. l'\ote the changes in direction of the motion of 1J: al the images of the points 
:: = -1.:: = 0. and : = I. A mapping function whose derivative is 

where A is some constant. is thus indicated. Obtain formally the mapping function 

,. , I 
Ir = \/ ::- - . 

\Vhere 0 < arg \/:. 2 - I < ;r. By considering the successive mappings 

Z = - 2 \V = Z - I. and 1r = JW. 

verify that the resulting transformation maps the right half plane Re:: > 0 onto the upper 
half plane Im u~ > 0. with a cul along the segment 0 < t' ::: I of the t' axis. 

8. The inverse of the linear fractional transformation 

i - ::. 
Z=-

i ~ -

maps the unit disk IZ I ::: I conformally. except at the point Z = - I. onto the half plane 
Im: :::_ 0. (Sec Hg. 13. Appendix 2.) Let Zi be points on the circle IZI = I whose 
images are the points:.= xi (j = I. 2 ..... 11) that arc used in the Schwarz-Christoffel 
transformation (8). Sec. 128. Show formally. without determining the branches of the 
power functions. that 

dir 
- = A'(Z - Z1 )-.l:(z - z,)-.(: ... (Z - z )-k ... 
dZ - II 

where A' is a constant. Thus show that the trt111.~lormt1t ion 

:I. 
u: =A' { (S - Z1 )-.\· (S - Z2)-.(: · · · (S - Z

11
)-.\., dS + B 

./o 
mt1p.\· the interior <ftlte circle IZI = I onto the interior <fa polygo11. the venices of the 
polygon being the images of the points Zion the circle. 

9. In the integral of Exercise 8. let the numbers Z i ( j = I. 2 . .... 11) be the 11th roots of 
unity. \\!rite u.> = cxp(2,'7i/11) and Z 1 = I. Z 2 = w ..... Z 11 = w 11

-
1 (sec Sec. 10). Let 

each of the numbers k i (j = I. 2 . .... 11) have the value 2/ 11. The integral in Exerci sc 8 
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then becomes 
z 

u~ = A' f 
./o 

dS 
----+8. 
(Sn_ 1)2:'11 

Show lhal \Vhen A' = I and B = 0. this transformation maps the interior of the unit 
circle IZJ = I onto the interior of a regular polygon ofn sides and that the center oflhc 
polygon is the point rr = 0. 

Sugge.\'T ion: The image of each of the points Z i (j = I. 2 . .... 11) is a vertex of 
some polygon with an exterior angle of 2,7/11 al that vertex. \\I rile 

"'1 = l 1 c/S 

. 0 (.\·11 _ I )2:'11 • 

where the path of the integration is along the positive real axis from Z = 0 lo Z = I and 
the principal value of chc 11ch rool of (S 11 

- I )2 is to be taken. Then show lhal chc images 
of the points Z2 = w . .... Z,, = w 11 - 1 arc che points cJ)tr 1 • •••• w" - 1 u· 1. respective) y. 
Thus verify thal the polygon is regular and is centered al tr = 0. 

131. FLUID FLO\V IN A CHANNEL THROUGH A SLIT 

\Ve now prcscm a further example of lhc idealized steady How u-cmcd in Chap. I 0. an 
example lhat will help show how sources and sinks can be accounlcd for in problems 
of lluid How. In this and lhe following lwo sections. the problem-. arc posed in lhc 11v 

plane. ralhcr lhan lhc xy plane. That allmvs us to refer directly to earlier results in this 
chapter without interchanging lhe planes. 

Consider lhe two-dimensional steady now of fluid betv.:een [WO parnllel planes 
v = 0 and t~ = ;rr when lhe nu id is emcring through a narrov ... slit along the line in lhe 
first plane that is perpendicular to the 11v plane at the origin (Fig. 187). Lcl the mtc of 
now of fluid inlo the channel through the slit be Q units of volume per unit lime for 
each unit of deplh of the channel. where the deplh is measured perpendicular to the 
11v plane. The rnte of now out at either end is. lhcn. Q/2. 

\' 

FIGURE 187 

The lransformation u: = Log:: is a one lo one mapping of lhe upper half y > 0 
of lhe:: plane onto the strip 0 < r < ;rr in the 11 1 plane (sec Example 2 in Sec. 130). 
The inverse transfonnation 

( I ) 11' II it• ::=e =e e 

maps the strip omo the half plane (sec Example 3. Sec. I 03 ). Undertransformalion (I). 
the image of the 11 axis is the positive half of the x axis. and the image of the line v = ;rr 
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is lhe negalive half of lhe .r axis. Hence lhe boundary of lhc su·ip is lransformcd inlo 
lhc boundary of lhe half plane. 

The image of lhc poinl u 1 = 0 is lhc poinl :: = I. The image of a poinl LJ! = 11 0 • 

where 11 0 > 0, is a poi Ill:: = .r0 • where .r0 > J. The mtc of flow of fluid across a curve 
joining lhe poi Ill u1 = 11 0 lo a poi nl ( 11. v) wilhin lhe slrip is a slrcam function 1/t ( 11. v) 

for lhc flow (Sec. 125 ). If 11 1 is a negative real number. then the rmc of How inlo the 
channel through lhe slit can be \vriucn 

1/1(111.0) = Q. 

Now. under a confonnal transfonnation. the funclion 1/t is transformed into a function 
of.randy that rcprescnls the stream function for the flow in the corresponding region 
of the::. plane: that is. the rate of tlow is the same across corresponding curves in the 
lwo planes. As in Chap. JO. the same symbol 1/t is used to represent the different stream 
funclions in the lwo planes. Since the image of the point u 1 = 11 1 is a poinl:: = .r 1• 

where 0 < .r 1 < l. the rate of Jlow across any curve connecting the points:: = .ro and 
:: = .r1 and lying in the upper half of chc:: plane is also equal lo Q. Hence lhcrc is a 
source at the point:: = I equal lo lhc source al 11 1 = 0. 

The same argumcnl applies in general to show lhal 11nder a c01!fim11a/ t1w1.~f(Jr-

11llltio11. a so111n:' or sink at £1 gire11 point corr<'spmuls to w1 eq11al so11rce or sink at the 

i11u1g£' <~ftllllt point. 
As Re u: tends to -oo. the image of u: approaches the poim :: = 0. A sink of 

strength Q /2 al lhc lancr point corresponds to lhe sink infinitely far co the lcfl in the 
strip. To apply the argumcnl in this case. we consider the rate of llmv across a curve 
conneding the boundary lines v = 0 and v = n of lhc kft-hand part of the strip and 
lhc rnlc of How across the image of lhat curve in the:: plane. 

The sink at lhe right-hand end of lhc strip is lransfonncd in lo a sink al infinily in 
the:: plane. 

The slream funclion 1/t for the llov.1 in the upper half of lhc :: plane in lhis case 
musl be a funclion \Vhosc values arc conslalll along each of lhc lhrce pans of lhc x 
axis. l'vlnrcovcr. ils value musl increase by Q as the poinl :: moves around the point 
:: = I from lhe position::= .ro lo lhe position:: = .r 1• and ils value must decrease by 
Q /2 as:: moves about lhc origin in the corresponding manner. We sec lhal the function 

,/, = Q [J\ro(- - J) - ~Aro-] 
'f' e '· ") e '· 

7T -

satisfies those rcquircmcrlls. Funhcnnorc. this function is harmonic in the half plane 
Im::. > 0 because it is lhc imaginary component of the function 

F = Q [Loo(- - I) - ~-Loo-]= QLoo(- 1/2 - - -l/2). e •· "') ~ •· e •· '· 
Jr - 7T 

The funclion F is a complex potential function for the flmv in lhc upper half 
of lhe:. plane. Since:: = e"". a complex polcnlial function F(u~) for lhe flow in the 
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channe I is 

F 
Q L . ,,.,.) ,, .. ) (ui) = - ort (e . - - e :-). 
Jr e 

By dropping an additive constant. one can write 

(2) Q ( U') F( w) = -Log sinh 1 . 
Jr -

We have used the same symbol Flo dcnolc lh rec dislincl fu nclions. once in lhe::: plane 
and lwicc in the 111 plane. 

The velocily vcclor is 

(3) 
Q lF 

\I= F'(ui) = -colh -. 
2:r 2 

From this. il can be seen lhal 

1im v = R. 
1111 •-X. 2:r 

Also. che poinl u: = ;r i is a stagnation point: chm is. the vclocily is zero lherc. Hence 
the fluid pressure along lhc \\1all F = ;r of lhe channel is grealcsl at points opposite 
the slit. 

The slrcam function 1/t (11. F) for the channel is lhe imaginary componcm or lhc 
function F(w) givcnbyequalion (2). The slrcamlincs 1/t(1t. F) = c2 arc. therefore. lhc 
curves 

Q ( U') -Arg sinh J" 
Jr -

This cqualion reduces to 

l 1 II 
(4) can 2" = c lanh 2· 
where c is any real constant. Some of these slreamlincs arc indicated in Fig. 187. 

132. FLOW IN A CHANNEL \VITH AN OFFSET 

To further illuslratc lhc use of lhc Schwarz-Chrisloffel lransfonnation. let us find lhc 
complex polenlial for lhc flow of a fluid in a channel with an abrupt change in ils 
bread ch (Fig. 188 ). \Ve lake our unil of lcnglh such that chc brcadlh of chc wide parl 
of che channel is ;r units: then /m. where 0 < '1 < I. rcprcscms lhc brcadlh of lhc 
narrow parl. Lcl the real conslanl \10 denote lhc velocity of lhc fluid far from the offset 
in lhe wide part lhus 

Jim \I = \"I· 

where lhc complex variable \I reprcsems the velocily vcccor. The rme of flow per unit 
deplh ch rough lhe channel. or lhc strenglh of lhe source on the le fl and of lhc sink on 
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FIGURE 188 

the 1ighl. is then 

( 1 ) 

The cross section of the channel can be considered as the limiting case of the 
quadrilateral v ... ith the ve11ices u: 1• u12, u•_,. and Wi shmvn in Fig. I 88 as the first and 
last of these vertices arc moved infinitely far to the left and right. respectively. In the 
limit. the exterior angles become 

k_,;r = 
2 

As before. we pnx:eed fonnally, using limiting values whenever it is convenient to 
do so. If we write .r 1 = 0. XJ = I, .r4 = oo and leave x 2 lo he <lctcnnined. where 
0 < x.z < I. the derivative of the mapping function becomes 

du• I 1:2 Ji) 
-=A:: (::-x.z) · (::-J)·-. 
d:: 

(2) 

To simplify the dccerminacion of Lhe constants A and .r2 here. we pnx:ced at once 
co the complex polenlial of the flow. The source of chc flow in the channel infinitely 
far lo the lcfl corresponds lo an equal source at :: = 0 (Sec. I 3 I ). The cnti re boundary 
of the cross section of the channel is the image of the .r axis. In view of equation (I). 
then. the function 

(3) F = \/0 Log:: = Vii In r + i \10 A 

is the potential for the llmv in the upper half of the:: plane. with the required source at 
the origin. Herc the stream function is l/f = Vii A. IL increases in value from 0 to \/on 
over each semicircle:: = Re;0 (0 ~ e ~ ;r) as H varies from 0 lo JT. [Compare with 
equation (5), Sec. 125, and Exercise 8. Sec. 126. l 

The complex conjugate of the vehx:ity \I in the u1 plane can he written 

dF dF d:: 
\/(111) = - = --. 

dw d:: du.! 

Thus, hy referring lo equations (2) and (3). \\'e can sec that 

(4) 
\ ! (- - ,. ) I /.! -- 0 ,, . ) 

\/(w) = - -
A :: - I 
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Al the limiting position of the poilll u11• \vhich corresponds lo: = 0. the velocity 
is the real constant Vii. So it follows from equation (4) that 

\lo -
'1<' = "AJx2. 

Al the limiting position of w4. which coffesponds to : = oo. let the real number \14 
denote the velocity. Now it seems plausible tlmt as a vertical line segment spanning 
the narrmv part of the channel is moved infinitely far to the right. \I approaches \14 at 
each poi Ill on chat segment. We could establish this conjecture as a fact hy first finding 
u1 as the function of: from equation (2): hut. to shonen our discussion. \Ve assume 
that th is is t111c. Then, since the Ihm: is slCady. 

:rh \14 = ;r \lo= Q. 

or \14 = \10 / h. Letting: tend to infinity in equation (4). we find chat 

\lo Vii 
Ii A 

Thus 

(5) A= h. 

and 

\!. (- - I 2) I,: 2 -,1-- O •. I 
(11•) = - -_--

" ,. - I 
(6) 

From equation (6). we knmv that the magnitude I \I I of the velocity becomes 
infinite at the corner u:.• of the offset since il is the image of the point:= I. Also. the 
corner 11: 2 is a stagnation point. a point where \I = 0. Hence. along the boundary of 
the channel. the lluid pressure is greatest at w2 and least at w~. 

To write the relation between the potential and the vmiablc u1. we must imegrate 
equation (2). \vhich can nov.: be wriuen 

(7) 
du• Ii ( : - I ) 

1 
... ~ 

d-:. =~ :-Ji2 

By subscituting a new variables, where 

:. - 112 ) 

---=.\'-. 
:-1 

one can show that equacion (7) reduces lo 

du: _"'I ( I 
- --1 ) 
ds I - s-

I ) 
) ) . ,, _ - s-

Hence 

(8) 
I + s Ii+.\· 

111 = Ii Log -- - Log--. 
I - s ... Ii - s 
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The constant of integration here is zero because when:. = '1 2. the quantity.\· is zero 
and so. therefore. is w. 

In terms of s, the potential F of C<.J ualion (3) becomes 

"2 - .\'2 
F = \1< 1 Log ) : 

I - s-

consequently. 

(9) 
) exp( F / \lei) - h 2 

.\'-=------
exp( FI Vii) - I 

By substituting s from th is equation into equation (8 ). we obtain an implicit relation 
that defines the potential Fas a function of u1• 

133. ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL ABOUT AN EDGE 
OF A CONDUCTING PLATE 

Two parallel conducting plates of inlinitc extent arc kept al the clcctrostacic potential 
\I = 0. and a parnllcl scmi-inlinicc plate. placed midway between them. is kept al chc 
potential \! = I. The coordinate system and the unit of lenglh arc chosen so thac che 
plates lie in the planes i· = 0. t' = n. and 1~ = n /2 (Fig. 189). Lee us uetcrminc the 
potential function \!(11. i~) in chc region between chose plates. 

The cross section of that region in the uv plane has the limiting fonn of chc 
quadrilateral bounded by the unshed lines in Fig. 189 as the points u1 1 and u 1:1 move 
out to the 1ight and u14 co the left. In applying the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation 
here. \\IC let the point x 4 • corresponding lo chc vertex 11 14 • be the point at inhnity. We 
chooscthepoincsx1 = -1..q =I andleavc.\·2 tobedctcnnincd.Thclimilingvalues 
of the exterior angles of the quadrilateral arc 

Thus 

d11 1 

- =A(:.+ I) 
d:. 

\' 

-1 

1 __ ., _ _ . 1 _ (:. - x2) _ A (I + x2 I -x2) (.. ·'.) (.. I) - A , - + . 
- -:."' - I 2 :. + I :. - I 

v = () ··1 ;ri II' _i 
__ :;s • 

-- ----- ,,,,,,..,-
.. __ ------- 'ir7 ''" ~- - V = I 

II' - - - - - - - 2 " -
I ------ .. 

-----=-~::-
v = () II' I II FIGURE 189 
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and so the transformation of the upper half of the:. plane into the divided strip in the 
w plane ha~ the fonn 

A 
( l ) u1 = -1(1+.r1)Log(:.+1) -1-( I - X'>)Log(z. - l )l + 8. 2 - ~ - ~ 

Let A 1. A 2 and 81. 82 denote the real and imaginary parts of the constants A and 
8. \Vhen :. = .r. the poilll u• lies on the boundary of the divided strip: and. according 
lo equation ( l ). 

(2) II + i l" = 
A1-t-iA~ 

2 
- ((I + .r2 )! In l.r + 11 + i arg(.r + l)] 

+ <I - .r2 )lln l.r - 11 + i arg(.r - l) I) + 81 + i 82. 

To determine the constants here. we lirst note that the limiting position of the line 
segmem joining the points u 11 and w4 is the 11 axis. That segment is the image of the 
part of the .r axis to the left of the point .r1 = - l: this is because the line segment 
joining ui_1 and u 1

4 is the i magc of the pan of the .r axis lO the right of .r_1 = I. and 
the other two sides of the quadrilateral arc the images of the remaining two segments 
of the x axis. Hence \Vhcn F = 0 and /1 tends to infinity through positive values. the 
corresponding poim .r approaches the point:. = - I from the left. Thus 

arg(.r + l ) = ;rr. arg(.r - l) = ;rr. 

and In l.r + l I tends to -x. Also. since - l < .r2 < l. the real part of the quantity 
inside the braces in equation (2) tends to -oc. Since i: = 0. it readily follows that 
A2 = 0: for. otherwise. the imaginary part on the right would become inlinite. By 
equating imaginary parts on the l\VO sides. we nmv sec that 

111 
0 = -:;-1(1 + .r2)n + ( l - .r2)n 1 + 82. 

Hence 

(3) 

The limiting position of the line scgmemjoining the points ui 1 and u12 is the half 
line r = ;rr /2 (11 '.:'.: 0). Points on that half line m·c images of the points :. = .r. where 
- l < .r ~ .r2: conse4uently. 

arg(.r + l ) = 0. arg(.r - l) = Jr. 

Identifying the imaginary parts on the l\VO sides of equation (2 ). we thus arrive m the 
relation 

(4) 

Finally. the limiting positions of the points on the line scgmcllljoining u:_1 to u• 4 

are the points 11 + ;rr i. which are the images of the points x when x > I. By idcntifyi ng. 
for those points. the imaginary parts in equation (2). \\.'e find that 

lr = 82. 
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Then. in view of equations (3) and ( 4 ). 

X2 = 0. 

Thus x = 0 is the point whose image is the vertex 11: = n i /2: and. upon substituting 
these values into equation (2) and identifying real parts. v ... e sec that 8 1 = 0. 

Transformation (I) now becomes 

(5) 
J . 

u' = - - I Log ( :. + J ) + Log ( :. - I ) ] + n 1 • ., ~ ~ 

or 

( 6) 

Under this transformation. the required hannonic function \/(11. r) becomes a 
hannonic function of x and y in the half plane y > 0: and the boundary conditions 
indicated in Fig. 190 arc satisfied. Note that x 2 = 0 now. The hannonic function in that 
half plane which assumes those values on the boundary is the imaginary component 
of the analytic function 

I :. - I I r 1 i 
- Log -- = - In - + -(8 1 - 02). 
;r :. + I n r 2 n 

where 01 and 02 range from 0 con. Writing the tangents of these angles as functions 
of x and y m1d simplifying. we find chat 

(7) 

V=O -I V=I V= 0 x FIGURE 190 

&juation (6) furnishes expressions for x 2 + y 2 and x 2 - y 2 in tcnns of /1 and 
v. Then. from equation (7), we find that the relation bctv .. ·ccn the potential \I and the 
coordi natcs 11 and r can be w1i tten 

(8) I I .t ) tan n \I = - v e " - s- . 
.\' 

where 

I 1 -l s = - I + \I I + 2 e .:ii cos 2 v + e " 

EXERCISES 

1. L:se the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation to obtain formally the mapping function given 
with Fig. 22. Appendix 1. 
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2. Explain why the solution of the problem of llow in a channel with a semi-inlinite rect
angular obstruction (Fig. 191) is included in the solution of the problem treated in 
Sec.121. 

FIGURE 191 

3. Refer to Fig. 29. Appendix 2. As a point ::: moves to the right along the negative part of 
the real axis where .r :-:: - I. its image point u~ is to move to the right along the half line 
L' = Ii (11 ::= 0). As the point: moves to the right along the segment - I ::= .r :5: 1 of the 
.\ axis. its image point rr is to move in the direction of decrea'\ing v along the segment 
0 ::= v ::= '1 of the L' axis. Finally. as: moves to the right along the positive part of the real 
axis where .r ~ I. its image point u: is to move to the right along the positive real axis. 
Z\ote the changes in the direction of motion of u: at the images of the points: = - I and 
: = I. These changes indicate that the derivative of a mapping function might be 

clu· (- _._ 1 )i.::! 
-=A-~-·-
cl:: :: - 1 

where A is some constant. Thus obtain formally the transformation given with the ligure. 
Verify that the transformation. written in the form 

Ji I'' I'' I'' I'' IL'=-((:+ I):-(: - I) .. ~+ Log I:+(:+ 1) :-(: - I) :-n 
;r 

where 0 ::= arg(::: ± I) ::= ;r. maps the boundary in the manner indicated in the figure. 

4. Let T(l1. l') denote the hounded steady-state temperatures in the shaded region of the rr 
plane in Fig. 29. Appendix 2. with the boundary conditions T(11. Ii) = 1 when 11 < 0 and 
T = 0 on the rest ( B' C' D') of the boundary. l:si ng the parameter a. where 0 < a < ;r /2. 
show that the image of each point::: = i tan a on the positive y axis is the point 

ll' = ~ [tn(tana +sec a)+ i ( ~ + SCCO')] 
(see Exercise 3) and that the temperature at that point u· is 

a 
T(tt. t•) = -

;r 

5. Let F( 1r) denote the complex potemi al function for the flow of an uid over a step in the bed 
of a deep stream represented by the shaded region of the u· plane in fig. 29. Appendix 2. 
where the fluid velocity \I approaches a real constant \10 ;1" lrrl tends to infinity in that 
region. The transformation that maps the upper half of the::: plane onto the region is noted 
in Exercise 3. Csc the chain rule 

clF dF cl: 

clu· cl: clw 

to shmv that 
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and. in terms of the points:: = x \Vhose images arc the points along the bed of the stream. 
show that 

··1 \. - 'I WI= IVi1I \/ · __ . 
I x +I 

~ote that the speed increases from I Vo I along A' B' unti I IV I = x al B '. then diminishes 
to zero al C'. and increases toward I Vol from C' to D': note. t<Xl. that the speed is I Viii al 
the point 

11' = i ( ~ + ..!._)". 
2 ;r 

between B' and C'. 



CHAPTER 

12 
INTEGRAL FORMULAS OF THE 

POISSON TYPE 

In chis chapter. \\IC develop a theory that cnahlcs us lo solve a variety of houndary value 
prohlcms \vhosc solutions arc cxprcssc<l in tenns of <ldinite or improper incegrals. 
Many of the integrals occurring arc then readily evaluated. 

134. POISSON INTEGRAL FORI\ilULA 

Let C0 denote a positively oricntc<l circle. centered at the origin. and suppose that a 
function .f is analytic inside and on C0 . The Cauchy integral fonnula (Sec. 54) 

( I ) . _ _ I l f (s> ds .I ( '. ) - ;:;---:-
_]f I . C., .\' - :. 

expresses the value of f at any point :. interior to Co in terms of the values off al 
points son C0 • In this section. we shall obtain from formula (I) a corresponding one 
for the real component of the function f: and. in Sec. 135. we shall use that resulc to 
solve the Dirichlet prohlcm (Sec. 116) for the disk bounded by Co. 

We let r0 denote the radius of C0 and \\·Tite :. = r exp(iR ). where 0 < r < r0 

(Fig. 191). The i11verse of the nonzero point:. with respect lo the circle is the point :. 1 

lying on the same my from the origin as:.-. and satisfying the condition 1:.-. 1 11:.1 = re~. 
(Such inverse points. when r 0 = I. have already been used in Sec. 97.) Because 

417 
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\' 

() 

FIGURE 192 

(ro/r)>I. 

and this means that : 1 is exterior to the circle Co. According to the Cauchy-Goursat 
theorem (Sec. 50). then. 

I. /'(s) ds 
. = 0 . 

. c,, s - :1 

Hence 

r Ii (I I )1· I . (:) = -. -- - . (.\')ls: 
2Jr I . ('

11 
.\' - :'. .\' - :'.I 

and. using the parametric representation s = r0 exp(i</>) (0 ~ </> < 2n) for C0 . we 
have 

( 2) f (:) = _1 1· .!:r (-·\· - - .\· ) f ( s ) d </> 
2Jr o .\' - :'. S - :'. 1 

where. for convenience. we retain the s to denote r0 cxp(i</>). Now 

and. in view of this expression for: 1 • the quantity inside the paremheses in equation (2) 
can be wrillen 

- ) ) 

(3) 
.\' .\' : f(j - r-

-- - = -.--_ + :::;-----;: = . - ) . 
s - : .\' - .\' ( y /:.) .\ - " .\ - •. 1.\ - •. 1-

An alternative fon11 of the Cauchy integral formula (I) is. thcretixe. 
) ) ) .,,, 

f
. ;11 rii - ,.-1-:r .f (roe'"") I 

. (re ) = ,., I . -12 l </> 
_Jr 0 .\ - •. 

(4) 

when 0 < r < r0 . This form is also valid v •. fo~n r = 0: in that case. it reduces directly to 

which is just the parametric fonn of equal.ion (I) when : = 0. 
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The 4uantity Is - :: I is the distance bcl\\1ecn the points s and ::. and the law of 
cosines can be used to write (sec Fig. I 92) 

(5) 
) ) ) 

Is - ::I-= r0 - 2ror cos(</> - 8) + ,.-. 

Hence. if 11 is the real component of the analytic function .f. it folhw.1s from l()rmula (4) 

that 

(6) 
I j . .:?,.,. (r(~ - r 2) u(ro, </>) 

11(r.8) = - , , d</> 
2:r o r(j - 2ror cos(</> - (J) + r-

( r < ro). 

This is the Poisso11 integral fonnula for lhc hannonic func1ion 11 in the open disk 
bou ndcd by the ci re le r = ro. 

Formula (6) defines a linear integral transformation of u(ro. </>)into u(r. H). The 
kernel of the transformalion is. except for the factor I /(2;r ). the real-valued function 

) ) 

(7) 
,.- - ,.-

P ( ro. r. </> - H) = 1 ° 1 • 

rii - 2rnr cos(</> - 8) + r-

which is known as the Poisso11 ker11el. In view of c4ua1ion (5 ). we can also \a.:ri le 

) ) 

(8) 
,.- - ,.-

p ( r 0 . r. </> - H ) = 0 
, . 

ls-::1-

Lei us now verify the following properties of P. where r < ro: 

(a) Pis a positive function: 

(,\' +::) 
(h) P(r0 • r. </> -8) =Re ~ : 

.\ .. 
(c) P(ro. r. </>- 8) is a hannonic func1ion of rand fJ imcrior to the circle Co for each 

fixed s on C0 : 

(d) P(ro. r. </> - 8) is an even periodic function of</> - H. with period 2:r: 

(e) P(r0 • 0. </> - H) = 1: 
I .:?..,. 

( f) - f P(ro. r. </> - 8 )d</> = I when r < ro. 
2][ Jo 
Property (a) is true because of expression (8) since r < r0 . Also. since :./(s - ::) 

and its complex conjugate :./CY - ;.) have the same real p<u1s. expression (8) and the 
second of equations (3) tells us that 

( 
.\' :: ) ( J + :: ) P(r0 • r. </> - fJ) = Re ~ +-~ =Re ~ . 

. \ .. .\ .. .\ .. 
Thus P has properly (h): and since the real part of an analylic function is hannonic. P 
has property (c). As for properties (d) and (e). we find from expression (7) that P has 
those properties. Finally. property(.(} follows by writing u(r. H) =I in equation (6) 
and then referring 10 expression (7). 
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\Ve conclude lhis imroduclion lo lhe Poisson imegral fonnula hy writing expres
sion (6) as 

(9) J lb 11 ( r. 8) = 1 P ( r 0 . r. </J - 8 )11 (r0 . </J) d</J 
_-;r 0 

(r < r 0 ). 

We have assumed lhal f is analylic not only imerior to Co hut also on Co itself and 
lhat u is. therefore. hannonic in a domain v .. 'hich includes all points on that circle. Jn 
particular. u is continuous on C0 . The conditions will nmv he relaxed. 

135. DIRICHLET PROBLEl\'I FOR A DISK 

Let F he a picccv ... isc continuous funclion (Sec. 42) of 8 on chc inlcrval 0 ~ A ::::: 2JT. 
The Poisson integral tra11sform of F is defined in tcm1s of the Poisson kernel 
P(ro. r. ¢ - 8 ). introduced in Sec. 134, hy means of the equation 

( I ) I 12:-r 
U (r. H) = ~ P(ro.r. ¢ - H) F<</J) d</J 

_Jr (I 

(r < ro). 

In lhis scclion. we shall prove lhal the .fimction U(r. H) is liar111011ic inside the 
circler = r0 a11d 

(2) Jim U (r. H) = F(8) 
I •JI.I 

I· 'II 

.formcli.fiw:dA at 1d1ich F i.\·co11ti11uous. Thus U is asolulion ofthc Dirichlcl prohkm 
for the disk r < ro in lhc sense lhat U (r. 8) is harmonic and approaches lhc boundary 
value F(H) as lhe point (r. H) approaches (ro. H) along a mdius. exccpl at lhe finile 
numhcr of points (r0 . H) where disconlinuilies of F may occur. 

Appl icationsof the solution will he made in Sec. 136. Turning nov.: to lhc proof lhat 
the function U (I-. H) defined by equal.ion (I) sacisfies lhc slalcd Dirichlet problem. we 
note first lhac U is hannonic inside lhe circler = r 0 because Pis a harmonic funclion 
of rand H there. More precisely. since Fis piecewise continuous. inlcgral (I) can he 
v .. ·riucn as lhe sum of a finite numhcr of definite integrals each of which has an integrand 
lhac is conci nuous in r JJ. and¢. The partial deri vaci vcs of those i111cgrands v,:i ch rcspccl 
lo rand A arc also conlinuous. Since the order of imegralion and differentiation wich 
rcspccl lo r and A can. chen. be inlcrchangcd and since P salislics Laplace's equation 

) 

,.- Prr + r Pr + P1111 = () 

in the polar coordinates r and A (Exercise I. Sec. 27). ii follows chat U satislics lhat 
cqualion wo. 

In order to verify limit (2). \VC need to show lhat if F is continuous al H. lherc 
corresponds lo each positive number f; a positive numhcr c5 such lhm 

( 3) IU<r.8) - F((J)I < ,._. '":hen ever 0 < ro - r < fJ . 
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\Ve stm1 by ~fcrring to properly (_{).Sec. 134. of the Poisson kemel and \\'riling 

J 12:r U ( r. 8) - F ( 8) = - P ( ro. r. </> - H ) I F ( </>) - F ( 8) I d </>. 
2n o 

For convenience. we let F be extended periodically. with period 2;rr. so that the in
tegrand here is perilxlic in</> wilh that same period. Also. we agree that 0 < r < r0 

because of the nature of the limit to be established. 
Next. we observe that since F is continuous al H. there is a small positive number 

ex such that 

(4) 
f; 

IFl</>l - F(8)1 < ., whenever l</>-8l~ex. 

Assume now that I</> - HI ~ a and write 

(5) 

where 

I 

1
111u 

/1 (r) = - P(r0 . r. </> - H) IF(</>) - F({Jl) d</>. 
2;rr II ·U 

h(r) = ~ {° uil:r P(r0 • r. </> - H) [F(</>) - F(8)) d</>. 
_;rr Jn.1 u 

The fact that P is a positive function (Sec. 134). together with the first of in
equalities (4) just above and properly (_{). Sec. 134. of that function. enables us to 
write 

I {111a 

l/1 (r)I ~ 'l;rr Jo ·u P(ro. r. </> - H) IF(</>) - F(8)1 d</> 

f; f.l:r F. 
< - P(r0 • r. </> - 8) d</> = -. 

4;rr . 0 2 

As for the integral /2 (r). one can sec from Fig. 192 in Sec. 134 that the denominator 
Is - :-f in expression (8) for P(ro. r. </> - H) in that section has a (positive) minimum 
value 111 as the argument</> of s v:.u-ics over the closed interval 

8 + (X ~ </> ~ e - ex + 2;rr . 

So. if M denotes an upper bound of the piecewise continuous function I Fl</>) - F(Hll 
on the in le rval 0 ~ </> ~ 2;rr. it follows th al 

(r1~ - r 2 )M 2Mr11 21Wro F 
l/:~(r)I ~ 2:r < -- (r0 - r) < -- 15 = -

2 :r Ill 111 111 ., 
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whenever t(i - r < ,5 where 

( 6) 
111 F: 

D=--. 
4M ro 

Finally. the results in the t\vo preceding paragraphs tell us that 
£ /-~ 

IU(r.8) - F<R>I:::; l/i(r)I + lh<r)i < ;- + ;- = r. 

CllAP. 12 

whenever r0 - r < 8. ,., .. here Dis the positive number defined by equation (6). That is. 
statement (3) holds when that choice of D is made. 

According to expression (I). and since P(ro. 0. ¢ - 8) = I. 

U (0. e) = -
1 (·:r F<¢) d¢. 

2:r .Jo 
Th us the l'lll ue <~(a lum11011ic Ji111ctio11 at the cent er<~{ the circle r = r0 is them ·cragc 
<dthe bowulary rnlues 011 the circle. 

It is left to the exercises to prove that P and lJ can be represented by series 
involving the elementary harmonic functions r" cosne and r" sin118 as follows:M 

(7) 

and 

(8) 

where 

(9) 

( 10) 

"' )" P(r0 .r.¢-8)= I +2L(~ cos11(</J-8) 
'o 11=1 

I "' ( )" u <r. 8) = - llo + L ~ (a" cos 118 + h" sin 118) 
2 10 

11=1 

(r<ro) 

( r < ro). 

I 12 .. 
ll11 = - F(</J) cos11¢ d</> (II= 0. J. 2 ... . ). 

iT () 

I ;·2:r 
b,1 = - F(</J) sin11¢ d¢ 

iT (I 

(I/= I. 2 ... . ). 

136. EXA.l\ilPLES 

The examples here illustrate much of the material in the last two sections. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let us !ind the potential \l(r. 8) inside a Jong hollow circular 
cylinder of unit radius. split lengthwise into two equal parts. when \/ = I on one of 
the parts and \I = 0 on the other. This problem was solved by conformal mapping in 
Example I. Sec. I 23: and we recall how it was i ntcrpretcd there as a Dirichlet problem 

'llu:sc n:sulls arc obtained. in somewhat diffcn:nt not:.1tion. when r0 = I hy the method of scpamtion 
of variables in the authors· Fourier SC'1it's and Bo1111e/ary \!alue Pmhlcms. 8th ed .. Sec 49. 2012. 
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for lhc disk r < I. where \I = 0 on lhc upper half of lhc boundary r = I and \I = I 
on the lower half. (Sec Fig. 193.) 

r 

\/= 0 

0 .\ 

\/=I FIGURE 193 

lncquation(J). Scc.135.wtilc \I forU.r0 = I.and 

when 
when 

0<</J<7r. 
7r < <P < 27r 

lo obtain 

( I ) 1 !2:r \l(r.8)=- P(l.r.</J-8)d</J. 
27r :r 

where (sec Sec.134) 

I - ,.2 
P(I. r.¢- 8) = -------

1 + r 2 - 2r cos(¢ - H) · 

An antide1ivativc of P (I. r. i/!) is 

(2) I (1-/-r i/!) P( I. r. i/!) di/! = 2 arctan -- lan - . 
. I - r 2 

the inlcgmnd here being the derivative v .. ·ith rcspecl lo i/! of the function on the right 
(sec Exercise 3). So it follmvs from expression (I) lhal 

Jr \I (r. H) =arc tan -- lan - me tan -- tan . ( 
J + r 27r - 8 ) ( I + r 7r - f1 ) 

1-r 2 J-r 2 

After simplifying lhe expression fortan(7r \I (I·. H)] obtained from lhis lasl equation 
(sec Exercise 4 ). we find rhal 

(3) J ( I - ,.2 ) \I (r. H) = - arc tan 
Jr 2r sinR 

( 0 ::: arc tan t ::: n ) . 

where the stated rcstriclion on the values of the arctangcnl function is physically 
evident When expressed in rectangular coordinalcs. the solution here is the same as 
solution (5) in Sec. 123. 
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EXA .. l\ilPLE 2. In Sec. I 35 expression (8). with coefficients (9) and (10). can be 

used to find the steady temperatures T (I·. 8) in a solid cylinder r ~roof infinite length 
'''hen there is a constant A such lhal 

T(ro. 8) =A cosH. 

Using T instead of CJ. we find that 

(4) I " ( )" T (r. fJ) = ;ao + L ~ (a,, cos 118 + h,, sin 116) 
- 11=1 ' 0 

( r < ro) 

where 

;\ 12:r 
{/ 0 = - cos <P d </> = () 

7r () 

and. '"hen 11 = I . 2 ..... 

A ·.!:r {A if11 =I 
a,, = -j cos¢ cos11¢ d<P = () .1. ....... 1 7r 0 111-. 

;\ .!:r 

h,, = - ( cos¢ sin11¢d¢ = Oforall11. 
7r Jo 

(Sec Exercise 8. where these lasl l\\.'O integrals arc evaluated.) 
If v ... e suhslilulc these values for the codlicicnls in series (4). v ... e arrive al the 

desired lcmpcmlurc function: 

(5) 
;\ ;\ 

T(I·. 8) = -(r eos8) = -x. 
ro ro 

Note that (sec Sec. I 18) no heal flows across the plane y = 0. since iJT /iJy = 0 
there. 

EXERCISES 

1. Cse the Poisson integral transform (I). Sec. 135. to derive the expression 

\l(.r.y)=~arctan[ l-.r
2

-/ ] (O,:::arctanf~;T) 
;T (.r - I )2 + ( y - I )2 - I 

for the electrostatic potential interior to a cylinder x 2 + y2 = I when V = I on the tirst 
quadram (.\· > 0. y > 0) of the cylindrical surface and V = 0 on the rest of that surface. 
Also. point out why I - \I is the solution to Exercise 8. Sec. 123. 

2. Let T denote the steady temperatures in a disk r ::: I. with insulated faces. when T = I 
on the arc 0 <(I < 200 (0 < Oo < ;T/2) of the edger = I and T = 0 on the rest of the 
edge. Cse the Poisson integral transform (I). Sec. 135. to show that 

I [ ( I - x
2 

- r
2

) Yo l T (.r. r) = - arc tan ~ · · , , (0 ::: arc tan r .:::= ;T ). 
· ;T (.\ - I)-+ (y - .\h)- - Y«i 

where y0 = tan(~,. Verify that this function T satisties the boundary conditions. 
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3. Verify integration formula (2) in Example I. Sec. 136. by differentiating the right-hand 
side there with respect to if;. 

Suggestion: The trigonometric identities 

' l/J l + cos l/J . ' l/J - cos l/J 
cos- - = sm--= ----., ., ., ., 

arc useful in this verification. 

4. With the aid of the trigonometric identi tics 

tana - tan~ 
tan(u - ~) = 

I + tan a tan ~ 

., 
tana +cota = --. 

sin 2a 

show how solution (3) in the example in Sec. 135 is obtained from the expression for 
;r V(r. 0) just prior to that solution. 

5. Let I denote thisfi11ite 1111il i111p11/seft111ctio11 (Fig. 194): 

when 00 ::: 0 ::: f41 + II. 
{

I I '1 
I ('1. U - t~,) = 

() when 0 ::: 0 < 0(1 or Oo + II < 0 ::: 2;r. 

where II is a positive nu mbcr and 0 ::: 00 < U0 + II < 2;r. '.\:ote that 

r'··..:.." Jo,, I (11. 0 - Oo) dO = I. 

" ' ' 

0 H FlGURE 194 

With the aid of a mean value theorem for detinite integrals. show that 

!..7' lt,~iJ 

[, /'(ro. r. <P - 0) I (/1. <P - Oo) d<P = /'(ro. r. c - 0) { /(/1. <P - Uo) d¢. 
. ./1111 

where fk, ::: c ::: Oo + II. and hence that 

lim [!:r /'(r0. r. </> - 0) /(/1.¢ - 00 ) d<P = l'(ro. r. 0 - Uo) 
,\ ·'.'. () 
,\.I.• 

(r < ro). 

Thus the Poisson kernel /'(r0 • r. 0 - (~,) is the limit. as /1 approaches 0 through positive 
val ucs. of the harmonic function inside the circle r = r 0 whose boundary values arc 
represented by the impulse function 2;r I (/1. (} - U0 ). 

6. Show that the expression in Exercise 7(/>). Sec. 68. for the sum of a certain cosine series 
can be written 

'" I - "2 
I + 2' a" cos 110 = -------

L- I - 2c1 cos 0 + a 2 
(-l<a<I). 

Thus show that the Poisson kernel (7). Sec. 134. has the series representation (7). Sec. 135. 
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7. Show that the series in representation (7). Sec. 135. for the Poisson kernel converges 
uniformly with respect to </>. Then obtain from formula ( 1) of that section the series 
representation ( 8) for U ( r.()) there. 

8. Evaluate the integrals 

f.
2
.:r cos</> cos n<f>d </> and 

. (I 

in Exan1pk 2. Sec. 1 J6. 

f.~
7 

cos </>sin /1 </>cl</> 
. () 

Suggc>sfion: L:se the trigonometric identities 

2cosAcosB =cos( A - B) +cos(A +Bl 

and 
2cosAsin/J = sin(A + 8) - sin(A - 8). 

137. RELATED BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEIVIS 

Decails of proofs of resulls given in chis seccion arc lcfc co chc exercises. The function 
F reprcscncing boundary values on chc circle r = r0 is assumed co he piecewise 
concinuous. 

Suppose that FC2:r -0) = -F(O). The Poisson inccgrnl cransfonn (I )in Sec. 135 
then becomes 

1 ;··• ( I ) U ( r, H > = :;- I P ( r 0 .r. </> - H > - P ( ro .r. </> + H >I F ( </>) d </>. 
_;r 0 

This function CJ has zero values on the horizontal radii H = 0 and H = :r of chc circle. 
as one would expect when U is irllcrprcced as a steady temperature. Expression (I) 

thus solves the Dirichlet pm/Jlem for the semicirrnlar n.:~ion r < r 0 , 0 < A < ;r, 

where CJ = 0 011 the diameter;\ B shmrn in Fig. 195 and 

(2) lim U(r. H) = F(H) (0 < H < :r) 
. I •l1J 

I •Ill 

for each .fixed Hat which Fis co11tin11011s. 

A B FIGURE 195 

If F(2n - 0) = F(O). then 

I l:r 
< 3 ) U < r. fJ > = :;- I P ( ro . r. </> - o ) + P ( ro. r. </> + o ) l F ( </> ) d </> : 

_;r . 0 

and llo(r. H) = 0 \vhcn H = 0 or H = :r. Hence expression (3) fumishcs a function U 
chat is lwm1011ic in the semicircttlar region r < r 0 , 0 < fJ < ;r and .wti.~/ie.\· condi
tion (2) as ire// as the condition that its normal derivatil'e /Je -:.em 011 the diameter;\ B 
shmrn in Fig. 19 5. 
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The analylic funclion:: = r(Vz maps the circle IZI = ro in the Z plane onto the 
circle 1::1 = r0 in the:: plane. and il maps the exterior of the first circle onto the imcrior 
of the second (sec Sec. 97 ). \V1iting 

we sec that 

:: = re;o and Z = Re; vi. 

) ,.-
r = -0 and 8 = 2n - 1/1. 

R 
The harmonic function lJ(r. fJ) represented by expression (I). Sec. 135. is. then. lrans
fonned into the function 

lJ ( r(~. 2n - 1/J) = - -
1- (:r , r(~ - R

2 
, F(</>) d</J. 

R 2n ./0 rii - 2r0 Rcos(</J + 1/J)-+ R-

which is harmonic in the domain R > r 0 . Now. in general. if u(r. H) is harmonic. so 
is u(r. -8). !See Exercise 4.] Hence the function 

(
,.2 ) 

H ( R. 1/1 ) = lJ ~ . 1/1 - 2n . 

or 

H ( R. 1/1) = - ~ 1"!.:r P ( ro. R. </> - 1/1 ) F ( </>) d </> 
_Jr (I 

(4) (R > nd. 

is also h<U"tnonic. For each lixcd 1/1 al which F( 1/1) is continuous. we find from condi
tion (2 ). Sec. 135. that 

(5) lim H (R.1/1) = F( i/J). 
>: "'u 
A'.,., 

Thus expression ( 4) solves the Diriclilet pro/JI em for the region exterior lo the 
circle R = r0 in the Z plane (Fig. 196). \Ve note fmm expression (8). Sec. 134. that 
lhe Poisson kernel P(ro. R. </> - 1/J) is negative when R > ro. Also. 

(6) 
I 12.-r 

- P(r0 . R. </> - 1/1) d</J = - I 
2Jr (I 

( R > r 0 ) 

and 

(7) I 1"!.:r lim H(R.1/J) = - F(</J) d</J. 
I< • "'- 2Jr 0 

y 

,. 
/ (R. 1/1) 

x 

FIGURE 196 
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EXERCISES 

1. Obtain the special case 

(Cl) H( R. !./I) = -
1
- (

7 

I /'(ro. R. </J +!./I) - /'(ro. R. </> - !./Ill F(</J) ti¢: 
2-T .lo 

( h) H ( R. I/I ) = - -
1
- (

7 

11' ( r 0 . R. </J + I/I ) + I' ( r0 • R . <P - !./I l I F ( </J ) d <I> 
2., 'T ./o 

CllAP. 12 

of expression (4). Sec. 137. for the harmonic function H(R. I/;) in the unbounded region 
R > ro. 0 < I/I < ;r. shown in rig. 197. if that function satisfies the boundary condition 

lim H(R. I/;)= F(l/I) 
F. .... _, 

>: .-11_. 

(0 < l/t < ;r) 

on the semicircle and (Cl) it is zero on the rays BA and DE: (b) its normal derivative is 
zero on the rays BA and [) E. 

y 

A n [) E X FIGURE 197 

2. Give the details needed in establishing expression ( 1) in Sec. 137 as a solution of the 
Dirichlet problem stated there for the region shown in fig. 195. 

3. Give the details needed in establishing expression (3) in Sec. 137 as a solution of the 
boundary value problem stated there. 

4. Obtain expression (4). Sec. t.:n. as a solution of the Dirichlet problem for the region 
exterior to a circle (fig. 196). To show that 11(r. - 0) is harmonic when 11 (r. 0) is harmonic. 
use the polar form 

r 211,,.(r. 0) + r11,(r, 0) + ll1111(r.O) = 0 

of Laplace·s equation. 

5. State why equation (6). Sec. 137. is valid. 

6. Establish limit (7). Sec. 137. 

138. SCH\VARZ INTEGRAL FORl\ilULA 

Let f be an analytic funclion of:: lhroughout the half plane Im:: > 0 such thal for 
some positive conslants ll and M. lhe order property 

( I ) (Im::~ 0) 

is satisfied. For a fixed point:: above the real axis. let CR denole lhe upper half of a 
positively orierllec.J circle of mdius R cenlered m the origin. where R > 1::1 (Fig. I 98). 
Then. according to the Cauchy integral fonnula (Sec. 54) . 

. __ -'-1 f(s) ds -'-JR fU) dt ( 2) .f ( ,, ) - ") . . . - + ") . - . 
_'Jf I < K .\ - ,, _'Jf I . R I - •. 
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\' 

x FlGURE 198 

We find chm che lirsl of chcse imcgrnls approaches 0 as R lends co oo since. in 
vicv .. · of condicion (I), 

Thus 

I j
~ f ( .. \_') ,_1s I < __ ,\!,_1 __ JT R = __ JT_1\!,_f -

(;: ·' •. R'j(R - 1:.1> R'J( I -1:.1/ R) 

___ I_ ;·:x- fU) dt 
/L) - -, . 

_JT I "'- t - :. 
(Im:. > 0). 

Condicion (I) also ensures char chc improper incegrnl here converges.~ The number 
co which il converges is chc same as ics Cauchy principal value (sec Sec. 85). and 
rcprcscmacion (3) is a Ct111chy i11t(~rttl.fim1111/afor the lw~f plane Im:. > 0. 

When chc point :. lies below che real axis. chc righc-hand side of cquacion (2) is 
zero: hence inccgml (3) is zero for such a poinc. Thus, when:.. is above chc real axis. 
we have che following expression. where c is an arbicrnry complex conscanc: 

(4) I /'" ( I c ) f (:.) = :;-:- ---=-=- + _ -=- f (I) d t (Im:. > 0). 
_JT I . . . "'- t •. t .. 

In che two cases c = - I and c = I. chis reduces. rcspcccivcly. co 

(5) --~ J '.'.\:,; yf (I ) /(,,) - ) dt 
JT "'- It - :.I-

( y > 0) 

and 

(6) . - - _I /" U - .r)/(f) 
.f ( ,, ) - . I -1) d t 

JT I .. "'- t - •. -
(y > 0). 

If f(:.) u(x. y) + iv(x. y). il follm\1s from cquacions (5) and (6) thac chc 
harmonic funccions 11 and t~ arc rcprcscmcd in chc half plane y > 0 in ccrms of chc 
boundary values of 11 by chc expressions 

(7) I/" y11(1.0) _ ~ ;·"'- y11(1.0) 
II (X . ,\') = - , d t - , 1 d t 

n "'- lt-:.1- n. "'-(1-x)-+y-
(y > 0) 

'Sec. for installl.'C. A. E. Taylor an<.I W. R. i\fann. Adrnnccd Ca/rn/ru. J<.I ct.I .. Cli.1p. 22. 1983. 
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and 

(8) 
I J'- (.r -1)11(1. 0) 

F(.r.y)=- ) ,dt 
Jr '- (I - x)- + y-

(y > 0). 

Expression (7) is known as theSclnvarzi11tegralformula. or che Poisson imegral 
formula for the half plane. In chc next section. we shall relax chc conditions for chc 
vali<lity of expressions (7) and (8 ). 

139. DIRICHLET PROBLEI\tl FOR A HALF PLANE 

Let F denote a real-valued funccion of x chat is bounded for all .r and cominuous 
except for al most a finite number of linitc jumps. When y ::::_ r, and Ix I :::: I/£, where 
r, is anv positive constant. the integral . ~ 

! '- FU) dt 
/(x.y)= ) ' 

'- (I - x)- + y-

convcrgcs uniformly with respect to .r and y. as do the inccgrals of the partial deriva
tives of the integrand with respect co .r and y. Each of these integrals is chc sum of a 
flnitc number of improper or definite inccgrals over incervals on which Fis concinuous: 
hence the integrand of each component integral is a continuous function oft . .r, and 
y when y ::::_£.Consequently. each partial derivative of /(.r. y) is represented by the 
imcgral of the co1Tesponding dcrivacivc of chc integrand whenever y > 0. 

If we write 
\' 

U (.r . y) = :..._I Lr . y) . 

then U is che Sc/1warzi11tegra/ transform of F, suggested by expression (7). Sec. 138: 

I j'" rF(I) 
(I) U(x.r)=- . , )dt (y>O). 

. Jr '- (/ - x )- + y-

Excepl for the factor I /:r. che kernel here is y/it - :f. ll is the imaginary componenc 
ofchc function 1/(1 - :). which is analytic in: when y > O. ll follows thm the kernel 
is harmonic, and so it satisfies Laplace's equacion in .r and y. Because the order of 
differentiation and imegracion can be intcrchangcc..l. lhe function (l) then satisfies thac 
equalion. Consequcmly. U is lwmumic 1rhe11 y > 0. 

To prove that 

(2) Jim U(.r. r) = F(.r) 
I oll • 

' II 

for each fixed .r al which Fis continuous. we substitute t = x + y tan r in integral (I) 
and \\·Tile 

(3) U(x. _r) = ~ I::.: F<x + ,rtan r) dr 

As a consequence. if 

(_\' > 0). 

G (.r. y. r) = F ( x + y tan r) - F (.r) 
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and ex is some small positive constant. 

(4) rr I U (x. _\") - F (.r) I = /:'.: G (.<, r. r) tiT = I, (_r) + 11 (r) + /.l(r) 

where 

f-d_r)= /:r/2 
G(.r.y,r)dr. 

• (:T /21 ·U 

If M denotes an upper bound for IF(.r)I. then IG(x. y. r)I ::: 2M. For a given 
positive number F:. we select ex so that 6Mex < F:: and this means that 

F: 
l/i(r)I < 2Mex < -. - 3 and 

F: 
I h ( r ) I < 2 1\tl ex < - . . . - 3 

\Ve next show that corresponding to F:. there is a positive number 8 such that 

F: 
1/1( r)I < -- . 3 \vhencvcr () < \' < 8. 

To do this. we observe that since Fis continuous al x. there is a posicivc number y 
such that 

F: 
iG(.r. r. r )I < - whenever 0 < yl tan r I < y. 

· 3n 

Now the maximum value of I tan r I as r ranges from 

IS 

7T 
- - +ex to 

') 

7T 
- - ex 
') 

tan ( ~ - ex) = cot ex. 

Hence. if we write ,5 = y tan ex. it follows thal 

F: f~ 

I /2 (y) I < :)""(Jr - 2ex) < whenever 0 < r < 8 . 
. JJT 3 

\Ve have thus shown that 

Condition (2) nmv follows from this result and equation ( 4). 
Expression (I) therefore solves the Diriclilet pmblcm .for the lw~( plane y > O. 

with the boundary condition (2). It is evident from the fonn (3) of expression (I) that 
IU(.r. y)I ::: Min the half plane. where Mis an upper bound of IF(x)I: that is. U is 
bounded. We note that U (x. y) = Fo when F(.r) = Fo. \\'here Fo is a constant. 
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According lo expression (8) of Sec. 138. under certain condicions on F lhe 
funclion 

(5) I /" (.r - !)FU) \I (.r. _\') = -
1 1 

d f 
'JT • - " (f - .r )- + y-

(y > 0) 

i s a harmonic conjuga1e of 1he funccion U given by equal ion (I). Ac1ually. equation (5) 
.fim1ishes a lwr111011ic co11j11gatc r~(U ({Fis c\·ery1d1ere co11ti11uo11s, exn:pt.fi>r at most 
a.finite 1111111/Jer rf.fini fl' jumps. and (( F sat i.~fies llll ordc r property 

l.r'j F(.r)I < M (ll > 0). 

For. under those conditions. we find that U and \I satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equa
tions \vhen y > 0. 

Special cases of expression (I) \\'hen F is an odd or an even funccion arc left to 
the exercises. 

EXERCISES 

1. Obtain as a special case of expression (I). Sec. 139. the expression 

U<x.y) = ::._ {" [ 
1
, , -

1
, ,]FU)dt 

;r .f o (I - x )- + y- (I + .\ )- + y-
(.\' > 0. _\' > 0) 

for a bounded function U that is harmonic in the.fir.H quadrant and satisfies the boundar)' 
conditions 

U(O.y)=O 

liml/(.\. y) = F(x) 
' .... 
'.11 

(y > 0). 

(x>O.x:j:-Xj). 

where Fis bounded for all positive x and continuous except for at most a finite number 
of tinite jumps al the points Xj (j = I. 2 ..... 11). 

2. Let T (x. y) denote the bounded steady temperatures in a plate x > 0. y > 0. with 
insulated faces. when 

Jim T(.\. y) = F 1 (.\') (.\' > 0). 
' ... . ... 
lim T(x. r) = F,( r) . ·•) . - . (y > 0) 

•.·•.• 

(fig. 199). Herc F 1 and F2 arc bounded and continuous except for at most a finite numher 
of finite jumps. \\!rite x + iy = :_and shmv with the aid of the expression ohtained in 
Exercise I that 

T(x. y) = T1(.r._,·) +- T2(x. y) (X > 0. y > 0) 
,. 

T= F~(yl 

FIGURE 199 
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where 

3. Obtain as a special case of expression (I). Sec. 139. the expression 

(/(x.r)=~ f'"[ 1
, ,+ 

1
, ,]F(f)t/r (x>0.y>0) 

· ;r./o (f-x)-+y- (f+x)-+y-

for a hounded function U that is harmonic in thc.fir.\'f q11atl1w11 and satisfies the boundary 
conditions 

u .. ({). y) = () (y > 0). 

liml/(x.y) = F(.r) (x > O.x f Xj). 

'.11 

where F is hounded for all positive x and continuous except possibly for finite jumps at 
a finite number of points x = Xj (j = 1. 2 . .... 11). 

4. Interchange the x and y axes in Sec. 139 to write the solution 

I !'" x FU) lJ(x.y) = - . 2 ~ .:i. dr (X > 0) 
;r . - '- (f - ·' ) ' .\ 

of the Dirichlet problem for the half plane x > 0. Then wri tc 

F(r) = {I when l.rl <I. 
· 0 when l.rl > 1. 

and obtain these expressions for U and its harmonic conjugate -V: 

I( r+l r-1) U(x. y) = - arctan -· -- - arctan -· -- . 
;r x x 

where -;r /2 .::: arctan r .::: ;r /2. Also. show that 

1 

I x 2 +(r+1) 2 

\ 1 (.\. \') = - In , . , 
. 2;r x- ~ (y - 1 )-

\l(.r.y) + iU<x. y) = -ILog(:. + i) - Log<:. - i)J. 
;r 

where:. = .\ + iy. 

140. NEUl\tlANN PROBLEl\tlS 

As in Sec. 134 and Fig. 192. '''e wrilc 

s = r0 exp( i </>) and :: = r exp( i e ) ( r < r0 ). 

\Vhen s is fixeu. lhe funclion 

(I) Q(ro. r. </> -H) = -2ro lnjs - ::I= -ruin [r1~ - 2rorcos(¢ -6) + r~~ 
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is h<mnonic inlerior lo che t:ircle 1::1 = r0 because il is che real componem of 

-2 r0 log(:: - s). 

CllAP. 12 

'"'here che branch cul of log(:: - s) is an oucward ray from lhe poinl s. If. moreover. 
r =f;O. 

(2) 
r0 [ 2r 2 

- 2r0 r cos(</> - H) l 
Qr (ro. r. </> - (.J) = - - 1 1 r r11 - 2ror cos(</J - H) + r-

ro 
= -IP(ro. r. </J - H) - I] 

r 

where P is che Poisson kernel ( 7) of Sec. 134. 
These observalions suggesl tlrnl che funclion Q may be used lo wrile an imegrnl 

reprcsenrncion for a harmonic function lJ whose normal derivalive Ur on lhe circle 
r = ro assumes prescribed values can. 

If C is piecev,:ise conlinuous and U0 is an arbilrury constant che funclion 

t 1:!.:r 
lJ(r. A)=-=) Q(r0 . r. </J - 8) C(</J) d</J + U0 

_-;r 0 
(3) (r < r 0 ) 

is harmonic because lhe integrand is a harmonic function of rand H. If the mean value 
of C over che circle 1::1 = ro is zero. so lhal 

(4) (·' C(</J) d</> = 0. 
.fo 

lhen. in viev,: of equmion (2). 
) 

I 1--r r0 
lJ r ( r. 8) = - -[ P ( ro. r. </> - 8) - I ] C ( </J) d </J 

2-:r 0 r 

ro I ;,·2:r 
= - · - P <ro. r. </> - H ) C ( </J ) d </J. 

r 2-:r 0 

Now. according lo equalions (I) and (2) in Sec. 135. 

!i!~.~ -,~ 1
2

~ P(ro. r. </J - 8) C(</J) d</> = C(8). 
1-111 _; 0 

Hence 

(5) Jim Ur(r. A)= C(H) 
I •!II 

l·J(1 

for each value of H al which C is conlinuous. 
\Vhcn C is piecewise continuous and smisfies condicion (4). lhe expression 

(6) lJ(r. 8) = - ~-0 (~In (r~ - 2r0r cos(</> - A)+ r 2 j C(</J) d</J + U0 (r < r0 ). 
_-;r lo 

therefore. solves the Ne11111w111 pmhlem for the 1rgio11 interior to the circler = r0 • 

where CW) is tl1e nonual derivacivc of the harmonic funccion lJ(r. 8) al che boundary 
in tl1e sense of condicion (5). Nole how il follows from equal ions (4) and (6) chat since 
In '"<f is conslant. U0 is the value of lJ al lhc cenler r = 0 of the circler = r0 . 
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The values U (r. 8) may represent slcady lcmpermures in a disk r < r0 '''ilh 
insulaled faces. In lhal case. condi lion ( 5) slates lhal the flux of heal inlo lhe disk lhrough 
ils edge is proponional 10 G(8). Condi lion (4) is lhc nalural physical requircmcnl lhal 
lhe cocal race of now of hcac inco 1hc disk he zero. since cempcralUres do noc va1)' 
wich lime. 

A corresponding expression for a harmonic funclion H in lhe region exterior co 
che circler = ro can he wriucn in ccnns of Q as 

(7) l l:z:r H ( R. i/I ) = - 1 Q ( r0 . R, ¢ - i/I ) G ( </>) d </> + H0 
_l[ 0 

(R>r0 ). 

where Ho is a constanc. As before. \\IC assume Chae G is piecewise concinuous and lhal 
condition (4) holds. Then 

and 

(8) 

H0 = lim H(R.i/J) 
R ''-

lim HR(R. i/J) = G(i/J) 
k ''u 
J..'-111 

for each poinc i/J al which G is concinuous. Vc1ificalion of expression (7). as well as 
special cases of expression (3) ch al apply co scmicircu lar regions. is lcfl co the exercises. 

Turning now lo a half plane, we let G(x) he concinuous for all real x. exccpc 
possibly for a linicc number of linicc jumps. and lee ic sacisfy an order propcny 

(9) lx"G(x) I < M (a > I ) 

when -'.XI < x < '.XI. For each fixed real number r. che funclion Logl:: - t I is hm·monic 
in chc half plane Im:: > 0. Conscquerllly. che funccion 

J j" U(x. y) = - lnl:: - ti G(t) dt + Uo 
TC x. 

(10) 

(y > 0). 

where Uo is a real conscanc. is hannonic in chal half plane. 
The funclion (JO) was , .... rincn \Vilh chc SchwarL inlcgrnl lransfonn (1 ). Sec. 139. 

in mind: for it follows from expression ( l 0) lhat 

( l l ) 
l ;·"'- ,. GU) 

l/ ,. (x. y) = - . . 
1 

• ) d t 
Jr " (I - .\ )- + ·' -

(y > 0). 

In view of equacions ( l) and (2) in Sec. 139. chcn. 

( l 2) lim Ur(.\.\')= G(x) 
I di • 

' ... 
al each poinl x where G is concinuous. 

Expression ( 10) cvidcncly solves the Ntw11l11111 problem for the lw(f'pla11e y > 0. 

wich boundary condicion ( 12). Bue we have nol prescnlcd conditions on G which arc 
sulfo.:icnl lo ensure lhal lhc harmonic funccion U is bounded as I:: I increases. 
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\Vhen G is an odd function. expression (JO) can be written 

I -· [ ) ) l ··~ (I - x )- + r-
U (x. y) = :;- f In _) .) G(l)dt 

_;r Jo U + .\ )- + y-
( 13) (.r > 0. _r > 0). 

This represents a function that is harmonic in t11e .first quadrant x > 0. ,. > 0 and 
satisfies the boundary conditions 

( 14) 

( 15) 

U(O. _r) = 0 (y > 0). 

Jim' •U u,.(x. y) = G(x) (x > 0). 
I .. I 

EXERCISES 

1. Establish expression (7 ). Sec. 140. as a solution of the :\eumann problem for the region 
exterior to a circler= r0 • using earlier results found in that section. 

2. Obtain as a special case of expression (3 ). Sec. 140. the expression 

I [·
7 

U ( ,._ u l = :;-- I Q (I· o. '" </> - o l - Q (ro. ,. . </> + o ll G ( </> l cl</> 
_,, • (J 

for a function lJ that is harmonic in the se111icirc11/ar rt!gicm r < r0 • 0 < 0 < ;r and 
satisfies the boundary conditions 

U (r. 0) = U (r. ;r) = 0 (r < r 0 ). 

Jim U, (r. 0) = G((J) ((} < 0 < ;r) 
I •II,• ...... , 

for each 0 at which G is continuous. 

3. Obtain as a special case of expression (3 ). Sec. 140. the expression 

I [·' U (r. 0) = - I Q<ro. r. </> - 0) + Q (ro. r. </> + (I) 1 G (</>) d </> + Uo 
2.,1 . 0 

for a function U that is harmonic in the se111icirrnlar region r < r0 . 0 < 0 < ;r and 
satisfies the boundary conditions 

U11(r. 0) = U11(r. ;r) = 0 (r < r 0 ). 

lim l./,(r. 0) = G((I) (0 < 0 < ;r) 
I •f1) 

.. , ... 

for each 0 at which G is continuous. provided that 

[ ·' G(</>) cl</> = 0. 
' () 

4. Let TL\'. _r) denote the steady temperatures in a plate .r .'.:: 0. y .::: 0. The faces of the plate 
are insulated. and T = 0 on the e<lge .r = 0. The flux of heat (Sec. 118) into the plate 
along the segment 0 < .r < I of the edge _r = 0 is a constant A. and the rest of that edge 
is insulated. U sc expression ( 13). Sec. 140. lo show that the 11ux out of the plate along the 
edge .r = 0 is 

A ( I) -In I+---, _ 
;r r-
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(See Chap. 8) 
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FIGURE 7 
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Scale factors. 348 
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